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THE THEATRICAL R.L.S.

ABSTRACT

'llhat the public likes is rork (of
a little loosely executed, as long as

It should, (if possible) be a little duII
(Letters, .l1,255)

any kindl,
it's rordy...
into the bargain.'



THE THEATRICAL R.L.S.
ABSTRACT

l,lithin a format of Shakespeare's seven ages of man, the seven
stages of Robert Lou'is Stevenson are presented here as an inaugural
investigation of his theatricality.

The Introduction deals with th'is theatricality generally and is
conceffioparts,withthemoretechnicalelementsof
theatricality as they relate to the principles of dramatic theory.

Stage One is a curtailed family history as a general background to
his dtrd|-op-nrent and deals with his introduction to Mr Skelt's Toy
Theatre. Consideration is also g'iven in Section 3 to his first juvenile
dramatic writing.

Stage Two tells of his beginning to'act a part'while at Edinburgh
UniveFfrtfiThis stage also covers the amateur theatricals and the
friendships with Fleeming Jenkin, Mrs Sitwell and Sidney Colvin.

Stage Three introduces [,Jilliam Ernest Henley. l,lith Stevenson he
writeFllercT'h-Fodie for Henry Irving. Stevenson courts and marries Mrs
0sbournETh'TT-EhE-p'laywriting goes on by correspondence. The London
performance of Deacon Brodie is discussed and its American production
with Edward J.He-frffi-

Stage Four covers .|884 - the playwrit'ing year at Bournemouth. Beau
Austifr-dh?l--T<lhiral Guinea are discussed with conment and analffi
ofTfed undeT--3EFaEffi-eadings. The adaptation of Macaire js
considered in relation to Beerbohm Tree. The
meeting with Thomas Hardy are also consideFEfThEi
renarks about all the p'lays with special reference to
1903 lecture on Robert Louis Stevenson as Dramatist.

Stage Five ian theatre and its
influErrcfdTiiTh'-e Henley-Stevenson partnership. This Stage features the
final years of the two Henleys and includes a consideration of the
Henley review of Balfour's official b'iography of Stevenson.

Stage Six shows us Stevenson as the Scotch Tusitala, the Patriarch
of VajTiEfrffieading his work aloud from the verandah. It is the final
performance and in four short sections we see him rise only to die.

!!qge Seven is devoted entirely to adaptations of Stevensonia by
otherTTffiT-or all performing media to date.

A comprehensive survey of R.L.S. and the drama is an area of
Stevenson scholarship which has been either neglected or ill-considered.
It is the jntention of this study to offer a new focus to this d'imension
of his literary oeuvre and thus encourage a fresh approach to the
Stevenson pl ays as-ATFol e.

It also offers an opportunity to consider his relationship with
W.E.Henley and Mrs F.V.Stevenson, his collaborators in the five finished
playscripts. In doing s0, it puts into perspective the place of the
plays in Victorian dramaturgy.

Biographical facts and quotations from the Works are used where
they may reflect his lifelong preoccupation with the theatre and where
they may argue, by analysis orillustration, the theatrical potential
evident, not only in the plays, but in every element of his personality.
This is the man of theatre as theatrical man.

A complete list of adaptations of his wonk in all the performing
med'ia and also selected reviews of his plays are added in support of the
conclusion which is, sad1y, that in cons'idering R.L.S. as dramatist
one can only regret the loss to the theatre of what might have been...
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Sir Graham Balfour, in the first Life of Robert Louis Stevenson in

1901, says that the author's speech was -

,distinctly marked with a Scottish intonation, that se-emed to
everyone, i,otf, pi"ising anO appropriate...-His voice was always of
a sirpri'si ng sf rength" and rdsonapce . . . It was the one g'ift he

real Iy possessed for the stage.. . ' '

In the same study, Balfour also remarks on Stevenson's love of

Shakespeare's plays, particutarly As You Like It and especially the

character of Jacques in that Play, whose speech, from Act 2, Scene 7,

R.L.S. enjoyed speaking aloud:

JACQUES:
All the world's a stage,
And al I the men and women merely p'layers;
They have their exits and their entrances;
And one man in his time plays many parts'
His acts being seven ages. At f irst the infant'
Mewl'i ng and pewki ng i n the nurse 's arms ;
Then the whihing sihoolboy, w'ith his satchel
And shin'ing morning face, creeping like snail
Unwillingly to school. And then the lover,
Sighing lite furnace, with a woeful ballad
t'tade to his mistress' eyebrow. Then a soldier'
Full of strange oaths, and bearded like the pard'
Jealous in hoiour, sudden and qu'ick in quarrel'
Seeking the bubble reputation
Even ii ttre cannon's mouth. And then the justice'
In fair round belly with good capon lin'd,
tlith eyes severe and beard of formal cut'
Full of wise saws and modern instances;
And so he plays h'is part. The sixth age shifts
Into the the lean and slipper'd pantaloon,
With spectacles on nose and pouch on-s'ide,
His yoirthful hose, well-sav'd, a world too-wide
For his shrunk shank; and h'is big manly voice,
Turning again towards childish treble, p'ipes
And whisties in his sound. Last scene of all,
That ends this strange eventful history'
Is second childishness and mere oblivion;
Sans teeth, sans eyes, sans taste' sans everything.

The present author

for his thesis and as a

seven stages involved in

therefore wishes to offer this speech as a theme

titular armature to the general 'layout of the

the foregoing discussion.
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it besins .o ,tTl'o',lt.:Jn 5Lr,s business
to leave off his daurable faces and say his say.'

(Letters, lll, 139)
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INTRODUCTION

Part One 'All the world's a stage'

Robert Louis Stevenson lived for only forty-four years, between 13

November 
.|850 and 3 December 

.|894, but in that time, he comp'leted

fourteen full length novels, several books of essays and criticism,

innumerable articles, four volumes of letters, tlr inunortal book of

children's verse and six plays for the stage - four of which were

presented professionally in the theatre. Added to this, was the storry

courtship of a volatile American matron with two children and an even

stormier marriage. All this within a brief lifetime's search around the

globe for sun and health which brought him, for the last five years of

hjs life, to eventual serenity as the 'speak'ing chief ' of a South Seas

i sl and. 
I

Although he could refer to himself as an Englishman, his'innate

Scottishness never diminished no matter how far he v{as away from his

native Edinburgh. He left his homeland in 1887, and was never to see it
again, but he took his own kind of Scotland with him wherever he went as

every expatriate has done in the Caledonian diaspora. The difference

with Stevenson was that he sent his Scotland back around the world again

in the stories he wrote at every stopping-place in his many journeys'

He had made h'imself a professional writer by hard practice but more

than anything else he was a story-teller, and a Scottish one at that'

Even if, as he himself confess€d, -

'h.is ear continues to remark the English speech; _1nd even though

his tongue acquire the Southe5n knack-, he will still have a strong
Scottish accent of the mind.'-

He wrote in impeccable English but this stylishness was hard-won over

decades of studied literary effort, and whether it was in his magazine

essays, the tales of adventure for boys or in the famous novels of his

later years, the voice'in the work was always his. He also had a good

speak.ing vo'ice and delighted in reading his work aloud to the family at

the end of the day from the verandah at Vailima. This was Tusitala,

the actor-Stevenson, a man of many parts, but a Victorian legend known

world-wide simply by his int'ials - R.L.S.
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It was seen that when Stevenson was well in health he talked and played
and that when he was ill, he wrote. He was ill a lot if one takes into
account just how much he wrote. James cunningham, a friend he made
during an Atlantic sea-crossing, tells a story from a visit he made to
Stevenson at Hyeres, in the south of France, .in lgg3. cunningham
rel ates that Stevenson was -

'Just recovering from bad illness, almost blind, wearing blueglasses. He had a very humourous way with the amanuensis who wouldtreat him ceremonious'ry. He begin dictating itre- moment sheentered.
'The man d":! !1. bloody dagger, to which she would reply:'This is a lovely day, Mr SlEvenson..
!!ilh emphasis) -,the-man 

drew the bloody dagger.,
iJ..f'gp. you feel better today, Mr SteveirJn.,(I{Ith grCAtCr CMPhASiS) 'THE MAN DREI.J THE BLOODY DAGGER! 'J

This was the professional at work, whatever the circumstances. His
doctor at Bournemouth in lgg5, Dr T.g.Scott, testifies to this:

'success lifted him for a time out of his invalidism. so oftenseriously ill that his work suffered or was dalateA. Again andagain his buoyant spirit brought him to the surface and h.is mindtriumphed once more over Its defective body. The phrase
qulg-:ygqestion had not been invented, but doctori would have beendelighted i.n him. [!s imasinaiton' ;?- 

"1i 
j-powe;-;;; a.rwayscoming to his rescue.'+

Actors and singers necognise thi s abil ity as the ,Doctor
Greasepaint' syndrome, where the need to perform at a certain time at a
certain place leads to the development of the endorphins within the
artist's body which in tunn creates a surge of adrenalin which, for the
time of the performance at least, sweeps the illness or injury away
together with all its symptoms. It always seems a miracle at the time.
Yet it is perfecily natural .

All sides of him tended to the theatrical - essayist, novelist,
poet' dramatist, talker, drinker, joker and scotsman. It is only a
matter of isolating the appropriate facade. The other, deeper part of
him is less easy to probe - that part populated by his ,Brownies,or
'Little People' who

'manage man's internal theatre... and p]ayed upon their stage li!echildren..- rather than driiled ucioir-pJiio"ring a s"t piit....,o
He owed much to those insomniac, industrious goblins whom he said -
'labour all nig.ht.long.ito set before him truncheons of tales upontheir 1 ighted fheatre.-,o
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He claimed that all his best work was done in his sleep, or to be

more precise, in his dreams. He was certainly a dreamer and in these

dreams, inspiration came to him and he never hesitated to use it in his

writ'ing. l,le shall see how important dreams v{ere to the man and his work

but there was so much more of him below the watermark of any written
page. He kept himself behjnd the lines so to speak. This was the

sub-p'l of he reserved for hi msel f , the top I i ne he cou'l d perform as

required. This was his facade. Behind it, or beneath it,'in his own

psycholog'ical underworld was the real man, the artist and perhaps too'
the dramati st.

This s'ide of him was as much a part of the prism that was R.L.S. as

any other face he showed to the world. Every facet of the man catches

the light and causes a reflection, an illumination of one of h'is several

selves and this in turn reveals another aspect of the central self.
Like all artists - like every man - he was a complicated piece of work,

and, while not all of him may be seen, it is hoped, by setting his

theatre work against the main body of his writing, something of the

essential Stevenson may be realised in this appreciation of the writer
as dramat'ist.

Significantly, he never wrote for the theatre on his own. All his

plays were collaborations - one with his cousin, R.A.M.Stevenson, four
with his friend I't.E.Henley, and one with his wife, Fanny 0sbourne. 0nly

the Henley plays were performed, one of which was an adaptation of an

older piece, and none total'ly succeeded before an audience. Ironically,
much more success has been found by those who adapted his stories as

play scripts after his lifetime. It may have been that his enormous and

world-wjde success as a novelist and the ce'lebrity he knew as R.L.S.

inhibited the latent dramatist. It was left to others to uncover the

neo-dramat'ist that was in him all the t'ime.

l'Ie have then the picture of a man who, on his own admission, h,as a

zany, picturesque, eccentric bohemian, who smoked as incessantly as he

wrote, and drank as much as he talked and, on his own admission'

'sparked through the world bent on the pleasures of the flesh'. He

termed himself 'a tame ce'lebrity' but he was also witty and brave,

bad-tempered and selfish but charming and romantic. He unashamedly made

himself in his otrn image, but was never able to express this ideal

histrionic base 'in practical play terms. There are reasons for this.
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The first was that he could never find his true stage vo'ice' It
was always to be I ost i n the tentative duet he made with hi s

collaborators. He was almost deliberately ambiguous in his assertion of

a true dramatis persona. The prob'lem he had here was in presenting'

in tangible and dramatic form, the central dilenrna of every man - who am

n This was a self-search not only in terms of his orlln identity but in

relat.ion to his other self - or his many selves. This mult'iplicity' or

at least duality, in the individual personal'ity was a theme that was to

haunt Stevenson from his earliest work to his last. It is a dilerma

many know, particularly the k'ind of Scot which Stevenson was, going out

into the world - that is, which outside face to show so that the inside

or secret self can keep'its secret. The author of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde

is himself two persons'in one - the pub'lic man and the private person.

The paradox is in that the two selves are not only one but that in the

one person can also be two peoPle

This question is at the very centre of the theatrical experience

the two persons i n one when the actor has to assume hj s mask and appear

to become the charactere he is playing while all the time remaining the

real person he is. Which'is the true face - the self as it is or its
theatrical lie as presented in performance? In other words, is the real

truth, artistically, only as the actor makes it seem? Is it the seeming

that is the real truth? Thjs duality in man's nature, as exemplified by

the actor in perfornance, is a question that fascinated Stevenson all
his life and had its outcome in much of his work - 0r !g!yl] and Mr

Hyde, The Master of Ballantryql, l'larkhe'im etc, - not to mention his first
published play, Deacon Brodie.

It is no accident that theatre is represented by its two masks of

comedy and tragedy for they symbo'lize the two faces of the drama.

Theatre is neither one nor the other; it is the jllimitable permutat'ion

of both and it is in how one balances them'in characterisation that

determines the kind of play one has. Conflict is almost the first
requirement of dramatic act'ion and what is a more basic conflict than

that between one ' s two sel ves? Thi s dual i sm i s not only very

Stevenson'ian but very Scottish. It is almost a Scottish characteristic

- Calvin vies wjth Prince Charlie and Hume with Sir David Lyndsay of the

Mount. In the Scot it seems, the thinker is always at war with the

entertainer, the bonny fighter at odds with the dreamer.
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Andrew Lang (1844-19.|2), himself a very English kind of Scot but a

man of letters and later good friend of Stevenson's, met him first in
France. He was not impressed:

'A man of twenty-two, his smooth face, the more g'irlish by reason
of his long hair,rwas Bertie... he looked nothing less than English
except Scotti sh. ''
Stevenson's last and unfinished story, and arguably his best, I'leir

of Hermiston carried within it the long shadow of Scotland, his homeland

- that dark, mysterious nurseryl and he had escaped from at eyery

opportunity. Yet, in a sense, he never left it. It was a part he never

played on any of his many stages - the professional Scot - but this was

at the yery core and heart of him, his Scottishness. Scots have always

seen this even if many of his biographers have not.
Professor Ian A.Gordon writes:

'The one-time adulation of his personality has given way to a more
informed assessment of his life and literary achievement... It was
Stevenson's original intention that his biography should be written
by his one-time collaborator and friend of his Edinburgh days,
W.E.Henley but... Fanny rejected him and the plan fell through.
Instead Stevenson left instructions that the task should fall on
Sydney Colvin, who had been instrumental in introducing Stevenson
to magazine editors at the start of his career... but Colvin
delayed so long... (that) ttre job was reassigned to (Graham)
BALFOUR, a Stevenson cousin... The result was a dutiful but bland
two-vol ume biography. .. which produced an angry reaction from
Henley... What early biographers did not recognise $,as the
contrived autobiographical nature of most of Stevenson's early
writing... his original readers encountered him, not in books but
in magazines... Before he published his first "real" book he had
become quite well known for his personal essays, personal travgl
notesr peFsornl impressions of his reading and his upbringing...'-

Professor Gordon properly maintains that it was the actorin the man who

mainta'ined the theatrical front. This is a salient point and one to
which frequent return is made in this study. The theatrical analogy,
while being a general similitude, is particularly apt as far as

Stevenson is concerned. He was the outcome of his own work on himself
and the element of the autobiographical in a1l of his writing is
evidence of this. When he wrote of a milieu he knew less well, such as

the world as represented in the plays, the result is more self-conscious
than self-aware. Stevenson, in his beginnings as a writer, fell back on

himself entirely and pretty good copy he made too. Profesor Gordon

confirms this. Stevenson made himself an author by trial and error.
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In Professor Gordon's opinion -

'He had sold to the world a picture of himself as a romantic
bohemian,o a contrived and posturing hero-figure, writing to be
admi red. '"
It was a persona readers were happy to accept but he had become a

victim of his own casting. The real Stevenson was made of sterner stuff
although always self-contradictory. He was a rebel against his own

middle-class values yet was constantly cared for by older women, h€

espoused bohemianism but llas happy to accept his father's constant

financial support. It was yet another sign of his actor-bias that he

pretended to be the dilettante in life and work, yet none could have

been more determined or committed to the writing life. The real truth
was that he was a writer of tenacity who got better and better every

year he lived. The only pity is he did not live longer.
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THE fiEATRICAL R.L.S.

INTRODUCTION

Part Two 'Merely players'

There is a theatricality about Stevenson's writing which cannot be

denied. Theatricality is defined as that pertaining to or connected

with theatre but it also applies to that which is simulated or

pretended. 'Acted'or'played as a part'in other words and Stevenson

may be said to have done that in, and with, his life. In the pejorative

sense, theatricality also implies the extravagant, the affected, the

artificial or the assumed and Stevenson could also be all of these in
his time. However, it is this theatrical element which was at the root

of his attitudinising, and it is in every line he wrote. If acting is
working towards an effect, no less so is writing.

His very picturesqueness, not to say eccentricity' is part of the

role-playing or self-dramatisation that was part of his personality but

more important'ly, it was a component vital to his creative impulses. He

had to do first - to act - and then to describe, or write about the act.

His own performance was often his best source. He was the actor-manager

in the 'tragical-comical-historical-pastoral' drama that was the life
and death of R.L.S. He was the leading man in his own one-man show and

by unrem'itting effort he kept himself in front of a constantly changing

drop-curtain. No one knew better than he how 'theatrical' a life could

be made to seem, hence his well-rehearsed bohemian stance. But at heart

he was still bourgeois.

Each of hi s novel s can be seen as the theatres they must have been

to him in the writing of them, his characters appearing before the

footlights of his imagination in what he recognised as the theatre of
dreams. He acted out his own dreams and turned them into novels. He

mi ght iust as easi ly have converted them i nto pl ays . t'lhat i s a pl ay

after all but a playwright's dream made public? A dramatist is a

special kind of dreamer but his craft is child's play to those who know

what a work for the theatre requires. A child could do it, because a

child supplies his own dramatic needs naturally and spontaneously.

Stevenson never forgot his own childhood and those who -

'walk in a vain show, and among mists and rainbows; they are
passionate after dreams and are unconcerned about realities. "
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He speaks here not only for chi ldren but for himself as a

child/adult. Anyone who retains the gift of imag'ination remains a child

at heart and will keep the child's trust to accept and tell the

convincing lie. stevenson understood that people with no imagination

find it easy to tell the truth but when they tell it, they generally do

so un'interesti ng]y. He knew the val ue of the creati ve I i e and he

reminded the reader that - 'it is the grown people who make the nursery

stories' and also that -

'(that) in the ch'ild's world of dim sensatio_n,_play is.all in all.
"Mak'ing believe" is the g'ist of his whole life, ald he cannot so

much as take a walk excEpt in character. I could not learn my

itpnun.t without some suitable mise-en-scene' .and had to act a

business man in an office beforeTffiTTc[Tt down to my book"'
iCftifai.ni preter the shadow to the, subst9nce... even a meal is"'
an interruption in the business of life.'-
Like any child, he had his priorities right and was in no great

huryy to conform. The demand for inmediacy was imperative and was part

of his undisguised zest for tiving. It was as if he knew his own life
would be dramatica'lly short and he was determined to enjoy it while he

could. As he wrote in Apology for Idlers -
,It is not by any means certain that a man's business is the most
.important thing [e tras to d0... Many o! th_e wisest' most virtuous'
and most beneficent parts that are io be playe! upon th.e Theatre of
Life are filled by lratuitous performers... For in that Theatre'
not only the walking-gentlemen,' singing chambermaids, and_ diligent
fiddleri in the ordhe-stra, bui thole who look on and clap thei.r
hands... d; really play a part and fulfil important offices towards
the general result.'"
Given such a slender hold on life he grasped it nonetheless with

both hands. His life-love was in direct inverse ratio to his fitness

for it. Existence for him was almost a play'in itself. This was shown

in his constant search for the effective in dress and speech, and in his

boyish pleasure in the spectacular. These are all further po'inters to

his theatricality.
He had cast himself as the star in the uninhibited

self-dramatisation of his own life and he joyfully rehearsed it with all

available energy whenever he had the opportun'ity. This was why he was

often thought'odd'and seen as'different'. From his youth, he was in

search of himself and his purpose. 0nce he found it - in writing - the

posing became a harmless game and a mere display on the periphery of his

main intention, which was to make himself an author.
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Elizabeth Burns in her book Theatricality reminds us that Ben Jonson,

like Shakespeare, saw the world as a stage and people as players in it -

'I have considered our whole life is like a play; wherein every man
forgetful of himself is in travail with expression pf another...
though the most be players, some must be spectators.'-

In other words, if we cannot write our own part, as Stevenson did, tre

must play as cast accord'ing to the script provided for us. The role in
1ife, that is'whatever it was was given one', had to be played to the
hilt, and until the final curtain. For most of his life, he played a

part - according to where he was and with whom he was. The performance

was continual - in bed or out of it, in town or country, day or night.
He was rarely 'off' as actors say. He was always 'on'.

In thi s study the central purpose i s an i nvesti gation of
theatricality as it manifested itself in the life of a particular author

who was also a dramatist, but for him its expression was more evident in
his life than'in his plays. He represented in himself not on)y the
presenter of the role but its creator. The duality was natural to him.

Stevenson assumed a role for himself and unashamed'ly played it out with
consistency and verve. For him, this was more than an empty ritual,
repeated for effect. He needed the spur to compensate for a I ack of
physical strength and he found it in a theatrical persona. He wrapped

it around himself like a cloak. Thus 'dressed for the part' he could
play it to the hilt and so achieve the time and space he needed t'o

express himself as the artist-writer. Such persistent posing would have

been tiresome in anyone else but Stevenson had been born with a great
dose of the famous Balfour charm and he never hesitated to use it. What

was a pose to others was essential garb to him. He needed the
theatrical costume just as much as the drama it suggested. He knew

exactly when to put on an act. Elizabeth Burns continues:

'Drama is not a mirror of action. It is a composition. In
composing words, gestures, and deeds to forn a play, dramatists and
performers operate w'ithin the constrai nts (or generate drama
according to the grammar) of both kinds of convention. Together
the constraints amount to a code of rules for the transmission of
specific beliefs,.att'itudes and feelings in terms of organised
social behaviour.'"

It is the contention here that this applies to individual behaviour and

especially so to Stevenson, particularly in the Edinburgh segments of
his life, where Stevenson first discovered the need to'play a part'.
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According to Elizabeth Burns:

,Theatricality' in ord'inary life -consists in the resort to this
special g"a*il^ of composed uenavtour; it is when we suspect that

behaviour ii"'iii19 .omiosea'u..o.iring io the qrammar of rhetorical
and authenticaiini ioni.ntions that we regard 

-it 
as theatrical ' t.le

feel that we are in the pi.l.nc. of sdme action that has been

devised to transmit beliefs, attitlaes and feelings of a kind that

the 'comPoser ' w'i shes us to have 
" 

-

Thepartplayedbythetheatremetaphorasanimageinliterature
is as old as the drama itself and it continues to make explicit our

awareness of theatricality in real life. Elizabeth Burns reminds us in

her book that Plato, despite his ant'ipathy to theatre as a whole' made

frequent use of the 'play'metaphor and that he spoke of - 
7

'the great stage of human life where comedy and tragedy take place"'

Man is seen as the puppet-actor where the strings are pulled by an

Unseen Being. His relationship of man to his various roles in l'ife is

one which is evoked by recognising the wor'ld as a stage and theatre as

paradigm. After all the the inscription on Shakespeare's Globe Theatre

was 'Totus mundus agit histrionem' (Petronius)"

Stevenson's often called himself 'this dreamer'. He lay down at

night wondering what was going to happen- This reflects the involuntary

nature of the dream where the dreameris both actor and spectator' This

rudimentary ppivate drama also characterises early theatre' In medieval

times, Man was still thought of as an 'actor acting in the eye of God"9

By Shakespeare's day the thought of the world as theatre and man as

the actor in it was almost commonplace. Anton'io in The Merchant of

Venice repeats almost wearilY -

'I hold the world but as the world, Gratiano'
A stage where every ry6n must play a part'
And mine a sad one. "-

in Restoration times, Richard steele made the comparison that

'The player acts the the world, the world the player
Whom'stttl that world injustly disestetmltt
Though he alone professes what he seems.''

Behaviour can only be described as 'theatrical'by those who know

what theatre is in their own time and p1ace. Shakespeare, as an actor

as well as a playwright, is well aware, in Elizabeth Burns's phrase' of

,the fabricated nature of conduct both on and off the stage'.''
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If actors are indeed the mirrors held up to reflect human nature, is it
human'ity they reflect or themselves as only a part of that spec'ies?

'0 wad some power the giftie gie us/ To See oursels as ithers,tt ""l3
Claudius jn ,Hamlet, has to see the murder of Gonzago re-enacted by the

players before he realizes that his crime has been discovered by Hamlet.

Shakespeare,s dramatic use of the metaphor transformed'it from a simple

allegorical figure into a complex and imaginative mode of expression'

Ann Righter suggests that he carried the metaphor to its limits in his

finalPlay,when.I!@,!becomesaplaywithinaplayandbothmen
and players are characterised by Prospero's last speech, where he tells
the audience as well as the cast that -
'we are such stuff / As dreams are made 0n...'14

Since we are all dreamers, then it follows that we are all actors

in the drama of our own life-actions and experiences. l.le too are part

of that 'theatre,the dreamer stevenson knew in his theatre of dreams.

He qu.ite unashamed'ly made h'is dreams work for him by transcribing to

paper as soon as he could after awakening, all that he could remember of

what he had seen and heard in his sleep. The importance to his

creativity cannot be over-stressed. He was tapping i n to hi s

subconscious mind.

The individual who creates a role for himself in real life is

equivalent to the actor who creates a given part on stage. Each act or

action has its own theatricality, that is behaviour perceived by others

and received by them in theatrical terms. Theatricality is more what

others see than what a person is. How the world regarded Stevenson in

his lifetime was not entirely as he was, but as he wanted to be seen.

He was often his own outward show. The public loved him for it. They

wanted him to be as they saw h'im. They wanted him to be the legend'

The Stevenson cult soon after his death had its roots in theatricality.
People saw in him what they wanted to see. He had given them what he

wanted and played up to their expectations of him as the romant'ic exile.

The impersonation or performance was accepted as hi s true self.

Elizabeth Burns comments on this aspect in relation to Hume:

'The i mage of mi nd as a theatre came easi ly t-o Hume i n hi s

consi derali on of i denti ty: "The mi nd i s a k'i nd of theatre where

ieveraf perceptions make iheir appearance;.pass and re-p.ass, glide
away aria mi rtgl e i n an i nf i ni te vari ety of postures and

sitiration,..'r ll
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Real life often imitates art, and where there is drama in life it
tends to be'acted out'by the people involved in order that they may

better deal with it. It is a way to keep it at a remove, therefore

safer. This may have been the motive behind Stevenson's outlandish

di spl ays.

David Novitz, in his Boundaries of Art (1993) 'insists that we all
invent for ourselves what he call s - 'a narrative identity'. He

conti nues :

'The stories that people tell about their l'ives are of considerable
importance to us,.for there is an intimate connection between the
ways in which people construe themselves and the ways in which they
are likely to'behave... And this must involve behaving in_ certain
ways. Because of this, it is tempting to construe the lives we

leld on a dramatic model - as if our life-narratives f4rnish the
scripts that are to be enacted on "the stage of l'ife". ""
Brett Riley, in his review of the Novitz book for the Li stener

magazine makes the same po'int, describing the namative identity as -

'a story we spin about ourselves, which we then project by dramatic
means to others aS a way of gaining acceptance, and making our way

in the world. Our cieated identity is, to Novitz, a cultural
object. It involves a primeval process whereby we come to make

sense both of our selves and the world in which we live, a process
"at the very heart of our ex'istence and social be'ing". It is often
done with as much skil,[ and imaginative fla'ir as the construction
of works of fine art. "'
The various and contrasting circumstances in which Stevenson was to

find himself in his eventful existence might be likened to a stage scene

against which he played the approriate part. As everyone'in life does

because, as Novitz and Elizabeth Burns both argue, there is almost a

reassurance in seeing ourselves 'on stage'as it were. It might even be

someone else Y',e are watching. Drama does not only occur on stage.

As Novitz states:

'If, in fact, drama has a place in, and emanates from, everyday
l'ife, then what Hegel has described as the highest of all art forms
will bgoseen to be-integra'lly involved in the processes of ordinary
life. ""

Novitz further contends that -

'Long before there was anything that counted as... the fine art of
drama, people found it advantageous to act out received
namatives... It is not as if soc'ial drama presupposes the
existence of stage drama. Quite the contrary, stage drama
presuppos.t,,lgnd depends for its existence or, its social
counterpart.
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In other words, art imitates life and, in so doing, becomes life'
Mr Novitz concludes:

'What we find is that a very important art form is-.deeply. embedded

in the process of conflict i'esoiution in everyday life and that the
conflicts that we seek to resolve arise because of our commitment

to the narratives that govern our lives. Narrative, llke drama,

finds it5^or1gi'n not in ine fine arts but in the arts of everyday
1 i vi ng. 'zu
The tradit'ional theatre offers a play world which asks to be taken

sepiously. Stevenson, however' never took the real world seriously' In

a sense, he played with it. This is perhaps why his plays failed. He

never took them seriously enough. hlas he acting the part of the

p'laywright in a del'iberate scenario he had built up for himself? After

all, he saw himself as a writer long before he was accepted by others as

such. it was nonetheless a very pos'itive self-'image he projected' He

knew from the start what he wanted to be, but not everyone believed him.

Elizabeth Burns comments on th'is point:

'Few people like to believe they are-acting all. the lime. This
seems'to be perceived aS a charge of ins,incerity and even as a

deni al of i dcjnti ty. Heuri sti cal Iy, soci ol ogi sts -are . 
prepared to

assume that the ielf is unknowa6le and that all that can be

observed can be described in a meaningful way by using what they
call role th€ory, an elaborat'ion of the terminology of the stage"'
Dramatism, that 

-is the use of theatre terms, 'is noy used as a

method oi analysis in all the methods of thought that.underlie
soci al acti on. .-. as i t provi des the I i nk between the soc'i al real i ty
of the world an4.,the'human reality of the individual and his
behaviour in it.'cl
The first purpose of th'is investigation'is to discuss why this most

theatrical of literary Victorians failed to find his proper metier on

stage. The second question to be addressed is why, despite this' his

work is so accessible to so many in adaptations from the theatre of his

own time to the film and television screens of today It must be

admitted at once that many of these adaptations bear little resemblance

to the Stevenson original but it is also true that the results often

echo the innate dramatic energy and artistic reality that resonate in

the pnimal source. The thought occurs to this writer that perhaps he

was not beh'ind his time in respect of theatrical demands, but ahead of

it. Much has still to be said of this remarkable man and his work in

this regard and therefore it is licit and timely to record his

contr.ibution to historical theatre practice. Hence this present study.
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THE T}IEATRICAL R.L.S.

STAGE

Family of
0llE
Engi neers

'Eyery generation has to educate another
rtriih it has brought upon the stage. I

LaY Moral s

Chatto and Windus 1914, P4

Louis in thc middle teens, probably the year before he entered the

Universiry of Edinburgh. Evident tetouching adds to the unt,vpicd
cffect of conventionalir.v
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TIIE THEATRICAL R.L.S.

STAGE ONE

Sect'ion A 'At first the infant'

Robert Louis Stevenson has had to wait a long time to be remembered

by his native city. A hundred years after his death there is at last an

awareness that he might lay claim to be one of Edinburgh's most famous

sons. He was born a c'ity boy or more exactly a town boy and a New Town

one at that. This is the first fact that must be borne in mind in

considering the kind of man he grew up to be. He was always an

Edinburgh man wherever he was and was never ashamed to admit it'
Ed'inburgh is less a city than two towns in a state of truce' The

0ld, on the hill under the shadow of the ancient castle, is cut off from

the New across the boulevard of Princes Street' so properly prim behind

its circumspect gardens. when the ancient c'ity retired from being a

fortress, and before it became a toulist attraction, it was a comfort

stop for the carriage trade. And so it remains today, a genteel,

quasi-English city with little bpief for the arts, particularly

theatre. Edinburgh is not a theatre town as actors know the term and it
.is someth'ing of a surprise that one of its most distinguished citizens

should grow up to love the stage. In doing so, according to the

venerable city fathers, he lisked the pain of damnation and the fires of

Hell. Stevenson admitted that as a ch'ild -

'I had an extreme terror of Hell, implanted in me, I suppose' by.my

good nurse, rniCt used to haunt me t'erribly on stormy nights, when

the w'ind fiaJ., Uiof en I oose and was goi ng about the town I i ke a

bedl amite. .. ' I

He was a child of the New Town. It still thought of itself as New

even though it was already m'iddle-aged when he was born. Middle-aged

and middle-class and middle-of-the-road. The 0ld Town for centuries

housed the aristocrat quite happ'ily with the pauper. Those in the

middle, who were at ne'ither extreme, fled over the Nor' Loch to the New

Town, which became its own place and proudly so. This is vrhy it
concerned itsel f fi rst with appearances and w'ith the bourgeoi s

preoccupation of the keeping up of appearances and keeping down of

costs, not to mention the keep'ing shut of lace curtains. Edinburgh

itself is a city divided and'its two faces are turned from each other.
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In the New half, the world might spin as it liked as'long as full

attention was given to the daily round. The clock must be watched and

books were things to be balanced rather than to be read' Living was an

essentially practical business. Money, of course, was never mentioned

but it was always the first concern. Th'is is the real Edinburgh agenda

and one which Stevenson saw clearly:

,hle are to regulate our conduct not by desire,,!u! by a politic eye

ufon the futuii; and to -v_alue 
acts as they will _bl]i_t 

u? monev or

gbod opinion; as they will bring us, in one word prot'rt.'

Not that money was a worry for either the Stevensons or the Balfour"s in

1850. They were both involved in the lise of the Scottish professional

c'lass in m'id-victorian Brita'in and nowhere was th'is more evident than in

the burgeoning prosperity of both Glasgow and Edinburgh in that time'

0f Margaret Balfour's brothers, for instance, George became Physician-in

Ordinary-to-the-Queen, John was a doctor with the East India company and

James became Eng'ineer to the Crown Colony of New Zealand' The

Stevensons, on the other hand, were made like girders, eng'ineers t0 a

man and Thomas Stevenson fully expected his son to follow his sturdy

example. His expectations in that regard were to be sorely tested by

the youthful Lou'is. He was named' as was the custom in Scottish

families, after his paternal grandfather, Robert stevenson, (1772-1850)

and the Reverend Lewis Balfour, (]777-1859) grandfather on his mother's

side, who christened the child at home, again according to Scottish

usage. Stevenson remembered him as -

'the noblest looking old man I have ever seen"'93e of the last' I
suppose, to speak broad Scots and be a gentleman"-

He goes on:

,I often wonder what I 'inherited from that old Balfour
minister-g.undiittrer of mine... he was a great lover of Shak-espeare

whom he read aloud with taste, I have been told. well, I love my

shakespeare also, and am pe"suadql that I read him well, though I
own I have never been told s0... "

What he inherited in fact from his Balfour grandfather was his weak

chest. When the old man died, the Balfour name was dropped but

Stevenson was eighteen before he admitted it to Charles Baxter:

,After severa'l years of feeble and innefectual (sic) endeavour with
regard to w tijrd initial (a thing.I .lo.athe) I have been 1ed to
pui myselr"Juioi.ergl ol such accident in the future by taking my

first two names in full.'"
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'Lewis,became'Louis'not so much for any French affectation but for

the more practical reasons of comfortable pronunc'iat'ion and phonetic

usage. The juxtapos'ition of the two sibilants (tne final letter in
'Lewis' and the first in 'Stevenson') made the elision almost

jnevitable. At least this is a more valid reason than that given of

Thomas Stevenson's changing the name because of his dislike of an

Edinburgh town councillor named Lewis. Lewis became Louis in print

although the family still said it in the Scottish pronunciation, that is

sounding the final 'S' as his collateral descendants still do' In any

case, they would be more than likely to use the name as a Christ'ian name

and rarely as the m'iddle name of three which is the normal public usage.

0nly 1l1illiam Henley, his future collaborator, insisted on writing

'Lewis'rather than'Louis'but one cannot be sure of his motive for

doing so. Henley always had his own reasons for everything.

in any event, young Robert Stevenson (his registered name at

Edinburgh Academy) was now Robert Lou'is Stevenson and there was an end

of the matter. Either wdY, he was Stevenson and the son of a good

family. A sense of family was something that was always important to

him. He was never to lose his interest in his roots. In 1888' he wrote

to Henry James:

,I am one tf the few people'in the world who do not forget their
own l'ives.'

One of his very last letters (on December l,1894) was to Sir Herbert

Maxwell concerning the possibility of a Stevenson connection w'ith Rob

Roy McGregor. Such kin would have delighted him. And h'is father.

,I see like a v'ision the youth of my father and his father before
him and the whole strqarn bf lives flowing down w'ith the sound of
Iaughter and teans ..."

His engineer father loomed large in the boy Stevenson's l'ife:

'There is scarce a deep-sea'light from the Isle of Man north to
Berwick, but one of my'blood deiigned it... Upon so- many reefs and

forelands, thai not vlry elegant iame of Stevenson is engraved with
tne pen oi i.on upon grinitei My name is as well known as the Duke

of Argyle's among tie fishers-and masons of qy native land.
tJhenev-dr I smell ialt water, I know I am not far from my_ancestors.
The Bell Rock stands monument for my grandfather; the Skerry Vhgr

tor mV Uncle Alan; and when the l'ights come on at sundown along the
shorei of Scotland, I am groud to [hink they burn more brightly for
the genius of my father.'"



Though he joked that he had his father's legs and would always fall
on h.is feet, he had his mother's Balfour chest and would never really be

well from early ch'ildhood. He had croup at two and from then on it was

one thing after another:

'My ill-health principally chron'icles itself by-the. terrible long

niltrts that 
- I 'l ai iwak6, troubl ed conti nual.ly !V a. . hacki ng '

exfiaustjng lorln,-in9 pr.yfgs for sleep or morning from the bottom

of my shaken little bodY'..

As Thomas Stevenson further prospered he moved up in the Ed'inburgh

world, first in 1853, to I Inverlieth Terrace, which was larger but

damp. 0n their doctor's warning, and for little Lou's sake, they moved

again in ]856 to 17 Heriot Row - 'with a lamp before the door" But the

damage had been done. Their son was diagnosed as consumptive and the

rest of his life was a continuing fight against incipient invaljdism'

'My recollections of the long nights. when I was kept awake by the
pJin of coughing are only reiieved-by the tenderness of my nurse
and ,..ond- ,o[n.. (my- fi rst wi 1 i not be jeal ous ) , Al i son

Cunningham. She was moie patient than I can stppose o.f an angel "'
How well I remember her lifting me out of bed, carrying me to the
windown and showing me one or two lit windows up.i!.Queen Street
across tn" Auif Ueit of gardens; where a'lso, we told. each other'
ineie mlght be sicfolittlE boys and their nurses waiting, like us'
for the morning...'-

His mother's diary for 26 July 1853 boasted the entry:

'Smout's favourite occupation is making a-churchi
he makes a puipit with h chaiErand a slool; reads sitting, and then
stands up and s'ings bY turns. "

walter B.Blaikie, whose mother was related to Margaret Stevenson' was a

nursery play-mate of Stevenson's and well remembers the 'Church Game'.

'Loui s was particul arly fond of anythi ng dramati c, and hi s

favourite ganie jn our iursery was to play- at- Church after the
Scottish iashion... Louis, who was fond of declamat'ion was

generaliy the min'ister. Clad in some form of black drapery
iproUiUf V Alison,s cloak) he would- preac-h .vigo.rously. 0n one

occasion he constructed a pair of cldrical 'bands' made of white
paper, which were hung'round his neck... lllhile Louis was

pibcfiimlng, ry mother lntered the room. She had not minded

[revious p?"toimances, but when she saw the clerical bands her
anger was f i erce. . . Stre tore the bands 'fJom Loui s 's neck and

pi6rribited the church game for the future.'ra
According to his mother, he had also said,"'You can never be good unless

you pray..." l,lhen asked how he knew, he said with great emphasis'

"Because I've tried it."'
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Another diary entry in 1853 stated:

'Mr. Swan at dinner. Smout recited the first four lines of "0n
Linden" in great style, wav'ing his hand and making a splendid bow

at the end. This is Cunnie's teaching.'

Graham Balfour says of Alison Cunningham:

'In spite of her restrictions, Curmie was full of life and
merrim'ent. She sang and danced to her boy and read to him most
dramatically. She herself tells how, the last time she ever saw

him, he said to her 'before a room full of people, "lt's you that
gav6 me the passion for the drama, Cumnie." "Me, Master-Fou,u I
iaid; "I ndver put foot 'inside a playhouse in my 'life." 

l'Ayr
woman,'l said he;'but,"it was the grand dramatic way ye had of
reci ti ng the hymns. rr I ' v

'A passion for the drama' - his very own words.

The importance of Alison Cunn'ingham /1822-1913) in the formation of

Stevenson's 'lifelong attitudes cannot be overestimated. As he inherited

his father's integrity and sense of hunour, his mother's love of

learning and qu'irky regard for the other side of things, so he imbibed

from infancy, Curnny's frankness, social prejudices and religious
bigotry. It took him no time to shake the second off, but the third
took longer. l.liss Cunningham would no doubt have been appalled at her

charge 's I ater Cathol i c sympathi es i n the South Seas. She was

nonetheless vital to his growing up and essential to our understanding

of him as a Victorian. One cannot help wonder what might have been the

result had she been a devotee of the playhouse? His autobiographical

remi ni scences concl ude :

'When I was five years of age my cousin Robert Alan Mowbray
Stevenson came to stay at my father's house. This viSit was

altogether a great holiday in my life. Bob was three years older
than- I and lived in a dream with his sisters and the Arabian
N'ights. He was even less unfitted for the wor'ld than I was and we

lived together in a purely vis'ionary state. l'le had our own

countries-. His was Nosingtonia, mine was Encyclopaedia. ll|e ruled
and made wars and inventions and we perpetually drew maps. lrle were
never weary of dress'ing up. lrle drew and cut out and painted the
figures for our pasteboard theatre. My toy theatre. This last was
one of the dearest pleasures of my childhood and one I was loathe
t9 l:linqultrh. Indeed, I followed in secret until I was fifteen or
sixteen...'

Here the fragment stops. It is to be regretted that he did not

persevere in his dictation of additional material to Isobel Strong in

Samoa in 1893, but as he said in the opening sentence -
'I have long given up all idea of autobiographical writing.'15
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Like many Victorians of his class, (Dickens, Eliot, Butler,
Kingsley), Stevenson felt a sense of guilt about his childhood as Jenni

Calder has pointed out.l6 At the same time, he knew he could not be

seven for ever and inevitably it came time to loosen the apron-strings

if not to cut them completely. The first phase of his life was ending

but the marks of it would remain. The father of the wasting man was

undoubtedly the sickly boy but he was a boy with a vivid imagination who

learned to make considerable artistic use of his many ills and

incapacities. J.C. Furnas, one of the foremost Stevenson biographers,

comments:

'Coughs, chills, fevers, aches and pains paraded interminably
through the bright-eyed, big-beaked little creature who so often
lay awake dreading the horrible howl of the w'ind round the corner;
the audible haunting of an incarnate anger about the house; the
evil spirit that was abroad; and, above all, the shuddering, silent
pauses when the storm's heart stands dreadfully still for a moment.
0h, how I hate a storm at night... I always fgard it as a horseman
riding past with his cloak over his head..."'

Stevenson was recol I ect'ing these moments from the v'iewpoi nt of a

sensitive adult well aware of the value of good material. He recognised

early that he was his own best source. He created his own menory of
h'imself and he was in every line he wrote, but it may be that it is
between the lines that one should look for Robert Louis Stevenson.

'I remember that the noises on such occasions always grouped
themselves for me into the sounds of a horseman, or rather a
succession of horsemen, riding furiously past the bottom of the
street and away up the hill into town. I think even now that I
hear the terrible howl of his passage, a?C the clinking that I used
to attribute to hi-5'Tt and st'irrups...'''

To the end, he saw his pictures and heard his sounds and merely wrote

down what he saw and heard'in his head. The theatre in his mind began

early. Professor David Daichiesn another eminent Stevenson scholar,
underlines the importance of Stevenson's boyhood to his writer's adult
imag'ination:

'The sickly boy, confined to the Land of Counterpane, obsessed with
the w'ind howling down the chimney and enc'ircling the house 'like 

a
furious aerial horseman, imagining escape and adventure from the
security of his comfortable, m'iddle-class home... He remembered how
it felt to be a boy longing for adventure yet at the same time
anticipating a return to f[e familiar scenes of childhood after all
the adventures are over. "'

In John Kelman's phrase, 'he saw through crystal doors to the past'.20
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Sir James Bamie (1860-.|937) - another man-boy - defined genius as

'that power to be a boy again at will'. R.L.S. had this gift. He

always had some childishness at hand. For instance -

'Did the man with the big t.lell'ingtons and the bald hea$thave small
Wellingtons and a small bald head when he was a child?'''
There was always a devil in Stevenson or perhaps it was a boyish

imp? Somethi ng i n hi s whol e personal i ty suggested that 'other
childishness' which is at once simplicity and complexity combined. It
is this that makes the man the writer. So many things go into any man's

making that it is difficult to know what that other element is that
gives us our seers, prophets, dreamers, poets and artists, but whatever

it is, it was in the winds of Edinburgh when Robert Louis Stevenson was

begot. J.C.Furnas recounts the tentative first steps of what he called
a 'son of Edinburgh' into the big, outside world:

'Currny took him by the hand to the nearby 'beginners' school' at
Canonmills and there, if the way had been cold and wet,'changed his
feet for him'before his classmates... though play under a nursers
eye in the private Queen Street Gardens was indicated for children
of his background, his regimen seems rather to have been based on
walks excusively with Cummy... No wonder, as Miss Masson said, 'he
grew up pSgcocious, interesting, affected and egreg'iously
egotistic.'i"

The miracle of course, given his poor health, is that he grew up at all.
But unknown to everyone he had sneaked a preview of theatrical
possi b'i I'iti es at, of al I pl aces, Col i nton l4anse:

'Down in the corner beside the bricks, whether on the floor or on a
bookshelf I do not remember, were four volumes of Joanna Baillie's
plays. Now as Cummie always expatiated on the wickedness of
anyth'ing theatrical, I supposed these bggks to be forbidden, and
took every opportunity of reading them. ''-
Finally, in this discussion of the boy Stevenson, il little anecdote

that illustrates, not only Stevenson's natural mimetic instincts, but

that impish, boyish quality always to be typical of the man.

'0ne fine morning his mother and his Aunt Jane, in the eminently
respectable family phaeton, were proceeding in the most dignified
way down High Street in Edinburgh, conversationally bewailing his
wildness and his escapades, when he suddenly appeared to them at
the entrance of a filthy a'l'ley, a street-cleaner's broom'in h'is
hand and a bag of papers, bones and offal on his back. '0h, Louis,
Louis," cried his mother, hiding her 4;etty, flushed face in her
hands, "what wiII you do to me next?r'sr
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STAGE ONE

Section B 'And then the whining schoolboY'

His schooldays were certainly not the happiest days of Stevenson's

life - even at Mr Henderson's. He dutifully entered the Academy at ten

and when he spent an autumn term at Burlington Lodge Academy at Spring

Grove, Middlesex, under Mr Wyatt, he'walked among surprises'as his own

phrase has it. He soon whined to his father in a schoolboy letter
(partly written in French) to take him home again - or nore exactly, to

allow hirn travel with them.l H. loved trave'lling with his parents,

especially by train, but essentially Louis was a loner. He neither
fitted his schoolmasters' expectations nor his classmates' estimation,

although he did make one school friend at least, Dr H. Bellyse Baildon,

who was to remain another lifelong corespondent and was to write a book

on Stevenson in 190.|. He and Louis met at Robert Thomson's school in
Frederick Street in 1864 and they edited the school magazine there until
Stevenson went to university in 1867.

it is unlikely that Louis attended commercial theatre in his

schooldays. Theatre-going was hardly an obsession with the worthy

Edin-'burghers'. In any case, they had all the drama they needed from

the two-hour sermons in the kirk every Sunday morn'ing. Musical soirees

were preferred, if anything, and if there had to be theatricals then

they took the form of charades which could be kept among the family and

c'lose friends. Professional theatre was for the rnost part out of the

ken of the Scottish bourgeoisie who were not quite sure that it was

respectable for a Christian to disport hjmself in public, or worse, to
pay to see others do so. Actors, to them, were no more than fairground
peop'le or gypsies who, by some fakery, probably diabolic, were able to
parade themselves as gentlemen within the confines of the proscenium

arch or the circle bar.
As for actresses, they were beyond the pale and beneath all mention

and quite candidly were thought of as little more than prostitutes. The

stage was for the the rabb'le in the pit or the rakes in their boxes and

not a past'ime for decent people. Few in Stevenson's social class ever

knew an actor or actressn or knew anyone who did. This was true of
npst of his friends, so it would seem unlikely that Louis knew

theatre-going at firsthand until his student years, .|870-75.
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How then did theatre come to him? Hardly from the plays of Joanna

Bai'llie. It came as a sixth birthday present in the form of a toy

theatre which inunediately became an obsession with him. One cannot help

wonder i f i t were h'is 'Chi ef of Aunts ' , the unmaryi ed Jane Whyte

Balfour,(towhomhewouIddedicate@in1879)who
gave little Louis the birthday gift. After all, it was under her eye

that he played at Colinton Manse and first found the book of plays and

she had already given him his favourite toy soldiers. Aunt Jane knew

what was good for a boy. She certainly was in tune with his Theatre of

the Imag'inati on .

'What did the other children do? 2
And what were childhood, wanting you?''

There may have been other later first influences such as his

rnother's reading to him of Shakespeare, or his own wide reading of plays

as textsn or in reading about theatre and theatre folk in magazines and

periodicals, even in such as Cummy's regular weekly copy of Cassell's

Family Papers. It can be seen, therefore, that as far as Robert Louis

Stevenson was concerned.theatre was Mr Skelt's Juvenile Drama sheets -'A
Penny P'lain and Twopence Coloured' - from the 'shop at the corner' - the

corner of Leith Walk and Antigua Street. The following are excerpts

from the essay based on his memories of Wilson's shop.

'There stands, I fancy, to this day (but now how fallen) a certain
stationer's shop at a corner of the wide thoroughfare that ioins
the city of my childhood to the sea. When, upon any Saturday, v{e

made a party to behold the ships, lre passed that corner...
In the Leith l.lalk windown al I the year round, there stood
displayed, a theatre in work'ing order with a "forest set", a

"combat" and a few "robbers carousing" in the slides; and below
them and about, but dearer tenfold to me! the plays themselves,
those budgets of romance, lying tumbled one upon the other. Long
and often have I fingered there with empty pockets. One figure' we

shall Sdy, was visible in the first place of characters, bearded,
pistol in hand, or draw'ing to his ear the clothyard arrow; I would
spell the name; was it Macaire...?
How - if by chance - the name were hidden, I would wonder in what
play he figured, and what immortal legend iustified his attitude
and strange appareMnd then, go within to announce myself as a
potential purchaser, and closely watched, be suffered to undo those
bundl es and breathl essly devour those pages of gesticul ati ng
villains, epilept'ic combats, bosky forests, palaces and warships,
frowning fortresses and prison vaults - it was a giddy ioy! That
shop, which was dark and smelt of bibles was a lodestone rock for
all that bore the name of boy...
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Every sheet we fingered was another lighting glance 'into obscure,
delicious story. It was like wallowing in the raw stuff of
storybooks. I knew nothing to compare with it, save, now and then,
in dreams, when I am privileged to read, in certain, unwrit stories
of adventure, from which I find I awake to find the world all
vanity...
indeed, this name of Skelt appears so stagey and piratic, that I
will adapt it boldly to design these qualities. Skeltery' then, is
a quality of much art...
The stagey is its generic name; but it is an old, insular,
home-bred staginess; not French, domestically British; not of
today, but smack'ing of 0. Smith, Fitzball, and the great age of
melodrama; a pecul iar fragrance haunting it; uttering 'its
unimportant message 'in a tone of voice that has the charm of fresh
antiquity...
l,lhat am I? What are 1ife, art, letters, the world, but what my

Skelt has made them? He stamped himself upon my inrnaturity. The
world was plain before I knew {im, a poor, penny world - but soon
it was coloured with romance.'-
His fascination with model theatre no doubt led to his interest in

playwriting, and this is confirmed by Dr Baildon's attesting that he had

heard Stevenson read, in 1869, a very early version of what became

Deacon Brodie. Stevenson himself would later corroborate this fact in a

press interview in New York. He described it deprecatingly as 'a

hugger-mugger melodrama'. From the very beginn'ing he had known that he

was, as he later described himself, 'no melodramatist but rather a

Skelt-drunken boy; the man who went out to find the Eldorado of romantic
A

comedy'.' Notwithstandingn he was always a theatre enthus'iast.

This was evident on his first London visits, between 1874 and 1882,

when he made a point of discovering the shops of Webb and Pollock who

sold the famous theatre sheets. This may also have been in connection

with his article for the Magazine of Art but there was no denying his

toy theatre interest. Stevenson had adapted the play Robert Macaire for
his own Toy Theatre. Mr H.J.Webb has recalled his several visits to the

shop and remembers that

'as he (Stevenson) came in he noticed some of the coloured sheets
hanging in the doorway, and at once struck a theatrical attitude...
He used to talk Toy Theatres by the hour with my father.'

Mr Pollock too, can recall the visits of the thin, tall Scotsman who

bumped his head every time against the toy theatres hanging from hooks

in the ceiling; he was fond of recalling how pale and ill-looking he

always was, and how he was most interested in plays about pirates and

highwaymen; Pollock remembered that Stevenson's lands -
'were so thin you could almost see through them'.
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The 'Juvenile Drama'had begun in the days of the Regency as a kind

of theatrical souvenir, but by 1850 the form had already become a rather

old-fashioned home amusement. Despite this, Pollock's had become famous

as Pol'lock's Toy Theatre and Museum where toy theatres were made by hand

and play sheets still sold for 'a penny plain and twopence coloured'.

Mr Pollock told Mr t.lebb:

'In 1882, Stevenson and his wife left Britain in search of health
in the South of France, but he must have taken his Toy Theatre
sheets with him and browsed among them during his illnesses and
convalescence at Hyeres; all this eventually bore fruit with an

art'icle entitled 'A Penny Plaiq and Tuppence Coloured' in the
Magazine of Art for April, 1884.'-

Mr George Speaight notes in the same Pollock booklet -

'Not a'll of Stevenson's essays have worn well and there is an
element of preciousness in his more pretentious writing, but this
essay is, I'think, one of the best things he ever wrote (perhaps
the subject makes me blind), and there are phrases in it which ring
through the mind like a bell. It was G.K.Chesterton, I think,
(himself a Toy Theatre devotee) who first pointed out the influence
of the Toy Theatre upon all of Stevenson's life... And s0, as a
school of rhetoric, the Toy Theatre p'lays its part... Stevenson is
an example (of men) upon whose'lives the influence of the Juvenile
Drama can be discerned, and (is) representative of that romantic
strain which runs through our sober Northern blood and lifts us
into genius. That is the gift of the Juvenile Drama to the nation
that gave it birth; bright "twopence coloured" images in the fog,
exaggerated shadows like caricatures, 9 touch of drama, a brave and
boyish romance, the breath of poetry. "
The real tragedy about Robert Louis Stevenson and Theatre was that

he leaned towards a kind of stage that was always unreal, an artificial
form that was nowhere in touch with ordinary life at any of its points.
But then one could almost say the same for Stevenson himself. However,

in terms of theatre practice, this attitude t0 the drama on his part can

be laid squarely before Skelt's gaudy picture-theatre. Stevenson's

later attempts at the drama were always at the mercy of these first
vivid, though misleading, theatrical impressions. Had the same dash and

brio and original ity that was to be found in h'is writing been

complemented by stage craft, his plays might have created the dramatic

sensat'ion that was so nearly in his grasp. It was certainly within his

reach. Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749-1832), also a toy theatre
enthusiast, made

are relevant to
some trenchant remarks about theatre to Eckermann which

a consideration of Skelt's influence on playwrights:
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'Writing for the stage is something peculiar. And he who does not
understind it had better leave it alone. Everyone thinks that an
an interesting fact will appear interesting on the boards - nothing
of the kind. Things may be very pretty to read, and very pretty to
think about; but ai soon as they are put upon the stage the effect
is quite different; and that which has charmed us in the closet
will probably fall flat on the boards... writing for the stage is a

trade that one must understand, and requires a ta'lent that one must
possess. Both are unconmon, e1d where they are not combined we

have scarcely any good result,'"
The fact remains that if Stevenson had sought to learn the trade of

playwriting he erred'in apprenticing himself to Skelt and not to Sardou,

to Reddington rather than Augier and to Pollock rather than Henrik

Ibsen. This fact almost speaks for itself and one wonders that
Stevenson himself did not realize it. Theatre had taken hold of him

early v'ia Skelt, and as he himself affirmed, it was more than a mere

passing childhood fancy, its hold was lasting.

'Indeed, out of this cut-and-dryn dull, swaggering, obtrusive and
infantile art, I seem to have learned the very spirit of my life's
enjoyment; met there the shadows of the characters I was to read
about and love in a late future... acquired a gallery of scenes and
characters with which, in the silent theatre of the brain, I might
enact all novels and romances; andotook from these rude cuts an
enduring and transforming pleasure. r-

There was so much of theatre in him for there was always a good bit
of the actor in the man as was seen in his behaviour. He was just an

inch or two away from being a poser - but only just. Throughout h'is

life, he was always something of a dandy with his prediliction for
cloaks and capes, velvet jackets, yachting caps, high tied boots, red

sashes, Mexican ponchos and black silk ties. Lloyd Osbourne remembers

that his stepfather's 'clothes and 1ong, unkempt hair...were often

regarded as affectations',10 His sartorial eccentricities were all part

of h'is general fantasy. If he were, in his own phrase, 'author entire',
he certainly knew how to act the part. He had rehearsed it all his

life. Fantasy was a fact to Robert Louis Stevenson and even into
manhood he clung closely to his childhood-ness. It was for him more

than an escape from reality, it was reality and the reservoir from which

he was to draw his fiction. If the prose were ever purple then at least
it had the excuse that its source was twopence-coloured. But at this
stage some thought had to be g'iven to his likely future profession.

Thomas Stevenson assumed that his only son would follow in h'is footsteps

and take his place in a l'ine that went back for a hundred years.



It was a hard tradition to resist and it would take a strong man to

do so. Louis was spared because he was weak - weakened by illness.
Before th'is, however, there was nothing he liked better than going off
with his father, especially if they had to go to sea. Robert Louis

Stevenson was to prove a very good sailor before his life was over.

These working trips gave him his first glimpse of working theatre

because one particular journey took him to stay with a family at Kenzie

House, Anstruther, from where in, July 1968, he wrote to his mother:

'Ton'ight I went wi th M. to see a strol I i ng band _of pl ayers i n the
Town Hall. A large table placed below the gallery w'ith a print
curtain on either side of the most limited dimensions was at once
scenery and the proscen'ium. The manager told us that h'is scenes
were slxteen by twenty-four, and so could not get in. Though I
knew, or at least felt sure, that there were no such scenes in the
poor man's possession. I could not laugh, as did the maior part of
the audience, at th'is shift to escape criticism.
hle saw a wretched farce and some comic songs were sung. The

manager sang one but'it came grim'ly from his throat. The whole
receipt of tne evening was fiv-e shil'lings and three_pence, out of
which'had to come roomr gdS and town drunmer. lr{e left soon; and I
must say came out as sad as I've been for ever so long. I think
that manager had a soul above comic songs. I said so to young M.,'
who is a flnillistine, (Matthew Arnold's-philistine, you understand)
and he replied:
"How much happier he would be as a common working man!"
I told him I"thought he would be less happy earning a comfortable
living as a shoemiker than he was starving as an actor. But the
phi I I istine wouldn't see it. (You obqqrve that I spel'l''philistine'time 

about with one and two Ls.)"
That an eighteen-year-old of l'imited experience in life as well as in
theatre should understand so well the psyche that drives the average

actor, is a tribute to his genuine instinct for things theatrical. It
also illustrates his natural compassion for the unlucky and the failed.
It was also at this dg€, as has already been mentioned, that he had

dec'ided on his change of name, or rather the loss of the 'Balfour'. As

he later confessed to Edward l,l.Bok in Scribner's New York office:

'I had another name up to eighteen..rrdid you know that? No? Then
fi nd out. It wi I I be our secret. . . ' '-

t,

Th'is was the playfu'l Stevenson of 1888 but the Stevenson of 1869 might

be said to be futt of p1ays. Certainly, he had begun to write dramatic

pieces around then and in the immediate years that followed. It is with

this juvenilia that consideration now continues.
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STAGE ONE

Section B (i )

I}IE CHARITY BAZAAR

'Well - come, here goes for Juvenilia. Danc'ing Infants, An Autumn
Effect, Forest Notes, ...0, e-frdTm wafr-TTffT*k'if cETlEil-ThE
qaFTfy ffiFiER'' you might see; I don't think it would do.'-
The above was written to Sir Sydney Colvin (1845-1927), when the

1894 Edinburgh Edition of the l,{orks was being considered in May of that
year. Stevenson had first met Colvin, then Slade Professor of Fine Art
at Cambridge, at Cockfield Rectory in Surrey while visiting his cousin

Maud l,li I son, now Mrs Churchi I I Babi ngton i n 1873. Col v'in was to become

a lifelong part of Stevenson's literary and personal life and after he

became Keeper of Prints and Draw'ings at the British Museum in 1884 he

remained a constant and important factor in Stevenson's affairs.
Colvin was virtually respons'ible for Stevenson's early development

as a writer but he wrongly dated The Charity Bazaar from 1858. He

probab'ly confused it with The Baneful Potato, a libretto for an opera no

less, which Louis had worked on at Torquay in 1865 and which, according

to his mother's Diary Notes, was lost some time after. One feels it was

no great loss to the opera world. 0nly the names of two characters
survive "Dig-h'im-up-o", the gardener, and "Seek-him-out-o", the
policeman, and the first line of an aria sung by the heroine, uMy own

dear casement window."2

As far as the dating of The Charity Bazaar is concerned, the paper

watermark'is given as 1871 so it is therefore probable that the short
work dates from September-October 1875 as Professor Swearingen says. It
wasa-

'Privately-printed four-page folder without place, pub'lisher or
date distributed at a bazaar held by Stevenson's mother to benefit
the Zenana Missions of the Chqrch of Scotland and recorded in her
diary dated 25 November 1875.'"

Stevenson himself was not compl etely sangui ne about its possi b'le

publ i cati on :

'I see with some alarm the proposal to print Juvenilia; does it not
seem to lou taki ng mysel f a 1 i ttl e too mEh-TTkE Grandf ather
William?'-

The Charity Bazaar sold at the Bazaar for half-a-crown and later copies

were available for sixpence but the bulk of the printing d'isappeared.

It is hardly a play, merely three characters in four pages of dialogue.
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The follow'ing is an extract from the version printed for a bazaar held

at 17 Heriot Row in aid of the Roya'l Scottish Society for the Self-Aid
of Gentl etltomen i n 1973:

The Ingenuous Public:
@bject very magisterially, sir. But tell fi€,
would it not be poss'ible to carry this element of play still
further? And after I had remained a proper time in the bazaar, and
negotiated a sufficient number of sham bargains, would it not be
possible to return me my money in the hall?
The Tout:
l@Ttion whether that woul d not 'impair the humour of the
s'ituation. And bes'ides, my dear sir, the pith of the whole advice
is to take your money from you.
The Ingenuous Public:
ffithe Bazaar might take back the tea-cosies and
the pen-wi pers.
The Tout:

-

TTave no doubt, if you were to ask it handsomely, that you would
be so far accommodated. Still it is out of the theory. The sham
goods, for which, believe il€, I readily understand your
disaffection - the sham goods are well adapted for their purpose.
Your lady wife will lay these tea-cosies and pen-wipers aside in a
safe place, until she is asked to contribute to another Charity
Bazaaar. There the tea-cosies and pen-wipers will be once more
chari tably sol d . The nevt purchasers, 'i n thei r turn, wi I I
accurately imitate the dispositions of your lady wife. In short,
Sir, the whole affair is a cycle of operations. The tea-cosies and
pen-wipers are merely counters; they come off and on again like a
stage army; and year after year people pretend to buy and pretend
to sell them,.w'ith a vivacity that seems to indicate a talent for
the stage... ''

There is 'a talent for the stage'here. How genuine was its vivacity?
It was a first attempt and one feels it ought to have been

Stevenson was pleased with it at the time as Margaret

followed up.

Moyes Black

remembers. She had been visiting Heriot Row and was being seen to the

door by young Louis who asked her if she had been to the recent Grand

Bazaar and when she sa'id she had not he mentioned that he had -

'contributed a very clever skit to it - which had sold for
half-a-crown. I asked if I could still buy a copy. "Non" he
repl'ied sadly, "the sale is over. But - rr - after a dramatic pause
- "f can give you one." And he retreated throught the hall with
the long,lTicling steps of the stage conspiritor... Bye and bye he
returned with a small printed leaflet in his hand... signed with
the magic letters R.L.S. with the black and heavy down strokes.
"There," its author saidn bowing gracefully, "the Charity Bazaar -
an allegoric{ dialogue - and it is by ME and worth a whole
hal f-cro-wn . rr r o

He might be said to have begun from this as a professional.
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STAGE ONE

Scene B (ii )

iloillloulH

Stevenson had intended this as a joint work with the brilliant if
indolent Bob Stevenson as a classical piece after the manner of Algernon

Charles Swinbourne (1837-.|909), the English poet and critic whom Louis

had much admired for his anti-religious play, Atalanta in Calydon (1865)

as well as for his trilogy of plays based on Mary Stuart begun around

the same time. @!! was a subject total'ly in keeping with the

cousins'mutual high romantic ideas about history as well as theatre and

ent'irely appropriate to their attitudes at the time of their writing it.
The Monmouth of the title, James 'Crofts'(1649-85), was the natural son

of King Charles ll and though a weak, pretty, affable libertine, was,

for a time, the idol of the populace and even had himself crowned King

James I I at Taunton in .l685. However, on the fai lure of an

ill-organised rising and defeat at the Battle of Sedgemoor in July 1685,

he was executed on Tower Hill.
The pl ay that Stevenson made of these events had a good central

idea badly worked out. Sacrifice, substitution and unrequited love are

good ingredients for melodrama but they need to be integrated smoothly.

Notwithstanding, the effort deserves its pl ace in the Stevenson

dramaturgy'if only for the fact that it was his first completed

full-length play. As it happened, it was not a co'llaboration after all.
Stevenson had opened the project by writing to Bob on 17 April 1868:

'I send you a programme, the div'ision, and the first sketch for
Scene I of "Monmouth - a Tragedy." The plot was aranged and the
programme written yesterday; the scene was scribbled off in about
an hour and a half this afternoon; so you must excuse it... I find
rnyself utterly unable to write dramatically; I go off into long
soliloquies, descript'ion of scenery, emotion et cetera... You see I
made a sort of beginning for (Sc)ll, which is simply sickening;
only keep in the Iittle joke about the "little black box" - of
course, you twig the allusion. Do mind and make Lambourne and
everybody moral - no Swinburnism. If you can manage to make any
character say ar4ht w'itty, humorous, or bri ght, for Heaven 's sake
do so; I can't."
Stevenson soon abandoned their original idea of writing alternate

scenes and completed it himself. He worked quickly, too quickly
perhaps. This was to be a continuing problem with Stevenson in his
playwriting. 0n Sunday September 6, he wrote once more to Bob:
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'Monmouth is finished... a spasmodic effort, not a sustained and
completed work. There are pieces in it I think decent enough, _somelitile touches of nature, and an end sufficiently sensational to
satisfy all lovers of poetic iustice, of which I am one. But the
play has somehow crined in to use a Scotch expression. The
bhaiacters do not ?6frilT6Tth on the stage. They are only seen
peeping out of a window. They are not properly develoPgq. They are
inerely-roughly and hastily sketched... tlith the versification... I
am tolerably-pleased, and the little touches of descriPlion also
gi ve me sati sfacti on . You see I am frank and p_r.a] se- 4nJsel f ; di d I
ever grow great this letter would figure in my life.'"

He was always, however playfully, bearing in mind his posterity. He

conti nues:

'I am not entirely satisfied w'ith it (although) I think it contains
passeges (which aie) decent enough... (I have) mixed feelings about
it.t-
A synopsis was written by Stevenson for the guidance of R.A.M.S.

during the proposed collaboration with the addition of the following

byelaws, also compiled by R.L.S.:

i He who wrote the scene has the casting vote in any difficulty.
ii It is requested that the casting vote be used as little as

possi bl e.
iii Corrections not merely verbal and additions exceqfling a line in

length to be put on a paper apart and pinned on.'"
One may I augh at the ado'l escent earnestness of such thoroughness but

each touches on problems that do arise in any collaboration and young

Stevenson is to be adm'ired for a profess'ional astuteness that was much

in advance of his eighteen years. What a pity he did not take the same

strict tone or basic precautions with his Iater collaborators.
Meantime, he continued his bombardment of Bob from l,Jick:

'Monmouth already stinks a'little in ny nostrils... it was meant to
shadow forth,good lessons and true; but they are feeble, and too
feebly put.'r r

He then put it aside but by ?9 March 
.|870 

he was writing to Bob again:

'l,'lhen you come you must bring me

little in dramatic d'iction - less
shot at that subiect lgall..rZfirst-rate acting piece in it. "

Bob did not bring the play. He forgot. But his cousin did not. After

all, it had become his play by this time. Even as other projects took

up h'is attention, this, his first-born play, for all its defects, still
held a place in his affections. This was seen in his next letter to

cousin Bob:

'Monmouth'. I have improved a
of the buskin. So I must have a

I see the possibil ities of a
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'I write, write, write - no matter what, under a vain delusion that
my name will live in proportion to the number of foolscap pages
covered with sprawling, half-illegible handwriting... A propos' I
have dedicated the rotten play of Monmouth to a friend of mine
the dearest correspondent I ever met withl.it is enclosed for your
approbation, corroboration or corection.'-

'To R.A.M.S., I dedicate this play - M0NMOUTH'

A Tragedy in Four Acts and Eight Scenes
The scene is London
PERS0NS:Henrietta Wentworth, Baroness Nettlestrode

Jerome, Serv'itor to Monmouth
Martha, Lady Wentworth's ma'id
Michael Lambourne, a scrivener employed as a secret agent
The Duke of Monmouth
Mrs. Larnbourne, mother of Michael
Milly, a little child
Some lords favourable to Monmouth.

'Worthier had been this offering of thee,
Clad 'in the fancied colours that it wore
I,Jhilst it was still a gloqious dream to be
Hereafter carried forth.''-

The manuscript was not discovered till after Stevenson's death. Lloyd

0sbourne planned to publish it as part of the 1922 Vailima edition of
the Compl ete l,lorks and sol d the manuscri pt at Chri sti e's on ?2 July

1922. It is now in the Stevenson Collection at Yale University.
The dream however was eventually 'carried forth' when 250 numbered

copies were printed at Mount Vernon, USA by William Edwin Rudge in March

1928. Pages 13 and 14 and the conclusion of
missing but Charles Vale was able to supply

the Stevenson synopsis. He also added an

which he says of the play:

the original manuscript are

the needed information from

Introduction and Notes in

'It was never adequately considered or revised...
Essential directions have not been supplied, so the the scenes do
not merge smooth)y...
The dramatic machinery creaks, and towards the end of the play
there are distinct evidences that the author was - temporarily - a

little tired of his theme...and in a hurry to be done wth it.
Yet this uncorrected drama by a youth of eighteen contains some

striking work and many lines that he need never have been ashamed
0f... Those who understand that all verse is dead without a living
reader. . . wi.,lf see somethi ng of a dream that was never
fulfilled...'rc

Earlier, the news of the sale of an unknown Stevenson play astounded and

confounded Stevensonians. The possible publication of the work, did not

please many, inc1uding Edmund Gosse, one of Stevenson's oldest friends
and admirers, who wrote to the Editor of The Times on 17 June 1922:
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'Sir - In the Times of today, I read with alarm that another mass
of Stevenson's juvenile writings has been unearthed. Special
attention is drawn to the unpublished play, Monmouth. May I sqy 9
word to your readers about this play, which-pTeffi no "surprise"
to me? More than forty years ago when I was seeing Stevenson
almost every day, there was frequent mention of this tragedy.
R.L.S. regarded it with a kind of mocking complaisance, as great
fun. He used to rec'ite tags and tirades out of Monmouth as types
of "how not to do it". The notion of its ever bdfrllTElished he
scouted with indignation, but I, being one of the four or fjve
persons who at that date already believed that his writings would
become matters of universal curiosity, urged him to burn it.
He said he would do so, but - 'Infatuate authors on their offspring
dote,' and R.L.S. was never prompt to destroy any piece of his own

writing.....
When I-was entrusted with the preparation of the Pentland Edition
(of the l,lorks) I mentioned Monmouth to my friend, and I may almost
SdV, my collaborator, Mrs ffSfevenson. She was emphatically of
my opinion that it would be wrong to give general publicity.,to so
ciudb and so absurd a production.-.. If-it must be preserved (let it
be) kept in some library where any serious student can consult it,
but not given up to the laughter of the crowd... I write from the
country,-and have not had the opportunity of consulting the only
fi nal arbi terin al l Stevensoni an questi ons, Si r Si dney Col vi n, but
I betieve I know enough of his mind to be sure that he will agree
with me.....'

And on June 22, from 35 Palace Gardens Terrace, lrl$, came the due

response from Sir Sidney - 'To the Editor of The T'imes:'

'Mr Edmund Gosse is quite right in counting on my sympathy with his
hope that Stevenson 's iuveni I e pl ay, Monmouth, may remai n
unpublished. Not because I know anything of-T@lity - I never
saw it or heard it read - but because, as a general rule, I hold it
uniust to an author that work which he thought proper to keep to
himself should be given to the world after his death. For this
reason, I have regretted the posthumous publicat'ion of Stevenson's
stray leavings... discarded drafts and experiments are announced
for inclus'ion in the forthcoming Vailima edition of his works...'

This prompted a response from Lloyd 0sbourne on 24 June 1922:

'Sir - I never heard of Monmouth myself until I saw it advertised
in a catalogue of ChristTdFTff a sale on July ll; but I cannot
share Sir Sidney Colvin's rather premature decjsion that it must
necessarily be worthless. One would think the best way would be to
read it first and pass judgement on it afterwards... '

The Editor - as always - had the last word:

't0 a certain extent, Stevenson will have brought the blame upon
himself... The moral is that writers who have a reputation to
consider should be more careful about what they keep... Let
Monmouth be destroyed... 0therwise, let the world know the worst
Fffi'mEIy .19 that it may soon get over it and consign it to
obl ivion. ' '



In his Notes, Charles Vale quotes E.V.Lucas:

'I think the world is entitled to Monmouth. Particularly as its
author, in his maturity, st'i1l likecl-Tf

And Eliot Crawshay-Williams :

,Unless the publication can damage the personal feelings of living
peisons, it'would seem almost a-duty.to -the world to give it as

iull maierial as possible for the study of its great characters"

Va]e concl udes:

'I am under no misapprehensions as to the merits or demerits of
'Monmouth'; it is ari'immature work but not a negligible one' It
heit; io Uui'ld up a clearer picture of Stevenson and his ambitigtt'
of 'fris possibilities and limitatjons in the adolescent stage...'"
0n reading the play, the present writer was struck by the number of

good lines in it -

'God wedded soul and bodY into one
Which, not without some trouble, men divide.'

But overall it suffers from its lack of technical structure. The

eponymous leading character for instance makes his first appearance t00

late in the action (Act 2 Scene 2). There is a good first act curta'in

(Henrietta - 'tl|hy he has ta'en my glove?'). Apparently, Stevenson had

three tries at the second act curtain line before reverting to his

original -'And God forgive me for my lies today'. Some of the other

I i nes however are uni ntenti onal ly I aughabl e, I i ke Monmouth 's to

Lambourne, who is in obvious disguise -

'Wherefore do you wear
A false, red beard, a patch upon your eye
And a grey wig above a youthful face?'

No matter its many weaknesses, the play has been carried to its
conclusion and ends on what Charles Vale ca]ls 'its dominant note'-

'that Monmouth has been 'found out' by Lady Wentworth (Henrietta)
and can only redeem himself by some supreme effort of despail.0l
innate heroism... Michael's is to be an hero'ic suicide so that
Monmouth may escape.'

But there is no escape from the fact that, just as The Charity Bazaar

was a non-event theatrically, Monmouth is a bore.

Both items of iuven'ilia marked the end of the beginning for

Stevenson and playwriting. Another stage had been reached and the drama

would now give way to a dramat'ic change in his own life.



THE THEATRICAL R.L.S.

STAGE TI{O
A Law Unto Himself

'l{hat a man truly wants, that he rill get,
or he rill be changed in the trying.l

(R.L.S. - Aphorism. )
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THE THEATRICAT R.L.S.

STAGE TIIO

Secti on Il 'Creeping like snail'

Mrs Henrietta Younger, a cousin and favourite playmate (known

familiar'ly as ftta), spent a great deal of time with the Stevenson

family both at Heriot Row and in their summer cottage at Swanston. She

remembered an April evening in l87l - a very important night in the life
of Robert Louis.

'I happened to be in the house when Lou told his father he did not
want to continue to be a civil engineer. This was a terrible blow
and disappointment to dear Uncle Tom... (ne) was more disappointed
still whgn Lou declared that he wanted to go in for the l'iterary
l'ife. . . "

This news was all the more shocking to Thomas Stevenson in view of his

son's great success only twelve days before when he read a paper on I
New Form of intermittent Light before the Royal Scottish Society of Arts

which was adjudged to be -'well worthy of the favourable consideration

of the Society, and highly cred'itable to so young an author.'2
Just when he had made such a promising start in a respectable

profession he wanted to leave it. Thomas was perplexed but Louis was

adamant. Father and son took a'long walk the next day to Cramond and'in

the course of it a compromise was reached. Louis would remain at the

University but switch to Law. At least he would st'ill be a professional

man and his writing could remain a wee hobby for him. Father and son

could be friends again and his mother would be pleased. Margaret

Stevenson's diary records that her husband was 'wonderfully resigned.l
To offset the probability of having their son labelled as a 'failed
author'they would have the prospect of seeing him called to the Bar.

Meantime, Thomas did not lack for worries about Louis in other areas.

The same young man's night-time jaunts about the city were

disturbing although Thomas was less perturbed about that than by Louis's
new atheism. The father's religion was Scottish Presbyterian Calvin'ism,

the son's, however, always had'a dash of scarlet in it', a puritan

waving a Bohemian banner - but an athiest? l,'las he acting a part again?

Dr John Kelman reminds us that in his Edinburgh t'ime, the part that
Stevenson acted was as 'the gypsy encamped on the thoroughfare'.3
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His studentship, in fact, was a total performance and it is no

accident that Dr Kelman devotes no less than eight pages to the younger

Stevenson as an actor in life. But Louis meant no harm by it and his

conscience was quite clear:

'I, tgo, have a soul of my4own, arrogantly upright, and to that I
will listen and conform...'

This egoism is tempered however by a self-deprecating and disarming

candour which is confirmed by the description Stevenson gives of himself
at the time:

'A certain lean, ugly, idle, unpopular student full of changing
humours, fine occasional purposes of good, unflinching acceptance
of evil, shiverings on wet, East-w'indy mornings, journeys up to
class, infini!e ygwlings dgring lectures and unquestionable gusto
in the del'ights of truancy.

His ethics were unconventional to say the least. He told Fleeming

Jenkin in 1882 -'I have a genuine morality, but no talent for it.'
Genuine piety, on the other hand, is its own reward and Stevenson had no

need to be bribed to be virtuous. His was an abstract inclination to
evil, a fascination more than any real involvement. He was always good

in his own way. But he did not enjoy hurting his parents - or even God.

He was not quite sure where he was going but he was not going to move

until he was. But he could not stand still.
'To hold the same view at forty as one held at twenty is to have
been stupified for a score of years16 drd take rank, not as a
prophet, but as an unteachable brat...'-

He knew himself better than anybody and was by far his own best critic.

'... All I mean is, I was never conscious of a struggle, nor
registered a vow, nor seemingly had anything personally to do w'ith
the matter. I came about like a well-handled ship agd there at the
helm stood that Unknown Steersman whom we call God. "

A God whom he affected not to believe in and this hurt his mother and

father most. But he loved his parents and had no wish to hurt them.

'They don't see either that my game is not the light-hearted
scoffer. I believe as much as they do, but generally in the
inverse ratio. I am as honest as they and have not come hastily to
my views. I reserveo as I told them, many points until I acquire
fuller information.'"

There is a certain'irony in contrasting this somewhat astatic railing
aga'inst orthodox rel i gi on by Loui s, the student i n Ed'inburgh, wi th the

R.L.S. of a decade later, the prayerful patriarch of Vailima.
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The contemporary Ameri can wri ter and cri ti c, l'li 1 I i am Veeder,

addresses this whole question of Stevenson and Patriarchy, in a chapter

of that title in his study of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde. He sees it as

being at the root of Stevenson's family difficulties at this time.

'The emergence of the profession as one of the maior forces in
social organization had occurred 'in Stevenson's own century...
Upper middle-class professional men are for Robert Louis Stevenson
the princ'ipal expression of the patriarchal tradition... despite
the.lingering piesence of a landed, titled aristocracy and
Stevenson's nostalgia for the gentry Balfours of his mother's
line.... Pqlriarchy, as Stevenson considers it, is essentia'lly
bourgeois. ''

This of course might be held as nothing more than fashionable critical
jargon. I'le have seen that the Balfours were just as professional as the

Stevensons but Mr Veeder does see that Stevenson's battle was against

the sheer weight of family on the father's side, pressing him towards a

professiona'l career iust as his father had been pressured by !!: father
before him and so on all the way back to plain Tam Smith. Stevenson

showed extraordinary grit in fighting back from a weak position. The

winds m'ight buffet the ftimsy frame but his heels were dug in firmly.
Veeder further posits that Stevenson vras a man torn by oed'ipal emotions

and that the adol escent father-son quamel s were re-stagi ngs of
childhood antagonisms. He concludes:

'That both men loved Margaret fiercely is without doubt but Louis
had also an early over-dependence on Alison Cunningham. What is
evident is that the son recognised his father's subconscious
incompatibility with the family profession and he (Louis) was
determined that the same unhappy fate would not be his. Thomas
might have been happier as a minister or a publican, who is to
te1l, he might even had been a writer himself. His son was always
willing to listen to his artistic opinions in later life, if not to
act on them. Both were very determined men in their way, and their
relationship often suffered as a result but there.,pas no denying
either they there was also much love between them. ""
Thomas Stevenson was overbrhelmed by his sense of God-given duty to

his family and his profess'ion. His son was obsessed by what he saw was

hi s responsibi'l ity to a God-given talent. Neither could real ly
compromise on the matter but after his father's death, and very near his

own, when Stevenson came to write l,Ieir of Hermiston, it is not too

difficult to see the shadow of Thomas Stevenson behind the relentless
figure of Weir himself in the novel - 'climbing the great staircase of

ll
h'is duty... "'



During 1872 Stevenson was w'ith the Edinburgh law firm of Skene and

Peacock as a very token apprentice and made fitful preparations for the

Scottish Bar Preliminary Examination at the end of that year. He was

warming to the idea of the wig and gorr{n and the idea of being a

barrister if not to the prospect of a daily office routine as a

solicitor. As Jenni Calder points out, Stevenson longed for life to be

full of colour and drama and even as he acknowledged the need to follow
some kind of respectable profession - or at least to be seen to be doing

so - he could not get the stage out of his head, even when on ho'liday.

Calder quotes as an example the letter he had written to his mother from

l3 Rosegasse, Frankfurt, on Tuesday morn'ing, August 1872 (sic):

'Last night I was at the theatre and heard Die Judin (La Jgive) and
was ther6bye terribly excited. At last, inThffiiiltfleTfTfi-e fifth
act, which was perfectly beastly, I had to slope... I thought it
high time to be out of that galere, and so I do not know ye!
whether it ends well olill...ltn-FEra is far more real than real
life to me. It seems as 'if stage illusion, and partffiTarly'.. an

opera... would never stale upon me.
I w'ish that life were an opera. I should like to live in one' but
I don't know in which quaiter of the globe I shall find life so
constituted... imagine asking for three Kreuzer cigars in
recitative, or gitjng. the. washerwoman an inrlTtorV of your dirty
clothes in a sustained and flourishous aria.
His love of music was already as strong as his theatre bias and

both contrasted strongly wjth his academic apathy. No matter his

notorious and self-admitted truancy from classes at the University,
there is evidence of his attending at Old College at least orc€r for he

had in his possession a notebook made out for P.G.Tait's natural

phi'losophy lectures, but'in it he has written out, title by title' all
the plays he would one day write:

'Edward Ferren' (3-act tragedy) (Sometimes Iisted as Darren)
'Edward Bolton' or 'The Last l,lill' (5-act comedy)
'Ananais Proudfoot, Baker and Elder' (3-act comedy)
'The Witch' (5-act tragedy)
'A Poor Heart' or 'The King's Pardon' (S-act tragedy)
'The Brothers' (3-act comedy)
'Charl i e i s my darl 'i ng ' (3- act tragedy )

'Francis Nesham' (5-act tragedy)
'The Point of Honour'/ A Partie Quaree
'The Duke's Jester' (S-act tragedyl"an
'The Sweet Singer' (S-act tragedy)'"

on the Bass (3-act comedy)

There is evidence that some of these titles were worked on or used

material for other play projects but none emerged as finished pieces.



Edmund Gosse, (1849-'1928), writer, and later friend from the Saville
Cl ub, states:

'I think the dramatic influence of Mr Swinbourne flared up finally
and sank... he (Stevenson) had been much fired to write in the
manner of Massinger... (and) actually began on a murder drama in
the style of A New To Pay Old Debts... He thought Charles Lamb

cal I ed the "gentl emanl i kehad been unju5tTo wh'-a!
plainness" of Massinger.'

Stevenson himself says of these early p'lay attempts:

'In 'Monmouth', a tragedy, I reclined on the bosom of Mr
Swinburne... in'The K'ing's Pardon', also a tragedy, I was on the
trail of no lesser than John Webster, and in the second draft of
the same, with staggering versatility, I switched my allegiance to
Congreyg - whose exquis'ite prose I had admired and longed to
copy. "'
Stevenson himself in My First Book refers to the reams of paper

('now all ash') that had gone into some of these play ideas. The same

notebook conta'ins seven pages of notes and speeches for The Brothers

which may have been a dramatic version of Cosmo, a novel dating from

1868-9. There was also 'a spectacle-play in that transcendent type of
human vanity, Herostratus', considered but not written during 1873-4.16

'All through nry boyhood and youth, I was known and pointed out for
the pattern of an idler; and yet I was always busy on my own
private end, which was to learn to write. I a'lways kept two books
in my pocket, one to read, one to write in... Thus I lived with
words. . . But I worked i n other wq.Is a] so_; often accompani..{ Ztywalks with dramatic dialogues, 'in which I played nany parts...
Despite the on-going family crises, his apparent atheism, his

uncertainty about a future career, the continuing threat to h'is lungs in
living through each Edinburgh winter, the student Stevenson's

imagination was caught up in the idea of plays. But how was he to go

about it? As he said himself - 'the thing is to understand the lie of
the world.' 0f counse it would depend on what he meant by 'lie'. Its
substance was in how it lay before him but its shadow was what it
suggested to him in his head.

He saw the whole of existence as a vast charade and his own life in
terms of the part - or parts - he had to play. He recognised that we

grow accustomed to the character we put on ourselves; in time, the part

becomes the reality. He therefore set out to learn how to play his part
effectively just as much as he had set out how to learn to write. His

writing was just another means of acting out his fantasies in print.



Meantime, in the critical years that were inunediately ahead, the

picture he presented to the wor'ld was bewildering to say the least. He

may have been playing a part but he gave scant regard to his costume.

0n the other hand, he may have given the matter his total consideration.
lrlhichever the case, the effect was noticable:

'His whole appearance was a shock to a puritan ne'ighbourhood. His
chestnut hair fell in limp strands over his shoulder. He did not
hesitate to dress as a Bohemian; he wore a velveteen jacket like a

workman and a gray, flannel shirt to hide his thin arms. And to
warm his thin bodyn he swathed h'imself like his claimed ancestor'
Rob Roy Macgregor, in a dramatic mantle with flowing folds. Sone
people found him pretentious, others irritating, (for) he was too
consciously sensational - but sardonic eyes and a moqfging smile
indicated his sublime indifference to public opinion... "-

Charlotte Jane McDonald remembers his -

'Curious way of walking, sideways and seemed never to be propelled
by any power greater than the w'ind. From time to time wraith-like'
then floating along, like a graceful yacht to protect his sails.
Usually in fawn tweeds, iacket buttoned up over his chest...0n
concert nights in a black velvet coat.l

'He attended a performance of Wagner's FlyttLg Dqlglqqq one evening
and tal ked to hi s neighbour throughouFThiET-Ether unusual
appearange...made him conspicuous and affected-look'ing among the
crowd. t'-

In Malcolm Elwin's words - 'the school softie had become the University
bounder'. Stevenson himself did not entirely disagree:

'Indeed, I denied myself many opportunities; acting upon an
extensive and highly rational system of truantry which cost me a
great deal of trouble to pulninto exercise - perhaps as much as
would have taught me Greek.'"

The black velvet jacket had by now become hjs hab'itual wear and his tie
'looked like a strip torn from a castaway carpet'. It was even thought

ther"e must be a family trunk of old clothes he was trying to wear out.

'... a slithering, loose, flail of a fellow, All ioints' elbows
and spindleshanks, his trousers general'!V:o short in the l-eg life
a scarecrow, that one almost expected him to creak in the wind.'

His airs were even more ridiculous than his clothes to one onlooker:

'He was always posing, always showing off, The more we jeered, the
more he posed - a smile of disdain on his queer' foreign-looking
face - so consumed.with qonce.ig he could not even walk without
mincing like a dancing master. ''
'Mercury disguised as a mortal', a friend called h'im.23
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All this did not prevent his becoming President of the University
Speculative Society. His opening Address was deliberately provoking:

'Mr Stevenson is engaged in expla'ining to the other members of the
Speculative Society-that he is the c]gverest person of his age and

weight between this and Cal'ifornia!''-
Note the prophetic mention of 'California' by the future writer of The

Anateur Emigrant. This sort of fancy, however, d'id not endear him to

his fellow-students who wou'ld have thought him the very least likely
classmate to succeed. Such a bundle of affectation was he that it was

hinted by some that there might be'insanity in the family. l'las it all
not an act, a deliberate facade, a smoke-screen, even a shield? But

what was he trying to hide? It still remains an enigma.

He hardly seemed well-cast as a typical young man-about-town but

there is no doubt he went about it in his own way. He turned round some

strange corners to meet Kate Drummond. 0r was it 'Claire'? 0r Jean

Stevenson (no relation) out at rural Swanston who had a son they say?

Furnas totally discounts these 'legends and attributes their currency to

the largely unsubstantiated work of George S.Hellman and John A.Steuart.
He is of the opinion that 'Claire' is merely another of the

'emotionally-charged pseudonyms' which Louis was later to apply to Mrs

Fanny Sitwell, to whom he wrote, '0f course I am not going on with
Cl aj re . . . '25 Whatever the truth of the controversy, thi s was

Stevenson's secret Edinburgh phase and for a time we lose him among the

wynds and closes of the Old Town.

'Conduct'is three parts of life, they say; but I think they put it
high. There is a vast deal of life and letters which is not
immoral, but simply a-moral; which either does not regard the human
wi'll at all, or deals with it in obvious and healthy relations;
where the interest turns, not upon what the man shall choose to do,
but on how he manages to do it; not on the passionate slips and
hesitations of the conscience, but on the problems of the body and
the practical intelligence, in clean, open-air adventure, the shock
of arms or the diplomacy of life. With such material as this it is
impossible to build a play, for the serious theatre exists soley on
moral grounds, and i;i stand'ing proof of the dissemination of the
human conscience...''-
Once again the allusion to theatre. But then his whole world was

a revolv'ing stage - and one which revolved round him. His own view that

'drama is the poetry of conduct, romance the poetry of c'ircumstance, '

m'ight have been his motto, the only difference was that he looked for
'the spark of drama in life's drabnessr, as Jenni Calder put it.



He knew, however, that he was not yet ready to play his part fully,
whatever that part was, he needed time to 'rehearse,. So he did, in his
very own kind of performance. Any performance at all would be a useful
diversion and distraction even if it did give an unfavourable
impression. It would draw attention from his apparent lack of purpose.

He knew exactly what he was doing. He had to find his own escape and he

found it in'performance'as various versions of himself offered in
protest against the deadly restrictions of respectability, As he said,
'There is something stupifying in the recumence of unimportant things.'
The only things important to stevenson were words upon a page. He sold
himself to himself as a writer virtually before he had written anything
and certainly before he received his first professional writing fee (for
Roads in 1873). He'acted the part'of a writer in other words. This
in itself, as has already been discussed, is a dramatic process.

Nothing is more apposite of his hectic, inchoate Edinburgh
studenthood than th'is fact of his studied bohemianism. The town and

gown provided the backdrop to hi s del i berate mi sbehaviour. The

university was the stage scene against which he played his part.
The narratives that governed Stevenson's life to this t'ime were

two-fold. The obvious and superficial struggle was between himself and

his father for his own future and to a lesser extent for his mother's
love and understanding. Interior to this, and complementary, as far as

Stevenson was concerned, was the battle between the engineer and the
lawyer in himself for his soul, already given to the putative writer.

His first resort was to pretence and this allowed h'is actor's
inclinations full rein. His cigarette could not have raised a more

effective smoke-screen than did the various disguises he donned in these
years. One clue may be in that for much of this time, he was removed

from the influence of his cousin and co-dreamer, Bob Stevenson. But not
before the same Bob had caused further consternation at Heriot Row by

ioining with Louis to found the L.J.R. society - for the propagation of
Liberty, Justice and Reverence and the denial by its members of
everything taught them by their parents. One cannot help feel that it
was Bob framed this combustible constitution. Having lit the fuse, he

decamped to Antwerp to study Art, leaving Louis to stand by the domestic
powder keg. 0f course when it exploded everyone felt the blast. The

least affected may have been Stevenson himself.



He had run full tilt against conventionality, but one cannot help
think that his rras a forced k'ind of rebellion, to which he applied
hjmself with much more zeal than he did to the getting of a degree.

Essentially, he was, in Dr Kelman's phrase -'a puritan masquerading as a

revel I er' .

'Looking back upon it, I am surprised at the courage with which I
first ventured alone into the societies in which I moved; I was the
companion of seamen, chimney-sweeps and thieves; qy circle was
being continually changed by the action of the Police Magistrate.
I see now the little sanded kitchen, where Velvet Coat (for such
was the name I went by) has spent days together, generally in
silence and mak'ing sonnets in a penny version-book; and rough as
the material may appear, I do not believe these days were among the
least happy I have spent. I was distinctly petted and respected;
the women were most gentle and kind with me; I might have left all
ny money 8gr a month, and they would have returned every farthing
of it ...'''
In 1870 he had been fined for 'snow-balling' in the streets and

remembered feeling ashamed in the courtroom but he was hailed as a hero

as soon as he came out into the street again. Velvet Coat had become

Francois Villon, just as he had always wanted. He was still playing to
the crowd and to his own image of himself at the given moment. He was a

criminal hero at last, but, as always, his dissipation was always moral

and even his explorations in the paths of wickedness had been undertaken

with largely metaphysical intentions. His feet may have strayed into
the Old Town but his head remained sensibly and comfortably in Heriot
Row. He knew he could have the best and worst of each world.

'A man's view ofrothe universe'is mostly a view of the society in
which he lives. ''"
Having seen something of life on the other side of the private

gardens that lie between Heriot Row and Queen Street he was now in a

better postion to evaluate his own fortunate position as the only son of
a well-to-do house, but he seemed almost to resent this. It was as if
he could never be satisfied or content with the part allocated to him.
He had to be always seeking the alternative point of view. This
explains his pleasure in extreme behaviour, outlandish dress and his
unashamed dandyism on occasions, even to his ostentatious grubbiness at
times. He was still the boy chimney sweep at heart. The instinct to
perform was in his bones, and as he said himself, 'what's bred in the
bone will out in the flesh', but the flesh, as yet, was still weak.



Nonetheless, he was powerfully drawn to the theatre. The student

obsession with the stage was further underl'ined by an article he was to
contribute to the British tieekly (13 May 1887) under the title,
Which Influenced Me in which he states quite categorically:

Books

'Shakespeare has served me best. Few living friends have had upon
ne an influence so strong for good as Hamlet or Rosalind. The last
character, already well beloved in the reading, I had the good
fortune to see, I 4ust think, in an impressionable hour, played by
Mrs Scott Siddonsl Nothing has ever more moved, more delighted,
more refreshed me; nor has ihe influence quite passed away. Kent's
brief speech over the dy'ing Lear had a great effect upon my mind,
and was the burthen of my reflections for'long: so profoundly, so
touchingly gtilerous did it appear in sense, so overpowering in
expressi on .

It can be assumed then that as well as an avid reader of p'lays, the

younger Stevenson was now, at least in the latter years at University,
an intermittent Edinburgh theatre-goer even if his play-going was

limited to third-rate local offerings and second-rate provincial tours
by No 2 London companies. Although it must be said that Oickens had

taken the town with his famous Readings in 1859 and rising young actors
like Henry Irving and J.L.Toole ('1830-.|906) were anong many others
beginning famous careers at the Edinburgh's Theatre Royal. There was

also the local favourite A.D.McNeill at the Princes Theatre as Sir
Charles Pomander (a part Stevenson himself was to play before long) in
Tom Taylor's and Charles Reade's Masks and Faces.

There were also orchestral concerts to attend and song recitals to
hear. The point is that there were things to see and hear even in
Stevenson's philistine Edinburgh but Mid-Victorian theatre was not

guaranteed to inspire the aesthetically-inclined and Stevenson at that
time badly needed exactly that kind of stimulus. He was ripe for
'inspiration ation and reassurance and this was found quite unexpectedly

in the person of the University's Professor of Engineering - or rather,
in the first instance, through that good Professor's wife. To explain,
it is necessary at this stage to retrace our Edinburgh steps somewhat,

to a w'int€rrs afternoon in 1858, when Mrs Henry Fleeming Jenkin, having

then new'ly come to Edinburgh, went to have tea with Mrs Thomas

Stevenson.

* Mrs Scott Siddons was the mother of Mrs. Sarah E.Siddons l'lair with
whom Stevenson was involved in private theatricals in Chester Street.
Mrs Scott Siddons was of the Siddons/Kemble theatrical dynasty.
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Anne Jenkin found Margaret Stevenson, apparently alone, sitting by

the flicker of the firelight in the drawing-room of 17 Heriot Row.

Mrs Jenkin reported:

'Suddenly, from out of a dark corner came a voice peculiar,
vibrating, a boy's voice I thought at first... I listened in
perplexity and amazement. tltp was this son who talked as Charles
Lamb wrote? This young Heine with the Scottish accent? I stayed
long, and when I came away, the unseen converser came with me to
the the front door... I saw a slender, brown, long-haired lad with
great dark eyes, a bri'lliant sm'ile, and a gentle, deprecating bend
of the head...I asked him to come and see us?
"Can I come tomorrow?" he replied at once...
As I sat down to dinner I announced -
"I have made the acquaintance of a poet!"
From that day forward, our affectign and admiration for him, and
our delight in his company, grew. ''"

Stevenson himself was later to write of Jenkin:

'During the year, bad student as I was, he had shown a certain
leaning to my society; I had been to his housg, (and) he had asked
me to take a humble part in his theatricals.'o'

It was time for a scene change to -
'ANOTHER PART OF THE CITY' .
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STAGE T}IO

Section B 'Unwillingly to School'

The 'school' in this instance could be considered as a 'drama

school', for the years between l87l and 1877 were Stevenson's formal

'acting'period, that iS, when he was involved irregularly in private

theatricals with the Fleeming Jenkin troupe at another part of the city.
This was neither in the Old Town, nor strictly speaking in the New, but

at the country edge of the latter near fields and trees and running

water. Whether at this, the'ir fir"st Edinburgh home at 5 Fettes Row, or

later in their second house at 3 Great Stuart Street, MF and Mrs

H.C.Fleeming Jenkin were always 'at home' to Robert Louis Stevenson.

Anne Jenkin was a beautiful and talented woman in her late

thirties, who was also a formidable table wit herself. She taas the

first of the older women Stevenson was always to admire in his life.
'Madam', os the students called her because of her grand manner' was at

the same time a soft and sympathetic ear for Stevenson at a difficult
domestic phase for him and it js little wonder he found her fascinating

and different. She was an amateur actress of some distinction and it
was she who persuaded the troubled young man, struggling w'ith religious
doubts and uncertainties about h'is future, to join in their twice-yearly

amateur theatricals. He was glad to do so, seeing the whole process of
rehearsal and discussion involved as 'an oasis in a desert of

convention' after the d'ining-table tensions of Heriot Row. It was as

if, in the Jenkins duo, he had found another kind of parentage' a

twopence coloured alternative to the penny-plain pa'iring he faced at

home.

Given his theoretical preoccupation with the stage, and his love of
all things theatrical, there is no indication of his entertaining any

thought of becoming a serious actor, even privately as an amateur,

Knowledge of his phys'ical limitations no doubt prec'luded any real

ambitions on stage but he had a good voice and he certainly liked to use

it - except, it would appear, when on stage before an audience. If it
did anything, however, the play-acting period fostered a deep friendship

with the protean Henry Charles Fleeming Jenkin (1833-1885) which had

begun with Stevenson's previous brief flirtat'ion with Engineering.
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Jenkin was engineer enough to have built a toy phonograph 'so that
he could teach it to swear', biologist enough to have corrected Darwin,

scientist enough to have written a significant work on Fecundity and

invent'ive enough to have pioneered electrical transportation, but what

is germane to the Stevenson story, at least as far as this study is
concerned, is that he was a great enthusiast of the drana. He had even

written a play in his time - Grizelda - and was no mean actor himself,
but he preferred to produce the pl ays and was general ly regarded as the

manager. Like his wife, he was an entertaining conversationalist in a

dry manner and was also a talented dancer and ice-skater.
One gets the feel i ng that hi s preoccupati on wi th pri vate

theatricals was as much a homage to his wife's considerable dramatic

gifts as to his own desire to be involved. To select a play, adapt it
and mount it and then rehearse a very variable company of amateurs to a

standard that was almost professional, and then to adapt his own house

as a working theatre for five performances twice a year, calls for
extraordinary manageria'l and technical skills. Fleeming Jenkin had

these - plus a very practical enthusiasm. This then was the formidable
polymath who was to have a great influence over the emerging Stevenson

and whom the mature Stevenson was to inunortalise as 'Cockshot' in Talk
and Tal kers:

'He is possessed by a demonaic energy, welding the elements of his
life, and bend'ing ideas as qn athlete bends a horseshoe, with a
visible and l ively effort... "

Stevenson became a Jenkinite as much as Jenkin became a Stevensonian.

Edmund Gosse was later to write of the re'lationship -

'In Jenkin's presence, Stevenson seemed to be resisting an
instinctive tendency towards veneration, which Jenkin, to do him
justice, was on his part always anxious to break down.''
Stevenson had many reasons to be grateful for the friendship of

this redoubtable character and none more so than being allowed to
continue his studies at the University despite his abysmal attendance

record in his first sessions. it was less important to Stevenson than

to his much-tried father and Fleeming Jenkin knew this. He also knew

that in Louis he was hardly deal'ing with an average Edinburgh student.

Not by a long way. Jenkin guessed rightly that Stevenson was educating

himself by reading, talking and occasionally listening. Any learn'ing
gleaned from University was only assimilated by a kind of osmosis.



In order to continue his studies, Stevenson needed certificates of

class attendance. Having won over the other professors by sheer

effrontery, he then approached the Professor of Engineering.

'It is quite useless for you to come to me, Mr Stevenson. There
may be doubtful cases, thire is no doubt about yours, You have
simply not attended my class.'-

Nevertheless, he signed it, more for Thomas Stevenson's sake one feels.

Stevenson commented -'That was the bitter beginning of my love for
Fleeming, I never thought lightly of him afterward

They enjoyed sparking off each other. In one of their many

debates, while attending his class, Stevenson put to the Professor a

problem of conduct, to which he replied evasively -

"What would Christ have said?"
"Nothing unkind or cowardly," answered Loui3 careful'ly.
"True, Mr Stevenson, nor anything amusing!"

The lack of humour in the Gospels woried Stevenson from then on. In a

letter to Sidney Colvin from Honolulu in 1889, he summed up his attitude

to the brilliant mentor of his student days -

'My dear Colvin, I owe you and Fleeming Jenkin, the two older men

who took the trouble, arp knew how to make a friend of il€,
everything I have, or am.'-

That Jenkin returned Stevenson's admiration is quite obvious. He saw

behind the ludicrous facade the young man had drawn up around him and,

in the same way that Anne Jenkin had listened in order to help' Fleeming

Jenkin spoke out forcefully to the same end.

In the spring of 1872, he promoted Louis from Prompter to 'the dumb

(or rather inarticulate) recipient of Carter's dog-whip'. (R.0.Carter

wasthePetruchioinaproductionofShakespeare.s@
Shrew i n which Stevenson pl ayed Bi ondel l o and the Tai l or, ) Mrs

Stevenson's d'iary reports that (he) 'gives satisfaction in both'. Sir

J. Alfred Ewing, later to be Principal of Edinburgh University' was in

the company at that time on Stage Management. Speaking of Stevenson he

says:
'I remember a sudden departure after one of the Jenkin plays
Stevenson was standing in'the wings ready to go on in the dress of
a Greek Messenger wliich had been designed by Fleeming with a

fidelity that excluded pockets. Louis had omitted to divest
himself of a signet-ring he usual ly wore. Hand'ing 'it to me he
said, "Wearit till I come off". 7
llle forgot it that night and next day he van'ished into space..."



He was back i n the next year to pl ay Vatel , a cook, i n My

son-in-Law, a translation of Le Gendre de M. Poirier by Emile Augier
(1820-89). One wonders why the two highly theatrical Jenkins, with all
their personality and f'lair and 'influence over their protdgd could not
persuade Louis towards playwriting? At no time were they more powerful
in his life - or he more vulnerable. Fleeming Jenkin knew he was

dealing with a rare promise - if not of acting talent, at least of
something in the young R.L.s. Mrs E. Siddons Mairn of the famous

theatre family, confirms this in her recollection of a reading at chez

Jenkin of The Frogs of Aristophanes:

'Stevenson stood up to recite (as Aeschylus)... a mere youth,
glowing with poetic fervour... I always remember the Professor's
emphatic whisper... "Listgn to that boy; he wiII be somebody yet,,.
0r words to that effect.'"

His'old comrade'James, Lord Guthrie, did not share this certainty:

'I frankly confess I had not the vision, in college days, to
foresee his future fame, I do not know that anybody had 

-except

perhaps his mother and cummy. But I can at least claim I nevbr
mistook the husk for the kernel... The stories about h'is follies
(have) a foundation in fact, but al I of them (are) grossly
exaggerated and distorted... I never doubted he had the root of the
matter in hili that, with all h'is surface frivolity and seemingpliabillty, if it came, in life,s crucible, to a question oiprinciple, a clear issue of right and wrong, Stevenson irould prove
as good as gold and as true as steel... Stevenson cannot be
understood unless the abnormal strength of three elements in his
elusive nature receive adequate recbgnition - the primitive gr
aboriginal element, the boyish element and the Bohemian element.'v
One wonders which of these strands was in charge when, on May 19 in

that same year, he stood up jn evening dress to read a paper on The

Therma'l Influence of Forests before the gentlemen of the Royal Society
of Edinburgh. It was well received and there was no doubt that it was

Tom Stevenson's finest hour. His son considered it as merely another
performance. He was still questing, but still working. As he said,
modestly, 'I am no sloven,.

He worked tirelessly at his writing but he found his home life
stifling. He needed to break clear from time to time. He considered
trying for the English Bar but a medical in London in July 1873 resulted
in his being 0rdered South - alone. He left soon afterwards for the
south of France with something like relief. Throughout his life, every
trave'l opportunity that arose for him was grabbed eagerly.
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'For my part, I t6trvel not to go anywhere but to go. I travel for
travel 's sake... "-
'It is a better thing to travel hopefully that to arrive...'

But what is not quoted in the familiar saying is the second part of it -

'And the true success is to labour.'ll
0nce again - the work ethic; he was not a Protestant for nothing. As he

explained in a letter to Mrs Sitwell:
'I have a goad in my flesh pushing me to work, work, work...'12
In 1874, he was writing to his mother from Menton:

'[,le have all been getting photographed... how they will look I know
not. Madame Zassetsky arranged for mine, and then said to the
photographer - "C'est mon fjls. il vient d'avoir dix-neuf ans. Il
est tout fier de sa moustache. Tachez de la faire paraitre" - and
then bolted, leaving me solemnly alone with the artist (who)
explained to me that he would - "Faire resortir ce que vieut l4adame
la Princesse" to the best of his ability; he bowed very much to
me after this, in quality of prince you see. I bowed in return and
handled the flap.'qf my cloak, after the most princely fashion I
could comrnand..."-

Toujours l'acteur. The Princess Zassetsky and Madame Garschine were

sisters from Georgia and had come to the Riviera sans husbands. They

did not know what to make of Louis Stevenson.

'I am to them some undiscovqred animal.
cultivate R.L.S. in Muscovy. "*

They do not seem to

Madame Garschine took more than a platonic interest in this odd

twenty-three year old Scot but Louis sought refuge in the works of
George Sand. He was always ready to come back to theatre in his
letters. l,lhen he wrote to Sydney Colv'in from Hotel St. Romain in Paris:

'My people have made no objection to my going on to Gottingen; but
my body has... it is a sore pity. That was a great chance for me
and it is gone... I must just be content to live as I have begun,
an ignorant, chic penny-a-liner... Have you had any thoughts about
Diana of the EFT-e'sians? I will straighten up a play for you but it
@ is a thing just like a story, it begins to
disengage itself and then unrolls gradually in block. It will
disengage itself for me one day and then I will sgqd you the nugget
and you will see if you can make anything of it.""

Unfortunately, Diana did not disengage herself and she remained unborn.

Meantime, the nomad remained an essential part of him.

'Any place is good enough to live a life in, wh'ile it is only'in a
few, and tf6se highly favoured, that we can pass a few hours
agreeab'ly.'

This sentiment however a'lso suggests an innate restlessness,



In Edinburgh, he dreamt of London, in London he dreamt of Germany,

in Germany, he dreamt of France, in France, he dreamt of New York, in
New York he dreamt of California, in California he dreamt of the South

Seas and in the South Seas, dreamt of Edinburgh. The wheel would go

round and come again full circle. Robert Louis Stevenson was an exile
from the beginning - from his house and family, from his friends and

companions, and more especially perhaps, from himself, l.Ihy? He had yet

to fall in love for instance. He still had to write something

worthwhile. Not to prove to the world that he could write, but to proye

it to himself. But first of all, he had to get that degree. In his own

range of of priorities, however, there was always only one thing to do

in life and that was to write.
Meantime, there was the business of keeping up a front on alI

fronts. Behind hjs own barricades he could store up experiences and

events and people as the fodder for all his future writing. He was

quite purposeful and thoroughly objective about this, almost callous in
his lifelong need to create a happening in order to later write about

it. But there seemed to be so much still to do, to see, to feel, to
experience, that he might not have time to absorb it all.
Sometime in February 1875, he wrote to Fanny Sitwell:

'I have thrown off the worst of my depression; indeed this morning
I can scarcely call myself depressed. I am a little February
that's all. I am to act 0rsino (The Duke) in Twelfth NighffitfiE
Jenkins'. I could not resist that; it is such a delightful part;
and I got them to put off rehearsals to the last moment; so that I
could get a fortnight with you in London and a fortnight with Bob
in France; for that must be done this time, coute que coute. I am
not altogether satisfied that I shall do 0rsTh--mrnlfre-Jf,lFaut; but
the Jenkins are pleased, and that is the great aTfdTil-

He was right, he did not play it wel1, but at least he tried.:

'I rehearsed yesterday from quarter-to-seven, and today from four
(with interval for dinner) to eleven... I play 0rsino every day, in
all the pomp of Solomon, splendid Francis the First clothes, heavy
w'ith gold and stage jewellery. I play it ill enough, I believe;
but me and the clothes, and the wedding wherewith me and the
clothes are reconciled, produce every night a thrill of admiration.
Our cook told my mother (There is a servants' night, you know) that
she and the housemaids were 'just prood to be able to say it was
oor young gentleman.' To sup afterwards with these clothes on, and
a wonderful 19t 9f gaiety af$gShafespearian jokes about the table,
is something to live for...

The actor in him was an off-stage guise.



Not everyone applauded h'is thespian ventures. One such was the

future Mrs Macl eod:

'I did not know R.L.S. at all well although I acted in Twelfth
Night as I took the part of 'Maria'at two-day's notice. Tffi
on'ly fifteen at the time and it is one of my great regrets that I
did not like R.L.S.! Is it not mortyfying to confess it?..,
I think at that oeriod he was self-conscious and rather a poseur.
He did not lgcel as an acto-r and was rather taken up with F'TiTTne
clothes. ..'

Flora Masson had a more detailed recollection::

'When people launch on amateur theatricals now they do so on a
large scale, taking one of the theatres. But I doubt if one of
these performances are as much of an event in the Edinburgh of
today as those dear old 'private theatricals' in Professor amd Mrs.
Jenkin's own house; where audiences were packed, night after nightn
into the dining room, and the wall between ('it) and the room behind
was made to'let down in some mysterious way to form a stage with a

real curtain and footlights and what not...
Robert Louis Stevenson was not one of the ch'ief actors... yet there
are peop'le who remember his Orsino...
and the satisfied languor of his opening words -
'If music be the food of love, play on.
Give me excess of it, that surfeiting,
The appetite may sicken and so die... '
There are some humourous recollections of Louis Stevenson in the
Green Room... I saw him walking up and down the big drawing room
in a dreamy, rather detached way, gazing into a mirror that was
hung in the line of sight. It was as if he were acting to himself
being an actor... But once Louis surpassed h'imself. It was in
Greek tragedy. The curtain had fallen on a powerful and nroving
scene... and the stage was'left in the possesion of two of the
young actors- both in Greek garb. These two threw themselves into
one another's arms and (then) flung themselves on to opposite ends
of the couch at the back of the stage kicking their legs in the
air - at which, Louis, who had been officiating at the curtain,
touched a spring - and up went the curtain again. The audience
gasped with amazement and broke into a roar of applause. The two
luckless acrobats leapt to their feet - only to see the curtain
fall once more. Professor Jenkin left h'is seat w'ithout a word and
went behi nd the scenes . "Mr. Stevenson, " he sai d wi th i cy
distinctiveness, "I shall ask you to give me a few minutes in my

own room." Louis sauntered into the drawing room with a look of
absolute unconcern. When he left the Stage Manager's room, one of
the company whispered, "[ihat happened?" Louis whispered back
"The very wor5f, ten minutes I ever experienced'in the whole course
of my liie"'.zu

Margaret Stevenson's Diary records in March 
.|876:

'The Miss Barclays with private theatricals.'
Constance Barclay describes this as - 'A French play we had translated'
- and that R.L.S. had the leading part.



Sarah E.Siddons Mair continues with another anecdote relating to Louis

Stevenson in performance:

'(A) later. more vivid scene stages'itself in my mother's drawing
room in Chester Street some foty-seven years ago when a happy
charade party amused themsel ves by acti ng out SHY and L0CK and
then, greatly venturing, with the portraits of Kembles and
Siddonses looking down on them, summed up their charade in a
representaion of the Trial Scene from the Merchant of Venice...
There stood Portia, my presumptuous self, p@ew
(ne late Drama-loving, Lord Kingsburgh, Dean of Faculty... ) and
there, Bassanio, the rising architect, Mr. Sydney Mitchell...and
there too, Gratiano, (tne tate Mr. Alec Burnett Crathes) and'midst
them all, with gentle grace, the poetic figure of R.L.S. 'is seen
bending slightly forward to address the court in sweet, clear
accents, declaring himgElf to be - "A tainted wether of the flock,
meetest for death"... '''

And Frances H,Simpson can also remember Robert Louis Stevenson in 1877:

'in his youthful days when he had begun to let his hair grow long
and to wear unusual clothes... He was not a regular member of the
Fleeming Jenkin troupe, but he was no novice and acted well in Art
and Nature which was an adaptation of a well-known comedy Masks EiiI
E'FTn-which Mrs. Stirling had made her fame. It hATo-6E-
EiGt[ down a little, a very little, before the we]l-brought-up
person of that day could be allowed to witness it. Mrs. Fleeming
Jenkin took Mrs. Stirling's part of Peg Woffington, the professor
was a broken-down artist and R.L.S., a fasionable young fop, Sir
Charles Pomander... Mrs Fleeming Jenkin's acting made the deepest
impression upon me, but next to her I ranked Robert Louis Stevenson
- his tall, slight figure... his court suit of pale blue satin. He
played the part with a gay insolence which maderlis representation
of the youthful dandy most vivid and convincing.--

His mother wrote in her Diary:

'He looked so well in Sir t$arles's dress that I made him get
himself photographed in it. ''"

Dr Robert Scott Skirving was also familiar with the acting Stevenson:

'I first saw Stevenson in Great Stuart Street, at the house of
Fleeming Jenkin and I remember well his curious, eager face, and
bright eyes, and quaint clothes, not v'iolently suitable to the time
and p1ace... some kind of soft shirt, a black, short velvet coat...
and some sort of jersey. I daresay many of us would say his
general ri g was affected and fool i sh. . . but Stevenson I oved
fooling, and he did it so well !

I remember Mrs. Fleeming Jenkin, whom all we young people held in
no small awe, being a little put out by Stevenson's lateness... In
wa'lked R.L.S., clad in the garments of unconventionality, but with
a smile against which one couldn't keep a straight face - '.I'm
sorry - but why did you wait for this withered rosebud?"'

Dr Scott Skirving continues:



'Many years later, I rang him at his (Sydney) hotel... and his
voice replied - I remembered it at once. He had a marked but
agreeable Lothian accent. He said, "Are you the man who acted at
the Jenkin's theatricals?" I modestly said that I had been the
call-boy... It is so difficult,.. to remember conversations. It is
the general I ook of the man, and hi s extraordi nary, vi vi d
personality that remain with me. rc'?

In 1877 he was the Messenger in Deianira, (complete with
si gnet-ri ng ) . Thi s pl ay was the fi rst part of Lewi s Campbel I 's
transl ation of the Trachi ni ae of Sophocl es. The fi nal memory of
Stevenson in genuine active theatrical practice must lie with J.M.

Harkom of the Edinburgh Shakespeare Society:

0n two memorable occasions, the play Richard ll was read by the old
Shakespeare Union of which R.L.S. waffiE6. The two readings
were in a room at 8 St, Andrew's Square on 29 February 1876. 0n
both occasions Stevenson read the part of the King. His appearance
was striking and picturesque. A slim youth, rather above the
middle height, w'ith hair always long and lank and then of a pale
brown colour; wearing a velvet coat and over it a-Td-ng cloak of
old-fashioned cut, with brass clasps. The head-piece he wore was
of a smoking cap order - and embroidered - such as a German student
might wear in his club. What helped to impress the tvlo evenings in
the memory was the remarkable likeness of the future novelist.., to
the ancient fresco portrait of Richard ll in Westminster Abbey...
hi s whol e expressi on wh'i 

'l q. readi ng the pl ay was remarkably
suggestive of the origina'l .'zl

'I have been studying how I may compare
This prison where I live unto the world;
And, for because the world is populous
And here is not a creature but myself,
I cannot do it. Yet I'll harnner it out.
My brain I'll prove the female to my soul,
My soul the father; and these two beget
A generation of still-breeding thoughts,
And these same thoughts people this little worldn
In humours l'ike the people of this world,
For no thought is contented. The better sort,
As thoughts of things divine, are intermix'd
With scruples, and do set the word itself
Against the word...
Thoughts tending to content flatter themselves
That they are not the first of fortune's slaves,
Nor sha'll not be the last; like silly beggars
Who, sitt'ing in the stocks, refuge their shame
That many have and others must sit there;
And in this thought they find a kind of ease,
Bearing their own misfortune on the back
0f such as have before endured the like.
Thus play I in one pgpson many people,
And none contented. ''"



+l

1877 was his last year with the littte theatre company. The

curtain finally closed on R,L.Stevenson, actor, with no recourse this
time to that mischievious spring. F'leeming Jenkin had been Stevenson's

mentor in more than the theatrical sense. He understood the younger

man's extravagances and could excuse him much - except his poor theatre
discipline and indifferent acting. Although later he meant acting in
the wider sense when he had written to Stevenson in Saranac Lake:

'even.if you acted more foolishly and and worse than othe"{fn did
you did so from much wiser and better motives than theirs.'
It was through Jenkin that Stevenson had met a certain Taiso

Masaki, an academic visiting from Tokyo University in .|878, who, at
dinner, quoted the Japanese classic poem uttered by the hero Yoshida

Torajiro before his execution:

'It i s better to be crystal and be broken 2e
Than to remain perfect as a tile upon the housetop.''"

Stevenson was apparently impressed. This is not surprising for no

better notif could be found for Stevenson himself.
As a footnote to this consideration of his dramatic efforts it

might be allowed here to add a proof of consideration of another kind -
and one typical of the man who was Stevenson, even when he was

pretending to be an actor. Constance Barclay, who has been mentioned
previously in connection with the French play in which she appeared with
Louis, commented additionally:

'It t{as not a costume play, but Stevenson took the dressing-up
seriously and studied effects at the mirror so often... that
another man in the piece... astonished us all... by a daring piece
of comic characterisatioll... which entirely took the wind out of
Louis's sails... but Louis never showed any resentment...
He asked my fatherif he would give the fair copying of our
translation, should one be needed, to a man bf, knew who was ill and
in very low water. That friend wis Henley.'"



STAGE TI,IO

Section C 'And then the lover'

As early as 1870, Stevenson had visited his cousin Maude l.lilson at

Cockfield Rectory in Suffolk, She had married a wealthy Anglican vicar

and Cambridge Professor of Archaeol ogy, the Reverend Churchi I I

Babington, and their mutual friend was a Mrs Albert Sitwell who had

sought refuge for herself and her tubercular son from a drunken and

abusive husband. In 1873, when Stevenson came to Suffolk again, he met

her there. Fanny Sitwell was in her thirties, Irish, and very beaut'iful

and Louis was smitten at once. Lady Colvin (as Mrs Sitwell was to

become in 1903) wrote her version of what happened on that sunrner's day:

'That afternoon I was 'lying on a sofa near an open window when I
saw a slim youth in a Ulact< velvet iacket and straw hat, with a

knapsack on- his back, walk'ing up the avenue. "Here is your
couiin," f said to Mrs.Babington and she went to meet him... Then

the hours began to fly by ai they had nev-er flown before in that
dear, quiet 6tO Rectoiy... his talk was like _nothing I had ever
heard before, though I knew some of our best talkers and writers.
Before three days iere over, I wrote to Sidney Co'lyin... 9nd.begg9g
him (with Mrs. 

-Babington's leave) not to delay his promised visit
if he wanted to meetl Orill'iant and to {nJ mind unmistakable young
geni us cal I ed Robert Loui s Stevenson . . . ' '

Colvin had met Fanny in London where she worked as a translator at

a college for working women and he was recognised as her official wooer.

Unofficially, she was courted by every young man who met her' and this

included the twenty-two year old Robert Louis Stevenson. Fanny d'id not

totally discourage him. In Sidney Colvin, he acqu'ired another mentor,

this time in the literary field, but in Frances Jane Featherstonehaugh

Sitwell, he had found all at once his Muse, his Consuelo, his Madonna'

his other'mother', and his first real sexual and spiritual passion.

She had come into his life at exactly the right time and was in that

line of women in his life that had begun with Anne Jenkin, then Madame

Garschi ne and now Fanny S'itwel I - al I ol der, and al I marri ed. l'lhat

other solace he needed, he found at a gentlemanly London club:.

,After his return from the Riviera in 1874, Stevenson was elected
to the Saville Club... (wh'ich) naa been founded on a principle
aimed agai nst the standoff i shness customary .r.n Engl.i sh cl ub 1 ife,
and all-members were to hold themselves predisposed to talk... 0n

his visits he generally lunched tfere... habitually surounded as a

radi ating centre of good tal k. . . ''



The road south had brought h'im unexpectedly to an English garden,

where the heady perfume of an abandoned Irish rose intoxicated an

impressionable young Scot familiar only with the flowers of Edinburgh.

He was to remain entwined with th'is particular Hibernian bloom for
several years even though their mutual passion found its only outlet in
a platonic bombardment of letters which continued until his marriage to

Fanny Van de Grift Osbourne in 1880. The affair, if it can be called

that, closely resembled that of Robert Burns with Mrs Nancy McLehose in

Edinburgh in l7B7-91, and was, like theirs, never consummated; but where

Burns transmuted his exasperation and frustration into one of the

world's great songs of parting love (Ae Fond Kiss), Stevenson found his

outlet (and release) in think'ing of Fanny as another kind of mother.

He wrote to her from Edinburgh in 1875:

'Dearest Mother...This is by E.A.Poe:
'...Therefore by that dear name I long have called you

You who are more than mother unto me

And fill my heart of hearts.'(It goes on:)

'I had been glad to take Madame Garschine by the hand as a mother
and make a mother of her at the time, so far as it would go. You
do not know perhaps - I do not think I knew myself, perhaps, until
I thought it out today - how dear a hope, how sorry a want this has
been for me... the children of love are orphans. I am very young
at heart - ot", (God knows) very old - and what I want is a mother,
and I have one now, have I not?

I am to be a son, you must be a mother; and surely I am a son
in more than (the) ordinary sense, begotten of the sweet soul and
beautiful body of you, and taught all that I know, fine or holy or
of good reportn by the contact of your sweet soul and lovely body -
transmuted and transfigured and made a new creature,.. by the
knowledge of your goodness and beauty; if this is So, and it is
so... you have your duties to me as certainly as ever a fleshly
mother had, and for these duties you must be true to me, and happy
for me... t"

The Stevenson performance here was undoubtedly that of the cavaliere
servente in the long tradition of the chivalrous knight but in this case

wi th fi I i al connotati ons . Col vi n censored the above I etters
considerably when the correspondence tvas collected for pub'lication in
l9l1 and 1923/4/6. The ertswhile invalid had fallen victim to the very

oldest disorder - love-sickness. 'Love, what is love? -

'A great and aching heart
Wrung hands and sileqce
And a long despair. ''



Very early in the business, he had sent her a verse-letter, heavily

self-bowdlerising his original text, but his meaning is clear:

'For all is sweet, my lady, 'in my love;
Sweet hair, sweet breast and sweeter eyes'
That draw my soul, my ladY, like a dove,
Drawn southward by the shin'ing of the skies;
For all is sweet, W lady, in mY love.

If I could die, my lady, with mY love,
Die, mouth to mouth, a splendid death,
I should take wing, my lady, like a dove,
To spend upon her lips, qy all of breat[,
If I could die, my 1ady, with my love.'-

He burned all of her letters. An action that speaks for itself.
Since none of hers to him has survived it can only be assumed that he

had no wish for her side of things to be known and there we must let the

matter rest.*
From this point onwards, we have the 'Englishing' of R.L.S., as it

was his meeting w'ith English friends such as Fleeming Jenkin, Colvin and

Gosse that was to have such a profound influence not only in his

personal life but on his inrnediate prospects as a professional writer.
If he were to be a writer it was time to make a start.

'The morning drum-call on my eager ear
Thrills unforgotten yet' the morn'ing dew
Lies yet undried upon my field of noon
But now I pause a while in what I do
And count the bell, and tremble lest I hear t
(My work untrimmed) tne sunset gun too soon."

I have trod the upward and the downward slope
I have endured and done as in days before
I have longed for all and bid farewell to hope
I have lived and loved and closed the door. "

But as one door closed in Stevenson's life another was ready to

open - a stage door. Stand by for cue - 'Here comes the gifted boy.'8

There were now final examinations to pass. Even if he never intended

to be a lawyer he had to qualify. The outsider had to come in-

* A true Victorian, Fanny Sitwell only remarried when both her husband
and Colvin's aged mother died in 1903. She was 62 and, Sidney' 56 -
and Robert Louis Stevenson was dead. She kept many of his letters to
her that were never publ'ished in her lifetime.oLetters - as she
herself said - 'too sacred and intimate to print'."
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A formal part of h'is degree was a six page thesis on Justinian's
Pandects (Book 41 title 9). His subject was the distinction between

"Pro Dote" and "Pro Suo" as these apply to a person's state before and

after marriage. In the Viva Voce he also fielded a professor's request

to define marriage by quot'ing exactly from Erskine - a pure fluke of
preparation or prior knowledge of the question. One feels that he was

hardly an authority on mamiage, either before or after, but no doubt

his actor's ability to 'get his lines off'raised something on the day

of his 'sore trial' as he termed his final examination.

The exaniner in French was astonished as Stevenson's fluency in
that tongue and declared he spoke it l'ike a Frenchman but was just a

little perturbed by the lack of a grammat'ical grasp in the language.

Stevenson explained that this was because he spoke it like a Frenchnan.

lrlith another professor he disputed the quality of the textbook in
question (he had not read it) and was able to bluff his way through on

another book's better phraseology. It have been another Stevenson

'performance'but there is no doubt that at this stage he made a real

attempt at some earnest rehearsal.
For the first time in his un'iversity career he applied himself and

digging deep into his remarkable energy and range of reading he

delivered his academic riposte. He had also the incentive of a promised

f1,000 from his father if he passed and this may have had more to do

with his success than any deep legal study or latent forensic skills.
To everyone's rel'ief, he graduated as an advocate on l4 July 1875

-'looking like a tipsy Irishman on the way to a funeral.'9
Etta Younger remembers -

'the afternoon we drove into town from Swanston to hear the result
of the examination. The excitement and joy was tremendous when he
heard that he had passed and was a full-blown advocate. We were
driving in theT:i!, open barouche and nothing would satisfy Lou but
that he would sit on top of the carriage,.. waving his hat, and
calling out to peop1e... like a man gone mad. I often wonder what
impression it made on the passers-by, as Uncle Tom always used to
have good horses, and liked them to go very fast.'
'After this Lou used to go and walk up and down Parliament House in
his wig and gown (and may I say in passing, his mother, with much
difficulty, persuaded h'im to go and have a photograph done of
himself in this attire, a copy of which i now possess), and during
this time, he was offered two briefs, both of which he refused...
Then he declared he waqngoing to retire from the law and devote
himself to literature. ""



He had resigned from the Law just as he resigned from Engineering,

that is immediately on gain'ing the professional recognition. Thomas

Stevenson really had little option in resigning himself to his son's
determination on a career as a man of letters. Soon the ex-engineer

become ex-bamister was writing to Mrs Sitwell with details of three
plays - as pending projects, but as he said, in a letter from Swanston:

'Life is a curious problem (original remark: copyright); and I do
not see my way through it very distinctly at present... blild work,
madonna, wild work - this decency to others. I may say with Sir
Andrew, "Nay, I care not for good lifel"

Hey diddle-diddle, the cat and the fiddle,
The cow jumped over the moon,
From circumference to middle, the whole is a riddle,
And I hope to be out of it soon..r l

Impromptu verses: copyright. Adieu...'''
Fleeming Jenkin acknowledged the plaque which Thomas Stevenson

proudly fixed to the railings at 17 Heriot Row to proclaim the fact of a

lawyer in residence with a knowing note to the same:

'Accept my hearty congratulations on being done with it. I believe
that i$rthe view you like to take of the beginning you have just
made.'lz
When Fleeming Jenkin died suddenly on 12 June 1885 at the

comparat'ively early age of 53, Louis, bV then in Bournemouth, was

shattered.
eight days

This was evident from the obituary he wrote in the Academy

'In talk he was active, combative, pounced upon his interlocutors,
and equally enjoyed a victory or a defeat. He had both wit and
humour; had a great tolerance for men, little for opinions; gave
much offence, never took any... He would not nurse a weakness in
himself or you. He knew you and would not dissemble his knowledge;
but you were aware he still loved YOU, and it was thus that hg
desired you to return his affect'ion; hand to hand, not gloved..."'

'Not from one or two only but from manyr I hear the same tale of
how imagination refuses to accept our loss and instinctively looks
for his re-appeari.ng,. and.1[ow memory retains his voice and image
like things of yesterday. "

He was glad to acknowledge not only the boon of friendship with a

remarkable man in any sphere but that that friendship was also an

education and an experience for one who hoped to make his living with
the pen. To Mrs Jenkin, his beloved 'Madam', his inmediate reaction on

first hearing the news of the death was revealed in the s'imple P.S.

"Dear me, what happiness I owe to both of you!"15

I ater:



F1 eemi ng Jenki n was an Engl i shman. If i t was true that
Stevenson's professional personality and writing sympathies were more

English than Scots (and more French than English), it was iust as true
that it was Englishmen like Jenkin and Colvin who appeared at'important
times in h'is life. Stevenson's capacity for making friends was all the

more valuable for the fact that many of his friends throughout h'is life
t,{ere useful and influential. This was not so however of the next

Englishman to enter the scenario. His presence had lain across the

back-drop of Stevenson's Ed'inburgh for more than a year but now it was

time for him to make a proper entrance.

Cue Mr. Henley!

Coincidentally, Fleeming Jenkin shared exact birth and death years
with one of Stevenson's great heroes, General Gordon of Khartoum
1833-85. Stevenson never forgave Prime Minister G'ladstone for his
political blunder in not going to Gordon's rescue sooner. When he
was informed that G'ladstone never stopped talking about Treasure
Island Stevenson replied that he would be better attend'ing Efg"fand5
TmlGTal aff ai rs . A Stevenson treasure, proudly di spl ayed at
Vailima, was General Gordon's last message scrawled hurriedly in
Arabic on a cigarette paper.



THE 1HEATRICAL R.L.S.

STAGE THREE
Enter Henley

'l,loney gives us food, shelter, and privacy;
it pernits us to be clean in person...

(and) opens for us the doors of tlie theatre...'
Lay Moral s

Chatto and tlindus 1914, p46



THE IHEATRICAL R.L.S.

STAGE THREE

Section A 'Sighing like furnace'

AImost from the beginning, Robert Louis Stevenson was intrigued by
theatre, albeit an idealised one. All through the years of Toy Theatre
he had been sustained by a love for the drama, for that world of the
imaginat'ion suggested by painted flats and painted faces. He never lost
this early enthusiasm for the old stage forms and so strong was its pull
that he found it hard to free himself from its attraction even in his
adult years. This militated in no small measure against his developing
a personal and significant dramatic technique. He was still tied
unnecessarily to outdated and outmoded formulae. His flirtation with
private theatricals may only have been calf-love, an infatuation natural
in a high'ly romantic adolescent, but it was a very large part of him for
nearly seven years. He v{as an actor in all but name; a poser in search
of a persona.

Stevenson's writing always had a smear of greasepaint over it as Dr
John Kelman points out:

'In The Treasune of Franchard, the character of Dr. Desprez allowsthe himself and enjoy to th'e ful l the
comedy intitiated by_ the character - a combination of egoist,
mountebank and chil d, yet obvi ously I oved by stevenson.
Similarly, Prince Florizel New Alabian Nights is a stock,
theatrical figurf, but
of Stevenson... '

y r€pFEi€nt-5-ThE-fantastic si de

His writing'language, when in the preaching style he loved, had a

quality not unlike J.M.Synge,s synthetic stage Irish -
'In that day, . 

you m_ay go thi rty mi I e and not hear a crawi ngcock... an'fifty mile, an,ye may not get a ligit to your pipei
and an hundred mile an'not see a smokini house.tr

0r even in a casual phrase - 'like weary actors waiting for the end of
the night'and'those bad actors who try to cover their absence of
matter by the unwholesome vitality of their delivery,, he showed a

fondness for the theatrical metaphor.3 He is so right about bad actors.
They give themselves so enthusiastically to their orrn heavy, foot-
stamping performances that they give no thought to the play itself.



As Kelman further indicates, all Stevenson's books were conceived

by him more or less as theatres where he could allow himself to perform

freely. The assured writer had not yet fully emerged because he himself
was still not sure who he v,ras as a man. He could only remember the boy

he had been.

'In early yearsn we take a book for its material and act as our own
artists, keenly realising that which pleases us, leaving the rest
aside. I never suppposed that a book was to command me, until, one
disastrous day of storm, the heaven full of turbulent vapours, the
streets full of the squalling of the gale, the windows resounding
under bucketsful of rain, my mother read aloud to me Macbeth. I
cannot say I thought the experience agreeable. I far pFf-erred the
ditch water stories, where a child could dip and skip and doze
over, stealing at times material for play. It was something new
and shocking to be thus ravished by a giant, and I sank under the
brutal grasp. But the spot in memory is still sensitive, nor do I
ever read that tragefly now, but I hear the gale howling up the
valley of the Leith! ''

It is a tribute to the gentle Margaret Balfour that she should read

Shakespeare at al I to her son and read 'it so we] I that he woul d sti I I
remember its effect so many years later. Aga'in, it is the power of the
voice in dramatic narration. This was something her son also learned to
use with effect if not for theatrical purposes. Much of his'life was an

active performance and, during this time in question, he kept in contact
with theatre, if only from his seat in the stalls. For instance, he

wrote a six page essay/review on the 'Macbeth' of Tommaso salvini
(1829-1916), when that famous Italian actor came to the Theatre Roya'|,

Edinburgh, in April, 1876. The following are brief extracts:

'Salvini closed his short visit to Edinburgh by a performance of
Macbeth. It was, perhaps, from a sentiment of local colour that he
chose to play the Scottish usurper for the first tjme before
Scotsmen; and the audience were not insensible of the privilege.
Few things, indeed, can move a stronger interest than to see a
great creation taking shape for the first time. If it is not
pure'ly artistic, the sentiment is surely human. And the thought,
that you are before the world, and have the start of so many others
as eager as yourself, as least keeps you in a more unbearable
suspense before the curta'in rjses, if it does not enhance the
delight with which you follow the performance and see the actor
"bend up each corporal agent" to realise a masterpiece of a few
hours duration. With a player so variable as Salvini, who trusts
to the feeling of the moment for so much deta'il, and who, night
after night, does the same thing different'ly but always well, it
can never be safe to pass judgement after a single hearing...'

But this is precisely what Stevenson does over five deta'iled pages.



&

'The creation is worthy of a place beside the same artist's Othello
and Hamlet. It is the simplest and most unsympathetic of the
three; but the absence of the finer lineamenti of Hamlet is
redeemed by gusto, breadth and a headlong unity. salvini sees
nothing great in Macbeth beyond the royalty of muscle, and that
courage that comes of a strong and copious circulation...l

Stevenson was always to associate courageous action with health and

vigour, and the envy he ascribes to Macbeth's watching King Duncan

embrace Banquo might also be in litt'le part also true in Stevenson's
watchi ng Sal vi ni .

'Never for a moment, even in the very article of murder, does he
possess his own soul. He is a man on wires... For after all, it is
not here, but in broad day'light... that this man's physical bravery
can.keep h]m ugl-he.is an ugwie'ldy ship, and he needs plenty of way
on before he wi I I steer,. . "

The nautical metaphor was always to fall easily to his pen and despite
some shrewd psychologica'l insights in so inexperienced a theatregoer,
Scotland had not found its Hazlitt. When the article appeared in the
Academy , Stevenson reports that -

'Fleeming opened the paper, read so far, ,'No, " he q:ied, ,'that
won't do! You were thinking of yourself, not Salvini.,,q

stevenson was perhaps writing more to impress than inform, which might
be true of drama critics at whatever, or in dry, age but there is no

doubt nevertheless of his own theatrical assurance. He tells h.is
readers that'the company as a whole appeared not to be up to his
(salvini's) standard... a temperamental ghost of Banquo, a weak Lady

Macbeth, and an inexplicable ballet sequence at the end.,
The notice shows all his latent dramatic instinct but it also

reveals his theatrical inexperience despite the dropping of well-known
names (T.p.Cooke) in what amounts to a wordy scene-by-scene corunentary
which would have profited by edjt'ing. But, aptly quoting salvini
himself, '0 siam nell ' opra ancor fancuil li ' (sic) - he concludes,
'Scottish gravity, notwithstanding, - ,(it is) an admirable work of
dramatic art' .

If this is a young man's work it must be borne in mind that
stevenson was always young for his age. Being, or seeming, young was an

essential part of h'im. His game-playing, role-playing, joke-playing all
sternned from a deliberate boyishness that never left him and would have

been insufferable in many other grown men. It was accepted in Stevenson
because of the kind of man he was.
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Throughout his life he had all the Ba'lfour charm even though it was

underpinned by a large measure of Stevenson steel. Like his engineer
forebears, he was a worker but where they built lighthouses to Iight
sailors home from sea, he built up words to spill a flicker of'light on

humanity as he saw it.
'Say not of me that weakly I declined
The labours of my sires, and fled the sea,
The towers we founded and the lamps we lig,
To play at home with paper like a child. "

The man reflected the youth who echoed the boy who dreamed heroic dreams

and now the same man who talked to himself on solitary walks had found a

theatre for himself, but it was his own stage he trod and his company of
players stepped out of his mind, made up and word perfect.

Like any actor, but in his case like a writer, Robert Louis

Stevenson was an 'impression hunter, and this facet lay behind his
occasi onal freaki shness . He was pereni al ly curi ous and al ways

susceptible to the charms of the unusual. He wanted to go everywhere,

see everything and try anything. He did in fact go down in a diving
bell and up in a balloon (l'ile the hero of St lves). Ihe 'lamp he lit'
at this time was a very feeble candle glow. At any rate he was still
working at it, and it would wax yet.

He had always worked at his writing and would do so to the
grave. It could even be said that overwork hastened him there. It was

this hard-hewn, Stevensonian base that gave him the solid frame from
which he developed his own 'tower' later, not a babel of tongues but a

well-crafted monument to a magnificent writing style. In this respect,
it could be said that this very style has acted against him. So much so

that he has been seen largely as a 'mere styl'ist'
Today however, a hundred years ott, Stevenson is once again being

evaluated on a level w'ith Burns and scott and seen for what he is, a

maior Scottish writer with good grounds for being considered truly
international. what other scottish writer, apart from the 'big guns',
is so known around the world? One who might be considered in th'is range

of literary artillery, at least in dramatic terms, was the small, slight
and bespectacled Sir James Matthew Barrie (.|860-1937). He had come from
Dumfries Academy to Edinburgh univers'ity in 1882 at a time when his
fellow-Edinburgh graduate was convalescing at Davos in Switzerland.
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l'li I I i am Ernest Henl ey was born on August 23rd 1849 at Gl oucester,
England, the son of a bookseller. William was the oldest of five sons,
two others of whom were to find notability in the arts. 0nen Edward

John ('Teddy') Henley, became an actor and was to tour America in Deacon

Brodie, which |'lilliam was to write with Stevenson in .|878. 
Another was

Anthony Warton Henley, who became a successful painter. Another of the
brothers, Nigel, became a responsible civil servant and the fifth,
Joseph, did nothing of note, except remain William's youngest brother.
For such a remarkable family, the Henleys were always extremely poor and

the five boys knew hunger and deprivation from an early age. Even s0,

they each grew to be highly intelligent, very tall and extremely

well-read, perhaps not surprising in a bookse'ller's house.

William was acknowledged to be the cleverest of all the sons. He

easily won a scholarship to 0xford but ill-health prevented his go'ing on

to take his degree. He had had an attack of tuberculosis when he was

12, probab'ly due to poor diet and this resulted in the loss of a foot
when he was 20, and eventually, the whole leg. When the other was

similarly threatened, Henley undertook to seek the help of Dr Joseph

Lister, whose work at Edinburgh Infirmary, particularly in antiseptics,
had become known throughout Brita'in. I,lithout money or introductions,
Henley somehow made his way to Edinburgh in 1873 and presented himself
to the famous doctor. Lister was impressed by the young Englishman's
grit and confidence in him and accepted him as a patient at the Royal

Infirmary -

'Those corridors and stairs of stone and iron .rr
Cold, naked, clean - half-workhouse and half-jail...,' '

He shared a hospital room with two small boys, tllillie Momison and Roden

shields. The latter, who grew up to become a Glasgow tailor, said that
'Henley has an immortal soul of his own,.
He later wrote his memories of the 1arge, red-bearded Englishman at
this time for a magazine article:

'I used to watch him looking hard at the roof, thinking, smiling
and frowning as if he saw nice things and talked to peop'le. I
never dared question him in these moods but I resolved, when I was
a man, I would get pillows at my back and a desk fitted to my bed
and read and smile and frown like Henley. He was a good comrade, a
kind friend; and I wept ,[itterly when we parted, ani I think that
he felt it a little too. ''

Master shields was not the first disciple to be won by l.lilliam Henley.



Henley was to spend almost twenty months under L'ister's care and

most of it in bed. It would seem by all accounts that he did not waste

an hour of this enforced inrmobility. If he had been unfairly treated by

fate in the matter of consumption he was more than compensated by an

extra strength of mind and purpose. He taught himself, for instance, to
write and read in four languages - French, German, Italian and Spanish.

One can see hrhy he needed the bed-desk so envied by young Master
Shields. It was the enforced bedridden situation that turned Henley's
considerable m'ind towards an eventual life of letters and he began to
submit poems and articles to the many magazines abounding at that time.
One of these, the Cornhill, in London, accepted his first contributions
and when its editor, Leslie Stephen, was in Edinburgh, he decided to
visit Henley.

'I had an interesting visit to my poor contributor. He is a
miserable cripple in the Infirrnary who has lost one foot and is
likely to lose the other... and has a crippled hand besides. He
has been eighteen months laid up here and in that time has taught
himself Spanish, Italian and Germaqo.. He writes poems... and reads
such books as he can get hold 0f . ""

It was Stephen who introduced Stevenson to Henley.

'I went to see Stevenson this morning, Colvin's friend, and told
him all about th'is poor creature and am going to take him there
this afternoon. He'will be able to lend-him- books, and perhaps
read his MSS to him and be otherwise useful . So I hope.,rny coming
to Edinburgh will have done good to one living creature."'

He not only fulfilled this charitable act, he fulfilled the destinies of
two very different young men. Whether or not this was a kindness to
either remains a moot point, but from this time on the two were as one.

The main players in the life-drama had now been cast. Action could now

proceed. Stevenson, as usual, reported to Mrs Sitwell:

'Saturday - Leslie Stephen, who was down here to lecture, called on
me and took me up to see a poor fel]ow, a sort of poet who writes
for him, and who has been eighteen months in our infirmary, and may
be, for all I know, eighteen months more. It was very sad to see
him-there, in a little room with two beds, and a couple of sick
children in the other bed... The gas(light) flared and crackled,
the fire burned in a dull, econonical way. Stephen and I sat in a
coup'le of chairs, and the poor fellow sat up in h'is bed with his
hair and beard all tangled, and talked as cheerfully as if he had
been in a king's pa'lace... He has taught himself two languaggp
since he has been ly'ing there. I shall try to be of use to him.i''

Henley, for his part, found young Stevenson an ,apparition'.16
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Stevenson quickly came under the spell of the large, loud-talk'ing,

one-legged invalid, his elder brother in the muse by a year. There was

no way Henl ey suggested the he1 pl ess cri ppl e desp'i te hi s acute

incapacit'ies. His well-oiled and powerful engine of a mind was running

a full head of steam at all times, and its workings demanded constant

attention. This meant books, magaz'ines, newspapers, orY kind of print.
Stevenson brought these. As well as books, he also brought him an

armchair from home so that Henley could sit more comfortably when he was

allowed up. Stevenson walked with it on his head all the way from

Heriot Row because he could not get it into the family carriage,
Nothing was too much trouble if it were for Henley.

The two got on famously, especially on their later occasional

excursions into the outside world with Henley in a wheelchair. It
suggests an odd picture, the frail R.L.S. pushing Henley's huge bulk in
a wheelchair through the streets of Edinburgh. It was as if it were

Osric propelling Falstaff through Cheapside. Stevenson had even carried
him bodily from his hosp'ital bed to the street.More often, and sensibly,
Stevenson borrowed his father's phaeton, and his two fast horses.

Mrs Sitwell received the usual bulletin:

'I had a business to carry him down the long stair, and more of a
business to get him up again, but while he was in the carriage, it
was splendid. It is now just the top of spring w'ith us. The whole
country is mad with green. To see the cherry blossom b'itten out
upon the black firs, and the black firs bitten out of the blue sky,
was a sight to set before a k'ing. You can imag'ine what it was to a
man who has been eighteen.,gonths in a hospital ward. The look on
his face was wine to me. "'

Certainly the boisterous Henley must have blown fresh winds around the

pale form of the gauche, unworldly, woman-sheltered Stevenson. l{ho

knows therefore what hopes and dreams and ambitions, not to mention

Edinburgh secrets, were shared in the hours together at the hospital
bedside, or on the carriage excursions or during the wheelchair walks?

Their tirade of talk would have turned on all things. Henley, like
Stevenson, was fascinated by the stage and everything connected with
theatre since seeing Charles Dickens perform his Readings, although

Henley's only memory of it is'a long white finger and a flashing
jewel'. Thus was the actor Dickens caught in a phrase by a few Henley

pen strokes. The later portrait-poet, who was to catch a vivid R.L.S.

likeness in fourteen lines, had begun early.



It must be said at the outset that there was something a little
eccentric in the Henley strain, one brother a writer, one a pa'inter, one

an actor, but eccentricity was something else t,l'illiam shared with Louis.

But more than anything they shared a genuine theatrical enthusiasm.

Graham Balfour has confirmed this of Stevenson:

'The theatre was a great delight to him. Although he had read (and

written) plays from his early years, had revelled in the melodrama
of the toy-theatre and had acted with the Jenkins and in other
private theatricals, I find no record of his having visited a

theatre before December I 874 when he found Irvi n9's Haml et
'interesting (for it is really studied) but not good,'and there is
no sign of his having been reatly impressed untjl he saw Sa'lvini as
Macbeth in the spring of 1876. ""

Balfour could not have been aware of Stevenson's visit to a pantonime a

year earlier. Mrs Sitwell was, of course, informed:

'I went in the evening to the pantomime with the Mackintoshes
cousins of mine. Their little boy, aged four, was there for the
first time. To see him with his eyes fixed and open like saucers,
and never varying in expression save in so,ftgr he might open his
mouth a little widerr wds worth the money...

The gleam of a little boy's eyes in the darkness of an auditorium would

have been a picture of theatre as Stevenson always knew it - from a

boy's point of view. He never grew out of its possib'ility for magic.

It is highly probable therefore that they talked much of the stage in
their long walks about the Edinburgh streets. Stevenson would have

mentioned his juvenile Monmouth and his schoolboy Deacon Brodie. At any

rate, it is certain that a histrionic bond was created. Henley too had

seen Irving and prev'iously recorded his impressions in a letter to Hamy

N-, ( someti mes cal I ed Mephi sto ) hi s ol dest fri end, who kept a

coffee-house in Conunercial Road, in the East End of London:

'... 0n Saturday last, I saw Henry Irving as Mathias. It is not a
good piece of art, my lad, think as you w'i'll of it. 'Tis a piece
of acting full of good Bgints - almost too full indeed. But rough,
ragged, full of holes. ''"
Henley was ever the critic. He had the natural objectivity of the

outsider, another trait he shared with Robert Louis Stevenson. By

virtue of the'ir respect'ive conditions they were almost forced into being

spectators rather than activists in their lives. This did not prevent

either of them from making their presence felt. At any rate' an idea

had been born from which all else between them would spring. It would

now gestate until its time was right.
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made of Henley's ever forma'lly v'isiting Heriot Row to meet the Stevenson

parents or even old 'Curuny', Louis's former nurse, who still lived on in

Edinburgh. One wonders how the circumspect Curnrny might have reacted to
the gregarious Henley. In their later estrangment, Stevenson was to be

angry and disappointed that, on the occasion of his mother's return to
Heriot Row from America, Henley had not taken the chance to visit the

widowed Mrs Stevenson at home. Stevenson wrote to Charles Baxter,

enclosing a note for Henley:

'I hear you have not thought fit to call on my mother since her
return. I think my father tried to make you welcome in that house.
He is gone, the house is empty; it would hayp been very fit you
should-have paid your respects-to his widow. '''

It'is obvious then that Henley must have visited in those first years.

If Stevenson had chafed at the restrictions of his father's regime at

Heriot Row, how he must have grasped to his soul this outspoken,

life-loving, free-thinking English cripple with the g'ift of tongues.

The experience would have been energising and stimulating to anyone

stiII less a diffident, quizzical, unemployed lawyer who had hitherto
regarded himself as a delicate oddity. Henley finally left the

Infirmary'in 1875.

'Free... !

Dizzy, hysterical, faint,
I sit, and the carriage rol'lgron with me

Into the wonderful world...'-'
He had meantime fallen in love with Anna Boyle, when she had come to the

infirmary to visit her sailor brother, and now, despite the fact that he

had no prospects whatsoever, Henley wanted to marry her. He was only

twenty six, although he looked older with his red beard and heavy

moustache, but Lister had saved his l.g, and his studies had saved his
sanity and now he needed a iob to save his hopes for marriage to Anna.

He had nothing but his one 1eg to stand on but he remained optimistic.
After what he had come through, Fate held no terrors for William

Ernest Henley. He knew he had literary and l'inguistic abilities, and

they were considerable, but where to apply them, that was the question.

For the moment, all he knew was that he was a free man. Defiantly, he

sounded his own trumpet-blast not only to the world of letters but to
the world at large. No lines are more indicative of the man:
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'It matters not how strait the gait,
How charged with punishments, the scroll,
I am the master of my fate;
I am the capiain of iry ioui.'23

But he had to earn a living. He surv'ived by doing translations for the

French section of the Encyclopaedia Britannica and by trying to keep up

socially with the Stevenson set - Ferrier, Simpson, Baxter and

occasionally the irrepressible cousin, Bob. But where each of these

could retreat to a good home in a comfortable square when the 'chimes of

midnight' sounded from the forrnidable Edinburgh steeples, Henley could

only limp up the stairs to the garret looking down on Princes Street.

But he kept up sufficiently to remember Stevenson's attending mid-winter

parties in a turban and sporting a Spanish cloak.

'He came to an informal evening in these garments, and in their
removal, appeared in a dress coat, a blue flannel shirt,
pepper-and-salt trousers, silk socks and patent leather shoes. He

was exceedingly va'in of foot - which was neat and elegant. His
hair fell to-his collar; he waltzed, he talked, he exploded, he was
altogether wonderful. And the women' (this would have touched him
had he known it) were in fits of laughter till - the whole Romantic
Movement'in hjs cloak and turban - he departed to dream (it may be)
over a sentengq of Sir Thomas Browne's and a gin and ginger at
Rutherford 's . 'z+

Stevenson could be said to be 'dressing the part'- always the first
stage in creating a role. His trouble at this time was that he was

uncertain of the play he was supposed to be in. If it were not h'igh

farce it was at the least a comedy - witness the'fits of laughter'.
Margaret Moyes Black describes a similar kind of Stevenson:

'A wilful eccentric who drove down Princes Street (that classic
thoroughfare) clothed in boat'ing flannels and a straw hat, upon a
summeris afternoon; whose chosen attire in mid-winter was a pork
pie hat embro'idered with silver... and a Spanish cloak... and who
(it is upon record) delighted to outragq the decorous conventions
which governed 'Ang1 ified' Edinburgh. '-"
Nothing much has changed. The citizen reaction to excesses on

the Edinburgh Festival Fringe today continues to show that the shockable

'Anglified' Edinburgh still exists. Stevenson's sartorial flamboyance

was nothing more than a gesture of rebelliousness, r:ther tban ary

serious act of rebellion as Stage Two has. However, now having found

Henley, or more correctly, Henley's having found him, he had also found

theatre again. Through Henley's promptings, he was led to believe that
there might even be money in it,
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Henley had discovered, in the autumn of 1878, stevenson,s early
draft of Deacon Brodie from 1869. It was likely to have been a very
rudimentary affair, given his age and minimal theatrical experience at
that time. There was no doubt that stevenson as a boy had been

fascinated by the story of William Brodie. Deacon l,lilliam Brodie was a

respectable lSth-century Edinburgh cabinet maker by day and thief and

housebreaker by night. This interest may have been sparked off in
Stevenson by the fact that a cabinet in Stevenson's bedroom was nade by
the notorious Deacon himself - of whom Stevenson wrote:

'A great man.!n his day was the Deacon; well seen in good society,
crafty with his hands as a cabinet maker, and who coull sing a song
with taste. Many a citizen was proud to welcome the -Dean to
supper, and dismissed him with regret at a timeous hour; who would
have been vastly disconcerted had he known how soon, and in what
guise, his visitor returned...
still, by the m'ind's eye, he may be seen, a man harassed below a
mountain of duplicity, slinking from a magistrate,s supper-room to
a thieves k![, and pioneering among the closes by the fiicker of a
dark lamp.'

The story of Deacon Brodie has many parallels with that of the
charismatic Francois Villon, the lSth-century French poet and criminal,
whom the young Stevenson was also known to admire. In fact, he had
featured villon in one of his short stories, A Lodging for the Night
only the year before. Now, in 1878, Henley was of the opinion that ,The

Deacon, as they were to call it, could be reworked by both of them.
It was primarily intended as a vehicle for the greatest actor of

the day - Henry Irving. John Henry Broadribb, (lg3g-1905), who was to
become the theatre's first knjght, as sir Henry Irving, in 1g95, first
made hi s name at the Theatre Royal , Edi nburgh, duri ng stevenson ,s

boyhoood and returned there to play the Hamlet in 0ctober'1876 which
Stevenson saw. He had made a London sensation in l87l with The Bells, a

melodrama which he transformed by sheer acting power. Irving was

without doubt the prime interpreter of psychological drama and it was

this encouraged Henley to think that Deacon Brodie might be tailormade
for the actor. Accordingly, Stevenson was set to work on his original
fragment with this end in mind. Mention of Henry Irving prompts a

comment from Dav'id Todd, the son of John Tod(d), the Swanston shepherd:

],I.u,twgys thought that R.L.s. was very like sir Henry Irving. Ithink I see him yet, i! my mind's eygrwith his velve-rteen jicket,
every time I pass the old farmhouse.i'l
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In 1878, melodrama was still recognised as a respectable form of
theatre. It had emerged from Italy around 1600 as 'drama per musica'

from which it developed in its two branches as opera and melodrama. In
both forms recitative was employed as wel'l as sung choruses and dancing.

The music was often incidental to the drama and at other times, dramatic
'in itself but this was the form that led to The Beggar's Opera (1728) as

well as The Bells (1871) and in the same way to the first version of
Deacon Brodie in 1880. Melodrama, as Edward Gordon Craig insists, is a

pure product of theatre. As he rightly says, every great play has in it
the best elements of melodrama.

Stevenson and Henley, particu'larly the latter, would have been

aware of this, Stevenson from his reading and Henley from his many

n'ights in the gallery of the Lyceum looking down on lrving. Were he to
play the part, he would bring to it all his capacity for stage

management, and all the techn'ical facilities available at the Lyceum,

particularly the scenic skills of scene-painter, Hawes Craven. Given

all this, Henley surmised, the work was a guaranteed success. Given

too, Stevenson's own growing confidence as a writer, the combination was

sure-fire. At least, Henley thought so. Stevenson had retreated again

to Heriot Row to consider the apparent sudden end of his affair with Mrs

Fanny Osbourne, who had returned to America and might even reconcile
with her errant husband. Frankly, Louis was little disposed to work on

anything, still less a play. This was to reckon without Henleyls gusto.

At h'is prompt'ing, Stevenson was soon at work on a re-draft of the
old Brodie manuscripts from of .|864 and '1869. Henley was figuratively
at his shoulder all the time with advice and encouragement. His letters
at this period were full of histrionic schemes and he wrote to one of
h'is many literary friends, the poet and Civil Servant, Henry Austin
Dobson (1840 -1941): 'Good Friday, .|879 -
'I am dreaming always of plays, and never now write verse...'28
In his own phrase he was 'very earnest about the drama'.

Very l,li I I i am Ernest one mi ght say and that suggests a consi derabl e

earnestness. Once Henley had his furnace stoked there was very 'little
sighing about it. He could not rest till he had everyone blazing like
himself. And if the heat was too much, jt did little damage for it soon

burned itself out. Meantime, he was hard at work on the bellows trying
to raise a spark from his collaborator. A lot of letters were written.
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Much else of his correspondence with Stevenson was otherwise
straight requests for cash - or'loans'as he termed them. Although it
must be said that when Stevenson wanted later to put their play dealings
and 1 iterary work on a business footing and pay Henley a given

commission on each deal, Hen'ley refused. It was not that he did not

need the money, it was just that he was Henley. He had married his Anna

in Edinburgh and moved to London in April 1878 to edit the magazine of
the same name. He now had responsibilities other than his four
brothers. His was a constant need of cash. One of StevenSon's replies
at this time says much about this side of their relationship:

'I am a kind of pallid Christian martyr with a swelled testicle;
languid, non-walking, a poorish sort. If coins are waqLed, apply
to martyr who has some at disposal, not much, but some.'"

Henley was always in want of coin throughout his life and this time the
cause l,tas the folding of the London magazine. As he put it:

'London is dead. It expired on Saturday last, in the ll4th week of
ifAEi6, deeply regretted by none who knew it, excepting myself,
its author, founder and slave. It has cost me a great deal and has
left me pretty well sick and tired of all kind of journalism but
the kind called dramatic criticism, the which unhapp'ily is a kind.f,
do not think I have a ghost of a chance of practising elsewhere'."

The Henleys returned to Edinburgh. But wherever he was, Henley had to
be doing something. All his 1ife, he was never less than busy attending
some kind of day-to-day journalism (h'is 'shot-rubbish' as he called it)
in order to 'get stuff on the nail' or 'rake in the posh, or any other
slang phrase used for his daily money-earning activities. Leaving Anna

with her relatives in Edinburgh, he neturned to London aIone, determined

to hack out a living in letters.
Stevenson meantime, during the autumn of 1878, and while a guest of

Professor sydney colvin's at rrin'ity college, cambridge, worked on a

short story, Providence and the Guitar, prompted by his m€eting with M.

Leon and Madame Elvira Berthelini, the travelling players, at the Hotel
Chevi I l on 'in Grez. He wrote to Henl ey:

'Here I am living like a fighting
real person for about sixty hours.
real. The man I know to be a myth,
so often at the Palais Royal. He
Cacolet; I knew his nose at once.
AuTl-for hiqr, but consci enti ous . . .
is undone. "'

cock, and have not spoken to a
Those who wait on me are not

because I have seen him acting
plays the Duke in Tricoche et
The part he pl ays hEi;@
I cannot wor"k - even the Guitar
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His description of his actor-hero in this l'ittle tale (later to be

called Providence and the Guitar), might have been of himself:

'He had a boy's heart, gl ori ed i n hi s f i nery, and wal.lpd through
life ljke a child in a perpetual dramatic performance.'"-

He was later to say of this story, wh'ich was only 52 pages long, -
'It's a l'ittle thing i like.' It nicely illustrates his understanding

of all the connotations of the word 'artist'especially as it applies to

actors. In this context, what he said about F'leeming Jenkin could just

as easily apply to himself:

'He played no character on
among friends...

stage as well as he could play himself

'What he uttered was not so much
so we may hear every day the
written dr44a assume character
p)ayer...'--

Stevenson knew a good actor when he saw one. The irony is he never saw

it in himself. When Providence and the Guitar was eventually published
in four successive ondon magazine from the
beginning of November, Stevenson, characteristitET[, sent the money he
received for it to the original strolling couple in France.

In the meanwhile Henley was persevering with his drama fixation.
He saw a play for Irving as a way out of all his difficulties and to

allow his beloved Anna to be reStored to him, hence his eagerness to
'involve Stevenson in a re-write of 'The Deacon'as they refered to it.
He had no doubt that their mutual efforts would provide a vehicle worthy

of England's most prominent actor. In addition, the true story of the

worthy Edinburgh Deacon with an unworthy night life would give Henley

the platform he had been seeking since hospital and free him at last
from the daily drudgery he had known since boyhood. l.lith typical
diligence he set about finding a market for the play and he thought he

had found found his man in Irving. Despite Henley's boisterous

optimism, Stevenson was tentative and both collaborators took time to
write jointly to Stevenson's literary mentor Sidney Colvin to tell him

of the venture and to ask if he would approach Irving on their behalf.

Colvin, although he hardly approved of Stevenson's defection to the

drama, nevertheless agreed to do so but reminded both young men that -

'the act must progress in emotion, not'in time... Remember, a play
is emotion as irstatue 'is marble. Incident, story, these are but
the pedestal.'"-

Stevenson was won over and began re-drafting immediately.

well said, but excellently acted;
'inexpressive I anguage of a poorly
and colour in the hands of a good
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He worked all morn'ing at the Saville Club and in the afternoons he
joined Henley in Shepherd's Bush and reworked the morning's material
until dinner. He was'well aware that the whole thing r',as a gamble.
He wrote to his mother:

'It's a chance thing, much of a chance... but if it canlroff it
would do more for ma and him than four years of articles.'--

Remembering that he had made only L3.8/- for his first article, Roads in

the Cornhill Magazine, it was not an over-ambitious statement, but it
was a start. And having made it, he went home for Christmas.

After the holidays he sent Henley an undated note wrote from Heriot Row

(he rarely dated his letters):

'My Dear Henley,
The Ist 2 acts and a synopsis wanted before the 30th by Sidney
S.Colvin, Woodbury Cottage, Biggin Hill, Norwood. Hurry up our
staff of copy'ing clerks. I'll give you lll 3 and lV 3 ere end of
week, I".!'rope. Cold better, but I keep the house. Yours ever'
R.L.S.'--

This scrdpr as well as giving an intriguing hint as to their working

methods, also shows that once the actual writing began the creative

initiatjve passed from Henley to Stevenson, Ljke many men of letters on

the fringes of theatre, Henley could talk a good play but baulked at the

blank page. Stevenson did the actual writ'ing. This was done in a

matter of weeks from mjd-January 1879 when Henley ioined him in
Edinburgh and the play was eventually completed at Swanston. There was

typ'ica'l Hen'leyesque rejoicing as Rosalene Masson confirms:

'The playwrigbts, feverishly excited, talked till dawn of their
achievement.'-'

A copy was hurriedly sent off to Colvin who made sure that it was

received by Henry Irv'ing and his theatre manager, H.L.Batenan. But it
was Irving's reaction that mattered. Professor Fleeming Jenkin had

condemned Deacon Brodie out of hand, saying that the two of them had

-'tried to do an impossible thing, amd had not even tried in a right
way' - going on in a letter to Stevenson -

'I am so thoroughly convinced that while you can write admiqlble
appreciative things... this play business is an ignis fatuus.'-"

As James Pope-Henessy has commented -

'tlhen Jenkin died prfdnaturely Louis Iost his most vehement and
affect'i onate criti c.'uu

Not only a critic but a friend
Stevenson was never quite able

and not only a friend, a mentor.

to replace Fleeming Jenkin in his life.
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Stevenson himself was well aware of the extent of his loss and this
is shown in the following extracts from his obituary article on Jenkin:

'Fleeming hras all h'is I ife a lover of the pl ay and all that
belonged-to it. Dramatic literature he knew ful1_y. He was .one.of
the n-ot very numerous people who can read a play; a knack' the
fruit of much knowledge'and some imagination, comparable to that of
readi ng a score. . .
Acting-had always... a particular power on him. "If I do not cry
at the play," hb used t6 say, "l want to have my money back..u Even
from a poor play with poor actors he could draw pleasure. _We were
al I moved and bettered by the visit of that wonderful man
(Salvini). "I declare I feel as if I could pray!" cried one of usn

on the return from Hamlet. "That is prayer," said Fleem'ing...
Another unalloyed fdfrd'tTc pleasure which Fleeming a1d I shared the
year of the paiis Expositioh, was the Marquis de Villemar... He had
iris fitl of weeping bn that occas'ion; @was at an

end, in front oi a-cafe, in the mild, rn'idnight air, we had our fill
of talk about the art of act'ing...
From the charades at Claygate.-.. and after the money came, in the
Edinburgh days, (emerged) that private theatre which took up so

much of Fleeming's energy and thought. The company... male a

charming society for themselves and gave pleasure to their audience
(and) there was- perhaps no one in that audience more critical ' none
was more moved than Fleeming... There were always five performances
and weeks of busy rehearsal... We were always sure at least of a

long and exciting holiday in mirthful company... But he never
supposed himself 

- an actor... and found his true service and
pleasure as the manager...
The discipline of acling is detestable; the failures and triumphs
of that business appeal too directly to the vanity; and even in the
course of a careful amateur performance such as ours,. much of the
smaller side of the man will be d'isplayed... (Fleeming) was in this
an inon task-master... If you were going to dgr.,it all, he would see
that it was done as well as you were able...'--

0n February 6 1879, Colvin wrote tersely to Henley -

'Nothing can be got out of... Irving.'41
Deacon Brodie was aborted.

A final thought on this first Brod'ie phase and its'links with Irving:
Edward J. Henley, l,Iilliam's somewhat erratic actor brother, wds, around

the same time, to make a kind of nark in theatre by impersonating Irving
in a burlesque of The Corsican Brothers, d play by Dion Boucicault, in
which Irv'ing had had a great popular success in .|880. So deft was

Edward's caricature of the actor that Irving complained to the Lord

Chamberlain and the offend'ing sketch was removed from the programme.
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4. Stevenson in 187g, after he follorved Fanny Osbourne to California.
- Fronthe Albert E. Norman Collection, Califurnia Histarical Society,
Sttn Francisco.



In December 1879, a copy of the text of Deacon Brodie was privately
printed by T.

In 1880, this
duly entered

and A. Constable of Edinburgh for a limited distribution.
version was published in order to safeguard copyright and

at Stationer's Hal I :

DEAC0i{ BRODIE or The Double Life
A Melodrama founded on facts in Five Acts and Eight Tableaux
l,lith All Rights Reserved.
PERSONS REPRESENTED
t,'li I I j am Brodie, Master Carpenter, Deacon of the }llrights,
Housebreaker.
0ld Brodie, the Deacon's Father
llilliam Lawson, the Deacon's Uncle and Procurator-Fiscal
Andrew Ainslien Robber in the Deaconrs gang
Humphrey Moore, "
George Smith, "
Captain Rivers, An Engl'ish Highwayman
Hunt, A Bow Street Runner
A Doctor
t,Jalter Lesl ie
Mary Brodie, the Deacon's Sister
Jean Watt, the Deacon's Mistress
Vagabonds, 0fficers of the Watch, Men-servants.
SYNOPSIS OF ACTS AND TABLEAUX:o;on' Tabreau i : Ili1t!illl;,il::

3 - Mother Clarke's
Act Two Tableau 4 - Evil and Good
Act,,ThreeTabl eau q - Ki ng ' s Evi dence

6 - Unmasked
Act Four Tableau 7 - The Robbery
Act Five Tableau 8 - The Open Door
The scene 'is laid 'in Edinburgh. The time is towards the close of
the eighteenth-century. The action, some fifty hours lgBg, begins
at 8pm on Saturday and ends before midnight on Monday.'"

Kennedy tliIIiamson gives a colourful summary of the plot:

'The sub-title to the play is "The Double Life", and the plot hinges
round the fut'ile attempt to make oneself free of two camps, morally to
serve two masters... Brodie is the master-craftsman, - the deacon, - in
his trade guild, and seemingly a douce and law-abiding c'itizen; but o'
nights he... becomes king of the cracksmen who meet with whores and
other riff-raff in a low stew. Whenever he has some rascally work on
hand, he retires early with a counterfeit headache, and his sister (Mary
Brodie) who worships him as an embodiment of all that is noble in
mankind, is at hand to hear him bolt his bedroom door. This is his
alibi:'if ever he were charged with cracking a crib, witnesses could be
brought to swear, truthfully enough, that his bedroom door had never
been unbolted. One night he murders a man in a brush with a Bow Street
runner, and after a very narrow shave indeed makes good his return to
his bedroom via the window... (but) his bedroom door is standing wide
open! His father hf,l died during the small hours... Mary and the doctor
fbrced the door.. .'+"



The di scovery of the open door i s a good acti ng moment for the
actor playing Brodie and indeed, Edward Hen'ley, the originator of the
role, made good effect of the opportunity offered in Act V,.Scene 4 as

he takes up his candle and turns towards the door: .

'0!... Open, open, open! Judgement of God, the door is open!'
The scene which follows, is, in the opinion of J.H.Buckley, drafrgtically
worth the whole play. It is certainly actab'le and would play better
than it reads:

BRODI E

MARY:
BRODI E
I'IARY:
EROD I E
MARY:
BROD I E

MARY:
BRODIE:

MARY:

BRODIE:

MARY:

Did you open the door?
I did.
You...opened the door?
I did open 'it.
Were you...alone?
I was not. The servant was with me. And the doctor.
0. . . the servant . . . and the doctor. Very true. Then 'i t 'sall over the town by now. The servant and the doctor.
l,lhat doctor? What doctor?
My father is dead. 0 |.I'i11, where have you been?
Your father is dead? 0h yes! He's dead, is he? Dead.
Quite right...How did you open the door? It's strange.
I bolted it.
We coul d not he'lp i t. l'li I I , now coul d we?
The doctor forced it. He had to, had he not?
The doctor forced it? The doctor? l.las he here? He
forced it? He?
l.le did it for the best; it was I who did it...I, your own
s.i ster. . .

(The scene continues)+q

l.lilliamson also finds it interesting to analyse the writing amalgam

that is Henley-Steyenson and to try and elucidate from the text who

wrote what. Stevenson he spots by the quality of the well-worked phrase

'within the sinewy Anglo-Saxon'(of Henley?):

'The city has its vizard on, and we - at night we are our nakedselves. Trysts are keeping, bottl es cracking, knives are
stripp'ing... The grimy night that makes all cats grey.'
'I shirk King George; he has a fat pocket, but he has a long arm.
You pilfer sixpence from him, and'it's three hundred reward for
you, and a hue and cry from Tophet to the stars.'
'They were closing hell-doors upon me, swift as the wind, when I
slipped through and shot for heaven.'

And who else but Stevenson could have written:

'He was aye ettling after a bit handle to his name.'
'I was aince a lad mysel', and I ken fine by the glint o' the e'e
when a lad's fain and a lassie's willing.'

0n the other hand, there are passages that are unmistakably Henley:
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'Let me have a queer at her ph'i2... why clap on the blinkers, my
dear?'
'lrle don't call it'smuggled'in the trade: it's a wink and King
George's picture between us... Too flash in the feather... That,s
the rig; what you drop on the square you pick up again on the
cross.., I don't know where the [[unt came from to pay for it... A
patter cove from Seven Dials... ''-
There is no denying that there is an individual ring to each

example that clearly tells the different coin of the respective writers
and also shows the quality of the pens at work. They are certainly
writers - but are they play-writers? Mr l,lilliamson seems to have an

easier task telling who from whom than Sir Max Beerbohm (1872-1956) was

to have'in 1890 when the 'Incomparable Max'devoted a whole article in
the Saturday Review to the subject of who wrote what in the dual

authorshi p.

It might have remained a matter of mere scholastic curiosity had

the b'lend proved effective. One would happily accept the play as a

dramatic entity and not concern oneself so much with who wrote what and

where and why. But in 1879 Henley and Stevenson were not quite Beaumont

and Fletcher. This however was their first attempt. The situation was

a learning one for each but how far did they realize this?
Deacon Brodie may have been stevenson's natural child but it was

nob, t0 be Henley's by adoption. He was constantly fussing over it,
re-writing, re-ordering and revis'ing. He could not leave the text
alone. ThiS was to prove a crucial factor in its later development.
Now that it existed in print, Henley saw it more than a matter of
protect'ing copyright, a production was mandatory. It should be noted
that there vlas no dedication of the play and that Henley's name was

listed above stevenson's as author. This underlines Henley,s new

enthusiasm for the drama. Even Stevenson had been caught up in the
project. It was a situation that was not to last.

Meantime, the curtain came down on the first play-writing phase.

Here follows an interval.
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STAGE THREE

Section B' 'A Woeful Ballad'

'Marriage often puts friends to the door.'l
In his own telling sentence, Stevenson neatly summarises what happened

to the bond-pairing that was William Ernest Henley and Robert Louis
Stevenson. Stevenson's adventures as The Amateur Emigrant and traveller
Across the Plains are not properly with'in the remit of this study but it
marks the beginning of the end of the Henley-stevenson friendship.
Nothing was to be quite the same again between them. Theirs had been

more than a friendship between males, it was a virtual love affair,
homoerotic if not homesexual, and neither was really to recover fully
from the gradual severing that began almost imperceptibly from this
time. Sam Osbourne's was not the only divorce involved in Stevenson's

'mariage in extremis'. Porthos was also parted from his DrArtagnan and

with much more regret and pain, espec'ia'lly to the burly Porthos. prince

Hal's rejection of Falstaff could not have been more hurtful than
Henley's reaction to the news that 'his Lewis'had taken a wife - and an

American at that. Anna Boyle proved a perfect wife for the irascib'le
Henley. Perhaps Frances Matilda Van de Grift 0sbourne (1840-.|914) would
prove the same for the volatile and impetuous Stevenson. Each husband

got the wife they perhaps did not deserve.
How true this is matters little now but perhaps nearer the real

truth is that stevenson was as unhappy latterly in his marriage as

Henley was increasingly happy in his. l,lhat concerns this study however
'is how these events affected Stevenson's life and work at this stage.
The reality is that both men were never able to recapture the sheer joy
of their being invalids together in their young Edinburgh.
John Connell writes:

'The cankgr of the friendship vras at the core it was bound to be
sterile. ''

Kennedy lrl'il I i amson conti nues :

'Because it was founded on dreams and unreal ities and boyish'longings, the friendship had a doom upon it from the moment - a
moment of enchantment and impossible rapture - when Stevenson stood
for the fiqst time at Henley's bedside at the 0ld Infirmary in
Edinburgh.'"



The 'apparition'that had stood before him then, only three years
before, was described originally by Henley, after many deletions and

substitutions, as:

'Thin-legged and chested, slight unspeakab'ly
Neat-footed and long-fingered, all his face
Lean, high-boned, round of nose and quick with race
The brown eyes g'linting with vivacity.
Bold-lipped, rich-tinted, changeful as the sea,
Is instinct with a stange, romantic grace,
Intense, wild, delicate, with many a trace
0f a fitful force and a feminine energy.
Valiant in velvet, light in ragged luik,
Most vain, most sensitive, yet most critical,
Buffoon and poet, lover and sensual'ist,
0f Bottom take a little, much of Puck,
Yet more Titania, Hamlet most of all,
Combine, constnain, release and - have you missed?,4

There were to be many further changes before the final version in 1888.

'Titani a' gave way to 'cl eopatra' and eventual ly to 'Much Antonyr ,
Bottom was deleted for 'a deal of Ariel' and 'just a streak' of Puck was

added for the final printing as No. xXV of the 'In Hospital'poems.
A fair copy of the changes made was sent to Margaret Stevenson by Henley

for her comment. She replied from Heriot Row:

'Thank you for my boy's portrait... but do you really think he is
most vain? I am not quite prepared to admit that, nor ,the
FimTi-st'. I hope you put in that.word for the sake of the
rhyme?.., in that case, I forgive you.,'

Henley thanked her for being 'nearly content' but his changes stood.
Incidentally, Compton Mackenzie considered these fourteen lines were

worth fourteen volumes of biography.6 Th.r. is no doubt that this is
the work of someone who knows Stevenson, or at least an image of him,
and perhaps even envies his ability to'live by the ideal laws of the
day dream'.7 Henley had too harsh of a view of life to see other than
its bleak reality. Yet he was fascinated by the wisp of Stevenson which
had floated into his life and he wanted to ,nail,him to the printed
page. Remembering Henley's felicitous gift in pen-portaiture in
capturing Dickens in Bristolr or€ must accept his unerring, almost
microscopic view of someone he knew so well. There are more than warts
here, the very bones show through.

Perhaps Henley ought to have sent Margaret Stevenson another pen

portrait of R.L.S. dating from 1876:



To R. L. S.

'A child
Curious and innocent,
Slips from his Nurse, and rejo'icing
Loses himself in the Fair.
Through the jostle and din
Wandering, he revels,
Dreaming, desiring, possessing;
Till, of a sudden,
Tired and afraid, he beholds
The sordid assemblage
Just as it is; and he runs
With a sob to his Nurse
(Lighting at last on him)
And her motherly bosom
Cries him to sleep.
Thus through the world,
Seeing and feeling and knowing,
Goes Man, till at last,
Tired of experience, he turns
To the friendly and confogting breast
0f the old nurse, Death.'"

An alternative image was created in 1882 when he

'An ariel quick through all his veins
lrlith sex and tenperament and style
All eloquence and balls and brains;
Heroic - also infantile;
Without the faintest touch of guile
Yet living but to plot and plan
Behold him, bubbling into bile
A bald and cullidheaded man!
A happy interest he maintains
In high and low and vast and vile -
l,larn morals, odysseys, refrains
And Iron Dukes and Sluts of Nile.
He thinks no virgin worth his while;
He calls to Christ and pipes to pan;
A slim but fascinating file
A bald and cullidheaded man!
tlith airs and attitudes he reigns
0n gracefulness he puts his pi'le;
His bows are high romantic strains
His gestures carry half a mile;
l'Iise, passionate, swaggering, puerile,
He tal ks as wel I as mortal can
And is, by fortune,s cruel wile
A bald and cullidheaded man!
ENVOI
How will he keep himself in chyle
0r pause, a mirror's face to scan
0r work us off a painted smilg
A bal d and cul I i direaded man ? ,Y

penned Bal I ade R.L.S:
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It is meaningful that the original dedication for Henley's book of
verses was intended for Stevenson as he expla'ined to Mrs Sitwell:

'What do you think of Henley's hospital verses? They were to have
been dedicated tgnme, but Stephen wouldn't allow it - said it would
be pretentious. ""

One wonders if Stephen correctly read the undertone in the first
verse-portrait of R.L.S.? Stevenson uras never afraid of emotion - he

wept as often as he laughed. Feelings, for him, were a form of action,
and they were often his only reason for much that he wrote. As Jenni

Calder says'Feminine'sensitivity was as important as'masculine'
1l

aggression. " lllill Low, an artist friend, wrote:

'Fascination and charm are not qualities which Anglo-Saxon youths
are prone to acknowledge, in manly avoidance of their supposedly
feminizing effect, but it was undoubtedly this attractive power
which R.L.S. held so strongly through life; and whi9h, gentle
though it be, held no trace of dependence or weakness."'
Robert Louis Stevenson was gdy, but only in the lovely, ancient

sense of that word, that is, disposed to joy. It is true he loved

Henley because he actually sa'id - 'I love you, Henley,' but he was

writing as one Victorian to another, neither having any doubts as to
their respective heterosexuality. There is similarly no doubt that,
Hen'ley loved Stevenson and positively pined for the 'urchin Ariel' that
ran away to America to get mamied to his 'tiger li'ly'. This explains
much of Henl ey's attitude after Stevenson's death. Andrew Lang

(1844-1912) a Scottish man of letters and a true Victorian, conmented:

'Mr. Stevenson possessed, more than any man I hqqe ever met, the
power of making other men fall 'in love with him. "'
This would help to account for the form'idable loyalty of the London

Stevenson circle, Sidney Colvin, Edmund Gosse, Henry James and Lang

himself, who added that their friend was - 'always a child, always a

boy'. But most boys grow up to men. This makes them survivors of their
own childhood. Henley was a greater survivor than most and it was this
made him the poet, just as Stevenson's cosseted childhood allowed him to
be merely a felicitous rhymer because he was always reluctant to'leave
his childhood.

Professor Edward

of The Loom of Years

H. Cohen quotes Alfred Noyes (1880-1958), author
(1902) and himself a poet, (Professor of Poetry at

Princeton in 1914), who said of Henley:
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'The.peculiar gift of Henley, the gift that singles him out as agreat writer' .a. major poet,-.not onTy from his c6ntemforartes, butalso from ail hir p-eers jn_ t[e past, ii -rris giri of"'[6.i.uiture.He is the John sarlent of.Engrish-tilerature - our firgf, our onry,and unapproachable-portrait-[ainter in rngrisrr verse 
",14'

Henley's skil'l is to convey complexity by selected, significant detail.
Nothing could have been more complex in personality than either man and
they were' in their relationship, as much so. Whatever detai'l is
selected from the Henley years (1g75-g7) it could not fail to have
significance, relecting as it might do the primary colours of two tota'l
egoists. But even in this, they were redeemed by an equivalent honesty
and courage. Overall, it was their genuine feeling for each other that
gave the relationship its pojgnancy and its eventuar tragedy. Their
fina'l fall was great because it came from a height of mutual benefit and
stimulation. This is not rare in such painings

Artistic partnerships are noted for their voratirity (Gilbert and
sullivan, Rogers and Hart, Brecht and weill, etc.) but a playwriting
pair iS open to more than the usual hazard in that they are each doing
the same thing - writing lin€s fe make a play. If ever anything called
for the selection of significant details this does, and Henley and
stevenson ought to have made a sp]endid pair. They did, but, untir
thei r quarrel , whi ch i nci dental ly was not about pl ays, they were
splendid only as a couple of outrageous, life_absorbing young men with
differi ng infi rmities.

Jonathan Smith, an emerging contemporary British radio dramatist,
made their relationship the centrar theme of his pray Sirver, which was
broadcast by the BBc as a ninety-minute radio play in the Monday play
series in october r9gg. Mr.smith, in conversation with the present
writer, made much of the triangle presented by stevenson, Henley and
Fanny 0sbourne Stevenson and held the view that the latter two were
vying for stevenson's love, in the largest sense of the word, and each
was jealous of the other's claim to the centre of their affection. so
much so that Fanny came to hate Henley, and as he had never liked her
from the beginning, Stevenson's loyalties were stretched unreasonably to
accommodate both of them.* At length, h€ had to take sides and,
naturally though reluctanily, he chose his wife, and Henley had to
endure what in effect was equivalent to long years of bereavement from
1887 until his own death in 1903.
* The Louis-Fanny-Henrey triangre is discussed further in stage Four.



Silver was adapted for the stage by Dr. Anthony Seldon for the
Masque Theatre at the l9B9 Edinburgh Festival. Mario Relich, in
reviewing the piece for the Scotsman, commented on the contrasting
Edinburgh and London scenes (the former's 0ld Infirmary and the latter's
dinner tables) and he felt that they -

'intimately reveal Henley's spirited will to survive an agon'ising
leg amputation and Stevenson's concil'iatory but devious persona
stri ki ng I i ke an el egant barracuda to Henl ey's bl underi ng shark, . .
An overwhelming oHenley, (tnat) bitter English poet who staked all
on fri endshi p, I osing everything i n the process, except hi s
integrity" in contrast to 'a Stevenson (whose) boy'ish enthusiasm
and appetite for l'ife combined with (a) hard-nosed awareness of
where his true interests lie.''

The critic concludes that the play is -
'Brimming with psychological insig[t, for Henley comes across as
Mr. Hyde io Stevdnion 's U-r.,let<yt I . 'rc
The Nixie quarrel, as it came to be called, was seven years away at

this stage and is not relevant to the main theme now being discussed.

l,lhat is under review for the moment is the acute personal base to the
Henley-Stevenson partnership and the manner in which it was affected by

the entrance of women into the action - or rather a woman. Anna Boyle

became Anna Henley and moved quietly into the background of her
husband's freelance literary foraging, but Fanny 0sbournen when she

became Fanny Stevenson, moved right into the foreground beside her frail
warrior, writer-husband and demanded her own share of the spotlight,

Her intentions were of the very best of course, she intended only
to guard her husband zealously but in doing so she may have closed the
door against those whom he needed as much as he did her. At this time
however, the clouds had yet to gather and the sky was clear. Everyone

was curious to know how Louis would cope with marriage, not the least of
whom was the man himself, and of a lesser interest was how the American

divorcee, of such a contrasting background, and with two grown-up

children, would cope with his parents, his many cousins, his friends,
and particularly, a certain t,l.E.H.

Time would tell. In the meantime, the literary life went on and it
was, l'iterally, a life of letters - a non-stop barrage of letters that
went between Britain and America, and between Henley and his 'Lewis'.
They wrote for the most part of what they would one day write - and

that, at the time of writing, meant plays.
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Thei r correspondence throughout 1879-80 was ful I of dramatic
writing schemes, Both thought that their future was in a stage play.
A typical missive was that from Stevenson to Henley from 608 Bush

Street, San Francisco:

'I shall make you a full scenario as soon as the Emigrant is done.

But he added -'When may I hope to see the Deacon... I pine for the
Deacon...'16. 0n l2 February, Henley, who was not afraid to describe
The Emigrant as 'bosh', was writing about new play ideas and proposing

nihilism as a subject. This was a very fashionable topic around that
time, especially in the Russian variety. Oscar Wilde had written his
first play Vera, (or The Nihilists) on the very same subject but it was

unperformed. The stage was clear for a Stevenson play if he wanted it
enough. In the next three months in San Francisco, A House Divided or
Fate of the House was being written in scenario at any rate and

Stevenson wrote to Colvin:

'Tell Henley I have a new play for him - a drama in three acts -
"A House Divided", three thrilling situations, the last ghastlyi.,
He had better be reading up on nihilism as hard as he is able."'

Stevenson worked on the play at intervals during the next few months but

on 15 June 1880, on receiving it from Stevenson, Henley turned it down

as a project. Stevenson then made the first suggestion regarding the
dramatic possibilities of his own Prince Otto.

'It is my old Semiramis... which suddenly sprang into sunshine
clearness the othiETtdfr (He thought it might) make a brave play
if we can find the trick to make the end. The play, I fear, will
have to end darkly, and that spoils the quality, as I now see it,
of a kind of crockery, eighteenth-century high life, below-stairs'life, breaking up like ice in the spring before the nature,lg. of
my poor, clever, feather-headed prince, whom I love already.

Stevenson's instinct, once aga'in, was not wrong about the play potent'ial
here. Prince 0tto, or episodes from it, were adapted as a play by 0tis
skinner (1859-1942), the American actor, and presented at |r{allach,s
Theatre, New York on 3 September 1900. But as a Stevenson-Henley
project, l i ke so many of thei r i deas, di d not survi ve thi s fi rst
suggestion and was dropped. There was as much energy expended in the
discussion of possibilities as might have written a whole cycle of
plays. Henley meanwhile, throughout the previous year, had been busying

himself with one of student play-tit1es, on which both had begun to work

after Deacon Brod'ie. He tol d Col vi n :



'The second act of Rogue Denzil's Death or Word from Cromwell or
Hg:ler Noble's Mistamcal l@day
ffiunniest act 'in dramatic literature. ro"l,lhaur's Wullie Shakespeare noo?" as they say in Kirkudbright!'rv
During all this he continued with 'posh journarism,, his bits and

pieces for such as the Pall Mall Gazette, the Saturday Review and the
Athenaeum while at the same time pegging away at another possible ptay.
The rejection of Deacon Brodie did not appear to have dampened his
playwrighting enthusiasm. An April Day (or Autolycus 'in service) naa

been begun by Stevenson as a short story but he and Henley worked the
material into two acts of a 3-act farce during 1879 but Stevenson could
not sustain his enthus'iasm and the services of Autolycus were dispensed
with. In 1883, stevenson was to write to Henley that he was again at
work on it, but writing it 'with a l'iterary and not a dramatic finish,.

Throughout the period of their close friendship, that is from the
winter of 1875 until the spring of l8gg, Stevenson and Henley were
constantly d'iscussing plays. Thomas stevenson was told by his son in
'1883 - 'Theatre is a gold m'ine; and on that I must keep my eye., At
this point he was totally committed to the drama. The list of play
titles considered gives some idea of the range of the collaborators,
reading if nothing else. Swearingen 'lists the titles as follows:

''Honour and Arms: Drama in Three Acts and F'ive Tableaux,'discussed
at some length and described by Henley as "of its essence English,
Jacobitish and romantic"; "The King of clubs: Drama in Four Acts,,,
on which Henle_y comments at some length, remarking that he took th6
i9.u originally from Dickens,s 'Th6 0ld Curiosity Shop,;,,pepys,Diary: comedyu; "The Admirable crichton: Romantic-comed'y in FiveAgts"; "Ajax: Drama in Four Acts," on which Henley remirks that
they once decided to take all the'ir romantic situations from the
Greeks and with this in mind "sketched, and partly wrote our Ajax;
whose hero is one sir Robert Trelawney, an eldirly Anglo-Indian
engineer, who - brave, honest, magnificdnt - plays tie uiconscious
criminal as one of severar direcfors in a fraudulant bank"; ,,The

l9r:ing of y_anderdecken: (Legend) in Four Acts,,; ',Farmer George:Historical Play in Five Acts,-" described by Balfbur as planned-to
cover "the whole reign of George the Third,-ending with a scene in
which the mad king recovered f6r a while his reas6n,,;
"The.Gunpowder Plof : H'istorical Play"; "Marcus Aurelius: Historical
ll u.lr"; "The Athei sts: comedy"; "The Mother-i n-Law: Drama, ,, which
Henley says was to have been a tragedy; and ,'Madame Fate: brama in
a. Prologue and Four Acts," 0f which Hbnley had no recollection save
that the title "Madame Destiny,"rryhich al-so appears on stevenson,sl'ist, wds an alternate tiile...,1u

There was enough dramatic potential in any of the above to stimulate any
playwright but neither partner seemed able to take the ideas further.
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It is yet another Stevensonian irony that one of his greatest

admirers, James Barrie, was to have a considerable success in London

with his play The Admirable Crichton in 1902. Ig!31!9[]s n.t not

included in the catalogue nor in fact were any of the plays they were

later to complete. Henley had 'ignored Stevenson's The Nihilists because

he much preferred Hester Noble, but wanted further information:

'i don't want so much, only
must have. Have no fear as

Alas, on 15 June, a blast from

particul ar project.

the lie of the |finS. That however I
to the results.'
F'l eemi ng Jenki n, put an end to thi s

'I went into a frenzy of wrath at your suggestion of changes in
"Esther or "Hester" etc. All tag ends of old stock incidents and
not one single word about the only things which matter in any
play... not a new idea or an o'ld one about how Hester would feel
just then... You give up every thought of ever writing a play. If
you did not know theoretically what was right you might learn, but
you do know and yet your mind will harp away about the dropping of
letters, the sending of messengers, etc, as jf, the handkerchief in
"OthelIo" had anything to do witn lne piay.'"

0nce again, Hester was put quietly as'ide.

Yet 'in December 1891, Stevenson would write to Charles Baxter:

'I have no intention of writ'ing any of the plays, but of Hester
Noble I might make a story since the thing is largely mine. He
(Henley) has all the papers in a portfolio... and if there waSrq
sketch of Hester, I should be obl'iged if he would send it to me.''-

But in December 
.|879 Stevenson's enthusiasm for plays was waning.

He had written to Henley from Monterey:

'Plays, dear boy, are madness for me just now. The best play is
hope'less before six months, and more 'likely eighteen for outsiders
like you and me. And understand me, I have to get money soon or it
has no further i nterest for me. . . I am tryi ng to do thTl'[-s that
will bring in money... and I could not, if I were not mad, step out
of my way to work at what m'ight perhaps bring me in more, ,[ut
months ahead... I am now quite an American - yellow envelopes.'"

But by 1880, the indefatigab'le Henley had met the Irish actor Sheil

Barry, whom he has decided to keep in mind as the ideal 'lead'for The

King of Clubs, on which (he said) the collaborators were then working -

'I feel sure that if I do not die, and can get fairly on in the
drama,I ,lhall make him a part in which he'll be the talk of
London. ''"

Henley now had the dramatic bit between his teeth but then Stevenson

brought his American wife home to meet his mother and father.
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Section B (i )

The City of Chester landed at Liverpool on 17 August 1880. From

there the whole Stevenson family party, Louis, Fannyn stepson Lloyd,
Thomas and Margaret Stevensonr wds whisked by train - first class of
course - to Edinburgh and Heriot Row. Louis told his parents calmly -
'My w'ife did me the honour to divorce her husband in order to marry me'.

His mother admitted to a female cousin -'Doubtless she is not the

daughter-in-law I have always pictured to myself' but Thomas Stevenson

was impressed and one unc'le was heard to remark encouragingly, 'Aye, I
married a besom myse'lf'. Robert Louis Stevenson tras home again. A year

later, the plays appeared to have been forgotten.
Then, 'on a chill September morning, by the cheek of a brisk fire,

and the rain drumming on the window', Stevenson began very casually on

another writing project that was to change his life. In the 'Late Miss

McGregor's Cottage'in Braemar, Aberdeenshire, he began a gafne with
young L'loyd that became a story, The Sea Cook, which was to become a

novel, Treasure Island, which was to set Robert Louis Stevenson on the

road to fame and fortune. it had started with his drawing a map of an

imaginary island to amuse his young stepson when both of them were kept

indoors by the weather. Soon, a story rose out of it, a boy's story,
and from its pages stepped Long John Silver -
'a tall man with a face like a ham and only one leg...'
Henley? Stevenson was later to write to his friend:

'I will now make a confession. It was the sight of your maimed
strength and masterfulness that begot John Silver. 0f course he is
not in any other quality or feature the least like you; but the
idea of the maimed man,o.ruling and dreaded by the soundr wds
ent'irely taken from you.'"

For once, Henley said nothing.
The Ietter was s'igned, "Ever Yours, Pretty Sick" for the truth was

Stevenson thought he was dying in the winter of 1880. 0nce more he had

to flee his homeland. This time, he and Fanny sought the health-giving
heights of Davos, in Switzerland. He immediately felt better, if only
to disassociate himself frorn the other invalids. He perhaps pretended a
well-being he did not a'lways feel. He'played'the fit man. As Andrew

Lang observed, recognising the sometime poseur:

'His whole vocation was endless imitat'ion.'



At the Hotel Belvedere, Harold Vallings, a fellow-patient, confirms
this thespian tendency in the writer. In an article describing the time
he remembers that -

'The now famous Robert Loujs Stevenson was then simply Mr
Stevenson...
I bel'ieve he struck us - to begin with - as a rather odd, exotic,
theatrical kind of man... although obviously a member of the crock
company, he would, whenever he had an ounce of energy, insist upon
a place with the robust brigade... "Now I've fallen sick," he said
to me one day, "I've lost all my capacity for idleness."
One could often chance upon him'in the bjlliard room though not
often with a cue in his hand. 0nce only do I remember him playing
a game and a truly remarkable performance it was. He played with
all the fire and intensity he was apt to put into things. The
balls flew wildly about, on and off the table, - but seldom
threatened a pocket.
"What a fine thing a game of billiards is," he remarked to the
astonished on-lookers, "once a year or so!"
A crowd would always kindle hjm. 0n one occasion he read, at an
entertainment given in the hotel drawing room, Tennyson's Lucknow.
His reading did not impress his audience.
"Too theatrical, " "Rather stagey" were sone of the criticisms
offered.
He had the temperament of the reciter rather than the reader and
was (perhaps), too impassioned and histrionic for the
sober-minded. '''

Fleeming Jenkin's favourite pupil could never resist an audience.
It was also at Davos that he made friends with another patient, the

English writer J.A.Symonds (1840-93), who warned Stevenson

'Men drawn to the the theatre tend to be dreamers of illimitable
dreams.' It was after a dinner party with the same Symonds, ("0nions,

lovely on'ions!") in March 1882, that Stevenson sent to Henley a fanciful
Shakespearean flight. This may only have been owing to the fact that
synonds was to be the author of shakespeare's Predecessors in the
English Drama (1884). At any rate, Stevenson wrote:

'Do you know one of the tragedies - a Bible tragedy too - David was
written in his third period - much about the same time as le-dFit
The comedy April Rain is also a late work. Becket iild-fine
ranting piecEfTTfRichard lll, but very fine-T6Fthe stage.
Irving is to play it this autumn when I am in town; the part rather
suits him.,*

*
Irving was actually to play Lord Tennyson's 1884 Becket at the
Lyceum Theatre, London i n .|893 - (a tr-i bute tdTtEvenson ,s
foresight). It was after a performance of the same play at Bradford
on 13 October 1905 that Irving died at the age of 68.
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Stevenson conti nues:

'But who is to play Henry? A tremendous creation, sir. Betterton,
in his private journal, seems to have seen this p'iece; and he says
distinctly that Henry is the best part in any play. ,,Though,,, he
adds, "how it be with the ancient plays I know not. But in-this I
have ever feared to do ill, and indee{owill not be persuaded in
that undertaki ng. " So says Betterton. ,"'

sg !o9, says stevenson, with authority and brio, over several paragraphs
of felic'itous fancy negarding 'new' shakespEdi€an plays; 'play.s' such' as
Rufus, David and Absolor!, and, as he pertly puts'it, 'an6ther Troilus,
qETT'

During 1881, with Treasure Island half-finished (Stevenson liked to
{g things by halves) heTFdf6TTTo'-o corect the proofs of what became
Virginibus Puerisque, a book dedicated to:

'My Dear l.lilliam Ernest Henley,
We are all busy in this world building Towers of Babel; and the
child of our imaginat'ion is always a changeling when it comes from
nurse. This is not only true in the greatest, ds of wars and
folios, but in the least a1so, like the trif'ling volume in your
hand...
I was to state temperately the beliefs of youth as opposed to the
contentions of age; to go all over the field where the two differ
and produce at last a little volume of spec'ial pleadings which I
might ca'll, without misnomer, ,Life at Twenty-Five,.
But times kept changing, and I shared in that change. i clung hard
to that entrancing age; but, with the best will in the world one
can't be twenty-five forever... It is good to have been young in
youth and, as the years go on, to grow older. Many are alreadyold
before. they. are through their teens; but to travel deliberitely
through one's ages is to get the very heart out of a liberai
education...
Times change, opinions vary to their opposite, and still this world
appears a brave gymnasiumn full of sea-bathing and horse exercise
and brac'ing, -manly virtues; and what can be more encouraging than
to find ttrE-trien'd that was welcome at one dg€, stiil wdtcdme at
another?
Our affections and beliefs are wiser than we; the best that is in
us is better than we understand; for it is grounded beyond
experience, and guides u5, blindfold but safe, fiom one age to
another. These papers are like milestones in my life; and-as I
look back in memory, there is hardly a stage of ili4l distance but I
see you present with advice, reproof or praise...,"

bJhich 'advice'evinced a spirited reiponse from Stevenson - in verse:

'Henley, in my hours of ease
You may say anything you please,
But when I join the muse's revilr,.,
Begad, I wish you at the devil !,"
Henley was always ready with advice on any matter. llhen Colvin's

study of Landor appeared in l88l, Henley felt obliged, as a critic of
Literature and the Drama, to take the professor to task:



'The truth is, my colvin, that your admiration for Landor as awriter has. somewhat.go.t the beiter... of your judgement as acritic... I wish we had talked these 'Conveisations'-more fully,
book in hand, ere_you wrote. And I wish too, I had minded my cou-nfJulian better. The scene you quote ought to have setiled thedramatist w_i!l vpu forever.l. No'man coita gravely write and asgravely publish that for passion and for a sceire, ani ever become a
dramatic- poet... it's for this reason I love mv Epicurus and his
lwo girls and my Caesar and Luccullus. Therd's no pretence at
drammy there... Now I'il go and drink a whiskey (sic) aria s1ai, anJgo to bed. I am tired and it,s doosid late. Good night.'r

stevenson for his part, had no illusions about his old friend:

'.I I-i sh your ho-nesty _were not so war-f ari ng. . . i n not many years
sha'l I we not al I be. cl ay-col d and safe bel oi ground, yOu wiih- your
loud-mouthedtintegrity, I with my fastidious U-risfnesi... swall6wedin silence?

Even George Bernard shaw (1s56-1g50), an admirer, and one of Hen'ley,s
'young men' in London, could not resist a jibe at his one-time mentor:

'Henley is... an Elizabethan... a man
imposlqg power of saying things, and
say. t"

0scar wilde remarked that to converse with Henley was a
physical no I ess than an i ntel I ectual recreati on. l,lhich i s more than
apt when one remembers that Henley once felled a man with a flying
crutch on the steps of the Soho cafe. Not that he was anything but
respectful of l,lilde. After l,lilde,s death in paris, Henley told 14ill
Low:

'clever? I should say he was clever. seated wfrp;.e you are (now)
he has held the table-against ME more than once.
There was no doubt that Henley had considerable prowess as a

talker. This facility !{as later to draw around him, at Solferino,s
Restaurant in Rupert Street, a band of young writers associated with him
at the Nati onal 0bserver - tal ents I i ke Rudyard Ki p'l i ng ('lg6s-1937 ) ,
l.Jilliam Butler Yeats (.|865-.|939) and Herbert George l.lells fi866-1946)
a group dubbed by wits as ,The Henley Regatta,. In this respect, Henley
was not unlike Dr Samuel Johnson (1709-94), whom he resembled in so many
ways. Both were the sons of provinc'ial booksellers, both were denied a
university education and both were buried in Westminster Abbey. Above
all else however, both men were talkers and attracted talkers to them.
Johnson had his Boswell, who said of Johnson that ,in proportion to the
native v'igour of the mind, the contradictory qualities will be the more
prominent'. The comment could apply equa'lly to l.lilliam Henley.

with an extraordinary and
with nothing whatever to
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Bearing Stevenson's love of good talk in mind, it is appropriate
that one of his first essays in the New year of'lB8z was Talk and

Tal kers for the Cornhi I I magazi ne.
congenial. He recognised that -

'Good talk is dramatic; it is like an impromptu piece of actiqg
where each shou'ld represent himself to the greatest'advantage...'Jr

The talkers featured did not include wilde or shaw or any of the
above-mentioned writers, but concentrated rather on those tal kers
stevenson knew intimately, and these included his cousin, R.A.M. (Bob)

stevenson ('spring-heel'd Jack'), Fleem'ing Jenkin ('cockshot,), l,lalter
Simpson ('Athelred,), J.A. Symonds (,Opalsteir'), Edmund Gosse
('Parcel') and Iast, but not least, l,{.E.Henley as ,Burly,.

'Burly'is a man of great presence; he conmands a larger atmosphere,
gives the impression of a grosser mass of character than mosi men.It has been said of him that his presence could be felt 'in a room
you entered blindfold... There is someth'ing boisterous and piratic
in Burly's manner of talk. He will roar yo1 down, he will birry his
face in his_hands, he will undergo passions of revort and agony;
and meanwhile his attitude of -mind is both conciliatory- and
recept'ive; and after Pistol has been out-pistol'd, and the welkin
rung for hours, Vou begin to perceive a certain subsidence in these
spring torrents, points of agreements issue, and you end arm-in-arm
ald i! a_glow of mutual admiiation. The outcry onty serves to make
the final union the more unexpected and precious. -Thoughout 

there
has been perfect sincerity, pbrj6ct inteiligence, a desire to hear
though not always to listen...

This was a friend seen through a friend's eyes - cand'idly but fondly.
The big man was unforgetable; fu'll of words for all occasions and was

never afraid to use them in four languages. But his word struggles,
whether in poetry or prose or table talk were all towards making himself
a master wordsmith - with an allied ambition to be a dramatist. As he
wrote to Dobson:

'If i could only get to work on my plays! I think I'il do
sgTgthing with them some day; but meanwhile-my energies seem to be
with last year's ljows and I am all Dry Rot. I muit get away and
get young again.,"'

Note the possessive 'my', indicating his increasingly proprietorial
attitude to the drama projects, only one of which had been actual]y
comp'lete, and that had been refused by the man for whom it had been
written. It is hard to understand Henley's continuing optimism. And it
takes spirit for a man with a wooden leg to talk about 'Dry Rot,.

Stevenson found the subject
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As it happened, he did 'get away and get young again,. He went to
Paris and, typically, made a lasting friendship with sculptor, Auguste

Rodin (who was to create his memorial bust). He came back to edit the
Magazine of Art which was significant for the introduction it gave to
writing of Robert Alan Mowbray Stevenson, Louis's wilful artist-cousin
Bob. Bob contributed two articles, one on Ve'lasquez and one on Rubens,

which made a great impression at the time and are still rated as

valuable commentaries. Despite Henley's pleas, Bob would write no more.

He preferred to paint and enjoy life. Henley was convinced Bob had a

real writing talent, wh'ich was, in some respects, in Henley's opinion at
least, superior to his famous cousin's.

Bob was all that Louis was not, strong, healthy and handsome. He

was a genuine bohemian, where Louis only played at it. And there
certainly was nothing of the Shorter Catechist about Bob Stevenson. It
is difficult to imagine two relatives more dissimilar but it also as

hard to find two who loved each other as much. Louis had his mentors
through his life, Fleeming Jenkin, Colvin, and now Henley, but cousin
Bob, if one excepts General Gordon perhaps, was Robert Louis Stevenson's
first and on'ly hero. He featured in Talk and ralkers as 'spring-heel'd
Jack' :

'I! the Spanish proverb, the fourth man necessary to compound a
salad is a madman to m'ix it; Jack is that madman... He doubles ]ikea serpent, changes and flashes I ike the shaken kaleidoscope,
transmigrates bodily into the views of others, and So, in the
twink'ling of an eye and with a heady rapture, turns questions
inside out and flings"Shem empty before you on the ground, like a
triumphant conjurer.''-
Bob and his sister Katharine fiater to be Katherine de Mattos,

original author of The Nixie and a key player in the later controversy)
were the laughing cousins of stevenson's boyhood and youth; and now Bob,

happily married to Louisa Purland since l88l and Iiving near the Henleys

in London, unljke Louis, had no wish to turn author. From the time when

he first might have worked with his cousin on Monmouth, Bob Stevenson
showed no wish to involve himself in any project that required the
application of stamina to the task in hand. Yet the sneaking thought
persists that Bob, not Louis, might have been the ideal collaborator for
Henley. But the lion had lain down with the larnb. 0r rather, a big
shambling, three-legged English sheepdog had romped noisily with a

sick'ly Border collie in a field that was strange habitation for both.
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There was little talk now of plays, but Henley nevertheless always
remained hopeful about an eventual production of their Deacon Brodie,
even if his was less a justifiable optimism than an heroic persistence.
The re-emergence of the project in 1882 may have been due in no small
part to Henley's desire to find something for his actor-brother, Edward.

There was no denying his enthusiasm for the play and nore particularly
for the part of Brodie. An eighteen-year old, when the play was first
being written, he had assured the authors then that he would -

'learn the speeches as fast aqothey were written,- and declaim
them with true romantic gusto.'o'

Already a promising, 'if unorthodox, young performer in the provinces and

in London, Edward was'in fact to be a key figure in later developments
of this play project and will be dealt with more fu'lly in subsequent
sections of this study. For the moment he is noted for his enthusiasm
and also for a suspect temperament, which no doubt was put down to his
youth and re'l ati ve i nexperi ence.

stevenson had some misgivings about the young man but chose to
ignore the very natural fraternal bias and blunt nepotism shown. 0ddly
enough, neither author expressed any qualms about a young Eng'lishman's
playing an Edinburgh deacon. This is quite in keeping however with
Stevenson's general attitude to the work at this stage and is consistent
with Henley's constant anxiety about his brothers all through his life
and particularly, the feckless Teddy. So the young man was promised the
part should a production of the play be arranged. Stevenson, always
willing to let Henley attend to practicalities, did not demur. Had not
Henley the ear of every theatrical manager in London and access to every
green room? 0r so he said.

This appeared to be justified when the play was suddenly scheduled
for its premiere production by the Haldane Crichton Company at Pullan,s
Theatre of Varieties, Bradford, on Thursday December 21 1882 and on the
following two evenings. The Scottish connotation in this particular
manager's name would suggest that this was a contact made through
}Jilliam's previous time in Edinburgh. Henley made a point of building
contacts in every phase of hfs editorial career. l,Iith his proven
propensity for making enemies, he needed all the friends he could get.
At any rate, a date wdS 6v'p61ged for the first performance of the play.
It was a theatrical event noted with interest in scotland.



The Ed'inburgh Courant reported on 2 January 1883:

'The appearance of Mr Robert Lou'is Stevenson as a dramatist cannot
fail to be interesting to the admirers of that pleasing and very
original writer. His play, written in collaboration with Mr
W.E.Henley, and produced, if we mistake not, at Bradford the other
day, bears the title, Deacon Brodie or The Double Life and is
founded upon a well-kn-Tfr"-E?iTbEFlh tra@oint of
ingenuity of construction, it will not, we fear, excite the envy of
the modern playwright...0n the other hand, the subtlety and vigour
of the portrait of the Deacon and the rough power of the scenes
with his associates... strongly excite the imagination, and are the
work of no common hand. The play, which has been rgrivately
printed, will probably find its way to the London stage.'"

It would seem that the prophet was not entirely without honour.

Yet by December 23, the date of the last performance, Louis was writing
to his mother from San Marcel that he had heard that Deacon Brod'ie had

been 'hissed off the stage at Bradford'.
The authors may have 'frightened off' their audience, as managers

say. In their attempts to attain a psychological realism with Brodie
and to set him aga'inst such a sordid background, both authors knew they
were running a risk of offend'ing susceptibilities. Hen'ley was

unrepentant:

'The Shakespeare of tomorrow will take for his hero, not 0thello
but Iago. The heroes of iniquity, the epic of inrmorality, the
drama of vice - voila la vraie affaire. In fifty years the Deacon,
if we had but done it might be a great work. tlle are syphilised to
the core & we don't know jt. Zola is our papular eruption, as
Balzac was our primary sore. Presently, we shq]1 get to our
terti ari es; & the Ugly wi 1 I be as the Beautiful . . . '''
Nonetheless the theatrical debut of two emerging literary names was

not without general interest other than 'in Edinburgh. Comnent was also
made by the English newspapers, showing that the writing combination had

interest and the play too had a reflected status.
The People reported:

'As the joint production of two young writers, who now turn for the
first time their attention to the stage, and one of whom has
already establ'ished himself as one of the first humorists (sic) and
most picturesque essayists of the day, Deacon Brodie has strong
claims upon our attention... Its chief feEfil?fTiTts-psychology.
In the hands of an excel I ent actor the character of Deacon
Brodie... should be eminently effective. Weaker writers might have
made the mi stake of representi ng the curious comb'i nation of
highwayman and burgess as a commonplace canter and hypocrite. No
such error has been made (but) sympathy is the heart and life of a
play and a love interest... is essential...
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As one who would gladly see new talent brought to the stage, and
our modern, rather namby-pamby drama informed by a fiercer breath
of pass_ion, I advise Messrs Stevenson and Henley, before trusting
their play to the London pub'lic, to supply it with a stronger love
interest... A less important effect is that the whole is clumsily
constructed. very little attention to the play on the part of an
expert would probably serve to remove that blemish... In short, the
entire play, though it has in it abundance of matter, is the work
of inexperienced hands. When... the authors have acquired further
experience ... they may turn their attention to this... This would
be the cor4lition most favourable to its chance of permanent
success. .. I

This may be considered the 'honeymoon' period in the playwriting
phase. There was no doubting the good will that attended the project
from the beginning. A tour of the North of England during the same year
had the play billed as 'The New Scotch National Drama'. It also toured
throughout scotland including a performance at Her Majesty's Theatre,
Aberdeen. Graham Balfour commented on both tours:
'It was played some forty times without any marked success.'43

Teddy Henley, however, had come out of the experience better than
either man had hoped, and Stevenson, ever-generous, took the occasion to
write a congratulatory note to the proud older brother:

'I was defighted to hear the good news about Teddy. Bravo, he goes
up the hill fast. Let him beware of vanity and he will go higher.
Let him be still discontented, and let him (if he might be) see the
merits and not the faults of his rivals and he will- swarm at last
to the top gallant. There is no other way. Admiration is the only
lay to excellence;... the critical sgirit kills and envy anil
injustice are putrifaction on its feet.,t+

The grandson of Colinton Manse could
preach. Hen'l ey suggested re-worki ng

Stevenson was quick to retort:

never resist the
Deacon Brodie

temptation to
yet again but

'The Deacon Fen't be tackled until my health and my head are
re-instated.'$3

There now follows a break between scenes.
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TO
ALISON CANNINGEAM

FROM EER BOY

For tlu long nighls yon Iny w&a
Atd uatchcd fo ry wwortlry sahc
For yotn rnst con{oiabh harrd
Tlni hd mc thrwgh thc utuvat bttd
For alJ thc story-boohs you rcad,
For aJI tlu fains yoa cotnJortd
For aJtr yoi pitid, alt yoi borc,
In sd and lappy foys of yorc :-
My sccond llIothar, my frst Wifc,
Thz anBetr of nv infant lifc-
Fron, thc sicn 6Wri, nou-uclJ atd old,
Tahe, nurse, thc lifrl"c booh yoa hoA !

And gant it, Eeaacn, thd all wln raad.
Mav find as dcar a fiulsc al tucd,
Atfr-anry child uln lists ttty rhymc,
In lhc briglrt, fircsidc, nurscry climc,
May hur it in as hitd a voicc
As'ndc my childistt fuys rcioicc, 

*. r. r.=.-|e4

l'h',., ' l

,#
lFr I ill![uti

,;*._ .j ,t'

I7. HERIOT ROW, EOTNAURGH



Section B (ii )

It was a suggeStion from Thomas stevenson, of all people, that
started Louis off into thinking of plays once more. This time he and
Fanny, not Henley, were thinking of Great Expectations as a play, Note
that he was writ'ing again in tandem. Stevenson was never to go it alone
on plays. He wrote to his father:

'Your remarks. .on Great Expectations are very good. l.le have bothre-readit..thiswffiamannei,twice.Theobject
being a.PLAY; the play, in its iough ouiline, I now see; and it isextraordinary how much of Dickens has to be discaided... Theposition has had to be explained by a prologue which is prettystrong. I have great hopes'forr\his-piecb, whjch is uriuute, and-,in places, very strong ihdeed.'aa

He next postulated his Dickens hopes to Henley offering the idea of
Magwitch as P'ip's father - "I say there's a play as strong as hell in
that".23 But not strong enough, it would seem, and his own great
expectatiors were not fulfilled. Nor was anything further heard of the
other Dickens project from 19g0, King of clubs, which was have provided
a star part for Sheil Barry. It is more than curious that Dickens, the
actor-writer and inspirer of the young Henley, should be unable to offer
a basis for a play from works that are so dramatically based and so rich
in character. If ever an author cried out to be adapted for the stage,
Dickens did, but Henley was not interested and ergo stevenson was
uni nterested.

Nevertheless the letters between them continued as they had done
since Kinnaird cottage. From stevenson they were the letters of a
schoolboy - in-jokes, arcane references, fictitious dialogue, more play
'ideas' mere nonsense. They are the letters of a madman - more like
Joyce than stevenson - in fact, he addresses Henley as ,Funny Madman,
and signs himself with all kinds of soubriquets. And was not above
making jocular judgements on Shakespeare:

'-I .have jus,t re-read Tempest; _my _Gawdl I also read part ofMacbeth, much of Timon, modt of rr6ilus. I shall write i piper forthe New Shakespeare on the order of Shakespeaie,s ptayJ fiow firstdetermined from internal evidence; and d'ivided int6 two great
Pathological periods, the pre-poxian and the post-poxian, with, thenarrow belt of Instant pox, poceius Instans,'distinguished. I amnot joki.ng. I do believe Troilus was writCen Uv J po"etuil.r; rirJntoo; and in the sunnier vein, As you Like It. As fbr the Tempest -Gawd. Between you and me... it w4fr a pity ne hia not some
rudimentary notions of a stage p1ay.,rq



And he said he was not joking.

'If I had a Bunyan, I'd do you dialogue.'25
Instead, the second part of Treasure island was comp'leted, its final map

drawn and a course set for it and Long John Silver that would take both
down the centuries. Henley had acted as unofficial agent for Stevenson

in the negotiations with Young Folks, a penny paper, and was able to get
his friend ll00 for the serial rights and t2-10l- per page.

Stevenson was grateful.

'I have my copyright safe. I feel pretty sure The Sea Cook will go
to re-print and bring in something decent at ffi't=Thave never
formally thanked you for that hundred quid! nor in general for the
introductjon to chatto and windus, and continue to bury you in copy
as if you dBere my private secretary. Grat.itude js a tedioul
sentiment.l
'Realiy, fl00 is a sight more than Treasure island is worth...,27

The fact is that had it not been for Henley's massive presence in
Stevenson's l'ife there might not have been a Long John silver in
Treasure Island, and without him it might not have been the same book.

stevenson meantime was still in his two m'inds about the drama:

'Shal I I ever have enough money to write a pl ay?. . . 0 dire
necessity.._. A word in your ear - i don't like trying to support
myself. I hate the strain and anxiety; and wrren unexpblted
expenses argrfoisted upon D€, I feel thd world is playing' with
false dice.

For one who had hardly known lack of financial security in his life, the
actuary was always at war with the artist in Stevenson. All the same,

he knew there might be something in what Henley kept saying - that their
future lay on the stage. He thought about it.

'The required play is in The Merry Men... I thus render honour to
your flair: it came upon mE6-f-aTTdlJ I do not see it yet beyond
in a ffi?l-of sunset glory; but it's'there - passion, romance;-the
picturesque irvolved, startling, simple, horridn a sea-pink insea-froth! s'agit de la desenterrer. "Help!" cries a buriedmasterpiece. ear's ehd clear, I turn to
plays;_ti]'1, then I grind at letters. Then, if all my ships come
home, I will attack the drama in earnest. I cannot mii the'skeins.
Thus, though I'm morally sure there is a pl?Igin Otto, I dare not
look for it; I shoot straight at the stori.

The putative playwright is thus forgotten in the embryo novelist. The

actor in him however had not been totally forgotten. His journalistic
involvement with Henley, for instance, while the latter was editor of
the London magazine, saw him, as pope-Hennessy has quoted:



'as histrionic as ever, he had adapted himself to his new role,
wore a fine double-breasted blue suit and br44dished a cane,
weighted w'ith steel, for use 'in a tight place'.'-'

For his part, the brief tenure as editor, had given Henley an
opportunity to establish himself, if not as a man of letters, then at
least as a'gentleman of the press'and even more, to appoint himself
his own drama critic. l,tilliam Archer remembered his unmistakable figure
slumped in his stall for the visit of the Comedie Francaise to the
Gaiety Theatre:

'I thought of him there as a rqqimed Berkserker dropped by some
anachronistic freak of destiny.'"'

Henley was easily baited and quick to quarrel. In the autumn of 1983, a

dispute arose between Henley and an editor regarding the refusal of an

article by Stevenson on the Italian actor, Salvini. Henley was prepared

to make an issue of it with the editor concerned, but Stevenson, (being

'Fastidious Brisk') wanted, as always, to get on with other things.

'Work done, for the artist, is the Golden Goose killed; yoqrsell
its feathers and lament the eggs. Tomorrow the fresh woods!'-'

The Cavalier Stevenson frustrated the Roundhead Henley. Lou'is was st'ill
the'knight of the sofa', still urging - 'Ride on Caval'ier! But for
god's sake, ride gently, easy over the stones... '33

'I revfre Salvini, but I shall never see him - or anybody - play
again. That is all a matter of _h!story, heroic history,,3ftl me.
Were I in London, I should be the liker Tantalus - no more.

He concurred with writer, Richard le Gallienne (.|866-1947):

'The essence is not in the pleasure but the sale... The author is
not the whore but the libertine... All^art (is) is no other than a
pleasure which we turn into a trade.'""

It is hard to th'ink of R.L, Stevenson as a tradesman, still less a

prostitute. Yet no one could have laboured harder than he to make

himself into an author. Wou'ld that had he worked half as hard on the
plays. But if Stevenson fluctuated in his stage interest Henley battled
on unswervingly. He determined to re-interest his partner in the drama.

In January 1884, he joined Charles Baxter and Bob Stevenson in a visit
to Louis at his new home in the South of France. Bob and Louis had gone

walking together previously to find a winter house for the invalid in
that region and when Fanny joined them from Nice, they settled on the
Chalet la Solitude on the Rue de la Pierre Glissante in Hybres.

* Stevenson's final visit to a theatre was in May 1880 when he and
Fanny saw The Pirates of Penzance in San Francisco.



The situation of the new house could not be better. Les Isles d'0r
could be seen in one direction and the hills beyond Toulon in the other.
Stevenson was delighted with the place and was to say later that he was

never happier than at Hybres. From where he wrote -

'You maytpe surprised to hear that I am now the great writer of
versgs. r--

Had the writer of plays given way to the playful writer?
What had happened to Stevenson the Dramatist?
This was what Henley was determined to find out - hence his visit. He

stil1 had hopes for the Deacon in London and wanted an opportunity to
persuade his friend to agree to one more stage effort.

Through Charles Baxter, (Henley could not afford it otherwise) it
was arranged that he should come to Hyeres. There was some serious
talking to be done. The combination of Henley with Bob Stevenson, even

allowing for the tempering presence of Baxter, meant there was also some

serious drinking to do first. 0n one spree, the three friends bore the
invalid off to Nice where he fell seriously ill in the hotel with a

haemorrhage and was only saved by the presence of a visiting English
doctor who told Fanny:

'Keep-him alive till he's forty and then, though a winged bird, he
may'li1g to ninety... but between now and then, he must walk on
eggs.'"'

It is not known what Fanny said to Messrs Henley, Baxter and Stevenson
but'it was sufficient to send all three men speedily back to Britain
forthwith. Fanny then opened a subscription to The Lancet and
determ'ined henceforth to become her own doctor and watch-dog against
further invasions by friends. However, some business had been concluded
between drinks because it was agreed that Deacon Brodie would be
presented in London during the coming summer. Meantime, Stevenson was

in a theatrical frame of mind when replying to a young artist:
rI 

.gather from ha]f-shut eyes that you were a skeltist; nowseriously, that is a good beginning; tiere is a deal of romance
l9h9up) in skelt. Look at -it wdt-t and you will see much ofDickens. And even skelt is better than conscientious, gr€y
back-gardens, and conscientious dull, stilr lives. The greit Taci<
of_ art just now -is a spice of life and interest; and- I prefer
galvanism to acquiescence in the grave. All do notj 'tis an atfair
of tastes; and mine are young. -Those who like death have their
innings today with art that is like mahoqany and ^horse-hairfurniture, solid, true, serious, and as dead ai Ciesar.,ru



It was hardly propitious that as the curtain about to rise on

Deacon Brodie in London that Stevenson should be advocating Skelt as an

example of what is desirable in theatre. However, one lucky event was

that Edward Henley, the original Deacon Brodie, had received an

unexpected legacy and wished to use it in mounting a trial matinee of
the play. It is not known if brother William simi'larly benefitted but
Edwardrs gesture was enough to set the wheels in motion. l,Jilliam would
undertake full managerial responsibility for casting and rehearsal and

make whatever financial contracts were required without any 'liabitity to
stevenson. Health permitting, Stevenson would be in London for the
opening night. whether he liked to or not, he was entering once again
into the'mahogany and horse-hair'world of practical theatre and unless
the production were 'sol id, true and serious', given the critical
exposure expected on this occasion, then Deacon Brodie too, would be as

'dead as Caesar'. l,lhat is more important, Stevenson would see it for
himself. so much would now depend on young Teddy Henley. It was a risk
of course, but then everyth'ing in theatre is. Henley was now

twenty-three years old and had been on the stage since he was eighteen.
Now he was about to enter fully into the Robert Louis Stevenson story.

Although born in Gloucester, Edward John Hen'ley had begun in
theatre playing melodrama in Middlesborough, in plays like The Crimson
Rock, paying for his own wardrobe. He then toured the seaside resorts
with George Fox in The Captain of the Guards playing the second low
comedian. John Hoiingshead saw hjm work and brought him to the London

Gaiety Theatre where he made his first hit as Sir Fretful Plag'iary in
Sheridan's The Critic. He was held to be the equal of Charles Mathews
(1736- 1835) in the part - and he was still only nineteen years of age.
Later, in the burlesque of Bluebeard, which ran for two hundred nights
at the Gaiety, he and comedian, Harry Monkhouse, h,ere required to stand
at e'ither side of the stage and 'gag' as required. They were known as

'the counter-weights'. During this run he first tried his impersonation
of lrving. it became the talk of the town and lead to a leading part
opposite sophie Eyre in a piece called Gabrielle. John Hare then
engaged him to play the Duc de Bligny in The Ironmaster. Edward was now

a rising actor but he met and married actress-singer, Mary Hampton, and

followed her to New York. l.lhile there, he received his windfall and

returned with it, but not his w'ife, to prepare the Deacon for London.
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On 1FEDNESDAY AflfERNOON, at 2.8O, for the First Time in Loid.on, a Melo-
Drana, ln Four Acts aud. Ten Tableaux, entitled

DEACON BRODIE;
Or, TEE DOUBLE LIFE.

i (FOUI'TDED ON FACTS.)
Ey B,QEDBIF EOIJTS SIB\|-E$FFO$$ & T$TLEIAB4 DRITEST' EIP$FLEY..:

Deacon William Brodie ... @urgess and Hourbreaker) ... Mn. E. J. HENLEY.
\Yilliam La,wson

Andrew Ainslie
George Smith
Humphrey Moore

Old Brodie
\\rorkman
Walter Leslie ...
trfary Brodie ...
Jean Watt

i ,, 1*"0*'.' io th" Deacon's G*g)

(Procurator Fiscal, the Deacou's Uncle) Mn. JOHN-MACLEAN.
MR- FRED DESIIOIiD.
It{n. JULL{N CROSS.
MR. EDI\IUND GR-4,CE. -. :

(His First Aly'caraacc it loilon.)
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S
F{

a
Hz
az
f'l
H
H

f']
HFI
H
ft{o
HfiH
HFI

zo
a
r4aa
A(,

fr
r4
Ao

Captain Rivers
Hunt

Mn. BRANDON THOMAS.
I{x. HERBERT AKHTIRST.
Mn. AIEX. KNIGHT.
It{n. LO\rELL.
I\{n. CHARLES CART\1'RIGHT.
tr{rss LIZZIE WILLLA.}[S.(The Deacon's Sister)

(The Deacon's l\fistres) I{rss tr(INNIE BELL.
\tAc-{uo-r..os, CulLonex, OrrrceRs oF THE \\rarcn, &c.

. The ahova Ladies and Gentlemen will appear by pernission of their'respecliva llanagers,

The Scene is laid, in Eiliaburgb- The time is towaiits the eud of the Ei6hteeuth Ceatury. Tbe Actiou,
soEe 50 hours long, begins at I p.m. o! the frst day, and ends before mid:right on the tbiril.

, (Ey s1,<ial 1'aiuioa of Xun. N4&E tt EENDAL.) '

(An English Highwalman) ...
(A Bow Street Runner)

ffhe Deacon's Father)

Tcbleau F.

Tableatr If.

Ts,bleag LIf.

Tablceu Y.

Tabtgarr. VI.

fabloaE VrI.

419 SPPABITION.

Sgnnpsis $F Erts, @abkanrE snD 5rrueu.g.

Act I.-TIIE T.WO LIVES.

J'ccae-THE DE.t CO^" 5 R CO.ll.

' i,*-rrr"i*oi-in,tiia irioi:i onirro.uoor 
rEtt a'nNryPB'

' i,,,-rrr" i 
^ 

o ri 
" " 

i rri' rn ir toi i-t R KE r' X3." 
t" R .LABEE'''

" Lord, sho sball srend, if thou, O Lord,- Should'sr mark iniquiry;
Bq! yet q'irh Thee foigi.'iness. is,' That fear'd thou ma1"st bc." 

.

Act II. J ., -'r-EVIL AND GOOD.Tableau IV.J
S'cent-TH E DE.4 C0.\" 5 R O O.V.

Act III.-FACE TO FACE.
JEA!3 BA8T,

Scnc-JEAN WATT'S IN ILBBERTOA"S lvYND.
... tllNcts EvfDENcE.

I'IT!4AEE,DD.
Srcttc-.4 ROOtll ]N IESIIE'S HOC|SE.



fablosu YI[E.

fatloai ltri.
:

Tablegt 8..
.! -t:

Act fV.-TTrE OPEN DOOR,
:..

&erc-THE OID E.I-CISE OFFICE IN CHESSEI'S COL:RZ.

"i*-}ri ir*iir .a ipont rii piloii Ao,.Ff"
-.t' -:

&are-THE DEACOMS ROOE.. i
i8 D*t

Business Manager (for M,r. E. J. Henley) i.r ...-..Un. f:a,nnINGTON BAILY.

The Patent Fire-proof lron Curtain, constructed and erccted by Clark, Eunnett &, Co., United,
Rathbone Place, London, will he lowered at the termination of the Perfornance.

The Theetrs is lighteil by Electricity. The installation was carried out by
Mossrs''*R'DE&f triiltff 

l?$*,:filx1*Tk,$,'.'l'"atorsbeiug
THE REFRESHMENT DEPARTMENT IS UNDER THE THEATRE MANAGEMENT.

ALL WINES,- SP/R/IS, &,c., ARE 0F THE- EESI QUALITY,
AND SCEW:EPPES UnTERAL WArEB,S aPR. SITPPIJIED.

--:.'
I*dies cart be seroed with COFFEE and REFRESI{MENTS in

and Balcony Foyers on ap/lication to the attendants.
the Stalts

The Refreshment Kiosk and Smoking Fernepy are on the Statls Level.

N0TIC3.-SEATS for all TEEATRES, C0NCEBTS, &c., can be BOOEID gt the WINDOW iu
tho VESTIBUIfi of this TEEATB,L A separate Telepbonb to'each Placo of Amosement Tictets for
Ehibitiona, Foior, Bacea, Spor'ca, &c. Music aud Mulic8l Instruments. ruITE, PB0WSE & Co.,
{8, CLgaPd-der- & I, P-tot'! Bu.ildiuge, pisss'li]ly.

' ::'r.t-. '\'---' ; v-' '' Musical Dir'ector MR. C. J. HiRGffT. ' .

Stage M1*ager .., Mx. G. W. ANSON. F... -Assistaat Stage Mauager ... ... Mn- H. PARRY. '-:-

Books of the Story, " CALLED BACK," may be had^ of tJre Attend"oG m' the Theatre. hloe, 1s. eaoh. - ;

During the Season Matinces will be given of Burnand's Comedy ( Tnr COLONEL,"
and G. R. Sims's Comedy .. CRUTCH & TOOTHPICK."

Jufy 3rd.-Mles ADA 'WA3,D'S Matlnee. " The Lady of Lyons."
July l?th.-Mrs. DIGBY WILLOITGEBY'S Matluee.

Every Evening, at 8.15, ttCALLED BACK," the very successfu/ PIay by Hugh Conway
Comyns Carr, founded on Hugh Conway's popular Story of that name,

"Callcd Back har tlken itr place rr one olthc rtrge triumphs of the scrson,"-TAc Aco&ay.

and

J

__G-g

t
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STAGE THREE

Section C 'His mistress' eyebrow'

More than one eybrow was raised in July .|884 at the prospect of a

play by Robert Louis stevenson. The public, especially the artistic
coterie, was intrigued and not a little curious about the combination
promised by the stylish scot and the bullish Englishman. The latter was

as optimistic as ever and young brother Teddy was ebullient. He had

always believed in the piece as has been already reported but the
fol'lowing is the complete context of his remarks as given in a later
interview for the New York Dramatic Mirror:

'Deacon Brodie was written by my brother, William Ernest Henley,
and the late Robert Louis Stevenson. I was with them when they
wrote'it. Irle were all boys at the time, and I would learn the
speeches as fast as they were written. The play was originally'intended for Henry Irving. It is, in my opinion, tha best
psychologica'l melodrama ever written. I don't bar The Bells or anyof the other occult melodramas. The printed copy of the play,
published in Stevenson's works, 'is very different'from the orginal
as produced by me. The hero., was more repulsive, more repugnant,
and, as I think, more human.

The Deacon Brodie version of January 1880 had been a limited
edition published by Edinburgh University Press for distribution to
theatre contacts of Henl ey's I i ke the actors, Charl es l,larner and John

clayton, and the manager of the Prince's Theatre in London, walter
Gooch. The latter had rejected the piece before Haldane Cnichton took
it up at Bradford. Stevenson had kept up with these events and had

assured Henley:

'You bet I saw the Courant notice, and I never be]ieved in the
Deacon before. That poetic Aberdonian settles it; and when we meet
ry9 spend three or five or seven hot days upon that Deacon,s body...
Also this, if the 'cause of art'requires th'is perpetual skating of
bugs, damn art. Let the bugs be... Look here, I'm a bug; Teddy-is,
as yet, a bug; you are a bug - dJ, though the author of the Deacon.
If ruddy, truculent people were to make it their business to beetle
us in print, and to card us in private circles - I daresay art
wouldrprofit - but you and I and Teddy would have a bloody *
ti me.'

It is interesting in the above letter that Stevenson happily ascribes
the sole authorship of Deacon Brodie to Henley.

* The penultimate word missing may be 'good'.



The three of them were the triumv'irate in the development of the

play by 1884. At any rate, the Henley brothers made a formidable duo in

support of a still reluctant playwright who was nonetheless content to

t et thi ngs theatri cal take thei r errati c course. t'lhat i s more

interestingn however, is that Fanny had added a pencilled post-script to

Stevenson's earlier l88l letter. It is badly faded but reads:

'My Dear Friend - Do keep your eagle 9.y9 upon the stage,where I am

coitvinced a gota mine shbwi out (iomething) that you and Louis may

work to youi great advantage. A gold mi.ne is so very necessary
ior us ali and you '1 I f i nd- 'i t nowhere el se. l,lith brim purses '
think what we cou-ld do, and the freedom that a little money.giYel'
think what it would do for your wife, to say nothing of Louis's
w'ife who is greedy for gold.
Please give my love to lour wife and believe - ever yours'
Mrs.F. de G.Stevenson.'-

A postscript is added but 'it is irrelevant.
Henley must have raised a shaggy eyebrow on receipt of this note'

A woman whom he thought of as a rjval wanting to ioin forces - and in

the writing of plays? The 'gold m'ine' metaphor anticipates Stevenson's

letter to his father in 1883. From this time onwards, Fanny was very

much i nvol ved i n the partnersh'ip 's dramat'ic pl ans. The pl ay tri umv'i rate

was now a quartst. Ian Bell, in his Stevenson biography Dreams of Exile

makes the following comnent on the situation:

,It was Fanny and Henley at their worst. For two people-so much at
oaat, tfrey nia-i good dbal in coranon... they needed Louis, his name

and his ability..-. (and) they would not-take 'no' for an answer'
H€, often quic:k to anger, ias more tolerant than was good for
him.'t

This is perhaps unfair. Both wanted the same thing for themselves,

money, but they had mutual wish for Louis, - good heath and peace of

mind for h'im to wlite - and to gain th'is he needed some good fortune

and quickly. The irony is that stevenson was to gain this precious

freedom later through inheritance and his own good sales' Henley' for

his part, had to wait for a Civ'il List pension at the end of his life'
Meanwhile, thus encouraged and abetted by his unexpected distaff ally'
Henley set about further rev'isions of the script. Then good fortune

occurred i n the form of Teddy's unexPected hundred pounds and

arrangements were made at once with Mr Gooch for the hire of h'is Princes

Theatre for one matinee only on wednesday 2 July 1884.

Contacts were also made with the press.
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A typical Henley approach was that made to Moy Thomas, dramatic critic
of the Daily News:

'You were kind enough to say something pleasant about Deacon Brodie
some months agg. I am sure it will -interest you to TT6TThTF-?Tlast we are going to _try it in public. I needn-,t say thai we shall
b.e obliged -to you if you will' take not.ice of the fact in your
lvlonday feulleton in the D.N. My brother (who has to thank you-for
;9llg ,vefy_kindlv words) will play. the principal part. T[e cast(wntcn nas glven us some trouble) will be a strong one. Its
members are all suited to their parts (I will send you a completelist one day-next week), and I think I can promise you a good
al I -round performance.
I need n1$',t say that I hope to see you on the wednesday
afternoon.

Mr Thomas undertook to attend.
Henleyrs term in Grub Street had seen him pass through many doors and he
now sought to ensure the maximum coverage of the forthcoming matinee.
Thene would be a full house on the day if william Henley had his way.

It was most certa'inly as much of a social occas'ion as a theatrical
one despite the fact that it was out of the London season. Everyone who

was anyone in London art or letters was there - the Tadema family, John
sargent, Max Beerbohm with Aubrey Beardsley, l.lilliam Rothenstein,
Pinero, George du Maurier and family, Mr and Mrs comyns carr, Mrs
Bancroft et al. The on'ly notable absentee was stevenson himself.

He and Fanny had left Nice, reaching London by the July I but on
the day of the show he had fe'lt unwell again and Fanny insisted that he
take an outing to Richmond rather than risk going to a crowded theatre.
Meanwhile, Henley had drummed up a celebrity audience and the gengemen
of the press were out in force. The London Figaro reported:

'Considerable interest has been aroused by the announcement that
London playgoers were to have a chance of sieing a play (in whtChjan author of the talent and versatility of Mr. frobert Louis
Stevenson was known to have taken part. ine audience latnerea at. the Prince's Theatre last wednesday morning was, therefi-re, by no
means such as matinees usual 1y cal I together. The audilnce
conta'ined, in fact, many people well-known in literature and art...
"Deacon Brodie", 'it musi Ue said at once, is a disappointing
play... Mr Stevenson should try again...
Mr E.J.Henley acts the title-rble-with great intensity but the hitof the p_iece was the acting of Mr Edmun? Grace as onil of the ging
9l burg'l ars. There was a great deal too much Scotch d.ial ecf i iit... but with all its shortcomings, ,,Deacon Brodie', is a plal that
contains distinct promise of better dramatic things to comb.,D

The People said much the same thing on the fol'low'ing day:



'The brilliant audience collected at the Prince's Theatre on
Wednesday afternoon... gave evidence of the strong interest felt by
playgoers 'in the production... but somehow the authors of "Deacon
Brodie", while investing the piece with vigorous writing... have
left th-e plot inconsist-ent ani unintelligible... The piece (ts)
saved from direct failure by the admirable impersonation of a

dogged, brutal, footpad, refieved by grim, natural humour, by Mr
Edmund Grace... l'1r E.J.Hen1ey. though acting w'ith intensity, was
too spasmodic to be natural or even effective... The customary
complimenls were paid to the actors and authors at the fall of the
curtai n. ' '

0n July 8, Henley wrote to Austin Dobson:

'The play went brilliantly but the critics have scorned it to a man.'8

0n July 9, The World stated that -

'Deacon Brodie is one of the strangest plays on record. Bad it is
not, but still less is it good; vigorous'in its component parts, it
'is feeble as a whole. The initia'l error of the authors seems t0
have lain in supposing that such a common-place criminal as their
carpenter-housebreaker hero could be be made the subject of a
theatrical 1y-interesting psychological study.. . I expected an
infinitely stronger contrast between the hero's two lives...
The authors' design has evident'ly been to illustrate character
rather than arouse interest by way of p1ot...
Seldom has a piece produced at a morning performance been so well
acted. Mr E.J.Henley's performance of the Deacon, a most trying
part, was masterly... This young actor has a career before him.
Mr Edmund Grace, a newcomer to the London stage, enraptured the
aud'ience by his very original and powerful performance of "the
Badger" . . . An audi ence, wh'i ch i ncl uded many notabi I i ti es not
usually to be met in theatres, received the piece favourably; and
at the clos€, lv|r HenIey, in t[e absence of his co]laborator, bowed
their joint icknowledgLment.'Y

Then, on July .|2, it was the turn of Modern Society to notice the play:

'The chief characteristic of Mr Henley's Prjnce's matinee was the
crowd of fash'ionable and literary somebodies who had been induced,
in spite of the sweltering heat, to foregather for the purpose of
witnessing the production of h'is and R.L.Stevenson's ne!, Play,
"Deacon Brodie"...
I don't call it a West End play; but Mrs Lane's Britannia patrons
would no doubt derive a vast amount of amusement and instruction
from it. Hoxton loves to howl at v'ice.
That this play was looked forward to with a large amount of
interest was proved by the number... erninent in art and letters who
attended the matinee at the Prince's Theatre on Wednesday, the Znd
'instant. A succes d'estime, almost a Succes d'acclame, "Deacon
Brodi e" ngtt pruni ng and pari ng to make 'it the success of the
season.. . , '

Britannia Theatre, Hoxton, under Sara Lupino Lane's management,
famous for its audience's uninhibited involvement in the action.

The
was



Society continues:

'(Brodie) at once respectable and vicious is a part in which Mr
Irving would revel, and it must be said that Mr E.T.Henley(sic).... played the burgling deacon with much psychologicai
insight_.,. but the strongest representation in the entiie play was
that of Humphrey Moore, played with prodigeous force by Mr.Edmund
Grace. This gentleman's first appearanc-e in London 

-should 
not

prove his last... The piece r{as excellently staged, and at the
close, in answer to a unanimous call, the authors - Mr Robert Louis
stevenson (sic) and Mr Hilliam Ernest Hart (sic) - bowed their
thanks to an applaudiqg audience. I think we shall hear more anon
of "Deacon Brodiatt. t I I

But even before he left for London, Stevenson had had his misgivings
about the play although he had written to Henley from Royat:

'All this seems excellent news of the Deacon.,

He was still worrying about 'it -
'But 0! That the last tableau, on from Leslie's entrance, werere-written! l.le had a great opening there and we missedrit... Fanny
hopes to be in time for the Deacon... l.le leave Monday."a

0f course he never saw the performance. But he did see his partner.

'l'le (Louis and I) have talked the thing over - reconstruct'ion andall; & I can see my way to making a play of it. But frank'ly, I
don't think we shall ever get to work on the thing again; nor for
that matter on anything elsi. .,{he match is no 'longir -equai. 

Louis
has grown faster than I have."'

Henley had always been able to see the distance between himself and his
Scottish friend although he was bl'inkered as far as writing for the
stage wds solqgrned. The London experience had put paid to any further
mutual efforts in that direction. Even So, Stevenson remained loyal to

obvious that Henley

as far as pl ays were

Stevenson and plays,

their long friendship and was quick to assure the editor of The Epoch

that there was not a line in Deacon Brodie that was

authors. Nevertheless, it was

Fanny - held the power of veto
who had never I i ked the 'idea of
and damed it as a -
'moral ly uni ntel I igi bl e, unconvi nc'i ng and non-exi stent ' work. ' 
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Gosse, James, Lang, Barrie were al'l untypically reticent about the
performance possibly hoping that the drama phase might now pass and

Stevenson would resume his real bus'iness as a writer of elegant prose.
Writing for the stage after all was not the pursu'it of a gentleman.Only
Henry James among that group had any real love of theatre but he made no

not the work of both

- and now possibly
concerned. Colvin,
hated Deacon Brodie

comment on Deacon Brodie. His silence was comnent enough.



Mrs Margaret Stevenson also saw the London showing but her opin'ion
too, is not recorded. Similarly, Alfred Ew'ing attended with Fleeming
Jenkin and Bob Stevenson but their impressions too are undocumented.

Ewingrs only observation, written many years later, was that -
'the play had no more than a succes d'estime,.l5
Stevenson wrote candidly to Colvin:

'I quite understand your feelings about
way behind; but I get miserable when I
splash and standing, I fear, to lose aIt 'is about Henley, not Brodie, that I
are ngf strong to my past works... and
bad.t'"

the Deacon, which is a far
thi nk-oT-llFnl ey cutti ng thi s
great deal of money...
care. I fear my affections
anyhow, the Deacon is damned

For a writer who was so easy to read, Stevenson often found the
actual act of writing hard work. He had always had to strive for his
effects and with his limited physica'l capacity, he sometimes found it
hard work indeed. These pressures had been increased with playwriting,
especially as he was working under Henley's monentum rather than his own

and under Fanny's constant eye. it was not a question of any lessening
of his affection or admiration for the Engfishman or of his losing
patience with his wife. It was rather the sense of growing frustration
with the processes involved in writing for the theatre in tandem.
He confirmed these frustrations to Hen'ley:

'I have thought as well as i could of what you said; and I have
come unhesitatingly to the opinion that the stage is only alottery, must not be regarded as a trade, and must nevei be
prefered to drudgery. If money comes from any play, let us regard
!t as a legacy, but never count upon it in our ihcome for the y6ar.
In other words, I muSt go on and drudge at Kidnapped, which I hate,
and .am g?tit to do; and you will lave Fole ome journalism
somehow.t ''

In an embarrassed silence the curtain
But not for long.

came down once more on the Deacon.

Henley was still quarrying for that theatre gold. In lgg6 he
wrote, under the pseudonym of 'Byron l-hGuiness,, a travesty based on the
Faust Iegend, called Mephisto, and of coursB, brother Edward played
Faust opposite the Marguerite of Constance Gilchrist. Special music was

composed by Mr D.caldicott and 'signor Ernest Bucalossi'. (HenIey?)

Mephisto opened on l,lhit Monday (14 June) lgg6 at the Royalty Theatre,
had a reasonable success, running for severalLondon and

Then, quite
weeks.

project.unexpectedly, Deacon Brodie re-emerged as a
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Section C(i )

DEACOTI BRODIE
- to be continued...

The question was, in view of its London failure, what other market
was suitable and available. Dublin was considered and rejected. There
was only one other possibility - the United States. There was a regular
traffic in actors across the Atlantic at this time and an American tour
was treated as a matter of course by English theatre managers who looked
on it as an opportunity for extra profits or to recoup London losses.
For Edward J. Henley it was to be a case of a career move that could
spell individual success for him on the new American stages. After all,
there had been some American .interest two years before:

'"Deacon Brodie, or the Double Life" is the title of a drama by
Robert Louis stevenson and l,l.E.Hen1ey, recently produced at tha
Prince's Theatre, London... It 'is destribed uy 1ne ,Athenaeum, as
'A.powerful but unequal work, standing in neel of much alteration
and revision.' It is, however, Mr Stevenson's first attempt at
playwqitin_g, and as he is not only a perfect, literary stylist but
a wonderfully clever story-tel'ler, we see no reason tb doilbt that,
with practice, he may become a successful dramatist. It is such
pens as his that thB lovers of the stage like best to see enlisted
in their service.'ro

The Henleys had nothing to lose and everything to gain by crossing the
Atlantic, especially Edward. As he explains:

'At this interesting epoch my marital complications began. My wife
was an opera bouffe actress. she had signed to go to-America, andto s1ay with her, I threw all my London chances [o the four winds.
Henry Arthur Jones cane personal ly to my house and wanted me to
create Captain Fanshawe in Saints and Sinners. But like a fool I
I eft London iust as I was begi nni ng to gai n a foothol d. l,le werebilled to open at the park rheatre, now the Herald Square, under
the management of Moore and Holmes. t'le had nothi ng i-eady, so Ifixed up a burlesque of rhe cors'ican Brothers. - I wr6[e it,
rehearsed an_d produc_ed'it within eight days. It was abominablybad. To help r_! along, I tried to imitlte Irvjng, but I hai
forgotten how. The whoTe thing was a miserable failuid...'

He then relates his various misfortunes in a strange New york, but
significantly, there is no mention of his wife, Mary Hampton.
His account goes on:

'I had sunk_ to the very bottom of the slough of despond when a
great rgV_o_f sunshine lighted on me in the shape of a'letter from
Lester I'lal I ack ask'ing me to cal'l upon him ad once. , . I ran at
breakneck pace to wallack's. The people in the street must have
thought me a madman. ..



l'lallack was in his little back office when I called.
"You sent for me, Mr.l,.lallack?" I said abruptly.
"And who are you, pray?" he asked coldly.
"I'm Mr. Henl€yr" I answered.
Wallack jabbed his eye-glass into his ocular and took a long look
at me.
"You're not the Mr. Henley I
"Indeed, I am. "
"0h, dear me, youtre very young."
"If_you give me a lifetime I,ll try to get older.,'
Well the upshot of the meeting was an 

-engagement at the Wallack's
at a very.pretty salary - not large, but quite as much as I would
have asked.'

The upshot was that a Henley 'contact' had been made on the other side
of the Atlantic, and Teddy was not slow in taking advantage.

'Returni ng to America, I rejo'ined tJal I ack 's. . . and i put Deacon
Brodie on a trial matinee. The cast was the flower of the Wallack
company... Later I produced the play on tour with a company of
rng] ! lll actors, every one of them chosen for hi s ferionalqualifications for the part. The play went well everywhere and I
was eulogised to the skies by the critics. But the sub;ect of the
play. seemed a bit too gruesome for popular success. Double Lives
on the stage are perilous motives.
Apropos of this, let me tell you that [oonce played Dr. Jekyll and
Mr.Hyde without a single rehearsal... tr"
New audiences meant a new start for the project and for Stevenson

and The Deacon i t mi ght just be th'ird time I ucky for both of them.
Performanc€s pgps soon arranged in Montreal, Toronto, Buffalo, Chicago,
Philadelphia, Boston and New York and Edward J. Henley (now with his
second wife Georgina l,lright) would lead a new company with Edmund Grace

and Fred Desmond from the London production at the opening performance.
The Stevensons were not'involved in this enterprise at all. 0n1y three
days after the New York 'trial'matinee, Thomas stevenson had died

'in his 70th year sitting upright in his chair, dressed in his best
blue broadcloth and cray6t, smoking his pipe, wait'ing for death asif it were an omnibus.,"'

The stevensons travelled to Edinburgh for the funeral. It was the
largest private occasion ever seen in the capital but Louis, having
caught another chillr wds forbidden by his doctor-cousin George Balfour
to attend. Stevenson did not object. He wrote to Colvin:

'About the death, i have long hes'itated... If we could have had qy
father that would have been-a different thing. But to keep that
changeling...
My favourite words in l'iterature, my favourite scene - '0, ret hin
passr' Kent and Learr wds played for me here...I had no words...,L.

saw at the St.James with the Kenda'ls?"



Flora Mason remembers:

'An open cab with a man and woman in it, seated side by side, and
leaning back - the rest of the cab piled high with rath€r unt'idy
luggage - came slowly towards us... As it passed us, out on the
broad roadway... a slender, loose-garbed figure stood up and waved
a wide-brimmed hat to everyone in Heriot Row. "Good-bye!
Good-bye ! " he cal I ed to us. . .
That little bit of west-endy, east-windy Edinburgh with the gray
and green of the Castle Rock and the gardens on the one s'ide, and
Princes Street itself, glittering in th sunshine, on the other! It
was Edinburgh's last sight of Lou'is Stevenson and LouigoStevenson's
last look back at the City that rras his birthplace... r"

It was his final Edinburgh performance.

The Stevensons left Liverpool on the SS 'Ludgate Hill, on 22 August
.|887 

bound for New York - San Francisco - and eventually, Samoa. Only
Sidney Colvin saw them off. Robert Louis Stevenson was never to return.
Not that he m'inded going. He had an American wife and an American

stepson and daughter so perhaps he had a ri ght to fee'l at home 'in the
United States. The Americans certainly liked to think so. It was

therefore fitting, that with typical dramatic suddenness, the curtain
went up on Deacon Brodie for the third time in North America. As he

would be in America himself then, he m'ight even see it at last. He had

to. The Henley brothers between them had given the piece its last
chance, and if Stevenson were ever to be a surviving dramatist at all,
it might also be his.

While on the subject of the actor Henley, a figure of some

'importance in the story of Stevenson the playwright, the fragment of a

letter he wrote to Henley at this time ment'ions Teddy in a new light.
It hardly ties in with the image of the silly, talentless wastrel
offered by so many Stevenson biographers.

rHe said first, that he either knew nothing at all about acting, or
more than any other f iving man - he knew not which, Secondly, that
the British stage was entirely non-existent; and that he dared not
visit a theatre, as the actors produced in him the symptoms of
approaching death. Third (and most interesting) that Ted was the
only person he had seen who seemed to him to belong (however
d'istantly) to human nature; that to have seen any of of nis rivals
lvas to Jrpnour him; and that he augurs gFEdt thi ngs of his
future.taJ

It matters less whose opin'ion this'is than that such an opinion was held
then of an actor just twenty-six years of age. Whatever his merits, the
next phase of Deacon Brodie, in its postlude, would belong to him.



AN AMERICAN POSTLUDE

I
I
a

had some experience of Anerican appreciation;
liked a little of it, but there is too much;
little of that would go a long way...

(Letters, 3,13)
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A]I AI.ERICAII POSTLUDE

Robert Louis Stevenson ('reek'ing of horse manure') disembarked from the
Ludgate Hill on September 7,1887 to find himself famous throughout
America as the author of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde. He and his party were

net by Mr E.L.Bur'lingame, editor of Scribner's Magaz'ine, Mr and Mrs

Charles Fairchild, who were friends of the painter Sargent, and Mr and

Mrs l.li I'l Low -

'They were old and dear friends... they had not seen each other in
a long t'ime. It was a del ightful meeting. Such handshak'ing and
such embracing you would not expect to see outside France. The men
threw their armz4round each other's necks with all the effusion of
school gi rl s. . .
A posse of reporters from the New York press awaited them at the

Victoria Hotel on Broadway. He stood up game'ly to their invigilation,
despite a cold he had caught off the Banks, and their resulting reports
filled the columns of New York newspapers in the following days:

'When the steamship Ludgate Hill was reported at F'ire Island at one
o'clock yesterday aFm'6ti-ffi'F seventy cabin passengers who were
aboard thought that they would disembark at Prentice's Stores,
Brooklyn... (but) for a matter of convenience in removing livestock
(over a hundred Normandy horses) arrangements were made to make the
landing at Pier 38, North River. There were but few peop'le present
when the steamer, after much persuasion, was successfully brought
alongside the pier...
A Herald reporter singled out a tall gentleman wearing a short
velvet iacket and a peculiarly cut low hat. His hair was black and
fell over his shoulders, and his clean-cut, refined features
suggested a Vandyke.
This interesting looking person was Robert Louis Stevenson, the
English, or rather Scott'ish author, (for Mr Stevenson was born in
Ed'inburgh about thirty-eight years ago), whose versatile writings
have made his name a household word wherever the English language
is read...
Mr. Stevenson was accompan'ied by his wife whom he married in
California when on a visit to this country eight years ago...
In answer to the reporters inquiry -
"What is your object in visiting America?"
Mr. Stevenson said:
"Simply on account of ny health, which is wretched. I anr suffering
from catamhal consumption, but am sanguine that ny soujourn here
will do much to restore me to my former health..."
The report ended:
'H'i s buoyancy of temperament riles superi or to the depress'i ng
influence of continuous illness.'"

The following notes are from the New York Critic:
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'Mr Robert Louis Stevenson arrived in New York on Wednesday last,
intendingn as we are told at the tirne of going to press, to proceed
at once to Newport -
"I intend to get out of New York iust as fast as I can. I like New

York exceedingly. It is to me a mixture of Chel$f,p, L'iverpool and
Paris, but I want to get away into the country."''"

He did in fact stay with the Fairchilds at their home in Newport, Rhode

Island - in bed most of the time. He was too unwell to
to see Richard Mansfield play in the highly-successful
Jekyll and Mr Hyde which had just opened at the Madison

(Shades of Richmond and Deacon Brodie). The Herald man

go into New York

adaptati on of Dr

Square Theatre.

asked:

"'There is a great difference of opinion as to what suggested your
works, particularly "The Strange Case of Dr. Jeky'll and Mr. Hyde"
and "Deacon Brodie?" Mr Stevenson answered:
"Well, this has never been properly told. 0n one occasiorl, I was
very hard up for money, and I felt that i had to do something...
I dreamed a story, not precisely as it it written...(but) it came
to me like a gift. Even when fast asleep i know it'is I who is
inventing... So as soon as I awake... I set to work and put it
together... of course writing it was another thing...
"Deacon Brodie?" I certainly didn't dream that...
When I was about nineteen years of dge, I wrote a sort of
hugger-mugger melodrama, wh'ich lay in r4y coffer t'i1l it was fished
out by my friend, W.E.Hen1ey. He thought he saw something in 'it,
and we started to work together, and after a desperate campaign we
turned out the original drama of "Deacon Brodie" as performed in
London, and recently, I believe, successfully in this city... The
piece has been all overhauled, and although I have no idea whether'it will please an aud'ience, I don't think either Mr. Henley or I
are ashamed of it.rrWe take it now for a good, honest melodrama not
so very 'il I done. '''

The Henley company had put on a special matinee at Wallack's Theatre.

'0n the afternoon of May 5th was acted a much discussed drama of
Robert Louis Stevenson and 1,{.E.Hen'ley - Deacon Brodie, or the
Double Life. In this, E.J.Henley, brother of the half-author,
W.E.Henley, made a powerful impression as the devilish Brodie.
Wal ter Lesl i e Eben P'lympton
Deacon Brodie E.J.Henley

t^lilliam Lawson F.Everill

Ainslie
Moore
Hunt
Smi th

Ri vers
0l d Brodi e
Doctor
Mary Brodie
Jean Watt

F. F.Mackay
Charles Groves
Luke Marti n

Charl es Coote

T. J . Patten
W. H. Pope
John Lewis
Annie Robe
Carrie Coote

Mother Clarke Ella Chudler ^servant Fi;;.il;-iil.'28
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The New York Herald reported I ater:

"Deacon Brodi e", i n the writi ng of which,'The play of
Mr.W.E.Henley, Mr. Stevenson's early literary associate is again a
collaborator w'ith him, will probably be brought out next month in
Boston. One performance of it has already been given in New York.
It is a romantic melodrama of the old-fashioned sort, excellent in
its way, but hardly a play that will prove popular with audiences
at either of the leading theatres in New York (but) its success
through the country is highly probable. Its other title, "A Double
Life" suggests the leading idea, a man with a double identity...'

And a'lso (in the same issue):

'The dramatic vers'ion of "Dr.JekylI and Mr.Hyde," which has been
rnade for Mr. Richard Mansfield, will be seen for the first time on
Monday next... It would be an agreeable incident of the production
if Mr. Stevenson cogld be present, but that, unfortunately, is out
of the questi on. . . ''"
Stevenson was al ready on hi s way by steamer and horse-buggy to Dr

Trudeau at Saranac Lake. l'lhich was a pity because New York was agog

about Mansfield's performance as Jekyll/Hyde. The play had already
played'in Boston and long lines were already forming at the Madison

Square Theatre wh'ich was good for Stevenson too. Unlike usual American

practice he was actually being paid a performance royalty - which was

hardly true of his other production in the United states. Meantime,

Deacon Brodie made its debut in New York:

'0n February 27th, (l8BB) entered a play (at the Fifth Avenue
Theatre) that should have been better than it was - Deacon Brodie,
by Robert Louis Stevenson and l.l.E.Henley, tried the season before,
at a matinee 'in l,Iallack's Theatre. Needless to say two such
authors could not fail to write something original and striking,
but somehow Deacon Brodie did not win the public, with this cast
(not so good as that at Wallack's):

|rJi l'l i am Brodi e
Walter Leslie
l.l'il 1i am Lawson
Moore
Smi th
Ainslie
Hunt
Ri vers
0ld Brodie
Doctor
Hami I ton
Mary Brodie
Jean Watt
Servant
Mother Clarke

E.J.Henley
Charles W.Sutton
Edmund D.Lyons
Ednund Grace
J.B.Hollis
Edmund D.Lyons
Henry Vernon
James Sinclair
Robert Bour'chi er
Fred Beaumont
Bruce Ph'i1ips
Mittens Wi I let
Carrie Coote
Clara Lennon ?n
Ella Chudler"-"
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The Wal'lack's Theatre in New York, formerly Brougham's old Lyceum,

had been opened in 1852 by James lrJilliam Wallack (.1791-1854) one of the

Kemble school of actors who divided his time between New York and

London. H'is parents had been leading players at Astley's Amphitheatre

and later at the Surrey. The Wallack family had a long antecedence'in

English theatre and this tradition was cam'ied on by James's nephew, and

his son Lester, who managed the theatre until l88l maintaining its
pol'icy of staging merely English plays. It was under his management

that the Henley Company came to New York with Deacon Brodie in a

speci a1 ly-arranged mati nee. Ameri can theatre i n thi s phase was

virtually English theatre in a prov'incial mode (appropriate to less

severe colonial expectations) but €v€r sor the critical eye was keen as

the press extracts of the time show. Forinstance, some American

crit'ics thought that the p)ot had been plagiarised from a novel by Miss

Florence Warden called The House 0n the Marsh or from a prev'ious drama

entitled Jim the Penman or from the career of Peace the burglar, but

this was refuted by 'H.8.' 'in the London Letter of the New York Critic:

'I have read - with very natural interest - Some of the criticisms
on Messrs. Henley and Stevenson's 'Deacon Brodie', produced a week
or two agoat lrlall ack's Theatre; and I have been struck by t!'le
unan'imity- with which their authors refer to the origin of the
piece...lt is hardly worth remarking of course, but it is a fact
that ( as I have excellent means of knowing) 'Deacon Brodie' has
existed, in one form or another, for a considerab'le number of
years, and was seen i n three dimensi ons before Mi ss Warden
published her novel, I believe, and most assuredly, before Sir
Charles Young produced his play. To this i may add that it has as
little to do with the late Charles Peace as with his predecessor,
the renowned Jack Sheppard. The principal character is historical.
There really was a t,lilliam Brodie, Deacon of the Wrights;
he was a master burglar by night, and by day a citizen whose
influence was weighty-and wfde enough to turn (so 'it js said) the
scale of a parlilmehtary election. Jean Watt, too, was a real
person; and-Humphrey Moore, George Smith and Andrew Ainslie all
existed, all served the Deacon, and were all in trouble with their. master. He, I should note, experienced the fate of his kind. He

escaped to Holland; revealed his whereabouts by an unwary inquiry
as tb the results of certain cock-fights; was pursued, captured (in
a cupboard), brought back, tried, and fina'lly hanged upon a drop
into the construction of which,'it'is said, he had introduced' as a
good carpenter might, a certa'in ingenious improvement._ You may

find the'story of-his life in Kay's'Edinburgh', and also jn the
record of his-trial - the plethoric little volume which was printed
and sold at the time of his translation. Both are embellished by
etched portraits by the aforesa'id Kay;
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and if Kay was not a libeller, then must Deacon Brodie - who in one

is pictur-ed in his prison cel'l , seated _at a table decorated with
cards and dice - hav'e been a gentleman of unpleasant aspect.
For the rest, the idee mere of tne play - the scene, that is to
sa.y, i n which the -IIEa:-6'fr-Ts caught' and unmasked i n the act of
UrLiting ('into) nis friend's house - is to be found in Mr-
Stevens6n's 'Edinburgh', in the shape of a tradition - or a fact, I
forget which - still-popular and still credible. In the version of
his-adventures which'wis produced (at a matinee) at the Prince's
Theatre some three or four years ago, he 'cut up ugly' at the end,
and died in a madness of -denunciation and despair - a p'iece of
'realism'revolting to the human mind. In the new version,
produced at l.lallac['s, he takes (as i understand) another road'
gives way to sentiment, and commits suicide by way of.gxpiation.
it is od'd, though not unnatural, that both these solutions should
have been condem'ned. The first was found disgusting; the second is
set down as unveracious and conventional. i need hardly remark
that, to my poor judgement, both sets of critics__are right; or that
a hahdsome rewarA wil l probabl y be hi s who w'i I I d'i scover to the
authors how to end their.drama in any other fashion.'

It was generally understood at the t'ime that 'H.8.' was 'Henley-Burly'

- Henley himself, 'Henley's Brother'. There is no doubt that the

overall tone of the piece is that of one who is privy to more than the

confidential ity normally extended to iournalists - and the appeal

encased in the last sentence speaks for both authors' real dilemna.

Be that aS it may, 'it was to the iunior Henley, Edward John, the

North American tour was entrusted. Judging from the press accounts' he

did not serve his brother and h'is partner too badly. Given the Henley

history in relation to Henry lrv'ing, the many references to that actor

in relat1on to Edward's performance can only be considered ironical, but

it flatters both men if England's leading actor was well-enough known

throughout America at the time to serve as a hallmark of acting quality.

If the American newspaper reports of the time are to be believed, it
would seem that Edward Henley and Deacon Brodie had both benefited from

the sea-change. The Henley company opened their North American tour at

Montreal on 26 September 1887 with the following cast:

Deacon Brodi e
Wal ter Les'l i e
l.lilliam Lawson
Andrew Ainsl ie
Humphrey Moore
George Smith
Hunt
Captai n R'ivers
Mary Brodie
Jean Watt

Mr. E.J.Henley
Mr. Graham Stewart
Mr. Edmund Lyons
Mr. Fred. Desmond
Mr. Edmund Grace
Mr. Horatio Saker
Mr. Henry Vernon
Mr. Bruce Philips
Miss Ann'ie Robe
Miss Carrie Coote.
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I{OTE:For the purposes of clarity and convenience, and to ease the
reading of the many examples given, the following press reports of
the North American performances of Deacon Brodie are given in
extract form only. All sources and at'iFTffifTdis-dFe given in full
against the appropriate number and letter in References.

3l (a)
'A fine audience gathered at the Grand Opera House last night in
defiance of wind and rain storm to witness the initial regular
performance 'in the United States of the celebrated English play,
Deacon Brod'ie, or 'the Double Life', written by the author" of "Dr
lEk-ffflR'6fert Louis Stevenson, assisted by the well-known London
journal i st, l,li I 1 i am Ernest Hen 1 ey. A pl ay beari ng the stamp of
such authorship, naturally led the audience to expect great things
of it, and the foreign reputation of the principal peop'le engaged
in the presentation aroused curiosity...Both were English and had
been credited with the scoring of a marked success 'in one of
London 's fashi onabl e theatres . '

3l (b)
'Notwithstanding the w'ind storm last evening the cozy new Grand
Opera house was filled to see the first production in this country
(except for a matinee at t,Jal'lack's, New York) of the strong English
play, "Deacon Brodie"... Mr Edward J. Henley plays the part of the
Deacon with a master's control of his art. He is on stage two
persons of strikingly opposite characters. Mjss Robe is a strik'ing
beauty whose youth and talents comb'ine to make her a leading figure
in a cast that is strong throughout...
The performance was an undoubted success. The curtain had to be
rung up after every act... the tragic end of Brodie puts a fitting
cl imax upon one of the best-written pl ays ever put on 1 ocal
boards.'

3l(c)
'0n the American stage. Deacon Brodie is altogether unique.
ProducedatMcVicar.s(TheaffibyE.J.Henleyandhis
Engl i sh company, the pl ay scored an emphatic hit. The
psycholog'ical element... 'is easily recognised as the work of Robert
Lou'is Stevenson... In the case of Deacon Brodie, he has given to
the stage a character and a play that should live. It contains six
actors of great merit who m'ight be dilated upon very justly...
Mr Edmund Grace p'l ayed Moore , the grace'l ess member of the 9an9,
with a striking make-up (and) l,tiss Annie Robie (sic) as Mary Brodie
was all that could be desired... a capable actress with a voice
that canries a hint of Ellen Terry...
Mr Henley, however, scores the hit of the play. He is a young and
impassioned actor, suggesting 'in his work at times the Chatterton
of Wilson Barrett... An actor of considerable power, he gave a very
effect'ive portrayal . . . and 'in several scenes was so i ntense and
realistic as to excite prolonged applause.... Mr Henley, now but 27
years of age, is an actor of great talent and fine ability, and the
fault w'i'll be whol ly with himself if he does not achieve an
enviable rank among lead'ing actors. He is capable of much greater
work than he may find within the scope of melodrama. A few years
hence he should do such roles as Louis X'l greatly...
"Deacon Brodie" is a success of the pronounced kind...
The week's engagement has been extended to two A rare dramatic
treat is in store for those who go to see "Deacon Brodie."'
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31(d) ,The vivid distinctness of character drawing and the strength of
dramatic incident that have distinguished the writings of Robert
Louis Stevenson... may be found 

- with erlual benefit. to his
reputation as a playr,iright in the new play entitled "Deacon
grbOie."...One of'thd besl melodramas y1e have seen in years... it
presents a life picture painted in strong colours...
though didactic it is not sermonic...

3l (e)
Mr Henley's company is a strong one... Mr He_nle.y...ha1 surprising
vitality and embti6nat power... He is one of the most thoroughly
dramatil actors now befbre the public... The audience honoured Mr

Grace w'ith a cal'l before the'curtain... The play is laid in
Edinburgh, Scotland, and one is a little curious to know why only
three oi the characters have a Scotch dialect? This is a small
matter for obiect'ion, however... and does not take away from the
praise I have accorded it...'

3'r (f ) ,In writing "Deacon Brod'ie" the authors have added another_ strOng
melodrama fo the English stage. Not a play of sensational fustian,
worked out with cheip, theatiical effects and sham sentiments, but
a play as sturdily'v'irile as the country in which its scene is
tajO... The beautilul effect of having men of literary reputation
turn the'i r attenti on to the stage. . . i s here seen wi th fi ne

results...the dialogue is crisp and relevant (and) nothing is
allowed to interfeie with the straightforward telI'ing of the
story...There is a hint of Irving, too, in tltg acting of .lf
Henlly... He is a strong and thoughttul actor, well pois.9... w'ith
an admirab'le stage pres6nce... We-are glad that so accomplished an

actress as Mi ss -Rode has I eft l,Jal I ack ts for the broader f i el ds of
the drama... Mr Desmond made one of the hits of the evening...and
'last but by no means least, comes the charming Jean Watt, (Miss
Carrie Coote) as sonsie a Scotch lass as ever wore tartan...The
play is a charming surprise, a refreshing-novelty and we welcome it
to lne success 'it will'comrand and which it certainly deserves. I

3l (g)'-''A 
strong play, superb'ly acted is "Deacon Brodie" at McVicars' and

it is aoiUiy i- pte'asure to say th'is since "Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde"
the perveriion 'in drarnat'ic fbrm of a story by the_ -same author,
Robert Louis Stevenson, proved to be such a repellent mass of
trickery and absurd'ity. The drama which was seen last evenilg...i:
on the same theme as the more widely-known and grotesque piece of
work which l'1r Mansfield presented; but the theme is treated with
directness and naturalndss...and with a vivid dash of romantic
charm... "Deacon Brodie "'is a melodrama with a moral...(that)
must sink into every soul... This is not one of the raw-beef
melodramas of Pettit,- Sims and kindred, whose writ'ing materials are
a pot of paint and a carpenter's saw, it is amusing at times,
th6ugh not' often... The coinpany in some res_pecls....'is. surprisirgly
excellent... Mr E.J. Henley... shows no slavish imitation of Mr

Irving, y€t the power and Charm of the lr_v'ing method [u.: not been

witholt iffect in ttre formation of his style... h'is qualities being
more Gallic than English. His acting has much variety, .the changes
of mood being swift-and always true, and a touch of sardon'ic humor'
not unlike t6at of Mr Irving, g'iving salt to his impersonation.'
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3l (h)
'Mr Henley, who plays Brod'ie, is a born. actor. From first to last'
he holAs ihe audienie in h'is hands. Though not a tall man, he is
Very prepossessing, with a clear cut mobile face, ang piercing
Ulalk'eyes. There" is a perfect freedom and abandon jn his action.
Sometim6s, he reminds ohe of Henry Irving, _but he lut none of
irving's mannerisms or affectations. He'is ably supported...
When ihall we have the sense to demand well-trained companies and

not one star and a dozen st'icks?'
3t ('i ) ,The play is in good hands as presented by the Henley English

Company.'
3t (j) ,There is not a weak or lame spot 'in the entire .performance. The

title of 'OLlcon'may be m'isleading. It is used in the Scott'ish
sense, n1"un'i ng the f re;i dent or hEad of an i nc-orporated trade
,deacon of tfrd weighis'^... Mr Edward J. Henley Plays.the.part with
great tt.entin ind-cleverness... and holds the closest attention of
lhe audienc6. Miss Annie Robe essays the character of Mary Brodie
.in a mannei *o"if'y of special mentibn...Mr. Edmund Grace acted his
piri so well as t; Ue cilled before the curtain...The Pl-uy is laid
in Edinburgh and the dialect is a mixture of Scotch and English...'

3l (k)
",Deacon Brodie"'is a free hand character sketch, with the outlines
in bold re]ief and with no elaboration of details to confuse the
eye-anO dis'ipate the interest... .The. problem was to secure the
thrill of the drama without borrowing 'its fustian."
in th.is .instance, Robert Loui s Stevenson and hi s col I aborator'
I,l.E.Henley have succeeded 'in focusing.. . .the re]ationship between

the dramati s personae and the'i r surioundi ngs. Thi s- .is a most

uncommon feat"in dramatic construction and at once Iifts "Deacon
Brodie" out of all comparison with the ephemeral dramas of the day

that are built to ordei., or put together in accordance with certain
mechanical principles iecogniseO by the gentry who make drama a

specia'lty and write plays "whiIe you wait."'

'This drama is a bit out of real life... and idealised only_within
the lines of truthful probability. It does not de.pend on millinery
or red flags or the glittering to'lly of cheap theatrical dev'ices
but upon diamatic inttns'ity anO a story that corunands unf l aggilg
interest... The motive of ihe play is similar to that of "Jim the
penman,' tUitl ii more dramat'it a:na therefore must rank abovT-.'|!|F

ieTfreF's 
' 
famous play in that one prime essential of stage

literature...'
,Edward J.Henley, (is tne) brother of the associate-author... (and)

this charult.. iiti stamp him as an actor of rare ability. He is
at once quick in perception, graceful -in movement and intense in
action. Possessed of i nigirti magnetic organization., .he perv.ades

the stage and cormands his-audienCe, a mosl unmistakable feat of
tenuine- dramatic power Indeed the c.ompany as a., whole, is
iurprisinglt strorig and efficient, and susta'ins the already
weli-enteitiinea fict...that European stock actors are better
trained than the general average of.American actors.....'

* Wrights.
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trlh'i 1e the company was p'l ayi ng at Chi cago, Stevenson recei ved a

letter at Saranac Lake from an American admirer, Mjss Harriet Monroe'

(1860-1936), a writer herself and founder of the Poetry magazine. She

wrote regarding Deacon Brodie in Chicago, and asking if he proposes

seeing the play h'imself while he is in America. He replied:

'Dear Miss Monroe
Many thanks for your letter and good wishes. It was much my.desire
to let to Chicagb; had i done - olif I yet do so - i shall hope. to
see- the origin-al- of my photograph, which is one of my show

possessions; 
-but the faies are rather contrary.__ My wife is far

from well... if I do not get to Chicago, you will hear of me; so

much can be said... I was-pleased to recognise a word of my poor
old Deacon in your letter. It would interest me very much to hear
how TFrcnt ind what you thought of giece and actors; and my

collaborator... would be pleased too...'--
Stevenson had missed the 1884 Deacon Brodie'in London and was out of

New York for its opening there. He was in San Francisco whi'le it was

touring the East Coast. Even'if his letter to Miss Monroe might argue

to the contrary, it would seem that he was deliberate'ly avoiding seeing

the play. Yet, writing to Henley, he at least shows a curjosity -
,My Dear Lad... I hear some reports of its success at Montreal.'33

There'is no record of Henley's response. Nor is there any evidence of

any great correspondence between playwright, Stevenson, and his leading

man, although he did mention seeing one letter from the actor sent to

his brother:

'I reinclose Ted's interesting and sensible letter; q devil of a

life to bg4sure; I must try and write to him really. Perhaps
tonight.'J

But Stevenson did not write that night - or any other night.

This is unfortunate. He may have learned something to his advantage.

One cannot help but be curious as to the contents of Edward's
,interesting and sensible letter'; especially as it drew from Stevenson

the comnent - 'a devil of a life to b€ suret. Th'is would indicate that

young Ted had something to say in it about the pointed end of touring a

play. However volatile the younger Henley's nature, at least he was at

the work-face of theatre and might have given Stevenson at 'least a whiff

of genuine greasepa'int. Stevenson was never to see a play of his

performed in the theatre. This is to be regretted. He would have

learned much from seeing his work received by an aud'ience. This is not

only the final test of any play, it js the sole reason for its creation.
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It is to be noted that this 1887-88 Arnerican tour of Deacon Brodie

was virtually coincidental with a tour throughout the United States of

the already-mentioned Richard Mansfield-T.R.SulIivan Dr Jekyll and Mr

Hyde. Mansfield had 'in the previous year refused Stevenson's

unpubl'ished The Hanging Judge in order to play Jekyll and now here he

was jn what m'ight be thought of as a rival stage production to the

Henley Deacon Brodie. It was an irony lost to Amarican perception. Not

that Stevenson rras particularly concerned about any rivalry. Success

for either would have been success for him.

Unl'ike their London counterparts, American critics had pra'ised the

Deacon on the whole but the public t.las less impressed. The same critics
however wene not so disposed towards Mansfield and his Jeky11-Hyde

adaptation, despite its great success with the same public.

The following was typical comment:

'It is hardly possible to conceive a greater contrast than the two
dramas of Mi Robert Louis Stevenson present. "Dr Jekyll and Mr

Hyde" is a horrOr and monstros'ity; "Deacon Brodie" iS a Strong,
sirggesti ve, 'i nstructi ve pl ay. . . {hi s I ast pl ay has been the
attract'ion during the past week...'--
Connnent may be made in the context of connections between Deacon

Brodie and The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde and that'is that
the former derived, otr Stevenson's own admission to the American

reporters, from his remembering that -

'in the room in which I s'lept as a child in Edinburgh there was a

CABINET - and a very pretty piece of.owork it was too - from the
hands of the original Deacon Brodie.'-"

And with regard to Jekyll and Hude, he told the same reporters:

'For instance, all I dreamed about Dr. Jekyll was that one man v'ras

being pressed'into a CABINf! when he swallowed a drug and was

chanled into another being.'"'
There is here not only the difference in response by the same critics to

different plays, there is also the difference in reaction between

England and America to Deacon Brodie. Comparisons may be made on the

qualitative differences between a cosmopolitan audience in London in
'1884 and a provi nci al , not to say co'loni al , audi ence i n the Uni ted

States during .|887-88, but theatrical mores do not begin and end with

the seven theatres of London's West End. There was a wide world beyond

and it appeared to take the Deacon to'its heart - especially in Chicago.

Stevenson was all this time trying to hear how the tour was doing.
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'How has the Deacon gone?' he asked of Henley in August 
.|887'

signing himself ,Bullet'in McGrinder'. it seemed to be doing quite well.

As witness the following:

' A steady increase of patronage night Uy nlght is seldom presented
to the theatrical managbr. Suin nai been th,e experience of "Deacon
Brodie" ana Company- at McVicarrs... It is a matter of
longratutation thit i'Deacon Brodie" will remain another week at
McVicar's. 

'-it. 
public may see that .a welI-written, we11-actgd

melodrama is not itre teast vatuable of dramatic entertainments.'--

Stevenson wrote to Henley again on 16 October:

,I do nq6 know Teddy's address or I would write and send h'im

mine...tu'
And again in 0ctober:

'l,le are only at Saranac for the winter; and if th'is Deacon comes

off, why Vo,i *V Join'ri there in gloryj I wish I had Sfre-fi'ews of
it.:. fiey naA ire6a to pay well ! but how do the poor devi,ls 'live?

And how ii Can pay to tale a theatre co,mpany ov-er to such a I and

(where it costs i iloundrl,o sneeze and fifty to blov{ your nose!) is
more than I can fancy.'-"

Certainly a life on the road was very different for an acting company

especially when its lead'ing man was its princ'ipal hand'icap. Things had

begun to change and there were personality c'lashes among the cast' The

lack of balance in Teddy had begun to show. Perhaps the strain of

leading a company was proving too much for such a young player? At any

rate, things got worse and future dates were in jeopardy. Edward Henley

appealed to Stevenson to guarantee the company's expenses but Stevenson

promised only to pay fares home. He wrote to Baxter on l0 April 1888:

'Teddy, (in) h'is first communication since he's been here, wrOte
and asked me to support hi s company for si x weeks ! I offered i n
return to pay his and Grace's paisage back to.England and I suppose

he won't'[[ pleased. Thi! young man is quite a hopeless
character. 't'

Grace was his wife according to William:

'A nice little girl, a chanteuse, w'ith a remarkable Voice' a

chanteuse; veri i ady-1 i ke and pretty, and absol utely
unprofess'ional . '

However 1l1ilIiam Henley's letter, as seen in the Beinecke Collection at

Yale, is dated 3 May 1884, at which time Edward had been married for two

years to the singer Mary Hampton, w'ith whom he went to America prior to

the London Deacon Brodie in July '|884. According to Edward Hen'ley

himself, his'marital complications', aS he called them, began when he
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then 'married'Georgina Wright, an actress, while he was touring with

Modjeska in the United States. What complicates matters further is that

Grace was also the English actor, Edmund Grace, who had played Moore in

the London and New York product'ions and had stolen many of the notices

from Henley. It is reasonable to suppose that this rivalry between them

was often the cause of dissension in the company.*

Edward Henley had all his older brother's energy but with nothing

of his d'iscipline. He was certainly a handful for Stevenson. When

Fanny had been alone in New York during the winter of 1887' Teddy Henley

had tried to borrow money from her and when the actor was invo'lved in a

brawl in a Philadelphia bar he was'lucky to escape with a fine.
Following th'is, Stevenson wrote again to Baxter:

'I am more upset than I can wel'l say by the collap.se of the Deacon

Brodie business. I never built oni farth'ing on 
'it; but I E-tn.fr6f

[trFTdar that Henley did, and what to do for or about him more than
I can think... What adds to my discomfort is that feel I have
played a weak game with tl|.E.H. I have all along allowed him to
'sacii f i ce tfre -pt ays to Teddy, and I knew I was wrong, and I
repent... The p6tnt is: I havd groaned under this slavery to Teddy'
a young man 'in'whom I do not bel'ieve, and whom I much dislike. I
trave pilt up with it, as I put up with _ttre whole affa'ir for W.E.H.'s
sake;'and'now I bitterly'blamb myself... I have heard different
accounts of his success; and I see very plainly that this lad... is
bound to bring nothing but evil... The first thing is to keep up

W.E.H. againsd this disappointment. The next is that I must set 
Lny

face against this whole'ieddy business in the future, as I should
have done frankly at first. He may be God A'lmighty's oyn
individual and single man of genius, but by th9 sp'lendour of the
de.ity, he i s not ttre man for me nor I for him.. . If you see a

chani6 to blow cold on Teddy do s0... The drunken whoreson bugger
and bul ly t i vi ng himself 

- 
i n the best hotel s, and smashi ng

inoffensive stranlers in a barl It is sickening... The.violence of
thi s I etter comei from my hel p1 essness; al I I try to do f or l'l -E.
(i n the best way) by writihg these pl ays i s burke.d _ 

by _ thi.s
inopportune lad. - Can noth'ingrUe done? In the meanwhile I add

another t20 to [,1.E.'s credit.'"
It is also to Stevenson's credit that he should remember his old friend

l'ike this, but if l.lilliam was his brother's keeper Stevenson was not-

Edward Henley was no part of the jnjtial barga'in and his later
spendthrift ways greatly affected the attitude of the American backers.

Finally they too had had enough. The rest of the performances were

cancelled and the tour was brought abruptly to an end.

The New York Herald reported:

* Charles Baxter's wife was also called Grace.
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'The "Deacon Brodie" Company,'in connection with which suit has

been brought against ,l.N.Hiit for refusing^ to .1fty. out his
contract fJ pfay thjs week in the Union Square. Theatre, will
p.oUuUty not'reiume its tour of the country. M1 Redfern, who

backed 
-the enterprise, has "laid down," as technically-spoken

theatrical people'put it, and for this reason' MtrtRobert Louis
Stevenson's interesting play may not be seen again.'''
Deacon Brodie had made his third exit and this time there was n0

call back before the curtain. Its end had almost been as violent and

sudden as Brodie's in the version of the play as played by Henley:

Brodi e :aTFl ived a man and I 'l I die as I 've I ived. I had but one

pleasure in life; it was to fool and jiggl.e and jockey-you one and

all. I've done it atways, damn you; antrodamn you, I'll do it once

more.' (He dies attempt'ing to escape. ) ' '

Teddy meantime, had heard that their beloved mother had died and in

his grief did the first thing that came into his head and fled to
Chi cago.

'I was affected almost to the point of delirium- I set off to
Chicago in a madcap quest of anything that mj_gh-t com.e my. way... 0h'
I've iorgotten to teil you tha[ while on a joint starring tour in
the West with Aubrey B6ucicault, whom I consider a man of gfea!
talent, I met my thirdrpife. Hav'ing divorced myself from the first
two, I married again.'-'
Teddy,s third wife was his luckiest. A woman of cons'iderable

individuality, herself, she was more than a match for h'is Henleyesque

volat1lity. Helen Bertram was a very successful performer in her day.

She was devoted to her art, her waylard husband and their only daughter,

Rosina Henley, who became an actress herself and starred on Broadway 'in

A Man From Home'in l9l3 at the age of seventeen and played opposite

Dustin Farnum in the fol low'ing year.

0n March 9, ]888, ll|illiam Henley sat down in his study at I Merton

place, Chiswick, and wrote a fateful 'letter to Stevenson in Saranac Lake

in New York State. He marked it 'Private and Confidential' and it was

to prove highly contentious. Thjs was the first letter in the infamous

'Nixie'controversy and it was to have a fatal effect on the long

friendship between the two men. The contents of the letter have no

great relevance to the present discuss'ion and will be dealt with more

fully in the next stage of this study, but it did contain one sentence

which had immediate reference to Deacon Brodie.

enough -
fai led in

It was only a line but it was

'As you say, if the play has New York therers an end of it.'+o
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Yet only weeks later, h€ was still on about plays, writing to

Stevenson reminding him that Fleeming Jenkin had once said -

,I am not sure that Henley.gltd not write a play but you are
hi nderi ng hi m not hel pi ng h'im. ''

Stevenson cormented to Baxter:

'He has written me another letter in which he tells
perhaps true ' that I have "cumbered h[p w'ith my aid"
of the plays. I fear it may be s0... "-

me

in

It is yet a further irony of the Stevenson-Hen'ley theatrical saga

that lllilliam's name should be further extended in America, a country he

professed to dislike, and by an Arnerican cit'izen who was also his niece-

Similarly with Stevenson, the stage connection was to be mainta'ined by

his step-daughterrs son, Austin Strong, also an American, who, a decade

later, became a professional playwright on Broadway.

The strain may have told on both partners, but the h'istrionic

element persisted in both strains, so to speak, albeit on the stepside

as far as Stevenson was concerned. However, at the time now under

review, 1887/8, it is only pert'inent to consider how far Deacon Brodie

had come from the Torquay schoolboy draft through the Swanston and

Saville Ctub redrafts to the final professional performances in

Ph'iladelphia and to consider how much the orig'inal Stevenson conception

had gained or'lost by the input of the two brothers Henley.

- what is
the matter
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DEACOI{ BRODIE

COMMENT AND ANALYSIS

In December 1878, Stevenson wrote to his mother about Deacon Brodie:

,I don't wish the play spoken of at all; for of course, as a first
attempt,'it will inosl iit<ety come to nothing. It'is, however
pretty lood in parts. I worli three hours every-morning here. in-the
ttuU 6n-tne broirillons; and then three in the afternoon on the fa'ir
co,t. In TEd-'5-y ten; here again in. the . Eorning, t89 the
cohlternation of thb servants, aS soon as the c'lub is open.' '-

Professor Irving Saposnik, in a chapter of his Stevenson study,

betweenheaded 'A Skelt-Drunken Boy' neatly sums up the play-beginnings

Stevenson and Henley with Deacon Brod'ie:

'stevenson contributed a not-too-well-made play by which thel',hoped
to capture the London public and insure their financial stability;
Henley offered a caliing card to backq!,pge, a foothold'in the
greenroom, and above all, encouragement.'--

The significance of the credited authorsh'ip in the first
publication of the performance text in 1879 and aga'in in .|888 and the

maintenance of Henley's name as leading the partnership in the first
published version in .|892, cannot be over-stressed. As indicated above,

it illuminates one aspect of the partnership which is perhaps the key to

understanding it, and that is that Henley was very much in charge' even

from the beginning, and certainly in this, their first production. For

this reason alone, the fin'ished work tended to look back towards the old

drama and plays like Paul Clifford and Jack Sheppard rather than towards

the new as exenplified'in the work of Henry Arthur Jones, for instance'

whose plays Stevenson is known to have adm'ired. For Stevenson, dS

Saposnik points out:

'The model s they were usi ng contai ned too much "stri ng'',
conventional trapiings dictated-by outworn fashion rather than by
the requirements of -"moved repnesentation". Dramatic fashion was. caught'in a cleverly contrived but ultimately mealjngless-procedure
whi6fr devoted itsdlf to the mechan'ical repetition of devices
cal.culatedrfo please the most primit'ive and shallow taste of its
audience. "
This has evidence of the 'Skelt-drunken boy' whose theatre mores

owed much to the transpont'ine dramas of the old Surrey and Coburg

playhouses as Sir Arthur Pinero po'ints out in his lecture on Stenson as

Dramati st.
* The Saville Club.
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Deacon Brodie was not, nor was it intended to be, a pioneering work

of theatre. It was seen ds, and written ds, a melodrama, albeit with
psychol ogi cal undertones i n the eponpous character. No matter any

auxiliary or literary finery attached it must always be seen as such and

allowed the faults and virtues of the form as it was seen and recogn'ised

'in its day. Melodrama has been recognised by such as Eric Bentley as

'the quintessence of drama', that 'is, drama in its elemental form.

Saposnik extends this by defining the mode as 'an elemental form whose

essence is dream and whose imputse is .scape.'52
He believes that the Brodie of the original read'ing is meant to be

a noble rebel whose nobility is diminished by h'is inab'ility to
distingu'ish between pride and principle, while the Brodie of the revised

version is no'longer rebellious and is more like a combination of Hamlet

and Antony, which Henley considered so well described Stevenson himself.
What must be first borne in mind is that Deacon Brod'ie is essentially a

Scott'ish story, and even more particularly an Edinburgh story with its
stress on respectability and the keeping up of front, no matter what

th'ings may be going behind lace curtains or closed doors. The duality
of the central character of Brod'ie is yet another metaphor for this.
His two faces tend to a condit'ion of 'two-facedness' which is something

one feels Stevenson, as an Edinburgh man, would have known particularly
well. Yet one can feel Henley's hand here, restraining Stevenson's

Scottishness in favour of crimina'l s'lang.

The claustrophobic pressure of Edinburgh's two faces, the contrast
in social mores, is only hinted at in the scenes between the two women,

Mary and Jean, and between the Deacon and his Procurator-Fiscal uncle,

Lawson. This last character is one of the best realised because he has

recourse to native Scots as well as to his lawyer's Latin. Stevenson's

voice is heard clearly in both aspects. But apart from Hunt, the Bow

Street runner, one wonders why so many Englishmen are in Edinburgh

Humphrey Moore, George Smith and the highwayman, Captain Smith, To

balance these we have only three recognisable Scots - Lawson, Andrew

Ainslie and Jean Watt. tr|alter Leslie is virtually English in speech and

style. This lessens the impact that the specific Edinburgh locale and

colour might have given the piece. This was North Britain not Scotland.

Edinburgh, N.B. is a very d'ifferent place from Dunedin, or Auld Reekie,

the ancient capital of an older Scotland hardly seen in the play.
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Dr John Kelman affirms the essential Scottishness of both subject

and setting in Deacon Brodie:

,Apart from its merits or demerits as a p]3y, the-_piece is
noieworthy as a living picture of the times it represents. By

countlessl minutest t-oubhes it wakens response in a Scottish
reader. Even its use of the title 'Deacont ("Lie there, Deaconr"
ed. ) is true to the life; for the old-time Scotsman rejoiced 'in

all that was in the nature of a title. He named himself from his
work, and was to his neighbours 'the smith', 'the mini.ster' and So

on, is by a conscious 
-cla'im of right. In this characterist'ic

tiile, an]d many other touches besides, the native reader sees to
what purpose Sievenson loved and stud'ied Scotland. Yet beyond all
that there is the grim psychcology of the closing scenes of the
play, to say nothing of their melodrama--.
i:re ilno wouli know t6e real meaning of Stevenson's visit to Brodie's
Wynd must ilfad Dr.Jekyll and Mr. Hyde which is its ultimate
pioduct... 'cJ
But w'ith Deacon Brodie, Stevenson the Scotsman was writing w'ith an

Englishman for an English audience. He was also writing for the

theatre, and to him, writing for the stage demanded an Eng'lish mode.

Added to which, all his writ'ing h'itherto was for Engl'ish publication so

his bias in this respect is not surprising. It lost the play

nonetheless a valuable and vibrant dynam'ic. There is colour in language

and rich, rough tones have been lost to an over-riding glaze of

city-slickness that is more Stepney than Grassmarket. For instance, in

the actual d'ialogue used there could have been a greater use of

colloqu'ial Scots by the native Brodies at home to contrast w'ith their

'Englishness'out in the world - another aspect of the Deacon's two

lives. tlhat should have been offered is a more direct contrast between

real d'ialogue and patter. It is noteworthy that while some London

cr.itics thought the 'scotch Dialect' of Jean Watt incomprehensible' the

American critics thought it charming and appropriate.

This is only another example of London parochialism. A capital

fa.iling she shares with Paris and Edinburgh. It has to be remembered

that at the time of the original performances New York had all the

status of a 1 arge provi nc i a1 c'ity but that does not al ways i ndi cate

provincial attitudes. Yet on comparing the notices for Deacon Brodie

from either side of the Atlant'ic, one might be reading about two

different plays, which perhaps, given young Edward Henley's youthful

involvement, ildy indeed have been

to the first draft text, no doubt

the case. The truth was, he reverted

with embellishments of his own.
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Leading actors down the whole history of dramaturgy have never

tota'lly subscribed to the primacy of the written text. Too often, 'in

the Deacon Brodie text as published, good speaking lines were clouded by

extra lines added (always a sign of heavy rewriting) and the present

script might be well served by cutting. The authors were aware of this
themselves by'indicat'ing passages which might be omitted in the playing.
Henley's corunand of slang is evident all through (he did co-edit
Farmer's Dictionary of Slang) but it is occasionally overdone to the
point of obscurity.

The good lines are not shown to best effect because of weak

characterisation, aga'in another sign of haste. The critic, Desmond

MacCarthy, (]877-.|952) is not the only one to voice the view that all
the Stevenson-Henley plays show signs of being finished in a hury. Were

they, one wonders, so 'in awe of Fanny's fury that they had to get
everything done on paper quickly before the next stonm broke? This is
not as fanciful as it might appear as she and Henley had been living on

a knife edge since Hyeres, despite their original conspiracy about the
writing of plays. To Stevenson she might have been 'the violent friendl
but to his partner in plays she was, or was to become without doubt,

'the brimstone enemy'. If they were to work together they had to work

quickly. The deep study was neg'lected in favour of the quick sketch and

the cartoon likeness was prefemed to the portra'it in oils. This may

have been the reason that resort was made so often to old-fashioned
narrative devices such as the sol'iloquy and the aside.

The soliloquies do not hold because we (the audience) do not know

enough about the background of the persons speaking. We need to come to
know them in the theatre, to like them if possible, before we can

totally believe them. This knowledge is gained by little signs and

details given by the playwright(s) in the writing of the play - extra
points and subtleties wh'ich gradual ly accrete in the audience's
understanding of the person presented so that eventually they have the
sense of a real person before them 'in the character as represented by

the actor. Th'is needs time and subtlety of development and is one of
the required skills of the playwright. What is most irritating about

this play is that there are so many signals here of what might have been

entertaining characters in an interesting situation. It is an excellent
basic story and should have been told more simply in stage terms.
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As it is, it writhes in the contrived and artful manner of already
outdated theatrical conventions. The use of the aside in certain
situations as presented here (especially in the unmasking of Brodie by

Leslie) is not only time-wasting, but technically difficult in the
playing. Acting is action for the most part and the words are
complementary to it not a substitute for it. Because of the'lack of
'background'information the audience is often at loss to ascribe
ttrotives for the action they see before them (Brodie's sudden

capitulation to the other gang members in Act 2 Scene 9 and the specific
reasons behind Jean's visit to the Brodie house in Act 5 Scene 2),

Too many tantalising dramatic poss'ibilities are not carried through
- for exarnple, the relationships between Brodie and h'is father, between

Brodie and Jean watt, between Jean watt and Mary Brodie - and too many

good lines are lost in the general rush towards the end. Even the
denouement is hurried and Brodie's death gives the impression that he

too is glad to finish and get it all over. This is a real pity as the
central idea is first-rate and there are enough incidents in his story
to prov'ide half-a-dozen subpl ots and a stageful of i nterest'i ng

characters. Brodie's Edinburgh was certainly more than a backdrop in a

theatre. it was a theatre in itself and was a boon in terms of the
theatricality'it offered a writer for the stage. It would have written
itself had the writers acceded to it. Henley had wit and the feel of it
but lacked the spark of drama to realize it. Stevenson had the spark
but a w'ilful playfulness may have worked against its bursting into
theatrical flame.

Irving Saposnik considers that the major difference between the
first and the last revised version of Deacon Brodie may be measured in
the successive 'lessening of the Deacon's villainy. The character may

have a ful I er sel f-awareness, but i n Saposni k 's words, 'arti stic
realization is clearly apart from existential fulfillment.' He says:

'Just as the first Brodie is killed try.ing to escape, his dying
words echoing the defiance with which he has lived, so the setond
Brodie runs out his life upon a sword, his dying words enfgqcins
the bitter irony that a new life can be found only in death

His death is a deliberate sacrifice. This Brodie was like Macaire - he

stole in order to retire an honest man. He was sick of wearing faces.
'shall not a man have half a life of his own?' Half being better than
nothing. The revised Brodie is indeed a changed man.
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But is he changed for the better or for the worse? He could not be

ALL bad, in Henley's opinion. If he were,

'The public could not sympathise wit[.h'im, and sympathise the
publ'ic fiustr or the play goes to hel'l .'""

Henley here has hit on what anounts to a theatre axiom and that is if
the central character does not engage the audience in a whol'ly personal

manner they will concern themselves little with him in the action of the
play and thus deny their sympathy. An audience only follows where it
wants to go, and if they do not go w'ith the hero, there is little po'int

in the theatre journey at all. For this reason, most heroes in the

theatre tend to be handsome or charming and all heroines are beautiful.
This is another instance of practicality determining convention in
traditional theatre practice. There is always a good underlying reason

for any cliche.
Brodie saw himself as a man of bus'iness and was not at all cynical

about his duplicity. As he says - 'They call it cynicism in France, but
here we call it business instinct.' It was an inst'inct served him well.
J.H.Buckley sees the play as the decline and fall of an strong-wil'led,
activ'ist hero -

' (whose) real defeat stri kes home not through any remorse of
conscience but rather through a sense of humiliation at the hands
of the shoddy villain Moore. His power had gone when he must argue
with his l'ieutenant: "I'm the Deacon, am I not?"... Ultimately
his free decision is overruled by the clutch of c'ircumstance.
Returning from his last robbery and murder, he is confident that
his locked bedroom door will provide the certain alibi... but the
doctor, called by Brodie's sister Mary to attend her dying father,
has forced |[ oeen with the help of a servant to sumnon him to the
bedside...'
Act 5 Scene 5 is the crux of the plot. It is certainly actable.

There is plenty of space left for the actorrs interpretation. The use

of pause, repetition, uneven I ines, rhetorical quest'ions and non

sequitur a'llows the performer a generous licence in playing and most

good actors would respond to this. This particular scene nicely
illustrates the playing script as opposed to literary drama where the
word is meant to be admired on the page and is rarely uttered. The

problem of having a poet (Henley) and a novelist (Stevenson) combining

to make a play is that they work to each other's weaknesses of style.
They think that if a thing reads well 'it will play well but the opposite
i s more often truer theatri ca] I y.
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The big difference between an acting script and a piece of

literature is that the former is written to be spoken and the latter to
be read. In Brodie, generally speak'ing, the dialogue is secondary to

the monologue because both authors feel comfortable with the soliloquy.

For too much of the action, it is Deacon Brodie solus. Despite its
intensity of theme, the play never breaks out of the limiting structure

imposed upon it, There was a real play here struggling to get out. One

feels that the services of a theatre hack for a day at Bournemouth would

have been a very profitable investment for all parties concerned.

G.R.S'ims, or Pettit, for inStance, would have repa'id his modest fee a

hundredfold. Some critics made this very point as did Sir Arthur Pinero

in his Stevenson lecture.
,The character and plot of Deacon Brodie offered. scope in which
Fitzbal'l and the olh hacks bfTh-e.@ and Coburg would have
revelled. It was as full of melodramatic possiblities as Sweeney

Todd but the future author of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hy.de, for 'Ta-dm
Sffi!'ecraft' as he put it, fai@atrical effect
of 'The Double Life' of the title.'-'
Broadly speaking, if Henley is Brodie in action, then Stevenson is

his conscience. One cannot help but be intrigued by the thought of what

the young Stevenson 's ori g'inal draft mi ght have been I'i ke. No doubt ' 'it

would have had al'l the deficiencies of a juvenile work but it would have

had its advantages too - passion, s'incerity,'immediacy. If the adult

Stevenson could have attained the tautness of line he worked to develop

in his prose, and retained the comic compassion he sought in the drama

he might'indeed have written a play here. The recipe was at hand - a

strong central character, love interest, subplot and characters drawn

from respectable Edinburgh l'ife as well as its Hogarthian underworld.

Unfortunately, it was a case of too many cooks - or one cook too many.

The piece was over-cooked in fact, and as a result, its original taste

was lost. That taste was a taste of Scotland, and more particularly, a

taste of Edinburgh, a town taste, with soot in 'it. Hho knew this better

than Stevenson, aS these excerpts from Picturesque Notes will show:

'And yet the place establishes an interest in people's.hearts; go

where they will, they find no city of the same distinction; go

where'they will they take a pride in their old home-..
Great pe6p'le of yore, kings and queens, buffoons and. grave
ambassadors, played their stately farce for centuries in
Holyrood. . . 

- 
Noiv, 

-al I these thi ngs of cl ay qre mi.ngl ed wi th the
dusi, the king's crown itself is shown for sixpence to the
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vulgar... from their smoky beehives, .ten storeys . high'- . !h.
unwished look down on the opin squares and gardens of the wea'lthy;
and gay people sunning thembelves_along-Princes Streeet, w'ith its
miIe- bf' cbnrmercial 

-palaces, dlI bef]agged upon some great
occasion, see, across a gardened valley s-et with statues, wh9r9

the washinq ot tne old iown f'lutter fn the breeze at ils h]gh
windows... 'Egyptian and Greek temples,- Venetian palages, and Gothic
lp.ires are h-u'ddled one over another in a most adnrired disorder;
while above itl, the brute mass of the Castle and the surunit of
Arthur 's seat I ook down upon these 'imi tati ons wi th a becom'ing

dignity, as the works of Niture -may look down upon the monuments

of Art. The lamps begin to glittbr upon the street, and faint
iigntr to burn in'the 6ign winiows acrois the valley.-.the feeling
grows upon you... that-this profusi.on of eccentricities' this
dream .ih r,ttgion"V and living 'rock is not a drop scene in a

theatre. . .
Yet it was exactly that, this city - his city. This was h'is P'lay' had

he only known it. Edinburgh, not only as the drop scene in the theatre

but the centre-stage that was Robert Louis Stevenson's by birthright and

instinct. He was always conscious of 'the fragility and unrea'lity of

that scene wherein we play our uncomprehend'ing parts.l

The play was all there wajting to be worked or, but then as every

theatre person knows, from his day to this, if the play is to work you

have to work at the play.*
The most recent Deacon Brodie was produced at the Royal Lyceum

Theatre in Ed'inburgh on 9 Novernber 
.|978 for a three week season in a

text adapted by Tom Gallacher, who says he -

'saw Deacon Brodie as a double play with two distinct styles - high
meloffid-afr?l-T-ow comedy with a.m'ix of mordant satire.'

He also saw it as 'a memorial to Edinburgh and posits, like John Kelman,

that has 'its basis in Dr.Jekyll and Mr. Hyde but -

,the pl ay being closer to the source, algu_es a Pofg general
apptlclti'on thari the chemically induced pathology of the famous

Ubbf. Iq'brief. we all have-access to hypocrisy, few to magic
poti ons. 'o

The Royal Lyceum production was directed by Joan Knight with design by

Mark Negin and lighting by Andre Tammes. Musjc was arranged by Robert

Handleigh. The cast was as follows, in order of appearance:

* 
A copy of the first version of Deacon Broljg w.as _q11nt9.d in the
monteiey Edition of the Stevenson'iloT'FTNl6-York, 1906' Vol 8)'
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Mary Brod'ie
Mrs Clarke
Walter Lesl ie
Deacon l,Jilliam Brodie
Procurator-Fiscal Lawson
Jean Watt
Jemy Hunt
George Smith
Humphrey Moore
Andrew Ainslie
The Fiddler
Serving Boy

Muriel Romanes
Maureen Beattie
l.l'il l i am Li ndsay
Paul Young
James Cairncross
Jeni Giffen
Daryl I Forbes-Dawson
Roy Samson
Roy Boutcher
Charles Nowosielski
Robert Handl ei gh
Lloyd Quinan

with Kate Fraser and Thomas Dean Burn as others,
Critic Allen Wright reported in the The Scotsman:

'R.L.Stevenson's widow noted that he had no part'icular liking for
dramat'ic compsosi ti on but he was 'inf ected by the enthusi asm of
W.E.Henley with whom he wrote four plays. The first of these was
"Deacon Brodie" which Tom Gallacher has revived for presentation at
the Royal Lyceum Theatre, Edinburgh.
Since childhood, Stevenson had been fascinated by stories of the
respectable craftsman whose nature changed when darkness descended
on Edinburgh and who spent the night picking locks and consorting
with rogues. Though the piay was not a great success when first
produced in .|884 

and has subsequently been neglected, it gave rise
to.one of Stevenson's most popular works - ("Dr. JekylI and Mr.
Hyde"). The distinction between good and evil is not however so
clearly drawn in "Deacon Brodje". He simply makes the m'istake of
fa'iling to keep up appearances and, in a speech from the scaffold,
exhorts his listeners - "to cling to hypocrisy". Brod'ie is made
the object of sympathy rather than of scorn, in escaping from the
prim convent'ions of Edinburgh, he has become trapped in a life of
crime. Paul Young's comrnendab'ly subdued performance avoids any
show of unctiousness on the one hand, or v'i'llainy on the other. He
is seen as a victim of c'ircumstances. The performances given by
James Cai rncross as the Procurator-Fi scal and by Charl es
Nowosielski as a cringing scoundrel are among the other attractions
of the Lyceum Company's first production for s'ix months. But
Darryl Forbes-Dawson should have been restrained from playing the
part of the Bow Street runner as if he were captain Hook. His
extravagance of gesture frequently reduces everything to
melodramatic farce. Such flamboyance seems to be out of keeping
with the general style of Joan Knight's production which if
enhanced by the admirable revolving sets designed by Mark Nevin. r"'

Richard Mowe ('R.M.') reported in the Edinburgh Evening News:

'There must be somethi ng i n the Ed'inburgh ai r to encourage
duplicity - dark deeds below the surface, hypocrisy above - muses
the the norori ous Deacon Brod'ie, master joi ner and v'i I I ai n. Then
he jumps down from the gallows and stands back to admire his
craftsmansh'ip - and the play has begun as it means to continue. Tom

Gal'l acher 's adaptati on sharpens the focus of the sprawl i ng
V'ictorian melodrama... to shed light in equal measure on the two
opposing natures of the Deacon and his city...
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Paul Young's performance as Brodie 'impressively catches the
character's split personalities. Young relishes his asides to the
audience right up to the final moment when he re-mounts the
self-made gallop; to meet his fate and utters his last words for
our benefii.. . 'o'
In a letter to the present writer, the actor himse'lf, Paul Young,

the only man to have actually p'layed the part since Edward Henley,

speaks of his own views of Deacon Brodie and of Stevenson as a

playwright. While he did not perform the actual script made available
to Henley, and worked from a modern adaptation his comnents have

interest in that they proffer the contemporary working actor's viewpoint
- a point of view too rarely considered in academic theatrical research,
Mr Young writes:

'I'm not sure that R.L.S. was the world's great plaSnvright and the
combined talents 0f... Tom Gallacher, who iaapted the pliy and Joan
Kn'ight, who d'irected with a firm hand were barely able to take the
least desirable elements of melodrama out of the piece. I say this
as a huge fan of Stevenson and as someone who has played him and
also (acted) in many radio adaptations of his work... There were
the usual d'ifficulties with the shape of the piece... Eventually we
started with Brodie about to be hanged (on a gibbet he had designed
h'imself) and addressing the audience... The play was then acted
out. it ended with another speech from the Deacon on the subject
of hypocri sy and the trap bei ng sprung.
It was odd doing the play close to the area where the Deacon went
about his double dealings. I wandered about the streets and closes
pertinent to the play and, unusual for me, even had the odd pint in
Deacon Brodje's Tavern - only to get the feel of the place you
understand !
The play had quite good notices (and) the audience quite enjoyed
it, but we played to less than full houses. Melodrama in the late
seventi€s was perceived as be'ing dated... As with little performed
plays, it is often the case that they are little performed because
they fall short of the mark in some respect. All in all, I'm glad
to have taken part in the Flay, but given the opportunity to repeat
the exerc'ise, I would think very seriously about it...'"'

There speaks the voice of the acting practitioner, to whom the script is
no more than the practical guide towards the gain'ing of the required
stage effect but Mr Young's point regarding the play's paucity of a

performance history is well made even though the same comment has been

also made by such as Pinero and Clayton Hamilton.
The Edinburgh reaction was to see Brodie as a v'ict'im of his

circumstances - and object of sympathy rather than scorn and Paul

Young's performance appears to have reflected this.
*

This establishment is bogus. It is a former grocer's shop (Andrews).
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Christopher Small had another view of Brodie in The Glasgow Herald'

'trlilliam Brodie, - so beguilingly described in the Diction-ary of
National Biograilhy as "D6acon bi the Incorporation..of Edinburgh
Wtignii and tiasdni and burglar" : !ad, o-r has more than two lives
of -course. Apart from th-e division of occupations ^noted 

above

there is at ieast one other, between the Brodie of historical
record and that of popular myth; it was the latter, with
sentimental addit'ions oi their own, that Stevenson and Henley used

for their play - a thumping melodrama which fairly briefly held the
stage here nearlY 

.|00 
Years ago.

grodie here is tire man who nol only brings his father's white hairs
in sorrow to the grave but addressbs remarks to the audience about
the division in his breast, the awful warning of his fate and so

forth; and i s surrounded by as complete a set of ready-made
characters - bluff, honest uncle, sweet, trusting s'ister with
frigfr-minaeA suitor in attendance, horribly wicked boon companions

inj uC.orplices - as ever were taken from nineteenth-century s_toc|.
No harm i'n that; the revival might have made a genial vehicle in
which the Royai Lyceum Compan!, after more than six month's
absence, couid return home. But 'it carries with it two
liabilit'ies:

First, it js qu'ite incapable of convey'ing the psyc.holog'ical
subtl eti es of the O'ivi Oea Se'l f , of bl ack and whi te wi thi n the
single soul or city, which Tom Gallacherind'icates in_his pro-gramme

notes but (his ow-n'brief prologue apart) has. signally failed to
extract from the opiginal' playscyipt. And second, and more

important for effect -in pei^foimancb,. it requires a.n. entirely
diiferent style of acting from the ordi44ry, quasi-realistic, and

rather flat manner adopted by the cast.'--
And there you have the Edinburgh and Glasgow viewpoints, which, almost

inev.itably, contradict each other. Edinburgh considers some of the

playing too flamboyant and Glasgow, that the playing style is not

flamboyant enough. The present writer must state his interest here and

declare, as a Glasgow man, my agreement is with the latter. Flamboyance

.is nearer the playing style demanded, which looked for a heightened

realism rather than a low-level natural'ism. It is after all announced

as a melodrama, and by Stevenson himself'
Stevenson's obsession with hypocrisy

The word itself is derived from the Greek

or dissembler, in other words, an actor.

Scottish minds, despite'its being the Age

satan exi sted as co-equa1 s and there i s a

as 'hugger-mugger' at that.
m'ight have theatri cal roots .

'hypokrites' meaning Pretender
To many eighteenth-centurY

of Enlightenment, God and

symbi oti c element in Deacon

The actual story in real life is
make-believe or fiction. This is

Brodie. He has two faces.

thrilling and incredible as any

aS

an

ofelement in the narrative whjch so far has escaped the attention

adaptors in any of the media up to the present time.
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The facts of Brodie's trial at the High Court of Edinburgh before

Lord Braxfield are still avaiable verbatim as it was the first ever case

to be reported by shorthand. These actual records could yet prove

valuable source material for the definit'ive Brodie p'lay. While life may

on occasions imitate art, artists recognise that when art imitates life
it strikes a comnon chord between artist and audience/spectator and

reverberates to their mutual benefit. lrJe see ourselves in all art if we

look closely enough and nowhere more than in the art of the drama.

}.l'illiam Roughhead, in his Introduct'ion to the revised edition of

Trial of lll'illiam Brodie in 19.|4, observed:

The

'The trial of Deacon Brod'ie has many c]aims upon the attention of a

later age. It is of value to the antiquarian for the vivid picture
it presEnts of the manners and customs of our forebears at a time
wheh the life of Edinburgh yet flowed in the ancient arteries of
the old c'ity on the pidge, although beg'inning to circulate more
freely 'in ifre spaci ous thoroughfares of the_ new Town al realY
invading the fielits across the vllley. T-o lhe l3wye1 it is notable
as affoiding a singularly graphic view of the o'ld-time_practice of
our criminai CourtS, as well'as for the galaxy of of legal talent
engaged upon its conduct - with such men as Braxfield upon..the
Ueic6, and Henry Erskine and John Clerk at the bar' the proceedings
could'lack neit-her picturesqueness nor importance. The p-sychologic
nature of the chief'actor's'character and the dramatic elements in
which his career abounds make a more general appeal; and so long as

human nature remains the Same will the story of the Deacon's
downfall be accorded an indulgent hearing... It may even be that
the concepti on of "Dr. Jekyl I and Mr. Hyde" 

- .*_ut _ 
suggeste9. to

Stevenson'by his study qf the dual nature so strikingly exemplified
in his earlier hero...''-
The Scotti sh p'l aywri ght, Donal d McKenzie, wrote his version of the

Brodie as a rehearsed reading forstory as The Private Lives of Deacon

the Edjnburgh Playrvrights Workshop Company at the Traverse Theatre'

Edinburgh on Tuesday I December 1987 with the following cast:

t,{illiam Brodie
Jean Watt

. Provost Hamilton
Lord Braxf i e'ld
Lachie Mackinnon
George Smith
Anne Grant
Sandy Carmichael
Hary Maxwel l
Charl ie Proudfoot
Doctor Degravers
Hangman

Brown Derby was the only

- Michael David
- Vari Sylvester
- Brown Derby
- Bill Murdoch
- Roddy Simpson
- Paul D'ixey
- Isabella Jarret
- B'il I Murdoch
- Paul Dixey
- Roddy Simpson
- Paul Dixey
- Brown Derby

survivior from the RoYal Lyceum cast of 1978.
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An interesting addition in Mr Mackenzie's adaptation i s the

character of Lord Braxfie'ld, the model for Stevenson's original Justice
Clerk in Weir of Hermiston. This proves to be a good dramatic stroke.

If a modern playwright so devotes his time an energy to the subject

then it is obvious that the Deacon's story continues to interest.
Stevenson.'j@ofdualityintheeponymousroleortwopersonsin
or as one as exemplified in Dr.Jekyll and Mr.Hyde and The Master of
Ballantrae as well as in Deacon Brodie is a syndrome that appears to
have a particularly Caledonian resonance. One cannot help feel that the

last word on Deacon l,lilliam Brodie on stage may not yet have been said.
Finally, it is to be hoped that the film of Deacon Brodie projected

by Edinburgh Films and scripted by George McDonald Fraser, may yet be

made, not only for its'intrinsic value as a Scottish historical escapade

but as a further just'ification of the young Stevenson's perspicacity in
see'ing the events of l,lilliam Brod'ie's life as a vehicle for dramatic

representation. This however, fidy be one of the problems with his play

- its Iong gestation. Considering that Stevenson began a vers'ion of it
when he lvas fifteen and that it was not confirmed as a playing text
until he was thirty-eight and not published ti'll he was forty-two, it is
little wonder that he felt so removed from it by the end. This may have

been exacerbated in addition by Henley's many revisions, but the fact
remains that not only was the pl ay itself much changed, so was

Stevenson. It was not only William Brodie that died at the end of the

Bow Street Runnerrs sword, but something of each of the writersr youth.

Play, so to speak, would be men's work now.

It may have seemed the end of the Deacon on stage but 1884 only
signalled the beginning of the next drama phase for both of them. The

only trouble with the playwriting enterprise at this time was that for
all Henley's industry a vital, necessary spark was missing - a total
and committed Stevenson. In the face of this lack, it required a

doughty stoker to keep the dramatic fires lit at all but Henley was iust
such an artificer. His attitude was that if his business was now to be

plays, then by God, plays it would be.

Stevenson, the man of journeys, was about to make a serious attempt

to. become a journeyman-playwright, the play-acting youth was set to
become a theatre professional, the'gifted boy'was already giving way

to the'blighted man', but the essential Stevenson was never to change.
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The move from Literature to Drama was to prove a difficult weaning

process and it would never ever be totally completed for either man.

Paradoxically, and aptly, for two such contradictory personalities' they

were about to start an even closer association. Even if Stevenson' for

his partr wds growing dai'ly more doubtful of the whole play project'

Henley had enough confidence for both of them, and, what is more

important, Mrs Fanny Stevenson still hoped that they would strike

'theatre gold'.
For their old friendsh'ip's sake, Stevenson would now give Henley

and the partnership its last, but most productive hour. It was to to be

all or nothing in one last gamble. The dice was thrown and they would

both now act on it - and respond to the uncompromising stage direct'ion

which now read boldly - M0VE T0 B0URNEM0UTH.



]lIE T}IEATRICAL R.L.S.

STAGE FOUR

'Playing Bournemouth'

'If I can only get off the stage rith clean hands,
- I-shall sing Hosanna.'

(Letters, lll,27)
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fiE IHEATRICAL R.L.S.

STAGE FOUR

Section A 'Then a soldier'

SamuelLloydOsbourne(.1868-1947)remembersthat,..inthelovelyautumn
of 1884':

'Hen'ley came - a great, glowingr. massive-shouldered fellow with a

big, red Ueird und-u .ti,tif,; ioviat' astoundingly. clever.' and with

a laugh tfrat rJila out like-music... and he had come to make us

all rich!... RLS was no fonter-to plod alonq as he'd been doing;

Henley was- t;- abandon nii- grin.ling and 
- il1-paid Sgitorship;

together they would. combine ti writE pl.uy-1..:l3t w9u1d run for
huildred of nignts and br.ing in thousands of pounds

Playwriting was to resume...

,Beau Austin was written in four days, and I shall never forget
rr f-it urolrd - so movingly, so tenderly, that my eyes

were wet with tears.'-
Ll oyd Osbourne's recol I ecti ons are not qui te matched by hi s

mother's. It must be explained that Mrs Margaret Stevenson' Louis's

mother, who was a regular v'isitor, had given her son "a dreadful cold"'

This prompted the other Mrs Stevenson to tell Colvin.that he (Henley)

-,might as well bring his influenza here, and join us, as he can do no

(more) harm.'3 Fanny Stevenson writes further:

,My husband had no part-icular liking for dramatic compos].ti9n'

ur'ougtr Fii'i."' Otti- nIJ ii.it outl'inei as a pl av; but Mr Henl ev

possesseo ffie'ordinary faculty for infeci'ing others w1th his
enthusiurr..'. ine pf uyt 

"".". 
-inu.i't.a and written in the ferv'id'

boisterous fashion of Nr. Henley, whose influence- predominated'

except in the actual l.iterary-ioril. l. very thin, .9lasfi9 scenario

was first sketched out, nuniin nus afterwird greatly.extended and

el aborated i n a seri es of farigraphs contri Oltea a'lternately by

each author. It was agreed' Uet-wedn them that djd one obiect to
what the other had written, it should be stricken out without
argument --i'pto..eding. tnai'I cannot but believe was damaging to
the work ot-Ubtn. My-husband's view of playwritng- was to make a

'l'iterary iou"--0.-fot.i Uuiti on the old ionventions, Mr' Henley's

to startlE-tr',+fbifi 
-lt ii possibl.e that e'ither, alone, might

have been successful, but together they were too much at cross

purposes.
,,That , I I make them jump, my boy ! " l'lr Henl ey wqyl d- shout, stri ki ng

the table til I the int<-Uoitie- rattled. "Nb, Hen1ey, " ny. husband

would protest wearily, "you''..'1oo violent.- That-must be toned

down. " Bui, accordi ng to' th. ugtttm.elt, - 
i t had ,to. , 

bt rthrown out '
and in the new attack someth'ing iould be lost by both"-
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Henley came to the drama partnersh'ip never having written a word

for the theatre but having read Alfred de Musset and the elder Dumas in

French. He was also able to compare the 'piece bien faite' of Eugene

Scribe (.|791-1861) with the available theatrical iournalism of such as

Tom Taylor and G.R.Sim. 0f Scribe, he said:

'The theory of Scribe is one of mere dexterity;-his drama is a

perpetual lhasse-croise at the edge of a prec'ipice,.a dance of
prpbets am6ifrffisThat might fut will not cut and eggs .that
hibht but wi t t not break; io him a s.'ituati on i s a ki nd of
tilht-rope to be crossed wiih ever so much agili.ty and. an endless
afiectat'ion of peril by all his characters in turn; in fact' as

M.Dumas fils hab said of h'im, he is - "le Shakespeare des ombres

choises"fThe theory of Dumas is the very antipod-es of .this.
"Al I I want, " he iai d.r . "i s four trestl es, four boards, two

actors, and a pass'ion."''
There was no doubt that Henley was intellectually equ'ipped to essay a

work for the stage and'there's the rub'. The approach was from the

head and not the heart, yet in the same essay on Dumas, Hen'ley states

his own case for the drama:

'Drama to him was so much emotion in action. If he invented a

situation he accepted its issues in their entirety,.94d did his
utmost to express from it all the passion it contained.r"

Henley also made, in the essay, an unwitting comment on'collaboration:

,It pleased the great man to consider himself of more importance
than'any and ali of the crowd of collaborators whose ideas he

developdd, whose raw material he wrought up into the achievement we

know; ind-he was given to take credif to himself not on-ly for the
success and value-of a particular wopk but for the whole th'ing
the work in quiddity, so to speak...'-

Henley was a man of many pass'ions, but the first was for words and'in

whatever medium but now his task was to persuade Louis to joi.n him in

th'is rough wooing of Melpomene and Thal'ia. Hen'ley's aim was' aS Buckley

puts 'it, 'an attempt to bring Art to the English Playhouse'. In

Henley,s opin'ion he had the matter and Stevenson had the style; between

them they would 're-create the Romantic Drama in terms of prose."7

The prime mover in the enterprise would always be Henley as Stevenson

had reason to po'int out I ater -

'You were not quite sincere with yourself; you were seeki ng

arguments to make me devote mysel f [o PLAYS -
unbeknown, of course, to yourself.'"

It was hard to 'imagine Henley doing anything 'unbeknown to h'imself ', but

one way or other, he had got Stevenson'intersted in plays again.
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A cholera epidem'ic had driven the household, including Valentine

Roch, the faithful young maid, from Hyeres in the summer of 1884 and

Bournemouth'in England was chosen as the next location in the continuing

trial and error of keeping R.L.S. alive. To begin w'ith they had moved

into lodgings, to Wensleydale, a tall house, high on the cliff, with

good views over to the Isle of tlight. By this time, as has been noted

above, Fanny's attitude to Henley had undergone a complete change since

the relative failure of Deacon Brodie in London.

Her hand was still 'greedy for gold' but she made it clear to her

husband that his friend was 'a wearing and ill-mannered companion' who

made too many'inroads into their small store of whisky. One feels the

same went for all the other old, hearty relatives and friends who came

to see, talk with, listen to, work with and genera'lly attend her frail
but indomitable spouse. She need not have wasted her energy. The

Henley force once under way was well-nigh unstoppab'le. There was a lot
of wine (and whisky) yet to flow under the table-

Lucas reports that FannY -

"'quite broke down under the strain"; her one solaCe being "dear
Heriry James"... who through it all remained faithful, though he

suffered bitterly and openlY.'-
Fanny feared more a worse strain on Louis' slender store of stamina and

that he would overexcite himself into another haemorrhage but, like her

son, Lloyd, she was all for the drama experiment although one wonders

if she rally approved as her precious, surviving son proud'ly enrolled

himself as one of Henley's 'young men', making him perhaps the first
fragi'le craft in what came to be known as 'The Henley Regatta'. He

hero-worshipped the vociferous journal'ist almost as much as he did

'Lulu', his invalid step-father
It vtas often a Very merry occasion this reunion of the two

writers in Bournemouth. The old friends had become collaborators

always a dangerous threat to any friendsh'ip - but at this time, as at

most, each turned a blind eye to the other's demerits and forged ahead

in an equally blind optimism. Henley and his wife, Anna, moved into

lodgings at the nearby Branksome Park near the Stevensons who were then

at Bonallie Towers. The lines were set down, the pages were filled, the

days and nights were passed and somehow four plays were written between

the three Stevenson Bournmouth residences.
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The first two (Beau Austin and Admiral Guinea) were written

the published editions give the

as 'Savannah, thi s 27th DaY of
virtually at the same time although

Admiral precedence, its date given

September 1884' under the dedication - 'lllith Affection and esteem to

Andrew Lang from the Survivors of the lalrus'. It had been an expensive

operation. The very next day, stevenson was writing to his parents:

'My Dear PeoPle'
I find tne tbck6rs entirely empty. Not a cent to the front.
wil.l you p"ii-sena somet..". nt -Henleys 

have gone, 11-1..t"o 
plays

practicaliy ione. I hope they producelEome of tne reaoy'
i am, (your) ever affectionate son""

Thomas Stevenson duly obliged, as always'

Beau Aust'in is dated ist October 1884 and is dedicated -

to George Meredith (1828-1909) '|,\|ith Admiration and Respect"

Thomas Stevenson meantime had read Admiral Guinea in manuscript and

had some cpit'ical remarks to make. Hjs son lost no time 'in replying'

th'is time, from what he cal'led, 'The Three B's'

Bonallie Towers, Branksome Park, Bournemouth on 5 November:

'Allow me to say, in a strictly Pickw'ickian sense, that you are a

siify t.tlow...-i think you ex!99erate. . I cannot forget that you

had the tur.'irp..t!io; ;iln" bii.on, Y€t when you sly-it plaved'

were less ievol[ed than you-loofttfFoi; and I will still hope that
the Admiral also'is not as bad as you suppose... it may be, and it
il.Uaffi,-very tll don-e; what t-hep? This ts a failure. Better
luck next time.]. the old defeat becomes the scene of the new

victory. concern yourself about no failure; they do not cost

lives, ds 
-in 

englneering;. Thty are ,the pjllres perdues of
successes. Fame is (trutV) a vipour; do noffif- a

wr.iter means well and tries hard, no failure will injure him,

whether with God or man. i *isn t 6ou1d hear a brighter.account of

iouiieftj 6rt-i-am inctiqeO io icquit the Admiral of having a share

in the responsibi I itY. ' ' '

ThomaS Stevenson had come to fike his son's American wife and at

this time made a very generous gesture towards his new daughter-in-law -

he gave her a house. He made an outright g'ift of what was to become

'skerryvore' at 6l Alum Ch'ine, ds well as E500 for furniture and

f.ittings. It was a final bid by a loving parent to keep his son'in

Britain at all costs and Bournemouth was the nearest Louis could get to

to France while still only a train journey away from Edinburgh'

Besides, the Bournemouth sea air was bracing and the pine trees above

Branksome Park reminded both father and son of Scotland' Meanwhile'

they continued to live in the vi11a, the grandly-named Bonal'lie Towers'
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From here, Stevenson engaged Henry James in a friendly controversy

'in the pages of Longman's magazine. It sprung from the'latter's
reaction to an essay by Stevenson called A Humble Remonstrance, which

propounded his views on the proper aims of fiction. His contention was

that, as in any art, effects had to be worked for and could not be

lifted as finished artistic entities 'from life'. In other words, the

artist had to work at his art, it did not arrive ready-made. This was

something he might have borne in mind as an embryo playwright.

'People suppose it is the'stuff'that interests them; they think'
for'instanc'e, that the prodigious fine thoughts and sertiments in
Shakespeare impress by their -own we'ight, not understand'ing that the
unpol 'iinea di imond i s but a stone. They thi nk _ .tlut stri ki ng

siiuations, or good dialogue, are got by studying. life; they will
not rise to uiderstand lnat they are prepgred by deliberate
artifice and set off by painful suppressions. ! ''

Stevenson here might have been speaking for the actor. It was to this
same correspondent he was later to write, in a much different context:

'There was no use in turning life intq.King Lear... here was a

little comedy for Henry James to write.''-
It is a matter for regret however that Stevenson did not turn these

sound professional precepts i'nto theatrical terms and engage James, a

theatre buff himself, in a similar d'iscussion with regard to the mak'ing

of a contemporary play. The'deliberate artifice'and'pa'inful
suppressions' required in that area might not have yielded the desired

gold but it would have given up d'iamonds instead of rather ordinary

stones. A bit of polish m'ight have easily transformed all of them.

Irving Saposnik has the view that the kind of play the two

authorshadinm.indwasmuchlikeHenryArthurJones's@'
orevenTay1or.'@,whichStevensonmighthaveremembered
from his amateur theatricals with F.leeming Jenkin. Saposnik considers

that the Bournemouth authors could not make up their minds about the

k'ind of play they wanted - 'jntending to revive an essential Pan, they

instead draped an inconsequential Beau'.14 A copy was sent to Sir
Arthur Jones (1851-19?1), who wrote a paper to which Stevenson replied:

,I am so accustomed to hear nonsense spoken about the arts, and the
drama in particular, that I cannot refrain from saying.'Thank You'
for your 'paper. In my answer to Mr. James in the December Longman,
you may see'that I have mere'ly touched, I think in parenthEffin
lne Orama; but {.believe enough was said to indicate our agreement
in essentials. ""
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By January 1885, the Stevensons had taken possession of

'skerryvore' and Louis was able to proclaim -

'In on the lintel of this cot, inscpibe the name of a strong tower...'16
A model lighthouse stood at the street door and there was a ship's bell

in the garden. Whatever part he was playing in his Iife-drama'

Stevenson could never forget he was a Stevenson. Fanny used the

patrimony from Thomas Stevenson to buy a Sheraton dining room and have

yellow cushions on the long window seat in the blue drawing room.

Stevenson thought the drawing room was so beautiful

'it was like eating just to sit in it.'17
Neighbours called. Sir Percy Shelley (the elderly son of the poet)

and h'is Lady, who was convinced that Louis was the re-incarnation of the

English poet, visited. Sir Percy was a keen sailor, photographer and

amateur actor. Henry James was an occasional v'isitor as was John Singer

Sargent, the painter, William Archer, the critic, and Bob Stevenson of

course, (easily overiding Fanny's qualms) bringing hjs wife, Louisa and

his sister Katharine Stevenson de Mattos, the vivac'ious cousin and the

writer of the controversial Nixie short story. Sir Henry Taylor and

especially Lady Taylor became friends and later regular correspondents

and young Adelaide Boodle came in from next door hoping Stevenson would

teach her how to write. He however, had plenty to do i.n keeping up with

Henley and the plays. Lloyd Osbourne was still the fervent acolyte:

'Never was there such another as William Ernest Henley. He had an

unimaginable fire and vitality. He swept one off one's feet.
There- are no words that .,gan describe the quality he had of
exhalting those about him!'
His mother certainly had words for Henley and they were not always

as flattering. By March 1885, she was becoming more realistic, if not

dis'illusioned, about the whole playwriting business. She now made

little attempt to hide her dislike of her ertswhile partner in the

'gold-m'ining'project, but for her husband's sake she made a truce with

the big, bluff Englishman. Possibly, and naturally, she was anxious

about the effect that his continual exuberance would have on Louis and,

just as natural ly, she was almost sexual 1y iealous of their I ong

friendship and deep understanding. Nevertheless, her love for Louis

be'ing greater than her hatred of'Buffalo Will' (her name for him), she

made the effort:
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'You know we 'love yoqo in spite of your many faults, so try and
bear w'ith our few... "-

A'lthough the ol d watch-dog was sti I 'l on her guard:

'When you come, whichrrf hope will be soon, you must not expect
Louis to do any work.'--

Naturally, Henley paid no attent'ion to the demands of the 'Bedlamite'
(his name for her) and the rift between them widened more, even though

Louis managed to keep a grip on each arm. Despite herself, Fanny found

herself caught up in the excitement of things and was even to suggest

some plot ideas to the partners.* At the least, as we have seen, she

remained an interested observer. Even if hers were hardly a

dispassionate view, it must be accepted as a succinct assessment of the

pair as she saw them at close hand. Here were two clever, able,

willing, literate men work'ing on something which enthused them, to a

greater and lesser degree, and yet, between them, they could not write a

completely successful play. Why? The answer may be that Stevenson, for
all his theatricality, had no practised theatre skills, and Henley, for
all his knowledge of theatre and plays, had no natural dramatic

instinct. It would seem that they each had what the other lacked but

because of their quaint working methods, that i5, in not discussing but

deleting any points of difference, they denied each other the best of
their partnership. In effect, they cancelled each other out.
It was stalemate.

At least, they did achieve something on paper for all their efforts
at Bournemouth, and the first of these, in'the present discussion, is
Beau Austi n.

One these ideas was to become The Hanging Judge, an original play,
which she and Louis were to worffiing year,
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STAGE FOUR

Section A (i )

A copy had also been

(1828-1909) whose work as a

BEAU AUSTII{

sent to the dedicatee, George Meredith'

novel'ist, The 0rdeal of Richard Feveral

(1859) The Egoist (1879), had been strongly championed by Henley' H€,

however, took 'l i ttl e noti ce of Meredi th ' s reservati ons about the

character of Dorothy Musgrave in the play and refused to alter the

script in any way. Professor Saposnik, in his consideration of the

play, touches on this very Point:

'What Meredith obiected to most, despite his genera1.. approval of
the pl ay, was tne i nsi stence on Doroth.y ]t seduci'ion . He argued lin
his'letllr lo Stevenson) tnat it would have been better had she

only been compromised... As a supreme styljst himself in the comedy

of inanners,-hE rightly perceived that tlieir difficulties increased
as they aiheredio i'dramatic form wlich limited rather than
complirientea their thematic intentions. r''

Stevenson was a long admirer of Meredith and numbered The Egoist among

the books which had influenced him and he tells of an occasion when -

'Meredith read me some chapters before it was published ?Ld I said
to h'im, "Now Meredith, own up - you have d'rawn Sir t'li l l oughby
Patterne from ME!" Meiedith liughed and.sa!q, lNo, mV d9y,,ftllot"
I've taken him from all of us, but principally from myself'

Meredith was to know something of play collaboration, having later to to
work with Alfred Sutro on a dramatic adaptation of The Egoist. Sutro

relates an anecdote which touches on the more effective aspect of

collaboration between writers for the stage. Sutro's method was to

adapt Meredith's first draft and he complained that one Speech of one

character was too long in reply to ,being told by the heroine that she

could only regard h'im as 'a friend'. The scene was already too long in

an act that was too long, explained Sutro. Meredith thought for a

moment then simply substituted the fol'towilg line for the whole page -

"Friend? Am I to banquet on that wafer?"23

As Sutro says, 'So gloriously Meredithian. And so superbly adequate.'

This has relevance to Stevenson particularly, because he was more

than capable of writing with the same precise and compact skill. Sutro

knew that in theatre less is more as far as acting is concerned, and the

sub-text often speaks more effectively than that spoken.
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Beau Austin was printed by R & R.Clarke (Edinburgh) with the

following pl aY details :

BEAU AUSTIII
A Romantic ComedY

PERSONS REPRESENTED:

e;oiG Frederick Austin, called Beau Austin
John-Fenwick, of AllonbY Shaw

Rnthony Musgiave, Cornet in the Prince's Own

Menteith, the Beau's valet
A Royal Duke (Dumb Show)

Dorothy Musgrave, Anthony's sister
Miss Evalina Foster, her Aunt
Barbara RidleY, her maid
Visitors to the lrlells.

Aetat
tl

ll

ll

tl

tl

l1

50
26
21

55

25
45
?0

The Time is 1820. The Scene is laid at Tunbridge wells'
The action occup'ies the space of ten hours'
SUMMARY OF ACTION

Dorothy f4usqiave is in love withr 1,nd^ is betrayed by,. G.egr-ge (Beau)

Ausrin, .oniiairti-oi"tnl'ouii-oi vort. Her long-faj!.rrtul suitor'
Fenw.ick, pleads with geau to otfer her marriag6. He 99tt' and

after consiJJraUte conflict-ind- rg&riminiation, she agrees and at

the last moment, all ends happily'-'

Kennedy l,li lliamson writes :

,!,lhereas Deacon Brodie is a grim and dingy tragedyr. t-h'is -new 
play

issomethntffini'tle-aown,amelangeof'dandi-es.andcravats
and antiquioat"hs, of satin aiitiance and-... damsels in distress'
Beau Aust.in is a rake who it iist his heyday Pul st'i]l h1t such a

way w.ith him that a pure-souiea-gifl. of_ qood breeding and great

charm tOo.oirri'ii,tgiu;.i 
-nii-Vieided herseif to his light wooins'

He is not at all the crafuldus and revolti.ng.kind -of rake that
Hogarth painted, but.one.in *6ot elegance is-the very breath of
life, u r*o.asrin ind a aueii;t... wnd in affairs of the heart is
as straight as a corkscr.", una yet. has a1 engaging manner"' The

young nortiruiUrian 
- 

squi ry w6o l6ved Dorothy fro.m boyhood and to
whom she has been betrothed 1garns now... (ttrat) she.s-till loves

the man wno-nii Ueirayea her. Thereuponr tl" squire hies himself

off to the Beau not to thrash h1m with his hunting crop"' but to
piiua-*itn fiim-to-tu.w Oorotiryi f!. lady, howevei"' spurns with

contumely this tardy attempii-io mafe an 
-honest 

woman of her' it
is then that Beau Austin..'. finds Dorothy more to be desired than

any girl on ia"ilr. so, i.u. and. deep is his love that... he

procl a.ims iio f 

- 
ui i 

'in" 
gal lintry 

-Jnd. 
bedutv of the modi sh worl d ' ' '

thath€,.G;o.Gnusti-n,.tniai-isr"ato"thehand_.ofDorothy
Musgrave una-"it refusedl..l firtfrwith, Dorothy... falls into his

?fiitil;;;l" - and down comes the curtain.'25
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Obv.iously this is not heavyweight drama yet it weighed sufficiently

with two prominent actor-managers in their time for them to put it on at

their theatres - Sir Herbert Beerbohm Tree at the Haymarket in 1890 and

Sir Nigel Playfair at the Lyric Theatre, Harmersmith, in 1929. Clearly,

there must have been something in the piece to attract two successful

men of theatre thirty Years aPart.

S'ir Herbert Beerbohm Tree (1853-1917) was manager of the Comedy

Theatre in 1887 when he built Her Majesty's Theatre in the Haymarket'

London, where he lavished an imaginative and romantic imagination on the

visual interpretation of play texts, which in their magnificence

appealed to the grandiose tastes of his day. He had a greater l'iterary

taste than was comnon among actor-managers of his time and sought as far

as possible a higher qual'ity in the writing than was generally looked

for in playing scripts. It was natural therefore that Tree should turn

to Stevenson and Henley when he heard that they had combined to write

plays. Tree had a great admiration for both men and was eager that they

should write a play for him, and in fact' suggested the re-writing the

old melodrama Robert Macaire. This was agreed but in the meantime Beau

Austin was finished. Tree was given exclusive performing rights in the

play for two years. The authors were to receive'5% of the gross

receipts of each performance up to a total of f100, after which their
share would go up to 7% . For each London performance they would get

five guineas for Beau Austin and two guineds for Maca'ire when written.

American rights were agreed on und'isclosed terms-

0n ?7 June .t890, Henley was writing from Seaforth, Levenhall,

Musselburgh to Charles l,{hibley:

'Tree purposes to produce Beau Austin and Macaire this autumn.t26

Unfortunately, Tree used the fqrmer as a stop-gap and placed it in

his repertory of Monday and Wednesday matinee try-outs' from which, if
successful, a play could move up to become part of the main repertoire.

This however was often less a response to public demand than a reflex of

Tree,s manageri a'l whim. 0n th'is occasion, he chose not to take it into

the repertoire despite a reasonable audience reaction. Henley had

written a special prologue for Tree, himself, to speak on the first
night. Tree promised that he would, if only to prevent Henley's

proclaiming it himself. As'it happened, Tree did not speak it' and the

lines were printed in the programme.
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E@wasf.irstperformedatoneofthesematineesatthe
Haymarket Theatre, London, on November 3, 1890, with the following cast:

George Frederick Austin, called Beau Austin Mr. Tree

John Fenwicl, oi nitonuy shaw Mr' Fred' Terry
Anthony Uusfrave, Coionlt in tne Prince's gwn Mr. Edmund Maurice

Menteith, t6e Beiu's Valet Mr' Brookfield
A RoYal Dut<e (oumU strow)
Ooroiny Musgrave, Anthony's Sister Mrs' Tree

MissEvelinaFoster,MissRoseLeclercq
Barbara Ridiev, her'Maid M'iss Aylward

Tree staged the piece superbly. The occasion' like

matinee, was a decided social event-

the Deacon Brodie

The Henley prologue Proclaimed:

'"To all and singular," as Dryden says,
We bring a fancy-of these Georgial days,.
W6oi. siyte stiil breathed a flint and fine perfume

0f old-w6rld courtliness and old-world bloom:
When speech was elegant and talk was fit'
For slang had not been canonised as wit;
When manners reigned, when breeding had the wall'
And tdomen - yes!-- were ladies first of all;
When Grace wls conscious of its gracefulness'
And man - though Man ! - was not ashamed to dress '
A brave formalitY, a measured ease,
l,lere his - and hLis - whose effort was to please'
And to excel in pleasing was to reign,
And, if you sighbd, never to sigh in vain'

But then' as now - it may be, something more -
lloman and man were human to the core.
The hearts that throbbed behind that quaint attire
Burned with a plentitude of essent'ial fire'
They too could'risk, they also could rebel '
fne! could love w'isily - they could.love too well '
tn itrat great duel of-Sex, that ancient strife
Which is-the very central fact of life'
iney coutd - and did - engage it breath for breath'
The! could - and did - gel wounded unto death'
ns ill times since time for us began
l'loman was truly woman, man was man'
And ioy and soirow were as much at home

tn tiifting Tunbridge as in mighty Rome'

Dead - dead and done with! swift from shine to shade

The roarinq qeneration flit and fade.
To thi s on6, 

-f ad'ing, f I'itti ng, I i ke the rest '
We come to proffer - be it worst or best '
A sketch' a shadow, of one brave old time;
A hint of what it might have held sublime;
A dream, an_idyll, call it what you wil.lz ,,Zl
0f man ltitt Min, and woman - Woman still!
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However, Henley, back now in Ed'inburgh with

Howard Place, (the very street 'in which Stevenson

Anna, and living at

had been born) used

his editorial prerogative, to pubfish it in fulI 'in the Scots 0bserver

on November 3. He did not attend the first night but that did not

prevent his attempting as usual to organ'ise things through Charles

Whibley, a C'ivil Servant and sometime correspondent' who was later to

become so close to the older Henley, but for now he was his London

contact. HenleY wrote:

,I posted your stal'l on Wednesday.. I h.oRe you got.it: - I was too

busy to ro..-thun enclose it, ani here f: Herbert Stephen, who was

served tn. ia*J tt.y; iomptiinlng that his pasteboard is rni:sil.g'
If by chance I sent you two, selnd h'im.one'at once at 32 de Vere

Gardens. BruCe's nuriber lj'+A; and Stephen's would therefore be

50. your own- bore 49. Greenwbod's is 51, so -t!Y.and.work off a

*eiting between h1m and the fnijtlible. Also if Rudyard is in the

house - he returns tomorrow-l on. between the Infallible and him'

and between-the Infallible and his father, on whom I have bestowed

,V fast st;li. iiee tras hedged about the Prolggug:. He made me cut
some verses and write in othErs. Then, when the,thing.was il pa99'

and 'twas too I ate to inung. again, .lg telegraphed that he

preferred to print it in the programme""

tlalkley kept his pronrise to contribute a signed review:

'Though I checked the players b.y-!!..book, i never once detected a

slip from if,"-.fegant ial6m ot igZO to th6 canonised slang of 1890'

Indeed, th;'di;idgr; ttrrougnout was mus'ic to the ear' and each

dress a separate dcstasy_ foi the e-ye; the whole atmospiere2gf the
play reproirlea the subile aroma of the.age of the dandies.

At the final curtain the'sketch'or 'shadow' was hissed and whatever a

previous generation had 'held sublime' was not appreciated by their

count€rparts in .|890 
who found the eccentric costumes offensive.

some of the dialogue too was as arch as the Prologue -

"I have been your mistress, I can never be your wife!"

Betrayed maidens, on stage, either got married or conrnitted suicide'

The press reports were mixed although the London correspondent of

The Nation, an American weekly, hailed it as -

,The most important event of the London winter season." It is a

reireshing;bvelty to see a modern Play in which manner is as

carefully'consideied as matter, and _artislic effect is preferred to
melodramatii nroiality.' This- gentleman went on to consider the
aiutogre ;; --- ,.aci, witty, pitisfrea'. and thq play itself as
,wel I lcon$,ructea. . .- 

' the -chaiacters 
I ive and are not mere

PuPPets. "
This 'is hardly the language of total failure.



l,lil'liam Archer was to write fulsomely in The World:

,The production of Beau Austin showed t^riuqqh11tly.that .th..arona
of literature can bffi-rc-1{ghffiver the footl'ights with stimulatjng
and exhi I arati ng effect. '"'

Before this, Henley had written to Whibley (November 9):

,Read the Academy if you want to know the truth about the Beau. It
i;-;;aiit imF-eFbf e.'As far as I can see, for the rest' -ofs own

contempoiaFTtfa'-against one - are half-resentful, half-envious'
ina nfrbily antagonisiic; one's juniors.are.critical but rejo'ice and

iie gi.O in wnal they'v6 no reaion to deny's a bit of real work.'

And to the same on the next daY:

'Did I write about the play yesterday? I think so'
Anyhow I've been readin! olr- "noticei" and two things are evident:
(ij init Tree ,s omi ssi-ons i n the Austi n/Fenwi ck scene have g'iven

the critics most of their argument;
(il that to {ne point of honoui these gentlemen are absolutely

indifferent. Scott and Knight anil bJatson wondering. yly
Dorothy declined to be made an- honest woman when she had the
chance- reminds one of Ma Jeffries wondering what any o-f.!q9m
could possibly find to object to in a common or garden (!)'--

And again on November 14:

'Did you read Freddy in the Academy?_ An_d the -long-eared 
creature

in Truth? 0swald 
-Crawford TtT'eGt of Crawford and Balcaffes)

*tf"=fnat nobody has said the right thing about the Beau' Also
that he spoke wiih a multitude of tritics -"from Jamesffi Archer
down" and that they were one and alI 'impressed by.it. Poor
l,l.H.P.'s deliverance- made me very sad. 'To think that that view of
Dorothy could be taken by a poor- devil who had a grand pass'ion for
Lady C -...
I,ve had a sort of clumsy apology from G&S., of which I shall
take as little not'ice as of the offence...'rJ

It should be rernembered that Henley, the critic, was always at war with

Henley, the poet, and neither could agree with Henley, the editor. It
made it difficult for Henley, the pllywright, on occasions and Shaw had

seen this. However, it was Henley, the theatre-manager' who had the

priority now - 'Tree wires me that the booking is splendid.'"-

Tree kept

l,lednesday

the play on into the New Year, still playing Monday and

afternoons within the repertory system he had very largely

devised himself. When he was asked - "When is repertory not repertory?"

he replied, "When it is a success."3s Th'is is more than an example of

the famous Tree wit, it is the aphorism of a practical man of the

theatre who was aware, as all theatre people are, that it is the

audience which really determines the fate of a play.
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Henl ey' s voci ferous protestat'i ons about Tree 's I pai nful

suppressions' (in Stevenson's own phrase) do not hide the fact that the

actor's inclination to 'tailor'any script to his own strengths is a

natural defensive instinct and for a Victorian actor-manager it was

virtually an imperative. Henley, too, no matter what he might have

known about stage doors and green rooms, and even the offices of the

same actor-managers, knew little of the grubby work-space that is the

rehearsal room. This is the actor's province entirely and the eclectic

process by which he arrives at a performance is often governed more by

pragmatic demands than artist'ic requirements. Tree knew well what would

work and what would not, and, to quote Stevenson again, by'deliberate
artifice' he and his company would arrive at a compromise that, in most

cases, satisfies both the public and the author.

In the case of the Londoners who witnessed Beau Austin and its
authors, this was obviously not so. It was unfortunate that Henley had

to face his critics alone. Stevenson was, by this time, firmly in the

South Seas, and, to all intents and purposesr WilS lost to the entire

enterprise. One cannot help feel that his attitude would have been

little different had he been there. No, Henley must play the stoic

al one

Sir Max Beerbohm 0872-1955), sometimes known as the 'Incomparable

Max' , was Herbert Tree's half-brother and dramat'ic critic of the

Saturday Review:.

"'Beau Austin" is classed as a comedy and s'ince RLS is the creator
in fiction he may be responsible for the plot and the character of
Beau himself... lt is indeed Prince Florizel realised on a comed'ic
plane as a dandy on the pantiles. The paternity of Dorothy
Musgrove is dubious. She is a shadow. RLS could never draw women.

Could Mr Henley? 0r the Aunt? 0r the valet or any of the other
characters who are unlike anything in Stevenson's books. The
construction is timid and frail and may be due to either - the
vrriting is exclusively Stevenson's. Mr Henley's prose style spouts
and bristles, Mr Stevenson's waves and caresses. Mr Stevenson
wrote the plays. Mr Henley invented them, under the influence of
RLS. It implies an admirable elasticity on tlp part of Henley and
is a unique testimony to the glamour of RLS.'""
According to Sidney Colvin, the picked audience was 'miles above

the average intetligencb of the British public'but the British public
did not want to know. Tree withdrew it. He was quite unrepentant -

'It's no good giving the pub'l'ic what they want. ,9ive them what you
want them to want, and in time they'Il want it.'-'

0bv'iously they did not want Beau Austin.
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Yet it ought to have worked with theatre-goers - who were longing

for style and wit and romance on stage and Beau Austin had sought to

provide all three. v'ictorian plays on the same kind of theme, like

Douglas Jerrold's lgryl and his son B]anchard's Beau Brurmel are

neglgibleworksbyprofessionalhands.9@ow.slesstothese
than to an earlier l8th-century model where characters took time to be

witty and charming. Buckley, in his comments on the play, recognises

the resemblance between the lover John Fenwick and the character of

Falkland in Sheridan's The Rivals, who likewise becomes the caricature

of a lover rather than the spokesman of true passion. This similarity

is further emphasis of the authors' deljberate attempt to evoke an

earlier period style, although they wanted to suggest 1820 and not 1747.

The charm of the piece won admirers' none more so than Henry James'

as fastidious as Stevenson himself, to whom he wrote, describing the

premiere as 'the only honourable affair transacted dans notre sale

tripot for many a day'.38 The Play's deliberate artjfice was no

debarment for those followers of t.lilde and Whistler (and Henley) who

recognised the art in artifice. The literary flavour, noticable in all

the Stevenson plays, sits more easi'ly here and made a distinct appeal to

a cultivated West End audience if not to the ordinary theatregoer. It
was a rare bloom and should have been cultivated somewhat rather than

being exposed to Ma Jeffries's common-or-garden-whatever-it-was. But 'in

the theatre garden a certain sturdiness is'mandatory for the critical
wind can be biting. Generally, the better the play the stronger it is

and it can withstand actors, directors, critics and anyone else who can

do damage in the interest of supposedly improving it - even thirty years

I ater
Sir Nigel Playfair (1874-1934) was of the gentleman school of

English actors and came to the theatre via Oxford and Shakespearean

tours with Sir Frank Benson (185S-1939) who va'lued good cricketers in

his company even more than good actors but still trained many young

actors for worthwhile careers in the theatre. S'ir Nigel was one. He

played at His Majesty's Theatne under Tree before taking over the Lyric

Theatre, Hammersmith, in l9l8 and from then until 1932 he made it one of

the most popular theatres in London. It was here on October 3 1929,

thirty years almost to the month, Playfair presented Beau Austin for a

limited three-week season of matinees.
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ever seen at the Theatre. In a programme note' he stated:

,Since first - when I was rea'lly very young - I saw this odd pretty
thing produced by Sir. Herblii'f".e] iho -adored it, I have loved

Beau Austin-anAlonged to sel- it ag-iin' . Il ]h-t qtptt #tt others

ffiV pleasuie I present it for a brief season.'--
playfair arrangdd'to have d sp..iui epilogue written by artist and

playwrisht, criliori B;i traa6:ie62) 
-io iag at the end of the

performance. It was spoken Uy Si1 f,fig.t' himself , 'with great gusto"
[; h;d]iiveo u6nleith', the 6.uu;r vii.i - 'a_ ftTlp..f 

uottr with the

Cu.ting'ir-ons and in the art of froth'ing chocolt

Epilogue - ,These few words more - to leave us better friends.
Perhips vou quttt'ioned, whi'le you heard our play'
If, even-in tieau Austin's le'isured day'-n!fiin*.n dared speak Engli.sh quite so well?"'
I,ve little doubt - they iid: for truth to tell'
'Tis women who, remote from business cares'
Impart to every age the style.it bears'
for-qooaorili,inmanners,dressandspeech'
fney'sii the stindard for their men to reach'
And'men, if not wound up, will soon run down'

t-i ke"-ci6cks, and I apse i nto the boor or cl own . . .

How, then, will generations yet unborn
r-oo[ bick on us?' With envy or with scorn?
wtro knows? BIIT if you will, you may surmise
With whom this age's reputation lies'
snour;"t;r-iiiu.-iiked t'he comedy which -tll.y .penned,
Bl eis bi uff ol d Henry and hi s b] i ther fri end,

Wfro wrote of what thly thought a far-off theme

And are, tnemietves, 
-now 

mefrories in Time's dream

Some few there are so perfect in their art'
And formed to breast life with so brave a heart'
That ior the world,s sake they should never die -
And qallant R.L.S. was one, saY Il
So tfien I .t long as we have your good:lill'
eouiv Ota Rq. snitt drink the waters still'-
nna-'quifrins'b.ar* di sport with blusnilHr#
Upon-the PinTTlE here in Tunbridge

The matinee audience for

The cast was:
Beau Austin
John Fenwick
Anthony Musgrave
Mentei th
A Royal Duke
Dorothy Musgrave
Miss Evelina Foster
Barbara RidleY

So the curtain fluttered down on

friends and has rema'ined down on

Beau Austin at the Lyric was the largest

Bertram l.|allis
Ballard BerkeleY
Rol and Cul ver
Nigel PI aYfair
George Skillan
Marie NeY
l.linifred Evans
Yvonne Rorie.

the pastel world of Beau Austin and his

them ever since.



THE THEATRE
HENLEY IN HAMMERSMITH

BY Ivon Bnowx

Bcau Austin. By W. E' I{enley and R' L' Stevenson:

I+Ir. Glaclstottc's Comf oiler, R1' Laurence Housman ;

Lvric Theatre. Hammersmith'
Goorinirrry Foo!. By Clemence Danc and Helen Simpson'

Thc PlaYers' Thcatre.

't;;;;;-;".1- *" go \\!cst for a smiling -civility'
But to me it seemed as plain as could.be that late

Viclorinn romanticism u'as trere speaking from its
n,,iri,to heart, and surelv Henler''s prologuc can lcave

i,* in'no doubt. r ii solcmn stuff , this prologuc'
u,ith its housc-agents' ch:rtler of " Old-rvorld court-
iin.tt and ol,i-worlrl ltloom. " Henlcy corrl<l

obviously havc nrarle a fortune lvriting coPy f o-r

iir""itoi*." In lSeo, \\'e are led to rtnderstand'

womcn were " Laclics first of All " nncl " Womcn

^na -an rverc httman to llrc core," a judcment whosc

orccise valuc cscitPcs nl(:. And so this late
i;eorgian offering is made :

ISCUSSING ' Rcau Austin ' with somc

friends after llre first niglrt I rvas amused to
fu/ lre , the piecc praised as a jol<e' Thcre was

justification of frabit :' our Rivcrside rites-a*^,I-1,1,t]I

unctuous of tris essays and written it- out in grease'

""i"i-i"lr*a 
of int<.' But the method suits the mat-

i;:"f;"'"'*- ;;;igst ot tt'" Pi':1 i-:.iu.rerv. Vic-

torian and the curtari' goes down on 
. 
wedding-bells'

*r,i"itt"'pt"tp""f "r,tJ tto"ty old seducer marching

""--irt" 
uiirt" lna so onward, 

-Christian soldier' to a

iritt,i"i*il.;; i" the wesl heavilv furnished with

mahoiany and marriage lines'
"'ii".to?iiniiy, ; g*;eustin ' is very much a picce

to be seen' tor rt ,ttuminates many dirk points' lt
;;;;;;; more the capacity for-sentimental dither'

ir* 
"ri,Iti-in it. ulooJ'^ana-itrunder. school of which

ri:"I.";; First Buil-roarer, and it also shows tlrc

;;il";'-ioi--ttt. ihtttt" *tricn exi-sted in pre-

:il;#' a"yt' 
- -N.t 

.unjustly; . 
for 

. 
if the theatre

il;il;e 
"-uittot" 

wittr its'neglect' why..should they

;;';;;;;d io its childishnelss.pY writing. down to

i,"'"i-J'il"r.i"L what thev beliived to be- pr1t11

antics and ,,oir". "J1ho'gh 
to amusc a little girl?

ii;-;;;;; .hhs is that Henlev' as the prologue

oiou"r', ir,ought'the antics and the noiscs were--rcally

;;;;;' 
--H-e'snifted-the phrase " old-world " and

ivas satisfied." Of-""".*, Hammcrsmith makes the p.iece decora-

t;; ;;;"'-old-world "-sentiments' *,"tl tP:I:l ?::
music for the ear as the Regency scene ts muslc ror

lril-.tJ'-riie acting of it, rTgtrttl' scrious.' is mostly

;;;""';;:'- ttl* b".,ram frraliis, as the. penitent

"r"if"""i".'ft iuii tf,. sententious Beau of the piece'

Iii's8t.l'r.or.il"J gtod intentions'. a-Tan rvith a

load of missionary z?al' Miss Marie- Nev achicves

the miracle of mar,ii|-si"";;itt n"itt tto-- thc scnti'

*i"i"i'-"..ui"g" gi"?" to Dorothy uld c!Y:t j.o
;;;; the criotional quality -of tragcdy' whlle. Sir

ili;;' r'l.yr.i. *ti.,st laughs ..fronr thc valet's

humourless part with- the Jiabolic ingenuity of a

Jentist who'can extract invisible teeth'

A sl<etch. a slrndos', of onn l)rtlvc old timc:
,,\ hint of rth:rt it might lrevr' hcld sublirnei
n drnamt an idy'll, cnll it lvhrt 1'orr rvill,
()f man .qtill lrian. .rntl womrtn-lVom;rn still !

t'lcre are the romantic ginnts of the last gcneralion
i".tti"g tlte " quaint-old " strtff for all it is worth,
ancl thE ungrntciut youth of orrr time lool<s in smil-
ine astonishment ai the bag of lavender whiclr is

ilr?ir'- lnbout of love ancl aslis rvhether it is all n

ioke, Poor Henley, Poor Stevenson !

'- il'r" bold, bad, ' brri ultimately pcnitent ' Beatl

Austin,' anci thc :'are hut " rttinert " I)orothy- Mus'
gi"rr",'of r*'hom hc ttltimntelt' Ttli* an honesl

L,n-.n, are simpll' tlre figrrrr:s of Victorian melo-

.ir"-n 'put into' ilegcncv clotlres. and- thoroughl]'
sousetl 'with the aforeiaid " olrt-rvortd bloom.''
\\then Dorothf is endeavortring to - dissuade her

chivalrous brolhcr, .\ntony. from challenging the

Beau, she addresses him thus:

, , . . I brou(ht vou rrPr doar. nurscd you when you

s'^re sicli, fougtrt for yotr, hoped for-)'orr' loved vou-
itrini. of ii. tfi"t of thc dear pist, thinli of our honre and

iit". tt"nn" s'inter niEhts, thc cnsttos in the fire' lhe lon(
.fti"i.i'iuture, tht 'iove llrat s':rs to forgivn and suflcr
ri*'"1'.--O vou u'ill sParei vot'l u'ill spnre mc this'

V.then f)orothy cries, " George Austin, I have been

vour mistres., and I u'ill never bc your ruife," the
-8""u 

t".ponds, " I will leave Englnnd,- to-morrow-
vou .lt"lf be no longer torttrred with the neighbou.r-
'f'""4 

"i 
your ungeneiotts lover. Dorothy, farewcll !"

ts this 'i Old-woricl cortrlliness " or Oltl Kent Road?

It does not apPear to hnve heen a long-jotrrney from

Tunbridec Weils to the lilephant and Castlc'- 
.rr."nriinglv the crou'rls of intellectuals who flocked

t"'; linii"'iiiarten ' should not miss the Terror of
Tunbridge Wells. Again the Rcau shor:ld interest
tfr. ""ti laree prrblic' thnt lrns appreciatad ' The

Ir{an wiih a 'i.oad of lr/tischir:f" For the difference

bctrvcen thc Regency fnncy of M1' f)ukes and the

n"""*u fancy 'of i{cnley and Stevenson is both
p.nioundty iniormative nnd profoundlv 

. 
reassurtng'

iVr. Dukes invented for his piece not only a cynicat

thcme appropriate to the road to Bath' but a style
;;i"h h;b tirc right edge as rvell as the right .ele'
sance: the rjialof'u" *oi firm as well as fanciful'
ti.- ..iyf" adopted bv the \rictorian Romantics has

i 
-Lu.iy 

pompositf i the dialo.que - 
suggests that 

,

St"u"nton had 
'taken one of the stickiest and most

v 541
e ltl_ol'glbet r9_?9_

The Saturda Review
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BEAU AUSTII{

COMMENT AND ANALYSIS

Professor Saposn'ik sees this play, not as a celebration of bygone

elegance but rather as a caricature of Georgian days distorted by

Victorian cynicism. This is unnecessarily harsh as far from being

cynical, Stevenson still seeks the 'bird-haunted evocation of life's
fluctuations"' containing both laughter and tears"' (and) transcending

the rigidity of inescapable logic.' He goes on -

'If we arerryerely the Stars' tennis balls - we can at least enjoy
the game.'+z

Stevenson had no wish to be another Zola. He always wanted to

enjoy theatre, even the pursuit of 'the eldorado of romantic comedy'.

He wanted to break away from old, outmoded strictures. Henley, on the

other hand, and perhaps not surprisingly, was inclined to see everything

in terms of tragedy and reality. His was the passion but he had still
not found a plank strong enough to sustain it. He looked to Stevenson

for this and Stevenson was hardly strong enough to support himself.

Theirs had always been an unlikely pairing but it was now approaching

an uneasy mix.

Beau Austin is considered by virtue of its London vogue, however

l'imitedo as being the most successful of the Stevenson-Henley p'lays'

although, like the others, it exemplifies all the faults of hasty

construction - ie: lack of characterisation, abrupt ends to scenes'

unconvincing denouement etc. But one has to bear in mind that it was

written in four days. It has the advantage of speedy execution, such as

a spontaneous sweep i n the opening scenes which camies one al ong

through a cursory exposition in order that we may come quickly to the

character of George Austin himself. This is very nearly a real

creation, leaning heavily as it does on Beau Brununel, and one can see

why Tree was drawn to playing it. The idea of the ageing roue anxious

to retire but having to live up to his amatory reputation is a good one

("I believe I was a b'it of a devi] - in my time.")
This might well have been said about Sir Herbert himself in his day

and in modern theatrical parlance he could be said to have cast himself

to type. It is all the more puzzling therefore, whY he did not

persevere with the production and develop it for his main stage.
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Perhaps Henley kept too firm a hand on the reins? The partners

should have given Tree his head. After all, he was a thoroughbred so to

speak while they were still in the novice's handicap but perhaps this is

only being wise long after the event. Theatre dealings are for the most

part a battle of egos and all three men were highly idiosyncratic to say

the least. This is all the more unfortunate since, I'ike all their plays

there are so many good things in Beau Austin'

The relat'ionship with the valet, Menteith ("I put a second curl

upon Mr George's hair on purpose.'r) is nicely sketched' That is the

main drawback, everything is nice'ly sketched, nothing is drawn in any

detail despite the promise in such characters as Barbara, the maid -

,When Mentieth took ne to the play, he talked so much I couldn't
hear Mr Kean !'

Even to hear mention of Edmund Kean, i787/90-1833) the great tragedian'

underlines how pastel pink their theatre world was against his scarlet'

However it is unfair to make such a comparison. This'is a pink world'

We are in Tunbridge tlells not Ancient Rome. The play strives to be a

comedy of bygone manners and ends up as a drawing room charade with some

very witty lines and a final curtain that, w'ith some further work on it'
could have been a master-stroke
,Your Royal HighneSsn may I present Mrs George AuStin?'

Decorum triumphs over emotion but then in 1820 decorum mattered and

gentility was prized above any passion. 'Unfortunately, passion and

emotion are the first properties of any play. Everything else, as

Colvin hinted at, is decoration. Beau Austin is ALL decoration'

The problem in playing the piece is that' as Kennedy Williams states -

'It is too machine-made for truth and too true for farce.'43

0nceagain,forthistalentedduo,itistheproblemof
ambivalence. Two great m'inds are at work but too often they are in two

minds. Yet, a theatre authopity I ike Harley Granville Barker

(1877-1945) actor, director, and author, agreed with |lJilliam Archer that

Beau Austin should be recommended for inclusion in the repertoire of

Britain's Nat'ional Theatre if it should ever come to pass' I'lel l ' we

have our National Theatre - at least a National Theatre company - but

Beau Austi n sti I I stands wait'ing i n the w'ings - no doubt, checki ng hi s

curls in the long m'irror...
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Ll oyd osbourne, for al I his hero-worship of both men ' had

misgiv'ings about the entire p'laywriting time. A'lthough, being Lloyd

Osbourne, he had these, with all the wisdom of hindsight, nearly forty

years I ater:

'... deep down within me was a-disappo'intment I tried hard to
stifle... But djsillusion *is slow iri coming, even-.though th9
succeed'ing plays pleased me as little as the first. The gorgeous

dream 
"as 

nbt io iias'ily wafted away... But Stevenson' I think, came

soonest out-of the speil; was tne i'irst to rub his eyes and recover
his common sense. Hit urdou"-certainly declined; in the interval
of Henley's absences ne veii'gladly relurned to his own work, and

had, as a playmight, td -ue iescusc'itated b_y hilo unshaken

coliaborator, who was as confident and eager as ever.

Henley's cry now however was exhortatory - he was after all, the

poet of Invictus. The crutch was raised like a spear - and his shout

was a battle-cry - 'Beau Austin is dead! Long liut $!g!g];!g!g4!'
The soldier.in R.L.S. could not resist the challenge - even if, as Fanny

insisted, 'Henley will kill him', Stevenson reassured h'imself:

'To have played the part of man or woman with some reasonable
fullness, to 

-have ofteh res'isted the diabolic, -anq 
at the.end to be

still ..iili4gS-it, is, for the poor human soldier, to have done

qu'ite wel I .

'Then a soldier...'
Life for Stevenson always wore a mi'litary asPect - 'an affair of cavalry

- a thing to be dashingly used and cheerfully hazarded'. He lived to

the sound of bugl es.

'0ut/From prudent turret and redoqht/And in the melay charge amain,

To fal I but yet io 
-i'i t. agai n . . . '*o

His battle, however, was with his body and his constant fight was

against his own ill-health. Henley was a fellow-soldier. Theirs was a

similar conscription into the battalions of the sick. His enemy' too'

was the tubercular germ that blighted both their lives - attacking in

the lungs with Stevenson, and'in the hand and lower limbs with Henley'

They shared the handicaps and the benefits of the infirm and the nature

of the'ir illnesses may have g'iven both that extra impetus to action' In

J.H.Buck'ley's words -'they each possesssed a feverish eagerness to seize

the fleeting moments before they pass'. Buckley quotes Dr L'J'Moorman

who believes that the victim of tuberculosis feels himself -

'no longer wholly subject to .the world's conventional ,4ythority'
ana .oniequently.'.. exercise(s) a free, critical spirit.r "
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This would exp'lain the creative rest'lessness of Stevenson and the

iconoclastic daring of Henley and even if the disease nay have weakened

their total physical expression it could be said that both were

compensated by a mutually heightened perceptivity. Dr Alfred Adler' on

the other hand, maintains that the invalid, aware of his inferior
condition, becomes neurotical ly obsessed with the weak and strong

propens'ities in others. Dr Adler contends that the invalid -

'apperceives after the analogy of contrast... (and) only recogn'ises
and'g'ives value to relations-bf contrast... (he) raises a defensive
masciline protest aga.inst uncertainty, in66curitV, indecision, in
short, against every token of effeminacy.'-
Henley met Stevenson in a hospita]. Their sickness t{as only

another strand in the weave that tied them together but the same

infirmity, afflicting both in such different ways had equal effect on

their contrast'ing personalities and work. Stevenson had his actor's

bohemian pretence, Henley, h'is loudn roaring defiance of an unkind fate.
Each facade obscured the real man but each, one feels, saw through the

other. They each so much wanted to be men of action in the real world.

l.lill H. Low, a painter friend from the days at Grez,

,thought it nost distressing that Stevenson preferred a life of
actioi to the life of art...-(and) viewed his undeniable en{gwment
as an artist to be inferior to the other avocations of man.

As Henley's poetry 'is obsessed with imperialistic virilism, so

Stevenson's prose is inculcated with the pri.nc'iples of strenuous l'iving

''in the open air' and both are firm against any 'token of effeminacy'.

Henley would have agreed with Stevensonrs ideal view of the world as -

'a brave gymnasium, fullnof sea-bathing, and horse exercise, and
bracing, manly virtuesl'-"

Even from his Bournemouth sick-bed, Stevenson's cry was always -

'0 to be up and doing, 0
Unfearing and unashamed to go
In a'll the uproar and the.qress
About my human business.'-

Since his business for the moment was plays, he would soldier on.

But the soldier v,fas now a sailor -
and an Admiral at that...
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STAGE FOUR

Section B 'Jealous in honour'

Jealousy there was among those that gathered from time to time

under the ,skerryvore' aeg'is during that annus dramaticus of 1884-85.

Fanny was iealous of Henley, Henley was iealous of Co'lvin, Colvin was

jealous of Baxter and Baxter jealously guarded his friendship with Louis

as much the latter jealously guarded his precarious health. Feelings

went round and round in that circle, each honour-bound to do what they

thought best for the ailing man at the hub of it all. The dominant

theme was the need to buy h'im time and peace to write. Lloyd 0sbourne

thought it would all happen with the plays.

,Marvellous plays that would run for hundreds of nights and bring
in thousands of pounds;'

and he went on -
,plays that would revive the perishing drama, now hopelessly.giyet'!
over to imUeciles, who kept yichts and mistresses on money filched
from the pubfic; plays that would be billed on all the hoal!]1Ss
with the dfect.iiying'words: "By Robert Louis Stevenson and W'illiam
Ernest Henl ey. "' '

This was the dream into which Stevenson had entered so enthusiastically

only the year before, transported by Henley, and to a lesser extent'

Fanny. It was a dream not easily lost, although it should be said that

Stevenson was the first to come to his senses' even aS early as the

first collaboration at Bournemouth. His stePson was of this opinion.

Perhaps so, but between'Wensleydale'and 'Skerryvore'he would seem to

have had second thoughts. Beau Austin was in print and there was an

Admiral to attend. Everyone was summoned into the play circle. Even

Fanny, who says she was prornised a ruby bracelet out of the first
receipts for Admiral Guinea.3 Surely her price was beyond rubies?

The fact was that Fanny contrjbuted so much to this project that

she is reputed by biographer, Ian Bell, to have known every word of

every part in it. She was still quarrying for go1d, scrabbling, one

might say, and she did not mind where she found'it. If it were in plays

'R.L.S. lost not onlY the
'Wensleydale', but I believ;
become a popular dramatist.'-

I ast fl i cker of hi s Youth i n
also any convict'ion that he might



so be it - but plays meant Henley and that was a very distinct rub.

To her mind, Henley was a small plice to pay for eventual security' In
this way she must be seen as being as responsible as HenIey for

Stevenson's two-year proccupation with things theatrical, a fact which

it i s difficul t to deduce frorn her retrospect'ive comments on the

s'ituation so many Years later.
The published details were as follows:

ADI,IIRAI GUIIIEA
A Melodrama in Four Acts and Twenty-Four Scenes.
Privately printed 1884.
First Published in Three Plays (David Nutt, London ]89?).
Also by Heinemann, f6'fr?bfr-T8!r/. (Tusitala Edition vol ?4.)
PERSONS REPRESENTED

John Gaunt, called Adm'iral Guinea, Captain of the Arethusa
Arethusa Gaunt, his daughter
David pew, A giina beggir, once boatswain of the Arethusa
Kit French, A Privateersman
Mrs Drake, Landlady of the Admiral Benbow Inn.
The scene is laid in the neighbourhood of Barnstaple'
The time is about the year 1760.
The action occupies part of a day and a night.
SUMMARY OF ACTION
The plot concerns John Gaunt, a reformed slave--captain, who is
visited by the sinister blind Pew, who has the villainous intent to
rob John 

-Gaunt, with the innogent collusion of Kit French, suitor
of Gaunt's daughter, Arethusa.-

0n August 25 of that year, Stevenson was three chapters into

Treasure Island and had written to Henley from. Braemar:

'Your Admira'l Guinea is curiously near my line, but of course I'm
fooling; and your admiral sounds 

-like a shublime. gent {sic). Stick
to him-|ike wix - he,ll d0... You would l'ike my blind beggar...'-

Henley did. So much so that in the resulting play Stevenson's

Blind Pew steals the play from Henley's Admiral. The piece was

completed in the autumn of l8B4 in the same euphoric burst that produced

Beau Austin. The partners had enjoyed themselves hugely on both pieces

and it shows. But what had been fun in the writing during those

sometime rampageous Bournemouth nights revealed itself as something else

in the clear light of the morning after. Stevenson, writing to Henley

in March 
.|885 

was candid:

'The reperusal of the Admiral, by the way.' was a sore blow: eh' G9d

man, it'is a low, blacI-,Tr-FTy Utq:rguai{, ragged piece: vomitable
in many parts - simply vomitable.'"

Yet Kennedy l.lilliamson insists that -
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,to read Admiral Guinea in a silent house at night (one) may easily

get into that frame of mind when an ember dropping in the grate

will do lasting damage to the nervous system"T

He is th'inking particularly of the scene in the Fourth Act when the

Admiral is sleep-walking with a candle and the Blind Pew enters upon

h'im. This scene will be discussed more fully in the analysis of the

play to follow but this scene drew the adm'iration of critics such as

Bernard Shaw and made him brush aside the cavil that Stevenson and

Hen'ley were not dramatjsts. But one good moment does not make a play'

Admiral Guinea was not performed in Stevenson's lifetime.

it was first produced by the critic, William Archer, 'in a series of

five matinees presented by him under the management of H.J.Wilde under

the auspices of New Century Theatre at the Avenue Theatre, (now the

Playhouse) London, between November 29 and 3 December 1897.

The cast was as follows:

John Gaunt
Pew
Kit French
Mrs. Drake

I.lilliam Mollison
Sydney Valentine
Robert Lorraine
Dolores Drummoncl

Arethusa Gaunt Cissie Loftus

Robert Loffaine (1g76-1935) was to achieve later fame as John Tanner in

Shaw's Man and Superman in Britain and America and also in Cyrano de

Bergerac and The Prisoner of Zenda. In 1929, he played both Long John

Silver and B'lind Pew in a production of Ireasure Islang at the Strand

Theatre. Cissie Loftus (1876-1943), also at the beg'inning of a long

career at this time, became a celebrated vaudeville artist in America

beforereturningtoplayin@andNorainIbsen's!@.
Despite such juvenile talent in the production, the leading'man was

weak and Admiral Guinea did not look likely to have the prosperous

voyage for which Archer (and Henley) had hoped. Advance interest was

disappointing, V€t Archer considered the experiment worthwhile. William

Archer (1856-1924) was a Scottish journalist who became one of the most

influential drama critics in London and a huge influence in the

development of the new drama of his day. A friend of Shaw's and the

translator of Henrik Ibsen to the English stage he was always protesting

about the over-evaluation of the classical plays (Shakespeare apart) and

the under-evaluation of contemporary theatre. He upheld the Supremacy

of the script in the face of the actor's vocal and technical display.
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Archer had had some experience of play collaboration himself having

worked with Shaw on the first drafts of what became Widowers'Houses

when it was presented in London five years earlier at the Independent

Theatre. This then was no Philistine backer who offered his support in

1897. Stevenson, having been dead for three years, it fell to Henley to

deal with Archer when the latter decided to put on the play himself' He

also asked Henley for a Prologue if only for the reason that he had Miss

Elizabeth Rob'ins available to recite it. Henley, as usual, had his pen

in several ink-wells at once and was unsure about whether he could

manage it:
,I,ve no idea for a Prologue; but honestly, I'll ca*-around for
same. And if I can't getiny tomorrow or-next day, I'.11 write to
Rudyard. High prices hiveJi spoiled.him, so far as I know..' And

[n.- very tact ffrat (even if he'wrote) tfre address of the Adm'iral

and the sturJy liuayaraism'of 
-his 

own attitude to the stag-mT$h"f
make him turn'off-something which Miss R. would rather die than

deliver...-fne worst is, th'e Admiral's so d - d unsuggestive and

di si nspi ri ng. I wrote a decenffi6T-ogue for the Beau . ' ' But here '
what is there? There isn't-even a bl6ody pira_te fo-k'Eep.one going!

0nly John Newton (in shore-going togs).166 a lion-'arted seaman 1n

petiicoats'io-teep tir comianyi ani withat the sickest conviction
in the tu.uiuing iuino"'s hini'ttrat the whole thing. is a flam.
That and no morL. And f Uet;eve not Dryden' nor R-L.S. himself'
could rise to it. So there!'"

What a revealing corlment that is about its being 'a flam" It shows

something of the distance Henley had come in just over a dozen years'

And for him to link R.L.S. with Dryden as a poet is surely no more than

a whimsy. Hen'ley never had it in him to be a dramatist but he was a

poet. Stevenson had it in him to be a dramatist but not a poet'

Archer got h'is ProIogue. Lonely in Muswell Hill, Henley grieved

for his old fliend who died' unreconciled to h'im, on the other side of

the world.

'Once was a pair of friends who loved to chance
Their feet in any bY-waY of Romance;
They, like two vigabond schoolboys, unafraid
0f stark impossibilitiesn essayed
To make thebe Penitent and Impenitent th'ieves'
These Pews and Gaunts, each man of them with his sheaves

0f humour, passion, cruelty, ty1a1ny,. lifg'. 
^Fit shadows'for the boards; titt 'in the strife

0f drean with dream, the'ir slaver-saint came true
And their Blind Pirate, the'ir resurgent Pew

(A figure of deadly farce in his new birth)'
Tap-tipped his way from 0rcas back to earth;
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And so, their Lover and his Lass made one'
In their best prose this Admiral was done.
One of thi s pai r sl eeps tiTl-Th'-e' crack of doom

Where the grbat ocean-rollers plunge and boom,

The other iaits and wonders what h'is friend'
Dead now, and deaf, and silent' were the end

Revealed to his rare spirit, would find to say
If you, his lovers, loved him for this Play'.

In a postscript he added:

'I'll do my best to attend a rehearsal. Especially..if, it's in the
afternoon... I've gone deaf in one ear, and haven't been able tO
buy a trumpet yet.- However... what I want to know iS, what is
Pew'S mat<e-lpi 

- 
Petticoats of course; and .no end of a brass buckle

to his belt,'and a fur cap ( t tninf), and the most nautical shoes

and buckles that never trod the deck of a King's ship... But his
head? I want corkscrew ringlets in front, and big- brass
ear-rings... let me know, too, it I-mly have soqg paper for the
first night; and if_ 10, how much. Todiy,.nthe ill-stamed E.J.H.
creates iohn Gabrial Borkmann in Noo York.'

He then dashed off a note to Charles Whibley:

,I,ve scribbled a kind of Prologue for the A4rniral, which comes off
next Monday. fl6cher's enthu-si astic aboufit But I 've no

illusions left."-
0n November 25, four days before the opening, he wrote a long

letter to Archer dealing with nautical detail. At least it began as

such but it developed into another kind of letter. As always with

Henley whenever he opened his inkwell, he opened up his heart as well

and it leads where his head might have hesitated. This led to his break

with Stevenson and to so many misunderstandings with everyone who had

any dealings wjth him. This particular missive ended:

'And now, dear Archer, for something which i h^op9 a.nd bel'ieve will
a little dash your spirits, and which I confide to You,. because
your enthusiasm- alone'has made this thing possible. I purpose.not
io ne present at the Premiere. .For one thingr.mY rJe.rvis are not as

they uied to be; and for another - this is the chief - I feel I
havi an imprictiiUte difference'in the matter of R.L.S' which
CJmpets me to thrust myself into no breach' and to risk no

posiibit'ity oi applause,6n account of work done in common, alone'
lou t.y have noted, or not, that I have- held my tongue sinffh'is
death. I have donsso for many reasons I will not set forth here'
For these same reasons, I purpbse to be absent on Monday afternoon.
There might be - for your'sake, I hop.e there will be - calls for
,'The Author". I 'm ndt on i n that show. My del icacy may sgen!

absurd. Absurd let it seem. That it is prudent, I am sure. And

so forgive me and believe in it... I want (the first.night) to be

as muc[ at fosilb]e a triumph ('if triumph 'it is. to bq)'' for R.L.S.
And one of these days, you'il know the reason why... "'

There were no calls for 'Author'.
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However,@wusagaincordia]buttheAmericancriticwho
wrote for it was something of a lone voice. (Americans have always had

a bias towards Stevenson. ) The critical reaction, on the whole, was not

totally damning but at best it was qua'lified. The play was not helped

by poor acting and an inferior presentation. As a result'the
performance made no impression' but it was said that - 'Miss Elizabeth

Robins most admirably spoke the prologue'. It seems a small piping note

on which to bring down the duo brass obligato promised by such as Blind

Pew and Admiral Guinea.

The foremost and the most successful dramati st of the day, and

himself a Stevenson admirer, Sir Arthur Wing Pinero ('1855-1934)' might

have hit the mark when he defined the play as -

'Mainly rhetoric, beautifully done, but with no blood in it.'12
There is no record of the dedicatee's response, Dr Andrew Lang was much

too circumspect. Lang, an Anglo-Scottish writer of some erud'ition and

future editor of the Swanston Edition of the Works in 1892, was yet

another of the Stevenson London clique although he seemed to prefer the

writer to the man. He once refused to speak to Stevenson in Bond St

because he (Stevenson) was so outrageously dressed -

'No, go away, Louis. My character will stand a-great deal. but it
wonit- stfftd being seen talking to a 'thing' like you in Bond

Street.t'"
Stevenson was wearing a black shirt, red tie, black cloak and velvet

cap. Lang no doubt remembered their first meeting in France early in
1874. He related it to Clayton Hamilton in l9l4:

'Mentone promenade. Saw him comjng. Didn't like him. Long cape.
Long haii. Queer hat. Damned queer. Hands; white bony,.
Ueailti ful . Di dn 't I 'i ke the cape. Di dn 't I i ke the hai r. Looked
like a damned aesthete. Never liked aesthetes. Canrt stand them.
Tal ked wel I . Saw that. Sti I I , seemed another aesthete . Di dn 't
like him at all...later, oh yes - butr[ needn't tell you that.
Didn't like him at first. Took time. ''

And time was the only thing Stevenson did not have.

Lang was to say that Stevenson had the capacity, more than any man he

knew, of making men fall in love with him, in the Victorian'

non-homosexual sense. This is something not only Lang knew, but Henley,

Jenkin, COlvin, Gosse, James, Archer - not to mention Baxter, SimpSon'

Ferrier and cousin Bob - in short, any man who met him and came to know

him well. It was a very unique aspect of the man they called R.L.S.
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0n I December, Henley wrote again to Archer:

'I had the most pleasant letter from Miss Robins this morning' Bgt
the bookings-accbunt depressed me damnab'ly. This is is to have to
do with "lhe Boys of'the 0ld Brigade"! Had dear old Clermy
(Clement K. Shorter) smiled, I should have shot myself; but there
would have been a decent p'it... I am glad indeed that the-pace is
quickening. I wonder, wai there a better pit.today?-_ So-far as I
daw, the wtrole evening press - SqrL_!!g{3-l_(sic)Pall Mall ' Echo'
St James, l,lestmi nster - was wr Does it maKe any
ffiext varient I have some thought of making
Pew ravish Mrs Drake, under an Act of Parliament in public. They
wouldn't talk of "melodrama" then. I regret - most bitterly regret
- the depleted treasury. Not for my own sake at all. But yours.
Still, tire fight was w-orth fighting, tne venture worth making. $9I honour you ior your pluck. -Also, I'm beginning_to be]ieve, with
you, that you'll win ih the end...I could have told you_1ots about
lhe caryiirg power of thq.initials R.1.S... 'it is s'imply nil with
the play-going pub'lic...''"

Archer's brave effort trailed away in a five-day failure but he was

never to depart from his opinion that it was a failure of other elements

in the project rather than the intrinsic worth of the play. Henley saw

it once more before it finished. In the first week of January, 1898, he

wrote to l,lhibley:

'The Admiral held me - and held the house - with a grip of iron.
ThereTdFsome insolent fluff in the Mail; and the "Qld Brigade"
Tines, Telegraph, Standard, Academy, Ffffinaeurn played up to the old

en it' was with us'
Very heartily with us; though "not a play" was' of course' the
general catchword. 0n the whole, I feel we shall hear no more of
the thing. But it has been a pleasant time all round. Archer'
t,tiss Robins, the actors - everybody did'his d - dest. And though
there was nothing done as I wanted it done - though Pew hadn't a

laugh in him, and Gaunt had but one s'ingle key, and Cissie even'
delightful at times, was inaudible - the house was gripped.. I
remain of my old per3uasion. Give us an actor of geniuElEhtl-there
you are. For myself, a last word: I didn't think we could write
io well. Heie (Act tll) says I to myself, "here's the best
English since the big Elizabethans, English that's better than
Coigrevgis - because 

-it's emotiona'|". And by God, I believe I'n
right. ""

The truth is, he was so nearly right.
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Section B (i )

ADIIIRAL GUI]IEA

0n 21 April '1909, a production of the play was g'iven by the Glasgow

Repertory Theatre and it remained in the repertoire of the Scottish

Playgoers until the following year.

The Glasgow Herald announced:

ROYATTY THEATRE

Scottish PIaYgoers' ConPanY
The RePertorY Theatre

AN EI{EI{Y OF THE PEOPLE IbSCN

@ursdaY
Wedndsday, FridaY and SaturdaY

ADIIIRAL GUINEA
W.E.Henley ffiTd5EFF-E6'ilis Stevenson . .*

suggesie- by stavenson,s story ',Treasure Island"

Archer had written in the Theatrical l|lorll before the London open'ing:

'llle are so accustomed to look for style in a modern drama that we

do not recoqnise it when we see'it. -What I would here suggest.is
that th.i t pi ;y,- *riil.n by our master of romance j n col I aboration
w.ith a poet . .". 

' riy cl aim 
-no 

i nsi gnif i cant. place 
.am.gr_g 

Stevenson 's
worts,6ut rather shows one siOe dt h'is talents at its v-ery best"'
iBii;e p.wl' iouif,.i ,tn. 

-Jubl 
ime of scoundrel i sm. . . an Engl i sh and

nautical Macaire...'"
and afterwards:

'I think it only fair to say to thg. authors that the first
performance 

-*ui 
a-ltogether too itow... (but) a favourably-disposed

and even enthusiatic-critic sums up h'is judgement in the phrase -
"Not drama, but something almost better"'"
Even if .it were written in transpontine jargon, its scenes and

incidents wouta be eminently dramatic. But... it is w.itten jn a

nimble, delicate, nervous utid hu.tonious English. that gives (to my

eai) a-keener ioi on the tenth hearing than on the first...
This is not iiiterature" dragged upon the sta_ge..-. It is the
perfection-otdramat.icwriting-ias.applied.toaglorifiednautical
drama... If Admiral Guinea, n6* that'it has made its way to t!'
footlights, Ts" fTffid-gain and yet. agail f-or.T9.ny.,a, year to
come, it cin only be becausE the conditions of English theatry 

?TE
invinciUty nosiiie to anything l'ike distinction in dramatic art- "-

Glasgow, of course, represented Scottish Theatre. 'C.R.J.' reviewed the

play for the Glasgow Herald with little punctuat'ion and no paragraphs:

* Note the juxtaposition of an Ibsen play_translated onl-y. i.n 1893, and

iepreienting ih. very best of the 'illew Drama', with Admiral Guinea'

iyti f'i ng '"Popu'l ar ' ut oppo..d to 'Art ' th6atre. -B;ffi6-6m-T;56'

l"SlevLnion 't 
-ig.i, 

Austi n 
i ) p] ayed Stockman 'in the f i rst performance

of tbsen's Enemy of the People in London in 1893'
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'It i s not often that a wh'iff of the h'igh seas has a chance of
invading our stage, but when it does it ia thrice welcome. Those

who went to the ioiatty last night to see the Henley Stevenson.plal
had in every sens-e an evening of rare enjoyment. The tamlllar
itevensonlan ttavour of dial6gue, rendered- by actors of .quite
,.ririf -intef liglnce and ably Uicfia by Mr.Creagh ;lenry's admirable
itaging, conu"y6A io i aetig-trtea and s-urprised. audience a veritable
Ure6ze'bf piritical adventirre and the 'true invigorating lalg of
ialt. lr{ordy the play undoubted'ly is, and. in parts it drags to an

eitent that would hive been mori observable than it was had the
;;ii;g iast night been Iess_fine. indeed the flavour of the
Aiatoiue ana ifs inimitable'last scene are atl the play has to
itina"upon and it by no means would have stool ypqn them so-well
fiit-niitri nuA it nol been for the five accomplished members of the
cast and Mr. Creagli-ien.y's prowess in the yay of the scenery which
contr.ibuted 'incaiiulably to lhe old world charm of the performance.
In the Gaunt,s room wiih its high-hung charts and its geranium'in
the I atti ced wi ndow f rom whi ch 6ne ha-d a gl'i mpse of the sea ' the
naive little broadsheet drama was fittingly played out. John Gaunt

lne.vungelical-;itiv. Capta'in" was at home there in a sense rarely
achieved-on the stage, anh Mr. Montague Rqlprford made most of the
opportunlties in J-part bristling. with difficulties. Even in his
i Eigthy monol ogues he succeeded -'i n keepi ng . l.he attenti on of the
audienie and this was no small feat foi n-either the sleepwalking
scene nor the scene in which he relates his past to his daughter
Arethusa are really good act'ing passages. M'iss Mary. Jerrold made a

most Ltrarming Aietlhu-sa, "the ;hild oi many prayers", .and probably
did wel'l in-keeping h6r part as light as. she possibly could.
fspecially where'th6 emotibns of aelight 

-and 
terror were concerned

did she excel. Her acting when, tiansfixed with' fear, Arethusa
watches the wicked blind bEggar and her sleepwalking father, was

f-ii"it.-Ur iuUert Harben ai-Arethusa's sailoi' lover, Kit-Grench'
iut 'l sight for sair eten'r. HiS seaman's rolln especially.when
the fumes-of rum had mounted to his candid brain, his delightful
pi gtaii , stri ped shi rt and socks, buckl_ed shoes and fl appy

i"6useti, com'bi ned to make him an i deal seaman of 1760 or
thereabouts and his acting last night from the first moment when he

hugs Rreihusa to the last when he does for Pew with his sabre left
nolhing to be desired. Pew's part on.which_ lhe p]uy 1.argely
aapenai, fell to Mr Orlando Barndtt and it could sure'ly not have

Uebn better cast. Mr Barnett as "the low blind man", was not only
a temifying spectacle - any actor with a turn for make--up can be

that - he was'a villain full of'variety, and moved us from horror
to pure anusement and again to somethfng like :ympalqy. ,H-is-,face
has'many expressions bui his voice had more. From the appalling
f,ipoiiiiy of tone and gesture when_he spoke of-his "admira'|" to the
tiit genuine outburst-- "I don't like rum? Then I'm a dead man'

give fie water" - he kept our attention riveted, and at the last he

won the rarest kind bf pity by his farewell to Gaunt and his
defiant death chant. Miss'M. Aiiee Murray, as the landlady of the
Ra'inbow tnn compieted the well nigh perfect cast. A one act pla{
by Mr Richard 

''Po*"I1 
precedeA 'iAdmjral Guinea" I as,t night and

offered Miss Wheeler a very subtle if rather painful study.of a

girl who.cannot bear the signt of pai.n of-gisfigurement, but who,ig
ionverted to a wider pity Uy tne sudden blindness of her fiance.
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It is strange that the 'curtail-y'3is€F' had the same theme of

blindness as the main play but when the Adm'iral Guinea was repeated on

27 l4ay it was with a different one-acter beforehand. In the 'interim

period between the two presentations of the production, a correspondence

was conducted in the Glasgow Herald on the w'isdom of presenting serious

plays to small audiences, and as well as Enemy of the People, mention

was made of Ghosts, also by Ibsen and Shaw's ArmS and the Man. None was

made of Admiral Guinea.

Alfred Wareing, who was responsible for its presentation at the

Royalty Theatre in that city, reported that Tree enquired of him how it
went in Glasgow before he put it on at His Majesty's Theatre, Ha3rmarket,

in London for four matinee performances on 4,8, l0 and ll June 
.|909

with the folowing cast:

John Gaunt
David Pew
Kit French
Mrs Drake

Edward Sass
James Hearn
Godfrey Tearle
Agnes Thomas

Arethusa Gaunt Amy Lamborn

There i s no record of any further performances on stage but the pl ay has

been broadcast twice on radio - on the BBc Nat'ional Programme (]932) and

on the BBC Home Service (1956). (See Stage Seven)

This would appear to justify Henley's claim for the qual'ity of the text'
but for the play itself, although it has had its staunch admirers,
(l,lilliam Archer, Alfred Wareing, Kennedy trlilliamson, Granville-Barker)

there has been no theatrical interest since 1909,

By way of postscript, the following excerpt is made from a letter
written by Stevenson to James Payn, from Vailima on 4 November 1894 -
only a month before his (Stevenson's) death:

'I'll tel'l you the worst day that I remember. I had a haemorrhage
and was not allowed to speak; then, induced by the devil, or an
errant doctor, I was led to partake of that bowl which ne'ither
cheers nor inebriates - the cistor-oil bowl. Now when castor-oil
goes right it is one thing, but when it goes wrong !t_is another.
And it went wrong with me that day. The waves of faintness and
nausea succeeded-each other for twelve hours, and I do feel a

legitimate pride in thinking that I stuck to my w91k a.ll through'
and wrote a'qood deal of Admiral Guinea (whjch I might just as well
not have wriiten for all Thffidfrl-Tfever brought me) in spitergf
the barbarous, bad conditions. I think that is my great boast. ''-

This might explain Stevenson's 'simply vomitable' reaction to the play

on first reading it in print in 1885.
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ADI,IIRAL GUIIIEA

COMMENT AND ANALYSIS

This play owes everything to Skelt and the conventions of toy

theatre even to the nautical background, the girl who waits for her

sailor and the presence of pirates in the person of Blind Pew' borrowed

to good effect from Treasure Island. The central metaphor of the play

is blindness, blind trust in love to win the day, blindness of the

eponymous character to see his error and the blindness of the villainous

Pew makes for a powerful scene in the play where his physical blindness

is contrasted to John Gaunt's sleepwalking as a kind of temporary

blindness. Gaunt,s conversion in the last scene is equ'ivalent to having

his sight restored. Whatever the metaphysical conclusions one might

draw when the blind Pew comes 'eye to eye' with the somnambulant

,Guinea" it is strong theatre to say the least. It was described at

the time as -

,more claim to be considered as "the fines_t plece of pure.drama on

t'fre'moaern s91ge;' tnun anything in Beau Austin for all its teacup

storminess. r''
Good as it is, however, it is only one scene in twenty-four spread over

four acts, yet Kennedy lll'il I i amson 'i nsi sts that thi s, the thi rd pI ay

written jo'intly by Stevenson and Hen'ley, 'seems to be far and away the

best'. He goes on to make a point which has been stressed elsewhere in

this thesis but nonetheless bears repeating in a context where the

dramatic efforts of two literary talents are being d]scussed'- He says:

'To read in lold print soriething which is mbant for the stage' to
be made aware, by stage ali..liont, of the crude mechanics of
thearicaliir,-is to rij[ disillusionmlnt. A. printed.pl.ay is not a

final wort<'-of art; it- is,tj/Pi.t an actor's manual to help him

towards a final work of art-
This must be borne in mind throughout this study because it is a credo

known and understood by all practitioners in theatre and comes well from

a writer and critic. The essential art of the theatre has to do with

'seeming,rather than 'being'and with the consequent emotion aroused in

the audience by the atmosphere created in the theatre by the actions (or

acting) of the performers in such pretence. The scene described above

is a good example of this and the follow'ing excerpt is quoted at length

from the text in order to give some flavour of the effect and to stress

the po'int that a play is not literature but drama'
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Act IV Scene 3

Arethusa is upstage bY the door and

Ieft, as if on the quarter-deck. Pew

Gaunt is Pacing in his sleeP at

enters to centre and after a few

as he hears Arethusa lock the door'lines of preamble he halts suddenly

The text continues:

PEW: What 's that? Al I sti I I . There's somethi ng. wrong abo-ut thi s

room. p.rr, ,v'iart or oar<, you're .queer tolisqt; -brace up and

carry on. 'Whbre,s the iilit (Proddcing -knifb) , nn, here she

is; ind now for the chest; an{ lfre .go.ld;. and rum-rum-rum'

what? 6d?:.. 
- 

ora ctolhes, uy eoa! He',s done me; he's been

before ft; h;is uoltea witn'thL swag; -that's why he ran: Lord

w.ither and waste nim torty year toi-it! 0 Christo-pher, if I
had my f.ingers on your lnioJtl lnv didn't I strangle the soul

out of him? I heard th; breath iqueak in his weasand; and

Jack Gauni pulled me off. Ah, Jack, that's another I owe you'

My pioll'-fiiend, if t'-was eoa Aimightv,.T9t f-iY-t--TinutesI
(Gaunt ,"lrir and'begini to-pu.e the stige.like a quarter-deck'
L. ) What's that? A man'i 'wal k. He d6n't see me, thank the

blessed darkt But it's-'time to slip, my bo-' (llt gropes his
*uy rt.uttnitV iitt he_ comes to Gauirt's table, where .he burns

his nana 
-in itre canatJ'i' A candle - lighted. - -.then it's

urigtrt-as a.vi- t_ora.goa, doesn,t.h: see me? It's the horrors
come ative. 

- (Gaunt Oriwi near and turns aw.ay..) .I'11 . go-mad,

mad! ii;-;.d", to itre door_, stoppins and startilp.l Door.
(His ui,lii." iting for 

-th; tirst 'tim6, sharp -Iitl' temor' )

Lockedi r.v gonii rrapfea! Keep off - keep off,o! me - keep

away! (Sotlo- voce agai;. ) Keep' your head, Lord .have mercy'

keep Vou.- neaa. t'il"wet' w'ith'sieat' What' devil's den is
this? I must out - outi 

-(He 
shakes the door vehemently') Iq.?

Knife lt ts, then - knitii - knife - knifel (He moves with
the knife raised towirds Gaunt, i ntently l i.stening 9l'd
changiilg fis'direction'it Gaunt changes his position on the
stage. )

ARETHUSA: (ruifring to intercept him.) Father, father, wakel

GAUNT: Hester;'Hilteri (He tuini, in tim-e_ to see Arethusa grapple
Pew in'the centre of tne'stige, and Pew force her down')

ARETHUSA: K'it ! Kit !

Cefl t (wi th the knife rai sed ' ) Pew's way !

(The scene continues)

Itisasuperbconceit-abljndmantryingtokillamanwhois
walking in his sleep. A man with no eyes as it were against a man

eyel ess

and at
in his subconsciousness. This fulfils the metaphor splendidly

the same t'ime creates a valuable tension at a crucial time in the

play. But then deus ex machina is drawn upon in the form of the

sailor-hero at the window and we are with Skelt again' lrle are also w'ith

Stevenson and Henley in Gaunt's transformation from the unconsc'ious to

the self-conc'ious in the unreal p'iety of the last speech' The curtain

should come down on Pew's death. He'is the real hero of the piece'
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PEW: I say - fair dealings, Jackl - n9n9. of that heaven bus'iness:

F.iddler,s Green's my io"i-nor, ain't 'it?... Pass the rum and

be damned to You.
tHe triei i; ii;i)- "Time for us to go now - Time for us-"

(He dies)
Pew may have died'in the play but he lives on in Treasure Island'

He was too good a character to die. Would that John Gaunt had been as

strong. However much the playwriting partners had 'improved on their

technical conunand of the stage they stiII had not invested suffic'ient

flesh and bone'into the central character to allow Gaunt to dominate the

stage as he should. Pew easily steals the Play, but it is not his to

steal and the balance is lost if the Admiral is not as effective' The

two sweethearts are only cardboard cut-outs and Mrs Drake, the landlady'

the only other member of the caSt, is peripheral'

Yet it must be said that the language of the play is an improvement

on the previous p'lays. Henley has his usual command of the slang - and

stevenson had a relish for things naut'ical. witness Pew for instance:

PEtt: l,lould it have been seamanlike to let on and show mys.elf to an

old shi;n;i;, *r,en ni was v.ld a.ry to yard-arm. w'ith a craft
not nJtf fiis'metal, and gelting blown out of the water every

broad-si de?

George Bernard shaw (1855-1950) considered that the melodrama was a -

'Frankly boy'ish compound of piracy . 
ald pasteboard, coming

occasional ly"very clos'e to poetry 
'and 

pasteboard, '

and that behind it laY -
'prodi gious I iterary virtuosity' .

shaw too, like l,l'illiam Archer, felt that the Admiral spoke -
,a prose no more to be tampered with than the most delicate verse"

and that Pew touched 'the sublime of scoundrelism"23 In addition'

certain stage effects are well engineered and Pew's first entrance to

the landlady of the Admiral Benbow Inn is a gift to any actor:

PEW: 'Good Christian lady, help a poor blind mariner to a mouthful

of meat. I've served HIs ilaSesty in every quarter of the
globe; I,ve spoke witn 'awke ul9-glorious Anson as I m'ight

w.ith you; and'I,ve trimpeJ tt.utt iignt long, upon my sinful
feet, and with an emPtY bellY"

Whose hand held the Pen here?

The lines have vim and verve and clear'ly come from the same Pen as that

which created Treasure Island, but contrast th'is with Gaunt's last

speech as he looks down on Pew's dead body at the final curtain'
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GAUNT: 'But for the Grace of God, there I ies John Gaunt!

Christopher, you have saved my child; and I, I,-that was

blinded' witir 
-self-righteousness, have fallen. Take her,

Christopher; but 0, walk humblY.'

Whose hand held the pen there?

Despite a genuine sense of stagecraft, the play fails because of

the weakness at the centre. It would indeed have taken an actor of

genius as Henley pined for to play Admiral Guinea with any success' One

wonders why Edward Henley was not sent for? His name did croP up

because Stevenson had written from Skerryvore regardi ng Edward's

expl o'its :

'Bravo Teddy - and bravo, I'm charmed to hear of it."'24
And aga'in : 

2q
'Dear Lad - Can Teddy come on Monday?'--

So, although relations were again cordial, there was n0 respgnse

from the errant Edward. Could he have done as much for the unbending

Admiral Gaunt as he did with the dextrous Brodie, which Stevenson now

termed his'step-child'? It is by no means certain. John Gaunt is on

one note throughout mainly due to the superfic'ial'ity of delineation.

We, as the audience, know too tittle about him. Even when we do, it is

a long, retrospective soliloquy, which needlessly halts the action at a

crucial time. Too often the audience is told of what has happened

off-stage instead of see'ing it happen before their eyes. The audience

must not be blind to the action. Some of the lines are good but too

often the balance of information'is wrong. 'For instance, we know too

much of Pew's past and too little of the inn-keeper, Mrs Drake's

relationship with Kit. ("I declare i love him like my own.") ts she

his mother or merely h'is landlady? The fact is ambiguous as presented.

Stevenson has such a relish of the nautical that by the end of the

piece we have had a surfeit of sailoC connotations. Like its twin-work,

Beau Austin , it has good l'ineS and moments, but has also all the signs

of carelessness and neg'ligence. In the first scene between Pew and

Arethusa there is the contiguity of 'abroad' and 'aboard' in successive

lines which Scribe would never have tolerated in his 'well-made play'.

A true playwright would have spotted the difficulty this would have made

for the actor. Scripts that are to be spoken aloud should be written

aloud as it were. This is often where literary qual'ity is a handicap'

Dialogue, to sound as if it natural on stage, often reads unnatura'|1y.



This is a hard lesson for a stylist
like Henley to learn in one short year.

faint hopes for its eventual success:

The partners could only

an adaptation of an old

tn

like Stevenson and a classicist
Stevenson nonetheless still had

pieces and,Time is our only friend. The Admiral, pulled simply.in pit
anoui halt;deietAd, urill act sorne such is my opinion.
no morg. t'-

I can

He was right. He was beginning to see the dangers of overwriting

for the stage and the value of cuts in almost any playscript' What 'is

evident however in the construction of this play is that the structure

anticipates television playwriting in its use of repeated duologues'

Almost every scene is a two-hander. This of course would recorrnend it
especially to broadcasting where the word is paramount. This sadly'

even in th.is their third collaborat'ion, was still the case with both

authors - the W0RD has primacy not the ACT.

Stevenson's last wbrd on Admiral Guinea was when the published

version arrived at Vailima on 17 April 1893. He wrote:

'The plays have come too. I think A.G. the very b.es.t.of the crowd'

The ohly-review I have seen was in the Saturday (sic) and no very
great mitter. As for performance, J have no very great taste for
it, as dtou know, and'very willingly leave the question in your
hands. '''
Yet the play continued to have its supporters. One of whom was

Leslie Cope Cornford, a Stevenson admirer and Henley disciple and

biographer of both. Writing in 1913, he remembered the first night on 4

June 1909, and had this to say:

'The present writer was present at the occasion of the performance

at Hi's Majesty's Theatrd, and he could not then' nor can he now'

di scover any iaequate reason to account for the fact that the pl ay

did not tafi tne'public fancy. Such igothe luck of the theatre,
inconstant ever, and ever inexplicabl€- ''-

hope for better luck with their next effort -
favourite, l'lacaire
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STAGE FOUR

Section C 'Quick in quarrel'

ITIACAIRE

After a pause to replenish their energies and their friendship,
(for both indeed could be sudden and quick to quarre'l ) the partners met

again in the spring of 1885 to write Macaire. In the previous October,

after completing Admiral Guinea, MF and Mrs Henley had returned to
London. Henley came back to Bournemouth alone to start on Macaire.

Fanny was sorry that Anna had not come. She liked Anna as much as she

disliked Anna's husband. However, she accepted that both men would

continue with plays and this meant Macaire. Strictly speaking, this was

not an original play, but an adaptation they d'id of the old nelodrama,

Robert Macaire. For this reason, Sjr Arthur Pinero did not include it
in the survey of Stevenson plays in his lecture.

Stevenson mentions the tit'le as one of his own Skelt Toy Theatre

sheets but the original melodrama was based on Frederic Dumont's

L'Auberge des Adrets which Frederick Lemaitre (1800-75) naA played the

Arnbigu-Comique in Paris w'ith such success in 1823. It was thereafter
almost exclusively associated with his name. He brought an 1834 version

to London in a repertory of plays during 1835. An English adaptation by

Charles Selby was presented at Saddler's l.lells in October 1838 with

J.Lee as Macaire and thereafter it was frequently revived throughout the

country. E.F.Saville played it at the Victoria Theatre, London, in
November 1841, Henry Wallack (1790-1870) at Covent Garden in 0ctober

1843, Sanuel A. Emery (1817-81 ) at the Olympic Theatre in August 1855,

Ri chard Phi I i ps at the Greci an Theatre i n January I 856 and most

noticeably, John Lawrence Toole (1830-1906) at the Gaiety Theatre in
February 1877. This is the vers'ion Stevenson and Henley would have

known as the London-born Toole had many seasons at the Theatre Royal,

Edinburgh, from .|853.

Macaire was the idea of actor-manager, Beerbohm Tree who, ever on

the look-out for quality plays, had visited Stevenson at Bournemouth

during the late winter of 1885. He says he came down to hear Stevenson

read The Hanging Judge but this is unlikely as it had not been written
yet. That would not however deter Herbert Beerbohm Tree from saying so.
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Tree thought Stevenson 'very pol'ite, nervous, graceful, charming'

mellifluous of speech'and that he -'spoke like one of his own books'-

'his sentences were quite literary, but he seemed to enjoy their
embroidery.,. By the by, he told me he hated writing love-scenes -
it wal like puiting dri skates - he turned Mrs Stevenson on t0
them.' '

Fanny Stevenson, for her part, seemed to enioy Tree.

'llle have just had a visit from Beerbohm Tree, whose n$e, I am

sorry to siy, is treated with shocking l.evity by Louis"lg seems a

very 4ice, 
'*a.st, pleasant fellow, Ind we were very pleased with

him. t'

The Henley-Stevenson version of Macaire was published as follows:

I{ACAIRE
A Melodramatic Farce in Three Acts.
Dedicated to Arthur Egmont Hake
Privately printed by R. and R.Clark, 1885.
U.S. Copyright ' 27- May 1885 (Magazine Sh.eets)
Publishba ii 'The Chap-Book' (Chicago) l/5 June '1885

and in 'New Review' 12 June ]895
Published - Stone and Kimball, Chicago' 1897.
Also as Four Plays with 'Deacon Brodie',rBeau Austin' and 'Admiral
Guinea' Efrffi-emann, London, 1897.
PERSONS REPRESENTED
Robert Macaire
Bertrand
Dumont, Landlord of the "Auberge des Adtrets"
Charles, A Gendarme, Dumont's supposed Son

Gori ot
The Marquis, Charles father
The Brigadier of Gendarmerie
The Curate
The Notary
A Waiter
Ernestine, Goriot's Daughter
Al ine
Maids, Peasants (Male and Female), Gendarmes

The scene is laid in the Courtyard of the "Auberge-des Adrets"
on the frontier of France and Savoy. The tinre is 1820.
The action occupies an interval of- fron twelve to fourteen hours;
from four in thb afternoon till about five in the morning.
NOTE:
The t.ime between the acts should be as brief as possible and the
piece played, where it is merely comic, in a vein of patter.
SUMMARY OF ACTION:
An escaped prisoner, Robert Macaire, finds the.prospect of gain in
claimin! tfr'e false identity of Charles.Dumont's father on the eve

of that-young man's marriage to Ernestine Goriot. Hil plans are
foiled Uy"tne- arrival of thE real father - the Marquis de la Charte
de Medoc.-
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Nothing was said of Henley's reaction to the actor-manager although

Tree found him a great contrast to Stevenson -

,Henley,s talk being crude, his - manners brusque, the'ir only

resemblun..-b.ing-a live oi-dooJ'wtne... Henley wis really a fine
fellow, but somefiow the world-seemed to revo]ve around him"'
I suggested to them to tif.- nobert Macaire a philosopher in

crime... I (also) made u numU.. of suggestions for the play unq

they wrote offering that r'snoufa be a firt;::lf:t' ,trhtv 
were sood

enoirgh to say that-my suggestions were invaluable

The offer was made forrnally in a io'int letter signed by Henley -

,Dear Mr Tree, - In considerat'ion of the assistance we have

required, we have deciae to-tunk-ygtl for one-fifteenth part of the

author,s riqht in Macai...' it"no"uia give.us much pleasure. to place

your name ,ion ir,.ff.-pug.; and we-venture to suggest that on a

rigid.ontilrltion qt tn.'n6ti.oitlno.ution it has-a perfect right
to aPPear there-..'-

Tree declined.

,as I had done nothing... I had occasion to regre-t 
-Ty=-to-qttty,.for

when we ..ri"io pioAuce tni piiy i wanted. to mlke some alterations
as I cons.i dered the const"uiti6n somewhat f aul ty. fy s-uggesti ons

were pooh-p*h,n.-"-T[e pt-ay wai produced and the notices given to

my perfop*!n.. *i.e to.d fl"atieriirg than were the references to the

PlaY...'"
0n g December, Tree withdrew from the writing of it, st'ipulating that

the authors should nonetheless send him a copy of the play on which he

would mark those passages indebted to his suggestion' These were not to

be used in any further product'ion. A voluminous correspondence

developed on this point between Hen'ley and Tree'

'Henley wrote to me somewhat violently, say'ing th.at I-
done t-he Uuitei-siide trick with the play; to which I
ii n. wouta not leave his correspondence,. I would do

more... sti;i, r have always Iiked him despite his
manners. . . "

had evidentlY
replied that
the plaY no

b1 udgeonesque

Henley could never understand why people somet'imes found h'im offensive'

During 1888, when he was editing the Scots Observer in Edinburgh' he had

occasion to meet Tree, who was touring there, in the street.

see me?" he asked the actor, who replied
I forgot for the moment that we were 0n

In the winter of 1884-85, Stevenson had been beginning to feel the

strain and the pace of writing w'ith Henley, but now he had not only to

deal with him but with Tree. However, 'in their typical rush, the thing

was done and despatched to the pginters - and then nothing happened'

"'Why did you not come to
amiably, "MY q9?6 HenleY'
speaking terms ! "
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lllith Tree's withdrawal, the play inexplicably disappeared for

fifteen years before a production could be arranged in London, although

there had been a reading at the Athenaeum Hall, Shepherd's Bush, on 12

December, 1887 i n order to establ i sh authori al and performance

copyright. (The ptaybill for this reading was sold at auction in 1914.)

At Stevenson's death it had still not received a stage production.

@!E was first performed at the Strand Theatre, for a single

matinee performance on 4 November, 1900. 0n November 6, the play moved

to the Great Queen St Theatre for one matinee with the following cast:

Robert Macaire George S. Titheridge
Bertrand l,lilliam Cheeseman

The Marqu'is Ivan Watson
The Bri gadi er Frank DYa'l I

Dumont
Charl es
Gori ot

Curate
Notary
Wai ter
Ernesti ne
Al ine

Sydney Faxtom
Pym Williamson
Charles Rock

Tom Heslewood
Arthur Brownley
A. Carbell
Dora Barton
Clare Greet

Beerbohm Tree brought the p'iece to His Majesty's Theatre in May

1901, pairing it with Beau Austin in the same week.' It is another

regret in this play-project that Tree himself did not play Robert

Macaire for longer, as it is obvious that the part was written exactly

for his charming, idiosyncratic style. The role required 'presence' and

Beerbohm Tree had that. His half-brother Max Beerbohm reviewed it:
,Macaire is a melodramatic farce, though really a farce transformed
inFo a nrelodrama. R.L.S. is prolific in both forms - 'New Arabian
f,figfrts' for force, 'Pav'ilion'on the L'inks' for melodrama as also
,Oi,:ekyll and Mr Hyde'. And the greater part of every_romance he

wrote..-. Henley has-never shown-any tendency to storJ-tell'ing as he

has done nothiirg in fiction, therefole R.Lt-S. provid.ed the plot out
of Skelt... Thai is their one possible pedigree... Macaire himself
is Stevensonian - Stevenson's ivillon'out of'The Dynamiter'- the
pfriiosopntc scoundrel ... His compan'ion, .Bertrand, typical of the
timid creature thrown 'into peritdus affairs. The passion of fear
is the one passion R.L.S. is'never able to.t.ep 9ll of l,is.writing.
The rest of'the characters were supernumaries' (stevenson's) sense

oi words plays tricks w'ith the diaiogue -.with characters speaking

as Stevensoi enjoys, rather than as they would fPeaf. The

structure too is as one would expect from an amateur dramatist who

does not take the stage seriousiy - the sudden change of -key from
sheer farce to sheer mtlodrama and the monotony and superfluity of
much in the opening scenes smack sharp]y of the trifling tiro...
Much in the piay ii characteristic of'R.L.S. - of Henley nothing.
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He may have drawn the subordinate characters but anyone could have

drawn them. 
- 

He may have been responsible for the construction..-
It is a conclusion-not satisfactori to our general admirat'ion of Mr

ienley Uut [e-muit f,lve Jone mo.e ihan what we can give him credit
for at first sight.'-

sir Max could not have realized his understatement.

Kate Teryy Gie'lgud, niece of Ellen Terry and mother of Sir John' was a

great admirer of Tree. She conrnented on that actor's performance as

Falstaff in 'Henry lV Part l'at the Haymarket Theatre on 5 June'1896:

'It is a part that ranks high among his best, along with old
Demetrius dnd the innnortal 'Macaire'..: ,..'0
and that I should much l'ike to see again!"

Hers was what might be called a highly-informed opinion and yet how

reliab'le is it with regard to Macaire? Was it the old versjon of the

melodrama or the new? l|las it so fitted for Tree that she saw Titheridge

and remembered Tree? George Titheridge was a useful branch of theatre

in his t'ime but he was certainly no Tree. Perhaps Mrs Gielgud

remembered Irving in the part? He played it at the Lyceum in May 1888

with sets designed by Hawes Craven and music by J. Meredith Ball' But

Irving played it in the old version which can only be considered as a

de'liberate slight to Henley and Stevenson. Edward Henley's stage satire

had obvi ously not been forgotten. At any rate, another Irvi ng

opportunity was lost. He could have done so much for not only had he

all of Tree's presence, he had an act'ing genius that was all his own but

as he had refused Deacon Bro!j!, he ignored Macaire'

Stevenson himself had the last word. He considered Macaire -

'a piece of job work; hulliedly bockled; it might have been worse'
might have been better.'"
He had been dead for six years by the time the play first had an

audience yet many years afterwards Mix Beerbohm was st'ill bemoaning his

passing and his possible loss to theatre. sir Max wrote:

,Would that Mr Stevenson h'imself were al'ive to dramatise one of h'is

own ."truuuqint 
-tul.t for Drury Lane. I fancy he would have

airigntdO ii- inJ-task. The 
-Dynamitgr would have been 

- 
quitg

irresistibl;'undgt lli. in"tnUl-rc6ffrm ausp'ices... Yes, I wish

the author ot fn.-Pynfti4 were here to make Drury Lane.delightful
in the autumn; more especrblly because Drury_ L.ane m,ig.ht be made

aetitntful il'tfre .,gint6r too by the author ot 'The (sic) Child's
Garden of Verses. ' '"

This i s 'Pl ay' properlY

practical stage machinerY

seen as make-believe borne on the back of

via the action and imagination of actors'
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When the plays were published as Three Plays by David Nutt

(Hen'ley's publi sher) in 1893, Lionel Johnson gave the vol ume five

leading co'lumns in The Academy to mark the event:

'No better plays have been written in prose than these since
Sheridan wrote.- I do not say that in the proprieties of the stage'
scenic convention, histrionil technicality, but in dramatic- spirit'
the force and liie of dramatic literature. The conceptions are
itrangety iimple; the style is neat,_ mov'ing,._natural; the
characters are'expressed by creatures of flesh and blood. Here is
in. iiir of actioh, the buiiness and reality of the-world; here'is
romance, that touth of strangeness and delightful wonder which
animates all the work of these authors.
In ,'Deacon Brodie" we have the contrast between the civic, social
iespectaOility, the sober, domestic virtues, and audac'ious' secret
vili ainies, t-ne ttashy joys and sneak'ing prowess of nocturnal vice-
In "Beau Austin" we have the elegance oi'"the WellS", the airs and

graces of "the PantiIes", the ione and fashion of society; and

ioignant emotions, the truest honour and good h.earlt break'ing oyt
ihdugh the da'inty mannerism. in "Admiral Guines", we have the
familiar smell of-the sea, the old memories of the Span'ish main,
the trade winds, the Caraicas, Execution Dock, mingling with the
ola, norely Engl-ish Scenes, th6 village_inn, the cottage room. The

plays are playEd out anywhere. Apqtt from the characters and the
actions, w6 live a defii'TfE-fife while we read these plays...'

This is significant, the plays are READ by the critic and not SEEN by

him in the theatre' (John Kelman'in his comments on Deacon Brodie

suffered from the same disadvantage.) This does not prevent Mr Johnson'

in this instance, from g'iving an extremely detailed description of each

of the three plays as he rsees'them on the Page:

,Here we are indebted to the sympathetic imag'ination, helped by

historical insight of the story-teller and lhe pget. i..Phrase
here, a phrase there, conveys us to Georgian times.. Edinburgh
ragnit"s,' Tunbridge "quality" : phrases p_ointed, speaki-ng, charged
wiin a pbsitive -gen'ius 

of 
-propriety. 

. F_urther each p'lay has its
internai greatnesfof interdst, eacli deals with the fortunes of a

soul, ite-tife of a conscience - not, of course, with the magical
concentration of Browning's art upon a single interest, but rather
teiting a lively train -of incidbnt go forward till some sudden

collision of moi'ives, or collapse of -instances, or flash of light
takes pl aces. . . '

Then fol'lows a detailed exposition of the ma'in ptot in each case with

copious examples of the text as required. Mr Johnson is struck

especially by the use of slang in Deacon Brodie - 'a very modern sound',

and wonders 'what Hawthorne would have made of the Deacon'. Beau Austin

is,dainty and delicate'and'the stony is a version of R'ichardson's

masterpi ece ' . 'The whol e pi ece goes del'i ghtful ly' .
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He also avers -'it is hard not to trace the hand of Mr' Stevenson

dominant in "Admiral Guinea"'and quote several excerpts to prove it"
He admits that the sleep-walking scene'should be effective upon the

stage' . He concl udes :

'These are flree enchanting pieces' worthy of their authors and of
the stage.'

Need one Say more?

George Bernard Shaw could, and did, in the Saturday Review following the

London product'ion of
a'lready been quoted.

AdmiralGuineafromwhichabriefexcerpthas
Mr Shaw goes on:

,Hardly anything gives a livelier sense of the deadness of the

Engiis'h siige iri t"ne eighties than the failure of Mr. Stevenson and

llrl i.nf.V [o effect a iodgement on it. Tq Plead that they were no

iiic) teni,ine dramatists ii not to the point; pray what were- some

of the illiterat.'Uungi..s and igniramuses whose work was preferred
to theirs? nsf< iny-piuygo." if fie remembers any of the fashionable
success of that p.ii5aii vividly as he remembers "Deacon Brodie"!
If he says yes, lou *iti feel tfrat he is either a simp'le liar' or
.is. no_f"u! piuigo.", but merely a critic, a fireman,. .a p,oliceman

or some non-func"*bniry wno has-been paid to induce him to enter
the theatre...
Far be it from me to pretend that Henley and Stevenson, jn their.goy 

B*"uneei fftise, t6of< the.stige serio-usly - unless it were the
;i;d-;i-fasteboird'sienes and chiracters and tin _1".t!:-:nd_-:l]dtt- but even that-stage was in the eighties so much more artistic
than the real ttuii.--"io *u.t' mord sanctioned -by the.chi-ldish
iiniiei and dreami-in wnith all dramatic art begins'. tha!,it was

il;t Uy #.iting for themselves, and not for the West-end hggies'
[[ai HLnfey-stdvenson contrived io get ahead of their time""'.
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I,TACAIRE

COMMENT AND ANALYSIS

George Bernard Shaw claimed that Irving

Macaire in revenge against Shakespeare and as

of sustained dign'ity at the Lyceum, but what

BERTRAND -
MACAIRE

BERTRAND -
MACAIRE

Murder?
l.lhat is murder? A legal term for a man dyi.ng' Call

it-iate, and that;s ptiltosophy,.call it Providence and

i;r [;ii n.iigion. oier whvttrat is what man is made

iot;-*.'are ritl 
'of -mortal larts; we are al'l as good

as aeaa ilready,.-we hang so clgs-e- upon .Ilt ,brink:
touch a button uia tn" stiongest falls in dissolution'
Now see how easy I take you- (grappling him)

Macaire - 0 no!
F;;ii Would I harm a fly when I had no_thing -t-o 

gain?.

As the butcher'riift tf'*i sheep, I kill to..live; ryld
,n.r"1Jin. difierence betweeh man and mutton? pridg
ina u tailor's bill. Murder? I know who made that
name-amancrouchingfromtheknife!Selfishness
ria. it - the asgiigated egotism called society; but-I
meet that with i"seitisnneis as great. Has, he money?-

Have I none - great Powers' n-one? well' then' I
fatten and manure my life with his''

had put on the old

a reaction against

annoyed Shaw was -

Robert

months

,that there was, and I suppose still 'is, in. the market a version of

that little ritbAiuma by'Nr.-Hentey and the late Louis Stevenson

which was full of literary aistinction but Mr. Irving.stuck to the

old, thira-ciasi version'wh1ch gave hil scop-e. for absurdity" ' a

choice doubly deplorabl. nn.n ttiEqe was aviilaUle a new and vital
version by Henley and Stevenson"'-

Considering the c'ircumstances in which it was written - Stevenson's

increasing apathy, Henley's impatience' Tree's'intrusiveness' Fanny'S

hostjlity, Thomas Stevenson's failing health - the farce is a ioy to

read. It is the shortest of the plays and in some respects' the most

successful despite its extremely short theatre Iife' It is certa'inly

the most accessible to modern tastes and emerges, in Buckley's phrase'

as ,a nimble and engaging farce, a not unworthy antecedent of The

Importance of Being Ernest'. Pra'ise indeed. But does he mean Ernest as

in Henley? Buckley goes on:

,Macai re hi msel f presents an amazi ng compl ex o,f 
..-.| 

nte^lf ect and

ingenuity. 
'-He 

shdres Iago'i sense od realism and Mercutjors turn
for speculation... At the weddint, n" simulates to perfection, the

hearty iov- oi iiistutf ..,;dqbdt'tJ murder the Marquis, he finds
'inspiiation in Macbeth.. -'

some of the dialogue reads like shaw. see the end of Act 2 Scene 6:

(Scene cont'inues )
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When Henley printed the text in the June issue of New Review' Shaw

took further opportunity to attack the Philistinism of the middle-class'

bourgeo'is, London audiences, which, he insisted, could not appreciate -

'the wit, imagination, romance and humour' offered in thiS Macaire"lT

one feels that with support such as this, and with Archer's

conti nued good wi I I , wi th the prospect of Tree' s stagecraft and

presentation the play could hardly have failed, but Henley was obdurate

for his own reasons and consequently Tree withdrew and the play

suffered. A smaller irony relat'ing to Henry lrving, to whom the very

first play had been sent, 1r{as that H.B.Irving, (1870-1919) his son' had

been interested in Macaire but had been pre-empted by Tree who was given

the f.irst opportunity to work on it with the authors.*

Here were three clever men work'ing on a format that had already

been proved on stage with success and with a central character bursting

with vitality and interest yet they could not agree on what after all

was only an adaptation. There is no doubt that in quality it is an

improvement on the original version but it was geared to the artistic

climate of lgg0-g0 and the original of fifty years before may have

become too refined in the process. Robert Macaire requires panache not

philosophy but had not Tree himself asked for a thinking criminal?

The result is an actor's detight, for even if it is only what

Theatre in its review of the London matinee called 'a farrago of

nonsense','itisapragmaticfarragobecauseitisnothingmorethana
vehicle for actorsilbusiness' or by-play, that is the scoring of

techn'ical points in the playing. This was partly the reason that the

original worked. The scenario was lifted off the page and transformed

by the actors in performance much in the manner of the old stiollers in

the Ital'ian commedia del'l 'arte companies. There was plenty of room 'left

for improvisation and the ad l'ib. This was the secret of Lemaitre's

original success in the name-part. As Edward Gordon craig states:

,Great actors pref er a pl ay that i s n9! a great pl.a{.- . Frederi c

Lemaitre took 'L,Auberge' de's Aqlglt, which was a sinister little
drama, . pf .iiffias went down with the. publi,c.-
went down in the strict sense of the word, as a ship. sinks and is
lost for .u..; Uut Lemaitre rigged it out anew, and. it came sailing
in as tnouqh it-n... a Spanish"fialleon... He turned it'inside out;
he el auoraled her; 

- 
.na- Th.r., - 

. . . and everyone marvel I ed at hi s

improvi sation. ' 
ro

*'- 
H. B. Irvi ng was to Pl aY Dr Jeky'll and Mr HYde in l9l0'
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The action too has been improved by placing everything in the

courtyard. This allows a dropped curtain to indicate time changes. Yet

Irving still could not be made interested in it. And it needed him

badly. Henley even went to the length of publishing the text in its
entirety in the magazine he was editing at the time, the New Review, in

the hope of attracting a production.

'We are printing Macaire as an attraction in our next number. I
don't suppose it wTTT-dftract anybody, but at least its appearance
in print'ivttt save me from the nuisances of Tree's menaces to play
it, arqfo the trouble of telling people he doesn't mean what he
says. ' '-

Yet Tree was his latter-day Lemaitre if only Henley had known it.
Macaire is less a play than a romp and relies entirely on the bravura

and panache of the star actor, Macaire himself, who in this version of
the old play is much given to philosophising. This has its own style
but once aga'in, it has the effect of slowing the action. There are good

naturalist'ic effects in characters directed to overlap and speak at the

same time, although Goriot's phonetically written dialect is puzzl'ing.

Much use is made of the direction 'Business'in brackets. Stevenson was

learning about the contribution actors make to any production, although

he was under no delusions about his experience in this area.

As he later wrote to Henley (March 1885):

'Do not let us gober ourselves - and,.above all, not gober damned
pot-boilers - ah"d-!1b.'s with an obvious flaw and hoTffin them,
such as is 26r unrealised Bertrand in this one. But of this... on
a meeti ng. '

It is not for nothing that Henley was an expert in slang and it
would appear Stevenson, too, knew what he was talking about. He was

talking out of his 'gob'and the intention is clear enough. He did not

want to waste his time on derisive material. Stevenson wanted to talk
about it. Whether they d'id or not, the character of Bertrand does seem

unrealized. He does, howevern figure in one good moment which has

echoes of Macbeth in it ("Out, out, brief candle") and that is in the

opening of Act 3, where Bertrand might be the Porter. However, crime

must not be seen to pay, so it is not Bertrand but Macaire, (like Deacon

Brodie), who must die in the end. Death is a feature of all the

Stevenson-Henley plays (except Beau Austin where the hero is instead,

trapped into marriage) but otherwise the final tag (the last word in the

play) is always literally that.
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DEACON BRODIE
ADMIRAL GUINEA -
MACAIRE

0n this question

of Macaire and places

a felicitous question

"What is death?"
"The new life."

"...The new life...the new lifel" (He dies)
(iingi) 'iTime for us to g9r ti.me for us"-(He dies)
"Deaih - what is death?" (He dies)

of stage dyings, if one takes the the final line

it before the last line of Deacon Brodie there is

and answer which might be reveal'ing:

This necrophiliac link between the two plays is not their only

similarity. The eponymous hero here stands alone against the world and

society. This is a manifestation of the sense of rebellion that was 'in

each of the writers but it is also an affirmation that life's ult'imate

meaning can only be found in death. This phi'losophical undertow is what

gives the comic t'ide in Macaire its grimmer ebb and at the same time

adds that element of witty cynicism which appealed to Henley

parti cul arly.
The play is described as a'me'lodramatic farce'and there are times

in the action when the apprentice playwrights are uncertain when to be

melodramatic and when to be farcical. Realistic melodrama was Henley's

province, Stevenson's bias was always towards romance and 'bird-haunted'

theatrical idealism. Farce, on the other hand, leaning as it does on a

supposed realism, is more in Henley's domainr- that 'mal'icious glee

which compounds wjth maljcious circumstances'.4' It was an area Henley

knew only too well from Life as much as from Art.

'0ut of the night that covers me,
Black as the p'it from pole to Pole,
I thank whatever gods maY b",??
For my unconquerable soul...

This temperamental sympathy and extraordinary resourse ought' to have

fused to give them a unique insight into this particular dramatic form

but instead an uncertainty is apparent in the co-working and the desired

synthesis is not achieved. This is not to say however that Maca'ire does

not contain its portion of good writing for the stage. A comparison

between it and Deacon Brodie shows how far the authors have come in the

technical ities of stagecraft and the requirement of p'l ays in four

attempts. It is not that it is their best play - Deacon Brodie and Beau

Austin, even Admiral Guinea have their various claimants- but what

Macaire shows is that Stevenson was'learning to work with g'iven

material, and still order it to his purpor.'.23
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It is this that makes the dramatist. He has to work within

confines yet within them draw his audience into his imagination, or the

results of it. Even though Stevenson had not quite achieved it with

Henley, in this, their last collaboration, they had left a stage work

that still awaits its modern interpreter.
Dur.ing their seaside Bournemouth year, the partners had laboured

hectically in the vineyards of Melpomene and Thalia and had harvested a

very mixed fruit, much of it tasting sweet, especially to Henley'

Stevenson, on the other hand, appeared to have less taste for its earthy

bouquet. 0r was it that he had no real appetite for it? l'lhatever the

reason, it was something of a surprise to find Stevenson, within a year'

still dancing to a theatre tune. He had not left the floor as was

thought; it was merely time to change partners.
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STAGE FOUR

Section D

T}IE HAT{GII{G JUDGE

The play bubble had burst and between the pinewoods and the sea,

not only a dramatist was lost but a friendship" although neither man

would admit it. Each resumed his former way, Stevenson with practised
'insouciancer Henley with bitterness and humiliation. He was not only a

failure in his own eyes but a rowdy nuisance to everyone in the

Stevenson household - except Louis - or'Lewis'as Henley still insisted
on calling h'im. Stevenson, for his part was sorely tried. He could not

drop his old friend so callously, nor could he blame him. The fault was

as much his. Ignis fatuus. Henley's'noise'had filled all the

Bournemouth workplaces,'Wensleydale', Bonnalie Towers and'Skemyvore'
but now there was silence. And, as after a restless n'ight of bad

dreams, for Stevenson, it was good to see the morning.

The Henley playwriting phase was over. It had been a good try in

many ways but there was more venture than adventure in it. In the

Stevenson scheme of things'it looked no more than a little episode. Now

he could put it behind h'im as his mother had taught him to do as a

child. Except for some work on Macaire late in 1885, Stevenson never

collaborated again with Henley on any further play schemes. The heady

highway to riches had revealed itself as no more than a grubby

cul-de-sac. They had both been dazzled by the gleam of fool's gold.

It was now a time for resipiscence.
Henley was reluctant to let go. In all of their theatre

product'ions he had been the driving.force, always ostensibly in charge.

He certainly took the first move in most things to do with the plays.

He was responsible for getting them produced and for circulating the

printed copies. Desp'ite their separation he continued to do this and it
made Stevenson increasingly uneasy.

'Do you think you are right to send "Macaire" and "The Admiral "
about? Not a topy have i sent, nor do I want sent, speaking for
myself, persona'lly... What I mean is that I believe in playing dark
w'ith second and third-rate work... I must tackle Kidnapped
seriouslyoqbecontenttohavenobread,whichyouwou.|d@
recommend. ' '

'The bubble reputation'
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Fleeming Jenkin was dead. Stevenson had no one of the same

slrmpathy or intellectual level to turn to for advice about any future

playwriting. S'idney Colvin and Edmund Gosse were intimates but they

were hardly theatrical. Lang had no interest in plays and James kept

himself aloof from Henley. Fanny was all for finjshing there and then

with him but Stevenson could not do that. Henley was still old tlli'll of

Bristo Port. There was a huge mutual investment in their long

friendship and a deep interest had accrued to both. Each was reluctant

to close the account but Stevenson was never less than frank about h'is

pri ori ti es :

'Plays... I can't possibly look at before July; so let lhat be a

guidi to you in lorr views, July gr- .August -ol^l:Ptember 
or

thereabouts: these irust be our-times, whichever we attack"''
So playwliting was never quite a lost leader. But he continues:

,I think you had better suspend a vis.'it until we can take you'in...
I could not-even offer you'meals with my woman in such a statf of
overwork. My father anO moiirei nuv" had to-g; to lodgings...''

Henley, 'in response, got himself elected to the Saville Club

Stevenson's own club. If Stevenson wanted to go it alone, then, in

Henley's opinion, he tr{as only cutt'ing off his own nose just to save

face. Stil'l in the same month, in yet another letter to Henley'

Stevenson was adamant about not having any further theatre obiectives:

'These are my cold and blighting sen-timents. It is bad enough.to
live by an irt - but to inink- to live 9y an,3rt combined with
commeriial speculation - that way madness li€s"-

One would think from this that Stevenson had lost all his enthusiasm for

the drama, or at least was in a state of temporary disillusion w'ith

Henley, Whichever the way of it, it is all the more surprising then to

find him writing to the novelist Thomas Hardy (1840-]928) by the end of

May 1886:

,I have read your Mayor of Casterbridge with sincere admiration--.
do you think you wffi itt'

These mercurial changes of mind and attitude are' of course, typical of

the man and his condition but Hardy repl'ied on 7 June:

!I feel several inches taller at the idea ofoYour thinking of
dramatiz'ing 'The Mayor'... Yes, by all means" 

" 
'

Another partnership was in the offing.
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Arrangements were made for the Stevensons to visit the Hardys at

their home, Max Gate in Dorchester, on the 24th to discuss the

adaptation but on the day Stevenson had a haemorrhage and was confined

to the hotel. But the Stevensons did get to Max Gate. Fanny wrote to

Margaret Stevenson:

'l'le saw HardY the
frightened, little

novelist at Dorchester... a pale, .gentle'
man. . . one f el t an i nsti nct'ive sympatny Tor

h'im.. . '

She also wrote to Colvin (of HardY):

'He is modest, gentle and appealing... l'le Iike h'im very much"

Fanny waS then left to entertain Mrs Hardy, whom she found -
,very plain, quite underbred and most tedious' - adding -
,what very strange namiages literary men seem to makel'5

The Stevensons returned to Skerryvore and nothing more was heard of

the project. Thi s was al I the more unfortunate si nce such a

collaboration would have teamed stevenson with someone more congenial to

his own temperament and whose own The Trumpet Maior (1880) would be

successful ly dramatised in l91 2, but once again for stevenson as

Dramatist a promising and intriguing co-operation was not to be'

Hardy himself said later:

'The memories I have of Robert Louis Stevenson are very meagre'..as
I saw him but a few times... possibly the first occas'ion at Mr'

iian.y Colvin,s house at i-nL'gtitisi'Museum... A more distinct
image... was tfre viiit te piia te at Dorchester, in August 1885'

He came to-me-unexpectedly'from the King's Arms Hotel in the town'

where tre wai-siiyihg for i aay or two. with Mrs Stevenson and a I ady

who was (nis) coirsii. Tney-wtre on their ylay to Dartmoor, the air
of which he had been totO iould be benificiai to him. He.appeared

in a velu"i..n-iictet, with-one hand in a sling-' I asked him why

h.is arm *ii in- i sling, as- there seemed noth-ing Ylolg with his
hand: his-answen (I am-itrnost.certain) was that..-. it lessened the
heart in its beats... fn"itre fotlowing year, in May,.after the
publication- of The Mayor oi Casterbrid'ge-, he wrote. asking.'i.f he

could dramati-ie-Tt y permission; and there
the matter ended. I heard no more about fhe plgy;. and I think I
riy say that fo my vis'ion he dropped into utter darkness from that
datg.t"

Thomas Hardy ioins R.A.M. Stevenson, James Barrie and Henry James and

tllilliam Archer as compatible talents with whom he might have' and

perhaps should have, at some part of h'is l'ife, conjoined in the making

of a play. Instead, he chose Henley, or Henley chose him. And now'

.inexplicab)y, he teamed up in yet another combination - with his wife'
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If he was no longer pondering plays, she waS. At any rate, Fanny

was now exploring every dramatic possibility. Her idea rlas that perhaps

she should collaborate with h.im. 0n a play? tllhy not? At least this

time it would be kept it in the family. Fanny had been considering

drama ideas s'ince the end of 1885 but Stevenson hesitated' He knew the

hazards only too well but he knew too that he had no option' Louis

found'it was always better to have Fanny on his side as well as by it'
Together they would make one last attempt at making theatre' Their

project was to be a drama in three acts and s'ix tableaux to be called -

The Hanging Judge. This was not a new project. It had its orig'ins in

the Henley collaboration, as Henley explained:

'The'Hanging Judge'idea was suggested by a story-iI,Sheridan Ia
Fanu's Throuqh a Glass Oarfi!-. i"6ougnt ii in the cloth as a motif
to.-.-piffi-and subilitted to Beerbohm T. But it
came to noif,ingj a it wasn't for many years that he (Lew'is) took up

the :Halg!;; -J"dg;' tning ri in.uinil.i it 'in l'lcQueen of Braxfield
who is Weir of Hermiston.'

M.L.G. Balfour, (sir Graham Balfour's daughter) noted:

;:!i I]fi'oi'3Jif.,1'i,,"31.,'.tr liiii
referred to The Hangin

noJolis. @colvin
iffIFther ev'idenbg of Stevenson'saqq9arg!3'-3^::ll1l^i1...M,"''J',,,lin"ol.J.3i;'.l!lIll

feelings on the relatlo fr'een father and son.

IthadbeenFanny.soriginalideaatthetimetomakeLeFanu.sstoryof
father and son into a play, and she even suggested this to Henley as

something he should work on with Louis. When this came to nothing, she

started on it herself. She was no playwright but she said sheowas -
,emboldened by my husband's offer to give me any help needed""

soon both husband and wife found themselves absorbed not 5o much in

the trials but 'in following the brilliant career of a Mr Garrow' who

appeared as counsel in many of the cases. Fanny confirmed that she was

,stitl intent on Mr Garrow, - WhOse subtle examinat'ion of
witnesses,-ild rulteity, if somewhat startling methof qlOarriving
at the truth seemed to us more thrilling than any novel.'.

0n ll March 1887, Stevenson wrote to Messrs. R. and R. clark:

,Please strike off a dozen or two dozen copies as it.stan-ds: but on

a large q;;;;-pag; nitn U"oua margins ind- printed 9!tV on one

side. I do not want it stiicnea, siriply in ldose, numbered si-ngl9

leaves ql (wfren i have timet I muit- work a great part of it
afresh. ' ' '

?60
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This printing was later to cause some confusion as to the

reliability of the'later WisrerRuUtication's claimed to be the - 'First
Edition, Private'ly Printed.'lz 0n the f irst of May, a manuscript in

draft was submitted to Richard Mansfield, the American actor, who

rejected it. He was more i nterested i n an adaptati on of the

recently-publ i shed Dr Jekyl I and Mr Hyde for the stage which

T.R.Sull'ivan had prepared for him after a long meeting with Stevenson in

America. 0n 6 December, 1887, Fanny wrote to Colv'in from America:

,The Hanging Judge, amid much dissension and acrimony, has been

fTnTSh,-AT

How revealing that phrase - 'amid much dissension and acrimony'.

It would appear that the domestic collaboration differed little from the

professional in the effect that it had on the relationship. Despite

Stevensonrs determination to'work a great part of it afresh' he seemed

to have had little time free from The Merry Men and 0ther Tales and was

now trying to be novelist and dramatist at one and the same time.

His wife, however, persevered with the play and continued to revise

the text, which seemed incongruous for one formerly so set against the

plays - or was it only because they involved Henley? All the efforts of

the loyal and influential Stevenson coterie in London were unable to

persuade Beerbohm Tree to mount the play. . He thought it, by his own

account, 'a rather turgid affair'.13
It might have seemed then that theatre''in general and The Hanging

Judge in particular were dead 'issues but while in Sydney, Stevenson

himself, then a very sick man, made strenuous personal efforts, for

Fanny's sake, to have the play produced by Dion Boucicault's actor son'

Darley, (known as'Dot') who'wondered if he (R.L.S.) would last through

the interview', but once again, it game to nothing. There is a saying

in theatre that 'any baby carried too long will be still-born'. In

other words, dry project that 'is too long in gestation generates its own

inertia and'inaction. The fact vras that The Hanging Judge had hung fire
so long that it had burnt itself out. But Fanny would not give up. As

late as 1895, she was asking Sidney Colvin if he could get it produced.

In 19.|4, Edmund Gosse, as a gesture, arranged with Thomas J. t'lise and

Company of Hampstead, London to have a special edition of thirty copies

printed for private distribut'ion only. Gosse had imagined that this was

the only existing copy of the play but in fact some dozen or so existed.
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He wrote in the Introduction:

'When 'in the sumrner of 1907, I was consulted by my gld a1d valued
fiiend, the laie Mrs. Robert Louis Stevenson, ai to 

-wh.at 
should, or

should not, be included in the Pentland Edition of her husband's

woris, whiih she had asked ti to see through the.ples:, she added

iubiourii, uAnd then there's The Hanging Judge. - what dg Loy 
say to

that?" ihis was not the first time ihai I hld heard of this. play'
of which stevenson had spoken to me as of a project. lhul he was

fonaty dreaming about. gut I was wholly unawar'e that the dream had

ever taken sfrifle. !t"s. Stevenion inen informed me that her husband

and she had written this Hanging Judge at skerryvore, their
Bournemouth houie, early in 188i. -I expiessed a great anxiety to
see it, and ine aicoiainglv (Juty 9, 1907), forwarded q typed.coPl
of it to me, ieaving it io mV juitgd'ent whether it should or should

not be iniluded i-n the pinitaia Edition. 0n reading it I
determined tfrit it should not be so included; Mrs. - Stevenson

icquiesCea, but left the plai with_ me,. in case my view should

chdnge. It fiJJ not changed, U-ut as_ I understand that other-copies
are in existence, f inink'it well to have this text privately
pr.inted, ut ii -it qhua which was selected for the press by Mrs'
Stevenson herself. "-
THE HAIIGIIIG JUDGE

PERSONS REPRESENTED

Mr. Justice Harlowe
Mrs. Harlowe
tlitl Gillespie under the name of Jack Johnson
A Person subsequently called Malone
Eleanor Gillesiie, khown as Eleanor Harlowe
Bernard Hargreave
0ld Hargreave
Mr, Sergeant GarrowaY
Mr. Guest
Mr. Penny
Little Peter PennY
Beamish, a Bow Street 0fficer
Harnen a Parson
Counsel for the Prosecution
A Watchman
A Bystander at the Trial
A SLrvant - Watchmen, Crier, Counsel, Crowd, Guests'
The time is about 1820.
The first Act passeJ within the space of a day; .the second, of q

iii; and the ttiirA, of two days. tleqe- are 3 weeks between Acts I
ani-ll. The icene is laid i-n t'tr Justice Harlowe's suburban house

Ueyona Bloomsbury, except in the fourth tableau, when it changes to
the session Hall of the old Ba'iley.

Stevenson's original letter to R. and R. Clark had ended:

, I don ,t want .it stitched, s'imply i n I oose, numbered si ngle I eaves

.i (nnen i ttuue time) I must yir-f a great part of it afresh' Have

I made this perfectlY Plain?""
Penny plain or twopence coloured? Had the ghost of Mr Skelt been laid?
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THE HAIIGI]IG JUDGE

COMMENT AND ANALYSIS

The setting is once again 'about 
.|820' - the Golden Age for

Stevensonian drama it would seem. The dialogue echoes the age of Austen

(1775-1817), but it is Beau Austin not Jane - ("Not gallant, sir - not

spoke like a son of mine.") The surprise effect is often so surprising

it is laughable and the melodramatic devices such as faces at the

window, and hiding behind curtains tend to lessen dramatic tension to

say the least. The level of character drawing is as high as in the

other plays and the comedy by-play between Penny and the Watchman is a

poi nter to the strength which Stevenson was devel opi ng i n stage

character. More and more in the plays, the 'persons represented' are

believable and are playable parts.

This ind'icates a decided growth in his dramatist's ability' 0nly

the mechanical workings and the structure are evidence of theatrical

uncertainty and timidity. Stevenson is here restraining himself and one

only wishes he would be as daring in the drama as is suggested by his

open reference to Malone's use of opium (foreshadowing Henry JekylI?) in

Scene 7. The quality of the material is often hidden in poor stage

packaging. For instance, in Act I Scene 4, the entry of Gillespie is

undercut by its high melodramatic device and weakens the strong acting

possibilities in the scene that fo]lowed. Similary, his return is made

to look paltry. Again, the use of whispers in the dark is an effect

used with better purpose in Admiral Guinea. Here, Stevenson might be

too advanced in his theatrical demands. H'is kind of theatre asks for

more sophisticated sound and lighting that was available in 1888.

In Act 2 the denouement is set up too obviously. The audience is

made to assume that Gillespie has been caught whereas it would have been

simple to have shown this by an on-stage reaction to the event off
before the Act-drop. Malone's character grows 'in interest throughout'

and like Pew in Admiral Guinea and Robert Macaire and Beau Austin is

actor-foolproof. Characters like these are full of interest and are

g.iven the opportunity to sustain that interest before an audience.

Unfortunately, Mr Justice Harlowe (the Hang'ing Judge himself) suffers in

the same way as William Brodie and John Gaunt. While central to their

various plays but each is written on one level and lack that extra
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dimension suggested by the super-text and sub-text complement'ing every

line they utter. This is what all good theatre writing should aim for -

the hint of the other life that the character f ives off-stage'

In The Hanging Judge, stevenson makes excel lent use of his

theoretical knowledge of the law and court procedure and the legal

speeches have the right ring. Mrs Stevenson was right to be pleased

with the Sergeant Garroway character. He has good attack but once again

he is unevenly placed in the action and not developed to his full

extent. Mrs Harlowe Seems to belong to that victorian cliche, the lady

with the secret, and one gets the feeling Fanny stevenson must have

enjoyed her, but she too is on one long-suffering plane and such

unsubtle del.ineation requires the audience to be long-suffering as well '

Her being seen at the end of scene 4 w'ith the fata'l list crumpled in her

hand js the very peak of old-fashioned high melodrama' There'is a sense

of this being what might be called a woman's play although once again'

the tr.inming of dialogue would much improve its effect.

The specific uSe of medical terms ('minatory systems') would

indicate Fanny's long reading of The Lancet but the occas'ional

heavy-handedness ("Your mother is no forger of chimaeras"') in the lines

spoils the good impression created by character. Some of the exchanges

are laughable by today's norm. Witness the scene between Bernard and

Eleanor, two very earnest and rather wooden juveniles:

BERNARD:
ELEANOR:
BERNARD:
ELEANOR:
BERNARD:
ELEANOR:

You forget one thing, - that I love you'
geinardl you are soiry fgl TV mother'
Is this-ifault in mY Nelly's eYe?

Ah, and for me!
For you too, Nelly, when You weeP'
Take- back Your troth. You marry me

This kind of thing however was very. appropriate for its
shoul d not attach too much bl ame to the authors. l'lhen

something fine they ruin it by the extra, unnecessary last
,,It was my mother - ,' says Eleanor,- "9j-S9."

The l2-year old Peter Penny is a gratuitous surprise in the action

but his exchange with Sergeant Garroway has a Dickensian feeling' It
seems that Stevenson iumPed at the prose opportunities given'in the

Judge,s long speech in Tableau 4 Scene 3. It has all the lucidity and

ease which marks the writer and the dialogue in the Bystander-Mrs

Harlowe exchange in the trial scene anticipates modern tele-comlentary'

in pity.
time and one

they do have

word -
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it also confirms Mrs Harlowe's place as the real heroine of the

p.iece. But once again, this is spoiled by Gillespie's faint following

hard on hers. He ought to have been protesting strongly as the curtain

falls. Too often too many assumptions are made about what the audience

knows. Act 3 Scene I starts off with much of the pertinent information

having been said before the curtain went up. Then again, in the later

scene between Bernard and Malone there are too many references to what

has been said off-stage, for exarnple, Malone's talk of Bernard's

'quips'. We have certainly never heard Bernard quip in the play'

There are also unusual phrases which iar -
"Life is of a strange tjssue," (Harlowe' Scene 2) and

"Robert, I have a prayer to make to you." (Mrs Harlowe) are examples'

The coincidence of the parson's knowing Malone is just acceptable but

why does he not refer to Malone by his real oxford name?

But the final feeling is that this is Fanny's play more than Lou'is's'

In Act 3 Scene 2:

MRS. HARLOWE It is the woman's part to suffer;--write that in your
mind;shesnoutd'bearall-all-andmakeher
husbind happy and her children safe""'

In Act 3 Scene 4

MRS. HARLoWE We shOuld bear ourselves more smilingly on our
Nel ly's wedding-daY.
More smi Iingly.

The stage then direction reads

'Each is afraid to continue the conversation"

It is a good point at which to leave The Hanging Judge even if it only

to avoid the lud'icrous phial of poison and the inevitable death at the

curtain. The younger Stevenson hu9 already written of the need for
,painful suppressions' in the artistic endeavour. Here is another

instance of when the cruel cut would have been kinder.

The Hanging Judge, the last completed play of stevenson's' is now

bracketed with Monmouth, his first completed Play, in having'interest

only for having been completed. This is perhaps unfair to the work in

having a product of h'is writing maturity thus linked to his juvenilia'

Colonel Prideaux, an authoritative voice in Stevensonian scholarship'

has made his plea for its redemption on the grounds that it has a place

in the Works but would it work on the stage? Whether or not it ever

receives a performance on stage,'it seems likely that The Hanging Judge

HARLOt,lE



will remain the pariah of the plays, shunned by actors' ignored by

critics and quite unknown to the public. It seems a harsh fate for

someth'ing that might be made to work one day. Prideaux makes the note

i n the bi bl i ograp'ical record of the pl ay:

,stevenson apparently did not think much of it but Mrs StevenSon

considered it of some vatue-ana the. present- impression was made

from the copy 
-of the texi- "niin 

she hersel f 'sel 
ected ' It i s

perhaps a r.i'lex of Stevensln;i"*inA at tne t'ime it was written and

it certainly deserves to oe-reaeemed from oblirl[on' even if it does

not merit u"piu.. among his celebrated works"'-

The Hang.ing Judge would appear to exist as a Stevenson opus by

virtue of Mrs Stevenson's efforts rather than Mr Stevenson'S' The fact

remains that it emerged from his hand however much his elbow may have

been jogged by hjs wife and therefore it earns its p'lace as the last

completed work in the Stevenson dramatic canon' Twenty years had now

passed since the iuvenile Monmouth. If it was his prologue as a

drarnatist then The hlanging Judge m'ight serve as his epilogue'

In lgg4, uacaire was added to the three plays a'lready in print and

published as rour ptays by David Nutt. The proceeds were then divided

equally between all parties concerned and the books were closed on the

Stevenson/Henl eY Partnershi P.

But the story of The Hanging Judge had not finished'

As John Carter relates in his article for The Colophon in the

spr.ing Issue of 1938, the genuine first edifion of '1887, that is the

copies ordered by stevenson himself of R.and R. Clark and compris'ing six

copies according to Carter, sold for f90 at auct'ion in l9l8 and re-sold

for f3l0 in lg}g. Lloyd Qsbourne had sold his copy at Sotheby's (Lot

704) for t20g in 1g23. The first American copy, which had been william

Archer'S, sold to the American Art Galleries (lot 64) for [l']50 on

April 2?, 1926. It can be seen then, that for a purportedly negligible

work it has had a chequered career to say the least, and it has

certain'ly earned more'in the auctjon room than in the theatre' what is

proved by this is Miss Balfour's assertion (See Pl75) that the Thomas

J.Wise Edition of 1914 was not, as claimed, the real first edjtion' But

ascartersays'.Dosixcopiesconstituteanedition?.Nevertheless'as
he concludes:

,The Hanging Judge leaves the courtroom without a stqin on its
character"j'"tiij"; ;i;di; j and iir.ry to remain one. "'
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Yet another play scheme, untitled, based on an idea for private

theatricals at Vailima (according to Graham Balfour) was taken up and

again discarded. Stevenson would say nothing of it and the spell of the

drama, which had for so long enchanted him, was broken at last.

He would never again think of writing for the stage'

But at least in terms of playwriting, he had learned much from the

first play to the fifth and one lesson he had learned early was that

theatre is a better mistress than wife, but he found out too that a

wife is not always the best partner in pursuit of good theatre' Mrs

Stevenson no doubt meant well but her motives were not entirely

artistic. She wanted the plays to be written solely for money and her

energies were totally directed to that end. She also tried to order her

husband's brief life for his own good but she erred in thinking she

could sim'ilarly order his muse for hers. Bearing this in mind, the

comments made by the Scots Pictorial, oD the publication of the

Edinburgh Edition of the l,lorks, seem apt:

,The appearance of the new Edinburgh...stevenson containing .the
dramas'reminds us that the author of 'K'idnapped' and 'Virginibus
Puerisque'|... d'id not forget the stage.. We hope it is no blasphemy

to add.'.. that the drama 
-is a region where, nowadays .at- any rltg:

the man of"higlL and graceful imiginati^on is more likely to fail
than to succeed... one needs not iherefore be surprised or pained

because ,Deacon Brodie' is immeasurably below 'Treasure Island'-
What a pity it is that Stevenson never made that prince-of Scottish
burgl ari a-nd hypocri tes 'i nto the hero of a novel . . . There i s no

figilre in the irinats of old Edinburgh.-... nPre grimly.att-ractive'
frfni Aid not Stevenson handle him in fiction instead of in drama,

ani, above-a11, why did he write his play ln -partnership with Mr

Heniey, to whom, aouOttess, some of the crudities of the. piece are
due? Stevenson, in truth, was too much given to collaboration
never a Very safe or commendablg practice i nor was h€, as a rule,
tuppy in hii collaborators...'ro

Pace, Mr Henley.

Pace, Mrs Stevenson.
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IHE PLAYS

GENERAL REMARKS

'De pictore, sculptore, fictore, nisi artifex judicare non potest'
Pliny (Epist.l,l0)

0nly the artist should criticise the work of another artist.

If anyone is to comment expert'ly on the plays of Robert Louis

Stevenson one would have thought that Sir Arthur Wing Pinero (1855-1934)

would have seemed to be the appropriate man to do so. A former actor,
(he was with the irving company in Edinburgh) by the end of the
l9th-century he was one of the foremost dramatists of the day with The

Magistrate (.|865), Dandy Dick 1887), The Second Mrs Tanqueray 1893),

Trelawney of the l.lells and The Gay Lord Quex 1899) all performed and

acclaimed. Sir Arthur was the first to conrnent publicly on the
Stevenson-Henley plays and he could not have done so from a position of
surer authority. The first thing he wanted to know was how serious
Stevenson was about the drama? The answer might lie in the letter Louis
wrote to E.L. Burlingame, his American editor, in October l89l:

'I add to my book-box list... the plays of A.W.Pinero - all th+[
have appeared, and send me the rest in course as they do appear."'

When they had not arrived by the following summer, he was complaining -
'What about the. . . bel ated Pi neros?'20

It is hardly the attitude of someone uninterested in the drama.

Again, on 27 March 1894, he was thanking William Archer for a copy of
his The Theatre World:

'Do you know it strikes me as being really very good?...
So far as I've looked, there's not a dull or an empty page in it.
Hazlitt, whom you must often iave thought of, would have been
pleased. Come to think of it, I shall put this book upon the
Hazlitt shelf... You must sometimes think it strange - or perhaps
it is only I that should so think it - to be following the old
round, in the gas lamps and the crowded theat!f;s, when i am away
here in the tropical forests and vast silences!''

Is it possible that there is a w'istful note here?
One remembers that this exile was once also a man of metropolitan
theatre and had pretensions as a theatre critic himself. The then
contemporary theatre world at the time of writing that letter was the
world of Pinero in his prime and victorian theatre at its height. It
was a long way removed from the twopence-coloured theatre of Mr Skelt.
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P'inero, for his part, aS a working artist himself, would no doubt

have been reluctant to criticise the work of any other artist no matter

how able he was to do so, especially one so favoured by the public as

Stevenson was at that period. However, Pinero similarly understood that

if any work is attempted seriously, it must be seriously considered, and

this he attempted to do in his lecture. But how seriously were we meant

to take the plays? This was the question that was to underlie his talk.

In the decade from Stevenson's death in 1894, the Stevenson plays'

as we shall now refer to them, were generally ignored in favour of the

cult of Tusitala, the romantic exile of the South Seas, v{ho had died so

suddenly and so romantically so far from home. The legend of the velvet

jacket had given way in the end to that of the yacht'ing cap. It was not

until Pinero was asked to speak on Robert Louis Stevenson' as a

D..rutitt* that the first formal attention was given to this aspect of

the latter,s creative work. The Iecture was presented under the auspices

of the philosophical Institute of Edinburgh and was given at the Music

Hall in that city on Tuesday 24 February, 1903-

Sir Arthur began by asking his audience for a show of hands from

those who had actually seen any of the Stevenson plays on stage' There

was a sparse response. one wonders if the response today would be so

different? They have never been performed since their own day, if one

excepts the playfair Beau Austi,n in 1929 and the Edinburgh Lyceum Deacon

Brodie in 1978. Few today even know that Stevenson ever wrote plays'

Sir Arthur's lecture goes some way towards explaining why.

Four main points were made by the dramatist in his survey of

Stevenson drama as exemplified by Deacon Brodie' geau Austin, and

Admiral Guinea. He discounted Macaire as an original work regarding it
as a reworking of an older play in terms of dialogue. Similarly'

Monmouth and The Hanging Judge are not cons'idered, being held to be more

in the nature of a tibrary manuscript'in the case of the first and a

discarded work in the case of the second. Pinero concerned himself

therefore with the performi ng texts of the three pl ays produced

commercially in the professional theatre - Deacon Brodie. Beau Austin

and Admiral Guinea
*̂  The text was printed privately before being published.by Columbia

University, Nei^r York, in July 
-19.|4 as Paperi on Play-mak'ing, Number

4. with Introduction by Clayton Hamilton.
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The four points indicated were as follows:

l. - The art of the drama'is not stationary, but progressive -
;sno*ing the age and body of the time his form tl-d Pr:::YI:"'
Most Iiterary-ilen writin! for theatre tend to use 6utmoded models'

thus Stevenion imitated- the transpontine melodramatists of the
eitfy lgth-century. This makes for literary or closet drama and

not for contemPorary theatre.

2. - Dramatic talent is of service to the theatre only as. the raw

material of theatrical talent and a dramatic talent'is born, not
made. It is- dateloped into a theatrical talent by.practice and

eiperience. the tasf of writing g.play. is less of writing than of
Uu\taing. A play is a draiatic structure. It is more an

architectonic, than a literary art.

3. - it is a matter of strategy and tactics.
(S'ir Arthur defines 'strategy' as the general laying out of the

play and'tactics'as the trick of getting characters on and off

the stage, of conveying i nformation to the audience, and of

suggesting a realistic truth.)

There is no theatrical mystery in the making_ of a.play - only ll
how it is 

-reieived 
by an audience, who woula rather see a well

constructed play rathlr than any lite-1ary-drama, however finely
written. fnis is one of the prime difficulties in the convention
of the poetic plaY.

4. - Eloquence is not always good theatre. Fine s.peeches alone do not
mald-a ptay. ine"e ii a ?istinction between the absolute beauty of
words aha ine fitness of words in a dramatic situation.

In his introduction, Clayton Hamilton gives the v'iew as traditional that

,all biography would be autobiography .if it could. Similarly.'.
all dramatil triticism should ideaili Ue given by dramatists. No

one better understands.. . that 'Comprelsion of I ife without
falsification'which the stage demand's, nor the infinitude of
technical devices that must be-employed. Unfortunately, dramatists
are too b;t writing ptays to de iritics. Aristotte (was) the
greatest of itl critics...- but how much more instructive might have

Seen an analysis of '0edipus Rex' b-y Euripides 9r. .evetl Sophocles
himself. Leising and Shaw are exampies of playwrights who are also
critics...'
Sir Arthur finds the plays of Stevenson defective in all the four

points mentioned above and holds Stevenson's work in the drama

anachronistic, since the models he used were outworn. They were also

unworthy. R.L.S., according to Sir Arthur, never took the time or

trouble to develop a strong dramatic 'instinct into an effective theatre

talent. He relied too much on his collaborator, and made the mistake of
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not trusting his own instincts. As a result he never learned either the

strategy or the tactics of playmak'ing. He did not know enough about

theatre practice to see that it was inferior work he was imitating. He

insists that the real reason for Stevenson's inadequate success in the

theatre was that he did not take the stage serious'ly-

'He worked 'in a smiling, sportive, half-contemptuo-us spirit... The

stage is a realm of abiurOities - come let us be cleverly absurd...
In ?act, he played at being a playwright and made the error of
regarding dra;a is child's piay..'. H-ence his_ own plays can be seen

as a deirivation of his bwn- childhood obsession with Skeltrs
Juvenile Drama... To the end, he regarded professional theatre as

an enlarged form of the toy theatres he had known as a boy.'

According to Pinero, Stevenson saw himself as being no more than a child

with a paint box as far as plays were concerned and even when his

partner, Henley, continued to see them as practical pieces of working

theatre, Pinero contends that Stevenson soon lost interest and even

be]ief in them. This is only half-true. Stevenson's attention span in

all the work he did was not extensive - all the more successful books

were written in two segments. Pinero recognised that the artist in

Stevenson could not be fooled, which was why he was reluctant to send

out copies of any of the plays. It is undeniable that had Stevenson

applied his undoubted genius w'ith words to genuine dramatic effect, we

might have had a major dramatist as well as a major essayist and

novelist. At the time of his writing, !h" art of the drama bras

undergoing a significant change. The 'New Drama' as'it was called was

just emerg'ing. lllilliam Archer was only one of the critics who tried to
foster this modern expression of dramatic ideas (others were J'T'Grien

and A.B.Walkley and of course, George Bernad Shaw, also a Stevenson

friend. )

The writers and directors of the New Drama believed in the theatre

as an agent for social change as much as it was a social event. It was

more than a good night out. There was also a curiosity about new forms

and a need to experiment among the younger theatre writers such as John

Galsworthy (1867-1933) and Harley Granv'ille-Barker (.|877-1946). They

wished to free theatre from the rigidity of the conventional play and to

see the stage as a reflection of everyday life. They were also

intrigued by the possibi'lity of a more demanding, literary drama than

was then available on the London stage.
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stevenson was at the very crest of his creative powers in the

,e.ight.ies when everything v{as new - the new drama, the new art' the new

realism, the new woman, the new d9€, as the victorians prepared

themselves for the new 2oth-century. Stevenson was more than capable of

adding something to this surge forward and he m'ight have made a real

contribut'ion to the new intellectual theatre had he been in London to

profit by it. But he choSe, or rather Henley choS€, to echo the

old-fash'ioned dramatic style of decades before and a possible 'new'

dramatist was lost. Th'is point is deliberately iterated as it is the

undoubted burden of the study - that it would have taken so little to

have diverted a major writ'ing talent towards its effective manifestation

in the drama, but sadly, that small effort was not made'

Sir Arthur goes on:

,In considering any phase,of Stevensorrs work, we must.b93t in rnind

it is essentially memorial. His muse was-without doubt the muse of

memory. His stdries were'.toiioni ."lotlected, and not always in

tranquility. But they *..."'i.ntations -he had-experienced in the

past. Everythi ng he .wrotJ i.i,iiia" of theatre ) 
' was an arti st'ic

recordofhisownindividualexperignge.Yethisexperienceof
theatre was almost entireil'conilneO to his toy theatre of his

childhood...
0fhisexperienceofdramaasalivingreality.,we-havealready
mentioned his only .pp.u.u*J as an amat-eur' Tii-s was as "0rsino"
in Shakesp"ir.;i 1'twbitttr liigni;.- #; Fleeming Jenkin who was the
,Viola, in that production".Et.*U...d-in a coniersation thirty-five
years later, tlrat ustevenso; h;d a fine vo'ice and read Trell ' if
somewhat artificially, uul could never b-e persuaded- to take

rehearsals seriously. He rllat-dJa 
-tn.t merely is an occasion for

ant'ic, sPort and gaiety"' 
.

stevenson... never seemed to have taken advantage..of seeing the

Eng.l.ish thlatie of his *r;9; .and generation. 
- He went to the

theatre more frequently 
'in -Fi.li,.frarticular'ly- to the Comedie

Francaise (and) made u r"riouJ itlav or Dumas Pere, a 9!a1t of

French tnrii.., uuT uguin thi; solitiry study qf a dr.amat'ist was

from a flterai' -poiit oi"view, not that of an in'itiate or

aPPrentice to live theatre"
In this French connection, the present writer would argue that the

critical notes made by Stevenson at the end of the plays in Henley's

bound volumes on A'lexandre Dumas pere indicate an eager student of

dramatic form and method as Stevenson then was under Fleeming Jenkin'

Sidney Colvin makes this same point when he reprinted the notes after

the annotations had been d.iscovered by tl.P.Ker, Professor of English

Lierature at the University College, London, who bought the DumaS set

afterHenley.sdeathinlg03andmadethemavai.|bletoCo]vinwhowrote:
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'0f Dumas as a master of romantic narrative he (Stevenson) has

eipressea in opinion in an essay, famil.'iar to everyone. The

foilowing notes'show for the first i'ime and in deta'il his views of
the same-p.oaigut and prodigious craftsman's detail in the art by

wnicn ne fn*iil first'won fame, the art of the stage.. Stevenson
set down these notes, we may asiume, in order to- get.h_is ideas on

the subject-cleai,5oth foi the benef|f of Henley (aIso a great
Dumas enthusiast) and for his own us€.'--

Colvin then provides a selection of the Stevenson comrents on the

twenty-four Dumas plays, from Henri lll et sa cour (1829) to Les Blancs

et Les Bleus (1869), which runs to no less than four pages and inc'ludes

a long discourse on Hamlet. The po'ints he makes are too numerous and

deta'iled to reproduce here but they are NQT literary ones. He was

reading the plays admittedly but he comments from a practical and

serious point of view. He also spoke as one who had seen all the plays

concerned in Paris and therefore appreciates their effectiveness on

stage. Stevenson always responded better to France than to England'

Even the language seemed to come easily to him, and like another Scot'

Mary Stuart, he could say'Ma patrie, la plus cherie, adieu, pla'isant

pays de France.'6 Perhaps, like |.Jilde with 'salome', he should have

written his first play in French? After all, t'{illiam Brodie had more

than a passing resemblance to Francois Villon. Sir Arthur continues:

'In his essay on 'Victor Hugo's Romances', Stevenson.set forth a

theory of ttr! respect'ive liriitat'ions of the drama and the novel .

ngain, the second'paragraph of another essay entitled 'A.Gossip on

R6manie', Stevensoh driws'a distinction between drama as the pgetfY
of conduit and romance as the poetry of'circumstance. But this is
onty iUjtract theory and shows nb real evidence of a genuine
conunitment to drama as a craft.'
At the time of writing the plays, Stevenson's health was at its

lowest ebb. His motives in collaborating with Henley were complex and,

to a degree, mercenary, but the basic reason 1aas because he enjoyed the

company of a clever and witty man who, for a time, took his mind off his

illness. Henley however took the task of playwritng more seriously than

Stevenson seemed to do. Pinero considers that he lacked that intentness

by which success might have been achieved. He conc]udes:

'stevenson, with all his genius, made the mistake -of.approaching
the theatr6 as a toy to be-played with. The facts of the case were

against him, for thi theatrb i-s not a toy; and facts be'in-g stubborn
ifiingt, he 

"an 
his head against them in vain. Had he on'ly studied

the conditions, or in otlier words, got into a proper.relation to
the facts, wit'h what ioy should we-have acclaimed him among the
masters of the modern stage.'
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With these words, Pinero effectively put pa'id it would have seemed

to any further serious consideratjon of Stevenson as a dramatist'

However, i n November 1 91 2, Nei 1 Munro ' a fellow-Scot and

fel low-novel ist, wrote

(1913) which was to be

an article for a special edition of The Bookman

devoted to aspects of Robert Loui s Stevenson '

Many notable Stevensonians contributed but Munro wrote of the plays:

,(They) have never been successful from a box-office point of view

or in the estimate of tnd-aramaiiC irit'ics, and the. passage of
time, which, sooner with ptolJ aiuma than with any other kind of
l.iterature, makes the tasfiion of the work ant'ique . 

or obsolete'
renders it more unlikely";;;ty yeJt that any dt -tne -plays in
question cun".v." be revived wi[h even rnoderate popu]ar Success"'
(there are) certain elementil'qualities. in the p].ays-$l9h in any

age woulO miiitate against ln.lr acceptance on the stage however

they may charm in private reading... tne mood in which the work was

done was inimical to dramatic success" ' That merry gltd

il luminating ;;;ai; 'A Penny pliln and Twopence Colourgdl g'iv.es. the

cl ue to Stevenson 's att'itute to the drania; he- was tht. chi I d of
skelt... t*.tla up witn l.nrin" literary.stvte.... ?ut coloured

with crimson-tafe, the speiches orotund aird rhetorical and thrown

far enough back in period to obviate any chance of the audience

fi ndi ng out 
-ihat 

acdi on and- 
-speech 

.were- of no age a.lq cl ime but

simply Skeltery. The plays i; short' were written with tongue in
cheek, and n,i audienie 'nitt stand for that... on s!ag? lhq
bri I I i ance of (tfre ) writi'ng',' tpaiiicut arly i n th9 s-opl,i sti cated

banter) faiis to make up roi'thriir ability- to arouse.,emotion. It
was therqerdict of a quirter of a century igo; it is the verdict of
todaY.'--

His today was 1912 of course. But Munro goes.on to make the point -

,(that) tne spirit of the paper game wi.th which stevenson set about

play-writirg,_onii lo disio'ier Inat the qrown-up wor]d takes its
plays seriously, in no way-.imfalrs the, eff-ect of 

-'A Child's Garden

of verses,l-uiio .orposea-in iportive hours - 'lhe fRortive hours,

as it happened, of an autnor ii tn. time experiencing, the mingled
joys of haemorrhage, sciatlla ina opntnalmia... 'Though the gentle

i roni st d4; 0u1". . . the del i beratd arti st al ways, there i s never

any mood of insinceritY...'
writing around the same time, G.K.Chesterton elaborates further:

'His relation to the huge half-truth that he carried wdS: i-n i!l
very simplicity, a mark of iruthfulness. For he had the splgndig

ringing ri;;;;iiy to l.g[itv, ln a voice like a trumpet, to a truth
he did not understand.'-'

This is true of the creative art'ist in any medium. He div'ines more than

he can confirm. His is often the insp'ired guess. chesterton continues:

,I should Say that nobodyr;as fond of play-acting as he was, could
possi bly be 'i nsi ncere . . . ' '-



,The primary par-adox.:. -the 
real joke about stevenson (ts1 of all

that intellectualism in gonemiiinE-resutt was the return to Skelt'
0f all that wiiiowing in Baliac the remakable outline was Treasure

Island... Stevenson o.,as not really looking forward or outwff-ffiffi
ilffiT6-of f arger in1ngt, but Uui[nutJ ani i nward i nto a wor] d of
small., on.ri-in tn.-aeepsnow o1 St ett, which was st'ill the true

window of the world. ''-
But what is true in a play? The primary paradox of theatre is that

it is a lie in itself. In its very pretence IS its truth' Drama is a

deliberate pretence, staged to convey its truth through a series of

rehearsed lies put into the mouths of actors by the playwright and the

better the stage I ie the greater the theatrical truth ' Stevenson

understood this and the importance in any work of the artistic lie:

,To tell the truth, rightly understood,.is not to state the true

facts, but to convey a true"imfressio2l'truth in spirit, not truth
to the letter, is the true veraclty''

Francis Watt, a near-contemporary, writing of the Stevenson plays in
.t913, had a first-hand comment to offer:

'I was told by Henley himself that what each d'id was revised and

gone over Oy dn. other so that no par.t could be said to be the work

of one... 
"il.i.';. -i';e 

almoli an antipathv to the p!1vs: At anv

rate, he soon lost interest or belief in them"' Mr Charles Baxter

told me that R.L.S. was tnciineA aluays. to consider the Plays as

nothing. Henely to tf,e iusi bel'ieied in them, not merely as

literatur" Uui-ai prlctical *o"fing piec-es.. I have often heard him

express thi;-vi.*, tot fre'spoll m"orb of-the Plays than he did of
his other works. He aiscusiEa thfi chiefly in connection with the

theatre. ii;' iniugiii h'i shit oi in. o.u.* , 
- ut he cal 'l ed the pi ece '

It was played-in-nmerici. tirough a trorrn 'at lengthy tour'. The name

. part was tirken Uy i_a*u.d Henle"y, ,a. brother of tl.e .H. and an actor

of very considerable prom'isqo 
'wh'ich time was not given him to

iulfit, ror ne1iea Young...'(6
Mr Watt then goes on to discuss each play in full, including Macaire' of

whichhesays,,W€mayleaveoutof,account.asonlyhavinga,success
of esteem!. He does not regard the others aS popular successes' but -

'they cannot be classed as failures. They make excellent reading'
They have *.ny.ioi..-inJ powerful passagds:^ Tlgv are f-ull of fine
and' ti.ong cnirali.. a"uni hg and sti^1ti ng si tuati ons ' I have seen

two of them, the-Beau and t-he Admiral td wit, on the stage' .They
went very we1ffi.;'- t;ilsffwnat wa-s p.erhaps 

-,u .!i:ktd
audience... Failure-i's'no proof of merit, yet'it cannot be said

that success snJwJ a stagb piece to be-wbrth very much.' The

fashion of the-"day, Ulitani appeal to f.d taste and worse

instinctS, cheap iiletoric, tawdry- sentinent' all may givi an

unworthy tliumph. There-must df necessity be reasons for a

fai 1 ure, bg[ th; faul t need 
- 
not of necessity I ie with the

authors ...'-'
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He goes on:

'The Plays were too good to win a popular success' It was almost

imfossiUi. io 
-g;i- iu*icientfi cult'ured audiences in sufficient

numbers to iupp"o"t for any I erigth of ti.me such works. The mass

want forcible not fine tanguaiJ, 
-broad not delicate shades of

character, itrpi'J-rathir tnari iuitle effects. Their minds are not

sufficiently iie"t to grasi subtleties, and they weary. of things
they do not"fuity-under-stand. .Shakgtpeare succeeds on the stage on

his-lesser, not hi5 deeper merits. ''"
At least, this could be said to be a very definite po'int of view'

although his chapter on the plays ends with

'However, we have not yet the final verdict'
Further consideration of the dramatist was to wait for J.A.Steuart's,

anecdotal Life of R.L.Stevenson in 1924 where he a'llows himself the

briefest comments on the plays, to which, he states:

,The British publ ic evinced a phil istine indifference...
Drama criilJi- nive pointei out, qu'ite justly, 

. 
that the

Stevenson-Xenley plays are too consciously literary for t.he slage -
iih;yi iail- to-"ciosi ttr" footl ights.... Literature and the theatre
were not then, any more thai they _ are now' convertible or
inte"cttungeaUte'termi. A more serious'fault, -since. it was radical
and fundanenlat, was that neither of the coilaborators could sink

or merge his own identity jn .that. of their characters"'
iersonal-ity,-inaividuality, sb prec'ious i.n the essay or.the sermoqt

are dangerous, one may Say deadiy, ingredients in Creative work"-'

This is so true, and it would seem that the authors were too much bent

on prov'iding a fine artistic finish before they had even got off to a

good start. In so doing they were only perpetuating the literary

tradition within the whole history of dramatic representation' Sir Max

Beerbohm talks of the bad play written exquisitely by a poet, 0r

thoughtfully by a philosopher or strenuously by a propagand'ist, and in

the same context, critic, James Agate, maintains:

'(That) tne crit'ic is right who lavishes pr.aise on a. brilliantly
executed f arce about a sciup of paper' uitri t e rejecti ng - a t'lhi te
piper which, uOrirrUfe in itsetf, dods not begin t9 b._,1 plqV.-.f.
(Rs MontaignJ-iu'r) ,r.ny dramatists never grasp. a'll. that the
ifecial .on?i tioni of thealri cal represent'ion demand. Thei r p]ays
rbmain .tt.ntiatiy nove4l or'lylic'or didactic poems or pamphlets

or Socratic di alogues.'--
G.K.Chesterton goes to the heart of the matter:

the the observation -
,31

'Where does the Story of Stevenson really.start? Where does h'is

s;;iit -ityf e or spirit begin and where did they come from?

Hbw did he get, or begin t6 get, the th'ing th.at. made him different
from the man next dooit I hive no doubt about the answer.
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He got them from the mysterious Mr Skelt of the iuvenile drama,
otherwise the toy theatre, which of all toys has the most of the
effect of magic on the mind... he has written it all in an
excellent essay and at least one very real sentence of autobigraphy
- ,what is thqrworld and what is man and life but what my skelt has

made them?'"'
Chesterton goes on:

'Taking the toy as a symbol, Stevenson lived inside his toy
theatre, in his-own home, in his own bedroom - the nursery wall
always darkened by the shadow of death. He was thrown back into
the world of his imagination - a world of hilEown... a thing not so

much of firel'ight bul pictures in the fire.'rc
A valuable judgement from a man of theatre came later from Harley

Granvil'le-Barker who, in 1930, wrote'in a letter to Kennedy Williamson:

'I have a qualified admiration for the plays, but H. and S. never
quite got away (t think) from their'toy theatre'days - tlleY
dnoughf the tlie theatre great fun as a plaything. They had (a)
literary conscience - and that appears in all the writing. But as
to the main essential part of the business, I don't believe they
ever felt the necessity of losing themselves in that, as they were
ready to in a poem or a novel. Hence, there is a surface effect of
a sort gained, and how much can that be made to count for, wgll,
only experiment will show. But the things ring rather hollow.
Deacon Brodie, was, I believe, merely pgt together to give Henley's
fro"[h"er-h'e-actor, an effective part. Beau Austin and Admiral
Guinea lre the two best, and the latter thE-5€-ffo'f them-TfrT
fidffi'ent. Macaire is a disciplining into decent shape of the
hotlh-potch ffi?'FEmaitre gave I ife [o and that other (Engl i sh )
actors followed him in. But it remains a skeleton that has to.[e
clothed with flesh; and I'm not very sure they understood that.'-"

This is a view that has to be respected since it is that, not only of an

actor, but a director and a noted writer on dramatic theory. It is
therefore the more interesting to note his 'qualified admiration'. This

is what is so tantalising about each of the plays. There ar€ so many

good things among the dross but not sufficient in any one of them to
create the alchemy that would turn it into gold. The 'pictures seen 'in

the firelight' did not reproduce ideally in limelight.

As th'is study has shown Deacon Brodie was always intended for Irving
and Alfred Wareing confiFmEilTh'T-Tle said Hen'ley told him 'it was
written 'after many nights in the gallery of the Lyceum Theatre'.
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Brander Matthews (James Brander Matthews 
.|852-1929), an American

theatre historian and playwright, was the first to be appointed as a

Professor of Dramatic Literature in the United States when'in 1892 he

was appointed at Columbia University in New York. In l9l5' he

contributed an article to Scribners'Magazine entit'led A Moral from Toy

Theatre which was devoted to Stevenson and the stage. That such an

authority, author of The Development of Drama (1903), Shakespeare as a

playwright (1913) and the later lhe Principles of Playmaking (1919)'

should give time and thought to a scottish writer dabb'ling in the drama

is an indication of the importance attached by the Professor to

Stevenson's excursion into theatre.

Matthews, first contention was that playwriting demands not only a

native gift but an acquired craft and he muSt have been aware of whom he

was writing when he added of the putative playwright:

,He must - to use the apt term of the engineers : (eep himself
abreast of the 'state of ihe art'. Each of the greats.learned from

the master before them - Sophocles from Aeschylus, Shakespeare from

Marlowe, Mol'iere from the itatian comedians. The stage door was

wide open-for stevenson but he fell through lh9.,trap-door of
ik.lt..y because he was in too much of a hurry and did l9t take the
time to see where he was going. And as a result, he was

d'i sappoi nted, and I i ke Lamb, cri ed -
"Hang the stage, I 'l I wri te for ant'iqui ty" '
But ihose who do must not be surprised'if they fail to delight
their contem[oraries. He shou]d'have followed the example oI
Victor Hugo,'who also had a taste for melodrama, and. who set
himself to- fearn the secrets of Prixerecourt and the others' He

did so to such effect, that the success of Hernall and Ruy Blas was

almost assured. He wrote in strict accordaffith a gTvffiormula
because precedence had proved that it worked. He blinded the
spectators with the varnisn of his rhetoric so that they could not
see the urfifi.iul skeleton below. In Kemble's phrase, Hugo's

pieces were 'consonant with the taste of the ?ge"
Stevenson heeded ne'ither the warning of Lamb nor the examp.le of
Huqo. Deacon Brodie was born out of date. So was Admiral Guinea.

ii!'-istffi'r.a to make money by constrfdtTfrlr-ornanrent
instead of making a play by ornamenting a construct'ion.'-'

These are wise words from a man who had been early to recognise, like

Shaw, the importance of Ibsen to the new drama of the fin de siecle, but

they came too late for a writer who was so in tune with its poetic and

non-realist.ic demands and with its des'ire for contemporary meaning.

Stevenson knew unerringly what was artistically true but he was at the

behest of a partner - or partners, who confused what was true on stage

w'ith what was real in life.
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J.C.Furnas, an eminent stevensonian, in his two page consideration

of the dramatic collaboration in 1952, grudges the absence of what might

have been in literature if Henley had not been so enthusiastic about

plays and involved Stevenson in the wr.iting of them -

,Eng'lish dramatic'literature would feel much the same if all these
piiit vanished tomorrow... tlhat (Shaw's) ?Pprova'l boils. 

- 
down to

ii;1 I argety amusement at see'ing thi s not-abl e pai | . 
devoted to an

insignifi'cait lalor, ptus a high-opinion .of the- qual ity- of 
. 
prose in

ttie "alatogue -- noi, 
- U. it n-oted, their dialogue as structural

contribution to an actable script...
Pinero acknowledged that they' were -try!ng to lnieg! -aestheticquit i ty i nto thE ol d convenl j ons of itrg transponti ne Bri ti sh

popurul'tuiut*ni.r,t-touiscalled,Skelteryl.-il-Iw
he'succeeded iust where these p'lays failed - transmuting the cneap

into literature...
Louis later maintained that, towards the end,- he had.throwl gooO

time and.n.igt uft.. bad merely t9 uph.old Henley's stub-born hands.

This may be ibmewhat d'istorted afteithqpht; perhaps loyalty did
help to keep him on the dramat'ic lay...'--

This rather severe view is that of the literateur rather than the

dramaturg but it
Bell, now turned

is reflected exactly in the view of a journafist' Ian

Stevenson b'i ographer, i n I 992 :

'What to say of the dramas? The interested reader can at least
take comfori from the fact that a biographer feels a duty to read
them; no one else should. They are perhaps the least Stevensonian
of tire works to which Louis's- name'is attached... Their author's
ignorance of the stage is obvious; the dialogue.is almost

unrelievedly riitUle; itr. plots are hackneyed"' 9tg9it, is the
worst sort of amateur psyinology; Macaire is LouTFlove for
French wit qone haywire;' G-uinea iaysffi-effing about slavery' but
not much. Aii swari, r.rith 

"UTT-Fros-e, 
as though woodyqrm had been

loose on the rickety structure of Victorian drama""--
This hatchet-job on the plays indicates that Mr Bell makes no allowance

for the fact that each was a Victorian product'ion and that a reading of

Irving's first great Success, The Bells, would be almost as'risible"
This adaptation by Leopola l.*llot r..ntann-Chatrian's Le Juif Polonais

was exactly a product of its time, an uncompromising melodrama' The

difference was Irving and all the technical team he could bring to it
under the Bateman management at the Lyceum Theatre. Henley and

Stevenson had hoped for exactly this for their work. What a difference

it might have made. Nonetheless, the k'ind of modern reaction, as

indicated by Messrs Furnas and Bell above, raises again the question of

who is to blame' or where does the credit lie (depending on one's point

of view) in the playwriting partnersh'ip. Hear Max Beerbohm:
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'To evaluate from a work produced by A and B, the share 9f B' your

best way is to lioieea bi elimination. Analyse th^e work into its
component parts - its matler, method,.sty-le and so forth. Then set

asihe all'in-it that might be due to A, as A is known to you

through tne' work done 
-by 

.him_ single-handed. The residue,
p..iuiiUf V, must have done by B.. .Tni s , pr_esumpti on , becomes a

El.tiirti if, referring to an/ work done. by B singl.e-handed, you

find that uny 
'of it .oincidei with the joint work which does not

seem to nave'"been done by A. You may now, Of course, find in the
joint wort iningi ihit c6uld have been done either by.A or.B' Some

of the thinil lf,at-were-n:rike may, in the liqht of B's other work,

seem to U. iqrifly g-f ike. for ihem you-musi gi.v. hqlf-.credit to
both men. yb, *iy, on the other hand, f_ind things.-t-hat. you can

attribute neittrer ib A or B. For these,^61so, you will divide the

credit. They are the result of fusion"'-
Four plays resulted and no matter the varying reaction to them by

reputable authorities since, there is no denying that they now do exist

historically as pieces of theatre. Credit must at least be given to the

wri ters for f i ni shi ng them and congratul at'i ons are al so due '
particularly to Henley, for hav'ing all four staged. That is no mean

feat, part.icularly for beginners at the practice. As the work of

authors, who in their different ways' touched genius intermittently'

they deserve a serious considerat'ion despite the alleged un-seriousness

they may have shown towards the business of theatre in their time'

,In their time, is the key phrase perhaps towards a proper understanding

of their place in dramatic l'iterature. Theatre practice, in any form'

always belongs to its present tense - it has its own Now.

The bulk of the plays were written between two novels, Treasure

Isl and

works.

w'ires

from one level of writ'ing

Between these twin towers, as it were' hung the

of a suspension bridge. Stevenson needed that
pl ays, I i ke the

bridge to reach

(Treasure I s'l and ) to the other ( Jekyl I and

on to the final , greater heights of I'leir of

the germ of this last was in The

Jekyl I and !!L lyqe 1 aY i n the

and Dr Jekyll and Mr HYde' arguably the best-known of Stevenson's

Hyde) before he could get

Hermiston. One must also remember that

Hanging Judge just as the seed of Dr

characters of t,Jilliam Brodie (Jekyll ) and Blind Pew (Hyde).

It can be said therefore that Stevenson was the better novelist for

havi ng written the pl ays despite the mixed reaction to their

performance. Present-day attitudes, ds evinced by biographers' too

often underestimate the part played by Henley. Theatre was not entirely

lost to R.L.5. however as wjtness his involvement with Fanny in The

Hanging Judge and his tinkering with a play idea in hjs final year'
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Stevenson, for all his natural theatrical flair made the mistake of

approaching a play as if it were a play-thing. A fact that so many

cormentators have indicated. Had he taken it half as seriously as

Hen'ley, for instance, this study might very well have been devoted to

acclaiming him, as Pinero sa'id, as a master dramatist. And yet - is not

theatre exactly that - a play-th'ing?
,The play's the thing'- Y€s, but at its greatest it is a

play-thing, a thing of moment that is taken up by the actors as an

ephemeral ball to be thrown about between them; to catch a light here

and there, sometimes to dazzle, sometimes to illuminate, and then to

fade as the light fades to exist only as a memory to the spectator-

Actors know well their own impermanence but what in the theatre they

make of their Play, is more than a play on the word, it is a hint of the

inrnorta'l that is in all art and is the price paid by their very

evanescence. Who is to say that Stevenson was not playing at theatre'

but with it?
Irving Saposn'ik, a'latter-day champion of the dramatic interlude in

Three, in which he dealsStevenson's writing life, calls his Chapter

with the plays, A Skelt-Drunken Boy. He says:

' It i s wrong to dimi ss the p1 ays a9 .- 'ep.hemeral ' (Furnas ) or as

'less than iufficiently serious' (Pinero) or 'because Stevenson
imperfectly u;rf,erstood the requirements of dramatic action'
(Swinnerton). '''

Jenni Calder on the other hand considers that the flirtation with the

theatre was just another manifestation of what she cal'ls his 'feverish
enthus'iasms. She goes on: -

'The dramatics with Henley were an aspect of this. The need for
Louis to find ways of pasiing the time when he was to ill to write
or do anything it ali very- much resulted in brief and -v'igorous
concentraiion 6n things he Lould not do vlfy well... modell'ing wax

figures... the piano... the flageolet...'-'
It strikes the present writer, that contrary to this view, Stevenson's

obsession with the stage dream was life-'long:

'...to me it iS, and must ever b8, a dream unrealized, a book
unwritten.0, my sighings after romance, orafven Skeltery, and 0!
the weary agd tfrat fill -produce 

me neither!'+J
The plays were all written in a hectic, 'feverish'burst before, during

and irnmed'iately after the Henley years - 1875-1887. A twelve year

wonder is surely rather a sturdy flirtation by any standards.



Again, it seems to be the case with Stevenson, that when he was

well, he played and talked and when he was ill, he wrote. His

personality conditioned his whole output rather than his condition
determining his personality. He was virtually at death's door at
Bournemouth with pulmonary haemorrhages yet he wrote a considerable body

of work - Kidnapped, Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde, 0llala, Markheimn Prince

Otto, Underwoods (Poems) were completed and work was begun on The Memoir

of Fleeming Jenkin. This is in addition to writing The Dynamiter with
Fanny and three full-length stage plays with her and Henley. This would

be a fair, almost frenetic output for a well man over a handful of years

still less an invalid. He was certainly of the 'working' class. When

he was in America, and being courted by Scribner's with a huge offer he

felt ashamed of such wealth and had written to tll'illiam Archer:

'I am like to be a millionaire if this goes or, and be publicly
hanged at the social revolution; welI, I would prefer that to
dying. in my bedloand it would be a godsend to my biographer, if I
ever have one.'--
He was certainly never to lack for biographers, and the latest, at

the time of writing, is Frank Mclynn (.|993) who is of the opinion that
the more fundamental prob'lem with the Henley-stevenson collaboration was

that both authors were pulling in different directions. Emotion waS

all-important in drama for Henley and everything was larger than life,
espec'ially villainy. For Stevenson however, according to Mclynn:

'Evil was not the simple matter it seemed to be to Hen'ley.
Characteristically, he (Stevenson) wished to portray ambiguity; notjust the moral ambiguity of a Shaw play, but an ambigtriEy-T6Ted in
the very structure of the drama. He was a'lways drawn to the
'problem comedies' of Shakespeare where the elenents of traditional
tragedy and comedy were fused... and (it was) a dialectical fusion
between the determinism of tragedy and the voluntarism of comedy
was achieved. This made him, as a nlaywright, infinitely more
imaginative and ambitious than Henley.'-'
It is the considered opinion of the present writer that had

Stevenson applied himself comp'lete'ly and consistently to the drama from

the beginning he would have written a great play by the end. This is
contingent however on his writing 5010. All his best work is
unmistakably his. His own worst enemy was never himself - he liked
himself too much - no, it was whoever he was working with at the time.
However much he had 'played the sedulous ape' as a youth he t{as very
much his own man as a writer. Professor Sasponik agrees:
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'Few would argue that, had Stevenson pursued the drama more

vigorousiy, or-had he worked alone, his.oqlays would have emerged

w'ith more quality than they now possess.' '-

G.B.Stern also concurs:

,Without his friend Henley, Stevenson might never have wasted his
small reserve of nervous-energy writing... very bad, -rumbustiousplays, 0r he might have written better plays, for. he was

iuniamentally a drariatist; all the most famous scfiges of his novels
and tales could be acted with hardly any change."'

,Theatre 'is a gold mine. 0n that I must keep my eye" he had written to

his father in 1883, echoing Fanny's scribb'led postscript to Hen'ley' but

by 1887 this was patently not so, a'lthough he may have felt as many in

his circle did, that the prizes of the dramatist are out of all
proportion to the payment of the man of letters.4S Why then this lure

of fool,s gold, this shallow belief that he and Henley could turn out a

good play with far'less mental effort than it cost either to write a

good novel or a good poem? What gave them - and Fanny - the conviction

that they would be rewarded a hundredfold?

The answer i s Henl ey's enthusi asm and Stevenson 's ami abl e

gulfibility. Henley was b,ell aware of his own shortcomings 'in the

dramatic area. However much he may have loved theatre, he was hardly,

on his own admission, the ideal person to advise in theatrical ways and

means. His s'incerity was often mistaken for amogance, his honesty for
bombast, but his was a iutting integrity.

'To hol d opi nions and state concl usi ons about an art whose

technical prbcesses are strange, and whose practice is imposs'ible;
this, it has ever seemed tb fi€, is to take one's self more
seriously than he may do ryhq would sit well with posterity - and
yet, humanum est errare... I

Yet how often they come so near to making the p'ieces work. Some lucky

literary strikes were made, but a play is not a series of fortuitous
effects arrived at by chance. Serendipity does not appty. It is a

dramatic construct'ion patiently built on a sol'id thematic foundation and

structured to reveal its artistic intention when played before an

audience. It js a working artefact rather than a obiet d'art. The two

partners never took time to learn the basic techniques of the craft
required. They did not see that a true playwright writes for his

audience and not for himself. It is with the audience in the theatre

not the reader in his study that the final verdict lies. They are the

keepers of the crock of gold and it is among them that the rainbow ends.
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Jerome Hamilton Buckley closes his chapter on the plays with this
paragraph:

,The failure of the Henley-Stevenson plays on the Engli_sh stage was

less remarkable than the eulogy heaped upon these plays by the
keenest dramatic critics of the 'nineties. Alan Monkhouse, who

spoke of the "high excellence" of the play: in general, felt sure
tlratBeau Austin In particular was "destined to become 6 slassic,"
insofaT-E-TtT|fi "witty a'lmost as Congreve, and with a far better
hold on life."'""

And in the same paragraph Buckley goes on to quote Clement Shorter, who'

.in his jubilee survey of Victorian literature described the same piece

as-
,"probably the greatest contribution to the drama of the era."
Hiitoricaily, s[ch judgements are not incomprehens.ib]e; for critics
familiar witn the tal-ents of Wilde, Jones, and Pinero, of the
translated Henrik Johan ibsen (1828-1905), and of Shaw himself'
could look back upon the 'eighties only as a barren decade, a
decade to whose taste the three hundred tearful n'ights of
Buchanan's Sophia were sufficient index. In the midst of that
desert, Henlfimd Stevenson stood, a promising bu! neglected
oasis. They llone in an otherwise "aesthetic" p_eriod considered
drama as an "aesthetic" problem. Though neither of_them possesssed
or understood the dramati c i mag'i nati on, thei r co] I aborated pl ays
yet remained as a serious experiTenl.in.fiVle, an inspiration t0
the greater p'laywrights of the 'nineties.r"
An even greater waste was in the matter of their deep friendship,

begun when they were both so young in the ways of the world and ending a

dozen or so years later when they they were both so busy attempting to

be worldly, that they let their rea'l world go by. They were a union, a

tandem, a team, and despite all their disparities there was something

warm and fine and uplifting'in their long, manly friendship. It had

seemed so durable but it hardly survived the'ir marriages. Anna Henley

loved her rowdy husband and accepted h'is friends. Fanny Stevenson loved

her frail husband just as much but resented his friends - especia'lly

Hen'ley. She may have had very good reasons but th'is was the vital
factor in the equation. One is drawn to conjecture about the difference

there might have been had they married the other's wife? The placid

Anna would have happily nursed Louis but one shudders to think of
Buffalo lllill's volcanic eruptions breaking on Fanny's cold shoulder.

In this context it is well to bear in mind the comparat'ive

consistency in the relat'ionship between the husbands up until the

escalating quarrel in 1887, which from this distance seems more a matter

of crossed purposes than cross words. A quick tel ephone cal I , had 1't
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two men stood in each other's eyes is revealed by the following letter
written by Stevenson from Bonallie Towers on his 34th birthday -

l3 November 1884.

,My Dear Boy - A thousand thanks for the Moliere. I have already
reid, in ttiis noble presentiment, La Comp-fffid'Escarbagu$, !s
Malade Imaqinaire, and a Part of saf
PojTeffi-t?6'f"a-mned good cire of him@sule, what

Partsl...
i,ly bi rthday was a great success; . . . and i n the eveni ng, Bol
airived, a simple seriph. Irle have known each other ten years; and

here we are, too, like the pair that met in the'infirmary; why can
we not mellow into kindness and sweetness like Bob? What is the
reason? DOeS nature, even in my octogenarian Carcase' run toO
strong that I rnust still be a baw'len and treader lpon corns? You,
at leist, have achieved the miracle of embellishing your personal
appearance to that point that, unless your mother is a woman of
even more perspicacity than I suppose, it is morally impossible
that she can recognise you. When I saw you ten _years d90' yot{

looked rough and: kind of stigmatised, a look of an embittered
political Shoemaker; where is it now? You now come waltzing a1oy1d
i t tce some 'l 'ight-hearted monarch; essent'i al ly iovi al , essenti al ly
royal; radianl of sm'iles. And in the meanwhile, by a complementary
prbcess, I turn into a kind of hunchback with white hair! The
itevil. Well, let us be thankful for our mercies; in these ten
years what a change from the cell in the hospital, and the two s'ick
boys 'in the nex{ bed, to the influence, the liberty, and the
happi ness of today ! . . .
You'have got yourself into a fine green paddock now to kick your
heels in.- And I too, what a difference... in my work, in my

situation, and unfortunately, also in my health! But one need not
complain of a pebble in the shoe, when by mere just'ice_one should
rot'in a dungeon. Many thanks to both of you_. Long life to our
friendship, and that means, I do most firm'ly believe, to these clay
continentb on which we f1y our colours; good luck to one and all,
and may.fod continue to be merciful - Your old and warm friend,
R.L.S.'"'

Their acquaintance went into .|887, cold now, mistakes and

misunderstandings having done their mischief. The two turned away' not

only from the joint efforts, but from each other. The bubble reputation

had been burst, and, sudden and qu'ick in quarrel as both

wounded sold'iers, the playwriting partners, jealous of
honour, leave the stage by their separate exits...

were, like two

each otherrs
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THE THEATRICAL R.L.S.

STAGE FIVE

Section A 'Then the Justice'

If justice is to be done to both men in this study, then mention

must be made here of the incident that estranged them. Known as the
Nixie quarref it stemmed from that letter written by Henley from

Chiswick in March 1888 to Stevenson at Saranac Lake and grew by degrees

of cross-purpose and misunderstand'ing, obduracy and p1a'in insensit'ivity,
impulsiveness and petty pride, to become a cancer that killed the
friendship complete'ly and left both unreconcjled and grieving to the
last. It had all started from something so small.

Katherine de Mattos, Stevenson's cousin, had written a short story
about a Nixie, (a water-spirit ) which she had abandoned. Fanny

Stevenson then took up the idea and wrote her own version which she sold
to an American magazine. Henley, in his letter, claimed this was st'ill
Katherine's story ("lt's Katherine's; surely it's Katherine's?") and, by

inference, accused Fanny of plagiarism, Although he may have been

delighted to score off his old enemy, he was well aware of the slippery
ground he was on, which was why his letter also said - "Don't show this
to anybody," and ended "Bunn this letter."

Stevenson replied at once, "with indescribable difficulty and if
not w'i th perfect temper " to defend hi s w'ife 's honour and i nsi st on an

apo'logy somewhat pri ggi shly. Al though Hen'l ey answered at once, hi s

letter was delayed. This was misconstrued by Stevenson who wrote to
Baxter who contacted Henley who wrote to Baxter who wrote to Stevenson

who wrote to Katherine and so it went round and and round, each letter
from each party drawing the affair further and further into unintended
reaches. Henley was perplexed, Katherine was confused, Fanny was

furious (naturally), Stevenson was "utterly miserable". 0nly Baxter
remained lawyer-cool and steadily objective about the whole thing.

Charles Baxter (.|848-19.|9) was Stevenson's oldest and best friend.
They had been companions since university days and Baxter was to remain

a devoted ally throughout Stevenson's life. He was not only his lawyer
and business manager, he was his anchor and reassuruance. Baxter,
liking both men as he did, had no doubt at all where the trouble 1ay:
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'The fact is that these cursed plays have been at the bottom of all
the mischief. I have never heard a grumble from Henley with regard
to you except in that connection. He relied hopefu'l1y on_them for
money, and thought you'little interested in them, and blamed you
accordingly; buf beyond that no word of adverse comment ever passed
his lips to me... You have earned great success and fame and money,
while he remails, not only hard up but hampered by the misdeeds of
the wretched Teddy... Let us make allowances. Let us remember that
the same stock which produced the worthless Ted, in whom he
believed so long as the saviour of the family, produced hin...
My dear Loui s, take everyth'ing i nto account . . . you must see 'i t
woul d break the man's him. H-T6-ves you,would break tne man's nearf, ]t you spl'lE wlf,n nlm. ne loves yuu'
snarls at you, envies you - if you were his wife, he'd beat you;
but he cannot get on w'ithout you. And you must not ki I I him.
Remember the great disadvantage of correspondence; how tones,
looks, touches, modify the words, while on paper you have nothing
but the hard nib of a steel pen. Remember everything, Louis, my

friend, and forget, forget only to think of -p-arti@ith.t one who
would, I verily be'lieve, give his life in your serv'ice... r'

These are the words of a friend to a friend on behalf of a friend but

they fell, if not on deaf ears, then at least on a head that was turned

away. Fanny had gone to San Francisco to hire a yacht. Stevenson only

wanted to get away to sea to forget everything, but he could not forget
- "this affair hag-rides me". It was at this time he wrote of Cumbering

Henley with his aid in writing the plays, but it was more than the plays

that was

knew it.
bothering h'im now. He was losing a part of his life and he

Henley, curiously, was still bothering about plays. He wrote

to Baxter enclosing a message for Stevenson:

'I read the Deacon last night. I want YOU, when you write to
Lou'i s, to te'lT-h'iln-that I tol d you I thi nk (t do ) 'it contai ns hi s
best work. I had no idea how good it is. I haF decided to print
it, together with a selection from the American criticisms, and
send it round.'

Baxter adds:

'In this connect'ion it will not be altogether without a grain of
amusement that you will learn that Teddy has cast Henley off!
Henley wrote him with a full and 

-ree 

opinion of his recent
conduct, and the reply comes... that he will have nothing to do
with H. or the Deacon! For pure sheer unadulterated impudence beat
that if you can-TF one good thing is that Henley's eyes are at
last thoroughly open about Ted, and J think we we shall not hear
much nore of that unmit'igated scamp. ''

For once, the efficient Baxter was wrong. Yet, desp'ite it all, Stevenson

authorised Baxter to pay out five pounds a month to Henley (anonymously)

'He can't starve at that... if i gave h'im Eore, it would only lead
to his starting a gig and a Pomerian gig.'-
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In addition, Stevenson also paid allowances to Katherine, to Bob

Stevenson, to Belle Strong and v'irtually to anyone whom he thought could

do with help. He may have been a rich man but he was not a mean one'

gnce having made up his mind to travel, he wasted no time in beginning

his voyages - first to New York City, then upstate to Saranac Lake then

across that continent-country of the United States to San Francisco and

from there to Hawaii and the South Pacific to make his final landfall in

Samoa on 7 December 1889. He was to die there - quite unexpectedly

five years later almost to the day on 3 December 1894. Only weeks after

news of Stevenson's death had been confirmed in London

'...a cab trundled up from the Strand into Bedford Street. It
stopped outside Number 2t; and from it emerged - -with some

assistance from the cabby - a very large, stout g_entleman. He

leaned upon a crutch and i stick w'ith a crooked handle. He wore a

big, soft, rakish black hat. His coat and waistcoat were spr-inkled
wi[h toUatco-ash. His face was f]orid; his eyes b1ue, bold and

prominent. His beard was long enough to be fluttered by thq
breeze; it had been tawny, but t.t was now streaked wit_h grey; and

his moustache, above h'ia big, full 1ips, flowed finely' but was

yellowed by nicotine stains. His voice was sononous and melodious,
and his manner genial if somewhat boisterous...''

Mr Henley was reporting for work as editor of the New Review.

Since he had hobbled off stage from Bournemouth, he had made his limping

way through the labyrinth of Grub Street via a very happy return to
Edinburgh with the Scots Observer which meant making a temporary home in

Musselburgh. Anna was delighted but soon they were back in London with

the adored'Emperor'as he called the'ir lovely daughter, Margaret, who

had been born in 1888. The Scots Observer became the Nat'ional 0bserver

in 1892 so it was back to London again for all three. Then, in February

1894, Margaret died of cerebral men'ingitis. Hen'ley received a letter
from 16 Tite St, Chelsea:

'My Dear Henley - I am sorry indeed to hear of your great loss - I
ho-pe you will iet me come dbwn qu'iet1y to you one evening and over
oui^ cigarettes we will talt of dhe bitter ways of fortune, and the
hard wiys of life. But my dear Henley - to work - to work - that
.is youf duty - that is wiat remains for natures like ours. Work

never seemf to me a reality. but as a way of getting rid of
real 'ity. . . Ever yours, Oscar. '"

Oscar W'i I de understood.

But Henley grieved and manifested his grief in verse which all the time

was approaching poetry. Unlike Stevenson, he did not realize his own

forte and for too long, the journalist denied the poet.
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He soon gathered around him a team of young lions^that was his
pride : i.e.Wiffi.,t.ll.gamie,- nuayara Kipling, Kenneth Grahame, Alice
fiLyn.f t , iiitrerl n,i iynin and i. E . Biowne -' then, of al I thi ngs ' he was

asked to be a Suior it tn. trial-ii Oiiut W'ilde, Uut was excused when he

sent a doctor's certificate. One wonders if the result might..have been

any different. It is untit.ty. wilde was a scapegoat as Henley and

eviryone in London knew. All Henley would say was:

,l|lhy he didn't stay at Monte Carlo, once he -got .fhep, God alone

knows?... He returned to faie the mus'ic and plly tle.Roman fool to
Caesar's Oeiti;t, i ian onlV-.oni.Ciure that, what.between, persona]

ana frotessionii'vanity, he" wal 'stark mad. Be this as 'it may, he

is mad no roi.. Hollowiy unJ eop Street have taken his hair out of
cur'l in more senses than one...'-

one is reminded of Beau Aust'in, still waiting in the wings, but Henley

was able to report at a New Review dinner:

'Beerbohm Tree and Young Irving are after Macaire.

So the stage door had never quite closed.

One man can only be of his t'ime, and these two men' Henley and

Stevenson, from such contrasting homes and countries, so unalike and yet

so drawn to each other by their common enthusiasm for living, 'lived out

their lives under the orb and sceptre of Victoria Regina' More than

anything else they were Victorians and'it'is with this'in mind that this

study must now consider the theatrical age in which they lived'

Although he knew his hey-day in Edwardian theatre, nevertheless'

Sir Seymour Hicks (.|87]-.|949) grew out of the same Victorian theatrical

tradition as Stevenson, and particularly Hen'ley, might have known' He

also appeared in an adaptation of Stevenson's The Suicide Club which was

presented at the col'iseum Theatre under the title The Hampton club.

Known in theatre circles as the 'Admirable Crichton', Hicks introduced

the first-ever revue in London, Under the Clock'

But it.is as a wit and stylist that he relates most to the subiect

of this study. A typicaf instance'is his description of his friend, the

barrister cum playwright, Joe Comyns Carr. In this' one can glimpse the

world that Stevenson and Henley had pursued. Sir Seymour writes:

,My ever-l amented fri end, Joe Comyl.s Carr, was . one ,of the best
afier-dinn.i'ipeiferr imiginable. 

- 
He could hold forth and raise

shouts of 1 adghter even on subjects of wh1ch he had I ittle
tnowteage... If was a strang-e thlng, though,--th*-the 

-moment 
he

took a fien in his hand for p-laywriting_ purposes, hit wit flew out

of the window. He, mone than inyone 
-t 'fratie ever known, needed a

fl int for his steel . .. '-
Is there a better para'llel for Stevenson than this?

,7
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After all, he had failed to strike sparks from Henley when they

tried to put their wit into the'ir plays? Joseph l'lillams Comyns Carr

(.|849-'1916) was later to adapt Dr.Jekyll and Mr.Hyde for H.B.Irving at

the Queen's Theatre in 1910. Again, by a contemporary example, more

typical of Henley perhaps, was W.S.Gilbert, of whom Hicks remarks:

'His small piercing eyes, which looked as-if t.h.y-had..been long
robbed of sleep, iere gdnerally fixed, maliciciously il must be

tru'ly said, on'big peopli, and ieldom directed towards the smaller
fry.- He ilways -give me the impression that he got_ up in the
mo-rning to sed with whom he could have a quarrel .... I-. never met

anyone-who u/asn't rather afraid of him. I think that often he had

no intention of being unkind, and perhaps he did not real'ize how

much hi s cutti ng wit hurt. . . To the secretary of an. Amateur

Dramatic Societyl who asked the author what he thought. of the
players of his itun, he 4t once answered, "0h, not so much a club
as a bundl e of sti cks. " '"
This was V'ictoriana and 'it served for the age that produced all of

the above as wel I as R.L. Stevenson and lll.E.Henley. Both were'

theatrica]ly speaking, and something in their excuse' victims of the

times they lived in. That period from Waterloo to the Crinea, broadly

speaking the first half of the nineteenth century, so rich in great

poets and novelists, and even in great actors' was poverty-stricken in

term of playwriting. No one was writ'ing for the stage at a level

approaching the quality of literature, generally because there was

little incentive for writers to do so.

The years between the accession of Queen Victoria in 1837 and the

repeal of the Theatre Licensing Act of the same year in .|843 
represented

the very nadir of English drama - in George Rowell's simile:

'a slack-water period between the high tidpn of Tom Robertson's
comedies and Arthur Pinero's society dramas. "-

0r, as t'lilliam Archer aptly put it -'a winter solstice for English

Drama'. Thomas Lovell Beddoes (t803-49), a literary critic and

playwright, wrote as early as 1825:

'The man who is to awaken the drama must be a bold, trampling
fellow... With the greatest reverence for al'l the antiquities of
the drama, i still thinf we had better beget than revive - attempt
to g'ive q1F literature of this age an idiosyncrasy and spirit of
its own. "'

But all the age produced for the stage was Richard Lalor Shiel, Robert

Jepthson, Frederick Reynolds - and Mr Skelt. Yet who could have been

more bold and trampling than Henley - or less so, than Stevenson?
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gne event, however, did more to stimulate new interest in the Late

Victorian stage and its affairs than almost anyth'ing else which had

happened in the previous fifty years. 0n 25 May 1895, Henry Irving'

(John Henry Broadribb, 1838-1905) was gazetted in the Queen's Birthday

Honours as Knight Commander of the British Empire and the craft of

theatre was finally and indisputably recognised as soc'ial fact' The

stigma on all theatre persons had finally been expunged and the rogues'

vagabondsn hawkers, mountebanks, tumblers, Strollers and gyps'ieS were

allowed at last to gambol down the corridors of history and sit' as

equals, at the tables of the great where before they had only be allowed

to play before these same tables as iesters and clowns. The actor and

his theatre had at last been accepted.

With typical irony, Irvingrs knighthood was followed only two days

later by the sending of Oscar Wilde, the country's most successful

dramatist, to two cruel years in prison. This could on'ly happen in

England, and Victorian England at that, where the greatest sin was to be

found out. It was not unt'il 1897 that a second actor was knighted, Sir

Squire Bancroft (.|84.|-.I926). Bancroft had a very successful career with

hiswife,MarieWalton,(afavouriteactressofDickens)andthey
managed their marpiage, their careers and their theatres in a long,

happy and rewarding tandem. Bancroft discovered and nurtured the

talents of T.l,{. Robertson (1829-71), the writer of the new domestic

comedies, which were soon to supplant the melodrama'in public favour.

Tom Robertson offered a straightforward English beer aimed at the

mi ddl e audi ence rather than the Scand'i navi an 1 ager al ready bei ng

concocted by Henrjk Ibsen (1828-1906) or the d'idactic lemonade then

being proffered by George Bernard Shaw ('|856-1950). These beverages

properly belonged to that feast of theatre known as the New Drama

(Wilde might be said to be his own rare champagne) - but jt had yet to

come to its full vintage. Tom Robertson p'ioneered a credible'

co1 I oqui a'l , prose styl e (wh'ich Henl ey i n parti cul ar had hoped for ) and

Bancroft had encouraged this new vogue. As a result, the naturalistic

play in practicable scenery (the box-set with doors and windows and even

a ceiling) became the theatre fashion in the Mid-Victoria era.

Henry Arthur Jones, Arthur l,ling Pinero and l'lilliam Schwenk Gilbert

(1835-19]1), a'lready mentioned above, were all Victorian writers who

wrote plays and all of them were knighted for their services to theatre.
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One wonders'if the same accolade might have come to Stevenson had

he remained'in Engtand? Given that he, or Colvin, had found a

respectable team of names to propose him for the Chair of History at

Edinburgh in .|881, it'is likely that he could have done likewise to the

Prime Minister's office from the Saville club by .|891. It is certain

that the author of Treasure island impressed Mr Gladstone more than Mr

Gladstone impressed the author of Dr.Jeky'll and Mr.Hyde; especially one

who numbered oscar l,lilde among hjs admirers. sir Robert stevenson then

was unl'ikely. Sir William Henley was impossible'

Meantime, farce and burlesque prospered at the hands of writers

who were less playwpights than iournalists of the stage' a type of

c'lever professional Stevenson might have sought out. Writers like Mark

Lemon (1809-70), the first editor of Punch, sir Francis cowley Burnand

(1836-19.|7) another editor of Punch) and Tom Tay'lor (18.|7-1880) yet

another editor of Punch, who had worked w'ith Charles Reade to create

Masks and Faces. Lesser known names of the time jncluded Henry James

Byron (.|834-84) and George Robert sims (1847-l 92?) ' who was very

well-known to Henley. But perhaps the most typical of the times was

Dionys'ius George Boucicault (.1859-.|929). Dion Boucicault was a son of a

man of theatre and a complete man of the theatre himself - actor'

writer, d'i rector and producer both i n Eng'l and and Ameri ca. He i s

perhaps better known as a dramatist with London Assurance (1841) tne

Corsican Brothers ('1S52) and The Colleen Bawn (.|860)'

Al 1 ardyce Ni col , sums h'im uP .

,(His) importance as a dramatist rests on two things - his uncanny

sense of lheatrical values and his keenly observant eye' No man

knew better than he just what would appeal on the stage: Jl.
construction oi his p'liys, if we make aiiowance for their frankly
melodramatic framework,'ii excellent; and of countless theatrical
devices he was the eager inventor.... Crude as many of -h'is 

effects
may seem to us, he hai an acute eye for oddity in real. life, ald
mjiry of his beit scenes rely, not bn scenig splendour: byt on the
aepiction, through laughtei or tears, of domestic interiors' It
wa's thi s '- the iul ti viti on of natural i sti cal Iy concei ved scenes

allied to melodramatic.,rexcitement - which gave him his
contemporarY imPortance.'

This was exactly the protean stage animal that Stevenson had needed if
his drarnatic potential were to be realized. He needed' if he needed

anyone, just such a practical man of theatre who would see the writ'ing

of plays as being something more than what Stevenson termed 'a lark!"
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If Boucicault had been able to give Stevenson the bones, he soon

would have fleshed them out and given them stage ljfe. As it was, the

characters presented by Stevenson with Henley were all clothes and no

bones beneath. Consequently, they could never stand up to the demands

of a rigorous theatre ex'istence. Both the player and what he plays

require stamina. Boucicault knew this. If only the playwright of The

Corsican Brothers had been able to work with the author of The Master of

Ballantrae what a play might have resulted. Had a theatrical chaperone

such as Boucicault been available at an early stage of Stevenson's

courtship of Dame Theatre a marriage might indeed have been arranged'

By the end of the century, what is called English Theatre was rich

in talent of every kind - a richness which only served to underline the

poverty of its first fifty years. Timing, so essential an ingredient in

any play performance, was out as far as Stevenson was concerned. He was

unfortunate, in his most impress'ionable t'ime, in coinciding with a bad

patch in the drama. It had been more than a hundred years since

Congreve, Goldsmith and Sheridan, and Ibsen and Shaw, despite Archer's

advocacy, were still a minority taste, a'lthough Stevenson could write in

one of his letters of 'little Ibsens'.13

However w'idely he may have read of theatre and of plays'

(0n Reading Anthony and cleopatra for example), stevenson had only the

less than first-rate to serve him as role-mode] in theatre writing.

Even Dickens had on'ly written for hjmself as a stage soloist and

Thackeray's stage work was pallid in comparison with his novels.

Stevenson had no'inspiring example available to him for the stage was at

its nadir. It was aesthetically low-powered, socia'lly unacceptable and

technically sub-standard. It needed a champion to revive it and Robert

Louis Stevenson was reluctant to enter the lists. A champion, however,

did emerge before the century ended - 0scar l.lilde. 0scar Fingal

0,Flaherty l,tills tltilde (1854-1900) stands in a class by himself. His

quartet of comedi es - Lady |,lj ndermere's Fan ( 1892 ) A l'loman of No

Importance (.|893) An Ideal Husband (1895) and his masterpiece, The

Importance of Being Earnest (.|895) - remain as an undy'ing bouquet of

green carnations to his unquestioned theatrical genius. Had not

personal tragedy overtaken him in the fonm of a hypocritical soc'iety's

vengeance he would certain'ly have done even greater things in the

drama. When he died, an ex'ile in Paris, the age died with him.
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There were so many things, I{ilde had in comnon with stevenson.

They both presented the world with a seeming'ly flimsy facade but each

was like flint beneath. They each made light of their respective work

but none toiled as much over every word - behind the scenes' Wilde's

output of plays was virtual]y the same as Stevenson's - six written, of

which he had five performed. Stevenson'S tally t|,as six written from

which four were performed. In addition, both wordsmiths were stylists'

in more ways than in literature. The bronchiecstasistic Scot who

strolled down Bond Street only a few years before in a black shirt' red

tie, velvet iacket and smok'ing cap and affronted Andrew Lang was a

distinct relation to Reginald Bunthorne. Both Stevenson and lrlilde were

almost studiously eccentric and individual. Both died in exile and too

early - with perhaps their best work to come.

They were al i ke 'i n so many ways as wri ters, but on'ly one was a

real dramatist. 0r at least had made the deliberate effort to become

one. And he woul d certai n1y have scorned the very i dea of a

collaborator. wilde recogn'ised instinctively that plays cannot be

wr.itten in committee. One man cannot really be two persons creatively'

which nicely introduces some consjderation of Dr.Jekyll and Mr.Hyde'

It is relevant at this point since Witde is linked to that novel

through his own Portrait of Dorian Grey (1891) which is virtually the

same story as Stevenson's, but in converse as it were. Dr Isobel Murray

discusses this point in - The Strange Case of Dr Jek :

'Al 1 avai I abl e evi dence suggests that Oscar l'li I de was a 
-genui 

ne

admi rer of Stevenson 's wiiti ng. , . He gave hi s sons Treasure
Island... Before his second tria-l he wrote to ask Ada LeveF6iF
qffao not get bail today wi'|1 you send me some books? I would
I i ke some Stevensons. . . "
He was curious about the Vai 1 ima Letters but he found them

disappo'inting. He wrote fromffi
"I see that romantic Surrounaings are the worst surroundings
posible for a romantic writer. ln Gower Street he could have

ivritten a new Trois Mousquetaires. In Samoa he writes letters to
the Times abouffi
iln.S;na phrases 'in Dr.Jekyll and Mr.Hyde, .point j-ol.ards -tl:.I9"f:;it.liraJ-a[Jtn.ideamd-hearted.|yparodied..in
Tha Tmnnnrrnno nf Rpinn F'.rrnpSt- - - ArorraLlv (thiS olay) parOdieSThe Importance of Being Earnest... Argua-bly (ttris plgV) parodies

trulh . . .- that man i s not tru'lY
one, Uut eruly tw6." A very similar.complex of ideas can be

det6cted in Thi FiCtu.. of Doiian Gray (wh'iih) capitalizes on the
noiion of in and the "multiplication" ofthe "multiplication" of
personal ity. '

al]ty 0T man
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Dr Murray quotes Wilde himself:

,Nothing could be further from my.purpose.... than an accusation of
literar! pitagiarism... (however)' niturally^Playsig]e., Andrew

Lang 'i; 'un - art'icle entitled Literary Plaqiarism for the
Contemoorary RLview (Juni'- tegZffiipated or

ffibt to Stevenson. But .he goes 
- 
on tjo assert

th;[ - ,'plagiarism (ts1 a crime easy to _ prove a.nd almost
irfostible to-commit.', l.lilde's closenesl to stevenson's tale is
t'picaf iV dpJ 'iberate and typ'ical 1y dari ng the charge of
pi agi ari sm' ' 't

l,lould that Stevenson had been ab]e to find similar inspiration'in The

Importance of Being Earnest. Had he done so he might have aspired to

t.lilde,s 0'lympian standards in the theatre but then R.L.S. only knew the

importance of 14illiam Ernest Henley and consequently only discovered the

impotence of being Robert Lou'is Stevenson - Dramat'ist.

0n New Year's Day, 1886, Stevenson had sent his favourite cousin

and friend, (in happier t'imes), Katherine de Mattos, a copy of his
'latest book which he dedicated to her with a little rh5rme:

'It's ill to loose the bands that God decreed to bind;
still will we be the children of the heather and the wind.
Far away from home, 0 it's sti'll for you and me

That thi broom is Utowing bonnie in the north countrie.'

He added a note:

'Dearest Katherine'
Here, on a very tiltle book and accompan'ied by lame verses, I have

put your name. Our kindness is now getti!9 we1'l.on in years; it
must be nearly of age, and it gets moie valuable to me every time
I see you. ii is n6t'possible-to express any s.entiment, and it is
not necessary to try, at least between us. You know very well
that I'love lou aeaily, and always will, I only wish the verses
were better 6ut at leist that you *i1]...like-.the. *gty: it'sis sent
to you by the one that loves ybu - JEKYLL, AND NgT HYDE."

This is the actor in h'im disclaiming that he is the part he plays.

As he had explained to the New York Herald:

,All i dreamed about Dr. Jekyll was that one man was,being pressed
into a cabinet, when he swallowed a drug and changed into another
being. I awok6 and said at once that I-had found the missing link
for which I had been looking so long, and before I again went to
sieef aimost every detail ofthe stoiy,3: it.ffiandsr wils clear to
me. 

'0f cours€, writing it was another thing. "-
It certainly was a prodigious feat for a Bournemouth invalid' bedridden

with intermittent haemorrhages, occasionally blind and not al'lowed to

speak, cormunicat'ing soley with Fanny by means of of a slate and crayon.



The worked-out tale has paral'lels in the story of a Connecticut

dent.ist, Horace ti|ells, (lBl5/48) who had been experimenting with

chloroform and nitrous acid and k'illed himself in a police cell. In

thi s context i t i s i nteresting to remember that chl oroform was

discovered as an anaesthetic by Sir James Young simpson' (l8ll-70)

father of his student friend, Sir Walter Simpson, also known as 'Bart'.
It has been suggested by Dr Myron G.Schultz that Stevenson's astonishing

10,000 words a day - might

respiratory condition. Be

page in a wh'ite heat. The

the post by the third. But

anyone or anything at all
R.L.S. insists,

It is the belief of
Brodie and were encouraged

thi s

to

energy in writing the first drafts of Jekyll - 64,000 words in six days,

have been due to his taking cocaine for his

that as it may, the words poured on to the

whole was copied out in two days and was in

who is to say whether the story is based on

and i s but a dream begot from a dream as

research that its roots lay in Deacon

grow by Stevenson's further work on the

play's revisions. It could be said, therefore, that a second-rate p'lay

produced a first-rate novel. It was whi1e working on a rev'ision with

Henley in l87B that the idea suggested itself to him again. He had read

a paper on the subconscious in a French scientific journal which'

combined w'ith the Brodie play and similar elements used in Markheim and

also, if to a lesser extent, in , resulted in

the famous novel. Dr T.B.Scott, his physician in Bournemouth, recalls

that Stevenson 1aas pressed for funds at the time and that his publishers

had suggested 'a shilling shocker for the Christmas trade'. Stevenson

was reluctant but obliged -
'I drive on with Jekyll, bankruptcy at my heels.'17

The world gained a novel and a new phrase entered the language -

'Jekyll and Hyde'. By the way, it should be noted that Stevenson's own

pronunciation of the name was 'Jeekyll'not 'Jekyll' but since the name

first came to the world aurally via Richard Mansfield's stage adaptat'ion

it has become the latter pronunciation in spite of Stevenson's many

disclaimers. It is not the first thing about Dr.Jekyll and Mr.Hyde that

has become other than the author intended. The novel was copied and

submitted to Longman's Magazine on I November 1885 as a serial. It was

they who suggested book form and although it was ready for Christmas,

the trade decided it would be better to delay publication until 1886.

ztt
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It was reviewed in the London Times, on 26 January. 40,000 copies

were sold in six months, and it has been selling ever since' The

success of the 'shocker' was phenomenal both in England and America'

although the American royalties were affected by the book's not being

reg'istered for copyright. Pirated editions abounded and the plot was

even used as a text for a sermon at St Paul's. Stevenson himself

however. tlJas only too aware of the monster he had created.

He wrote to J.A.Symonds:

'Jekyll is a dreadful thing, I _o.wn; ?ut the only.thing I feel
dreaiful about is that aamied old business about the war in the
members.tA Thjs time 'it came out; I hope it w'ill stay in, in
future. "-
How appropriate then is this story of one man as two or two in one'

which is both metaphor for the condit'ion of the actor in the theatre'

and for the scot, part'icul ar]y in his own society. The scot, pubf icly

identifjed as R.L.S. was, by the time of the book's success' a

world-renowned author en route to the South Pacific. This was the

dua'lity he was to maintain to the end. He, however, happily accepted

this self-symbiosis and took h'is other self with him wherever he went.

These two sides of himself he maintained in a manner similar to the

d'ichotomy that exists between the p'lay actor on stage - the man and the

part being two as one, even though each is at all times aware of the

other, or should be. Neither can function without the other and it is

the fusion that makes the performance. The question is always who is in
charge in such a situation - the outer physical man' the actor Jekyll

pretend'ing the part, or h'is inner subconscious se'lf , the Hyde, who i s

the real man beneath. l.lhich is the monster and who is really in
control ?

This question is fundamental to any consideration of acting

techniques and is the basis of most of the writing done on the theory of

dramat'ic representation over the centuries. As soon as the actor Steps

on stage the mask must be applied and as soon as that mask is presented

to the audience that is the reality of the actor as far as that aud'ience

is concerned. It is not merely the externals, hOwever, that convey the

character being represented, it is in every gesture, every nuance of the

voice. It is, in short, in everything that is in the actor himself' It
is the man who drives the performer but it is the performer who is seen

as the man at the time of the action, and there is the key to it all.



What is commonly called talent is the energy plus ability required

of the performer to suspend the belief of the audience for such times as

he needs to convince it of the seeming truth of his impersonation.

Stevenson must have understood this, yet his dramatic characters do not

have the ring of truth that his l'iterary characters have despite the

fact that he wrote to Gosse:

'My .l'ife..,y an impersonation of l'iving - and thatrs a poor

creature. "
A poor p'layer perhaPs?

But however much Stevenson might have strutted his hour upon the stage

with Henley, neither of them rea'l1y did himself justice in the plays

that resulted, a'lthough none of them is really as bad as they appear on

first reading. As has been shown in this study, there are occasional

flashes of lightning in al1 of the plays but not quite enough in any one

of them to i I I uminate any great dramatic moment or to al low the

performer that fusion of mask and man in the actor that makes great and

unforgettable theatre. Mention of Walter Simpson above brings to mind

Stevenson's happy times on the waterways of France and Germany in a

canoe with Bart. One is reminded too, that it was jn that journey on

the i nl and waterways of Europe that pol ice everywhere I ooked at

Stevenson askance. in every country he was seen as a mountebank' fancy

in dress and actorish in manner. There were mnany occasions when

Simpson's imperturbable urban'ity and gentlemanly air saved both of them

from the prison cell. It was not for the first time that Stevenson's

appearance immediately classed him as fore'ign to whatever environment he

v.,as inhabit'ing. But, bearing in mind, the personal ity differences

between'the Bart'and'the Cigarette" they are unlikely to have 90t

very far in the'ir holiday voyages if he had pulled one way and Simpson

the other. One has the feeling that this is precisely what happened with

Henley - they were paddling in d'ifferent directions.

Psychologicallynthereisasmuchtoexp.|oreinj@as
the two young men found on the Continental canals. Stevenson's novel

illustrates uniquely the Scottish trait of 'two-facedness', that is the

propensity for hypocritical presentation which is as sincerely held as

any genuine religious attitude. James Hogg, (.|770-'1835) the 'Ettrick
Shepherd'found the same inspiration in this double'identity' or

Calvinistic schizophrenia for his Confessions of a Justified Sinner.
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This was perhaps because he and Stevenson, as Scots, were aware of

the schematic polarit'ies of Calvinist theology. One was eitheilin or

out, saved or damned, whichever way you took it, as a Scot, with gu'ilt

attached. It was the guilt that made the sin not the deed. At the

other theological extreme, St Augustine a1ways thought of himself as two

persons. In the Confess'ions he says -'I was beside myselfr.

And Shakespeare's Sonnet CXLIV contains the lines:

'And whether that my ange'l be turn'd fiend
Suspect I may, yet not d'irectly tell;_
But'being bolh from me, both to each friend
I guess one angel in another's hell;'
The idea of the double'is ancient, but was one which pervaded the

lgth-century, rising with the Romantic Movement as a reaction against

the Enlightenment and coinciding with the crisis of religious faith

throughout Europe. Poe, Gogol, and Dostoyevsky were other writers who

used the image of two persons in one or as complements of the other.

Stevenson's work in Jekyll and Hyde (and to a lesser extent' Deacon

Brodie) may be closer to the mythic and moral source of the phenomenon

as any earlier Gothic romances. t^l'ith the rise of psychology towards the

end of the Victorian age and the reassertion of reason, dua'lism became

something of a literary fashion and it is no surprise that Stevenson

should know it and should proffer to the publ'ic a character who is not

as he seems. What mattered most was the outside front and in keeping

the true self concealed. tlhat more is asked of the actor on stage?

His is more than a social skill or the management of manners in

accordance with a given code. His private self is irrelevant to his

professional requirement to present the particular face called for at

the moment of action. His two faces of comedy and tragedy are self

evident, but with Dr. Jekyl I and Mr. Hyde, because of Stevenson's

consummate skill, the attributes are not so neat'ly divided. The artist
in him has recogn'ised that if no man is wholly good, neither is he

wholly evil, and that is something more than a literary or theatrical

truth. It is also a very effective theatrical device, allowing one man

to play two very d'ifferent characters from the same body. The actor has

only one body to draw upon. It is his only resource and from it he must

find al'l that is required for the playing of his part. His part of the

play is derived from all the parts of himself. This is something that

has to remembered about any form of artistic creation in any medium.
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BoucicauJt,'@,mentionedpreviously,exact1y
'illustrates this histrionic opportunity in the presentation of two

look-alike leading parts, which can be played by the Same actor' The

dualism then is not merely in the body and soul in the individual man as

evinced in the actor on stage playing a double ro'le, but it can be

extended to the abstracts of good and evil evident in a conflicting

universe. The local becomes the cosmic in the way the microcosm of the

individual reflects the macrocosm of the world he lives in. Vladimir

Nabokov (1899-1977) in his Cornell University'lecture on Dr. Je|y]l ang

Mr. Hyde took up this point. Nabokov's view was not that Jekyll was the

other part of Hyde but was already a composite of both of them, having

within him a tiny partic'le of Hyde even before he is consumed by the

whole Hyde in the end. In a sense, Hyde is Jekyll's parasite. The

portrai t gi ven here of Henry Jekyl 'l , and hi s 'l i nk wi th l.li I de 's converse

Dorian Gray, is typically Vjctorian in that all h'is weaknesses are

concealed behind a formidable and respectable facade. Just as all the

actor's personal faults should lie lie behind his mask. They are not

the business of the beholder in the theatre.
Nabokov claims that there are three personalities - Jekyll' Hyde

and a third, the Jekyll residue when Hyde takes over on the action of

the drug. If within Jeky11, Hyde always is, then round Hyde is the halo

of Jekyll. The phenomenon of the actor in relation to the part he plays

could not be put better. Which is why the theatrical parallel is so

apposite in dealing with Stevenson's work for the theatre as a whole and

the place of this particular novel within it.
Bearing in mind the matter of this dissertation, it is interesting

to note that The Story of the Doorn the opening chapter of Dr. Jekyll

and Mr. Hyde opens as follows:

'Mr Utterson, the lawyer, was a nan of rugged countenance.that was

never lightei by a smite... He was austere with himself; drank. gin
when he was aloire to mort'ify the taste for vintages; and-though he

enjoyed t!6 theatre, had not crossed the doors of one for twenty
years. . . ''*

Theatre was thus never far from Stevenson's conscious or subconscious

mind and it is no accident that all his works bear so many allusions to

the stage, either literally or metaphorically. The instinct that drove

him, or his 'brownies'to creat'ion on the page also nudged him, whether

he liked it or not, towards the footlights.
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A last thought in this consideration of dualism and its relevance

to Deacon Brodie - Henry lrving, so eagerly sought by the partners in

lB80 for the part of the Deacon Bl'odie because of similar twin-character

denands, albeit within the one man, played both The Corsican Brothers at

the Lyceum in that very same year. His refusal to consider the Deacon

must only have rubbed salt into llilliam Henley's many wounds for there

is no denying, with all the technical and artistic resources available

to him, Ir.ving would have made both the part and therefore the play work

in the theatre. Thereafter, the course of the Deacon's dramatic

progress would have been much different.
And so too would Stevenson's.
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STAGE FIVE

Section B 'bli se Saws '

The trouble with saws, however wise, is that they often have a

cutting edge, and fn Henley's case this 1aas serrated. He used his

conversational ski'lls on occasions to such effect that the wounds he

left went deep and he could never understand, metaphorical'ly speaking'

why blood flowed. He never meant to hurt cruelly' only to prick

playfully, but his friends did not always understand this. And his

enemies, of which he had more, were glad to use the incidents against

him. His talk was so wide-ranging, playful, meaningful and erudite that

the content was often obscured by the pithiness of the language and the

unashamed use of s'lang. He coul d almost seem a fool wh'i I e utteri ng

something wise, but once he had made up his mind on a topic, it was set

and nothing would budge him as we shall see. Yet he did not rush to

defend Professor J.S.Blackie (who told R.L.S. that 'he did not know his

face,) at Edinburgh University when that reputed seat of wisdom censured

the learned professor for lecturing on the drama and introducing the

students to the works of Aristophanes. The same controversy was to

arise when Glasgow University instituted its course in Theatre Studies

wi thi n the Engl i sh Facul ty 'in 1950.

The playwriting year at Bournemouth could now be seen as an

aberration, a kind of summer madness. One wonders why they did not try
more adaptations from the French. Both were fluent in that language and

conditions were encouraging for adaptations even after the Copyright Act

of 1875 had extended the cover on imported plays to include adaptations

as well as straightforward translations. @!g was a pointer and a

new adaptation from a Paris success might have attracted Irving who was

'overwhelmed by five-act dranas, many by authors who proudly claimed

that they had made a point of never go'ing near a theatre'. Lynton

Hudson in his survey of The Engl'ish Stage 1850-1950 commenting on the

indefatigability of the closet dranatist, finds it -

,All the more incomprehensible because at that time there was no

reading public for ptays, and, in fact, g{qePt.in French's sixpenny
editioi bf acted playsl no plays were pLrb'lished, and there was not
in London, as thdre-wis in'Paris, an'Qdeon or a Theatre de Cluny
where the rejected might appeal to audiences for unappreciated
merit.t'
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The Stevenson-Henley plays were all published in book form of

course but the thought remains that the Bournemouth surge might have

found a possible outlet in the quieter waters of a drama l'ibrary rather

than risk the theatre rapids. The stage was less a lottery than a

business, as Henry irving always insisted. "Damn the English drama,"

he once exclaimed. "To succeed as an art the theatre must succeed as a

business."2 This'is something both writers shou'ld have kept in rnind.

Yet Stevenson proved that he knew his London audience well enough:

'English people are apt, I know not why, to look somewhat down on
incident, and reserve their adqiration for the clink of teaspoons
and the accents of the curate.'-

Instead of writing for this known audience, they had written for
themselves and their putative audience naturally felt excluded and

unwanted. An audience must be wooed by the playwright and won over by

the actor before any kind of match can be maden but the chance was

mi ssed. Rememberi ng Stevenson's sol e success on stage as an actor was

as Sir Charles Pomander in Masks and Faces with the Fleeming Jenkin

troupe, two things are brought to mind. That the setting of this play

was Georgian although the sentiments were Victorian (iust like Beau

Austin) and that the play was the result of a collaboration between a

novelist and a man of the theatre - Charles Reade and Tom Taylor.
Stevenson obviously remembered the style but had forgotten the method

which had kept Masks and Faces on the stage for more than fifty years.

But now, less than five years after Bournemouth, the friendship
with Henley had foundered. The deep bond which hadits genesis in that
first winter meeting of the two in the dim ward of the Old Infirmary in
Edinburgh was loosening rapidly. Henley was not King Lear after all but

a discarded Falstaff and Stevenson was more 0sric than King Hal. Yet,

enigmatic and charismatic, he was still 'most of all'the Hamlet his
friend had described. Henley's famous pen-portrait of R.L.S. for all
its superficiality, showed an admiration and affection that is
irresistible. It remains an evocative description of the essential man

who was always younger than his years. The Stevenson Henley knew still
remained exclusive to Hen'ley and would do so as long as Henley lived.
Latterly, Henley would become sour, resentful, querulous and uniust on

so many matters re'lating to Stevenson, but he knew his man from the

beginning and loved him to the end.
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For the rest of his life, Henley was forced to maintain a rigorous

regime of editorial journalism. This may have paralysed his lyrical

instinct - he described himself as'beaten in art'- but'it may be said

that he made iournalism an art. He was never to be ever free of

financi al embarrassment, but, as always, Stevenson helped where he

could. This, of course, only angered Henley atl the more. Perhaps

because he was glad to receive'it. For all his editorial skills' he

never seemed to have any luck in hjs magazine ventures and regularly had

to start from scratch. As always, it was the scratch of an unceas'ing

pen on whose nib the'ink was never allowed to become dry. But for all

his
the

and Other Verses in 1893. Reaction was

rejection as Poet Laureate he had his verses published. The song of

Sword and 0ther Verses of .|892 
was reissued as London Voluntaries

good. The man was a Poet after

all, a fact which Stevenson for one had always known'

As he mentioned to Charles Baxter:

'Glad to hear Henley's prospects are fair. His new volume is the
work of a real poet-. He ii one of those who can make a noise of
his own with woilds, and in whom experience strikes an'individual
note...
(A touch, a Sense withil $Q[s€, d sound outside the sound' the
shadow of the inscnutable... )

There is perhaps no more genuine poet living,.bar the b'ig guns.
Please let him hear of my p'leasure and admiration.' '

Better still, hopeful of a reconciliation, he made one'last effort and

wrote directly to his former old friend only a few weeks later:

'My Dear HenleY,
It is impossiOi6 to 1et your new volume pass in silence...
Again and again I take ihe book down, and read, and my blood is
fired as it-used to be in youth... I did not guess you were so

. great a musician; these are new tunes, this 'is an undertone of the
iew-npotio; theie are not verse, they are.poetry.- inventions,
creations in language. I thank you for the ioy.you.tgave given me'

and remain your 6ta-nuge friend and present admirer.'-

But being Stevenson, he had to add a Post-script of emendation to one

poem called Echoes. l,las this only his old 'brisk fastjdiousness' and a

desire to genuinely improve or were the real echoes that of tables being

overturned? Henley, typically, never replied.

One of Stevenson's very last letters also made mention of Henley'

He was writing to James Payn (.|830-98), a prollfic writer himself (tre

wroteahundrednovels)andalsoaninvalid.Stevensonhadknownhimas
the former editor of Chambers Journal and the Cornlrill magazine'
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He wrote:

'I hear from Lang that you are unwel I . ,. I have often been unwel I
rqyself. I have aiways bden a great visitor of the sick; and one of
t-he sick I visited ivas W.E.HEn'ley; which did not make very tedious
v'isits, so I'll not get off much purgatory for them. That was in
the Edinburgh Infirmiry, the old bne, the true one, with Georgi.us
Secundus stinding and iointing his toe in the niche of the facade;
and a mighty ttn-e buiiAing it was. And I remember one winter's
afternoon- in tnat place o? misery, that Henley-a.nd I chanced to
fall in talk of Jam'es Payn. I am wishing you could have heard that
talk. I think that would make you smfle... Perhaps, after all'
this is worth_somethilg in life, to have given so _much p.le-asgre to
a pair so different, ii every W6y, as we were, Henley and I.

He would always think of the two of them as they were.

1893 was the peak of Henley's career - his book had come out to acclaim

and St. Andrew's Un'iversity had made him a honorary Doctor of Laws. He

had caught up at last with the education that had been denied him. But

then, early in the follow'ing year his little Margaret died of cerebral

men'ingitis at the age of six. Honours were as ashes to him and'a'll work

but a vanity now that his 'Emperor'was gone, James Barrie had praised

the'exuberance of vitality about her as if she lived too quickly in her
'l

gladness'/. (She was the model for'Wendy' in his Peter Pan of 1904.)

All the Henleys were exuberant, all larger than life. They had to

be. Life had dealt them some poor cards but there was always a Joker in

the pack and the th'ing was to have the last laugh. That was not always

easy. Henley's only relief was work - work, and more work. Stevenson,

for his partr wOS glad of the excuse to write to his 'old friend'when

the Poems came out, but Henley was unbending. He even refused to make

peace with Sidney Colvin, when that gent'leman wrote kindly. Henley had

never forgotten that Colvin had always thought him a bad influence on

R.L.S. Henley was unblushing in his contempt for the Stevenson circle
-'a crowd of harpies', as he called them.8 He derisively referred to

Colvin himself as that 'relict of R.L.S.'

When news of Margaret reached Samoa, Stevenson wrote at once to Henley:

'Margaret was the one thing i a'lways envied you - I envy you still.'g
It was the last communication between th€m.

When Stevenson died suddenly in Samoa soon afterwards, and the

telegraphs flashed across the globe from Auckland, most of his friends

in London refused to believe it, they did not want to believe it and

Henley asked Archer to confirm it before he put the obituary to press.



When confirmat'ion came from San Francisco, Henley's inrnediate

reaction in print rltas formal and correct, but in a letter to Whibley' he

said, rnore reveal ingly:

'You will have learned by th'is time of the death of R.L.S. It has

upset us not a little; ior though there-have been differences' he

was, save fol my wife, lt1b oltest friend, as he had been the
dearest, I had on earth...'

It was not for seven years that he was able to say more.

But, even at the nadir of their relationship, he had said someth'ing to

their mutual friend, Charles Baxter, in March 1888, that bound all
three.

'Do you remember
That afternoon - that Sunday afternoon !

When, as the kirks were ringing in
And the grey city teemed With Sabbath feelingsn and aspects.
LEWIS - our LEWIS then
(Now the whol e worl d's ! )
Young, y€t in shape most
Laden with BALZACS,
(Aig, yellow books, guite impudently French)
The first of many times
To that transformed back-kitchen where I lay
So long, so many centuries - 0r years, is it! - ago?
Dear Charles, since then
t'le have been friends, LEWIS and you and I,
(How good it soundsn "LEWIS and you and I")
Such friends, I like to think
That in us three,
LEWIS and me and you
Is something of that gallant dream
Which old DUMAS - the generous, the humane.
The seven-and-seventy times to be forgiven!
Dreamed for_a blessing oTtfhe race,
The 'immortal mulf1|bt3t],11|. "

Louis is virtually trumpeted as LEWIS and with the iteration of the name

Henley ties his Stevenson colours to the mast of his private opinion and

recollection. Like Stevenson, he would never forget those first years

in Edinburgh when both were full of optimisfi, words, ideas and life.
But then came Fanny 0sbourne, Bournemouth, the Nixie affair and

Stevenson's self-imposed exile, however involuntarily begun. In a sense

Henley lost another limb, and one which had subconsciously as well as

practically supported him since they had first met. He never really
recovered. Baxter was right. Henley loved Stevenson as a wife might

love him, and was just as wifely in abusing him and taking him for
granted. Now he was gone, Henley was never quite the same again.

- and you,
like an elder, came,
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They had been more than old friends and it shows'in every Henley line.

'Friends. . .old friends.. .
One sees how it ends.
A woman looks
0r a nan tells lies,
And the pleasant brooks
And the quiet skies
Ruined with brawling and caterwauling
Enchant no more
As they did before;
And so it ends
t,lith friends.

Friends. . .ol d friends. . .
And what if it ends?
Shall we dare to shirk
What we live to learn?
It has done its work
It has served its turn;
And forgive and forget
0r canker and fret
We can be no more
As we were before.
When it ends, it ends,
l.lith friends.

Friends. . .old friends. ..
So it breaks, so it ends.
There let it rest.
It has fought and won
And is st'ill the best
That either has done.
Each as he stands
The work of its hands
Which shall be more
As he was before...
What is it endE,
lrli th f ri ends ? " '

Almost by osmos'is, Stevenson had written to Baxter at around the Same

t'ime from the Pacific Ocean -

'Februar den zen 1890 - Dampfer Lubeck zwischen Apia u_nd Sydney...
Ay, ay, tt is-sia io sell 17t sad and fine were the old dqy.:;.when
I-was-iway in Apamama, I wrote two co_pies of verse about Edi,nburgh

ind the flast, io inli black, so golden bright... they will say

something to you...
They're fretty second-rate, but felt -

TO MY OLD COMRADES

Do you remember - can we e'er forget? -.
How, in the coi led perp'lexities of youth'
In our wi I d c'l 'imate, i n our scowl i ng town,
l'le gloomed and shivered, sorrowed, sobbed and feared?
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The belching winter wind, the missile rain,
The rare and welcome silence of the sflowsr
The laggard morn' the haggard day, the night'
The grimy spell of the nocturnal town,
Do you remember? - Ah, could one forget!
As when the fevered sick that all night long
Listed the wind intone, and hear at last
The ever-welcome voice of the chanticleer
Sing 'in the bitter hour before the dawn -
With sudden ardour, these desire the day:

(Here a squall sends all things flying.)

So sang in the gloom of youth the bird of hope;
So we, exulting, hearkened and desired.
For lo! In the palace porch of life
t'Ie huddled with chimeras from within -
How sweet to hear! The mus'ic swelled and fell'
And through the breach of the revolving doors
What dreams of splendour blinded us and fled!
I have since then contended and reio'iced;
Amid the glories of the house of life
Profoundly entered, and the shrine beheld;
Yet when the lamp from my expiring eyes
Shall dwindle and recede, the voice of love
Fall insignificant on my closing ears,
What sound shall come but the old cry of the wind
In our inclement c'ity? What return
But the image of the emptiness of youth,
Filled with the sound of footsteps and that voice
0f d'iscontent of rapture and despair?
So as in darkness, from the magic lamp
The momentary pictures gleam and fade
And perish, and the night resurges - thqle
Shall I remember, and then all forget."-

They would not only say something to Baxter , but to Henley as well.
Henley was writing enigmatically to lr{hibley:

some verses this week; the oFly answer I shall ever
infernal screed from Samoa... ' '*
the printing, Stevenson wrote to Baxter:

In February 1991,

'I've printed
make to that

And 'in response to

'All you say of Hen'ley I feel; I cannot describe the sense of
relief and sorrow with which I feel I am done with him. No better
company on God's earth and in some ways, a fjne fellow, a very fine
one. But there's been too much hole-and-cornering, and cliquing,
and sweltering, too much of the fizz and cackle of the low actor
lot... et puis apres so they both died and went out of the story;
and I dEFes,y yo[n! fellows short of a magazine article in the
twentieth centurv (if our civilization endures) will expose thetwentieth century our civilization endures) will expose the
horrid R.L.S. and defend and at least do iustice to the misused
W.E.H. For he is of that big,,r1gund, human, faulty stamp of men
that makes lovers after death...
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Both Henley and Stevenson continued throughout this period to use

Baxter as a middle-man in order to sort out the various accreditations

in the plays. Henley wrote from 14 Howard Place on'17 September 1891:

'Thanks - many - for the conmunication of Stevenson's proposals and
'ideas. I think it fair that he should know' in respect of Beau

Austin, that the effect of it was neither fa'ilure nor Success; 6-i.|T
an ffiediate disappointnent. The truth is, that we - .you and I
that is, and espeiially you - were let in. Tree produced the Beau

as a stop-gap; ire was irnier contract to produce The Dancing GirT-dT
a certain date, and he was ready wittr not@he
meanwhile, so he put us on. It was an excellent stroke of business
- for him; but' it has not advanced the interests of the
Henley-SFvenson combination i n any way. l,le made some pounds
apiecb, it is true; but there have been no offers for country
rights, and none for Amelican; nor (tho' I hear that Tree has
bought the dupes, let) has our manager repeated the experiment. No

dou6t the th'i'ng wiTl- have its day; but for the present there is
nothing for us to do but to wipe it up and say no mo_re a-bout it.-A]l this means that I am indifferent - absolutely - to the
fate of the projected plays. There is not the slightest chance, as

i think, that any one of them would touch the actor-manager heart.
And if there were, I should think twice (and more) before I
ventured to condescend to such a crowd as the "elite of the British
Theatre". Moreover, I do not believe myself complete enough to
push through a play alone. Please signify all this to Stevenson,
'and 

add thit, so far as I am concerned, he can do as he pleases
with those drafts. I don't know where they are, nor what is the'ir
condition, nor anything about them. I should like to try and write
the Ajax, for the fun of the thing; and if we had an actor, I would
do m}Test for Honour and Arms. But even here my sentiment is
pure1yPlatonic.ffithem,tobebrief,ashewill.
I make no other condition than this: that,'if he take on another
collaborator, he makes no sort of mention of me.

As for those at present in existence, I send you Deacon
Brodie, as it was played'in the U.S.A.; he can have more cqPpjF
hE-frEnis them. At sd Nutt (and Nutt i s not al one 'i n thi s ) i s
anxious to publ'ish the Theatre of W.E.H. and R.L.S. The passing of
the Americah Copyright 7ET-h?5 halted the pirate, I believe (for I
haven't had time to go'into the question), and Pinero, Jones, and
the rest are coming out as men of letters at 3/6 apiece. I think
we might go in and scoop them as dramatists who can at least be

read; 
-and -if he will, I wil'l be happy to 'lead the adventure.

There is no occasion to print Macairyj, since he obje_cts to Macaire,
and for the other thred, thefrET-be published (l) sing1flTfr-a
limited edition, (l,lalter Blaikie has produced an excellent sample
page), (2) singly for all the world and lil wife to luy and to
i-eiu,'and (3 aia- +) singly or in bul k in (a) a I imited or (b) a

geneial edition. It is-for him to decide. I shall but note, 'in
the event of publication, I should like to sweep away the_ stage
directions - at all events, to restrict them to the essent'ial - and
print the.,gl ays as Congreve pri nted h'is; as pi eces of Engl i sh, and
no more. r ''



The letter shows Henley not only as a business man anxjous to make

the best of a bad iob but as a writer reluctant, for all his

protestations, to let the drama go. As Henley's good talk could descend

into garrulousness and old-woman goss'ip and spinster bitchiness' his
'letters often went on too long and mangaed to give the opposite

intention of his correspondence, but there was no doubt at any time that

even if his pen ran ahead of him, his great heart was fixed in its
constant p1ace. R.L.S was no more 'horrjd'than any other man but his

flimsy wispiness allowed him to flit around the subect or the incident

with much greater ease than the bulky, stumpy Henley could manage.

Stevenson had genius no doubt and Henley had brains but to do him

justice in the twentieth century, as Stevenson predicted, it muSt be

acknowledged that he had genius in certain areas of his iournalistjc
trade and he was a poet of no mean order. Despite his lack of formal

education he had made himself into a highly-educated man and one having

an inordinately wide-ranging knowledge of English and French literature.
This was the opinion of many influential contemporaries. in July 1895'

Arthur Waugh writing his regular'London Letter' to the New York Critic
said of the forthcoming e1ection at Edinburgh:

'There seems to be very little doubt that Mr. Henley would be

appointed to the chair of English Literature... the- po_st would only
nbbessitate half a year's sojourn'in the Scots capital, so that it
woutd practical.l.y luug, ljflle effect upon ll|r. Henley's 'literary
occupations in the South."

The rival candidates included l.lilliam Sharp, Walter Raleigh and George

Saintsbury among others and jt came down to a straight choice between

Saintsbury and Henley. Saintsbury won on a narrow decjsion. Henley was

further disappointed in August of that year when he was passed over for
The Poet Laureateship in favour of 'such an ape as Alfred Austin'
(1835-]913) as he put it but Hen'ley was the kind who never won anything.

These two disappointments, com'ing as they did after the deaths of

the two people to whom he was devoted - his beloved daughter, Margaret

and his dear Lewis, almost shattered Henley but he recovered enough to

take up his pen again to edit, with T.F.Henderson' a four-vo'lune 1896

Centenary edition of the works of Robert Burns for the Caxton Publishing

Company. In .|898 he moved his family to Worthing in Surrey after
receiving a Civil List pension of t?25 a year on the recommendation of

Prime Minister, Arthur Balfour (another link to R.L. Balfour Stevenson).



Neither could qu'ite escape the web they had built around themselves

and it had cost both much pain to cut themselves free but there was

another bond from which Henley was never to be free. This was the filial
obligation to his younger brothers - especially Teddy. Sometime in the

previous year, Edward had lost his voice after singing through a sore

throat in Philadelphia and it worsened during a bunlesque of Hamlet in

New york and he was dumb for months. The Dramatic Mirror reported that

Mr Henley's doctor, Clarence Rice, has promised him that his voice will,
by careful treatment, return within two weeks. Its report continued:

'This will be welcome news to the theatregoing publiq.
Mr. Henley is an actor who cannot well be spared'""

Meantime, where could he go, and how couJd he live, an actor with a wife

and without a voice? 0n 28 January 1898, |,l'illiam Henley was writing to

Charles Whibley:

'Ted is on his way home - too ill, I feaSo to do more. He arrives
on Monday - 'is it? Anyhow, he arrives. "-
Edward Hen'ley was now thirty-seven years old, but as young-looking

and eager and enthusiastic as ever despite being gravely ill with a

d.iptheretic throat. He visited on this occasion with his third wife,

Helen Bertram, an actress and singer. Only the year before Teddy had

created Ibsen'S 'John Gabriel Borkman' in New York but now he was

seeking help and shelter. Otherwise, the youngest Henley was little
changed and appeared to have his voice back by all accounts.

By March 
.|8, t,lilliam was writing again to l'lhibley:

,you asked me what'is Ted to do? Faith - nothing! He cannot hold
his tongue. ,iis as resolute a talker as Georg-e's fiTi'liffiET{
efr'd.tfr-okes and it drinks and it swaggers as'twere sweet and

twenty, and will not be stayed or considered or.gainsaid. -It seems

to have seen enough to havd set up sixteen ordinary novelists; it
estimates its voiie at ll00 per week - 15,000 per annum! But it
can't stop ta'lking or drinkinb of smo-k'i"ng'. And there you arel A

.violent UaUy. nnd nis wife, iood soul thht she is, is-another. Two

Babes in the Wood. And when-they die, the robins will bury them

under scraplr,., of ol d pl aybi I I s, lnd additions de restaurant and

"not'icgs " .

Teddy tried to persuade Will to return with him and help open a

private theatre at Lake Placjd where, Teddy insisted, they could work

out both their theatre hopes. t,lill declined the invitation, too tired

now for theatrical projects. Ted was diagnosed as hav'ing consumption of

the throat. He left soon after with his wife for America.



Both Henley brothers knew they would never see each other again for
by May 25, l.|illiam, by now very i1l, was writing to l'lhibley:

'Yes; I am pretty bad. Work is impossible. There's nothing-for it
but in operhtion... I purpose to submit my return to the knife...
Ted's siitt here; th6y 'cannot (so far as I know) raise their
passage home. And I've done my best for them and failed. He may

iive i44efinitely in the right climate. But I fancy the actor's
done. t''

And on 0ctober 18:

'Poor Ted died on Sunday. It is a thousand times better s0, of
course. But he is the iirst of us to go. Andrlt is a shock - a

shock. Meanwhile, where is that copy of yours?r"
Ballade of Dead Actors had been written earlier for the Magazine of Art

but was now publ'ished with a new inscription - I.M.E.J.H.

In Memorian Edward John Henley'
Born Gloucester, England 17 August 1861, ??
Died Lake Placid, New York on 16 0ctober 1898.'-

It was the final bil'ling for a sadly wasted talent.
The funeral service was he]d at the Little Church Around the

Corner, the actors' church in New York, and friends and colleagues

crowded in from all over the city and state to hear the Bostonians sing

the hymns at the service. The group featured Helen Bartram, the third
Mrs Edward James Henley. Helen Bartram was a character in herself.
When she sued for bankruptcy in'1905, she claimed that her only assets

were her cat and her dog. She made no mention of her only child by

Teddy, their daughter, Rosina. Nor is she ever mentioned by her Uncle

trli I I i am. Perhaps he was never tol d. The same reticence appl i es to
Teddy's wife, I,lilliam rarely mentions her by name. He would seem to
have been shy of every wife but his own.

There was no doubt that Edward John Henley had lived an actor's

life. One way or another he had survived for thirty-seven years but one

has the feeling he could have done so much more had he not been a

Henley. It was the lot of the three Henley brothers'in their lifetime
not to know the rewards of their artistic gifts, neither from Edward's

acting, Anthony's painting, nor, most of alI, William's prod'igious gift
of words. Each had his gifts but they were bought at a price and had to

be paid for. The cost to all three was failure and lack of recognition.

Iiilliam alone has achieved something of a posterity because of his

association with Stevenson but it is now seen he had his own status too.
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His values were those that belonged to the age he lived in but his

gifts, especially as a poet,'if not as a playwright, are increasingly

appreciated because they show him, for all his faults' as a considerable

artist in the written word and a truly honest man.

Like Teddy, he was his own worst enemy.

H€, on the other hand, appeared to be everybody's enemy at some

t'ime,'including his brothers, his three wives, Henry Irving, perhaps

Stevenson and most of all, his fellow actors who either loved him or

loathed him. Not an uncomnon fate for the strong-willed in the theatre.

Despite th'i s, audiences warmed to him, for he had the gift of

1 i keabi I i ty on stage but he I acked the col d steel of control .

0therwise, who knows, Deacon Brod'ie might have had a happy ending after

all.
He was given lengthy obituarjes in the New York Clipper (ZZ

0ctober .|898) and on the same date'in The Era and in the New York

Dramatic Mirror and all the other theatre trade papers, and typically
for actors, a group of friends gathered round a table at the College Inn

'in Toledo and talked about him -

"'that CleVer actOr whO waS hiS own greateSt enemy" "every stage
manager in the country was glad to have him for a certain line of
parti notwithstanding-that..-. sometime during the engagement there
would be troub'le" - And he could sing a parody -

'Blige a hactor,
Blige a hactor,
Blige a hactor, sur.
0' course, hes gags is
But 'es goi n ' a b'it too
When a little fat man

With a little fad wad,
From the the manager's office cried,ulf 'e ain't satiitiea with thqrway 'es to play
Let the hactor step outsi 6". 'r 

I c't

This ditty is pure Crunrnles in terms of theatre style. It reeks of the

very worst kind of Victorian theatre but it also suggests the spirit'
the elan, the sheer courage of those who make a greasepaint living.
Edward Henley might have been totally forgotten today but for the fact

that, because he was l,l'illiam Henley's brother, he had played Deacon

Brodie for Robert Louis Stevenson. He will be remembered for that if
for nothing else and yet he does not deserve to go entirely unheralded

into the wings of theatre history. His brother had written:

very, very good,
fur.
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The Bal I ade of Dead Actors:

trlhere are the passions they essayed,
And where the tears they made to flow?
Where the wild humours they portrayed
For laughing worlds to see and know?
Othello's wrath and Juliet's woe?
Sir Peter's whims and Timon's gall?
And Millament and Romeo?

Into the night gQ one and all.

l,lhere are their braveries, fresh or frayed?
The plumes, the armours - friend or foe?
me Lloth of gold, the rare brocade,
The mantles glittering to and fro?
The pompn the pride, the roYal show?

The cries of war and festival?
The youth, the grace' the charm, the glow?
Into the night go one and all.
The curtain-falls, the play is played'
The Beggar packs beside the Beau;
The Monarch troops, and troops the Maid;
The Thunder huddles w'ith the Snow.
l,lhere are the Revellers, high and low?
The cl ashing swords? The Lover's cal I ?
The Dancers, gleam'ing row on row?
into the night go one and all.'
Envoy
TFiFce, in one corunon overthrow,
The hero tumbles with the thrall.
As dust that drives, as strawsr[hat b]ow'
Into the night go one and all.'-

The following is an excerpt from his fina'l 'not'ice'which read:

'He was an actor born; one who, in some circumstances' might haVe

set his mark upon the stage and charmed the world...
His art, which'was when he was at his best, made him the peer' -
if not ihe superior, of his English-speaking rivals, (and)
was the result of his wide training...

An Englishman, (like lrving, whom so_me hoped he might -succeed)...
he wai known in his own c-ountry only as a narvellously skillful
(sic) burlesquer. But he was made for better things than parodies.
His Deacon Biodie, h'is lachimo, his Borkman proved to most of us

that he had the true tragic quality. And now he has p-as-sed from
this small stage of life witn tris noblest longings unsatisfied...

Had he been spared he might have realised his most charished dreams
by produc'ing'the "Roberl Macaire" which his brother, W.E.Henley
once wrote for him with Robert Louis Stevenson.
There are lessons to be leg6ned from his successes, and his
failures too. Let them wait. ''-
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STAGE FIVE

Section C 'Modern Instances'

Modern times came with the new twentieth century and with it came

the death of Queen Victoria and the end of an era. The summer of 190]

arrived, and with it an eclipse of the sun on May 18, the appointment of

Lord Kitchener to supreme command in South Africa against the Boers'

Par.isian public outrage over Rodin's statue of V'ictor Hugo and the new'

official, biography of Robert Louis Stevenson. It was politely received

by everyone except hlil]iam Henley. It was not that he felt he had been

ec'lipsed by Douglas Balfour, Stevenson's cousin, in the writing of it or

had been out-manoeuvred by ,the South Sea Islanders'as he d'isparagingly

called the former osbournes, oF even that he had been upstaged by

Colvin, who had organised the return of the family to London for the

launching of the book. No, 1et Colvin play Kitchener. H€, Henley would

remain as stubborn as Kruger. He had his own reasons for indignation'

and would make them plain in time. stevenson had found his Boswell and

there the matter of his public image might rest. Meantime, he had his

own thoughts as he made clear to Marriott Watson who had sent him a New

Year Card for l90l:

'Yes, the old'landmarks are disappearing ong by-o1e..i..and there is
none to say "To your tents, 0 Iiiael!"r.. Ilthink that my part'in
th'is New Century"wi l'l Ue of the smal I est ' ' ' ' 

I

He was only fifty-one yet he felt himself already an old man.

The Morning Post had printed his long poem on the death of the Queen -

Reginae Dilectissimae Victoriae which prompted a congratulatory letter

from Colvin, with some suggestions forimprovement of course' It is a

long and imperial and verbose ode but it'is Henley and'if it'is
high-flown and high-Tory it stil'l catches in odd lines the whiff of

poetry which few similar outpourings of the tirne and the event did' As

usual, it was written in a hurry, immediately after reading AuStinrs

poor effort, but then everyth'ing Henley did was in a hurry, except to

forg'ive perhaps. 0r forget.
It was seven years since his Margaret died. And seven since

Stevenson. Now dear, wild Bob Stevenson was gone too and Henley worked

hard to secure Louisa Stevenson a small pension. Death could not shock

him further. The threnody was becoming his most practised literary form.
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Brother Anthony came down to Worthing to watch William Nicholson

paint his older brother's portrait, for he v1as 'back on paint' as

l.lilliam put it. It was Anthony who was sent to Worthing Rai'lway Station

to warn L'loyd Osbourne not to come up to the house as l.lill 'under no

circumstancest would see him. Osbourne returned to London on the next

train. Henley made no bones about his dislike of the 'Samoa crowd'. Ill
and over-worked he moved again in 0ctober, this time to a small flat in

Battersea and it was from there he wrote his final words on Robert Louis

Stevenson. The editor of the Pall Mall Magazine, Frederick Greenwood,

was so taken aback by certain passages and phrases that he returned it
with a request that Henley tone these down. Henley immediately sent it
back unchanged. The article appeared in the first week of December

exactly as he had written it.
Even seven years after the event, his words seemed ambivalent to

some, and outrageous to all Stevensonians but this is unfair to his

genu'i ne i ntent'ion whi ch was to debunk the Stevenson cul t and ietti son

the 'hangers-on'of the Stevenson London c'ircle and those members of the

fami ly whom he thought of as I i ttl e more than I eeches . It was

supposedly a review of Balfour's two volumes of Stevenson biography, but

in reality it was a cry from a wounded heart that had known so much pain

and loss in its time. The death of Stevenson was merely another cut of

the lash. But of the Stevenson he knew best and loved most, he would

not say, nor would he be drawn.

'I take a view of Stevenson that is my own and decline to be

concerned with this seraph in chocolate, this barley-s_ug_ar edifice
of a real man;... the bebt and most intergsting part of Stevenson's
life will never be written - even by me. ''

Posterity can only regret this. Here was a man who had known Stevenson

in the Edinburgh years, in the London times, in the European travels, in

his anonymity and in his fame. In sickness and in health, in penury and

wealth - theirs was, in its t'ime, literally - a kind of marriage. The

fact that it produced inferior progeny i s no reflection on the

respect'ive quality of the 'parentage'. Subconsciously' Henley may have

felt piqued that he himself had not been asked to write the official
Stevenson biography which Sydney Colvin had refused to do after making

over-lengthy preparations, but Henley had dreaded that men he had

considered as hacks, like Gosse and Lang, might be given the iob' so he

was only relieved when it passed to Louis's cousin on his motherrs side.



The Life was brought out in two volumes by Methuen and Company. It
was nearer hagiography in Henley's eyes who, when he read the books,

figuratively 'saw red' as he made clear in his review:

'For me there were two Stevensons; the Stevenson who went to
America in '87 and the Stevenson who never came back. The first I
knew and loved; and the other, I lost touch with and, though I
admired him, did not greatly esteem... This however, is not to say
that Mr Balfour's view of his famous cousin is not warranted to the
letter, so far as he saw and knew. I mean no more than that the
Stevenson he knew was not the Stevenson who came to me... in the
old Edinburgh Infirmary, nor the Stevenson I nursed in secret, hard
by the old Bristo Port, tit'l he could make shift to paddle the
Arethusa; nor the Stevenson who stayed with me at Acton after
selling Modestine, nor even the Stevenson who booked a steerage
berth to New Yonk, and thence trained'it "across the plains"
and ended up... a married man and a Silverado Squatter...'

It 'is hard to understand why he took such a di sparag'i ng stand, even

given his choleric disposition on occasions. The reaction to it was the
sensation of'literary London and the review was'itself reviewed by all
the London and most of the provinc'ial press. He was as blunt as ever,
but his words deserve to be considered as the sincere testament of a man

who now saw no need to mince his words:

'At bottom, Stevenson was an excellent fellow. But he was of his
essence what the French call personnel. He was, that is,
incessantly and passionately interEffi?l-Th-stevenson. He could not
be in the same room with a mirror but he must invite its
confidences every time he passed'it... he was never so much in
earnest, never so well pleased... never so irresistible, as when he
wrote about himself. Withal, if he wanted a thing, he went after'it with an entire contempt for consequences...
No better histrion ever lived.

ri ter's. )
But in the South Seas, the mask got set, the "lines" became a
little stereotyped. Plainly the Shorter Catechist was what he
wanted. And here we are; with Stevenson's later letters and Mr.
Graham Balfourrs estimate. 'Tis as that of an angel clean from
Heaven, and I for my part, flat'ly refuse to recognise it. Not if I
can help it, shall this faultless... monster go down to after years
as the Lewis I knew and'loved, and laboured with, and for, with all
my heart and strength and understanding...'

The article goes on - and on - and in doing so tells us much about
Henley as Stevenson. 'Vital, vivid, masterful, magnetic' Henley may

have been to his friends but now 'vile, vengeful, mordant and

mordacious' were the epithets applied by his enemies. He was basically,
a hurt, afflicted, unhappy man who for a time in his life knew Stevenson

as well as anyone but at other times seemed not to know him at all.



'In days to come I may write as much as can be told of him. Till
those days come, this protest must suffice.'

It nay have been that he harboured the hope that one day, time, health'

wealth and opportunity would allow him to write the definitive Stevenson

biography but how could he when he only knew and understood half a life?

'I remember rather, the unmarried Lewis (sic) the friend, the
comrade, the charmeur. Truly, that last word, French as it iS, is
the only one worthy of h'im. I shall ever remember him as that. The

impression of h'is writing d'isappears; the impression -of h'imself and
nib talk is ever a posselsion."He had... ali the gifts (he and his
cousin Bob) tnat qualify the ta'lker's temperament, as - voice and
eye and 1augh, Iook and gesture, humour and fantasy, audacity and

ag:lity of mind, a lively and most'impudent invent'ion, a copious
vocabulary. a right gift of foolery, a just, inevitable sense of
right and wrong - (ttrts though I've blamed him for a sense of
moiologue...) Those who know him only by his books - (and I think
our FlEeming Jenkin, were he alive, would back me here) - know but
the poorest of him. Forasmuch as he was primarily a talker, his
printed works, like those of others after his kind, are but a sop

for posterity.'
'Voice and eye and laugh, Iook and gesture'...?
He m'ight be describing an actor - oF, if he prefers un histrion.
It js one of the main thrusts of this study that the man Stevenson was

just that in his lifetime, a natural actor who was unable to convert the

brilliance of his life-dialogue into stage-talk in anything like the way

that h'is Victorian compatriot and fellow-talker,0scar Wilde was able to

do. The Scot eschewed the professional motley that the Irishman

embraced and although the costume Stevenson chose to wear at this stage

was the wig and gown of the advocate he was never to practice. He only

p'layed at it, if at all. The part he wanted to play most vtas the writer
and in this he was well cast and performed it with some style.
But then he had tra'ined that sty'le by close observation and wide reading

and perfected it by continual concentrated thought. He had made himself

a writer the hard way but he had not been quite hard enough on himself

to fully embrace the possibilities of Drama. Henley explained why:

't.|e were not men of substance; and our consideration of the
Abstract Actor convinced us that, if he had anything to do with it,
men of substance we should never be. "Et voila pourquoi votre
fille est muette"; and that is why the Muse of Romantic Drama...
stands where and as she did before we scrimmaged for her favours.'

'Truth is beauty'he had once told Stevenson. Good advice for a

young writer but is it really the most desirable element in an ob'ituary?

If ever there was a time for the artistic lie, sure'ly this r1as it?



The character in any book is merely an assortment of lines on a

pdg€, which by a combination of the author's skill and the reader's

readiness to see the character as presented comes to life in the

reader,s imag'ination. The same is true of the play-script intended for

the play-goer. It is strange that they did not readily accept the same

process in terms of dramatic theory and thus work towards an equally

believable dialogue with the audience in the theatre as he had with his

readers in the books. It has on'ly to appear to be real in order to be

accepted as real on stage. What is totally real in the naturalistic'
photographic sense is not always rea'l on stage. This is where Henley

erred and where Stevenson was wrong in not following his true voice. He

f ai I ed to hear hi s own echoes. The Hen'l ey arti c'le touches partly on

this but even now he is unsure. He knows they should have worked.

'But how to deal with the plays? Mr. Balfour gives us_a list (of
them). I fjnd that list moit interesting. It reads well even now.

I fear that one of our first cares was to find a good name...
The Tragedy of Hester Noble - how is that for a play-b.ill? Aiax' I

soPhocles) we never made so 166? a

irtay... As-to Madamd Fate and Madame DestinY, I cannot recalI a

btnlte part'iculETfb'ilt-T do rerneTbffhETahe first touch was

mine... but to go back a little:
Honour and Arms-is of its essence, English, Jacobitish, Romantic.
Th'e-h'd76ffirely tried, 'love is too much for duty; and if I
remember ariqht. he emerqes ill from his trial- But... 'the
scene-a-faird'was, (in oui strong conceit) as good as done"' if I
tell you that much, won't you be sorry... that you will never see
that -play?... If you aren't, ildY I, with or without offence,,
assert that you know nothing about plays...
I and Lewis knew nothing either.'

And there one has the whole problem of the plays in a sentence.

Had he been as succinct in dealing w'ith his mercurial partner at

the time of writing, and perhaps less voluble in his own overriding

confidence of their success, he m'ight have induced Stevenson to work -

rea'lly work - and who knows the difference there might have been- 0r

should they have kept Fanny away from the table? Could it be as sinple

as that? John Conneli, who described the Henley review as 'an essay on

cant', makes a point about the two authors'later reluctance to talk

about their drama output:

'The plays were an added grievance; but the dismissal of the plays
by Uotn-ot them is significant and pitiful. It q6o makes an

attempt at crit'ical corment upon them supererogatory.'-
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Mr Connell forgets that at the time he mentions they were both

emotionally involved'in the unfortunate Nixie wrangle and hardly

disposed to be concerned about a few unsuccessful dramas. The po'int in

question is, given the two men'involved, [.lHY were they unsuccessful?

The Henl ey art'icl e ended :

'A last word. I have everywhere read that we must- plaise him now

and always for that, being a stricken man, he would live out his
life. Aie we not all stricken men...? And why, because he wrote
better than anyone, should he have praise and fame for do'ing that
which many a poor, consumptive semitress does?... Stevenson, for
all his v6caltilng, nus a brave man, with a fine, buoyant spirit..'
But we are mortal s al I .. .

Writing his best was very life to him. l'lhy -then--this crawling
astoniShment?... Let this 

-be said of him, once for al'l:
He was a good man, good at many th'ings, and this also he has

attained td, to be at rest. That covers Sophocles and Shakespeare,
Marlborough and Bonaparte. Let it serve for Stevenson; and' fol
ourselves] let us l'i've and die uninsulted, as we 'lived and died
before his books began to sell and his personality was a marketab'le
thing.'

An immediate letter to the Editor of the World cordnented:

,That the genius of Stevenson has been over-estimated and the
personafity-of the "exile of Samoa" elevated into a kind of fetish
by certain fanatical admirers... it would be difficult to deny; byt
the fact affords poor excuse for Mr. Hen'ley's war-dance upon.the
grave of the frienO whose memory hg has hitherto been supposed to
iherish with peculiar relish and affect'ion. Humour has never been

Mr. Henleyrs' strong point or he m'ight have been spared the
absurd'ity 

-of gibbeting' the remains of his friend and co-worker as

those of-a vain and selfish egoist in an article which presents as

ludicrous an exhibition of splenetic vanity aggressive. self-love
and self-asserfion as has ever been afforded by a considerable man

of letters...'*
Max Beerbohm exhibited a cartoon at the Carfax Gallery in London

showing a pygmy Henley on t'iptoe trying to put out a giant candle

bearing the effigy of R.L.S. The capt'ion read:

''OUT ! OUT ! BRI EF CANDLE I '
Hen'ley's voluble protest at the dehumanising of his friend in the

official biography was recognised as a breach of the unwritten Victorian

code - one might know certain things about certain persons but one must

never tell. S'ir Graham Ba'lfour had merely conformed to the then fashion

of 'whitewash'ing'in biography - never speak ill of the dead. Everyone

who knew Stevenson knew the need for discretion and Colvin had been

ruthless in editing the letters. Even Henry James felt 'the vague

of ommissions and truncat'ions'- "however that doubtless had to be.

sense
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Yet, as Malcolm Elwin also points out, Henry James described the

Henley review as:

'the overflow of Henley's gall... really rather a strik-ing. 3!d
lurid -and so far inleresiing case - 

- of long discomfortable
jealousy and ranklement turned it tast to posthumous (as it were!)
ilaiigniiy, ind making -the man do, coram gublico, his ug'ly act,
risking tne aishonour-for the assuagement.'

Henley let the storm blow around his head. It hardly ruffled his

beard. He was secure in the sense of his own motive and in any case he

had weathered so many storms before. He would just wait until it blew

itself out. Work went on as it always had, as it always would, either

in his small Battersea flat or at his new house in Woking.

Meant.ime, the pseudo-Stevensonians danced around the issue like so

many Redski ns round thei r scal pee. Thei r whoops and yel I s of

indignation troubled him not at all. He was suffering more from piles'

He rarely mentioned the contentious article. He never mentioned

Stevenson. He said nothing. Neither did Fanny - nor Colvin - nor

Gosse, but the'smell'would not go away. The air,'instead of being

clearedr was fouled as the controversy went on 'in the letter columnS of

almost every paper in the country. Every motive was ascribed to Henley

for the writing of the piece. Nobody ever suggested that perhaps he was

mere'ly drunk at the time? 0r at least in that state where recklessness

seems like bravado and sober reticence is as restricting censorship'

Henley would never say. It was if he vrere biding his time.

He had always enjoyed a bit of 'crackle and flash' and now he had

.it - and to spare. He had been loath to think of Stevenson as dead

before the wrong that had estranged them had been put right. And now in

trying only to make things right it seemed as if he had only succeeded

in making yet another wrong.

Mea culpa. Mea maxima culPa.

0n ?2 January 1903, Mr and Mrs William Henley celebrated their

Silver Wedding. Henley's love affair with Anna Boyle was l'ifelong and

credited both. Stevenson, for his part, knew only highs and lows with

Fanny and what is seldom realised is that she was often as ill as he

was, In point of fact, she suffered a very severe breakdown in Samoa

(itwasdiagnosedasBright'sDisease)andhadtobenursedbyBelleand
even Stevenson himself, who, ironically, at that time was enjoying the

best health of sickness-strewn 'life. Ironies abounded with R.L.S.



Unlike the orthodox matrimonia'l bond suggested by the Henleys, and

the conventional, deeply sincere love that vlas between Thomas and

Margaret Stevenson, the marriage of Louis and Fanny Osbourne was

atypical to say the least. He often ambiguously referred to her as 'my

dear fellow'and 'my little man'. She brought out the wonan in Louis as

he brought out the man in her. Henley had long ago noticed this

feminine trait in his friend as Stevenson had always known it in

himself. This is confirmed by l,Jilliam Veeder in his notes to Dr. Jekyll

and Mr Hyde. After One Hundred Years (1988)

,stevenson was conscious of this feminine component...He recognises
in Alexander's portrait of him "a mixture of Aztec idol, a lion, an

Indian Rajah, Tand a woman"... and certainly represents a mighty
comic figure. "
Stevenson's capacity to envision various roles for himself...
are for me marks of his exceptional interest as a human belpS and
the source(s) of his psychological penetration as a writer.

This role-playing propens'ity of Stevenson's has been of course one of

the main tenets of this study. Henley was always aware of this aspect

of his friend (the histrion) but he saw another stevenson. His own

version. But one was to bear in mind that he was a critic by profession

and one's attitude to what he writes in that capacity is determined by

how seriously one takes critics. For Henley one can only believe that
he considered it just another iob of work. It was while working for
Views and Reviews that he met with the accident that was to prove the

final, and fatal, shock. As he wrote to his publisher:

'A fool guard (on the L. and S.W. )

board it; and Views and Reviews
posthumous workT ]t Was, i 90t

which made

started his tra'in before I could
11 came mighty near to being a
-o'ff with a severe shaking and a

me useless and $Jorse for fiveshock to othe system
weeks ...'-

But the HenIey bad luck still held for 'the shock to the system'

activated the old tubercular pains. He endured it as before but then on

ll July the agony sudden'ly left him, and with Anna by his side he died.

EXiT HENLEY..

Connell reports:

'0n Sunday July l2th Charles Whibley was staying with Lady Granby
at Wavendon Manor, Woburn Sands... So was George Wyndham. Just
after breakfast a telegram, which had been sent off from l.Iok-i_ng the
night before, was handed to Whib'ley. It said simp\5 - uAlI over
9.30. " Whibley went to find Wyndham to tell h'im...''-
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A certain dramatic irony pervaded his death. Not only did he pass

away in an untypical peace by his wife's side, but he had only iust

published his Song of Speed, extolling Man's mechanical invention, when

he fell from a moving train. How apt that it was a train - the very

emblem of Victorian progress. He had gone through his own life like a

locomotive, sp'itting sparks and smoke, pick'ing up speed a1l the time and

hurtling towards h'is end. Stevenson, on the other hand, looked for the

sparks of drama wherever he could find them, but never risked a fatal

fall. A friend of both men, Sir l,lalter Alexander Raleigh (186.I-1922), a

professor of English Literature at several famous universities, had th'is

to say of the pair:

,Heniey was a much richer, greater, more generous rature than
R.L.S. And Henfey violated'al-l the proprieties, and spoke ill of
his friend, and R.L.S. wrote nothing that was not seemly gnd

edifying. 'So the pubfic has its ofinions and is wrong.. You

coulin'i quarrel with Henley - not-lo l?st - because the minute you

showed a touch of magnaminiiy or affection, he ran at you, and gave

you.v.rything, and ibased liimself like a child. But R.L.s. kept
al oof for ieri years and chose h'i s ground wi th al I a Phari see 's
skill in seieiting sjtes. He had noi a good heart. He said many

beaut'iful and tru6 things, but he was not-humble. Th?.e is nothing
falser than the shop-window work called literature' r "

Which is why, when words are put'into the living beings called actors in

the living moment called theatre, their'lies'qu'ickly reveal any

falsity -in the text. This may have been a problem w'ith the Stevenson

scripts that often read better than they play. Professor Raleigh ends

with a comment on Stevenson that is more impat'ient with the man than

true of the legend:

,He was offered a little godship by a doting publ.ic, and he took
it, una cut.,2away all ti-es th'at 

-might 
hamper h'im in his new

professi on .

This is just not so. Stevenson was, at all tjmes and in all places,

conscious of Henley and his relationship to h'im. It may have been other

preoccupations and otheLinfluences that drew him away from an earlier

close contact, and consequently gave the impress'ion of cynical

detachment. Stevenson was incapable of this as witness his distress at

the time of the breach. It may have been that the tragical-comedy of

lnlilliam Ernest Henley was that his undoubted genius was a capacity for

giving pains. Yet, such was the vast innocence and enthusiastic honesty

of the man, every wound he, witting'ly or unwittingly gave' was blessed'
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'Life is bitter. All the faces of the years,
Young and old, are grey with travail and tears,
Must we only wake to toil, to tire, to weep?
In the sun, among the leaves, upon the flowers,
Slumber stillsrto dreamy death the heavy hours...
Let me sleep. "-

One feels he was almost glad to go.

'So let me hence as one
Whose part in the world has been dreamed out

He was buried beside his beloved daughter in the

Hately. But it was not of she, he had written -

and done. '14

churchyard of Cockayne

so many years before...

'When we that were dear are all too near
With the thick of the world between us...(we may)
Lie in the peace of the great rqlease
As once in the grass together. "-

This is not only Stevenson and Henley, this is David and Jonathan,

Damon and Pythias, Byron and Shelley. This was Stevenson. Not the

gregarious Stevenson of Paris and Grez, the'clubbable'Stevenson of
Edinburgh and London, not the play-actor and night street-walker of both

capitals and certainly not the Prospero/Tusitala of the South Seas. This

was the young Swanston Stevenson, who might have been the playwright.

This was the irresponsible, irrepressible Stevenson that Henley, like a

true friend, took gravewards.

'I love you, Henley, from my soul...' Stevenson had written, and he had

meant it in his Victorian way in writing to a close male friend. Furnas

has warned us - 'Let no fool try to read pervers'ion into the above...'

and Jenni Calder has pointed out that the male appreciation of Stevenson

himself was often intensely phys'ical .

The theme of Jekyl'l and Hyde i s characterised by what seem

homoeroti c bonds among the vi rtual 'ly, al I -male cast . Among hi s own

intellectua'l-asthetic circle in London, Henry James and Edmund Gosse

were either latently or actively homosexual just as Henley and Colvin

were not, but Henley was often jealous of Fanny's hold over Stevenson

just as Fanny was jealous of Colv'in's influence over her husband as has

been already rnentioned in these pages. Stevenson's relationship with

his handsome cousin, Bob, could be misconstrued were it not considered

in the Victorian sense of deep friendship. They were 'blood-brothers'
as much as cousins. Henley loved Bob almost as much. He certainly
revered the mercurial Bob as an artist on the page as much as on canvas.
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When Bob died in 1900, Henley had remembered that it was Bob 'who

made Lewis a professor of drink and the shilling whore'. This was the

other Louis perhaps? l,las it of this personna that Henley lvas th'inking

when he undertook to help Leslie Cope Cornford write his Life of

Stevenson in September 1899? The doughty old editor contributed a

telling footnote which argued that there was a benefit in the apparently

di sreputabl e:

'It took our author out of himself, it brought him face to face
with life and character, it taught him to be something other than
"the sedulous ape" of someone else, and (for his intimates were all
tal kers and mora'l 'i sts ) i t i ni ti ated and devel oped a practi ce of
discussion and depbate which le{L no theme of specul ation
unattempted nor many unexhausted... ' '-

Cornford wrote in the Preface:

'That Mr. Sidney Colvin has in preparation the authorised biography
of Stevenson, i s a matter of corunon knowl edge; and thi s

cons'ideration naturally prevented me from recording aught of the
main facts of Stevenson's career, that has not been made public
property already; and for the same reason, I have absta.ined from
making any use of the series of Stevenson's Letters which have
recently 6een published in a monthly magazine.---ffiffi-the name of
Robert Louis Stevenson is indissolubly connected the name of
lllilliam Ernest Henley: and I delight to acknowledge, with the
liveliest gratitude, the help which Mr. Henley has given me in the
making of, thiS essay towards a just appreciation of his old
comrade.'"

Would that Henley had made himself so readily available to Sir Graham

Balfour. But as Stevenson himself said in Later Essays -

'Life is not deSigned to minister to a man's vanity'. Nor, it would

seem is a biography. And now the man who perhaps ought to have written
the Life had himself departed it.
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Section C (i )

A HEIILEY CODA

0n the fourth anniversary of his death, a Memorial tablet was

unveiled in the crypt of St Paul's and a bust of the essayist and editor

by Auguste Rodi n ( '1840-1917 
) , whom he had vi gorously promoted 'i n

England, was presented by the artist as a gift. 0nce again, George

Meredith had written the tribute but on this occasion he was unable to

attend. Lord Plymouth, who had unveiled the bust, read it out:

'As critic, he had the rare combination of enthusiasm and wakeful
judgement. ' Pretent'iousness fel t -hi 

s wh'ip smartly. The accepted
'imbecile had to bear the weight of his epigram: - Br! Melit, under a

cloud or iurt-emerging, he-sparkled ori or lifted to the public
ui.*..,fe-was one df lhe main supports of good literature in our
time. ""

The assembled group included Thomas Hardy, H.G.Wells, George Saintsbury'

Austin Dobson and George Wyndhamn who del'ivered an e'loge which Rodin had

enclosed with the bust:

'It is the monument of a brave man and a true poet"'
He sang ever from his own heart rather than to listeners...
Caring-little for praise and n9!!ing for-censure"'
Rs tnE old Jacobitb said of William the Third - 'rq

"Brave, brave. By heaven, he deserves a crown".'"'-
'surelyr' his ghost wou'ld protest, 'I'fl worth more than that' A guinea

at least?, And the bellow of his loud laughter would ring down the

nave. Echoed no doubt by the spectral companion of their earthy days'

chuckling wistfully as he returns the Englishman's own words -

'Ah, my dear lad - are not we all stricken men?'

A benediction was pronounced by the Archdeacon of London'

No mention was made of his p'laywriting.

One cannot help thinking sympathetically of poor Henley, so full of

so many roaring talents and yet at the end his value was put at no more

than a'crown'. What is the real worth of such a man, whose first
priority at all times was to make a living rather than make a point? He

hitched himself to Stevenson's coat-tails and then tried to lead from

the front. Small wonder that both stumbled over each other. Not even

the sum of their veritable treasury of letters was alchenry enough to

turn their dramatic efforts into coin of the realm. The reason being

that not enough of them rang true.
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In this respect, Hen'ley's own comments on the French writer and

critic, charles Augustin sainte-Beauve, (1804-1869) are illuminating and

may offer some light on Henleyrs own personality:

'sainte-Beauve failed in verse, failed in fiction' yet he was an

incomparable critic of the arts in which he failed; and we are as

like to see anoffler Hugo, another Alfred de Vigny even' as another
Sainte-Beauve. r'"

0r another Henley?

As th'i s study wi I I 'i nd'icate, there were many Stevensons i n

Stevenson, and often they were at war with each other, but there waS

only one Henley and he was the same peremptory, belligerent Henley

through and through. He had made a lot of noise in his time but the

perceptive Stevenson saw the music in the man.

To l,l. E. Henl ey:

'The year runs through her phases; rain and sun,
Springt'ime and summer pass; winter succeeds;
glt one pa'le season rules the house of death.
Cold falls the imprisoned daylight; fell disease
By each lean pallet squats, and pain and sleep
Toss gaping on the pillows.

But 0 thou !

Uprise and take thy pipe. Bid music flow,
Strains by good thoughts attended, like the spring
That swallows follow over land and sea.
Pain sleeps at once, at once open eyes,
Dozing despair awakes. The shepherd sees.
His flock come bleating home; the seaman hears
0nce more the cordage rattle. Airs of home!
Youth, love and roses b'lossom; the gaunt ward
Dislimns and disappears, and, opening out,
Shows brooks and forests, and the blue beyond
0f mountains.

Small the pipe: but 0h! do thou,
Peak-faced and suffering piper, blow therein
The dirge of heroes dead; and to these sick,
These dying, sound the triumph over death.
Beholdt each greatly breathes; each tastes a ioy
Unknown before, in dying; for each knows
A hero dies with him - thouqh unfulfilled
Yet conquering truly - ffin.
So is pain cheered, death comforted; the house
0f sorrow smiles to listen. 0nce again-
0 thou, Orpheus and.Heracles, the_bard. ,21
And the deliverer, touch the stops again!'



Both men loved music and loved to make it in their different ways,

Stevenson with the flageolet and Henley on the piano. But it is also

true that this h'igh musical enthusiasm was no advantage to them as

dramatists, and yet it ought to have been. it depended on each

'hearing'the other, as it were, if they were ever to realize a duet, or

a harmonising synthesis of their respective talents. Typically' they

refused to listen to the other's voice. Each could only hear his own.

And they were singing different songs.

Had they tried to 'keep in tune', as it were,'it might have made

all the difference to their mutual composition. Stevenson after a'll,
could notate and Henley was a good sight reader, although he was

inclined to ignore the music in favour of getting the exact, right note.

Stevenson, on the other hand, went directly for the the music and as a

result a lot of notes were missed.

The musi cal anal ogy 'is not i napt i n terms of thei r co-wri t'ing for
had they been s'ingers, it might have sounded like a vocal duet which

occasionally hit a high note but for the most part was ruined by

unwitting discords. The whole dramatic interlude proved that the

singers were more than the song they sang.

rSing me a song of a lad that is gone.
Say could that lad be I?
Merry of soul, he sa'iled in a day -
0ver the sea to Skye.
Mul'l was astern -
Rhum on the port -
Eigg on the starboard bow.
Glory of youth g'lowed in fis soul,
Where i s that GLORY now?'"

One remembers Hen'ley's reaction after reading a fragment of
Hermiston in the letter he wrote to Colvin:

l'Ieir of

'I have foundo{Y Lewis again in all his GL0RY in this the last work
of his hand.'aJ

0n Stevenson 's death, Henl ey had wri tten to l,li I I i am Archer:

'And now...there is nothing for us but, as I wrote of and to him
1 anssvne' to ' ' ' "hl'oll.'l; f;:';r::rt!:n:ii3l.l:ltu"

Amen.

Requiescat in pace...



IHE fiEATRICAL R.L.S.

STAGE SIX
A Scotch Tusitala

'You can no longer hang back'
but rurst stride out into life

- and act'.
(Letters, ll, 82/3.1



THE fiEATRICAL R.L.s-

STAGE SIX

Section A 'The sixth age shifts'

The sixth dg€, and the sixth stage' not only shifts across the

Equator into the Southern hemisphere but back beyond the decade to

September'1890 when Robert Louis Stevenson wrote to his New York friend,

Mrs Charles Fairchild, from the Union Club' Sydney:

'Let me tell you this: in '74 or 5 there came tostay with my

father and moiher in Edinburgh, a certain Mr. Seed, a prime
minister or something in New Zeiland. He spotted what my complaint
was; told me that f naa no business to stay in Europe; that I
strould find all I cared for, all that was good for il€, in the
Nav'igator Islands; sat up till four in the morning-Persuading me'

OernoTishing al1 my scrupies. And I resisted: I refused to go:9
far from mi tattrei and rirother. 0, it was virtuous, and 0, wasn't
it silly!.'.. Now in 1890, I, or what is left of fi€, go. to the
Navigatdr Islands... I go iheie only to grow old and die; but.lhen
you come you will see that it is a fair place for the purpose.''

Mr Seed came to Edinburgh in June 1875. He called on the Stevenson's at

Hepiot Row. Stevenson reported the visit at the time to Mrs S'itwell:

'Awfully nice man here ton'ight. Publ-ic servant - New Zealand.
Telling-us all about the Soultr Sea Islands till I was sick with
desire- to go there; beautiful places, green forever; perfect

cl'imate; perfYect Shapes of men and'women, with red flowers in their
hair; and'nothing to do but to study orat_ory and etique.tte-' sit in
the iun and pick-up the fruits as they f9ll. Navigator's Island is
the place; absolute balm for the weary.'-

Balfour has recorded that a year later -

'A party of friends meeting at Cambridge proposes- to form a colony,-
whibh is to be established- in The naviigator's Island - Samoa, of
all places - of which the author had hbard gnly the.year before
from' his connection, the Hon.J.Seed, former'ly secretary to the
Customs and Marine Departments of New Zealand who had. been sent to
report on the islands'by the New Zealand government.'-

The connection mentioned is that Mr Seed's second daughter, Katherine,

marri ed Lewi s Henry Bal four I'li I son (1848-1895 ) , a cousi n of Stevenson 's
'in New Zealand, who was also related to ihe family of Graham Greene

through the Bal fours. Stevenson 's uncl e, James Mel vi I I e Bal four

(1831-59), was ihe Engineer to the Crown Colony of New Zealand, and was

drowned there in a boating acc'ident at Timaru. The Hon.J.Seed,



mentioned above, was in fact, t{illiam Seed (1827-1890), Secretary of the

Marine and Customs Department, in l{ellington from 1870 to 1887. It was

in this capacity that he visited Edinburgh in 1875 to obtain advice from

Thomas and Alan Stevenson regarding the building of lighthouses around

the New Zealand coast. Seed again met Stevenson on each of the author's

subsequent visits to New Zealand, travelling especially from tfellington

to Auckland to do so.

Stevenson thought he had come to the Pacific to die but from the

moment when he and h'is entourage made his first Pacific landfall, rather

than die, he came to life for the first time in his forty years. The

sickly consumptive Edinburgh child who became a professional invalid as

well as aprofessional writer had spent his entire life expecting every

day to die from the collapse of his lungs or from a fatal loss of blood-

He almost did, several t'imes, in London, in Switzerland, in New York and

in San Francisco, but here he was, fifteen years 1ater, tak'ing Seed's

advice and aiming to set up his first permanent home on a faraway South

Pacific Island It was a big decision for a successful British writer to

move so far from Charing Cross and from the conrfort and reassurance of a

close-knit coterie of influential friends but it was one he had to make

if he were to live. He had nothing to lose but his life. Besides, he

could now afford it.
Scribner and Sons, the publishers in New York, had given him a

handsomeadvanceagainstabookabouthisSouthSeastravels'@
Magazine had similarly paid for a series of syndicated articles, with

photographs. The New York World had offered $10,000 for a year of

weekly articles but Stevenson found'it hard to take such an offer
seriously - 'A very little Anerican appreciation goes a long way'. Money

mattered to him but for him wealth was only useful for two things, he

said - 'A yacht and a string quartet'. The latter would always be a

dream of his but the former was nearer than he thought.

His father had left him a conrfortable annuity and virtually two

homes, Heriot Row (nominally his mother's) and 'skerryvore' (which was

in Fanny's name). He was in effect a wealthy man. By sell'ing the

properties in Scotland and England he could really do what he liked' and

what he liked to do best was to write. So he would buy an estate in the

sun and write happily ever after, espec'ially if his books continued to

sell like Treasure Island and The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll eqq !I-!yqe.J



Besides, he could always visit home in style whenever he wanted to

and call in at his London club. Lloyd Osbourne remenbered Stevenson's

,desire to walk into the Saville Club and electrify his old friends
as the returned seafarer from the South Seas Islands. At least' he

rras constunfly dwelling on this phase of his return, and chogsing
the exact houi when he could make the rnost dramatic entrance.' '

The actor in him could not resist contemplating such a scenario.

In a bantering correspondence with Henley many years before

Stevenson had referred to the multiple talents of Ben Jonson but in this

next and final stage of his life and work we were to see the multiple

Stevenson - a man of many parts - and one who pl ayed each up to the

hilt. lllhen the Sailor 'came home fom sea'he became the Patriarch who

in turn became the Politician who then becane the'Tane Celebrity'

before atlast, reverting to the expatriate Scot, which at heart he had

always been. These five castings will now be considered within the

scenes wherein they were portrayed. Tusitala was to be his Iast

performance but 'it was to be the one for which he is remembered most.

It was not only an acceptance of his fate, but almost a deliberate

choice of role. Yet it had all started quite s'imply.

A chance remark to Mark Twain while sitting on a bench in

l,Jashington Square, New York in the spring of 1888 led Stevenson to the

South Seas. Twain had been to New Zealand and had sailed in the

Pacific. RLS remembered Seed's remarks about the Islands and his visit
to Samoa in 1870. Stevenson had also met R.M,Ballantyne, the author of

The Coral Island, and Stoddard, the South Seas trader, and l{illiam

Churchill, the former U.5. consul in Samoan now in San Francisco and all
these voices seemed to rise now like sirens and beckon him into the

Pacific, It was as if it were meant to be.

H'is great idea - to charter a yacht and sail into the Pacific. He

would pay for it by writing a journal of their travels. Stepson, Lloyd

0sbourne, would take the photographs and they would all return to
England v'ia Sydney, Ceylon and Suez. Thus decided, Fanny tras despatched

to San Francisco w'ith a banker's order for t2000 to find a suitable

vessel. She wired back -'Have found the Casco under Captain 0tis at

$500 monthly.' Stevenson replied at once, while the messenger waited -

'Blessed girl, take the yacht and expect us in ten days.'5 It was a

spontaneous, fateful decision that was to change all their lives.



He wrote to Henry James on 28 May 1888:

,0n June 15, the schooner yacht Casco will (iealous Providence
permi{iing) steam through lne GoTtlEfr-Gates for Honolulu, the
balapagosl Guayquil, and-- I hope not the bottom of the Pacific.
It wili cbntaii'youi obedient ium6'lE servant and party.. It seems

too good to be tiue and is a very 9Qo{ wqy qf getting throug!_lhe
greei-sickness of maturity, which-, wttn 91L it; acconpanying ills'
is now declaring itself upon my mind and life.'"

He was being hopeful as ever although he was to write later to Colvin -

,I have no more hope in anything than a dead frog; i go into
everything with a iomposed despair, and don't mind - iust as I
alwals go to sea with the convittion that Iram to be drowned, and

iy;i) liie it before all other pleasures..-'t
At Hawaii, the'party'(Stevenson, his w'ife, h'is mother, her Swiss

maid, Valentine Roch, and stepson, Lloyd) met up with stepdaughter'

Belle, and her artist-husband, Joe Strong. The cast was assembled and

the odyssey-performance could now begin.:

,Day after day i n the sun-gi I ded cabi n. The ai r had an

indlscribable s-weetness, soft and nimble as the cheek of health.
A1l day long the sun flarned and at night the lfars came out in
regiments. Even the sea itself became desirable.'-

Exactly a year from his arrival in Hawaii, a news 'item in the Honolulu

Pacific Advertiser declared:

'Robert Louis Stevenson and party leave today by_ the trading
schooner Equator at Honolulu boirnd for the Gilbert Islands... it is
to be hoF-ET-th'dt Mr. Stevenson wi I I not f al I vi cti m to nati ve
spears; 5ut in h'is present state of bodily [ealth, perhaps the
temptation to kill him may not be very strong.'-

But the truth was, Stevenson was growing stronger all the time.

And the family was surviving even though Fanny hated every hour they

were at sea. But she was only too gtad to see the change it was having

on her husband and the frequent landfalls meant that they were getting

very pract'ised at disembarking. As she wrote to Sydney Colvin:

'tllithin forty-e'ight hours we shall pack up our possessions... our
hand Organ, 

-magic lantern, fiddle, guitar, a, native. instrument
somethirig ttfe i banio c1[led a taro-patch fiddle, Lou's flageolet
and a lot of songbooks. "

The cigarette-smoking Pied Piper led his little band from island to

island and harbour to harbour. The time of wanderings had begun - by

ship, under sail and steam, and to almost every harbour in the South

Seas. He had come into his own and his kingdom was a schooner's deck.
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If Henley was the captain of his soul, Stevenson was the showman of

the Casco. Figuratively speaking, he now had need to steer a sure

course, even if he were the only one who knew where he was going' He

was free at I ast to be himself , l'leantime, Ll oyd was to be the

photographer and he, Louis, would be the observer of the action. His

pen was now to be as busy as Lloyd's camera. Pen portraits abounded' As

for instance, the larger-than-life Tembinok of Apemama- The king almost

speaks out of the page. It'is character-drawing of the first order

drawn from life and begg'ing for a place on the stage. Stevenson at sea

was Stevenson on form. He was now much given to socialising and even

enjoyed dressing up for the special occasion. There had always been

something of the dandy about him and if he had a strong vanity at all it
was for his hands and feet - which were perhaps his best features. He

was always glad of any opportunity to show them off.

'Tonight I go to the Governor's; such a lark - no dress clothes
twent!-fouri notice - able-bodied Polish tailor - suit made for a

man with a figure of a puncheon - same hastily al-tered fo" self
with the figu're of a bodkin - sight inconce'ivable... PS: Just
returned froil trying on the dress clothes. Lord, ygu should see

the coatt It stands out at the waist liff a bustle, the flaps
cross in front, the sleeves are like bags.'

There was no doubt he was a changed man. Lloyd 0sbourne confirms this:

'The seven months'cruise had a marvellous effect on R.L.S. He had

become almost well... His fine complexion had regained lts ruddy
tint; his hair, now cut short, was no longer lank, but_glossy and

of a-lighter brown; h'is eyes, always his most salient feature and

always Srilliant, had no ionger thlt strange fire of.disease; he

walkbd with a fiim, I'ight stdp, and though to others he must have

appeared thin and fra{'ile, to us, the transformation in him was

aitounding. In his loft white shirt, blue serge co.at, white
flannel t-rousers, white shoes and white yacht'ing caP (such caps

were his favouriies...) he looked to perfection the fanous author
who hadrerrived in a yacht and who 'dressed the role' as the actors
say...'t4

It was time to doff the yachting cap

of the Patriarch. It was more than

was about to make his first entrance

of the Sai I or and take uP the staff
a costume change in the w'ings. He

in the last Act...
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STAGE SIX

Section B 'The lean and slipper'd pantaloon'

The Reverend tt.E.Clarke gave an expl'icit description of Stevenson

and his party when they disembarked from the 'Equator' but the lean and

slipper'd pantaloon walked barefoot into Apia on 7 December 1889:

'I met a little group of three European strangers - two. men and a

wonan. The latt6r wire a print gown' large gold- cre.scent earrings'
a Gilbert-island hat of itaitea straw, encircled by. a wreath of
small shells, a scarlet si'lk scarf round her neck, and a brilliant
piiiA shawl across her shoulders; her bare feet were encased in
irynite canvas shoes, and across her back was slung a guitar...
The younger of hen two compan'ions was dressed in a striped pyjama

suit - tie undress costume of most European traders in these seas -
a slouch hat of native make, dark blue sun-spectacles, and over his
shoulders a banjo. The other man was dressbd in a shabby suit of
white flannels that had seem many better days, .a white drill
yachting cap with a prominent peak, cigarette in his mouth, a-ptrotogriphii 

camera i n' hi s hand. 
' Both the men were bare-footed-

They Fad, evidently, iust landed from the little schooner now lylng
plaltdly-at anchoi,- ana my first thought was.that, pr-obabiy, !h9y
irere wairdering players en 

-route to New-Zealand-, compell-ed.'tbV their
poverty to ta[e' thl cheap conveyance of a tradi ng vessel . ' '

He was most certainly lean but it could hardly be said that in this
sixth age he had shifted into slippers. 0n the contrary, he was more

often barefoot than not, and was to become more a man of action in Samoa

than he had ever dreamed of being in his life. A'll the energy damned up

in him because of choked lungs suddenly found an outlet-
H.J.Moors remembers that -

'A young-looking man came forward to meet me... of fair and

somewhat- sallow complexion and about five feet ten inches in
height. He wore a siigtrt scraggy moustache and his hair hung down

aboit hi s neck after - the falhi on of arti sts . . . He was not a

handsome man, and yet there was something irresistibly attractive
about him... keen ehquiling eyes, brown in colour, strangely bright
and seemed to penetr'ate like-the eyes of a mesmerist... intensely
nervous, highly strung, easily excited..- bubbled over w'ith,delight
as one 6nctrintid... 'ii's graird ! ' he excl aimed. .. hardly had- he got
onto the street when he began to walk up and down in most lively'
not to say, eccentric manner. He could not stand still... in my

house ne watked about the room plying me with questions, dart'ing up

and down, with no continuity iri Conversation, darting questions..-
He had worn no shoes on the schooner, and it seemed to go very much

against h'is will to put on any after his arrival in lpia- But
bdfore long I became aware of bther eccentricities, and ceased.to
be surprisda Uy anything he did.,. Entertained with anecdotes... ''
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Talk was an essential part of R.L.S. Like Oscar [,lilde, sentences

fell from his lips, fully and finely fonned and uttered with a relish

that was the mark of the wordsmith, He never lost his Scottish' or more

precisely, his Lothian accent, but as he grew older he pronounced on

anything and anyone with a growing confidence and verve. His spoken

word was as meticulously considered as his prose. The Samoan people had

an enormous respect for language, especially for oratory, and in naming

him Tusitala, they not only acknowledged his gift for story telling but

recognised his skill in oral corununication. This was emphasised by

their investing him as a 'speak'ing chief '.
This was a high honour for a non-samoan and it indicated the

standing he had with the local people almost from the beginning. It was

a status he enjoyed. Certainly, R.L.S. the actor responded. Even if
the velvet coat of Edinburgh had given way to the Inverness gupe of

Paris, and the fur jackets of the Saranac Valley were succeeded by the

pyjama suits of the South Seas, he still had a keenness to cut a dash.

l.Iitness his fondness for contrary details such as the cheap yachting cap

and the expensive tied-up boots, not forgetting the sash around the

waist and the careful moustache.

He was still the strol'ling player, making up his script as he went

along, improvising like mad, performing extempore as he had done in

Scotl and, Engl and, France, America, Austral ia and now Samoa.

Theatricality hung around Stevenson like a cloak whatever the place and

however the dress. Even if he occasionally wore a shabby white su'it,

the faded velvet jacket was never to be discarded. It was his motley'

and as he sa'id, 'Motley, I count the only wear.'3

As Dr Kelman reminds us -

'Tusi tal a, i n hi s vari ous capaci ti es of patri arch o demi god 'missionary and bard, is a charmingly theatrical figure.'-
He played his part always sure of his audience and always confident of

his effect - even if it meant playing only the penny whistle for the

family. But he never played second fiddle. He was always the star of

the production that was his life and times. As John Hampden notes:

'As always, he was still the actor-manager in the thrilling drama
of Roberi Louis Stevenson, but no longer^"on the road" and caSt now

.for his final role as laird of Vailima-'-
He had hiS own phrase for Vailima - 'the egg of the future palace...'5
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Vailima would last for a hundred years but how long would he?

In the new year of 1890 the question was would he survive into old age'

despite everything, like the gentle Balfour side of him, or go suddenly'

like the hard-headed Stevensons' 'in a puff of his own smoke? He himself

had no doubts. He had got to forty without walking on eggs. That was a

miracle in itself. Whatever disadvantages it may have had to what his

London friends may have considered a fruitful literary life' here he

was and here he would stay until 'that Unknown Steersman, whom we call

God brings the boat round and safely into the last harbour"

The first to know was LadY TaYlor:

,I am now the owner of an estate upon upolu, some two or three
miles behind and above Apia. Three striams, two- waterfalls' a

great c1iff, an ancient native fort, a view of the sea and

Towlands, or, (lo le more prec'ise) several v'iews of them in various
d.irect.ions, ire now mine.'It would be affectation to omit a good

many head bf cattle; above all as it required much diplomacy to
have them ttrrown 'in,' for the gentl eman who 

. 
sol d to me was staunch.

Besides all this, there is a lreat deal more forest than I have any

need for; ot io 6e pfain the inote estate is one- impassable jungle

wh'ich must be cut dbwn and throughrat considerable exPense.

Then the house has to be built.-. "
t,lhile the building was going 0r, he took the opportunity to visit
Sydney. His mother, meantime, had arrived from Ed'inburgh, but finding

her quarters not yet finished she took off to visit her Balfour/Seed

relatives in New Zealand. While in Sydney, Louis was made an honorary

member of the Thistle Club. The Reverend lrlill Burnett was an interested
'listener to his speech of acceptance:

,Able to study R.L.S. when he rose to lpeat<. . Hei.ght over medium'

increased by ixceeding thinness, a magician who drew him to yolr
heart as wdt t as youi eyes. iour eyes so_ught joy ,i.n hi s. No

fortralt or photograph coirveys_thg:9.eiel.. Some make them flat and

far apart, oihers-make them 
-'sleek'it'.- 

The charm of them dispelled
all critical faculty. Not dressed for the part, in .lounge syit'
soft neck-*.." ina i velvet jacket. Placed two hands in respective
pockets, took himself in chirge and.gradu,ally tightened.his griP:
lpp"u..i almost to reach breaking poi.nt.. He was very thin a-nd yet
so full of iite and energy. in' the happiest vein h'imself' he

spread happ'iness all around.'

Burnett was particularly interested in how Stevenson spoke:

,It was del.ightful in that place to hear a man- speak lith_a good

Scots accent] tf ne and I'had met in the capital of Scotland we

should have agreed that al I Edinbgrgh men speak the best of
English. without any accent at all.'"

l,lhile staying at the Union Club, Stevenson wrote to Henry James:



'I must tell you plainly - I can't tell Colvin - I do not think f
shall come to England... Health I enioy in the tropics;_ eyen here'
which they call -the sub- or semi-tropical, I corne only to catch
cold (but) I read books, and letters from Henry James, and send out
to get his Tragic lluse ... But I can't go out! The thermometerwas
dowi to sQ-ffie-ffihff day - no temperature for me, Mr.James; how
should I do in England? I fear not at all. &l I very sorry? I am

sorry about seven or eight people there and one or two in the
States. And outside of that, I simply prefer Samoa. These are the
words of honesty and soberness. I am fasting from all but sin...
These last two years I have been much at sea and I have never
wearied.,. and never once did I lose my fidelity to blue water and
a ship. It is plain, then, that for me ny exile to a- place of
schooners and islands can be in no sense regarded asoa calamity.
Goodbye just now: I must take a turn at my proofs.'"

And in a letter to Marcel Schwob a few days later -

'Alas, I shall not have the pleasure to see you yet awhile, if
ever. You must be content to take me as a wandering voice, and in
the form of occasional 'letters from recondite islands; qnd address
rne if you will be good enough to write, to Apia, Samoa.""

He had already begun on his constant request for letters. Letters from

anyone about anything. Letters to be perused eagerly, answered at

length and saved to later fill a whole book in themselves. The

foundations of the Tusitala legend were being laid as painstakingly as

the foundations of the house that was to be his first and last home. By

finding his sea legs he had found his way to Samoa and by

had won back full possession of his own body. As a result,
doing so he

he had found

his real self. Although even as Iate as .|891, the histrion still
demanded a pose. t'lriting to Craibe Angus about Robert Burns, he added

something about the other Poet Robertn Robert Fergusson (1850-74):

'When your hand is in, you will remember our own Edinburgh Robin.
Burns alone has been just to his promise; follow Burns, he knew
best, he knew whence he drew fire - from the poor, white-faced,
drunken vicious boy that raved himself to death in the Edinburgh
madhouse. Surely there is more to be gleaned about Fergusson, and
surely it is high time the task was set about,..
l{e are three Robins who have touched the Scots lyre...
l{ell, one is the world's; he did it, he came off, he is forever;
But I an the other - dh, what bonds we have - born in the sane
city; both sickly, both pestered, one nearly to madness, one to the
madhouse, with a damnatory creed; both seeing the stars and the
dawn, and wearing shoe-leather on the same ancient stones, under
the same pends, down the sanre closes... rrI believe Fergusson lives in me. I do, but tell it not in Gath."'

The notion of his twin-ship with Fergusson persisted all his life and

only a few months before his death he was to tell Charles Baxter:



,I had always a great sense of kinship with poor_ Robert Fergusson -
so clever i boy,- so wild, of such a mixed strain' so- unfortunate'
born in the sim'e town with me, and, as I always felt, rather by

express intimation than from evidence, so like myself."-
yet at this time in the South Pacific he could hardly have known

himself. He knew better health and was in better spirits than at any

time in his life as his many letters showed. Letter-writing |vas a vital
part of his professional life while cruising and now, that he was landed

gentry, it was almost his first 11ay of life. 0f course, thanks to the

publishing and syndicate interests already shown, there would be a book

in it or at least a series of rewarding articles. Noth'ing nould be

wasted. A corner of the new house had been found for him, a table set

up, an inkwell and a blotter laid out and a chair drawn up. Fron now on

his pen was never to be dry. The letters flowed from him-

Edmund Gosse was next to hear of progress in April l89l:

'1l1e are in our house, after a fashion; without furniture 'tis true'
camping there like a family after _the sale. But the bailiff has

not'ydt appeared; he wili probably -come 
after. The place is

beaudiful Uiyond dreams; some fifty miles of the Pacific spread.in
tront; deep ioods all round, a mountain making_.ln -the.sky I Profile
of huge tiees upon our left; about us tle l'ittle island of our
cleariig... It ii a good place to be in; night and morning we have
Theodor[ Rousseaus (ilway! a new one) hung fo amuse us on the walls
of the world; and the moon... r?
makes the night a piece of heaven..."-

Three years later, he could record:

'I am living patriarchally six hundred feet above the sea on the
shoulder of- d mountain. 

- 
Behind me the bush slopes up to the

backbone of the island... with no inhabitants save wild doves and

flying foxes, many particoloured birds, many black- and_ many. white;
a ver! eerie, dim,'strange place and hard to travel..tf am head of
the household, to all of whom I am chief and father."'

Not that such a responsibility really weighed very heav'iIy-

Robert Louis Stevenson was always better taken care of than he took

care. Not that he did not care for others - he did - theoretically -
but at all times there were people whose lives were as totally bound up

in him and his affairs. In reality, he was his own home industry.

He was dedicated to the continual output of sellable words in order to

maintain a wife, a stepson and daughter, a stepgrandson' intermittant

recalcitrant husbands, house boys and girls and their relations,

unending visitors, officials of the state as well as officers of the

crown. Patriarch he may be but he was stilt the professional pennan.



'I did not dream there were such places or such races. !.y health
has stood nr-e splendidly; I am in'(the sea) for hours wading 9y9f
ihe knees for Snetti; i-have been five hours on horseback..' This
iiimate, these voyages; these landfalls at dawn; new islands

G;i;g'from tfre ri"itng Uant; new fores-ted harboursi new passing
'alai"ms-of sluaits in4rsu-rf - tire whole tale of ny llfe is better to
me than any Poem...t'-

One by one he cut all the ties that had bound him to his old life and by

1894, he was writing to George Meredith:

,I suppose we shall never see each other. again. I shall never see

whethbl'you"havJ jro*n older and you- shall never- deplore"' that
(I) shouid have de-clined ipto a pantalooned Tusitala'
Perhaps it is better so. ""

The Patriarch was about to become the politician.
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STAGE SIX

Section C

The

now where

the very

Landfal I :

world was

he wanted

begi nni ng

never too wide for Robert

to be - in the South Seas.

and said as much in the

'A world too wide'

Louis Stevenson. He was

He loved the Place from

second page of An Island

'Samoa - that first sunrise, that first day, that .first island'
awoke a virginity of sense inboth of us. Balm for the weary' .ft*
who come to the islands ever leave them. They grow grey where they
alight and the palms shade them till they die""
Dr Drumnond had told Fanny that Louis could live till he was

seventy, - 'If only he'll stop th'is damned travell'ing about'' But

Stevenson had no wish yet to see himself as an old man and a

'si t-by-the-fi re' .

'I have endured some two and forty years without public shame and

fria i good iime as I d'id i t. If only I coul d secure a vi ol ent

death what a fine success. I wish to die 'in my boots' no.more land
of counterpane for me - to be drowned, to be shot, to be thrown

from a horse - even to be hanged, rather than pace again through a

sl ow di ssol uti on bY d'isease. ' '
Meantime there was work to be done, and for him that did not mean

building with wood and nails but with words. Harry Moors conments:

,stevenson told me that when he set about writing a story he had to
do .it as a cirpenter sets about a bu.ild'ing.. First of all, he would

map out u pfuti- *itf, a skitcn of the pldt and main incidents and

lay out tnjcnapters. Then, when he was. satified that he had made

a solid foundilion, he wouli proceed with the supers_tructure. Such

side issuei ai sugggested thimselves he would develop as he went

on. He would oft6i- depart from h'is origina'l pl?n:.... No_ man, he

iiiA, coulJ i.ittttutly'adhererto his oiiginal intentions in the
writing of a work of fiction.'-

This last sentence is more in line with Stevenson's own comment:

'Nothing is more pleasing to the writer than to let his pen I9Y: ad

libitum-over the p;ii: li..i.it.5here he shall pass bv or whitheE
Tfrn-ywhere, he shal I arrive. ..'-

Moors continued:

,Somehow, in conversation he seemed a different man' remarkably
f'l uent, hever 

- ii . I oss for a word or setti ng ... . . getti ng qui te
excited over matters of the most trivial moment trivial moment...
and get quite theatrical over it... There vrere occasions when the
man ias eioqu.nl, but it was the eloquence of the actor, shown in
the looks as much as in the words.



His face carried absolute conviction; and when he was burning with
indignation the fire in his eygs.showed it more clearly than any

wordi could do. Henley was right; he was a born actor; and it
seems strange that his dfforts ai a dramatist should have proved a

dismal failure.'
This is hardly strange when one considers that had he did not approach

the drama as a carpenter. Had he done so another kind of building would

undoubtedly have been built - the theatre equivalent of Vailima perhaps?

'As I ong as I can wri te I am l,uppy. As I ong a.s- the 
^ 

pen wi I I
scratch-and the words will come I sie no reason to blame God or the
solar system for any little iffitation I may- cause. myself ....
Here ari,'indeed, iabours for a Hercules 

-in a dress coat, armed

with a pen and a flictionary... to paint the portrait of the
insufferable sun... ''

part of his relentless drive was due of course to his quite groundlless

fear that he would die in a moment and leave his family destitute- He

was a relat.ively rich man, but at the time of the building work every

word he sold had a price tag on it which was converted at once into wood

or nails. But this would not go on forever. As long as his'imagination

could outpace the local carpenter's hand they would survive - providing

of course that he too survived. Then he could enjoy his dream of

writing without pressure. He did not regard what he wrote as high art,

far from it. It was, as far as he could see, his iob in life. It was

the work he did to earn his daily bread.

He was a professional man trying to work to a professional routine

while Iiving the life of a gentleman in exotic surroundings. it was not

easy. Yet if he had not built Vailima he need not have written another

word. He could have lived the life of of leisure'in the sun. Stevenson

was not always at ease about this. He was often ashamed of h'is

comfortable circumstance when he considered the hardship of others but

he could offer no solutions or suggest a remedy. And not by politics

'Politics leave me extraord'inarily cold,' he said.

0n this point, Fanny wrote of hirn, that he -

'sympath.ised with the socialist but say. no rgyal road-for others by

hii 'own path. He bel ieved he had no rights' 9.nly _undeserved
indutgencis, but he must not eat unearned bread. He must-pay.the
world-in some fashion for what it gave him - first materially' then
in kindness, then in love. Too-much ease frightened h'im. He

occasionally insisted on some sharp disconrfort to awaken him to
realities. He never succeeded in subduing the old Adam within him.
He had an understand'ing for street musicians and wandering
performers.
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"tle're in the same boat," he said, "trying tq amuse a fickle
publ'ic. I always divide with a brother artist."'-

This was the socialism of the artist, It was the artist in him that

drove him on. This was no self-imposed role, no part to play like so

many of the otheis, nor yet another casting credit in the catalogue he

had fashioned out of his forty-two years so far. This was the life he

wanted to live, needed to live, this was the man himself.

It might be said that Stevenson, because of his romantic instincts
and early reading had had an early ideal presented to him as far as

life in the South Pacific was concerned. This may have made it all the

harder to adjust to the realities of carving a home out of the bush. He

may have regretted that after 'a cruel , rough passage to Auckl and' he

spent so little time in New Zealand. That country may have held many

answers for him in terms of 'bookstores, white tablecloths and special

wines'. The Tusitala of Samoa might well have been the Rangatira Pakeha

of the Bay of Islands? However this is pure speculation. In the

ordinary sense, it mattered little to Stevenson where he lived. He was

cared for wherever he went. Climate dictated environment. For the most

part, as far as he was concerned, the higher and drier the better.
The cal ender of hi s I ife, I i ke the log-books of the Cus*, the

Equator and the Janet Nicoll, was auongoing record of his daily health.
More often than not, the decision to remain in one place or set out for
another was made for him by other factors arising, not the least of
which was an impulse to adventure, wh'ich goes some way to explain the

number and variety of. his many excursions. Something in him wanted to
live all his lives at once and at full pitch. He wanted to play ALL the
parts in the play he had made of his own life - and at the same time.
His was that kind of one-man-show. And while the actor in him may have

enjoyed the acclaim that now accrued to him, the artist in him had an

equal horror of such eclat. He even disliked ordinary noise.
He explained to CoIvin:

'I do not love noise; I am like my grandfather in that; and so many
years in these still islands have ingrained the sentiment perhaps.
Here are no trains, only men passing barefoot. No carts or
carriages; at worst, the rattle of a horsers shoes among the rocks;
beautiful silence;. and (as) soon as this^robustious rain takes off,
I am to drink of it again by oceanfuls.'-

In a'previous, very long letter of nearly three years before to the same

correspondent he had said almost the same thing about silences:



,My long silent contests in the forest have had a strange effect on

me-. Th6 unconcealed vitality of these vegetables, their exuberant
number anA ltrength, the atiempts - I can use no other word - of
Iianas to enwrap'ani capture the intruder, the awful silence, the
tnowtedge thit itt ry efforts areronly like the performance of the
actor - a thing of the moment..-"

It is an apt comment from one who was always distancing himself from

himself, like an actor on stage, always striving objectively for the

subjective, trying to bring into a balanced focus the twin effect of one

upon the another within the character being portrayed at that moment.

Catching the NOt'l as actors know it was also important to Stevenson. He

had to know where he taas w'ith who he was because he was so many

different persons to so many different people.

Here one is given a rare and tantalising glimpse into that still
centre of Stevenson from which all else emanates. This is his source'

not only as a write, but as a human being. For him, everything beg'ins

and ends in a silence no matter the loud cry put up in the course of the

action. His was a different kind of action - a roaring adventure of the

mind which would have exhausted anyone less vividly aljve. Nothing

daunted the man. Having been through so much, he was ready for

anything. Besides, everything was grist to that relentless mi11 that

ground out the written word in page after page after page. The very

urgency of his need for material gave a dramatic impetus to nearly

everything he did, and what he did was done with an unashamed theatrical

dash. His plots were simple because he was nearly always in a hurry to

get the thing finished but in his best novels, his characters were

complex because he too was as complicated as they.

Not all of h'is old London circle understood, particularly his

mentor, Colvin. H€, for his part, felt the loss to literature of the

essayist Supreme. Henry James, on the other hand, thought Stevenson

might have made a historian of the great military campaigns knowing his

fascination with men like Napoleon, ldellington and General Gordon. Gosse

was convinced his friend could yet be the great Victorian novelistl

Andrew Lang that he could even be a poet. They all had their own

Stevensons as it were. Henley was the only one who wanted Stevenson to

be himself - as he was in the beginn'ing. But what he was in their eyes

now was an unnecessary exile, It was hard for them to appreciate' that

a man should impose exile on himself - and especially from London.

He had tried to exp'lain to Lady Taylor:
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,I do feel as if I was a coward and a traitor to desert ny friends;
onty, my dear lady, you know what a miserable corrhyzal (is that
how it ir rl.ttfl-tie-ature t was at home; and here I have some real
health, I cin wuik, I can ride, I can stand sone exposu.re'- I am-qp

w'ith the sun, I have a real enioytent of the world and of .mys.elfi
it woula Ue hara io back again-tir.Engl.and. and to bed...t lb'tnk it
would be silly. I am sure it would and yet I feel shame...

His old feeling for his friends pulled against his new feeling of

well-being but one cannot blame him for snatching at this sudden chance

of new life. People had forgotten that sickness for him also meant pain

and deprivation of 'all that makes animal life desirable'. He agreed

with samoa as much as it agreed with hirn but this 
"{as 

a honeymoon period

and clouds were already beginng to gather in the bright blue sky.

l'lar clouds...
whether he'liked it or not - and he did not - stevenson became

involved. He had an instinct for knowing what was demanded of him in any

situation, In other words, which part to play. G.B.Stern said of

Stevenson that if his early days were full of bravado, all his days were

brave. He was now to come into a test'ing time which would confirn that

Robert Louis Stevenson was indeed a man of courage - and this was no

act. His affluence had'its main roots in his fluency and the calligraph

typewriter at Vailima worked non-stop as an ever-expanding household ate

up every word he set down, but for a time writing was set aside as life
intruded - or rather, that imitation of life described as po]itics, and

how it affected what he called in a letter to Colvin, 'this distracted

archipelago of children, sat upon by a clique of fools'.9
It was a difficult situation for the wisest man to fol]ow. Samoa

was being governed in a tripartite arrangement between the British,

American and German governmentS, each act'ing through their own puppet

native Kings. Stevenson openly favoured Mataafa, elected by the people

themse'lves, but rejected by the white expatriates. The situation was

further complicated by the arrival of the Countess of Jersey, wife of

the Governor of New South Wales, who for the time of her visit becane

'Amelia Balfour', a 'cousin' of Stevenson's and his companion 'in an

ill-advised visit to the mountain hideout of Mataafa and his Samoan

rebels. But Stevenson could not resist the chance to play the

adventurer for real, espec'ially with such a romantic a1ly. However,

saner minds prevailed and Lady Jersey was persuaded to return with her

entourage to SydneY.
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Two years passed and matters only got worse. Stevenson never

understood why politicians and statesmen behaved in a way in public that

they would never do at home. A way that made honest men cunning and

devious and clever men appear like dolts. He hetd politics to be a

,vile and a bungling business and that where he used to think meanly of

the plumber, he now 'sh'ines beside the politician.' tlhat had drawn him

into Samoan politics and its complications was a simple concern for the

people themselves and a liking for their native leaders. From his

mountain eyrie, he had watched the menacing clouds gather, helpless to

do anything but impatient with his own frustration and angry about the

v{aste and needlessness of even a local war.

It was be'ing played out as a game among the foreign few at the

expense of the native peoples and he knew he could only be a spectator'

a looker-on at the action, as he had been all his life. Perhaps this

time, he could do something, he had thought. This had been his

opportunity to become a soldier at last, like General Gordon or a

martyr-hero like the missionary, Chalmers, killed by native spears in

New Guinea. He set out his political position cogently in a long letter
to Rev S.J.l,lhitmee on 24 April .|892 but eventually he realized he would

have to leave it to the polit'icians to further complicate things by

their bungling and obstinacy. He wrote to Andrew Lang in August of the

same year:

I'm'in a deuce of a flutter with politics, which I hate, and in
which I certainly do not shine; but'a fellow cannot stand aside...
,tain't decent..'. but it's a grind to be interrupted by.nlidnight
messengers, and pass your days yriting proclamations (which are
never 

-prociaimedi and petitions (which ain't petitefJ and letters
to the'Times which it makes my iaws yawn to read..."-
The comedy had become a tragedy. His own part had been played out

and he was limited to being a compassionate observer of the peoples'

plight but he could do little about it. He found the situation baffling

and frustrating. It was w'ith some relief he quit the political stage in

February 1893 and took a trip w'ith Fanny who was taking Belle to the

dentistinSydney.HewrotetoColvinfromtheS.s.@'.
,The extracts from the Times I really can't trust myself to conment
on - they were infernallffi-tisfactoiyi So, and- perhaps. still more

so, was i letter I had fiom Lord Pembroke. If I have Qipe as I go

thiough Auckland, I am going to see Sir George Grey..."'
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'what a wonderful oId historic figure to be walking 91 your--1Inr..-

It makes a man small, and yet tht extent to which he approved.of

what I had done, -;;'"itn.", have tried to do - encouraged.me' Sir
Georse is an expert: ni-ieait h9 t19w.1.tf:se.f2ttt' He is not a

smalT employd with an ink pot and a l'lhittaker" -'

Sir George had told Stevenson when they met -

'I thought You
your age, your
never despair.

were an invalid. I'lhen I see the fire in your eyes'

,l3.tnt, I feel no more anxiety for Samoa" '

But at the same time, he advised Stevenson to act cautiously' ltlany

lives were at risk, including Stevenson's and, at the least, he might

yet face deportation. This sufficiently alarmed R.L.S. to telegraph

colvin immediately. Even from more than ten thousand miles away' the

astute Scot could pull some very long strings. Questions Y'ere asked in

the House of Conrnons and the Colonial Secretary was instructed to leave

l4r Stevenson alone. After all, Mr Arthur Balfour was the Prime Minister

and he had the ear of Lord Rosebery at the Foreign 0ffice, and Mr

Stevenson !{as a Balfour. celebrity had triumphed over political

expediency but the celebrity himself had been tamed. He would revert to

Letters - but not to the Times.

0n his return from Auckland, he wrote to Colvin, ending his letter

- 'Now I really think that's all the business.' The second scene

fades... The Politician retreats under the umbrella of Tusitala who now

re-enters as the Tame CelebritY-
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STAGE SIX

Sect'ion D 'Pi pes and tJhi stl es'

Shakespeare in As You Like It (in the same speech which serves as

the armature for this study), has Jacques speak of'his big, manly voice

turning again towards childish treble, pipes and whistles in his

sound.'l But if anything, Stevensonrs 'voice' grew Stronger. From thiS

time on was 'no more the melancholy Jacques seeking the lost Forest of

Arden, as Saposnik put it. He had a forest of his own at the back door-

Terence said, 'HOmo sum; humani nil a me alienum puto' and everything

was possible for Stevenson now. He was human certainly, and humane to a

fault. 0f which he had many as he freely admitted in this word-picture:

'Exceedingly lean, rather ruddy, black _eyes'_ crows-footed,
beginning-t6 be grizzled, general appearance of a blasted boy - or
bl ighted- youth.-.. Past -eccentrii... present industrious and

fatilously iontented... Really knows a great dea]... but you could
talk a wLek to h'im and nevef guess 'it.:. Name in family, The Tame

Celebrity. Cigarettes without intermission except wh_en- c.ough'ing or
kissing.- Hope-1ess1y entangled in apron-stri_ngs. Drinks plenty.
Curses- some. 

' 
Temper unstable. Manners purp_le in an. emergency.::

Has been an invaiid for years, but can boldly claim-you.c?9't
telI... Given to explaining the Universe - Scotch, sir, Scotch.'-

He was only forty-three but he had done so many things already and

been to so many places and had faced death so often that nothing was

impossible to him at this stage - except any surety about his day-to-day

health, a state necessary for his ambitious work rate.:

'Why the work I've been doing during the last twelve months, in one

continuous spate, mostly with annoying interrupt_'ions' u.L9 without
any collapse'to mention, would be incredulous in Norway.'*

However, he well knew the dangers of his own ambivalence. He was -

'rra particularly brave boy" (who) ptunged into adventures and
experiments... but it was different indeed when I wasJet girt with
ttrE piiceless robes of inexperience; then the fear (of life) was

exquisite and infinite. nna so when you see all these little
Ibiens, who seem at once so dry and so excitable, and faint in
swathes over a play (l suppose for a wager) that would seem to me

merely tedious, sfile behind your hand, and remember the little
dears-are all in a blue f4nk... But never get desperate. Human

nature is human nature...'-

* An allusion to the birthplace of playwright Henrik Ibsen (1828-1906).
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What is also remarkable about Stevenson in Samoa was how he kept in

touch with the theatrical scene given that he t{as supposed to have

eschewed the drarna completely. Yet as early as October l89l' he had

writtentoBurlingame,hiseditorat@askinghimtosendin
the next'book-box,all the plays of Pinero - and to send any others as

they come out. This was hardly the request of a man disenchanted with

the drama- He had also written to Henry James (in Decenrber I89l):

'I was delighted to hear of the success of. yoyf piece. (Guy

Oomviite). As you know, I am a damn failure (on the stage) Eiid
mTg'h, Trave dined- with the dinner club that Daudet and those part'ies
frdquented.'*

And as late as ?7 March 1894 he would be writing to l/illiam Archer

thank'inghimforsend'ingacopyofhis(Archer's)Theatricalt'lorld'so
it can be seen, that even ]2,000 miles away'in the Pacific, he was very

much up with the play. He could afford to be. At all times he had a

swarming household attending his every need, hanging on his every word.

The charm was Still there to be uSed. Fortunately, Fanny was wise

enough to let him believe he was organising everyone when, in fact' he

himself was actually being adroitly nanaged.

The'ir relationship was almost symbiotic in its closeness. There

was only one part for him to play here, the willing subject of her care.

He tried to be patient because he recognised that -

'She runs the show. Infinitely l'ittle, extraordinary wig of grey
curls, handsome waxen face like Napoleon'S, insane black eyes'
boy's hands, tiny bare fare, a c'igarette, wild blue native dress'
usually spotted with garden mould. in company manners present the
appearance of a litti-e timid and precise old maid of the days of
pi.unes and pgisms - you |ook for the reticule. HelIish energy
i-elieved by'fortnighti of entire hibernation. Can make anything
from a houie to a iow, all fine and large of their kind. Doctors
everything... cannot be doctored herself... a violent fiend, a

brimitone enemy. . . e'itheq 'loathed or sl avi shly adored. . . dreams

dreams and sees visions.'"
They had come a long way together since 1878 but the fact was that he

was now, in a sense, free of her. It was never expected that he should

ever become healthy. She felt ieft out. Her 'life-role had been

undermined by this uni'lateral upsurge of her husband's whom she had

maried as a stick and who now promised to become a virtual fir tree.

She experienced a violent emotional reaction, which, given her age and

temperament, often made her a d'ifficult companion in the Samoan years.

As he had waxed under the sun, she had waned.



The husband had become a more difficu'lt part for him to play' but

she was still 'trusty, dusky, vivid, true, with eyes of gold and branble

hue' but though she might not 'bloom like a tiger lily in the snowdrift

of the bed'as once she did and even lf he had little time now 'to make

her brooches or toys for her delight', she was still his wife. His view

had been that to marry was to domesticate the recording angel, and that

what had been begun in love luas merely endured by habit. Fanny

r€treated into even more hectic housekeeping and thorough gardening'

She too recognised that their marriage was iust like their life, more a

field of battle than a bed of roses, chequered daily by disputes'

Marriage, according to Stevenson, might only be a kind of fpiendship

recognised by the police but he knew that it had also saved his life'

'Mine was a sort of marriage in extremis, but if I am what I an it
is thanks to the care of tfiat ladyowho married me when I vlas a mere

complication of cough and bone-..'-
However, in an earlier letter to Hen'ley he had put it another way:

'I got my little finger into a steam press called the Vll{g.rglfter
tFui.nti"and my whol6 body and soul 9ia to go through efEfTfT
came out as limp as a lady's novel."
He had always said that his marriage was the best thing he had ever

done and the longer it went on the more he seemed to protest this fact

but there was no doubt he had also learned that -

'The body is a house of many windows; ther we all sit, 
-showing

ourselvei and crying on the pissers-by to come and love us But this
fellor{ has filled his windows witn opaqe glass, elegantly
coloured.' His house may be admired for its desi.gn, the crowd may

p.uie before the stained-windows, but meanwhi'le the. poor-propr[etor
inust lie languishing within, uncomforted, unchangeably alone.'"

As always, he fell back on that great sustainer - work'

The words poured out of him - 700,000 of them. This was due to Belle,

who had now come to live at Va'ilima with her son, Austin. Stevenson had

been increasingly troubled by what he called his 'scrivener's palsy'

(cramp in his right hand) and had even resorted to writing with his

left, but a solution was right at hand, so to speak. Belle could take

dictation. There was an element of serendipity in this as he found he

could work even faster. 0r rather, the work seemed to go faSter as he

could merely decribe the 'pictures in his mind' so the BeIIe could set

them down. His handwriting had never been his strongest point as anyone

who has read some of the original letters in manuscript can testify.



Belle's hand was as clear as the pictures in his head.

'He had hardly more than a line or two of notes to keep him on

track; but he never falters for a word, giylng me sentences with
cufitit ietters and all the stops, is. eis'ily-and-as steadily. as

thbugh he were reading from an uhseen book. He-walts yp and down

the ioom as I write and his voice i5 so beautiful and the story so

interesting that I forget to rest.'"
He himself seemed to enjoy the 'performance' it required. He dictated

with great earnestness but at the sane time he appeared to enjoy playing

out the characters as he did so. The writer had given the histrion a

real part to play at last and both were at ease with each other.

,I really think this dictation is an art I can acquire... The relief
from actirally hav'ing to write it out is beyond description. It's
just l.ike t schooi treat... I'm a lucNy man to have such an

amanuensis. She bears up extraordinar'. "-
His work had never arrived on the page w'ith such ease and assurance

from that great 'somewhere else' of his imagination and it arrived,

made-up and ready to enter, as the actors would have it.
As an lgth-century American critic put it -

'His characters were brought on and offrthe stage with a precise
adiustment to the story's develoPment. "'

Significantly, St Ives and l,leir of Hermiston were largely dictated.

More and more, he'liked to speak his text aloud, to act it out.

Doggedly and relentless'ly, yet with an unconstrained enthusiasm and

exC'itement, the pages were covered. As his 'performance' improved so

did the qual'ity of his daily output. He was confortable in his

environment now. He saw the resemb'lance between the Samoan way and the

Scottish clan sytem, based as both were on the family. He acconmodated

easily to his role as a chief because he was a natural clan chief

himself. This was his one of his most effective roles because it was

genuinely felt, totally understood and exactly within his range.

In other words, he was well-cast.
cicero, in his De Officiis (l.xx.), states -

HE

An

'Some of them too, lived in the country, and found their pleasures
in the management of their private estates. Such men have had the
same aims is kings - to suffer no want, to be subject to no

authority, to enioy thqir liberty, that is, in its essence' to live
just as they please. "'

m'ight have been speaking of R.L.S. - gentleman landowner and author.

author who now calIed himself Tusitala.



Stevenson was introduced to the Samoans, and to the world, by this

name through one of his own stories' The Bottle Imp, which was

translated into the Samoan Ianguage by a local nissionary, the Rev

J.E.Newall, and printed in the mission newspaper as 0 Le Fagu Aitu' Mr

Newall remembers Stevenson's reading the story aloud to him -

'I never had such an enterta'ining hour in my life,'he said.

Harry Jay Moors confirms Stevenson's reading skill:
,I doubt if he was surpassed by Dickens in the success with.llich
he could tell-a jtory by word o? mouth as well as by his pen'"-

It could be said then that Tusitala began as a public recitalist.

Even the The Bottle Imp has a theatrical provenance. The idea came from

a play by Richard Blinsley Peake, although Fanny Stevenson always

considered that the playwright was the equally prolific Fitzball

mentioned by Pinero. This version was made popular as a melodrama by

the actor 0. Smith, who played the leading part. Stevenson acquired the

piece as part of the papers left to him by his Bournemouth neighbour'

sir Percy Shelley, who collected such dramatic absurdit'ies for his

amateur theatricals.
When the story was first pub]ished in the Black and White magazine,

?4 March and 4 April 1891, the subtitle was - A Cue From An 0ld

Melodrama. What gave the tale a further irony in Samoa, given the

trouble stevenson was in with the German authorities at the time' v.as

that it was thought that he had lifted the entire plot from an old

German fo]k-tale. All the German Stevenson ever knew, he had learned

from reading the works of Burns in translation
,Mein hertz ist im Hochland, mein hert ist nicht hier...'
But that had been almost twenty years before- He had now exchanged the

northern European street-lanps for stars, telegraph poles for forest

trees and Apia for his beloved Edinburgh. The total evacuation from

hemisphere to hemisphere had been accomplished and he now had his

now-completed Vai'lima to show for it:

'My house is a great p'lace; !e haye a. hall 50 feet long.with a

giiat redwood stiir asiending from it, where we dine in state - on

iish usualii; ii"";". lucki; mylelf usually dressed_,i-n,u singlet
and a pair bi trousers - atllndid by servants in their lavalavas'
-a kind of iiti, ilso with flowers-and leaves in their hair, or
powdere{rwith lime. The Europeans who come think it is a kind of
dream. ' 

tt

It was. And it was his.
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One European, obviously enchanted' u,as one gushing Iady:

,Here we are at Vailima, and the master himself is looking out from
that charming balcony in his mother's roon in that parl of the
villa latest-built. He returns the shout of greeting with which

Mrs Strong and Mr 0sbourne announced (our) approach. ..fiis is no
,intervi.*, Uut i trienaty call... You are so6n under the spell of
his fascinating earnestneis and clear-cut sincerity of thought and

ipeech... you ieel that he stands revealed before you as a man of
*iae and g.n.rour sympath'ies, ald you- shall fuy to.yourself...
,,This ma{r.-is fighting'a good 

-fight,.. in a world of diguises and

shams.rr lc

But the man in question had meantime fled inside to his mother's room-

Shams and disgu'ises were things

Perhaps because she was an

Stevenson knew only too well.
actress, Stevenson was much more relaxed

with another of his lady visitors, Marie Fraser. She was also a very

attractiVe woman, and for her, StevensOn reverted to hiS 'great writer'

rnode. The result was a copiously illustrated article for the English

Illustrated Magazine from the following is an extract:

,Opening a glass door, my host ushered me into the library' -a
aeiiglltiul r-oom full of cu-rios, pictures, arms and books. Not only
were-the walls lined with welllstocked shelves, but all the chairs
and tables were covered with books, and piles were lying everimhere
on the floor. Mr Stevenson explained the disorder by saying:
"Things are more easily found when they trq left lying about."
Mr Stevenson's own rooin, a barely-furnished apartment where he does

most of his writing. "i can't wiite in the library,u cont'inues the
novelist, ,,it's ait so suitable for the li,terary Tglt -.it PYt:
eve"y idea out of my head. I 'like a little den like th'is with
nothing in it to distract me.,. I have lived in every sort 9f place
and find that a mat on the ground is as conrfortable as anythilg' as

iong ui we have our own Uraia of tobacco - we are slaves to that;
we 'have- allowed Three castles to insinuate itself into our
lives.'lo

Stevenson, the smoker, is someone not always in the public's image of

him, yet the full-length done by John Singer Sargent (1855-.|925) in 1885

was not afraid to show himo c'igarette in hand, as did the bronze

mdallion executed by Augustus St. Gaudens in 1888.

Fanny thought this the best Iikeness. R.L.S. would only corment:

'The pictures they publish of me vary considerably.:: from the most

God-l i ke to ttre irimi nal . . . from thb 'man wi th 1r9bl e beari ng' to
the "bloated boy"... I don't mind what they say. "'

This is hardly the man, who, in Henley's opinion, could never pass a

mirror. But with the press, as many have found since, if in the

beginning is the word, it is likely to be a nisquote.
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He had always believed there are always 'high and brave and amusing

lives to be lived' and he knew too that 'a change of k€y, however

exotic, does not exclude melody'. As has been mentioned, Stevenson

loved music and the making of it but he was essentially a writer of note

who was always first a man of his own words. His scenarios were always

personal. He saw himself clearly in every situation he devised:

'To confess plainly... I can still, looking back, see myself. !n
many favourite attitudes; signalling for a boat from my p'irate ship
with a pocket handkerchief, I at the jetty end, and one or two of
my bold blades keeping the crowd at bay; or else turning in the
saddle to look back 

-at my whole conmand ( some five thousand
strong) following me at the hand-gallop up the road out of the
burning valley..- Et point du tout. I am a poor scribe... and have
recently dined on veal... with neither health nor vice for anything
more spirited than procrast'inationrowhich I may well call the
Consol ation Stakes of tji ckedness. . . ' '-

This was the true voice of the frustrated hero, the stuff that his own

romantic heroes were nade of. He was in fact a romantic hero himself as

Lady Jersey observed. But when the romantic opportunity offered itself
for adventure in the wider sense, (as for instance with the same Lady

Jersey during the recent troubles on the island), the Stevenson good

sense outweighed the Balfour elan.

As his celebrity increased so did the stream of visitors, many of
them, like Marie Fraser, beautiful women from Europe. Fanny gave them

all short shrift. Nonetheless, it was to Fanny, he would dedicate his

last great work, Weir of Hermiston -
'Take thou the writing, thiif it is... '19

The truth might b8, however, that as far as their maffiage was

concerned, the writing was on the wall as much as on the page. They had

changed roles. Fanny had now become the patient, h€, the nurse. This

gruff, grizzled little American, so long the tender was now the tended.

She had been wife, mother, nurse, protector, sister, travel conpanion

and colleague to him. It was a lot to ask of any one woman even the

'unique woman in the world' who was his wife. He had asked much of her

and she had answered with all of herself. In 'running the show'she had

run herself into the ground. It was as if she knew the end was near.

Untypically, she kept her fears to herself.
For him, as the final scene approached, Tusitala would now give place

more and more to the Zany Scot.
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SIAGE SIX

Section E 'Last scene of all'

The old saw says that there never came a fool out of Scotland but

the Hermit of Vailima knew he did not have all the answers.

'As I go on in life, day by day, I -become 
more of a bewildered

child;'I cutnot get usea-to-thii world, to procreation, heredity'
to siitrt, to t..r-ing; the conrmonest things are a burden. Th9 prim,
oblit6raied, potitd- tace of life, ana the broad, bawdy . and

oigiastic -'ot't.enadicr- foundat'ioni, form a spectacle to which no

habit reconci les me... ' '

F'leeming Jenkin had once remarked that 'llle are not here to be happy

- but to be good.' Steyenson, in recording the statement, amended it
slightly, but tellingly, by saying 'hle are not here to be happy but to

IRY to be good.'2 It must be said then that at the time now under

review, 1894, at the onset of his final year of living, Robert Louis

Stevenson was as happy as he had ever been. He wrote to H.B. Baildon:

'Yes, if I could die just now, or say in half a ye.ar, I. should have

had i spiendid time of it oh the whole. But it gets little
stale, ana my work will begin to senesce; and par-t'ies to.shy bricks
at mei and iow it begins 

-to look as if I should survive to see

myself impotent and fo-rgotten. It's,q pi_tY suicide is not thought
tire tickei in the best circles... All bt wtrtch goes to show that
nobody'is quite sane in ju{ging himself--.
tr|ell, the gods know best.'-

Their first decree was that he should die in less than a year but they

had also determined he be born in Scotland-

'I do not even know that I desire to live there; but let me hear,
in some far land, a kindred voice s'ing out, '0 why left I rny hame?

and it seem at once as if no beauty under therkind heavens...
can repay me for my absence from my country.'*

It has been said that the one thing NOT to be learned in Scotland is the

way to be happy but Stevenson insisted that -

'The happiest lot on earth is to be born a Scotchman. You must pay
for it iir so many ways, as for all other advantages on earth. You

have to learn ltre paraphrases and the shorter catechism- You

generally take to drink.' Your youth' a_s far as I can make out, is
i tim" oif loua war against society, of rnore outcry and_ tears and

turrnoil than if you frad been born-for instance, in England. But
somehow life is iarmer and closer; the hearth burns more redly;
the lights of home shine softer in the rainy street;.the.Yery,games
enshriied in verse and music cling nearer round our hearts...



Professor George Gordon remarked in his study of fanous writers'

that Stevenson,s written English had'all the niceties of a foreigner'.

This is a nicety which Stevenson might have debated but it must be borne

in mind that professor Gordon boasted the same 'daft Gordon blood'.

Stevenson also tells of one Robert Hunter, sometime Sheriff of Dumbarton

and Conmissioner of Lighthouses, but now 'all fallen away and fallen

in' who, Stevenson recounts,

'cautioned me, with entire gravity, to be punctilious in writing
engtlstr; never to forget thai I wai a Scotchman, that Engli.sh was a

foieign'tongue,-lnd t"hat if I attempted thg col-loquial, I should

ce"tuinly # shamed; the remark lqi apposite, I suppose, in the
days of bavid Hume... He had the old, sdrious love of the.play; had

evln, as he was proud to tell, played a certain pq]t--in the history
of Shafespeaiiari revivals, ior he had successfully -pressed on

Murray, of the old Edinburgh Theatre, the idea- of producing
Shakeipeare's fai ry p'ieces wittr gleat sceni c. -di 

sp.l ay. .... l'le were

both Roberts, and is'we took our -places at table, he.addressed ne

wi th a twi nkl e: ,,We are iuli wnat"yoJ 
-*outa iif-f two bob. " 'o

And as dinner table guests, cheap at the price one would think.

This, his sixth d9€, found Robert Louis Stevenson at his most

assured. His was entirely the expression of a man who knew exactly who

he was - a Scotsman. it was as if, suddenly sensing his end was near'

he had returned to his beginnings. The sailor had given way to the

patriarch who had then become the reluctant pofitician who in turn gave

way to the celebrity who at the last yielded to the scot from Edinburgh.

It was hard to 
.believe 

how far he had come.

,It is a singular thing that I should live in the South Seas under

conditions s6 striking-yet rqy imagination continuallV inhabits that
old, cold huddle of grey hills from which we come"'

He could always see the Pentland Hills, and the Larmermuirs, and further

still that Border country where his Elliot ancestors had 'shaken a spear

in the debatable lands', and old ballads had recorded the tragic deeds

of fighting men, and the women who loved them, and whom they 'loved, all

those years ago. He had come so far, yet the sights and sounds of his

youth st.ill pursued him. He would always think of Edinburgh as home and

yet he knew he would never see that 'venerable city' aga'in. The word

waS out, the doom was written, and as he said - 'I bow my head to my

destiny.' He began to look deeper into himself as if trying to untangle

all the strands that tied h'im now to Samoa yet st'ill to Scotland and to

finally understand who he was under all the 'shams and disguises''
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,Though now past forty, I have dwelt in delicious vagueness since
boyho6d. Itts the Ueit way to get through. the green-sickness of
maiurity. The individual is nev-er altogether quit o.f hit youth'
even when he is already old and full of honours. l{e advance in
years somewhat in the manner of an invading .a_lmY: The age we

reach, w€ hold but as an outpost; we still keep gpeq our
conmunications with the rear, ariA the first beginnings of our
march. There is our true base, not only the beginning but the
perennial spring of all our faculties, where familiar things become

the shadow-'strap6s of memory, and we can return,.ltpon occasions' to
the still enchanted forests of our childhood.-.'-

His was a Scottish childhood and he unashamedly reached back into it-

'From the dim she'iling and the misty island,
Mountains divide us and a waste of seas,
Yet still our hearts are true, our heartl are Highland
And we, in dreams, behold the Hebrides.' q

And, Highland or Lowland, all our hearts are Scottish.-
Even if he does come from Edinburgh. But it was not the Edinburgh of

which he had written before. This was almost a Blake-like ideal, the

mystical city of his imagination seen through the heat-haze of the South

Pacific but it is an assured writer who is speaking:

'I was born within the bounds of an earthly city illustrious for
her beauty, her tragic and p'icturesque associations, and for the
credit of-some of her brave sons. Writing as I do in a strange
quarter of the world and a'late day of my age, I can sti.ll behold
dhe profile of her towers and chimneys and the long.trail of her
smoki against the sunset; I can still-hear those strains of martial
music t[at she goes to bed with, ending each day Jik_e the act of an

opera... It is- the beautiful that I thus actively recall; the
airgust airs of the castle on its rock, nocturnal passages-of lights
ani trees, the sudden song of a blackbird in a suburban lane, rosy
and dusky winter sunsets, tne uninhabited splendours of the early
dawn, th-e building up of the city on a misty day, house above

house, spire abov6 spire, until it was received into a sky of
softly giowing clouds'and seemed to pass on anq upward'- by fresh
grades iqfl r'iies, city beyond c'ity, a new Jerusalem, bodi'ly scaling
heaven.t'"

t,Jhile recognis'ing the nostalgic base for such expatriate writing, it
must be seen nevertheless that there is a quality here that 'bodily
scales'the merely sentimental even though at other times he can be as

chauvinistic as the rest, as the following will show:

,r The l'ine should read - 'Yet still the blood is strong, the heart is
Highland'. The poem is called Canadian Boat Song' ostensi_bly a

trinslationfromtheGaelicandsun@oatmen.Itwas
printed in Blackwood's (1829) - and var-iously attributed to
'Christopher NoFtffiJElockhart and John Galt.



'Yes, I am a Scotchman. Touch me and you will find a thistle' I am

a Briton,.nd hut. my being in tie greatness of our national
achievernent - but I oft6n feel-unable to c-ontinue with this horseplay
we call human- life, and I yearn for the gre-at solitude of
four-and-twenii mouniain hours. gut am I to. forget thq long
noipiiiftti of beautiful France, and has not America done me favours
io Lotpouni my gratitude? No, they are a.ll .qV rglqtives!, l{herever
ii i;;'; p$e -aoesn't exist in orlr imag'inatibn ti'll we have moved

el sewhere.' ' '

There is no doubt that Scotland, for all its faults and drawbacks, and

hard, unflattering history, had a constant place in his heart:

'Be it granted to me to behold you again on dying - hills of home...'

But if his ghost walks at all it is more probable that it does so down

Lothian Road on a wet, windy night than under any Samoan stars' or on a

dowie Sabbath morning after the kirk at Swanston rather than by a white

Pacific beach. He wrote as much to the Rev-S.R.Crockett:

'Do you know where the
there and say a prayEg
don't appear to you?' ''

It was to the same correspondent in'1888 that he added a pointed rebuke:

'Don't put 'N.8.' on your
it... The name of my n1{'ive
be the name of yours.r '-

0n his 44th birthday. November 13,1894, carriages came up the new

,Road of the Loving Heart'to the house to bring forty-four couples from

Apia to attend the first Vailima ball. 'The Beach' and everyone who

thought they were anyone in Samoan society was there - friends and

former enemies all - to pay respect to Stevenson, the lord of the manor,

at home to his guests, the complete host in wh'ite dress shirt, new black

trousers and black pumps. He was a changed man - literally'

'I am now very dandy; I announced two ye_ars igo that I should
change. Sloveily yotittr, a'll right - nqt slovenly age. . 

So really
now i'm pretty slruce; ilways a wtrite.rsJrirt, white neck-tie, fresh
shave, silk socks - 0, a great sight!'"

An earlier letter to Henry James had a less laundered view:

'It is Iikely however, by my judgement, that this_ gqoch of. gaiety
in Samoa wili soon cease; ind the fierce white light of history
will beat no longer on Yours Sincerely and h'is fellows here on the
beach... For say'what you please it has been a deeply interesting
time... And anxious friends beg me to stay at home and study human

.nature in Bromptom drawing-roo;gs! Farceurs! And anyway you know

that such i s ndt my tal ent-. . . ' 't

road crosses the burn at Glencorse? Go

for me... shut your eyes... and see if I

paper; put Scotland and be done with
jand is not-ffiFfh'Tritain whatever may
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Stevenson was 'putting on a show'. At his birthday ball he danced

till two in the morning, the music from the band of 'HlrlS Katoomba' being

so good, and he was on his toes till the last. Not for the first time

he confounded guests and farn'ily alike by his energy and zest. It was if
he had been told he was to live forever. He had been waiting for death

so long that it had become to him, one of life's companionS - another

partner in the dance, and he linked arms as naturally with it as he did

with Fanny or Belle or any of the Apia wives. He had been expecting

death almost daily since he was seven, but when it did come' it came as

a surprise - like a bolt frorn the blue Pacific sky.

It might have been according to the script he had written for

himself. Like the soldier he had always wanted to be, he wished to die

in action, so to speak, to die with his boots on and not in a bed as he

had dreaded. As a boy, he had held a home-made sword, as a youth' a

pen, as a man, a cigarette and now, in the early evening of December 3'

1894, he was standing beside Fanny hold'ing a bottle of vinegar.

He had had a good morni ng wi th Bel I e on Chapter 9 of l'lei r of

Hermiston, dictating it to her on to the new Calligraph'ic typewriter in

the now-finished library. At lunch, Lloyd had returned from Apia with

the mail and Louis took his usual pile to his room' He was in high

spirits as he went. Letters were f ife-blood to him. l.lho would it be

this time - Colvin, Gosse, Lang, James - the beloved London circle - or

1r1ill Low, the painter - or fellow-writers like Meredith, Barrie, Conrad,

Conan Doyle? It could be any one or al1 of them - or neither and the

entire correspondence could be nothing more than dreary business matters

and invoices - publishers and tradesmen, printers and suppliers, lawyers

and the like. The thing was to get letters - from critics, from

admirers, from very distant acquaintances - but letters nonetheless.

This was the R.L.S. the whole world knew, the celebrity figure in
absentia, the romantic writer in exile, the mystic on the mountain-top'

his fame acknowledged by the vast amount of letters he received by the

regular steamer. Sadly, there would be nothing from Henley - poor'

jaunty, crippled, irrepressible Henley, whom Fanny would never forgive

and Stevenson could not forget. Only two days before, he had written

what was to prove his last letter. It was to Edmund Gosse in answer to

that gentleman's dedication of his book of poems'- 'To Tusitala'.

Stevenson had been much touched and rep'lied at once.



Perhaps it is only hindsight that gives some of the phrases an

eerie prenonition in keeping with Fanny's declared uneasiness throughout
the final, fateful day. She was very quiet and said she was worried
about something but then Fanny was always woried about something.

Stevenson had said in the letter to Gosse:

'I was not born for age... Come to think of it, Gosse, I believe
the main distinction (between us) is that you have a family growing
up around you, and I an a childless, rather bitter, very
clear-eyed, blighted youth. I have, in fact, lost the path that
makes it easy and natural for you to descend the hill. I am goipg
at it straight and where I have to go down it is a precipice..."'

The letter was signed - 'The Vanished Tusitala'.

Now he tras standing at the sideboard happily discussing an idea he

had for a new salad dressing with Fanny who was still unusually quiet.
He was trying to cheer her up, telling her all about the new contracts
and the offer he had received to lecture in the United States, when

suddenly he slumped to hiS knees with both hands to his head - and went

into the coma from which he never recovered...
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III IGITIRINI R.L.S-

Robert Louis Stevenson (.|850-94), essayist, novelist' dramatist'

opt'imist and fatalist, was dead. He waS now ready to become the legend

known as 'RLS of the South Seas', the focus of a romantic cult which was

to harm his status as a serious writer as much it obscured the seriouS

and brave man who was its source. A signal was flashed to Auckland and

a telegraph from there stunned London. Robert Louis Stevenson dead?

At first, no one believed it.
,You believe in unbelief; don't, it's not worthwhile. The world
has been going on long enough for us to know we are wr_0n9.,.'
Something is rieant by lveryttitng. Everything is true-'- only tfe
opposite;7is true too; You mult believe both equally or be

damned.'"
in this apparent paradox is the kernel of his theatricality' the

essential contradiction inherent in accepting the artistic lie as truth.
It was also at the centre of his own ambivalent dimension. Playfully,

but meaningfully, he s'igned himself -

'Andrew Crossmyloof-Gal I io-Juliqs Ceasar-Archbishop Sharpe-My Uncle
Toby and The Man in the Moon. ""
He always knevr exactly who he was but he knew too the parts he had

to play in the charade that he recognised as life as he had lived it.
Now that life had been taken from him he was free now to become the

legend to be known as R.L.S. In some degree, he would play an even

greater part'in his own story by the fact that he was off-stage. His

early death in exile in exotic Samoa was just to the taste of the late
Victorians. They had another dead hero to romanticise. As Gosse

indicated, not since Byron died in Greece had there been such public

I amenti ng.

The servants watched all night by the body, singing Catholic hymns,

an irony he would have been the first to appreciate. In a typically
Scottish protestant household it was Stevensonian at the least to have

most of the servants Catholics. At dawn, the same chiefs who had so

recently made the 'Road of the Loving Heartt 16p S€t to work, without

any orders or request from anyone, to clear a path from the house to the

top of the Mount Vaea where they knew that their Tusitala had wanted to

be buried. By noon it was finished. Shortly after one o'clock, the

Reverend l{.E.Clarke of the London Misionary Society, the same clergyman



who thought that Stevenson was the leader of a New Zealand theatrical

troupe, said the final prayers over the body. The corpse vrore a fine

white shirt (with the Thistle Club pin attached) black trousers and his

best shoes. He had always liked good shoes on his feet, or better still
boots - tie-up riding boots, as befitted a man who saw himself a

soldier. Taallolo, the cook, with much kissing of Tusitala's hands,

folded them across the chest and then what remained of Robert Louis

Stevenson was covered in a red ensign from the Casco' and carried up to

the top of Mount Vaea. Several hard hours later, the body was placed in

the level grave, freshly dug in a clearing on the summit under a plain

slab of stone as befitted a chief. At the approach of night' they left
him there under the wide and starry sky.

He had already written his own requiem in a letter to Colvin

fourteen years before frorn San Francisco:

'When I die of consumption...you can put upon my tomb:-
RQBERT LQUIS STEVENSQN born 

.|850, of a family of engineers'
died ....'Nitor aquis'
Home is the sailor, home from sea,
And the hunter home from the hi I I -

(I may write it better some day...)'

'Under the wide and starry sky,
Dig the grave and 1et me lie
Glad did I live and g'ladlY die
And I laid me down with a will.
Here may the winds about me blow;
Here the clouds may come and go;
Here shall be rest for evermo,
And the heart for aye shall be still.
This be the verse you grave for me,
Here he lies where he longs to be
Home is the sailor, home from sea, ro
And the hunter home from the hill."-

'Here lies one who meant well, tried a little, failed much. 2n
Surely that may be h'is epitaph, of which he need not be ashamed.'--

But perhaps one even more fitt'ing would be his reply to lrlilliam Archer

when he queried Stevenson's attitude of suppress'io veri to the sheer

boredom of existence - 'I was never bored in myii-FTIl_
,You, who pass th'is grave, put aside hatred;_ love kindness,; be all
services rbmembered in your'heart and all offences pardoned; and as

you go down again among the living, let th-is be your question; gan

i ma[e someon6 happier-this day bbfore I lie down -t_o.sleep? Thus

the dead manrospealis to you from the dust; you will hear no more

from him. ..'t'



Jenni Calder writes:
,The literary world, the reading public in_ -. general, and

particularly -his close friends, feTt his loss like the sudden

binnntng of- a light. "This ghastly extinction of the beloved
R.L.S.ii as Henry-James put it... It was not olly th9 loss of an

inspiring writei that was mourned. It was the loss of a sparkling
and'sympithetic personality, a man of,wit, of kindness, of warmth

and hilmbur, who made an 'impact, usually favourable on everyone-he
met... Edmund Gosse spokti of him as - "the most entrancing
oersonality he had come across." And E.F.Benson'.. described how

he (n.l.S.j - "cast over his friends a glamour which they confessed
entirely dazzled them... part of the dazzle arose from the
brillia-nce of his conversatibn. He loved to talk, and as he talked
he would move about the room, gestuping expressively' smok'ing

almost continuously, fluid and restless. " Andr.P.G.Hanrnerton
wrote... "There was a positive radiance about him."'--

t|las it the last flare of the spotlight - or the first lustre of a halo?

lrlas the theatrical Stevenson about to become the ethereal R.L.S.?

Twenty years before he had foreseen in Aes Triplex his own ideal exit:

'In the hot fit of life, a-tiptoe on the highest point of being,_he
passes at a bound on to the other side. The no'ise of the mallet
bnd chisel is scarcely quenched, the trumpets are hardly d9!.
blowjng, when, traii'ing with him clouds of .glory' this
happy-iiarred, full-bloodied spirit shoots into the spiritual
land. t'-

Among the papers found after his death, were eleven pages comprising Act

One, Scenes One to Four of an untitled play -

'A young Englishman who was sent by his rich uncle to find and

bring Uatt to England a girl whom the uncle had adopted many years
before. .. '

Roger Swearingen considers this to be the dramatic treatment of a story

The Sleeper Awakened which dated from June 1893 - only two months before

his refusal to write a play for Irving. Swearingen also notes that the

scrap may be part of a scenario entitled Less Than Kith And More Than

Kind which was really Fanny's work although it conta'ined two preliminary

pages by Stevenson, It may of course also be the fragment of a dranatic

piece for home performance at Vailima referred to by Balfour. l'Iho

knows? What is intriguing is that it offers proof that the theatre form

continued to tantalise Stevenson right up to the last year of his life-
Had he lived he might even have written the stage play that was

unquestionably in him. But that is to speculate. l.lhat is undeniable is

that the multi-coloured Skelt left a stain in him that was indelible.
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'So I might go on for ever, through my abortive novels, and down to
my-later-plafs, of whictr i tnink-more tenderly-, for th-eV were not
o-nty .oncbivia'at first under the brac^ing influence of old Dumas

buf have met with resurrections, One, strangely bettered by

another hg4; care on the stage itself and was 
-played by bodlly

actors... t'
In his final letter to Mrs Albert Sitwell, in April 1894, Stevenson had

enclosed a photograph of himself with the following note:

'A portait of Tusitala. He is a.strange person; not So lean, say

eip'erti, but infin'itely battered; mighty active agqil,0r the
wnbte... Quite a po'litiial personage - God save the mark!
But at heart very conscious of the inevitable flat failure that
awaits everyone..l Uut not6a hope of my dying soon and cleanly and

wi nni ng off the stage. . . ''-
This letter continues:

,I was meant to die young... This is very like an.epitaph, bal
handwriting, which i-s anltnlng but monumental, and I daresay I
better stop.'

After h'is death, it tlras found that the actual burial site was the

property of the British vice-consul, Mr Thomas Trood. He imnediately

donated the sect'ion to the vailima estate in return for some memento of

Stevenson. Fanny gave him a portrait of the author inscribed on the

back in her handwriting:

'To T.Trood Esq, whose kindnesgrwill never be forgotten
by Fanny V. de G. Stevenson.'-'

A further flutter was caused by the error discovered on the plinth of

Stevenson's tomb. l,lhere Stevenson had written in his Requiem -
'Home is the sailor, home from sea'was now chiselled out as:

'Home is the sailor, home from THE sea'.

Nobody noticed 'it until sixty year Iater.
Stevensonrs ot'tn wishes for his tomb were quite explicit:

the
had

'0n my tomb, if I ever have one'
inscrfbed - 'He clung to his Paddle'

Jack London (1875-1915)' accompanied by

pilgrimage in 1907:

.ZE 
mean to get these words

his wife, made his own R.L.S.

,0n the 9th, they travelled three miles up the_ slo.pe. from Apia to
Stevenson's'Vailima. After examining the closed house through
every avai'lable window, they hiked to the writer's tomb at the
summit of the mountain. Jick turned to Charnian and said: "I
wouldn,t have _g9nu€,2yt of my way to visit the grave of any other
man in the world.
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Robert Louis Srcvenson's tomb on top of Mt' Vaea, as shown

modern Postege stamP of the Trusteeship of Western Samoa

ona



ho said govetnors-genelal were about as much

use in a democracy as t00m spray in a student

flat? Historical evidence has iust been advanced

to the contrary. The revelation comes in a letler

..t to the London lmesltom Sir Edward Fotd, who wtites: "Some

30 years ago, making lhe customary visit by governors'geneml of

lfew Zeafand to Westetn Samoa, Lod Cabhan

noticed an e1r0t in the wotds ftom 'Bequiem'

inscribed on the plinth of [Robett louisl

Stevenson's tomb and arlanged fot them to be

re-engrayed." That's incredible. Most people

think Slevenson wrote "Home is the sailor,

home from the sea/ And the huntet home

lrom the hill", and ceilainly it would have

saved heaps ol bothet if he had. In fact, lhe

line should be "home lrom sea", and pos'

terity has a governor-general to tfiank fot

pointing it out and removing a ghastly blot from

the cultutal landscape ol the South Pacific. Match

that, 0ame Cath.
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POSTSCRIPT

Vailima itself had a somewhat chequered history fron this time.
Gustav Kimst bought it from Fanny in 1898 and made some additions. It
was severely damaged in the war of 1899. The Gerrnan Governor, Dr Self
restored it in 1903 before the British annexed the property in 1914. It
was transferred to New Zealand jurisdiction in l9l8 and returned to the
Samoan people in 1952. Since then cyclones and huricanes have

deyastated the site but at the time of writing moves are in hand to
restore the house as a Robert Louis Stevenson Museum.

During 1994 the Stevenson Centenary will be marked by appropriate
happenings in every part of the Stevenson world - beginning in
Edinburgh, going on to Fontainbleau and Paris and across the United

States. Theatres, concert halls, galleries and museums all over the
world are exploring Stevenson connections and special radio, film and

television programmes are being projected in every language. What could
be more appropriate for a writer who considered himself a true man of
the world? As Dr John Kelman has observed:

'Stevenson has a Hebrew conscience and a Greek im4gination, a
Scottish sense of sin and a French delight in beauty.'""

lrlhat could be more international?
To conclude this stage, it must be mentioned that two playrw.ights

d'id emerge in the family - on the step side, as it were. The first, who

has already been ment'ionedr wds Austin Strong, Belle's son by Joe

Strong, and therefore Stevenson's grandson by marriage. After schooling

first by Margaret Stevenson at Vailima, then in New Zealand, Strong

returned with his mother and grandmother to California. He trained as a

landscape art'ist, having inherited the latter's green fingers, but he

then turned to playwriting. His first play rvas The Toymaker of
Nuremberg, and after the First Great War, it was followed by Three tlise
Fools and Seventh Heaven, the last-named being the most successful. It
was adapted as a film in 1927. Benjamin Glazer wrote the screenplay

which was directed by Frank Borzage for Fox Films and starred Janet

Gaynor and Charles Farrell. All except Farrell won Academy Awards for
their work on the film which was also nominated as best picture. It was

re-made in 1937 with an impressive cast directed by Henry King, but
despite the presence of James Stewart and Simone Simon, this adaptation
by Melville Baker did not have the success enjoyed by the originul.3l
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A BIRTIIDAY GREETING
By ROBERT LOU/S STEYENSO/V.

Vw following vorsss wero writtcn by the lsio n- Ir. SLevensoa for
(C| Auctin Sitons to recite bofore Mrs. Sievenson (aenior) on thev evoaing of hor birthilay, et Vdlimo, in 1890 or 1891. There

woro Drcrnnt, [o qstambled fimilv and Mr. Buzzctt Haggud, Lond
Cn'nrii*qione'r. 'Throueh the epur-tnsy of Strong, se are enabled to
publish lhe verees, whiih now rpperr-for the firsf time, and will, we
i* r*", be of great interost to all Stpveusonis.Ds io particullr, and
the lugo publicln goneral tbat devour " Kiclnapped " and " Tresauro
Islsnil."

8ds schollr of yout qolloge, I rppea,r
Pl€nipot€nti8l for the party bero
Aes€mbl€il; eleganbly to proseut
Their asluhltions cnd my courplimeoi"

Avhile ago, wben to your hancls I came,
I aipped on e,omrDas, stt-blod &t a D&me:
Broweod li&e tho abcep of some uBgeneroue bre€dor
On thrt leon pasture land-a chilil's Firet Becder.

Siace wlren, by you presented, eorly aad hto
I eit snil feart with all ihe good and greot;
Anil pros 35s fingou round, anil praiee my lot
\[iih Burna and tsyroo, Atliligon and Scott.

Since when, o ptectieeil knrght, feor lritl asiale,

Tbrough verbal Alpa nnfelfsiag- I ride;
With polyryllables prove a pasaed practitioner,
Anil n-eed noi bluaf b€foro a Lend Commiesioner.

For which gooil gifts they chose mc (cboosing right)'
To grace with epeech the ritual of tbe nigbt;
Deliver this rough vers€ with eaty mien,
lsil mrlts my bow before our Irady Deon.

Austin Strong



The second playwright with a Stevenson connection was Edward S'

Field, secretary to Fanny Stevenson after Louis's death. Although he

was even more her junior that Stevenson himself was to Fanny, there were

runours of a relationship between Field and Mrs Stevenson' After her

death (18 February l9l4) he maryied her daughter, Belle Strong, and soon

after began to win a name for himself as a writer of lightweight dramas

such aS Good Intentions, Twin Beds, The Rented Earl and the very

successful l,tedding Bells. This last was made into a motion picture and

Ied to the author's being invited to Hollywood to write for the

fast-developing'talkies' .

According to Edward Rice,32 Ned Field wrote the screenplay for

RK0'sl933fi1m,H@whichstarredKatherineHePburn'butthe
records credit the adaptation of Louisa May Alcott's novel to Sarah Y'

Mason and Victor Heerman, who each won Academy Awards for the result'

George Cukor was also nominated for his direction. The picture was

re-made in 1949 by MGM with June Allyson, and with the adaptation by

Sarah Y. t'1ason, this time with Andrew Holt, but once aga'in without the

original's success.

This tenuous connection with two modern playwrights is yet another

Stevensonian irony in his relation to theatre but it is an appropriate

note with which to introduce consideration of his work in adaptation for

the performing media.
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STAGE SEYEII
Adaptations

'lfhat was the best yesterday, is still the best
in this changed theatre of a tomrrou.'

Lay Morals
Chatto and lrlindus, 1915, pl2.



THE THEATRICAI R.L.S.
STAGE SEVEN

Section A 'Second Chi 1 di shness '

The Pinero lecture at Ed'inburgh did much to explain why the plays
failed but made little of the fact that Stevenson saw none of them

performed and not ti'll its conclusion did it acknowledge that this could
be the single most important factor in Stevenson's not being 'acclaimed
among the masters of the modern stage' . P1 ays have to be seen and not
read and i t al so hel ps when they have been wel I cast and produced on

stage wi th some ski 1 I . Wri ters who become p'l aywri ghts qu'ickly I earn

that whi le they may begin as the 'be al I ' in terms of original
creativity they are by no means the 'end all' jn the complicated process

that brings their page alive on the stage. This is why they accept that
their plays are only b'lueprints towards the finished design. They are
not the design itself. The evolut'ion of the play from an idea to a

theatrical concept and then to a realised product set before an audience
is an'involvedn multi-collaborative process that requires many hands if
light work is to be made of it.

Irving's organisation at the Lyceum, and to a lesser extent, Tree's
at Her l4ajesty's, is evidence of this. Each presented the public face
but was supported by a body of theatre craftsmen that saw the ideas
through every pract'ical stage from pre-production accounts to box-office
takings. Victorian theatre had become a business undertaking and had to
be run on business lines. The busker had long left the fairground, the
stroller travelled by steam train and the vagabond stnutted in silk top
hat and frock coat. Although their eye was still on the main chance,

this was viewed distant'ly, but no less acutely, through a monocle. The

search was always for writers, and the actor-managers would have seized
on Stevenson had he elected to remain in London. He would have learned
that the play is not finished once the manuscript leaves his hands. 0n

the contrary, it has only begun. The producer or director, the
designer, the Iighting and sound technicians, not to mention the actor
- and friends - have yet to contribute their parts and the finished
whole is no better than the sum of these parts. A play is a play only
when it is acted out before an audience.



Stevenson never Saw th'is. Had he been aware of it he would surely

have written accordingly. He would have g'iven the performers the

benefit of his best lines, let them develop his interesting character

detail and give the d'irector the full sweep of his good story invent'ion'

He woul d have I eft room f or i mprov'i sat'ion and al I owed the producer the

directorial stamp Tree had asked for in Beau Aust'in but was refused (by

Henley no doubt). As it is, it was only in Macaire (not discussed in

the Pinero lecture) that he began to add the stage directjon 'business'

in the dialogue. So it may be sa'id that he was learning' Had he gone

on doing so, he would have written a good Play, for he had grown into a

good time for theatre jn Britain and ought to have profited by the new

drama happening all around him.

Towards the end of the centuryo theatre waS rich'in talent of every

kind, a marked contrast to 'its paucity in mid-century and jts

superfi ci al i ty i n the pre-Vi ctori an decades . Thi s fi n-de-s'i ecl e weal th

included actors already mentioned like Irv'ing, Tree, Phelps, Bancroft,

added to which were now the emerging actor-managers like Sir John Hare

(1844-l g21), Sir charles wyndham (.t837-.|9'l ) and s'ir George Alexander

(1858-19.|8) who owned the theatres they ran and virtually owned the

company of men and women who serv'iced these theatres. Alexander at the

St James Theatre had followed Tree's lead in seeking to find new English

writers and it was he who gave the first theatrical opportunity to oscar

Wilde, whose quatrain of comedies marked him out as a superb playwright'

This output, howeverr wils the result of hard application under

Alexander's pract'ica1 tutelage and of course' was achieved with the

extra spark that was the genius of tllilde as a writer. This might have

been the Same for Stevenson had he not been burdened by Henley'

Theatrically speak'ing, the well-intentioned Henley could now be seen as

being no more than a fussing midwife at a still birth rather than the

natural parent of a healthy off-spring. stevenson, to continue the

metaphorn had no relish for the labour involved. Now it would be done

for him by foster-parents as it were. H'is own plays were soon set aside

and the theatre profess'ionals would move in from this time on to ransack

his fict'ion for the stories that would a'tlow them to write h'is plays for

h.im, for they knew that the stories had already found their audience. It
will be seen that, posthumously' Stevenson has been well served by

adaptations of his work for the theatre.



Even in his lifet'ime, he was aware of the success Richard l4ansfield

had in the Un'ited states w'ith Dr.iekyli ll4-ur. Hyde.- Henry James' too,

has been similarly justified dramat'ica11y by retrospective adaptat'ions

of his novels for the theatre but his direct exposure to the full

theatrical impact of an aud'ience on a play was' to say the least,

salutary. It is worth recalling here jf only for the parallels it has

.in stevenson,s case. James was of the same fam'i1y of writer, although

perhaps even more fastidi ous and ever at the mercy of hi s own

digressions, in what he sa'id in life as much as in his writing' Hugh

walpole (.|884-.|94.| ) found him strict about the rules of artistic

arrangement and deplored rather than appreciated Bernard shaw because'

accordi ng to James , p1 ays I j ke Getti ng Marri ed were 'pract'ical 'ly

forml ess . ' James had a si mi 
'l ar di sl i ke of W'i I de 's Importance of Bei ng

Earnest in .l895.

Stevenson had been dead for just over a year when James's first
play, Guy Domville was presented by (Sir) George A'lexander (.|858-.|9.|8)

at the St. James's Theatre on 5 January of that year. Alexander

consistent'ly encouraged Engl'ish writers from the time he entered'into

management in .|889 and constantly sought new plays from established

names. Henry James was a case'in point. James was only too delighted

to have been asked. He had already written a novel, The Trag'ic Muse'

which showed his feeling fon the theatre; he had dramatised his own book

The American for the stage and the Compton Company had given 'it 76

performances at the 0pera Comique but to be presented by George

Alexander at the St James's was both a compliment and an accolade'

Unfortunately, Guy Domvi I I e had been subject to so many cuts and

revisions and suffered from some miscast'ing (not the least being

Alexander h'imself in the name-part) tfrat James could not recognise it as

his work. It had taken him almost a year to write, but now he confided

to his friend, the actress, Elizabeth Robins, (who |l,as to speak the

Prologue to Admiral Guinea at the Avenue Theatre'in]897) tnat it seemed

to him that his carefully-considered play had been taken apart by the

professionals in weeks. Latterly, he could not even bear to'look and

asked a friend, and fellow-Stevensonian, Edmund Gosse to take his place

.in the stalls at the first night. He himself went to see flsl
Husband by Oscar l,lilde, ('A new and orginal play about modern life')
which had opened the night before at the Haymarket Theatre'



James was not impressed and thought the thing 'crude, so bad, so

clumsy, feeble, and vulgar'yet he heard the delighted app'lause it drew.

He had worked so hard and so long on h'is own play and thought it good

enough but if a bad play like Wilde's could succeed then what chance has

qual.ity in such a rowdy market-p1ace? (Shades of Henley and Stevenson?)

James returned to the St. James's to be greeted by cries of 'Author!'

and in a daze was led forward on to the stage by Alexander. They were

greeted by a savage booi ng from pit and gal 1 ery which utterly

dumfounded the poor writer. Not since Covent Garden's reaction to

Charles Lamb's farce Mr H in 1806 had there been such a show of total

host'ility to a piece. H.G.Wells had been drama crit'ic for the Pall Mall

magazine for just three days when he rev'iewed the play:

,It was an extreme'ly weak drama... wrapped about in elaborations of
gesture and speech,-James regarded his fellow-creatures w'ith a face
ol distress ind a remote eifort at intercourse... His life was

unbel ievably correct. .. He was an unspotted bachelor... He had

experienced no tragedy and he shunned the hoarse -laughter of
comedy, and yet he 

-was 
consumed by a gnawing hunger. for. dramatic

succe-si. In this performancen he nad his first, and 1ast, actual
encounter with the 'theatre...' 

'

This thenr wds the experience Stevenson never knew but which James

never survived. He returned to the freedom of his own, careful'

fastidious writing, having exorcised the demon theatre from the body of

his work. He talked about 'the piously, simplified purposes of the

English stage'and of'the foul fiend, Excision'but the truth was he

had found popular theatre brutal and vu]gar. He suspected that there

may have been some 'pre-determined mischief'but it was all too base and

ugly and obscure to discuss.

Yet Clement Scott in the Daity Telegraph described the first act as

'one of the most beautiful human documents that has been committed to

the care of the stage for some time'. !'li'll'iam Archer in the World found

the same act 'expertly ordered'and A.B.Walkley in the Star spoke of 'a

defeat out of which it is possible for many victories to spring'.2

This'is the Stevenson relevance. Like James, he was a man of letters

who aspired to be a man of theatre but both were refined artists in

words rather than theatre tradesman like Pinero and Jones who, in J.C,

Trewin,s words (had) 'the gift of build'ing a p]ay swiftly and stoutly

for the theatre and making each harrner-stroke ring'.3
And George Bernard Shaw put it neatly in the Saturday Rev'iew:



'Mr. Alexander, having been treated little better than a tailor's
dummy by Mr. l,{ilde, Mr. Pinero and Mr. Henry Arthur Jongs
successively, found himself treated as an artist by Henry James.'-

Stevenson would have understood. He was with James in not having the

instinct to write for theatrical immediacy but with him too in
possessing a high relish for words and their sound in the head and

effect on the page. Henley would also have appreciated James's reaction

in reading the proof-sheets of Ibsen't !jj!]-Sll - .
'Is there absolutely no one in London with a theatre and a mind?'"

Neither James nor Stevenson understood 'the odious process of practical
dramatic construction' and the latter would certainly echo the former's

honest, self-revealing comment -'I feel more and more that I may be

made for the Drama... but am not made for the theatre.'6
Guy Domville lasted five weeks (longer than any Stevenson play)

before being taken off and was replaced by a new work of 0scar lrlilde's,
The Importance of Being Earnest, with the results that made theatre

history. Despite his disappointment, and aga'in like Stevensonn James

never quite lost his fascination for theatre and after his death other

writers made plays from his work and ga'ined the success so cruelly
denied him in the theatre in his lifetime. The parallels to Stevenson

are many and it was only a pity that the friendship, which grew warmer

year by year, did not yield a greater mutual benefit in theatrical
terns. Henry James and Robert Louis Stevenson were first and foremost

hi ghly-styl i sed story-te'l I ers as thei r read'iness i n modern adaptati on

shows, but Stevenson was also 'Tusitala'- a teller of tales. He was a

good reader of his own work, as Coleridge was, and Dickens, and Dylan

Thomas in recent times. James did not have this 'theatre voice'.
John Bailey (1864-.l93.| ) recounts:

'H.J. was complaining to us that Ellen Temy had asked him to write
a play for her, and now that he had done s0... she had refused it.
My wife, desiring to placate, asked "Perhaps she did not think the
part suited to her?" H.J. turned upon both of us... "Tfink? Think?
How should the poor, toothless, chattering hag thilft?trt'

Henry James would never realize that Ellen Terry, whatever her age and

state, would never need to think about theatre. The instinct is either
there or it is not. That it was in Stevenson is recognised now by the

number of writers for the stage who found something congen'ial in
Stevenson's writing. As a result, adaptations abounded and have now in
fact become something of a minor industry.



So many of his ta'les read so eas'ily that 'it looks the easiest of

tasks to t'ift them from the book and place them on stage. This 'is not

so. So fineiy crafted are some of the stories that to try and remove

one element it is necessary to disentangle it from its de'licate

surrounding structure, often so Subtle as not to be not'iced at first
reading. He had always been fa'intly praised as a prose stylist but in

the later writing one is increasingly aware of how much of a word

craftsman Stevenson became. H'is structure is soundly based and the

superstructure of character and jncident, economically balanced and

taut. This is what makes the dialogue in his fiction so playable. It
was written to be uttered and'it has been left to others to do what he

failed to do himself - that'is, to put his own good lines into actors'

mouths.

A good writer is always in fashion, no matter his critical
evaluation from time to time. Stevenson was perhaps overrated in his

ljfetime and underrated since h'is death, but a balance has been found

and his stock is rising by the decade. Good writing is timeless and it
i s good because i t was we1 I worked and wel I consi dered. If on'ly hi s

p'lays had been. In all arts there is a primal practicality which has to

be recognised. Too many writers have failed to wrjte successfully for
the stage because they have remained'in their studies and have not

risked themselves and their work jn the dust and sweat of the painted

arena. The glare of the spotlight is not always the kindest light in

wh'ich to see one's self. Stevenson js not the only putative dramatist

to have stumbled here. The literary stage is littered with famous names

who failed to come out from behind the'ir closets - Keats, Shelley,

Wordsworth, Browning etc. Byron had a 'little more success because he

was very'involved with the Committee of Drury Lane in 1815 and like
Stevenson, he had strong dramatic promise even though it was not fully
realised. Nevertheless, his plays were presented after the poet's death

by Phelps at Sadler's Wells, Macready at the Theatre Royal and Irving at

the Lyceuffi, so they must have had something actab'le in them. Similarly,

Alfred, Lord Tennyson, owed much to Irving for splendid productions of

verse-plays such as Becket('1893) which owed more to its mis-en-scene by

Hawes Craven and his colleagues, not to mention Irving's skill as a

stage-manager, than to any intrinsic worth it may have had as a play.

Po'intedly, it is rarely performed today.



tulore and more, one realizes in considering the t'ime of Stevenson's

dramatic writing, how well he might have been served by lrv'ing and how

well Irving might have done had he convinced Stevenson that there is

more to a play than the writing of it. It has to be acted upon. That is

dramatic art. It has to be written with actors in mind. And that'is
the art of the drama.

Good wr.i ti ng i s not the i mmed'i ate answer. It i s not the easi est

thing to amalgamate fine poetry and good theatre. T.S.Eliot (.|888-1965)

with verse-plays such as Murden In the Cathedral (.|935)' The Family

Reunion (.1939) The CocktaiI Party ('1949) The Confidential Clerk (1953)

and The Elder Statesman (1958) has ach'ieved a Tennysonian success in

modern times as a poet/playwright. To a 'lesser extent, So too has

Christopher Fry (b]907) whose The Lady's Not for Burning (.|949) and

Venus observed (.|950) were great popular successes' although it is now

his Sleep of Prisoners (.|951 ) which is most frequently revived'

W.B.yeats (.|865-.|939) in ireland and John Masefield (.|878-.|967) in

England were other poets who flirted with theatre but ne'ither made the

full comm'itment that was needed to win an audience. This is the

essent'ial requirement, and not on'ly in poetic theatre, commitment; that

the writer give his full energy, his total imaginative force and the

enti re extent of hi s tal ent to the bui 1d'ing bus'i ness that i s maki ng a

play. It is a professional iob of work as any other and must be

approached as such. The playwright is poet, architect and bricklayer.

A good dramatist writes in terms of living theatre practice. This need

not mean that he becomes so practically concerned that he eschews all

poetry in his l'ines. American playwright, Maxwell Anderson (1888-1959)

with his plays What Prjce Glory (1924), and espec'ially |rlinterset (1935)

showed that modern pl ays may sti I I have poetry and yet speak to modern

audiences. His view was that without great poetry there can be no great

drama.

As far as Stevenson is concerned, it has been left to others t0

give him a proxy fame in the theatre; to realize, literally, the playing

poss.ibilitiesl in the wide field of his known fiction. It might be that

Stevenson,s largest contribut'ion to the performing media was to leave a

residue of core material for future generations to work on in terrns of

their particular contemporary discipline.
It may be said that this was his true theatrical posterity.
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Richard N{ansfield asJekyll/Hyde in his 1887-88 srage adap tationof Dr. J&flI
and Mr. Hyde.Photo, Library of Congress.
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ADAPTATIONS FOR THE THEATRE

One must give first place to the work that has most seized the

imagination from a theatrical point of v'iew and that is, without doubt,

the grisly horror that was Dr.Jekyll and Mr.Hyde. From its first
appearance in 1885'it has been'interpreted and m'is'interpreted by critics
and scholars alike and because of jts extraord'inary acting opportunities

it was the first of the Stevenson stoFies to be dramatised in 1887'

'0n May 7th came another Dr. Jekyl-] ?nd Mr. Hy-de, perpetrator
unheralded in the paper on which I rely for material...

Richard Mansfield, (.l854.1907), the most promising yo_ung actor then
on our stage, cam6 in (February l3th) for'a week of Dr. Jekyll and

Mr. iyde, [fr6 strain of which ne relieved, on Saturday evening...

No engagement of Richard Mansfield could fail to arouse our
i ntereit-. He began easi ly , 0r December ,'l9th , wi th Monsi eur, hi s

company i ncl udini Aeattic6 iameron, John P3rry,- JoseiTTfr'ETdurens
ia'triineA actress who always bored me) Helen Gl'idden, Anne

0'Ne'ill, J.T.Sullivan, D.H.Harkins, J.B.Eversham and Harry
Gwynette. Stronger farb came during the holiday week begi.nnilg 9n
December 26th, D;. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, which sent us out of the
theatre afraia to go home in the dark. This terrifying -play
continued through Jalnuary llth, and, for the lzth, I3th and l4th'
the g'i fted actoi reverted to h.'t t other 

. gel odramati c speci al ty, A
Pariiian Romance. So he went his way...'-
Richard Mansfield (.|S54-.|907) was the son of a prima donna and a

London wine merchant. He was born jn Berlin and educated in England but

is regarded as one of the first Anerican actors of stature. He first
went to New York in 1882 and appeared at the Standard Theatre but it was

at the Union Square Theatre he made h'is first success in A Parisian

Romance which made his name. He wrote his own play Monsieur in 1887 and

among his other oustanding parts were M. Beaucaire' Beau Brummel, Cyrano

de Bergerac, Nero and Napoleon. He gave the fjrst performance in

English of lbsen't -lg..j$4L during his last season, .|906-07 but it was

in the dual role in Dr.Jekyll and Mr.Hyde that he is remembered best-

The adapter, Thomas Russell Sullivan, was a writer of short stories

and a professional adapter of novels for the stage and was employed by

Mansfield to adapt Jekyll and Hyde. Now Sullivan greatly admired

Stevenson and was nervous about the famous author's reaction so he made

the trip to Newport to meet stevenson'in order to obtain the performance

rights for the Mansfield production. Sullivan wrote about that meeting:



'I was taken to his chamber where he lay in bed, reading and

smoking c'igarettes. It Seemed to me I had never seen so strange a

f i gurei lie was not on ly very thi n and . very pa] e, bu,t had an

unianny look in his bead-like 
-eyes; 

and his long brown hair hung

about his face like strings... Our interview lasted, perhaps,..a
quiite. of in hour, and i went away strongly impressed by h'i:
friendliness, his unaffected modesty, his wit, and his .Very marked

individuality. But the 1ean, blanketed figure .haunted ml, and I
felt he must be on the brink of the grave... (He) was too ill to go

to the first performance but the box i sent him was occupied by his
family, who gave me hearty congratulations. The play proved to be a

finanlial triumph, making an enormous success in all the cities"'
tUui t an ol d siager, Darii el Bandmann,. ear1,y 

-i 
n I888,.. .brought gltt

his own pretensio-us'ly absurd version (which) I saw at Niblo's. The

play had'no merit whatever and was coldly rece'ived by a very thin
house...'

Nevertheless, Mansfield was sufficiently worried by this intrusion jnto

his field that he despatched sullivan to saranac to meet stevenson again

and have him assjgn to Masfield sole rights in the 'authorised version'.

He also gave Sullivan a remittance on account against future royalties

as 'an earnest of good f ai th ' . Sul I'ivan cont'inues :

'I arrived early one gray March morn'ing... Mrs.Stevenson welcomed

me warmly, "But- I ho[e you haven't a Co]d... Louis never sees

anyone wno has a cola.- His mother has been three days'in
quirantine." I was shown to StevensonIs chamber. He was s'itting
dp in bed, smoking cigarettes... and at work..."I never write lgng
at a time;"... "aid wflen I stop work, I amuse myse'll ryi-tf' this," -
poi nti ng to a f 'l ageol et whi ch 

' 
1 ay on tie bed bes'ide him. I tol d

him wtry I came. -"Yes, I have heard from Bandmann... what's hjs
play l-ike?" I descri'bed it in detail and he,'laughed.. heartily.
"MrS.SteVensOn liked y9ur5 you knoW." "|lJel1 then," I Said'
"Perhaps you'd like to hear it?".,. "0f course... and the sooner

the bettei." I then sat down at the bedside and read the play...
which lasted nearly two hours. He listened most attentively...
'interrupt'ing me but once. . . at the end of the th'ird act. . . the
transformation scene... much the strongest thing in the whole play.
The scene is described in the story and my work upon it had

consisted in extending the very brief dialogue, and ..jn tu.rning .the
narrative into actiori. "Gooi!" said Stevenson, "You have done

precisely what that scene needed for s_tag9 effect. .. Il, is verl
itrong,"- I went on... tel'ling him frsnkly. (at the end) that I had

never-'in my I i fe found anything more tryi ng.. He l.aughed. . . "Let 's
go to luncireon." We sat a lon-g time over the meal-.. discussing
Stage effects a propos of the Jekyll and Hyde and.of a dramatic
eff6ct of his 6Tn-diTled The Ha@h had been sent me

to read... (He insisted) tT-aFTh'EFfiEfTi-ne material for a_play in
the'life of Marcus Aurelius - also in that of George 11.|... We

talked of Dumas... Scott and Thackery and Dickens... I asked about
his own way of working. "Four hours-a day are enough-... -One 

ought
never to write after- dpinking, and it is better, I believe' to
write without smoking - but I lan't..." He broke off abruptly and

went to his room... ind presently we heard his flageolet...
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The sole rights were duiy assigned to Mansfield.*

The p'lay first saw the light in Boston on 9 May 
.|887 and was an

undoubted hit from the start. Sullivan wrote to Stevenson giving him a

full report at the time. Mansfield made the role (or roles) from that

first Boston performance to 'its triumph in New York at the Madison

Square Theatre on l0 September jn the same year.

The New York Critic reported on 17 September:

'The cash rece'ipts on the openi ng ni ght of "Dr._ lgtyt I and Mr.

Hyde" were almodt unprecedented 'in the history o-f_ first nl9hts at
tire Madison Square.' Yet the impression still preva'ils that
Iiterature and stage-l'iterature have nothing 'in common.'

Notwithstanding, this was the only Stevenson-based Stage enterprise

wh'ich had any real success or from which Stevenson made any money.

Whether this was due to the power of the original story, the sk'ill of

the adapter, Sul I i van , or the magneti sm of Mansf ie'l d, 'it can never be

known but Clayton Harnilton had no doubts.

'sullivan's dramat'isation has stood almost alone as an example of
what may be done with the Stevenson stories on the stage; and this
p1 ay derived 'its publ i c popul ari ty 1 ess f rom the i nherent 'i nterest
bt ine subject matter than from the very remarkable acting of. the
I ate Ri chard Mansfi el d. Mr. Mansfi el d, who was accustomed to
consider very highly his own performance of Beau Brummell and to
speak with an entirely becoming pride of his best ach'ievementS on

the stage, told the present writer, not once but many times, that
his periormance of -trityll and Hyde was little more than a matter of
theatric mechanism, and expressed surprise at the continued favour
of the public for the play. "It's nothing but clap-trap'" said Mr.
Mansfieid, "yet they seem to like it as much as Richfl(d lIl' in
whichI9ive-aperfdrmancethat.isworthconsjdering5

The American Stage reported in its 'Gossip about Plays and Actors':

1t'I am g'lad you haVe come in just at this moment, " sa'id Richard
Mansfield to-a reporter, "for I can show you someth_ing.that has
amused me very much. Here is a copy of the St Louis Republican of
last Sunday wirich has about three cblumns co@-I
am supposed to employ in making the change form'Hyde'to 'Jekyll'.
A repbi^ter of that paper claimi to have gone on_the sta.g_e d_isgu'ised
as a super, and nevbr.to have taken his eyes off me while I was on

the scene... what wonderful eyes his must be!

* Ferguson notes in the Baxter Letters (p183) 
-ttrat Margaret Stevenson's

Diaiy for 1888 mentifiifihTf-Qn Apri'l Znd, Mr Bandmann, or
ffit-rian actor who has brought out a new play of Jekyll and Hyde,
comeSallthewayfromNewY-orktotryand-getLou@
money from him, but as Louis has already authorised the other edition
he does not see his way to do so."'



They are capable of presenting - material images _of his most

extiaordinary fanc'ies...' He solemnly declares that I wear a thin
rubber mask with holes cut for tha eyes and mouth, and that he

watched me pull it off when I passed my hands before my face while
making the change. Not content with this assertion, he g-ives the
readeis a draw'i-ng of the mask. He goes -on to say that I have a

trick w.ig with aitring attached to my collar-button, and that when

I break [hat tfre wild |ocks of 'Hydei instantly arrange themselves
into the smooth coiffure of 'Jekyil'. Then too, he has marvellous
things to te'll about my use, of powders while on the stage, and of
the 6mployment of caliium l'ights through_green mediums which give
my faci a-ghast'ly hue. Now, 6f courser al.l this js the most arrant
nonsense. i do not employ any mechanical aids in making !f''
cninge... I have no mask, no trfck wig, or phosphorous paste' the
i ast- be'i ng another dev'ite attri buted to me. "HaVe you at al I

changed yo-ur concept'ion of 'Jeky11.' since. the first n'ight?" No'

TherE may Ue some nuances here lnd there but nothing materia'l. I
understand what you mean. You th'ink my 'Jekylf is.not that of the
book, and you wolld ask if I have come nearer to the orig'inal' I
frankly aairit that my Jekyll is not Stevenson's"

A comment on this very point was made by Will'iam Ride'ing of the New York

who had seen the performance earlier run and described Mansfie'ld

play as:

'A lachrymose, long-visaged, strutting young gentleman.' apparently
not mord than tweity-five, clean-shaven, raven-ha'ired, sombre as

Haml et - a cross beiween Eugene Aram and Edgar Al I an Poe - who

dresses 'in bl ack di agonal s, i oops hi s arms i n front of him and

moves by a series of Irvingesque dislocations; a coleporteur, a

college tutor, an elocutionist, a tragedian 9ut of emp'loyment -
anything but the frubstant'ial , prosperous Dr. Jekyll we were first
acquainted with. "'
The Mansfi el d 'interv'iew conti nues :

'It was after e'ight months of serious thought and study that I
arrived at my condeption, and I have no reason to doubt that it is
the right onE for dramatic purposes. The 'Jekyll'of the book is a

hearty] jovial, middle-aged, unromantic p.erson. Were he to be so

preseiriei befoie our eyei on the stage he_ woul d not sati sfy .the
idea of a man whose stud'ies were'in so-occult a direction. Besides,
'is it not probable that a good man as.]ekyll was and must be in the
play to odtain force of c6ntrast, would have shown continually in
h'is-look and bearing remorse for the ascendancy th9 power.of evil
was gradually gainirig over him,.and for the crimes he comnitted as

'Uyd6't Heie'i to frave shown him after the murder as a genial,
joiiat person, I believe the audience would have laughed .at-him.and
ile. Moreoven, I had to 'introduce a love interest, and for. that
a'lone I must make 'Jekyl'l ' Somewhat jnteresting and rOmantic." "Do

you find the dual part a very hard-workilg.gnq?l
ies. To keep up ti,re nervous intensity of 'Hyde' Jt_ -a.grea.t strain.
Not only havb I'to contort my features, body and limbs, but-every
part ofme must be kept trem[ling with excitement. If I relax in
the least, my hold upon the audience is gone.
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"Was it
pi ece? "
to Mr.

The New York

'A physician who went to see Mansfield in "Dr'Jekyll and Mr'Hyde'"
the other nightr wds astonished at Mr. Mansfield's wit, but

fiotesseO himielf unable to understand how the actor managed to
leep up his stertorous breath'ing as Mr. lyae. Said he: "It is a

well-known fact that con*nr.a- stertorious breath'ing generally
produces anaeithesia. A pat'ient who has breathed very heavily for
some thre. tinrt.t t.n.i.i1y becomes unconscious. Yet Mr' Mansfield
-is certa'inty ;;iit t[ere" . itre p] ay i s drawi ng crowded houses ' '

Not all American critics were so impressed by the Mansfield

performance. Some had much preferred Edward Henley's performance aS

Deacon Brodie. stevenson himself had h'is reservations about the actor's

interpretation of Hyde as 4 S€X fiend. In replying to a letter from

John Paul Bockock, then editor of the New York Sun, he commented:

'You are right as to Mansfield: Hyde was the younger.of the two'
He was not... Great Godsl a mere ioluptuary. There is no harm in a

voluptuary; inJ nJn", with my hand on'my heart and in the sight of
God, none, no harm whailver in wtrat prurient fool s cal I
i.immorality'. The harm was in Jekyll because he was a hypocrite
not because he was fond of women;- he says so himself, but p99P19

are so filled full of folly and 'inverted lust, that they can th'ink
of noth'ing but sexualitY.'

The actor, on his own admission, saw Hyde as -

,a manifestation of Jekyll's lust (who) "unable by reason of his
hideous tn.ll'i;-indulie the dreams of his.19deous 'imagination"

proceeds to 'sati sfy hi s 
-cravi ngs i n vi ol ence ' ' ' -

The morality of the novel l'ies at the centre of the Victorian world

which is why the sett'ing is London and not Edinburgh. The topography of

the book, however, can only be Edinburgh and is a study in symbolic

location. The house itself is both a shelter and a screen and a

physical manifestation of the contrast between interior and extelior'

The actor knows by his very profession, the maintenance of the outside

'hide, protecting the personal elhsp-self beneath. This 'is the self he

'i s al ways 'seek'i ng ' 'in performance - hence the 'hi de and seek ' 'impl i c'it
.in the theatre's actor-audience exchange. It is a kind of 'child's

play' as Stevenson himself would know. G.K.Chesterton recognised that

your idea to play the part or did a dramatist bring
It was my own n6tion.' I mapped out a scenario and

Sul I 'ivan , who wrote the P1 aY. '

World reported on 3l December 
.|887:

you the
gave it

'The real stab
man is.,!wo men
man...t '-

of the story is not in the discovery that the
but 'in the discovery that the two men are

one
one



Th j s i s the hi stri oni c appea'l to actors and managers and why 'it

fascinated the bravura actor and those unafraid of'show'. They knew it
would also draw the public. Stevenson found it impossible to stem the

sexual connotations in Hyde and these have persisted ever since in

whatever media the story has been presented and via whatever actor.

Professor Saposnik describes Hyde as:

'a metaphor of uncontrol'led appetites' an am-or.a'|,. abst1iction
driven by a compel'ling will unrestrained by a moral halter."'

He and the respectable Jekyll are inextricably ioined. One cannot

function w'ithout the other. What an opportunity for the actor.

Mansfield brought the p'lay to England and presented it at Irving's

Lyceum Theatre (4 August 
.|888) 

and wh'ile it was not the sensation it was

in America, it found its audience. There is a story told that, dining

with Sir Henry Irving in the famous Beefsteak Club at the rear of the

Lyceum stage after one performance, Mansfield comp'lained of the strain

i t was 'in pl ay'ing the dual rol e.

'It is unendurable,' said the American.

'If it's so bad, why do it?'said lrv'ing.
Professor George B. Bryan suggested, rather playfully one feels' in

a letter to the present writer, that Mansfie'ld, while in London became

so obsessed with the character of Edward Hyde that he became possessed

by it and was suspected by some of being Jack the Ripper, whose slaying

of prostitutes was current at the t'ime. 0r was it that Jack the Ripper

read his R.L.S.? That is as may be, but Clayton Hamilton contends that

the play died with Mansfield's own death in 1907 despite a version by

Luella Forepaugh and G.F.Fish in .|897. Its continous vitality for so

many years was, according to Hamilton, due more to Mansfield than to

Sull'ivan or Stevenson. It is true that the adaptation was less

performed on stage but Nelson Compston wrote a four-act version for the

Amer.ican theatre in 1910. The surprise is that so few leading actors

have tried it and it is only in recent years that new adaptations have

been attempted. Mansfield had made his mark.

The next notable stage presentation in the context of this survey

however, was in fact this given by Henry irving's elder son. How often

the name of lrving has inserted itself one way or another into the story

of Stevenson, the dramatist. Now it was his son who enters in a part

his father might have revelled in.
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H. B. Irving and Dororhea Baird as Dr. and lvlrs. Henry Jekyll in the Queen's
The;rrrc producri.rn of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, London, 1910. Photo, BBC
Hulton l)icrure Librarv.



Henry Broadribb Irving (-l870-.l9.|9), or 'H.8.'as he was called' (he

was later to make a splendid Robert Macaire, but not Stevenson's) had

his famous father's fondness for psychological melodrama and thought

that he had found such a veh'icle in Dr.Jekyll and Mr.Hyde' He

remembered Mansfjeld's success at the Lyceum and thought he might

restore h.i s own manageri a] fortunes at the Queen 's emul atjng the

American actor's success with a London audience. He therefore pres€nt€d

himself and his beautiful wife, Dorothea Baird (.l875-.|933), famous for

her Trilby with Tree in 1895,'in an adaptation of the story by Joseph

Comyns Carr on 29 January 
.|9.|0. 

Comyns Carr was a barrister turned

playwright who was also a noted wit about town. His adaptation of the

Stevenson story obtained a decent run of four months in the West End but

the younger Irving's version however was not Richard Mansfield's' Irving

was part'icularly explicit about this and wrote h'is own raison d'etre for

the interpretation, which Austin Brereton published in his biography of

the actor in 1922:

,I saw that, of the two natures which contended in the field of my

consciousneir, even if I could rightly be_said to be either,,it rya1

only because I was radicaily U5ttr... t learned to dwell with
pteasure, as a beloved daydreim, on the thought of the.1ep111!ion
of these eiements. If eaci couli be housed in separate identities'
life woulo 

-ue 
rerievea 0f all that was unbearable... I not only

"..ognir.d 
;t natural body for .the mere aura and effulgence of

certai n of 
"if,. -fon.tt tnit made up my 

. 
spr-rit: - bY!-, 11nas.ed- 

to
iorfouna a drug'by wh'ich these-powbrs should be dethroned from

their Supremacy, and a second fdrm and countenance subst'ituted,
nonetheless natural to me because they wqEe the expression and bore

the stamp of I ower el ements i n my soul ' ' ''
Austin Brereton, in the biography, tells us something of the

contemporary reaction to H.B. as Jekyll and Hyde:

'The Doctor Jekyl I of the Novel i st i s "a 1 arge, wel 1 -made '
smooth-faced man-of fifty, Something of a slV cast perhaps-'- b'l
with every mirt< of caiicity and 

- kindness". The JekylI.. of
H.A.trving'*uf-pitel aeiihitic, refined, the essence of- gentility'
From the first he bore the looi of intense suffering' .As the play
progr.ireU 

'iniJ 
express'ion... became almost unbearable to the

spectator. It was infinitely.X6thetic... the soul of a good man

lbng'ing, entreating for mercY.''"

The Irvings toured w'ith the production as part of their repertoire

in the'ir Very Successful tours of England, America and Australia but

they never again repeated the performance in London. This is hard to

understand g'iven its proved success with audiences elsewhere'
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The subsequent fad'ing of the piece from the public stage coincided

with its rise aS a screenplay from the very earliest days of the cinema'

This aspect will be dealt with in detail in the appropriate later

sect-ions of this Stage but at this point it has to be acknow'ledged that

the kind of melodramatic theatre as represented by Jekyll and Hyde fell
out of fashjon by the time of the First l'lorld War in .|9.|4. By jts end,

the cinema had taken hold. There was, however, a revival of the Comyns

Carr/Irving adaptation by t,I'i'lliam Senior at the Savoy Theatre on 14 July

l93l with Arthur phil'ips as Jekyll/Hyde and with special music by Phifip

Cathie. The production ran for a cred'itable forty-six performances'

Since that time, Richard Abbot produced another American Jekyll and

Hyde in 1941 and Sullivan's version was revised by Anna Bird Stewart for

a New York Production. She also wrote a one-act play The Jekyll and

Hyde women in April ]943 for Martha Mansfield who had appeared in the

lg20 film version. All these were American productions and it was not

until the Birmingham Repertory production in .t956 that Dr. Jeky'll and

Mr. Hyde returned to their native shores so to speak in an adaptation by

Lance Si evek'ing.

He had produced the first p'lay in the world to be televised from

Alexandra palace before the Second Wor'ld War and becane famous for his

later work on radio. Indeed it was a radio version of Dr.Jekyll and Mr.

Hyde earlier in that year which had prompted Sir Barry Jackson, the

founder and Governor-Director of Birmi ngham Repertory, t0 invite

Sieveking to further adapt his radio script for the stage. The result

was a play in three acts with three scenes in each. Bernard Hepton

directed the piece in settings designed by Paul Shelving. Kenneth

Mackintosh played the eponymous roles and many other characters were

added but the production'is now only notable for the fact that one of

these new characters, Police Inspector Newcomen' was played by the young

Albert Finney.

There is no record of any further professional adaptation or

performance until 1974 when a solo version of the story was written by

Arthur Scholey, but this remains unperformed to date. One has the

feel.ing that Richard l'lansfield may have relished this theatrical form

and would have made an astound'ing tour-de-force given such a solo

opportunity. After all, if the theme is two men in one then the one man

show would appear to be a natural dramatic solution.
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Arthur Scholey, in his introduct'ion to his solo piay on Dr Jekyll

and Mr Hyde, says:

'Stevenson's origina'l story is told in two narratives by two
characters. This structure provides an element of mystery and the
framework i s the I ast hour of Jekyl I . Throughout the pl ay he i s
under the influence ofrthe crystals. The words are Stevenson's or
develop out of them.'"

Yet the p'laywright posits a view in his script that is not Stevenson's.

He has Jekyll say to Hastie Lanyon:

'I was in no sense a hypocrite: both sides of me were in dead
earnest. And it chanced that the direction of my scientific
studies, upon wh'ich you and others frowned so much, which tend
wholly towards the mystic and the transcendental, reacted and shed
a strong light on th'is perennial war within. With every day I drew
steadily to that truth by whose partial discovery I have been
doomed to such a dreadfgl shipwreck, the truth that that man is not
truly one... but two. ' 

ro

This would appear to contradict Stevenson h'imself (and Chesterton) but

Mr Scholey has h'is own consistent view and that is, that in the end,

JekylI becomes Hyde which 'in a sense corroborates Stevenson's original
theme and is consistent too, with Vladimir Nabokov's theme as propounded

'i n hi s Cornel I Lecture on Jekyl I and Hyde where he states that a part of
one is always in the other only to a greater or less degree.

Nearer to the present day, Scottish playwright, Donald Campbell,

prepared a very free version for Dundee Repertory in February, 1985,

directed by Lorne Boswell. In the theatre programme, Campbell quotes:

'To write a story on the subject of that strong sense of man's
double being wh'ich must afotimes come in and overwhelm the mind of
every thinking creature.''-

Campbell returned to what he claims was Stevenson's original intention
which was not to have Jekyll and Hyde played by the same actor despite
the inherent theatrical possibilit'ies in such 'theatric mechanics', as

Mansfield called them. David Edgar, in his adaptation for the Royal

Shakespeare Company at the Barbican in 1991, elected to have two actors
in the parts of Jekyll and Hyde in the production by Peter Wood.

Stevenson lras very clear about what he had presented:

'The soul demands that we should not live alternately with our
opposing tendencies in continual see-saw of pass'ion and disgust,
but seek some path on whjch the tendencies shall no longer oppose
but serve e25h other to a comnon end.., The soul demands unity of
purpose... I



And 'in the text of the novel itself :

'Even as good shone upo! the countenance of the one, ev'il vl,as

written UroaOiV anJ pfuinly on the face of the other. Evil besides
(which I muit ititt 'believb to be the lethal side of man) had left
on that uoov an imprint of deformity and decay. And yet when i
I ooked upon" that 

'liglV 'idol i n th-e 91 ass, i was consc'ious 9L 2?
repugnance, rather dt-a teap of welcoire. This, toor wds myself.'-'

This would appear to be the last word on the matter and uttered w'ith the

voice of the ultimate authority. Lloyd 0sbourne remembers that voice:

, I I .istened to i t spel 'l bound. stevenson , who had. a voi ce the
greatest actor might'have envied, read it. with an intensity that
made shiueti-.un up and down my spine. .l'lhen he came to the end,

gazing at us in triumphant expeitaricy...- he waited, as I waited for
ilV moiher's outburst'of enthusjasm - I was thunderstruck at her

backwardness... the words seemed to come with difficulty; than all
at once she 

-broke 
out . . . He had mi ssed the poi nt, she. 

-s.ai 
d, had

missed the ailegory; had made it merely a story - a magn'ificent bit
of sensational iim i when it should hav-e been a masterpiecS. " "Y.92

are right!" tie sajd... (and) threw the manuscript'in the fire.."--
A dramatic gesture fit to end this consideration of Jekyll and Hyde

but thi s f .irst readi ng 'i n the si tti ng-room at Skerryvore i n 1885 coul d

be said to have been the virtual first performance. Could anything have

been more theatrical than the author's own reading as described? Even

given all the resources of the Royal Shakespeare Company at the Barbican

in l99l or the ingenu'ity of the Empty space Theatre at the Lyric'

Hamnersm.ith,.in the same year, these fine companies lacked one vital

ingredient - the man himself. The actor Stevenson who was both Jekyll

and Hyde - 'the fel.low who was two fellows' as he had said to Gosse'

Robin Brooks had adapted the tale for the Empty Space Theatre

Company and their l99l production was performed at the Glasgow Citizens'

Theatre in October and November 
.|993, directed by Jon Pope and featuring

sandy welch and Mart'in Mccardie as Jekyll and Hyde. This Glasgow

product.ion featured actresses rather than actors in the parts of Lanyon

amd Utterson, giv'ing an unexpected femin'ist thrust to what had been a

very male preserve. Thus, it could be said that Stevenson's Victorian

'sh'illing shocker' is brought topically up to date'
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TRENURE ISLAND

C'layton Hamilton, opens h'is article Stevenson on the Stage.

(in New York):

'The recent great success of Treasure Island at the Punch and Judy
Theatre, has made many peopleffieJ whFo'few of the buoyant and
bracing tales of R.L.S. have been transferred to the service of the
stage, and has attracted the 'immed'iate attention of I iterary
students to the entire subject of Stevenson's relations with the
theatre.'
After dealing with a brief history of the Bournemouth plays, and

merely mentioning The Hanging Judge as being worth neither the printing

nor the perusal, he recapitulates the kernel of P'inero's lecture, and

then goes on to quote Graham Balfour's erroneous comment that Stevenson

had never v'isited a professional theatre before he was twenty-four years

old. Hamilton continues:

'ln view of these facts, it seems only fa'ir that Henley, more than
Stevenson, should be called to account for the manifest anachronism
of their plays; for Hen'ley was a nagazine editor, and qugltt
presumab'ly to have kept himself in touch with the fash'ions of the
theatre of his day... At any nate, the one thing which the two
collaborators never understood was the fact that the technique of
the theatre had advanced beyond remembrance of the period of those
transpontine melodramatists that they so blithely imitated.'

This merely repeats Pinero. J.J.Buckley's point ought to be borne in

mind that the two writers, while playing within a simplistic Skeltjan

format, had nontheless aS their avowed purpose - 'to recreate the

Romantic Drama jn terms of prose'. And they were more than capable of

doing so. Hamilton, however, 'is convinced that Stevenson needed another

kind of collaborator -

'not a man of 'letters like Henley, but a man of theatre, l'ike (for
instance) mr. Henry Arthur Jones... He (Stevenson) needed a

professional assistant to translate into terms of theatrical talent
the keen dramatic talent he was born with. A collaboration of this
type has at last been accorded to him, through thq enterprise of
Mr. Charles Hopk'ins, the director of the Punch and Judy Theatre.
Treasure Island has been dramatised by Mr. Jules Ekhart Goodman - a

FTaf-ffiIt'h, wfose sound theatrical talent has been developed to
efficiency by hard study and by long practice. Mr Goodman has so
successful ly transferred the rapture and the thri I I of Treasure
Island to the stage that the de'lighted spectator comes aw?!-fffi
Th-rlerformance Utn a feeling that can on'ly be expressed by
quoti'ng Andrew Lang's ejaculation - (to the original book)
"This is the kind of stuff a fellow wants!"'

Fellows like Mr Gladstone who read it overnight from cover to cover.
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Mr Hamilton then goes on to discuss in some detail the various

technical difficulties in adapting the novel for the stage, naming three

obstacles that attended the Stevenson originals:

l) Ttre absence of women from the story (recognising that the publ'ic
cares more for actresses than actors ) but the pl ay succeeds so

well without a heroine that 'a necessary inference is forced
that love 'is not, by any means, the only subject that can
capture the attention of the theatre-going crowd'.

2) The necessity of shifting the action rapidly from place.
'Mr Goodman has (so) arianged the narrative in 10 chapters of
time amd 9 pigeon-holes of places (tnat) the spectator is never
released from the enthrallment of the story.'

3) The particular requirement, in the case of a story known and
loved... of clinging close to the original material and
inventing nothing new.

Hami lton conrnents:
'Mr. Goodman's success is perhaps even more remarkable in respect
to the third difficu'lty... He has made a coherent p'lay without
inventing anything that was not set down for him... in the nove'l;
and he has nbt leit out anything that even Andrew Lang would miss.
The great bother about dramatising books for boys is that every boy
in the audience will at once become a critic... The writer may
perhaps be pardoned for pointing out that, though Stevenson's
H'ispaniola was a schooner, the ship disclosed upon the stage of the
TilTiEffitf Judy Theatre i s not a schooner but a square-ri gged
vessel. This variation is, however, easily forgivable; for
Stevenson himself confessed that the Hispaniola ought really to
have been a bpig and that the only Ttrffi had made her a
schooner wa! that (in August 1874) he had cruised for a month on a
schooner.'z

This production ran for 205 performances in l9l5 and proved early that
Treasure Island as well as being one of Stevenson's most popular books,
'is also the most durable of the various stage adaptations. His own

feelings about the book had been direct enough:

'If th'is don't fetch the kids, why, they've gone rotten since my day.'?4

It 'is difficult to realize that, given its inrnediate appeal to
readers in every generation, it was not a success when it first appeared

by instalments (commencing 0ctober l88l) in Young Folksr on€ of the

better boy's weeklies. James Henderson, its editor, had been introduced

to it by Dr. Alexander Japp who had heard Stevenson read the first
chapters at Braemar. It ran in the magazine, in narrow columns of close

type, for four months under the pseudonym'Captain George North'which

Stevenson used as an added assist to nautical authenticity.
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He wrote to Henley:

'I am on another'lay for the moment, purely owing to Lloyd, this
one; but I bel'ieve there's more coin in it than in any amount of
crawlers;.zBo*, see here, The Sea Cook, or Treasure Island; a Story
for Boys. ''

As a matter of f act, he accepted 50 shi'l 'l i ngs for each page of 4,500

words giving him f.34-7-6 rather that the t50 he had hoped for.
'As a serial, it was a failure,'said one of the magazine's staff.
It might have been left at that but two years later, Henley persuaded

Cassell and Company to take it up, or rather, he told them to.
Accord'ing to Sir Newman Flower -

'Henley entered the room of the ch'ief editor of Cassel I and
Company, (he was then working in the educational department of the
firm) and threw the cuttings of The Sea Cook... on his desk and
excla'imed 'in his usual , abrlpt manTe TTe-FFs a book f9p you!"
Then he walked out and cl'imbed to his own office again.''"

The book was an 'inrmediate success from jts first pubf ication
(.|4 November 1883). It was the day after his thirty-third birthday.
He wrote to his Darents:

'A hundred pounds alive 0l A hundred, jingling, tingling'
minted quid... it does look as if I should support myself
trouble'in the future. If I have only health, I can, thank
It i s dleadfu'l to be a great bi g man, and not be abl e
bread. 'al

And the'great big man'dedicated his book to a boy:

gol den,
without
God.
to buy

'To S(amuel) t-.0. - an American gentleman, in Accordance with Whose
Classic Taste the Following Narrative Has Been Designed. It Is Now
'i n Return for Numerous de_l i ghtf ul Hours, And t,li th the 

25i 
ndest

l.lishes, Dedicated, by His Affectionate Friend, the Author.'
Treasure Island has become a classic, as Henry James predicted,

transcending time and as widely-read as ever but to almbst as great an

extent it has also become a recognised theatre piece in its own right.
The first British adapter was an Irishman, James Bernard Fagan

(1873-1933), the Ulster-born playvright and producer. He had begun his
career with Benson and then with Tree at Her Majesty's, before taking

over the management of first, the Court Theatre, London and then the

Festival Theatre, Cambridge in 1929, He also produced for the Irish
Players, but in 1922 he made an excel'lent adaptat'ion of Treasure Island

which was produced regularly over the Christrnas period throughout the

Twenties and Thirties and is still produced in theatres today.



An early production at the Strand Theatre featured Robert Lorraine

(Kit in Admiral Gu'inea in .|897) as both Silver and Blind Pew. Malcolm

Keen was content to p'lay Silver alone jn the 1933 production produced at

the Comedy Theatre by Nigel Playfain. In 1945, Tony Qu'inn played it at

the Granville Theatre. Harry Welchman, from musical comedy' was the

S'ilver at the Whitehall Theatre in .1946 
and again when it was repeated

at the St. James's under the auspices of the British Theatre Group in

association with the Arts Councjl of Great Britain. The play was

produced by Reginald Long for a series of matinee performances in the

Tree tradition. Robert Atkins, a formidable director himself, played

Long John at the Fortune in .|948 
and (Sir) Donald Wolfit no less took it

overin the fol l owi ng Chri stmas season . Thi s versi on was al so mounted

at Maud Carpenter ' s Li verpoo I P'l ayhouse as a pantom'ime di rected by

Gerald Cross, with settings by Pau'l Mayo. Cyril Luckham was the Long

John Silver. In 1950, a new version was presented at the Theatre Royal,

Stratf ord East , and i n the same year, Fi n l ay 
"] 

. Macdonal d, a

Gaelic-speaking producer for the BBC in Scotland, wrote a version for
the famous Scottish actor Duncan Macrae to appear aS Silver at the

now-defunct Falcon Theatre in Glasgow. Malcolm Morgan was next with an

adaptation in 1954, a'lthough Kenneth L. Anderson had worked the same

material for his Adm'iral Benbow, an adventure play for boys, in '1953.

However, the most influential production of Treasure Island was

that done at the Mermaid Theatre at Puddle Dock, Blackfriars, in 1959

when (Lord) Bernard Miles, the founder-director of the theatre, wrote a

version with his own wife, Josephine l,{ilson, in wh'ich Miles himself

played Silver. The production was directed by Peter Coe (who also

contributed dialogue) and sett'ings were by Sean Kenny. A feature of
this presentation was the use of sea-shant'ies arranged by A.L.Lloyd.

This Treasure Island was enormously successfu'l and set the pattern

for all subsequent productions over the next two decades. It was

repeated in 1961 with John Woodvine as Long John and Spike Milligan as

Ben Gunn in a new production directed by Colin Ellis. Sally M'iles

produced on several occasions in the earlier years, as did Josephine

l{ilson and some famous Silvers at the Mermaid included Barry Humphries

(1967) and Percy Herbert (1969) Out the event belonged to Bernard Miles

and h,is farni ly - and rightly so. The ghost of J.B.Fagan had at last
been laid but the shade of Stevenson had an added'lustre at the Mermaid.



Robert Robentson directed h'i s own adaptation at the Dundee

Repertory Theatre i n I 985 when John Forgeham pl ayed John Sj I ver.

Robertson meant it as a Christmas Family Show reflecting its beginnings

as a family entertainment at Kinnaird, near Pitlochry in 1881. The map

that started it all was now less than a pretend island and more a whole

world in itself. This was underlined by Frank Dunlop's choice of the

play to be the centrepiece of the .|990 Edinburgh International Festival.

In the programme, he notes:

'Treasure Island is not only a rollicking adventure story,'it is
aTfr-bifdT-fhfgreat lgth Century novels. Stevenson had much in
comnon with that other wonder of the l9th Century, Charles Dickens.
They were both fasc'inated by the theatre and their work is full of
character and scenes which transfer almost directly to the stage,
being conceived in a most theatrical way. The novels themselves
have-a dramatic construction. The theatre of melodrama and comic
excess was adored by audiences th€n, just as it had been in the
Jacobean period, and is now in the work of writers like Joe 0rton.
In fact, during rehearsals,'it was the work of Joe 0rton that came
most readi'ly to mi nd 'in recreat'ing Stevenson 's scenes of
bloodthirsty macabre mixed with dry comedy and farce.'

Hywel Bennett was the Silver on this occasion with Scottish comedian

Jimmy Logan featured as Billy Bones and Walter Carr doubled the roles of
Bl i nd Pew and Ben Gunn. Dunl op, who d'irected hi s own adaptat'ion, took

the opportunity to add a strong Mexican, as opposed to Spanish, presence

but thi s was 'in keepi ng wi th the desi gn of the producti on by Nad'ine

Baylis. AII's fair in love and theatre effectiveness, and Mr Dunlop is
a director who always knows h'is own m'ind. But was it Stevenson's?

Yet even more than the wraith of the quicksilver Stevenson, it is
the bulky shade of John Silver alias t.lilliam Henley that hangs over the

theatrical Treasure Island. It is no accident that he dominates every

product'ion and attracts every k'ind of I eadi ng pl ayer. Beneath the

greasepaint, however, st'ill lies the thrusting image of Henley, the

author's first friend, the book's first champ'ion and the incarnation of
stage role itself writ'larger than life. If Silver is considered a

character then so was Henley. sir Arthur conan Doyle (1859-1930) wrote:

'Surely John Silver, with his face the size of a ham, and his
little gleaming eyes like crums of glass in the centre of it, is
the king of a'l1 seafaring desperadoes. Qbserve how the strong
effect'is produced in his case, seldom by direct assertion on the
part of the storytel'ler, but usually by comparison, innuendo, or
indirect reference.'

Sir Arthur continues:
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"'The objectionable Biliy Bones is haunted by the dread of 'a
seafaring man with one leg." Captain F1int, we are told... "was
afraid of none, not h€, only Silver - Silver that !{as that
genteel ... " John himself says , 

-

tThFwas some that was feared of Pew, and some that feared of
Flint; but Flint his own self was afeared of me. Feared he was and
proud. They was the roughest crew afloat, was Fl'int's. The devil
himself would have been feared to go to sea wjth them. Well, now,
I tell you, I'm not a boasting man, and you seen yourself how easy
I keep company; but when I was quartermaster, lambs wasn't the word
for Flint's old buccaneers."
So, by a touch here and a hint there, there grows upon us the
individual'iy of this smooth-tongued, ruthless, masterful,
one-lggggg devil. He is not to us a creation of fiction, bglo an
organic 1 i v'ing real i ty w'ith whom we have come i nto contact. . .

Henley looms large out of such descript'ions and if he is vital to

Treasure island in the guise of John Silver he 'is as much so to
Stevenson as himself. This very special relationship during what we

might call the Hen'ley Years (.|875-.|887) was a subject of a play by

Jonathan Smith for the 1989 Edinburgh Festival. This was directed by

Anthony Seldon at the Canongate Hal'l for Masque Productions and featured

Martin Swinchatt as Henley, Mark Crosse as Stevenson and Sa'lly Spurring

as Fanny 0sbourne. In a letter to the present writer, the author

expl ai ned :

'I had to do a lot of research on RLS/WEH before I could begin to
write it, and then had to take dramatic liberties with the facts to
make it work as a play... The BBC script was changed a fair bit
before it was quite right for the stage. '

Nevertheless, as a play, this work is important as the first dramatic

reconstruction of a dramatic partnership that cried out for
dramatisation. Mr Smith is to be congratulated'in bringing into
histrionic focus a relationship that has been derided where it has not

been misunderstood, and even worse, ignored by literary and theatrical
hi stori ans even though the pai ring was a of vital psychological

importance to both parties.
The critic of the Scotsman, reviewing the piece at the Canongate

HalI on 22 August 1989, said that the use of the contrast in scenes

between London's soirees and Edinburgh's Old Royal Infirmary -

'intimate'ly reveals Henley's spirited will to survive an agonising
leg amputation and Stevenson's conciliatory but devious persona,
striking like an elegant barracuda to Hen'ley's blundering shark...'

Understandably, he went on, the play being from an English author, it
has a pronounced Southern bias in favour of -
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'An overwhelm'ing Henley (tnat) bitter English poet who staked all
on friendship, losing everything in the process, except h'is
integrity.'
(In contrast to -)
'A Stevenson (whose) boyish enthusiasm and appetite for life
combined with a hard-nosed awareness of where his true interests
l'ie. . . '

'The play js brinrning over with psychological i,n-sight, for Henley
comes across as Mr. Hyde to Stevenson's Dr. Jekyl'l .'

No matter, Hen'ley lives on jn Silver and will as long as there is a

Treasure Isl and,

At the time of writing, yet another stage production of the story

is in progress at the Court Theatre in Christchurch, New Zealand. This

lgg1 version of the .|959 
Bernard M'iles Mermaid Theatre adaptation is

d'irected by Elric Hooper with Stewart Deven'ie as Long John Silver.
In his programme notes, Mr Hooper quotes Lloyd Osbourne, who spoke of

his stepfather's involvement:

t ''He shared enthusi astical 1y in al I my games - tin soldiers,
marbles, chess, draughts... we were partners 'in my little printing
press; he wrote verses and engraved blocks for the miniature books
i printed and sold. He paint-ed scenery for my toy theatre and we

gave performances with my mother as the only aud'ience."
6n one qf these occasions... Stevenson had made the map of an

isl and. '
Stevenson decl ared:

'It was elaborately and (I thought) beautifully coloured; the shape
of it took my fancy beyond expression; it conta'ined harbours that
pleased me iike sonnets; and with the unconsciousness of the
iredest'ined, I ticketed my performance, TREASURE ISLAND... The next
tning I knew I had some papers before me and was wrting out a list
of Chapters... It was to be a story for boys, no . need for
psychology or fine writing; and I had a boy at hand to be a

touchstone.. . '

He wrote the whole book in two bursts of fifteen days each, 'my quickest

piece of work'. As so often with artistic creativity, the sooner the

better. And it is still his most popular work. Mr Hooper continues:

'There are regi ons of chi I dhood romance that no amount of
historical or sociological wisdom can wipe out. The pirates' red
indians and space adventurers of our awakening imaginations are
fixed with colours unfading even when, in later'life, our moral and
factual education had created more sordid and realistic pictures.
Be'i ng i I I ogical and human, we can Preserve the two seemi ngly
contiadictory images side by side and both are true.'

The original was lost by Young Folks comic
appeared in serial form ifrTt6Fl88l.

paper when the story fi rst
The paper's editor,James

Sea Cook to Treasure Island.Henderson, changed the orig'inal title The



Mr Hooper goes on:

'Treasure Island (is) the ultimate source for most English-speaking
pe6plffiegEfof romantic and piratical wickedness. These have
beeh fittered through films, comics and posters as much as our
reading. We return to them at the mere mention og_the Spanish Main
and buiied treasure. For a time we all become children again, and

a sense of freedom, adventure and joy possesses us. It 'is by such

magic our imag'inations surv'ive... I

Better evidence could not be found for the continuing 'coinage'

this famous story has 'in its dramatised form. Thus has Stevenson's

'island'been made to y'ield its second treasure - a horde of gleaming

eyes in a darkened theatre. In pursuit of this lucrative audience,

adapters have not always been scrupulous with regard to the original

author's intentions. Hack work prevails because lesser writers are

always qu'ick to leech on to the work of greater and suck from them

substance enough to create lesser, but sellable product. Critics work

in much the same way. Stevenson himself made the po'int that everybody

ljves by selling something.

Dr. Jeky'll and Mr. Hyde and Treasure island are the twin peaks of

Stevenson adaptation for the performing media but that is not to say

that many of h'is other titles have not been successfully transferred
from page to stage. A.E.tll.Mason (.l865-.|948), a failed actor turned

successful dramatist, is recognised, w'ith T.R.Sul1ivan, as being among

the earliest adapters of quality. Sire de Maletroit's Door (1878) was

translated theatrically as Blanche de Maletroit and performed in 1894.

The only direct approaches to Stevenson himself were made by Gerald

Gurney who sought to dramatise Prince 0tto in 1888. R.L.S. added:

'(that it was) original]y a tragedy (Semiraminis or'Our Duke and
Duchess' 1879) and,- by my sooth, in bTanffiE. I?rFti11 think
that it has much that is very suitable to the boards.''"

Gurney worked with T.B.Thalbergon the subsequent playscript and the

result was presented at the Spa Concert Room, Harrogate, in 1888 and at

York in 1900. It was also performed at the Theatre Royal, Glasgow.

In the stage article quoted previously above, C'layton Hamilton

makes the following conment:

'It is a curious fact that the ta'les of Stevenson, were, for the
most part, left untouched throughout the period of the
e'ighteen-nineties when there was a popular and insistent demand for
dramatised novels - the period when the indefaQiBable Mr. E.E.Rose
used to dramatise three or four novels a year.'-'



Hamilton then tries to explain why were so few of Stevenson's titles
were adapted theatrically during his l'ifetime:

'The reason for this fact...may be twofold -
In the first p'lace, Stevenson usually neglected the interest of
love and excluded women rigourously (sic) from his most exciting
situations; and, in the second place, he was accustomed to allow
his narratives to wander very freely in both space and t'ime and to
depend for his effect on a frequent change of setting. How, for
'instance, could one dramatise The Wrecker (.|892), which keeps the
reader travelling over more thai-''li?TFTTFhabitable globe?; and how
could one dramatise Kidnapped (.|88E), which leads the reader to a
world f n which there-lFno women?'"'*

One solut'ion was to move away from the recognised novels and short

stories and look for a stage platform in the life of the author himself.
All the colour and romance of any fiction are in the plain facts of his

chequered life and any adapten has no'less an authority than Stevenson

himself for considering him as a dramatised biography:

'I like biography far better than fiction myself. You have your
little handful of facts, little bits of a puzzle, and you sit and
think, and fit 'em together this way and that, and get up and throw
them down and say'damn'and go out for a walk, and it's real
soothing; and when it's done it gives an idea of finish to the
writer that is very peaceful. 0f course, it's not really so
finished as quite a rotten novel; it always has and always must
have the 'incurable illogicalitiff of his life about it.... still
that's where the fun comes in.'"-

What 'fun' there is in the business of writing a stage play, from

whatever source, must be a matter of individual temperament. Even 50,

it had become apparent to some between the wars that an important

theatrical resource lay in the man Stevenson himself.
As the present-day Edinburgh Festival has indicated in its annual

programme, theatrical solo biography had become a virtual staple of the

one-person-show and R.L.S. prov'ided ideal solo material but Robert Louis

Stevenson as subject matteris a lot older than the Edinburgh Festival.
It was thought that the American, Hamiet Hinsdale, had been the first
to dramatise this biographical aspect of Stevenson when she wrote her

Robert Louis Stevenson in 1947 but there had been a play called Tusitala
in England as early as 1933.

* Keith Dewhurst successfully adapted Kidnapped as a play for Bill
Bryden to direct at the Royal Lyceum ffiATre ainburgh, in 1972.
In 1955, Christina 0rr used its sister-novel Catriona as a basis for
her dramatisation entitled Witness in Danger pfeJe-TFd by the Gateway
Company at that year's Edin@
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In that year, Leonard J. H'ines and Frank King devised their own

original playscript based on the facts of Stevenson's life. Tusitala

was presented at the Hull Repertory Theatre, on 27 March 1933 for a

season. Notable in the cast was John Laurie, a redoubtable Scottish

actor, who was to have a long and varied career and had come straight to

HulI from playing Hamlet at Stratford-on Avon. An even younger James

Mason, long before his film star fame, doubled the parts of Alan

Stevenson and Lloyd Osbourne. The full cast was as follows:

Margaret Stevenson
lllalter Ferrier
A'l i son Cunni ngham
Robert Loui s Stevenson
Thomas Stevenson
Dr. Roger Canpbell
Landl ord
Si mpson
Fanny 0sbourne
Palmer
Isobel 0sbourne
Robert Al an Mowbray Stevenson
M. Berthel ini
llme. Barthel i ni
Marl'in
Virgil lrlilliams
Landl ady
Lloyd Osbourne
Pol a
Captain Smith
Sosi mo
Laupepa Malietoa

Deirdre Doyle
l.li lson Barrett
Gwen Sibley
John Laurie
0wen Reynolds
George Larchet
l,l'i I I i am S. Bl akeney
Gerald Savory
Enid Sass
Ph'il i p Easton
Rosamond Burne
James Mason
Lesl 'ie Kyl e
Joan Ki ngdon
l.li I son Barrett
Michael Mac0wan
Gwen Sibley
James Mason
Audrey M'il I er
George Larchet
John McGuire
Leslie Kyle

Scenes are: Act I - 'The Nonthern Lights.'
The parlour at Number 17 Heriot Row, Edinburgh,
April .|871.

Act 1l - 'A Night of Stars'
The dining-room of the Hotel Chevillon at
Grez-sur-Loing, in the sumner of 1876.

Act lll 'The Grey Ferry'
Scene 1 - A bed-sitting room of a lodging house

in Bush Street, San Francisco, February 1880.
Scene 2 - The draw'ing room at 'Skerryvore' Bournemouth,

in the summer of 1885.
Act lV - 'The Ultimate Isles'
Scene 1 - The Great Hall at Vailima, Samoa

on a September morning in 1893.
Scene 2 - The same, on the evening of December 3rd 1894.
Scene 3 - The same at dawn of the following morning.

The play was produced by Michael Mac0wan, (who was to play the Tinker in
the 1959 film of K'idnapped - in which John Laurie would play Ebeneezer.)
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!.li I son Barrett was actor son of an actor who was the son of a very

famous actor father of the same name, Wi'lson Barret (1846-1904). The

grandson played two roles in fusitala. He was later to run his own very

successful post-war theatre touring repertory company in Scotland for
whom the present writer made h'is professional debut as 'Snake'in The

School for Scandai at His Majesty's Theatre, Aberdeen, 'in .|953-

Geral d Savory, who pl ayed Simpson, became a noted West End

playwright and would also adapt Jekyll and Hyde for BBC/TV in 1980. The

BBC also screened a version of Tusitala'in 1950 to mark the Stevenson

Centenary Year. Alan Stevenson (lS9l-.|971), the son of Louis's cousin,

Charles, and also a lighthouse engineer, contributed a foreword to the

text published by Chatto and tlindus in '1934:

'As I belong to a younger generation of Stevensons than R.L.S-, it
is with some diffidence that i venture to write this foreword.
Perhaps it would have been better had it been entrusted to a

comnentator more detached than I can be. My on'ly excuse is a hope
that something of hjs spirit has been handed down to me helping to
'influence my whole outlook on ljfe. To attempt to reincarnate the
complex persona'lity of Robert Louis Stevenson must be acknowledged
to be a very daring experiment...
In my opinion, the authors of Tusitala have, without doubt,
succe-eded'in what they set out to do--T a piay the best may be
said for it.
From Auld Reekie with his parents, the well-chosen scenes move to
Vailima and his death. This last, Qfle of the most dramatic and
moving ever depicted on any stage...'--

This of course is the v'iew of a lighthouse engineer.

Nonetheless, Mr Stevenson's comment is a sincere compliment to a

professional job of work done on all the known facts of Stevenson's life
and there could be more strenuous ways of being introduced to the

biography than from a comfortable seat in the theatre. The play is not

ashamed to take full advantage of hindsight and even if it does so

heavy-handedly at certain points, and may be a somewhat romantic view of
the hero, the authors obviously know their theatre and their Stevenson

and have tried at least, as Alan Stevenson says, to avoid 'killing him

with kindness'. It is a difficult balance to achieve in a playing

script that is to illustrate the factual events and yet at the same time

to maintain the required tension of a dramatic entertainrnent.

Significantly, no mention is made of the p'layrvriting at Bournemouth and

certai nly none 'is rirade of Henl ey. Thi s 'i s surely remi ss. Henl ey i s an

integral part of the Stevenson story in theatre.
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It i s perhaps germane to ment'ion the dearth of Stevenson

adaptations for the musical theatre. It is little known that Stevenson

could notate musjc and even composed in a very rudimentary manner on the

flageolet, what Lloyd 0sbourne called'that doleful whining little
'instrument'. Nonetheless, it gave R.L.S. 'an amazing amount of
pleasure' and he 'played it persistently'. His musical experiences

were deeply felt from the Edjnburgh orchestral concerts he attended with
Baxter to the account he gave to Sidney Colvin on I May 1892. 0n that
night he was a guest of the native chief, Mataafa and he wrote:

'About four in the morning, I was awakened by the sound of a

whistle pipe blown outside on the dark, very softly and to a
pleas'ing simple a'ir. I really think I have hit the first phrase -

It sounded very peaceful, sweet and strange in the dark; and I
found th'is was part of the routine o{.my rebel's night, and it was
done (he said) to give good dreams.'-'
Contemporary British p'ianist and composer, Richard Stalker, regrets

this and has sought the help of two Ed'inburgh writers, Gavin Bolus and

B'ill Dunlop, to fuse the two stories of Kidnapped and Catriona into an

acceptable libretto to fit a modern score. Mr Stalker believes that in
the character of Alan Breck, he has a natural singer (one of the songs

is called The Sword of Alan) and Barbara Grant is a talented keyboard

player. In addition, he asserts, there is no shortage'in the orig'inal
namative of good villains - Uncle Ebeneezer, Jame More, Grant of
Prestongrange et al but as always with Stevenson in h'is adventure tales,
there is a lack of romantic interest - vital for a musical, but the
writers feel that by blending the two novels they may achieve this.
Mr Stalker writes:

'For some time I have been of the op'inion Stevenson, as one of our
great writers, had received little if indeed no attention in the
musical theatre. Particularly, when compared to Dickens, Shaw and,
from the other side of the Channel, V'ictor Hugo. This I felt to be
a great mistake, as his novels, being so colourful ' are very
adaptable for dramat'ic purposes, as well as, dt times, showing
great soc'ial awareness. . .
I eventually decide on "Kidnapped" as my first choice, this being
Stevenson's own favourite among his novels. Also it seems to have
everything, adventure, spectacle and nationalism...
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The one ingredient that it lacked, i.e. Romance (which I also
firmly belidve necessary for a musical) js made up in its sequel,
"Catriona". Plus there are so many examples of music-making in the
book, Alan Breck is constantly improvising songs...
The show is in two Acts and Catriona and James More have been woven

into Act 1 by telling a para1le1 but plausible story about them
based on material from the second novel. This of course builds up

the feminine note...
!,le have hoowever, not been neglectful about mak'ing a strong point
about the m'iscarriage of justice w'ith reference to James Stewart.
In this respect, as indeed we have done very much on the whole, we

fol lowed Stevenson's narrative.
Musically, I like to think of my*core as being largely in the
nature of a Scottish folk opera..'
0n the conventional operatic level, there have been two operas

based on Stevenson's work and both were written and presented w'ithin a

year of each other. The Beach of Falesa was adapted in 1974 with music

by Alan Hoddinott and in I975 Robin

Opera out of l,leir of Hermiston with
0rr wrote an opera for Scottish

a l'ibretto by Bi I 1 Bryden. New

Zealander Lyell Cresswell is currently working on an opera based on

Merry Men.

It has all the ingredients. As well as the romantic drama offered the

scenic potential in the journey from Heriot Row to Vailima is infinite.

The

'The words themselves have music within them and this would shape
the melodic line. it is deeply atmospheric, not only the seqrand
waves but a tremendous feeling of guilt that haunts the work.'-'

One can only await a full-length operat'ic treatment of Stevenson's life.
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At the Edinburgh Festival of .l971, an adaptation by Dylan Thomas of

The Body Snatcher (188.|) was presented as The Doctor and the Devil.

Th'i s f eatured the em j nent Scotti sh actor, Leonard Magu'i re, as the

doctor. Maguire was later to p'lay Stevenson himself in a first play by

A'lanna Knight, The Private Life of R.L.S., which was performed at the

Edinburgh Festival of 1974.

Barbara Brill, the English script-writer and author of a

Life of Stevenson for children (Ladyb'ird Books), js a self-confessed

Stevenson hero-worshipper and has been since her schooldays. In .|980'

she dev'ised a poetry recital programme from Stevensonrs writings for the

Stratford-on-Avon Poetry Festival to mark the centenary of his marriage

to Fanny Osbourne 'i n San Franci sco . Hri ti ng 'in the programme, the

director, John Carroll, quoted Janet Adam Smith:

'We enjoy Stevenson's poetry when we are young and full of emotion
about situat'ions we have not yet experienced in real life, but the
readers who are enlarging their field tend to leave Stevenson
behind with their adolescence.'

Not so M'iss Brill. She went on from her schooldays to write a play

based on the life of Stevenson, Va'liant in Velvet, which was presented

at the Byre Theatre, St. Andrews by the St. Andrew's Play Club from I to
l0 December 

.l962. This theatre had been founded by loca'l writer, Alex.
B. Paterson who himself adapted Weir of Hermiston for the Byre in .|971.

Barbara Brill also had a radio script entitled Where the Golden Apples

Grow broadcast on BBC's Radio 4. This drew on Stevenson's'letters to

his mother. A further script has been accepted by the BBC and will be

broadcast during 1994, the Stevenson centenary year.

Her compilat'ion for the .|980 
wedding anniversary featured Margaret

Wolfit and James Cairncross, both very distinguished performers. The

latter particularly is we'll-known in Scotland for his many appearances

at the Edinburgh Festival and for his work at the Royal Lyceum Theatre

there -'including his l'Iilliam Lawson, the Procurator-Fiscal in that
company's production of Deacon Brodie in 1978. James was born in Fife,
and given that kingdom's contribution to Stevenson on stage, it might be

agreed that Fife had made amends for Stevenson's own unhappy experience

of theatre in Fife when he attended that concert in Anstruther Town Hall

in 1858. Miss BrilI's device of compiling prose, poetry and anecdote

was to become an established format for presentations of Robert Louis

Stevenson as the subject of performed theatre biography.
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A more recent interpretation of actual Stevenson events was that

done by Jenn'i Calder, herself a Stevenson scholar and author, for the
.|990 

Edinburgh Fest'ival. Presented by the Saltire Society, her

treatment was entitled Island Landfa'lls and begins with Stevenson's

voyage on the Casco and ends with his final years at Upo1u. John

Shedden played Stevenson. Like Leonard Maguire, he had been introduced

to the part of Stevenson by Alanna Knight's 1974 production (in fact he

took over from the present writer) and in this case he was he'lped by a

strong physical resemblance to R.L.S. Alice Risemberg played Fanny and

Matthew Clark, LJoyd 0sbourne.

This presentatr'on is a dramatjc reading more than a conventional

play but it is no worse for that in terms of Stevenson edification and

general entertainment. Much use is made of the letters, and they are

read as such. A heavy reliance is therefore placed on the performers'

reading skills. Fortunately this is an area where Shedden is strong,

particularly in the Scots dialect as in the letters to Baxter. Guitar

links provided a pleasant punctuation and excerpts from other Stevenson

tales such as The Beach of Falesa gave a much-needed dramatic variety.
The onus for success'in productions such as this r'elies less on the

accuracy or effectiveness of the script but on the personalites of the

readers involved and their relat'ionship to the audience. It is polite
chamber mus'ic compared to the rumbustical symphony of a full length play

but it is by now received Festival fare and provides an easy and

'interesti ng means of I earni ng someth'i ng about a ti me i n the I i fe of
R.L.S. The very theatrica'lity in hi s personal ity and the

larger-than-life reality of his life in the South Seas are boons to the

biographical adapter. The Edinburgh Gateway Theatre company was formed

in .|953 to specialise'in the work of Scott'ish dramat'ists and to form a

centre in the caoital of Scotland where Scottish actors can act in them.

Its Chairman, playwright, Robert Kemp, made the following comnents in
the programne for their production of Weir of Hermiston in 1958:

'One likes to think that if we had existed over half a century ago
(The Gateway Theatre that i s ) the young Robert Loui s Stevenson
might have written for the company, and it would have been better
than the ventures he did make into the drama with tJ.E.Henley. This
year, instead of a play by R.L.S., w€ offer a dramatisation of his
great unfinished novel "lrleir of Hermiston", skilfully made by an
Edinburgh author of today and already in the repertory of our
company.'
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R.J.B.Sel1ar, the said Ed'inburgh

playwright, particularly in radio, and

author, was a very experienced

was al so to adapt The Master of

Ballantrae for the same company in the following year. In the same

programme page as Robert Kemp, Mr Sellar asks:

'should a novel be turned into a play? There are conflicting
opinions on such points. Having had, for many years, ffiY own

theories on such matters, I think... (ttrat) the cardinal princ'iples
of the interesting work of adaptation are that one must try to
ref I ect the sp'i ri t and carry out the i ntent'ions of the ori gi nal
work. But in turning a novel 'into a p'lay one must also have equal
regard for the the principles of the new medium. If there are any
ardent Stevensonians in the audience... i ask them not to grieve
overmuch about certain changes... A loss in atmosphere may have
brought a gain in drama and compactness of theme. Stevenson'ians
may put me on trial for such misdeeds. My defence is implicit in
the play, and I ask, My Lord, and members of the iury, for an
acquittal, or at least a recommendation for mercy.'

Spoken like a true professional. In this production, directed by Brian

Carey, Weir was played by Tom Fleming, a lead'ing Scottish actor who was

later to repeat the role on BBC Television in .|973 (in a version by Tom

Wright). V'iewers would also recognise the late Bill Simpson, who played

Frank Innes, as BBC's Doctor Finlay. Other Stevenson stalwarts such as

Leonard Maguire and Paul Young were also in the cast
Weir of Hermiston was a'lso adapted by Tom Wright in .|980 from his

own television script as a stage performance by students of the Royal

Scottish Academy of Music and Drama directed by Peten Lincoln at the

MacRobert Centre, Stirling. It would Seem that a future generation

might yet come to Stevenson by seeing him performed on a stage but it is
more probabl e that the chi I dren of the vi deo age wi I 'l encounter h'im

first via the many adaptations of his work for the screen. This aspect

w'il1 be considered fully in the next stage of this study but the
following comnents may be noted meanwhile:

'It is the movies and not the regular stage that gets most of the
"dramatised" stories today. Perhaps the present revelation of
Stevenson's "Master of Ballantrae" is merely a way-stat'ion to this
ultimate destination.. .'

Thus begins the uncredited introduction to Mr H.T. Parker's 1920 review

of A.E.W.Mason's adaptation of The Master of Ballantrae which featured

Mr Walker Whiteside as the 'many-sided adventurer, James D'rrie' and the
production was created to acconrnodate Mr l,lhiteside's impersonation. The

introduction conti nues :
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'An actor-made play or a play made to order with an actor's
'idiosyncracies in mind bears witness, as Mr. Parker says, "to the
inevitable shortcomings of the spe6ies". Thjs one, apparently.
does not escape:

Mr Parker's review opens:

'A novel is a nove'l; a play is a play; and never - or hardly ever -
shall the twain meet. 0n the printed page, sentence by sentence'
Stevenson, master of the illusory word, may weave the atmosphere of
the wintry and isolated manor-house. From the stage comes only the
illusion that settjng and lights may compass. '

This takes little account of the powers of the actor to convey the scene

i n terms of hi s performance. Thi s capacity of the performeri s the

essential dynam'ic of live theatre and has been since Shakespeare's

wooden 0. Miss Ruth Draper (.l884-1956), was also quite capable of
filling the stage with people in her celebrated solo recitals.
Mr Parker goes on:

'A piece of the theater, especially in these days of substantial
backgrounds and few pauses, must not diffuse itself too widely. In
fact, Mr. Mason and Mr. Whiteside compress an action, stretching
through years and over quite half the world, into a single month
within a single room. Necessarily it becomes momentary assertion -
This is so because we say it so - rather than measured progress.
So, too, with the personages... At the end of the play they remain
what they were at the beginn'ing... In wisdom to a feminised time -
and st'ill feminised - Stevenson affirmed life a boy's game and the
sentimental adventure but one of man's experience within it. Now

the American Theatre... is a storehouse and hothouse of sentiment.
Hence the upbuilding of Alison Durie and the stressing of James's
seduction of her...- Rich?Tdffifr3fiEld might plausibly havE-dd:ed
the Master but what is thjs but reminding the present generation of
what-Tf-h-as lost? It is easy to imag'ine John Barrymore in the part
but this is putting all of one's eggs in one basket...__Upol the eye
Mr. tllhites'ide as James Durie works an appreciable illusion... to
the ear (he ) confe$-56'Eh-fhe suavi ty and the st'i ng of Duri e 's
tongue... yet he dires these things wittr an unconcealed aFfTfTce
that thins illusion... The secondary and minor characters are
merely contri butary. . . Possibly, probably, "The Master of
Ballantrae" is best acted upon the theater of the imagination.'

Possibly, probably, no one would have agreed more than Stevenson

himself who lived for so long in his own theatre of dreams, seeing his
own 'pictures of the mind' . Hi s very manner of writing narrative
anticipated the demands of the screen as will be shown in the fo'llowing

pages.

Clayton Hamilton, too, was aware

of Stevenson's style and he concJuded

Stage, with the following comment:

of this particular accommodation

his article, Stevenson on the
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The Master of Ballantrae might be made into a good play.:. but the

afford the very best materi al for the
mov'ing piiture crlftsman. Kidnqppg4 also might be shown in moving
pictuFes but it could hardT!-bffifrpressed into a play. Stevenson
ivrote mainly for the seeing eye; he was less concerned with
character tlran with action and with setting; he exhib'ited events,
harrnoniously set in place and time, and he never disturbed the
exhibition by psychological analysis.'

What about the psycho'logical genesis of Deacon Brod'ie?

And did not Stevenson himself say, in a letter to H.B.Baildon, talk'ing

of Rahero:

'The Spectator said there tllas no psychology in it; that interested
me very much... I am at bottom a psychcologist and ashamed of it;
the tale seized my one-third because of its picturesque features,
two-thirds because q[ its astonishing psychology, and the Spectator
says there's none.'""

So much for Mr Hamilton. However, he goes on:

'His literary style is perhaps his greatest glory; but, even if
bereft of this, he would remain - to quote him - "a master of brute
'incident"... He failed in his efforts as a dramat'ist; but there
seems no reason now why he should not.6njoy a posthumous success as

a master of the moving picture play. ''-
This aspect will now be considered.
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Section B 'Mere obl ivion'

Clayton Hamilton was the first to make a very'important point about

Stevenson in adaptation:

'The fact that very few playwrights have attempted to transfer the
tales of Stevenson to the service of the theatre, afford(s) no
reason why they may not be successfully transferred to the service
of the new and growing medium of moving pictures. Treasure__Elenq,
forexample,woulamakeabettermovingpicturetm
may saneiy be conjectured, if Stevenson were living still (and it
is a sad fact to remember that even now he would only be sixty-five
years old), he would probably devote his., mind enthusiast'ically to
the new craft of making moving-pictures. "

This was written in .|9.|6, by which time no less than seven adaptations

had al ready been made for the screen even though the adapters recei ved

no cnedit. Possibly, in those buccaneering, pioneer times in silent
pi cture-maki ng, nei ther di d Stevenson. The fj rst recorded fi I m

adaptation was, not surpris'ingly, the same subject as the first stage

adaptation, that of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. Altogether, there have

been sixty-nine films around the world made from or based on Stevenson's

original story. Natura'lly there is a wide disparity in quality in such

a range of adaptations but from the very beginning of film the strange

case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde has attracted every kind of film maker.

The very first film dates from 1908 and was directed by Otis Hunter for
the Selig Polyscope Company with Hobart Bosworth and Betty Harte.

In l910 a second version was made by Nordisk featuring Alwyn Neuss.

Thanhauser Films then invited Lucius Henderson to direct James Cruze as

Jeky'll and Harry Behnam as Hyde in 1912. This is a very rare instance
of two actors playing the eponymous roles, a principle which was not

followed generally in screen adaptations. Cruze becane a director
himself and only a year later directed a version of the same story for
Universal Pictures with a cast headed by King Baggott. Other early
adaptations are as obscure as Selig's pioneering effort, but mention may

be made of Biograph's The Suicide Club in 1909, and also The Black Arrow

(Edison .|912), 
The Wrong Box by Selig (1913) and a further The Suicide

Club in 1914 by British and Colonial. All this was a vindication of
Clayton Hamilton's surmise, that Stevenson's pen was to prove a boon to
film-makers, especially with Jekyll and Hyde.
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This story,'lending itself easily as it does to the required

metamorphosisn'is by far the most popular of Stevenson adaptations to

the cinema - with no less than three adaptat'ions in 1920 w'ith three very

different types of star actolin the ma'in role(s). These were John

Barrymore (Famous Players/Lasky/Paramount), Conrad Veidt (directed in

Germany by F.l.l.Murneau) and Sheldon Lewis (Pioneer Film Corporation'

usA). The ,Jekyll-Hyde' film genre was to prove a veritable showcase

for actors. Mai nstream narrat'i ve ci nema I ends i tsel f easi ly to

elaboration on the physical characteristic of the subjects portrayed and

in both Jekyl'l and Hyde Stevenson has provided ideal grounds for a dual

tour de force by the actor.
John Barrymore(.|882-.|942) was playing Richard lll on stage whjle

filming a Jekyll and Hyde for Canadian director, John Stuart Robertson,

that was laten described as having 'a haunting sense of unexpressed

deformity'. In this Artcraft production for Paramount, Clara S.

Beranger's screenplay presented the two men in one man theme balanced by

two women - Nita Haldi and Martha Mansfield. This was repeated'in the

other main film version with Miriam Hopkins and Rose Hobart in l93l and

Ingrid Bergman with Lana Turner in 1943. Frederic March won an Academy

Award as Best Actor in the role'in the 1931 version written by Samuel

Hoffenstein and Percy Heath, who were also nom'inated for Academy Awards

in that year. Not nominated was the director, Reuben l'lamoulian, and yet

his is regarded as the best of the recognised vers'ions of this story.

The present writer had the opportunity to study in the library of

the Motion Pictures Academy the yellow-bound shooting script dated

August 17 1931, which i s headed - 'An adaptation of Robert Lou'is

Stevenson's celebrated story' - and almOst the first f ine is an

Americanism. When asked the time the butler replies - 'It's a quarter

0F three, sir.' With lucid economy, Jekyll's first speech contains the

exposition of the theme - 'My analysis leads me to believe that man is
not truly one, but truly two'- thus establ'ishing at the outset the

central motive, the separation of the good from the bad in the self. It
also gave opportunity for comedy touches as one student to another - 'I
say old man, why don't you stay home and send your other self to
lectures?' Although it must be said that it is difficult to accept

Henry Jekyll as 'Hary'. Throughout the filn, there is a heavy reliance

on Frederic March's charn.
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The language of the script is that of the addict ('I'.|1 fight it
i'll conquer it') and one is reminded that Fanny gave Stevenson opium at
the t'ime of the original writ'ing, There are echoes of Jane Austen in
the references to Bath and Keat's Ode to a Nightingale is quoted.

Altogether it'is a thoroughly professional, clever film despite the fact
tha Jeky11 apologises for his 'remissness'. Mamoulian gave the whole

thing an added, distinctive artistic style. As Virginia Wright Wexman

points out in her .|988 article - Horrors of the Body: Ho'llywood's

Discourse on Beauty:

'Mamoulian emphasises the representation of the human form even
more than many other directors do... by stylistic devices, many of
which - including mirrors, shadows, statuary, split-screen
techniques, and lap disssolves - multiply images of the body...

The Time reviewer notes:

'The face of the handsome young British sawbones becomes by barely
percept'i bl e degrees of tri ck photography the vi sage of a
sabre-toothed baboon with pig eyes and a tassel of primeval hair.'

Virginia Wexman goes on:

'Stevenson's story has, in all of its major cinemat'ic incarnations,
been altered'in various ways to present the body as the focus of
sexual attract'ion. Most obviously, women, although conspicuously
absent from Stevenson's story... move to centre stage in all of the
film versions, providing a focal point for the movies' emphasis on
"love interest". Frederic March presents a part'icularly handsome
Jekyll to anchor this centrality. Hyde's ugl'iness, by contrast,
signals the historical contradiction that motivates the film and
this is typically figured in the text through what Fredric Jameson
sees as the "imagery of libidinal revolution and of bod'ily
transformation"... each of which is figured in tfe film's narrative
structure, its characterisation, and its style. !'
In 1989, Enma Tennant took up this question of woman's place (or

lack of it) in the Jekyll and Hyde story by writing a novel that changed

the gender of the eponymous leading characters so that we have a Ms

Jekyll and Mrs Hyde. This is wittily worked out and has a kind of
horror of its own but knowledge of the Stevenson theme makes the slim

volume highly predictable even to the use of surnames from the original
story. Instead of opium, Emma Tennant suggests her heroine is addicted
to anxian drugs and her theme is.on...n"d with St. Augustine's view

that 0riginal Sin is the cause of man's inherited lust as opposed to the
view that we are all responsible for our own actions.3 Ms Tennant gives

the woman's viewpoint of what had been very much a masculine world.



Mamoulian addressed the problem of Stevenson's lack of heroines by

writing up M'iriam Hopk'ins's part 'in his film. Future writers would

follow the same.ourr..* Lesl'ie Halliwell considers this vers'ion 'the

most excit'ing and cinematic vens'ion by far of the famous horror storyr-

'the gas-lit London streets, the pace, the performances and clever
cameri and sounds tricks make it a film to enjoy over and over
again... For the first transformation the actor wore various layers
oi make-up which were sensiLive to different colour filters and

thus produced instant change.'

Halliwell was not so impressed by the l94l version directed first by

Victor Saville and then by Victor Fleming and starring Spencer Tracy,

even though the finished product was banned in the Dutch East Indies and

the lyrics of George Grossm'ith's See Me Dance the Polka were checked for
scurrility. The writer, in this case John Lee Mah'in, was able to write

for two star actresses ( Ingrid Bergman and Lana Turner ) i n the

adaptation for MGM. In contrast to Frederic March's 'transformation' in

the same part, Spencer Tracy's Jekyll was not dissimilar to his Hyde.

The latter's was a del'iberate and original attempt to Stress the

'sameness'of the two sides of himself. This hardly made for the

telling effect required, even given Tracy's intell'igent and sympathetic

screen personality and despite the addit'ion of a Freudian dream sequence

which at least won the lighting cameraman, Joseph Ruttenburg, an Academy

Award nomination. The fact is that the film may have every technical

trick in the book but the public response, and therefore'its success,

depends on the leading actor and particularly what he does as Hyde. John

Barrymore, for instance, in director John Robertson's 1920 version,

offered a Hyde that was like nothing on earth. 'More like a gigantic

spider'- as Virginia Wexman puts. In her 1988 article she also makes

the good point that the abomination represented by Hyde's sexual

appetite is made palpable by his hideousness...

'Jekyll's graceful demeanour is offset by Hyde's stealthy.ape-like
movements, thus hi nti ng at the raci al overtons in such
differences... In this ti{m, as in the culture at large, to be

beautiful is to be white.'-
One wonders 'if the myth of the black rapist was one which unduly

employed Stevenson while writing his story in Victorian Bournemouth.

* The l93l screenplay by Hoffenstein and Heath, and edited _b{ Richard
J. Anabole, was'pudtisnea Uy the Film Classics Library in 1976.
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The story of its adaptation into film is large'ly an American one

and their mores apply with a degree of iust'ification. Their obssession

is with sex and not sexua'lity and 'it shows in nearly every film they

make. Mamoul i an, howeverr WdS not American and he represents

Hollywood's shrewd skill in borrowing the best of the cosmopolitan

Europeans and assimilating them into their film production methods- This

emigre process was calcul ated to give their local product an

'international' status and at the same t'ime, extend the'ir markets

abroad. Film-making is first of all a se]1ing business. The system

worked so well that the American film is now accepted all over the world

as being'itself internat'ional . Nothwithstanding, the film managed to

cause riots in Stockholm and the producers had long discussions not on'ly

with the censors but with the Hayes office in Hol'lywood regarding almost

every aspect of the script and'its implication of sexual intent.

Writ'ing'in another century, Stevenson had no way of know'ing how his

work would be produced a hundred years later. Not only produced but

traduced some mjght say. Here was a writer whose daily burden was his

body and now, in the film medium, his work is used to create a paeon of

praise for the body beaut'iful , as a hymn to youth and beauty, which 'in

Ho1'lywood's eyes, are the same thin9. The body, however, as StevensOn

well knew, is a complicated machine and likely to act out of all
supposed order and expectation. Spencer Tracy was perhaps right in

p]aying down the extreme contrast between the good-looking Jekyll and

the repellent Hyde - two sides of the same coin. The co'in being the

mighty dollar.
The apparent contrad'iction of the two persons in one or the paradox

offered by one man who is two and the consequent psychological,

philosophical and emotional questions raised thereto is not the reason

that the subject of Dr. Jekyll and his violent change has continued to

fascinate the film makers. Ratherit is the tale's proved propensity as

a money-maker. This has been the excuse for just about every kind of

adaptation of the theme from .|906 to date. These have included such

bizarre interpretations as Laurel and Hardy's typical Dr. Pickle and Mr.

pride (]925) and Abbott and Costello Meet Doctor Jekyll amd Mister Hyde

(1953) as well as Jery Lewis's much-praised 1963 comedy - The Nutty

Professor which has now become something of a cult movie. 0ther

variants which have emanated from the Hollywood conveyer belt are:



Son of Dr Jekyll (Louis Hayward l95l), Daughter of Dr Jekyll
(Gloria Talbot 1957), The Ugly Duckling (.|960) and I Monster with

Christopher Lee for Hammer Films in 1970. 0ther permutations have been

The Woman and the Beast from Mexico, and Dr.Jekyll et les Femnes and Le

Testament de Dr.Cordel'ier from France. The latter starred Jean Louis

Barrault and was directed by Jean Renolr no less. Britain contributed
an animated version - Hyde, but it also offered the strangest twist to
the basic story in the un'ique version given it by British screenwriter,

Brian Clemens, in 1971 when he devised Dr Jekyll and Sister Hyde as a

Hanuner film directed by Roy Ward Baker and featuring Ralph Bates and

Martine Beswick. in this the tranformation caused Jekyll to reappear as

a beauti fu'l young woman who k'i I I ed prosti tutes i n the i nterest of
Jeky'll's medical research. This uneasy marrying of the Stevenson story
with the legend of Jack the Ripper was also taken up by Gerard Kincoine

in Edge of Sanity, in his I989 version made in Canada with Anthony

Perk'ins. Neither film who11y succeeds but they show the lengths

fi'lm-makers will go to tease the public jnto the cinema.

In 1972, the late Samrny Davis Jun'ior, a black singer-comedian,

talked with producer, Joe Harr, about making Dr.Jekyll and Mr. Hyde with
boxer Muhammud Ali. Variety on August 1972 reported that Ali's only
stipulation, was'No sex in pic'.

Dr. Jekyll Junior was the title chosen by Castelano and Pipolo for
their Medusa production which starred Paulo Villagio and Edwige Fenech

on location in London during 1979. Columbia Pictures, according to the
Hollywood Cinefile of 6 March 1992, have signed Tim Burton to direct the

very latest version which is based on the best-sell'ing novel Mary Reilly
which sees the Jekyl'l and Hyde saga from the point of view of
Jekyll's maid. There appears to be no end to the permutations that
be rung from the story hence its on-going preoccupat'ion by

fi lm-makers.

This is no more than'it should be. If, as Hollywood maintains, it
is the world's dream factory, then what more appropriate that the result
of one man's dream should perpetuate itself by means of celluloid and

sound sprockets to divert an audience which seems as greedy for its
thrills and horror as ever its Victorian forbears were. Nothing

changes. Rather than going round and round, the world of the film plot
appears merely to go on its rounds.

Dr

can

the
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Every other versjon, including the .|960 adaptation with Paul Massie

di rected by Terence Fi sher as wel I as that of 1967 , when Jack Pal ance

was d'irected for a television film by Charles Jarrott, followed the same

theme with only minor modifications. It had become the standard

formula. Michael Caine (Cannon/UK .|990) played Jekyl'l just as Stevenson

himself stated him to be - a hypocrite. He wrote in 1887:

'The harn was in Jekyll because he was a^hypocrite - not because he

was fond of women; he says so himsd...'"
But this is a rare reading on the screen. Irving Saposnik reports:

'The transfer from stage to screen only confirmed Mansfield's
interpretation. John Barrymore (1920) played Hyde as the essence
of a lust-ridden fiend, eying his victims with rapacious lubricity.
A latter-day Dorian Gray, he is more Qscar Wilde's man than
Stevenson's and his p'leasrre-seeking forays 'into the shadowy_world
of Soho are cl early echoes from Wi'l de's novel . Rouben Mamoul i an 's.|932 version with Frederic March'in the dual role increased the
sexual overtones. Not content with suggestive pleasure-haunts,
Mamoul'ian inserted the character of Ivy, the attractive bar-maid
whose charms so affect the pent-up Jekyll that he rryst indulge in
sexual atrocities 'in order to satisfy his cravings. "

Stevenson's allegorical crawler had become an exploitable film horror.

The novel comes up 'in every generation according to that agers

style and mores and bears out Stevenson's fears that the character of
Hyde would only be equated with sex and not with hypocrisy. The film
adaptations have not only emphasised the sexual element they have made

it the Bntire motive. Professor Saposnik continues:

'What emerges from all this is a portrait of Hyde with a dec_i_dedly
modern veneer: released by the intemperate tastes of Jekyll' [e
exists in order to allow his double to gratify his wanton lusts.'"

As Edwin Eigner remarks:

'It is perhaps unfortunate... that all four of the important stage
and screen productions of Jekyll and Hyde were made in ftnerica,
wherethepopularg.indiseffiregardseXandevilas
synonymous terms.'"

Eigner also points out that the redeemable trait is there in Jekyll as

it is in all of Stevenson's villains.

'Just as Deacon Brodie, in the revised yersion, chooses death as a
deliberate sacrifice, so John Barrymore as Hyde commits suicide to
save his fiancee which i5, in effect, Jekyll's failure to accept
his own ntture. To Stevenson, the renunciation of evil is itself a

virtue.'lu
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No such renunciation was evident in the Hollywood advertisement
wh'ich appeared in fjlm town's Drama-Logue issued on 31 0ctober l99l:

DR. JEKYLL & l,lR. HYDE comedy feature about a man who accidentally
drinks a lab experiment, produced by Mjklen Prods. & John Lew'is,
directed by tl,|ik'e Sedan, for a three-week shoot beginning elfly
Dec. , casii ng: Heidi, Caucasi an, 30-35, nice figure, nud'ity
requi red;
Robert, Caucasian, 30-35, SCientiSt; lloX, 30-38,cute, fun-loving;
Donna, 20-29, well-built, innocent, nudity required;
Zelda, 30-35, exotic; Jaime, Hispanic male, 20'25,conniYing;
Carl, 

- 30-35, muscul ar; ltlo;1, Caucasi an, 60-58; ]laggie' 40-45'
secretary;
Dr. tbntoger, Hispanic, 42-50, businessman; l'lickey'- 30-35' male,
scientist; Iilinnie Bess 50-55, black female, iovial; Sandra' 20-25'
cute. Copy, Meals and Pay prov'ided. Send Photo and Resume to:
Miklen Prdductions, 60 tast t'tagnolia Boulevard, Burbank, CA 91502.

Kristine Kreuger of the Margaret 
-Herrick Library in Beverley Hills

reports that -

'there are no less than t4 Files beginning 'Dr. Jekyll'...Some are
straigh{., adaptations, others parodies and works "inspired by"
R.L.S.,"

It bears out exactly what Henley wrote to Stevenson in 1883 -

' . . .presently we shal I get to our terti aries. 'l 2
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TREASURE ISLAIID

This'is arguably the most successful Stevenson adaptation for film, it
is certainly the most popular and yet it has no sex interest, Iove

affa'ir and if there 'is romance it is of a boy'ish variety as the only
woman in it is the mother of the hero. It has ten versions on screen

and no less than sixteen files in the Margaret Herrick Library, Beverley
Hills, Stevenson had guessed rightly about its likely popu'larity. The

story itself and the character of Long John Silver would draw audiences

to the c'inema just as it drew patrons to the theatre and readers to the
l'ibrary. In addition, the part of John Silver himself, whatever the
version produced attracted actors like a magnet. It had the same

bravura appeal to performers as Jeky'l 1 /Hyde. Consequently, the
adaptations of Treasure Island afford a roll-call of the leading screen

actors of the time. It might be said that there has been no shortage of
Long Johns on the Silver Screen.

Adison Rothermel was the first to play the part in the Edison

productr'on of 1912 but no director was named. Chester M. Franklyn
directed a version for the Fox Film Corporation in l9l8 but no cast was

named and in a .|920 
adaptation for Paramount Pictures, Charles 0gle was

the Silver and Shirley t'/ilson was the female Jim. This last casting was

not an uncommon practice in the early film versions.
John Lee Mahin, in his adaptation for MGM's meticulous 1934

production, provided l.lallace Beery with a sinister interpretation which

won much praise. Jackie Cooper played Jim Hawkins and a character
called 'Cora Sue' (Sue Collins) was introduced to prov.ide him with Iove
interest. John Barrymore's brother, Lionel, played Billy Bones. The

director was V'ictor Fleming (who would also direct the Spencer Tracy
1943 Jekyll and Hyde) and the film was produced by Hunt Stromburg. The

latter had some trouble with the authorities in Bohemia and Moravia who

questioned the lyrics of the sea-shanties used. 0n the grounds that
they were suggestive, the film was nejected by both countries. The

Illustrated London News reported:

'Robert Loui s Stevenson 's famous adventure story has been
singularly fortunate in the manner of its treatment in the new film
recently produced in London at the Empire Theatre. The
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer picture, directed by Victor Fleming, has thegreat, and not too corunon merit of keeping faithfully to 

l?goriginal tale and not taking liberties with the author's plot...
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The resources of the screen have made jt possible to present the

object'ive background of the story in a concrete form more vivid and

picturesque - at any rate to the unimaginative eye - than any writtem

descript'ion. Stevenson, like Grahame Greene, would have applauded.

Both writers regarded the use of setting as entirely utilitarian and the

usual visual description as a waste of time. They preferred cinematic

'brute action'. Stevenson himself admitted - 'We want interest,
incident, action, to the devil with your philosophy.'14

Orson l^lelles made his attempt in .|971 in a script by Wolf

Mankiewitz assisted by another a writer calling hjmse]f 0.1.1. Jeeves(?).

Not even his contribut'ion or the presence on screen of one of cinema's

few true geni uses coul d prevent thi s mul ti -nati onal manunoth from

floundering among 'its many masters. Harry Alan Towers had arranged an

internat'ional combine involving Britain, France, Germany and Spain in
order to make a simple adventure yarn set in the mythical Spanish Main -
the result was a mish-mash that not even an Orson l.lelles could survive.

Film is very much a team game but the players in this film fixture are

often playing different games.

Michael E. Briant directed Alfred Burke'in a 1977 British version
with a strong cast including Patrick Troughton, who had been a notable
Alan Breck for BBC telev'ision. Lord Bernard Miles's 'Silver' was a

comic creation for Brent Walker at Shepperton in 1982 but in all this
the actor who still remains fixed and firm in the public memory in this
role is undeniab'ly Robert Newton. His robust interpretation of Lawrence

Edward Wadkin's script under the direction of Byron Hask'in in the 1949

production by the l,Ialt Disney Organisation was both comical and evil. So

much did the actor's personal mannerisms and manic energy permeate the

role that no other actor could attempt the part without risk of
comparison. Not that his excesses pleased everyone but Leslie Halliwell
sumned up Newton's impact in a brief comment on the film:

'(A) cheerful Disney remake, poor in detail but transfixed by.a
swaggeringly overplayed and unforgettable leading performance. "-
The British Film Institute had another opinion however and in

expressing it, their critic, 'L.G.A.' revealed a hitherto unstated
professional view regarding the quality of Stevenson's contribution to
the pot-pourri that was the average film script then and which is still
something of a comnittee minute today. 'L.G.A.' says:



'it i s perhaps unfortunate f or the capabl e 'if not outstand'ing
craftsmen who have executed this Version of Treasure Island that
their material should be so exceptionally dlstTn@T5fiEtll-Tfr-other
words, we expect something more from a film of th'is book than a

compeiently told adventure-, coloured and characterised with iovial
crud'ity...'

(t'tot only must one bear i n mi nd the

ci rcumstances 'i n whi ch the ori g'i nal wri ti ng

done in Scotland, but 'iovial crud'ity' just

toy-theatre influences which never entirely
The film critic cont'inues:

almost casual , P'laYtime

of Treasure Island was first
as aptly sums up the skelt

I eft Stevenson. )

'stevenson's story has been quite faithfully adhered to, w'ith the
exeption of an endi ng, ' 

typical ly, _though. n^ol excusably
sentimentalised... Long ,lohn Silver, as played by Robert Newton,
becomes a leering, barnstorming rascal, first cous'ir\6to Lionel
Barrymore and his own true brother to Tod Slaughter..."-
Newton made something of a career out of the role. Firstly' in a

26-part TV series for televison'in Australia calIed The Adventures of

Long John Silver made in 1955 and then a television film John Silver's
Return to Treasure Island for HTV near'ly 30 years later. This says

someth'ing of the durability of the player as much as the part. The

truth is that it is the part rather than the picture that continues to

intrigue and it'is often the actor not the script that makes the film.
In this regardr on€ wishes one could have seen Boris Andreyev in the

Russian version made 'in .|97].

As recently as .|991, Marlon Brandor wdS being wooed by producer

Elliott Kastner, for whom he has made three films, to portray Silver in
a new musical version. It is still to be made. Threshold films had

also announced a musical version in .|979 but nothing came of it. Many

film projects are happily unrealised. Similarly, Walt Disney announced

a remake in .|985 
and signed Gene Scott to direct locations 0r the Costa

del Sol in Spain but nothing further has been heard of Mr. Scott or the

film. As long ago as 1972, Japan produced Dobutsu Takaraiima, dr

animated Treasure Island and in .|973, 
Hanna-Barbera Productions s'igned

Jack Mendelsohn to write the script for a similar animation. Format

Productions also p'lanned their first animated feature film. They had

only been known hitherto as the producers of The Lone Ranger. A version

was made in Japanese in I97l and in Italian in 1986 and in l99l it was

made in French as L'Ile au Tresor directed by Raul Ruiz for Films du

Passage. This is apposite, remembering how much R.L.S. loved France.
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For the most part, cinemat'ical lY, Treasure Island has been the

domain of British and American film-makers and they have fought for its
spoiis as assiduously as ever did John Silver or Captain Smollett. And

the fight continues. Even as this is being written, there is no doubt

that somewhere in the world someone has his lens-finder fixed on his own

idea of Treasure island.
Swearingen notes:

,stevenson h'imself never v'isited the Caribbean, and when asked by
an interv'iewer (Sydney Morning Herald l4 February 1893) whether the
real island was in the-TffiFitTmiled humorously." "Treasure
Island", he said, "is not in the Pacific. In fact, I only wish
myself that I knew where it was. When i wrote the book I gave no
iirdication as to its whereabouts for fear there might be an undue
rush towards jt. However, it is generally supposed to be in the
l.lest I ndi es . "

Swearingen continues:

' Pursui ng SteVenson ' s own hi nt, Goerge R. Stewart , "The Rea'l

Treasure- Island" University of California Chronic'le, 28 (Apri1
1926), 207-13, a act chieflY
Californian, derive4 from Stevenson's stay in Monterey and the Napa

Valley in 1879-80"'
Is it merely coincidental that both of these locat'ions are also within

easy reach of what is now Hol'lywood? l,las

cinematic mirage seen through a Scotch mist?

Some film makers would have us think so.

This press cutting from Margaret Stevenson's Scrapbook was made

availdble from the-Monterey Stite Historical Monument Stevenson House

Collection in California fiom whom the present writer also gained the
American newspaper quotations used in this study.

Treasure Island in fact, a
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All the elaitement 0f Robert touis Stercnson's clasic

adventure corn€s t0 life in Disrret's llealsrrne
Island. YoungJim Hawkins (Bobby Driscoll) facc

unimagrnd danger wtren lrc takes a job as a cabin

boy on a search for burid trcasure. In his ioumgn
aboard the quare rigger Hisparuol4 he meets some

of tire boldst andwrckdestpirateseva to sail the

seas - including the infamous one-leggd swash-

buckler, LongJohn Silrcr (Rohrt Nsilton). Dart(

deeds, murder and mutinyersue-and fina[y good

is pitted against evil in a banle over the burid lmt
onltprcurc Islandl
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KIDIIAPPED

The ten files at the Motion Picture Academy indicate that not all the

films under this title will be based on the R.L.S. novel. However, five
certainly were, beginning from the first Edison version in 1917 and

including a Serial version by Pathe in the same year and going through

to other versions in .|938, .|959 and 1971 and it is these last three

which will now be discussed. 20th-century Fox employed three writers

Sonya Levein, Richard Sherman and Walter Ferris in the'ir 1938 version of

the classic adventure story which was directed by Alfred L. Werker.

Warner Baxter played Alan Breck and Freddie Bartholemev, was Jim Hawkins

in thi s wel l -made screen opus wh'ich however only acknowledged the

ori gi na'l narrati ve f rom t'ime to ti me.

Norman Sherry, in the first part of his exhaustive biography of

Graham Greene (.|904-92), reports that the famous novelist, a descendant

on the Balfour Side of Stevenson himself, saw red when, on 5 August
.|938, he had to review a Fox film supposedly based on his cousin's

fanous novel Kidnapped. Greene writes:

'I doubt if the summer will show a worse film than Kidnapped; the
only fun you are like'ly to get from it 'is speculatibiftpEEl'lation
on the astonishing ignorance of filrn-makers who claim to know what
the public wants. - The publ'ic will certainly not want this
Kidnapped, where al'l the ailventures which made them read the book
fi'ar--6e-en omi tted. I s i t even honest to bri ng 'in Stevenson 's
name?... Apart from the t'itle and the circumstances of David's
kidnapping, there is practically nothing of the original story
here.'. Alan Breck's character with its cunning and its vanity' is
not so much altered, aS lost - he is shouting, over and over again.
'To Edinburgh'or'The Redcoats'; he'is only a set of teeth like
those exhibited in the windows of cheap dentists... as for the girl
w'ith great dewy eyes, her dimples and her tartan and her kissing
mouth, stre represents, I suppose, the love interest - as if there
wasn't enough'love in the original story to wither tfilse wistful
caresses and misunderstandings and virginal pursuits.''"

This is plain speaking from a chip on the shoulder but it is a stout

speaki ng-up for the Stevenson fami 1y. Margaret Isabel I a Bal four

Stevenson, Louis's mother, would indeed have been proud of such a notice

and no doubt would have pasted'it in her scrapbook along with her son's

press cuttings.
The Graham Greene family connection with Stevenson was extended

through the Seed and l.lilson families in New Zealand and one imagines

they would have taken a less critical attitude to having their famous

relat'ion's work spread around the world via its cinemas.
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The next film on the theme was in .|948 
and featured Dan 0'Herlihy

and Roddy McDowell (who also produced the film) and an actor named

Housely Stevenson who played Ebenezer. The screenplay was by W. Scott

Darling and the Monigram production was directed by William Beaudine and

shot on board James Cagney's three-masted yacht, the Swift.

A Hol'lywood review of the time said:

'Kidnapped should cl'ick nicely wi!h lovers of the Stevenson
classit. Production values of the film are high. As pic has very
tittle star-name value it will have to depend heavily on the pull
of the Stevenson name.'

A treatment, commissioned by Walt Disney/Hugh Attwooll in .|959r 
wils

more faithful to the book but then the writer was also the director and

it Was a happy coincidence that his name Was Robert Stevenson. Mr

Stevenson essayed a modest adaptation with a British, 'if not wholly

Scottish cast, with the exception of Peter Finch (an Australian Alan

Breck) peter 0'Toole (an Irish Robin 0ig MacGregor) and James MacArthur

(a thorough'ly American David Balfour). The unnamed critic in British

Film Institute Bulletin for .|950 found it -

'remarkabl e for j ts fi de1 i ty to Stevenson ' s story and i ts
conunendable attempt to capture the spirit of the originai by the
use of Scotti sh actors. . . (but ) the screenpl ay i s verbose and
qqnfused... However, these failings can be partly blamed on the
p'icaresque form of the novel itself wh'ich gains an _intimacy from
being tdld in the first person, wh'ich the cinema rarely achieves.'

An East German adaptation in .|968 featured Thomas ldeisgerber as

Alan Breck and Werner Kraus as David Balfour.

In the most recent version, Michael Caine played Breck and Lawrence

Douglas was David Balfour. It also featured actors of the calibre of

Trevor Howard, Jack Hawkins and Donald Pleasance in support'ing roles.

This Omnibus/Frederick H.Brogger production was directed by Delbert Mann

at Pinewood Studios for the Rank 0rganisation during 1971. Jack Pulman'

the writer, incorporated sections of Catriona into his screenplay, much

as was done in the theatrical adaptations previously mentioned, in order

to increase the distaff contribution. In film, even more than in
theatre, the love interest must be found and if it is not there then it
must be fabricated. Not for the first time, Stevenson finds himself

having women thrust upon him. If they have no place in his original
story they certain'ly feature in any scenario developed from it.
'Cherchez la femme'- and if one does not exist then invent one.
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Ebb T'ide was made no I ess than t€n t'imes , the fi rst bei ng for
Famous Players/Lasky in 19?2 directed by George Melford with Noah Beery

in the cast. The .|932 version was for Gaumont British Instructional.
There are no cast details. In the Same year Arthur Rosen made an

adaptation of the story for British Paramount featuring George Barraud,

Chill'i Bouchier and Joan Barry. There was a most interesting, acerbic

interpretation by Bertram Hillhauser for Paramount/Lucien Hubbard in

1937. This version, directed by James Hogan, and with a cast that
'i ncl uded Ray Mi I I and, Frances Farmer, 0scar Homol ka and Barry

Fitzgerald, was also noted for its early use of colour. This script was

the basis of the 1947 re-make which was ent'itled Adventure Island. 0ther

versions were made in Canada in 196?, in the United States (Thomas

Harris Production, director, Terry Hughes) in 1990 and in Australia,
Craig Lahiff made his for Genesis Films in .|992.

Furnas remarks 'in his notes:

'According to press releases, Univeral-Internationa'l is p'lanning a
film version of The Beach under the title Pantang. $g far as I can
find out this isThFFT-rst time it has beefr-fTTfr'6d. "'

So far as the present writer can find out the film was never made

although Isambard Productions in Auckland, New Zealand have professed an

interest in making a Stevenson film with a South Pacific location.
The Suicide Club had versions in 19'14 by the British and Colonial

Film Company, in'1932 by Universal and again in 1935 under the title
Trouble for Two in wh'ich J. Walter Ruben directed Robert Montgomery and

Rosalind for MGM. Another version followed as recent'ly as 1973 with
Joseph Haskill, Margot Kidder and Joseph Wiseman. The Pavilion on the
Links was made in 1920 by Paramount/Artcraft with the title tlhite
Circle. The director was Maurice Tourneur from a screenplay by Jack

Gilbert and Jules Furthman. The cast was headed by Spottiswoode Aitken

and Janice l,lilson. Markheim was scripted by director, Mark Robson, for
Screenplays inc. in 1947 and was scheduled for production but no details
are extant. 0f the remaining Stevenson adaptat'ions mention may be made

of Universal 's The Sire de Maletroit's Door, (The Strange Door),

directed by Joseph Pevney and starring Charles Laughton and Boris

Karloff. There are also titles like The Bottle Imp (1917), The Tame Cat

(1921), The Body Snatcher (1945), The Silverado Squatters (1947) and

others no doubt which gleam under other names on the silver screen.



So long as picture-making demands action, character and v'isual

possibilities then it wili demand the original stories of Robert Louis

Stevenson. He can survive d'isasters like Herb Meadow's 
.|953 version of

The Master of Ballantrae in which Errol F'lynn played James Durie, but,

as always, was Errol Flynn. There is no business like the film business

but there is obv'iously a place in it for R.L.S. The l,lrong Box in 1956'

scripted by Larry Gelbert and Burt Sheve'love and directed by Bryan

Forbes, starred Ralph Richardson, John Mil'ls and the ubiquitous Michael

Caine. For all that the superimposed 'jokeyness' smothered the story

and the film was not a success. Tom Milne sums it up as -

'A slapdash affa|5 in which anything goes, inrespective of whether
or not it fits.'"-

This more or less sums up filmdom's general treatment of Robert Louis

Stevenson and yet there was a natural cinematic aptitude in his work.

G.B. Stern in her monograph on Stevenson makes the point that in his

novels, and particularly 'in The Wrecker, he is -

'employing the speed, energy and facility of the camera'on
location'(which) might certainly have been planned in terms of
cel luloid.'

She al so notes that -

'Films have given Treasure Island (and Jekyl'l and Hyde) as vivid a

ressurecti on- as a?ry-'f9fh'--re-frrury wri tffiTFh?F des i red who

unconsciouslir employed such an excellent film technique as
Stevenson.'

The very number of film adaptations supports this v'iew, as does the

number of script writers used to work on the adaptations. Generally

speaking, the greater number of writers involved, the less effective the

finished script. Any number of Hollowood epics proves this - where a

swarn of over-paid hacks worry and nibb'le away at a story line, which is
then'turned over'by the directer and given a'fine tuning'by the

leading actors and then completely revised by the producer on orders

from'front office'. 'The Money'in New York then has its say before

handing it over to the the cast on location where much of it is
invariably improvised on the spot. Even then, it'is still subject to
what is called the 'sneak preview'. This is where the supposedly

finished film is shown unexpectedly before an ordinary audience in an

ordinary cinema (but always within a'limousine's drive of the studios)

and where the audience is canvassed for the'ir op'inions.



This is usually done by the completing of g'iven cards. These are

then collated and depending on the result of this straw poll, the film
is released to the world or is returned to the cutt'ing-rooms for still
further editing by yet other hands. This is Hollywood. This is film.
It is also a fact of cinemat'ic life and anyone entering it knows that jt
is not, nor has it ever, pretended to be a palace of art (although works

of art do emerge from time to time). It is an industry, a factory, a

mechanical process where the works of Robert Louis Stevenson are iust
another fodder element. The fact that such frequent recourse has been

made to his material is a compliment to both parties involved.

Tony Thomas in The Great Adventure Films says:

'The roster of adventure films would be considerably poorer were
not for the stories of Robert Louis Stevenson, as would a number
producers who have made booty from multiple versions... I

In recogni si ng the i ntri ns'ic val ue of h'i s ori gi na'l materi al for the

screen, tribute'is being paid to the seemliness of Robert Louis

Stevenson as a modern screen writer. A token of his effectiveness is
not only in the number of adaptations done in al'l media but the degree

of success they have attained with audiences in each generation.

Millions of people have been introduced to Stevenson's world by means of
the c'inema and television and from there they rnay be led to the books.

Finally, in th'is film section a piquant reminder of the play that
began it all in the drama field for Stevenson - Deacon Brodie.

In October 1933, a correspondent wrote to the Editor of the New York Sun

mentioning that 'the movie people might have overlooked a good bet' in
it as it 'might make a good screen success'.

it is an ironic note on which to finish, but then what t{as not

ironic about Stevenson's success in a medium he could never have dreamed

of - even with the help of his'brownies'. But perhaps he did - and in

his mind's eye that fateful night in Bournemouth he did not have a

nightmare about Jekyll and Hyde but rather - he saw the film?
l,lhile walking in Beverley Hills, the present writer satr, a shop-sign

on the corner of Melrose and Bel Air Boulevards which announced:

'l.le don't stop playing with toys because we grow old.
l.le grow old because we stop playing with toys.'

Toy theatres perhaps - or cinemas? It does not matter which, they are

the same dream, which might be sumrned up as l'lr Skelt goes to Hollywood.

it
of
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Section C 'Sans eyes'

A talk about Stevenson by Arthur Bourch'ier on January 27 '1924 was

the first programme about him to be heard on the wireless, Stevenson at

Samoa was one of the first in the Series, 'Workshops of Famous Men'

presented by Caroline Buchan from the ?L0 station in London on 2

November of the same year, to be followed on l5 0ctober 1925 by a

prograrme on the poetry of Stevenson and Henley. Thus'it can be seen

that Stevenson was present at the very beginning of broadcasting' even

before the BBC was formal'ly chartered as the international institution
it now is. He has been regularly heard ever since either in

comrnentaries about this ]ife and work oLin direct relays of his short

stories. Markheim, for instance, was used as a reading for experimental

radio work at Daventry in 1928 and 1930 and was broadcast again in .|943

and 1971. Tom l,lright's dramatised version was broadcast from Radio

Scotland in .|975 in a 'Thirty M'inute Theatre' production by Gordon

Emslie and featuring Tom Watson, Malcolm Hayes and Mart'in Heller in the

cast. In the transcript'ion information it was marked as being 'Suitable
for Christmas'. Stevenson's short stories in fact have been almost a

staple diet on radio as they lend themselves particulary well to the

mediurn. Once again, it is the value of the human voice in reading the

tales aloud that is confirmed. There is a relish in the word and

phrase, particularly'in his own Scottish idiom which lends itself
happily to the microphone.

John Laurie read Treasure Island in 1945, Joseph Macleod read

Travels with a Donkey in 1948 and in 1954 Laurence 0livier presented

four Stevenson programnes on air - Markheirn (9 feU), Dr Jekyll and Mr

Hyde (9 March), The Suicide Club (6 April) and The Sire De Maletriot's
Door (1t May). Just about everything he ever wrote was utilised in
every kind of broadcast progranme from this time until the time of
writing as the list of broadcast credits in the appropriate appendix

will show. John Samson read all of Kidnapped in a version abridged by

Elizabeth Bradbury in 1982 and in the following year Andrew Sachs and

Douglas Leach combined to read Treasure Island abridged by Donald

Bancroft. Samson returned 'in 1986 to read Catriona, the sequal to
Kidnapped in fourteen episodes produced by Liz Mardall.



Stevenson readings of this type have become something of a hallmark

in BBC broadcasting. Most of the famous t'itles have been read in more

than s'ixty years of broadcasting. Many listeners have come to Stevenson

for the first time through hearing his work on the air. This is a

service where the medium can do the writer proud and it does it
splendidly as his long list of broadcasting cred'its shows.

The new literacy is held to be v'isual but there is a place yet for
the sound of good words well spoken and that is what we have when

Stevenson is given to actors on radio. Aspects of Stevenson have been

treated in the documentary mode and his political activ'ities for
instance were dealt with by Eric Ewans in his The Ivory Lighthouse or

'Robert Louis Stevenson and the Samoan Imbrog'lio'which was broadcast on

the BBC Third programme on Sunday 29 June 1956. Moultrie R. Kelsall

(who gave the Braemar Lecture on Stevenson in .|950) played R.L.S. and

Natal ie Lynn was Fanny. Stevenson lends himself easi ly to this
biographical format, given his voluminous and colounful correspondence.

in 1979, Robert Louis Stevenson in the South Seas was a programme

about the last years of the writerin the Pacific Islands. The script

was compi'led from his many letters and from the diary kept by his wife

by June Knox Mawer and read by Robert Trotter as R.L.S.' Margaret

Robertson as Fanny and Robert Sheedy as the American historian, Henry

Adams. The product'ion was by Christopher Venn'ing. For the most part'

however, it has been'in the adaptation of the main books as scripted

serials that the main broadcasting focus has beenn particularly in the

Children's Programmes over the last fifty years. They were lucky, those

children, 'like the writer of this thesis, who grew up in Scotland

hearing all the great stories acted out into our eager ears before

bedt'ime. l,le felt as the household at Vai I ima must have done as the

author himself read out his day's work after dinner to all those seated

around the verandah as the Sun went dowrn. With nothing to interfere
with the imaginative reception of the word itself, the pictures spring

instantly into the mind and the action unfolds before our eyes.

Stevenson comes into his own when engaged d'irectly like this and there

is no more direct performer-audience engagement than in broadcasting.

These broadcasts in turn spark off other memories in listeners, either
of previous broadcasts of Stevenson or of seeing one of the films or of

witnessing an adaptation in the theatre.
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E.lrl.Delafield's adaptation of Treasure Isl and was broadcast on the

National Programne on Wednesday 5 May 1936, Walter Rault wrote in the

Radio Times:

'seeing Arthur Bourchier as Long John Silver in his yearly free
matinee to poor children on Christmas Eve, I never sat in so tense
a house. When Israel Hands was crawling up behind Jim, with the
long knife'in his hand, the auditorium rang with frantic shouts of
"Look be'ind yer, J'im!" (tt was written for boys and boys Iove
it.) But it was a good show for anybody of any age, though out of
cons'ideration for. [ne nerves of the audience, Stevenson (or his
adapters) made them rather too much figures of fun. They made no
such mistake in the (.|934) film. Wallace Beery, in the part of his
lifetine as Long John had that terrifying quality that Stevenson
took puch pains to ernphasise. I hope the broadcast will have it
too. t '

The broadcast was relayed on Wednesday 5 May with a repeat the next day

on the Regi onal Programme. Cyri I l,lood was the producer and Bal i ol

Holloway played Long John Silver. In the manner of the day, the

characters were listed in order of appearance on air and the actors

listed as an inclusiVe company. Apart from Long John Silver, there was

For the most part, however, peoPle

childhood reading. It is this nostalgia
bei ng re-acqua'inted wi th any of hi s

no 'l i sted apport'ioni ng of parts as happens today.

i I I ustrated 'in the Radi o Times by a sti I I from the

featuring ['{allace Beery and Freddie Bartholenew. It

adaptati om by James Macgregor of The l,!e!!gl

remember Stevenson from their
that is often triggered off in
stories. For instance, when

The pl ay was

1934 MGM film
is difficult to

think of such a thing happen'ing today, and if it did, it would no doubt

be at a hefty price. Even broadcasting has lost jts innocence.

The first dramat'ised Stevenson programme came from the Scottish
Reg'ional station in l93l and perhaps that is as it should be. It was an

of Bal I antrae as a seri al

under the title of . Admiral Guinea followed

next in the National programme on 7 March 1932, again produced by Cyril
l,Jood, and was one of the earliest plays ever broadcast. Appropriately,

for a work that involved William Henley, 'it came from the West Regional

service operating from Bristol. Focusing as it does on the literal
blindness of one of its main characters (Pew) it lends itself ideally to
the 'sightless'medium of radio. The ljstener is free to concentrate on

the terror of the s'ituation itself in a manner even more effective than

on stage or on screen. l.le can hear their very breathing...



Admira'l Guinea was probably better served in the studio than on

stage as has been suggested previously. (Tne play was re-produced on

the HonE service on 15 February '1956. ) There was a plethora of specia'l

Stevenson programnes during the Centenary Year of .|950 including a

reading of The Bottle Imp as 'Book at Bedt'ime' and Stevenson

appreciat'ions by G.B.Stern, John Connell, Richard Hughes and Miss

L.F.Ramsay. A new play on Stevenson was presented on the Home Service

on 9 November called The Man Who Gave Away His Birthday treat'ing with

the charming deed of transfer involving R.L.S. and young Annie Ide in

Canada),

Beach of

The

'|89.|. Other .|950 transmissions included Kidnapped (BBC Scotland), The

Master of Ballantrae (BBC Scotland Serial (wh'ich was also done by CBC in

The Strange Case of Dr,Jekyll and Mr. Hyde (Home Service),

Falesa and Thrawn Janet (both BBC Scotland).

As 'indicated earlier, Children's Hour waS a favourite recourse for
Stevenson adapters and one can remember Kidnapped 'in .|953, 

repeated

again in 1968), The Master of Ballantrae (1954), and Treasure Island
(.|956) as being among the more memorable Stevenson moments of the past.

Children now as then would lend ears to any of these broadcasts. At the

very time of writing, Radio New Zealand is transmitting Treasure Island

on its Children's programme 'EARS', which only goes to show that the

appeal of the tales can never be dated. Nor can radio, or the wireless

as it was once cal'led, ever be anything other than up-to-date. Nor can

it be confined or proscribed. It has no theatrical proscenium arch nor

a limit'ing frame to a camera shotn its horizons are boundless. For once

anything is said, its sound goes on and on through the airwaves and into
infinity. If sound cannot be stopped where does it end? Is every sound

that ever was uttered still sounding yet at the very edge of the

universe? If so, among that vast multipicity of accrued sound could a

rollicking voice be chant'ing into eternity -
'Fifteen men on the dead mans chest, Yo-ho-ho, and a bottle of rum!?' It
is a sobering thought.

In sound waves alt round the world the famous tales are virtually
in constant use in adaptation by the Radio Drama departments of Britain,
Canada, Australia and New Zealand. In what is termed tleek 28 of the

BBC's working year of 1990, Mart'in Jenkins directed a version in three

parts of Treasure Island scripted by John Scotney and featuring Peter

Jeffrey as Long John Silver. The Listener for that week commented:



'Th'is was a red-blooded, loud, rumbustious account of Stevenson's
classic yarn, with Peter Jeffrey thoroughly enjoying h.imself as

Long Johri Siiver, Hugh Paddick bringing a whiff of Round the Horn
toBenGunnand-JohriMoffatmaking-asplendid1yovEFffi
Trelawney... Wally K. Daly as the parrot 'Captain Flint' surely
achieved his finest hour.'

The BBC transcription informat'ion continues:

'This resilient tale of derring-do, of pirates and of hiddenn
treasure, has enjoyed many adaptations on stage' screen and

airwaves (and) ttrii iadio dramatisation ensures that nothing of the
fun and excitement of the original is lost. Flint's treasure! The

Black Spotl Pieces of Eightl These are only .9 few of the mag'ic

ingredients of this rollicking adventure story.'-
The cast was a strong one and was evidence of the BBC's intention

not to stint on the acting quality even if it were only for a Stevenson

'adventure story ' . The pub'l 'ici ty carri es a hal f-page pi ctune of Peter

Jeffrey as Sj I ver comp'l ete wi th tri corne hat, bandana, weari ng

l8th-century jabot and lace cuffs - and with a parrot on his shoulder.

Mention has already been made of the l'ink with Long John S'ilver and

Henley and of how this was acknowledged in Jonathan Smith's p'lay 1989

Edinburgh Festival play Silver. This was first recorded in Bristol for
the BBC in October .|988 with Bill Paterson as Stevenson and John

Franklyn-Robbj ns as Henl ey i n a product'i on di rected by Shaun

MacLoughlan. The following'is a brief extract from the broadcast

script, 0n page 39, Henley is speaking 'internally':

t,l. E.H. I barely had t'ime to sit down and look back at the o'ld grey
city and the stony streets. I scarce had a moment to think
of the Hospita'l , half -workhouse, ha|f-iai 1 , wlrere fifteen
months i had been and where every day Life and Death meet.
because Lewis was...riotous.
The wild prince and Poins, eh?...
(train effect)
I give you, William Ernest Henley. Poet.
And playwright.
Pl aywright?
Are you deaf?
That's the hardest path to cl'imb, l.lill '
You realize that, don't you?
tlait til'l you've heard the idea I've got for us....
if it don't grab you by the goolies, call me sot.
Grab me. Go on.
Sober law-abiding citizen by day...but at night he climbs
out of his bedroom window...and meets whores...and riff-raff
in low stews. A man with dark reaches in his soul.
Deacon Brodie !

With Mr.Henry Irving as Deacon! And here, for your perusal,
(slad-frfri-FEFETfTs the plot of our play. (train effect)

R. L.S.

}l.E.H.
R.L.S.
l.l. E.H.
R. L.S.

l,J.E.H.

R.L.S.
l,l.E.H.

R.L.S.
l,l.E.H.



R. L.S.

|^l. E.H.
R.L.S.

Scene 27 on

l,l.E.H.
R.L.S.
t^J. E.H.
R.L.S.

Jonathan Sm'ith is a Henley man and makes no attempt to hide the fact.

I love you, Henley, from my sou1. (drinks)
You're a gen'iqs, and I'm a genius.
A genius?
WhEn i see a man, Henley, who does not think pretty well of
himself, I always suspect him of being in the right-
(They laugh)
(Train fades...with R.L.S. repeating in rhythm -
Suc-cess - suc-cess - suc-cess... )

page 55 has another rumbustious rec'itation:

Madame Life's a piece in b1oom,
Death goes dogging everywhere,
She's the tenant of the room,
He's the ruffian on the sta'ir.

But'in its final moments, the mood has changed amd on page 84'
Henley, exhaustedr poupS a dlink. One feels the depth of his pain:

|,l. E. H. Friends...old friends
One sees how 'it ends :

A woman looks
0r a man lies...3

The effect on radio of these lines in the hands of two good actors is
searing because, owing to the very special dynamic of sound and silence

that good radio acting conveys, what'is not said is just as vital.
Canadian broadcasting has long known this and has a'lways shown a

strong interest in R.L.S. as a dramatic base both on radio and later on

television. hle must remember that Edward Henley's North American tour

with Deacon Brodie in 1887 began at Montreal. CBC's Canadian National

Theatre of the Air featured many of the known titles between 1925 and

1986 and some of the lesser-known adaptations such as - The Murder in

the Pawn Shop, The New Arabian Nights, The Pavilion on Links' The Body

Snatcher and The Christmas Adventures of John Nicholson etc. Bearing in

mind the vast extent of Canad'ian territory one can see why the'irs is one

of the finest broadcasting systems in the world - it has such a wide

spread of audience. The radio is often their only point of contact with

the outside world of affairs and the inside world of the imagination.

For many, radio is still preferable to television. It provides better

pictures. As listeners we can 'seerwhat we want to see' the characters

are exactly as we would like them - no villa'in could be as villanous, no

hero more heroic, no heroine more beautiful than in our mindrs eye. If
we have the imagination, we can see anything.



That'is the essential and the continuing appeal of broadcasting and

why it survives as a dramatic med'ium right into our own technological

today. It'is deris'ively termed 'steam rad'io'by those insensible to its
vast aesthetic possibilities, but its detractors will run out of steam

long before it does. Oral to aural is a bas'ic comrnunicative need that
'is greater than cybernetics. It fulfils a mythic requirement by

offering a little mag'ic'in a sadly rational world. We need to escape

into the mind from time to t'ime before we go out of our mind. l'Je find
such release in al I great art, in music and in the sight of

extraordinary physical phenomena, but we can find it most in the sound

of the voi ce, espec'i al 1y 'i n story-tel I 'i ng.

Radio recognises itS own evocat'ive power. One has only to remember

orson Welles's famous War of the Worlds broadcast from CBS/New York at

8pm on 30 0ctober .|939 to realize that if sound broadcasting does

anything, it has the power to evoke a complete reality. More than that'
it can suggest actuality as the scenes of panic in New Jersey following

the |^|elles perfornance testified. Not every broadcast has the impact of

The War of the Worlds but there will always be a need for radio as long

as people require the sound of the spoken word, and in the company of

the spoken wordmongers, Robert Louis Stevenson'is surely worth a place

beside 0rson Welles.

Apropos Mr Welles,'it may also be mentioned that the first radio

script chosen by Orson Welles and John Houseman for their famous radio

seriessponsoredbyCampbellSoupslWd'Sinfact,@9'in
which Welles would play Silver. At the last moment, however, it v'las

replaced by Bram Stoker's Dracula. Stoker was Henry Irving's manager

and l,lelles liked everything associated with Irving. Not for the first
time, an Irving cloud passed across the Stevenson sun.

The Edinburgh Evening News for Saturday 5 November 
.|932 

announced:

'The broadcast disputes under the title "Attack and Defence" have
succeeded in providing many controversial subjects on the
microphone. Lidteneres may remember these disputes take the form
of twb speeches on a particular subject. There is ten minutes of
attack by one speaker', followed by ten minutes of equally defiant
defence by another. The next subject chosen for dispute is the
overratin! of Robert Louis Stevenson. The attacker of the literary
reputati on of Stevenson i s Dr l,J. Mackay Mackenzi e, defender, Mr

Moi.ay McLaren. Even in his native city of Edinburgh litergfy
fashlon has turned in some quarters against Stevenson. Still'
there are plenty of peop'le who would defend him...'
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The result of the ensuing debate is not known but it should be

mentioned that the same Moray McLaren would'in .|950 write his Centenary

Study - Stevenson and Edinburgh for Chapman and Hall, London. It was

also in 1950 that another radio link to Stevenson was made on the other

side of the world when Arthur Seed talked of h'is father's association

with the author on Radio 278, |r{ellington, New Zealand. It will be

remembered that the father, William Seed, on a visit to Edinburgh in
.|875, was the first to put the idea of the South Pacific into

Stevenson's head. The following are extracts from the broadcast talk:

'We are connected to the Stevenson family by the fact that my elder
sister married a first cousin of R.L.Stevenson...
My father, after that event, visited Scotland and stayed with the
elder Stevenson to discuss the question of 'lighthouses necessary to
light the New Zealand coast...
After that my father met Stevenson, to my knowledge, only on two
occasions, when Stevenson was passing through Auckland from Vailima
to Sydney to consu'lt his business princ'ipals and doctor...
They were casual visits as far as I know, other than that my father
considered it so worth-while to see Stevenson aga'in that he
journeyed from l.lell'ington to Auckland...in the very difficult
travel f aci'l i ti es. . .
When R.L.Stevenson's ward and step-grandson, Aust'in Strong, came
down to Wellington after Stevenson's death to live with our family
and go to schbol with r€, he brought a number of relics from
Stevenson and later his mother canme to stay with the family and
gave me a flageolet, a piaid and a velvet jacket which I have
treasured ever since as vbry valued relics... ''

This might be considered a typ'ical New Zealand understatement on Arthur

Seed's part. Arthur Seed and Austin Strong became great friends as

schoolboys in Well'ington and Strong took a hand in the design and layout

of Cornwall Park in Auckland before returning to America to become a

playwright. Before concluding the subject of New Zealand broadcasting
'it is of some note to record that Kenneth Melvin broadcast from the same

radio station during the period 1950/55 a series of original stories

which he read on 178 Auckland under the name of 'Tusitala'. How

fitting that stories intended for listeners in the South Pacific should

go out under the soubriquet of one who achieved imrnortality under that
name almost one hundred years ago.

At the time of writing, the Concert Programne of New Zealand Radio

plan to produce a commemorative programme in .|994 entitled A Scotch

Tusitala to be scripted by the present writer and will concentrate on

his South Pacific Years.



Finally, 'in this broadcasting context, mention must be made again

of the innumerable Stevenson-related programmes over the past 70 years

or so that were about Stevenson as opposed to programmes of his work or

based on his life. Two examples have already been given but in this
category there are too many to list - anthologies, documentaries, poetry

recitals, excerpts from the letters, discussions about him as an

essayist, novelist, poet, island po'litician and Scotsman - though never

so far, any discussion of his place as a dramatist. StevenSon

programming of this kind regularly peppers the radio schedules from

Anstruther to Auckland and from Edinburgh to Monterey.

It seems a fitting way to remember a writer who belonged to both

ends of the earth, whose life spanned two hernispheres and whose work now

belongs to the world. Thanks to the radio microphone he is in the very

air about us.
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The Sooken Arts and Caedmon Recording companies have been to the

fore 'in recording Stevensonia and versions of the favourites, Kidnapped'

Treasure Island and Dr. Jekyll and Mr' Hyde (with Anthony Quayle) have

been put on disc in recent years in various abridged adaptations and

excerpts. Markheim is also in the list.
George Rose narrated the ljfe and works in a long-playing record

written and edited by Murray Brown 'in 1974. Marianne Mantell produced

for Caedmon in an American record'ing. Muray Brown threads his

selection from the poems and stories through the main chrono'logy of the

life - where, as he says in the sleeve notes, he sees Stevensons moving

- 'forever forward...with an unbroken courage:

'My undissuaded heart I hear
Whisper courage in mY ear
With voiceless cal1s, the anclent earth
Summons me to a dailY birth- "

The most successful Stevenson product as far as sound values are

concerned was his quickly thrown-off A Child's Garden of Verses (1885)'

which easily heads the list of the many sound recordings made of this
charming Stevenson work. They were written qu'ickly on a sudden whim but

now these brief little verses for children can be spoken and captured on

tape for the benefit and enjoyment of the listener of any age. The

appeal of these charming rhymes is timeless and as long as there are

chi ldren there wi I I be an audience for their kind of artless

enchantment. The present writer was happy to make a small professional

contribut'ion in this area with the R.E.L. Company in Ed'inburgh in .|986

when he and Alannah O'sullivan made a cassette recording, with music, of

A Child's Garden of Verses.Z
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TELEVISIOII

Section D 'Sans taste'

Television, as it is now, is not to everyone's taste but almost

every family in the world has the means of seeing it - a telev'ision set.

Its constant picture g'lares gaud'ily from some corner in nearly every

home and it must be said that that was how Stevenson visualised his

novels - 'in a series of small, bright, restless pictures'.

'The story, jf it be a SIoFYr should repeat itself in a thousand
coloured pictures to the eye...There is a vast deal in life...where
the inter'est turns,.. not on the passionate slips and hesitations
of the conscience, but on the problems of the body and of the
practical intelligence, in clean, open-air adventure, the shock of
hrms or the d'i pl omacy of I i fe. l,li th such materi al as thi s i t i s
'imposs'ible to 6uild I play, for the serious theatre exists solely
on'moral grounds, and is I standing proof of the dissemination of
the human- conscience. But it is possible to build,tupon this
ground... the most 1ively, beautiful and buoyant tales. "

'Bright, restless pictures' - A thousand coloured pictures to the eye'

He might have been talking about television today.

Stevenson has been described by critics as a miniaturist and he is
certainly master of the fine effect, the telling detail, the slight
allusion that tells all, the subt'le phrase that can encapsulate a whole

character. This is the hallmark of a writer who has found his own style

and is comfortable with it. He can then work eas'ily w'ithin it and

Stevenson did iust this and as

product that might have been

pleasure of playing The Master

of Ballantrae for BBC Television in a serial version in 1962 and

remembers the delight jt was in taking up the script of each episode

(adapted by Constance Cox) and admiring the skill Stevenson showed, not

only in maintaining tens'ion and suspense but how he provided, it seemed,

natural end scenes for each episode. The final scene, mentioned earlier
by Clayton Hamilton, was as if it had been made for television it lent
itself so easily to the cameras. It is of course work of skill on the

part of the adapter (in this case, Constance Cox) but the adapter's work

would be futile had not the possibilities been there in the original. It
is extraordinary how a Victorian should be able to speak to us so

clearly via today's media.

unforcedly gain all his desired effects.
a result offers the televis'ion screen a

made for it. The present writer had the



The value of the narrative voice in the first person, so d'iffjcult
to ach'ieve in any film med'ium, the bonus of credible character

v'ignettes, the l'iterary qua'lity of the dialogue exchange, these are alI
plus factors in adapting any work for the smaller screen. The special

i nti macy of a one-to-one rel ati onsh'i p w'ith the v'i ewer i n hi s armchai r
virtually equates with the privacy of the reader in his armchair. Th'is

requires a finer shading in the treatment, a more direct and personal

approach. It is in a sense a private performance for one person as

opposed to the public performance for many which the theatre or cinema

presentation entails. The suspension of disbelief required by an

audience'in the theatre is a tacit pact on the part of an assembled

gathering to pretend that what they see happening before thern is real

and is actually happen'ing at the very time of action. This is harder to

realise on televiSion when, at any time the telephone may ring or the

doorbel'l sound, and it says much for the quality of Stevenson's stories

on the small screen, and their level of adaptation, that they are able

to keep the viewer in his armchair. A ring of the doorbell was what let
Stevenson i nto many homes before the tel ev'i sion screen did so.

Door-to-door sal esmen 'in the Un'ited States at the end of the I ast

century sold pirated editions of Stevenson's Works to householders on

the doorstep. There was in fact,'in 1906, an ed'ition published known as

The Househol d Ed'iti on .

It was only a matter of a few steps and some forty years between

The Household Edition and the mandatory household appl'iance that the

ub'iquitous television set has now become. In many ways' due to its
endless wash of daily 'soaps', it has replaced the shilling novel in

terms of popular story-telling and in equally numerous ways it has also

usurped the cinema as an access'ible medium of mass entertainment. All

of which makes little difference to Stevenson's continu'ing ability,
albeit by proxy, to find an audience. Indeed, like many other Victorian

writers, Galsworthy, l,lilde, even his friend Henry James, Stevenson has

known somethi ng of a renai ssance recently due to hi s narrative

adaptabil'ity for the smaller screen. This'is in part due to the cormon

fast'idiousness in their writing styles coup'led with a broad sweep of

action. There is also a general nostalgia for a period they represent.

It is, however, by means of a modern electronic device like television
that a new audience of millions may now enjoy Robert Louis Stevenson.



Increasing'ly today, films are specifjcally made for television and

with the advent of pre-recording by the 1950s, the medium became more of

a cinema in miniature than the photographed live theatre it had been

until that time. Production methods changed entirely with the new

processes but as in all the performing media, everything started with a

script or a source for a script, and'in that respect Robert Louis

Stevenson was a vi rtual gol d-m'i ne. The Canadi an Broadcasti ng

Corporation was the first to work this seam and it produced adaptations

of Treasure Isl and (inevitably) and Kidnapped in 1947 and 1949

respectively. CBC (Canada) was a'lso responsible for The Master of

Ballantrae (.|950), The Bottle Imp (.l954), Markheim (1974) and Dr.Jekyll

and Mr. Hyde (1968). Writer, Andrew Al'lan, was the adapter for the first
three titles. Richard Denis did likewise for The Bottle Imp and Alfred

Hamis for Markhejm. John Drainie, Alan King, Frank Peddie, Don Harron,

Mavor Moore and Lloyd Bochners were among the actors involved, Sydney

Newman and David Greene were the producers and Bruce Armstrong and

Arthur Hilter were the d'irectors. No credits were made available for
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. Sydney Newman was later to become Director of

Drama for Gnanada Television and was highlyy influential in developing

television technique generally - but he made his start with Stevenson.

So too, it would seem, did the ma'in television networks in the

United States, As early as 21 January 1949 a version of The Sire de

@ nus shown on Your Show T'ime which also featured The

Treasure of Franchard a few months later. In addition, a version of 4
Lodging for the Night was transmitted on the same sJot in July of that
same year w'ith Stanley Waxman aS Francois Villon. However, as usual, it
was Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde that led the way on the smal'ler screen with

no less than eight productions between 1949 and 1981. It began with

Ra'lph Bell in the leading role on Suspense and continued with Basil

Rathbone (Suspense l95l ), Michael Rennie (Climax 1955), Douglass

Montgomery (Mat'inee Theatre 1957 ) , Jack Pal ance (ABC Spec'ial I968) , a

Lionel Bart musical version with Kirk Douglas (NBc special 1973) and

David Jennings (Mystery Theatre 1981 ) in an adaptation by Gerald Savory

- who w'ill be remembered as Simpson in the 1933 stage play Tusitala at

Hull. (See Page 308) Tusitala was also the name of the Four Star

Playhouse production in .l955 which featured Scots-born David Niven as

Stevenson, a felicitous piece of casting.



When one adds the productions of'the shilling shocker'in Canada

and Britain one can see that the famous tale still holds its audience.

Inev'itably it had its unlikely derivatives such as an animated version

with Mr Magoo (Jim Backus) as both voices in 1964 but for the most part

the adapters served Stevenson well. Further, the attraction of the dual

role makes the part vie with Long John S'ilver as the actors'most
popular Stevenson part. In .|978, CBS produced an hour-long special,

The incredible Hulk based on the Marvel comic strip which featured a

super hero obviously based on the original Stevenson idea. In this
cas€, Dr Banner accidentally exposed h'imself to gamna rays and, as a

result, when angry, turns into an jncredible hulk. fwo actors were used

here. This CBS special proved very popular and spawned a series of the

same name which ran for years. In recent years, such are the cut-throat
demands of the sponsor and the incongrous subservience of all concerned

to the organised myth of the rat'ings, there is less call for the stylist
or the teller of leisurely tales, but Stevenson still finds a place.

Treasure Island comes next in popularity with e'leven adaptations
(this includes two serial versions with Robert Newton as already

ment'ioned in the previous Section B) and a televis'ion film showing of
the 1949 Walt Disney feature film again with Newton as Long John Silver.
The first to be screened, howeverr wds a somewhat limited anonymous

adaptation featuring Francis L. Sullivan as Long John Silver and Albert
Dekker as Billy Bones with an Irish accent. Fortunately the worse

actors are killed off quickly, although it must have the v{orst sabre

fight ever televised. This was pure Skelt. There is a heavy use of
voice-over and sound effect to compensate for the low-quality visuals.
This version is on view at the Museum of Television and Radio.* This

comes complete with a built-in commercial for l,lestinghouse Refrigerators

by Betty Furness.

The Museum also has in its archives a copy of Markheim starring
Franchot Tone wh'ich was adapted by Hal sted l,lel I es as a thi rty-mi nute

playlet for Electric Auto-Life's 'Suspense' series on 28 October 1952

with the appropriate title All Hallow's Eve. it was directed by Robert

Mulligan and the cast included, as an urchin, Douglas Jay, who later
became a promi nent Briti sh pol i t'ici an.

* The Museum of Television and Radio, 25 West 52nd. St. New York, N.Y.



Kidnapped completes the usual top Stevenson triumverate with n'ine

television adaptat'ions'including an animated version for Classic Tales

on CBS and a cartoon version from New Zealand Television in 1975.

More recent American television efforts include St.Ives and In Praise of

Older Women for Cable Television in 1993, so it can be seen that Robert

Louis Stevenson is alive and well and living on in one form or another

by virtue of the cathode ray tube.

The BBC entered the telev'ision lists in November 
.|950 with their

Dr.Jekyl'l and Mr.Hyde which was re-produced in 1972 and .|980. 
In

addition to the standard Treasure Isl and (.|957, .|968 and 1977J,

Kidnapped (.|968 and 
.|980) 

and The Master of Ballantrae (.l962 and 
.|975),

BBC televis'ion has also attempted the'lesser-known works such as The

Sire de Maletroit's Door in .|951, Markheim (1952 and 1970), St.Ives
(1955), Weir of Hermiston (1973) and The Silverado Squatters in 1977.

The last-named was a production from BBC Scotland.

As indeed was l,leir of Hermiston which was serialised in four parts

from l5 February 1973 and 'it followed immediately upon the serialisation
by the BBC of Tolstoy's War and Peace. For one unfinished work by a

s'ickly Scottish exile to follow hard on the heels of one of the greatest

lgth-century Russian novels speaks well both for Stevenson and the

technical standard of television broadcasting set by producer, Pharic

McLaren, and his team at the Broadcast'ing Studios in Glasgow.

As ment'ioned, Tom Flem'ing had played Weir in R.J.B. Sellar's stage

version when it was presented at the Gateway Theatre, Ed'inburgh, during

the 1958-59 season and he repeated the role for television. This part

must be considered as one of the greatest creations of Scottish

literature - the grim, hanging Judge who is yet a loving father - in his

way. Stevenson based Adam Weir on the case-h'istory of the real Robert

McQueen, Lord Braxfield, who allowed no humanitarian impulses to deflect
him from his duty as a judge and he emerges as a strong character,
thoroughly rounded as a human portra'it despite his'Roman'dedication to
his legal activities. Fleming seized every acting chance and made the

most of them throughout the serial. Archie, the critic-son of the
judge-father, was telling'ly played by David Rintoul, passionately

handsome and an idealist. Kirstie (Virginia Stark) may be regarded as

the first rea'l ly successful heroine created by Stevenson. Her

invo'lvement with the villain of the piece, Frank Innes, and her love for



u'l

the hero, Archie Weir, wove further strands in a tragedy that seemed to

be movi ng toward a terri bl e cl 'imax when the nove'l broke off at the

l,leaver's Stone on the afternoon of the night that Stevenson died. It was

fi ni shed by other hands. t,lhat concerns thi s present di scussi on,

however, is that the televis'ion ending was created by Tom Wright who

offered a different solution to that given by R.G.B. Sellar on stage

fifteen years earlier. Sellars had Weir come to Frank's cell and die of

a heart attack on hearing Frank's confession. This allowed the lovers

to go free at the end as Sellar considers Stevenson intended. It was

an ending appropriate to a group tableau in the theatre and therefore

worked in this case, but television made different demands.

Dr J.T. Low suggests, jn his study of the novel, that Hermiston himself

was intended to be the central figure at the beginning and at the end,

and that the build up to h'is death, after all the'ironical twists of the

father-son relationship, would have provided the correct epic ending.

This emphasis on Adam weir would have justified the title (The Justice

CIerk) and preserved the tragic unity.
Sydney Colvin stated his opinion:

,,,The situation and fate of the old judge, confronting like a

Brutus, but unable to surv'ive the duty of sending his own son t0
the gailows, seems clearly to have been destined to furnish the
climax and tragedy of the tale."... It'is clear that Stevenson was

moving towards... arwork... that has truth to 1ife, mythic power
and tragic vision. ''
This is a lot to put into a Iittle box in the corner of the

sitting-room, but this was television. Adapter, Tom lrlright' was quite

clear about it:
,My first duty was not to Robert Louis Stevenson, or Robert Louis
Stevenson's fans (one of whom I am) or to academics or to anyone
else, but to the people who look into the programme. '

When he agreed to write the BBC serial he had no idea how it would end.

'But I did know I wasn't gqing to finish it the way people thought
it was going to finish...'-

ltlright, nonetheless, recognised the problem that falls to rnany adapters,

in whatever medium, and that is of translating narrative to dialogue but

he was happy to g'ive the original author his place.

'The author is ,a character and keeps gujding you towards his
interpretation.'t

Wright explained his own interpretation to the present writer:
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'The problem w'ith adapting weir of Herm'iston ('is) not that it'is an

unfinishedbookbutthat-iffithemiddlebeforeit
was put aside... (Stevenson) had drafted and redrafted the 50,000
wordi or so without reaching beyond a th'ird of the story content
and the key points in the act'ion have not been reached...
There 'is a sort of plot which he outl'ined, but had this satisfied
him, he would have certainly finished the novel...
There is a Sense of doom in the beginning of Weir that does not
prefigure a happy end'ing...
The central character of the book is not Archie but Weir. Every
title proposed for it shows th'is as d'id ever_y comment h_e made on

it. Whoever adapts Weir of Hermiston has to find, not only an end,
butamiddleaswe]l@Archiewithamotiveforthe
murder of Frank Innes. This waS to be Frank's seduction of young

Kirst'ie. For me, the best way to chart the course of Stevenson's
work on |,Jeir, and to discover where it m'ight legitimately have
gone, wasTo read what he wrote about it:
To Barrie (Nov .|892) - 'Hermiston has a son condemend to death...
TffiT-meant he was to hang. But now on considering my minor
characters, I saw there were five people who would - jn a sense'
who must - break prison and attempt his rescue... lrlhy should not
young Hermiston eicape clear out of the country -_after a real
iight - and live happily ever after with - ? But soft, I will not
betray my secret or my heroine.'

This was the ending recounted to Colvin by Belle Strong who had taken

Stevenson's d'ictation. She said that Weir too would die in the cell and

th'is was the construction Sellar utilized in the stage play.

Wright comments:

' (ttty) answer to th'is 'is twofold - f irstly, as preachers used to
say,'it'is a happy ending; secondly, he has lost h'is leading
character and focused on Arch'ie.
To Colvin (Jan lS93) - 'l have rewritten the First Chapter of the
ffifTcE--Cl erk. . . ' (and by May 17 ) ' It 's goi ng to be excel I ent no
doubt... The plot'is not good but Lord Justice-Clerk promises to be
a p1um. '
Here he not only echoes my doubts about the plot, but stresses that
Weir is the centre of the work.
To Colvin (July 1893) - I have been recasting the beginning of
Tl-angrJrTudge or The Justice-clerk... And again -
To-tb],/in lFeb ry can work in that
frd5d-iET-anner which is what I have to do just now
Hermiston... (and by April) which will either
dTffe-m'F or I have failed.'
0n the morning of his last day, according to Lloyd 0sbourne,
Stevenson judged it - 'the best he had ever written''
I'lhat seems to have been forgotten by every corfinentator i s what
Stevenson himself wrote to Baxter on I December 1892:
'The heroine is seduced by one man, and finally disappears with the
other man who shot him... Certain evidence cropping uP, the charge
i s transfemed to the Justi ce-Cl erk ' s own son . 0f course, i n the
next trial, the Justice-Clerk is excluded, and the case is brought
before the Lord Justice-General.'

The

const'ipated,
with Weir of
be soTEfh'iT!'



Wright is aware of this 1ega1 nicety and solves it by having Archie

injured by a severe blow to the head which causes concussion, so that

yhen he pleads guily to the charge in chambers he is held to be unfit to
plead. But Archie insists on doing so and brings forward old Kirstie as

his witness and she confirms what he has said. The result is that Adam

Weir then knows, for a]l the ambiguity of the out-of-court verdict, that

his only son will hang...
Wright concludes:

'For all his pretence about not studying, Stevenson passed Advocate

'with credit'. He would have known that Weir could not try his son

in any court (but) by combining the trial of Dand with the
revelalion that Archie was guilty of the murder, I could make two
thi ngs happen I eg'iti mately -- the tr j al of Archi e, i n wh'ich hi s
father takbs pari, and the tragedy focusing on l.leir himself. A

trage(V, I feit, more potent than the death of Weir would have
been. -

Wright here has made a good po'int, that the tragedy is all the greater

because Heir goes on living with the knowledge that his son is gu'ilty of

murder and w'ill have to answer to this capital charge. The adapter

here, in having the 'tria'l' of Archie take place in his father's

retiring room, has made use of the old Scottish practice of Avizandum,

where a judge may consider a case out of court. As he indicates above,

Wright has neat'ly killed two birds with one stone, in having the father,
in effect, 'try' his son but yet having to go in to court immediately

afterwards to hear the neal case aga'inst Dand with the real truth
searing his mind. The telev'ision adaptation ends with a large close-up

of Tom Fleming/Weir of Hermiston as this awtul knowledge bites deep.

Fade to black...
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It is understood from the Turner Programme Services in Atlanta,

Georgia, that prints of the major Stevenson fi'lms, Kidnapped, Treasure

Island, Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde etc, are being transferred to video

cassette MGM/UA Home V'ideo i n Cul ver Ci ty and by l(CA/ /TU , Uni versal

City, California, for future home show'ing as domest'ic video cassettes.

The door-to-door salesmen may have found another market. What began as

a Stevenson word on a page now goes spinning into the future an

electronic product, but what is reassuring is that it will carry with it
wherever it goes the name of Robert Louis Stevenson - born Edinburgh,

Scotland - and still liv'ing in the world's imagination through the

network of television relays. H'is readership has become a v'iewersh'ip

and his topical'ity is thus sustained into the new age.

In his 1992 biography of Stevenson, Ian Bell writes:

'The popularity of a few R.L.S. stories has made him as much of the
mass cultures of television, cinema and tourism as of literature.
Today he is a brand narne, a guarantee of quality, a looted
storehouse of phrases, plots and characters for a society grown
avid for elemerital narratives... Elsewhere his relics decay under
g'lass, a trail of debris littering museums across the globe, while
Treasure Island is turned into a pantomime, still more films, (in
ffilco-production')orascience-fictionthrillerfor
telev'ision. Through it all the writer-as-hero is paraphrased,
parodied, adapted, acted, filmed and imitated while much of his
work remains out of print. The Fan and his art have become

obscured behind an electronic veil.'-
However, in thi s discussion of Stevenson in rel ation to script
adaptation for the performing media, perhaps the last word is best left
to him. In a letter to Henry James in 1893, he said of his own writing:.,

'I hear people talking, and I feel them acting..."
That says it a'll.



THE THEATRICAI R.L-S-
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'The instant that
I shall prefer to

ny health is anyray together again,
take to plays than anything els€...'
(Letters, 1,175)
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THE THEATRICAL R.L.S.
c0r{cLUsI0r{ 'Sans everythi ng '

He have seen that Stevenson did not complete his seven ages and
that what might have been hjs seventh age was given over to the
posthumous Stevenson, that 'is that phenomenon called 'R.L.S.' which rose
on his death like a phoenix over Samoa and held sway over the public' if
not the critics, until the end of the Second l,lorld war. It is strange
to think that if Stevenson had inherited the sterner side of h'is
ancestry and lived beyond his allotted span he might still have been
alive in 1945. He would have seen his star rise and fall and rise again
since he gladly lay down under that starry sky and no doubt he would
have been-suitably surprised that his fame has lasted more than the four
years he had said to Fanny would be his.

What mi ght not have surpri sed him was that hi s p'l ays wi th Hen'ley
have been ignored and forgotten. He was always real'istic about his own

contribution to the drama. This is not, however, to ignore or forget
the fact that Robert Louis Stevenson was very much a theatrical man, and
as this study has shownr wds a Iatent dramat'ist of the first order,
g'iven other circumstances. Everyone can act but not everyone can act on-tage on cue. R.L.S. chose to act out his life in a succession of
personnae. Sydney Colv'in confirms that Robert Lou'is Stevenson was a

natural actor -

'He comprised within himself, and would flash upon you in the
course of a sing'le afternoon, all the different ages and half the
d'iffergnt characters of men... always acting up to the best he

knew.''
He was at best a lim'ited actor on stage, but he knew no l'imits when he

choose the everyday world as his p'latform. Ian Bell writes:

'stevenson was, even without trying, Jike a character out of time;
there was a flamboyance in his nature, a certain taste for
self-dramatisation, as though a difficult performance was being
perfected. . . h'i s art ,was a moral argument presented i n an
entertainer's costume.''
'Mot'ley, I count the only wear'he had written but he never

completely discarded the velvet iacket. He was always the New Town
Edinburgh boy at heart and he never total'ly applied his natural
theatrical aptitude to the writing of plal-s even though he sympathised
completely with what was required:

'It is sometimes supposed that the drama consists of incident. It
consists of passion, which gives the actor his opportunity; and
that passion must progressively increase, or the actor, as the
piece proceeded, would be unable to carry his audience from a lower
to a higher pitch of emotjon. A good serious play must therefore
be founded on one of the passionate 

"cruces, 
where duty and

inclination come nobly to the grapple...'-
He knew what was wanted but, in the end, he was found wanting. Duty to
Henley drove him more than any real inclination to dramatise with

passion. He certainly could write, but not everyone can write a play

that will sound correct when uttered by actors to an audience.
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L.A.G.Strong in Commonsense About Drama states that while good

theatre is recognised as an instrument of en'lightenment it is also a

form of dream. Stevenson was exactly this kind of dreamer and fully
acknowledged what he regarded as 'the scenery of dreams' - in other

words, that condition of physicat and imaginat'ive suspension where

anything can happen in the reader or spectator's mind's eye. He had the

key to the dream world where all good theatre exists. This is why the

dialogue in all his tales rings true. He instinctively guessed at one

of theatre's truths - that the words have to fit the character as much

as the costume fits the actor. Either too small or too big and the

effect is ruined. 0r, as St John Ervine put it:

'Dialogue is most truly life-like owhen it corresponds to the
emotional state of those who use it.'-

This is only one of the accepted precepts'in the theatre code. There

are so many hidden practical'ities and demands. L.A.G.Strong continues:

'The dramatist requires specia'l gifts, foremost among them the
power to use the actual ne;ources of the stage as an effective
ineans of tel I i ng hi s story. ' 

c

He requ'ires a sense of the stage in order to get these effects
economically. l'lithout this, no knowledge of character or skill in
dialogue will avail him. Every art has its own technique and theatre's
is in the'interplay of sight and sound. The dramatist must never forget
that the audience is an essential component of the theatre experience.

The born dramatist understands this 'instinctively. He must make alI his
points in the action. he cannot 'explain', he must 'show'. As the old

troupers used to say - 'Tell 'em you're a-goin' to tell 'em, tell 'em,

and then tell 'em you've told 'em!'
There are centuries of theatre wisdom 'in that terse instruct'ion.
Mr Strong concludes:

'The dramatist must final]y convince his audience that the story,
whatever it was, could only have been told in terms of theatre.
Drama is about life and bears the same relation to it as life does
to the Eternal.'o

Strong words indeed.

Max Beerbohm, in an article entitled, 'Style and the Stage'adds:

'In dramaturgy, you w'ill perceive that there is a deep pitfall for
modern stylists. Most of them are quite aware of the danger, and
refrai n from writ'ing pl ays . . . '



Beerbohm was here speaking of Henry James, but the same might

equa'lly apply to Stevenson. He goes on:

'Dialogue spoken on the stage must be composed in a natural and
un-literary nanner. Every character in an acted play has a voice,
has gestures and tricks of face; he must say the kind of things
that he would say in real life... and not that he would write...
whilst he must (owing to the conditions of drama) be prevented from
saying many other things which he m'ight say in real life without
adding to the effect of the speech selected by the dramat'ist.
Style, in dialogue, is thus a matter of compression from real life,
of transl ati on, never. . . '

Stevenson was well aware of thjs fact and said so to Hen'ley when he

advi sed cuts (or compressions ) . Beerbohm conti nues:

'To be able to make an absurd and absurdly-situated character
express himself in terms of of exquis'ite, elaborate gravity is a
very vaiuable power for the farce-writer... Robert Louis Stevenson
wds 6 master in the art, as I recalled a few weeks dgo, 5egretting
that he was not alive to use it in Drury Lane melodrama. "
In the end it is the final effect that matters but ante omnia

verbum - before everything, the word. Nothing can beg'in 'in the theatre

until the playwright has finished his work. The word determines the

act. Although pract'ical theatre is more a matter of sweat and tears
than sudden inspirationn the word counts. The stage may rely on its
bodily functions, as it were, in its physical plast'icity, but that is
merely the kinetic element and it is by no means the whole picture.
Actor-bricks need writer-straw and the resu'lt'ing artefact is what we

recognise as dramat'ic art. It is both a dwelling for the heart and a

haven for the mind. It'is also a platform for the unbridled

imagination. It is a large demand to make of a writer and it needs a

writer of large talent to accomp'lish it fu1ly. Robert Louis Stevenson

was such a writer but he could not do it alone. Nor need he have done.

Theatre, like many artistic endeavours, is a collaboration of so many

talents. Perhaps Stevenson was unlucky in his? Even in the low period

of Early Victorian theatre, Sheridan Knowles had Macready and as

J.C.Trewin tells us:

'Macready had a gift for the rapid reconstruction of a text in
terms of theatre (as well as in terms of the leading part). He
showed Knowles where it ('l'lilliam Tell') was wrong. The play was
re-drafted, split-apple archerg and all, and it boomed upon the
stage as an actable melodrama.'"



Dickens, himself a first-rate actor and di rector, with whom

Stevenson had so much'in common in terms of attitude and personality,

had l^lilk'ie Collins as co-writer in the several plays they presented.

Barrie had J.L.Toole (.|830-.|906), a first-rate actor and director, to

help him with his first p'lays. l,Jho might Stevenson have turned to?

Beerbohm Tree might have helped more had he been allowed to. Was it
Hen'ley who stood 'in the way? 0r was Stevenson hi di ng behi nd him?

Ultimate'ly, the four or five or six works for the theatre, (depending on

whether or not the unperformed texts are included), are the yardsticks

by which we must judge Robert Lou'is Stevenson as a dramatist.
It may seem obvious that theatre dialogue is more than words on

paper or good speeches for actors, although Patrick Hamilton (1904-62),

writer of the immemsely successful play Gaslight (.|938) and Rope (1947)

had exactly this view:

'Writing a money-mak'ing play is very simple. Just give the actors
something good to say... that'i all they're interested in - good,
long, self-indulgent speeches.'-

He wrote to his brother after the first n'ight of Gaslight:

'I had a wonderful letter from the author, James Bridie, about the
play,_who.said if (R.1.) Stevenson had been alive today hqOwould
have loved to have written it - this pleased me enormously.

Like any craft, playwriting has to be studied and learned. It is a

product that has to be'made', patiently built up, effect by effect, so

that the whole can realize the picture the author has in his m'ind and

transmit it to the minds of those'in the theatre at the time of
performance. Artistically and techn'ically, this is no mean feat and it
is something that has occupied great m'inds from Aeschylus to Anouilh but

R.L.S. was content to give it, in actual work'ing terms, the spare

moments of a few months within two or three years. Small wonder then,
its great mysteries eluded him. He had all the instincts of a dramatist

but he failed to develop in any of the plays what he had so much of in
life - theatrical flair.

Fi nal ly, it has to be said in thi s theatre and performing

connection, that in whatever form, for whatever platform or purpose and

for whatever aud'ience, Robert Louis Stevenson has left us a mint of
literary coin, a cornucopia of imag'inative scenes and characters. As

far as the drama is concerned, his plays have been made and are now, for
the most part, forgotten. He is now for adaptation only.



In his Introduction to the ]907 Pentland Edit'ion, Edmond Gosse wrote:

,It is to be noticed that both Stevenson and Henley took the'ir
dramatic writing in a light way. This was Particu'larly.the case
w1th R.L.S., wh6 never rbafised any possibilities for the modern
stage beyond the ideal'isation of Skeltdom. For him,-t!9 nlay was a

purEly artificial thing, nowhere in touch with real 1ife, and he

inade I more or less languid attempt to supply the public with the
sensat'ion they wanted. If he had lived during a- healthier
theatpical period - the ideal of plays was lowest in England in the
'seventies'and 'e'ighties - it is probable that the undoubted
aptitude which he p-ossessed for dramat'ic effect might have taken
literary form on the stage.'

It must be conceded that this was so.

Stevenson played with words jn the mouths of paper characters on a

cardboard, cut-out stage but h'i s words on a page of paper are a

different th'ing entirely. Perhaps that is where his real theatre is to
be found - on that stage of the mind where the reader is his own actor,

and the'play'is'in that vast wor'ld of the imagination opened up to

alt. Stevenson had the key to this world of the mind and he has

unlocked it for succeeding generat'ions. His was a unique, individual

and very Scottish voice arrived at by the meticulous arrangement of

words on a page. The shame'is that he never allowed this voice to be

heard more often in the theatre other than in subsidiary characters such

as Procurator-Fiscal Lawson in Deacon Brodie.

Professor David Daiches assists this po'int in a reference he made

to the Stevenson-Baxter correspondence during his contribution to the
.|980 

Stevenson seminar in Edinburgh - Stevenson and Scotland. Professor

Daiches quoted from the letters, which, in their way' were scenarios in

Scots. one can just see the putat'ive playwright peeping through the

easy, unforced picture of two old Edinburgh hypocrites:

,Thomson - It's done. I'm a dissenter. I kenned fine frae the
beginning hoo it would a'end. I saw there was nae iustice for
auTd;ohnstone. The last I t+uld ye, they begun a clash aboot the
drink. 0, s'ic a disgrace... "'

Professor Daiches coments:

'(Thomson and Johnstone) ) were characters invented by Stevenson and
Baxter, ro'les they assumed in their correspondence when the mood

took them. They were small-town hypocrites who employed a racy
scots speech in letter form. In this curious exercise in role
taking Stevenson was in fact satirising the kind of character who

later- in the century was to be treated qith such sent'imental
affection in the literature of the Kailyard.'rz
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Professor Daiches then followed'in his paper with an excerpt from

the correspondence in which Johnson (Stevenson ) writes to Thomson

(Baxter) and reports how he was falsely accused of embezzling money from

the church collection - 'No bonny-feed wi'the plate!' The 'script', if
one might call it that, is tight, true and colourful'ly Scots in a way

that cries out for play'ing. Freed to use his 'mither-tongue' Stevenson

seems to leap at the release and within a page presents a real person

before us. This was all he had to do in the plays but instead of boldly

turning to Scotland for his characters he retreated to Toyland and with

h'im went any chance that he might also have anticipated Barrie. Barrie,

h'imself a Stevenson disciple latterly, had always wanted the elder man

to write 'the big book back at Bournemouth among high walls' but what

was just as possible was the 'big play', a Scottish play, set among the

high walls of the Edinburgh that Stevenson st'ill remembered so well.
And that might be the very crux of the problem, for not only was

Stevenson a Scot, he was an Ed'inburgh man. He admitted that that might

present difficulties with regard to the'kittle art of the drama':

'In the theatrer we never forget we are in a theatre...
We sit wavering between two minds, n6-w merely clapping our hands at
the merit of the performancen now condescending to take an active
part with the characters... The pleasure that we take is critical;
we watch, we approve, we smile at incongru'ities, we are moved to
sudden heats of sympathy. . . but the characters are stil 1

themselves, they are not us; The more clearly they are depicted,
the more widely do they stand away from us, the mor??imperiously do
they thrust us back into our place as a spectator. "-
Perhaps that is where Robert Louis Stevenson would have been

happiest - in the darkness of the theatre stalls, instead of being

reluctantly pul1ed up on stage into the harsh glare of the rehearsal

gaslight. He did not linger'long in its i'llumination because he knew

that it showed him in a bad light. He escaped, but not into the shadows

of the theatrical stalls, but to the shade of a palm tree. Unwittingly,
he had cast himself for a more demanding, and more rewarding role in
real life than ever he was to invent for the theatre. R..L.S. was about

to become Tusitala. He had no need of any bigger stage or of any other
actors - even Henry lrving. In order to get something fron anything one

must be prepared to make an investment, either of time or talent or

industry - and to the fullest extent. Stevenson had made only a token

gesture on all three fronts. It is small wonder the return was meagre.
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Lloyd 0sbourne has spoken of Stevenson's superb actor's voice in

reading the first draft of Jekyll and Hyde at Bournemouth and there have

been many other accounts of the pieasure Stevenson himself had in
reading to the household at Vailima, so we know that there was an actor

in him somewhere. It may be that he was like that other Robert, Robert

Burns, even more fl uent and charmi ng in speech than wl th hi s

considerable pen. All of which points again to the actor's instincts in
the man.

Just like any actor upon the stage Robert Louis Stevenson was

constantJy aware of spectators in his life. Wherever he was he seemed

to need an audience and it was as an audience that he thought of h'is

readership. Readers of h'is best stories know they are hearing his voice

as they read. Here, he is the attained actor at last. Free from the

tedious physical business of pretending in the f1esh, he can give rein

to his imaginative actor's instinct on the page. It is not unreasonable

to suppose that his plays might have succeeded better had he himself

been a better practical actor. But while the good artist can be many

things to all men'it is unfair to expect him to be everything. Robert

Louis Stevenson was a writer first and last. In his real-life
role-play'ing he was a dozen men but in his best writing he was a'lways

hi msel f.
He gives his best moments to his readers in just the same way a

good actor g'ives h'i s to hi s audi ence. The good wri ter and the good

actor are always after this same thing - a good moment - and for the

audience, not for himself. When it happens neither is entirely sure how

it arrived even if they have both carefully contrived towards it.
Dramatists too are aware of the need for the moment. James Barrie was

adept at providing such valuable pegs for performance in his plays.

It is not surprising that Stevenson and Barrie remained friends
despite their disparity. They were both avid Scots in love with words

and the effect of words. It would be reasonable to conjecture that the

timid, little Barrie envied Stevenson's adventurous and roving life
but would the quixotic Stevenson have settled in one place long enough

to become, like his old University friend, the sedentary scribe to
London's Edwardian theatre? He could so easily have done. The doors of
the Saville Club were always open and through them he could have walked

on to any stage. Whatever else, he did not lack London opportunities.
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Throughout his life he appeared to have friends at every corner'

Is it sign.ificent that all of Stevenson's London friends seem to be of

the same physical stock - 'like Barrie, smal I , s'light, fastidious and

pa'instaki ng? Sydney Col v'in, Lesl 'ie Stephen, Henry James, George

Mered'ith, Andrew Lang, Austin Dobson, Edmond Gosse, Thomas Hardy'

Rudyard Kipling - all men of letters, all very different kinds of

writer, but all of the same physical type and temperamental cast; all

that'is except the remajning two of the recognised Stevenson circle -
hlill'iam Henley and Herbert Beerbohm Tree. Not that either of these was

ever within the circle. They were both too big to be contained in any

circle, they made their own. Both these men were Goliaths'in comparison

with the clique. Small men loomed large in London letters at the latter
end of the century as did the gaie creatures of the artistic demi-monde

but Henl ey and Tree towered over al I of these and strode thei r
respective stages surely - albeit one did so on one leg.

It is probab'ly only a matter of conjecture but one is left with the

teasing thought - in his pen-portrait of R.L.S., what had Henley'left

UN-said? 0f all the friends, only Heniey could be said to have really

known him. But what he knew of stevenson was his secret and we must

leave it with him. Perhaps the great play was in that?

l.le shal I never know. ..
One thing is clear, however, Stevenson had the gift of friendship

and a need of fe'llowship at every stage and at every level all through

his relatively short life. Friends, old and young' male and female,

white-skinned and brown, k'ings and commoners, amateur writerS and

professional men - they all had one thing in common - a love of Robert

Louis Stevenson. This assumed almost cult proportions even in his

lifetime and did much to provoke the inevitable reaction. He was hardly

cold in his Samoan mountain top when the critical sniping began. It is
one of the minor irritations of large talent in any field to be

constantly troubled by fleas. In 19'14, Frank Swinnerton wrote a whole

bOok to prove SteVenson 'a writer of the Second class' - 'If Romance is

dead, Stevenson killed it,'he said. But who reads Mr Swinnerton today?

Similarly, others like Maurice Hewlett and John Freeman ioined in a

general disparagement but Stevenson survives.

Do they? Leonard I'loolf , took up the defence in his article -
of Stevensonr :'The Fal'l
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,The climax of the legend was that Stevenson not only wore a velvet
coat, had flashing ey6s, and was a brilliant talker, but was also a

great writer, a great novefist, a great thinker and consummate

irtist'in words..l Mr Stevenson seemed to have been placed in a

very high n'iche among the greatest of writers when the younger
genLration began to read 'Pl ays Pl easant_ and 

-Unp1 
easant' . . . llJel I ,

6ven metaphori ca'l ti des have a habi t of ebbi ng aqd f 'lowi ng; lnd
when a writer's reputation has been plunging steadily dow.nh'il1 for
th'irty years, it has usually gone too far and it is time for a

revivll. ts there going to be a resurrection of Robert Louis
Stevenson ? To judg-e f rom the current publ.,i;hers ' I i sts , the
Stevenson resurreitidn 'is already beginning... "*

H'is own attitude was that -
,All who have meant good work with their whole hearts have done
good wqrk, although tney may die before they have time to sign
it... ""
These were Stevenson 's words on a paragraph dwel'l i ng on the

artistic benefits of dying young but if they are applied to his work as

dramatist we may have a keener clue to their commercial and artistic
failure. He died before he could write his great play.

He wrote to I'li l l i am Archer i n 1894:

'You must sometimes think it strange -
should think it - to be following the
and the crowded theatres, l$en I am

forests and vast si I ences. '

Some folk memories must still have remained

or perhaps it 'is only that I
oid round, in the gas lamPs
away here in the troPical

for him of city nights in
Edinburgh, London, Paris, New York and San Francisco - even Sydney

where he was another kind of man among writers, painters' musicians,

actors et hoc genus omne. He loved actors ('if one excludes Teddy Henley

perhaps ) and he showed this affection in Providence and the Guitar
(1878) which has already been ment'ioned and again in The Inland Voyage

of the same year. The story is entitled Precy and the Marionettes and

deals with the old stroller who was not, as he readily admits' in the

highest flight of French stage performers. But Stevenson understands:

'But if a man is only so much of an actor that he can stumble
through a farce, he has made free of a new order of. thoughts. He

has something e'lse to think about beside the money box.. He has a

pride of hii own, and, what 'is of far more importance, he has an

aim before him that he can never quite attain. He has gone upon a
pilgrimage that will tast him his life long, because th_ere is no
bnd-to ii short of perfection. He will better h'imself a little day
by day; oF, even 'if he has given up the attempt, he wllJ always
rbmember that once upon a time he had conceived this hig.h ideal,
that once uoon a time he had fallen in love with a star...'



This is a credo that every young actor should learn by heart.

And Stevenson has the old stroller make h'is own statement of faith:

'If anyone is a failure in life,'is itnot I? I had an art, in
which I have done things well - as well as some - better, perhaps'
than others; and now it is closed against me. I must go about the
country gathering coppers and singing nonsense. Do you think I
regret my litef Do you think I would rather be a fat burg_ess, like
a calf? Not M have had moments when I have been applauded on
the boards; I th'ink nothing of that; but I have known in my own

mind sometimes, when I had not a clap from the whole house, that I
had found a true intonation, or an exact and speaking gesture; and
then, messieurs, I have known what p'leasurfTwas, what'it is to do a
thing well, what 'it is to be an artist...''

One can scarcely forbear from cheering.
t,JiIliam Archer, to the end, still thought

had a play in h'im. Nine years before, rep'lying
in as to why he (Stevenson) had not written h'is
candi dly:

Robert Lou'is Stevenson
to the latter's enquiry
Timon, Stevenson replied

'WelJ here is my answer... I have tried to expand my means, but
st'ill i can only utter a part of what I wish to sdy, and am bound
to feel; and much of it will die unspoken. But'if I had the pen of
Shakespeare, I have no Tjmon to give forth. I feel kindly to the
powers that be; I marvET-They should use me so weil... To have
suffered, nay, to suffer, sets a keen edge to what rema'ins of the
agreeafle. This is a great truth, and has to be learned in the
fire. ""

In play'ing with theatrical fire, rather than burst'ing into the expected

flame, it must be said that Robert Louis Stevenson only got his fingers
burned.

0n 3 November 
.|933, Robins Millar, the Scottish dramatic critic,

gave a lecture to the R.L.Stevenson Club in Glasgow on 'R.L.S. as

Dramatist' and came to the conclusion that -

'Stevenson never succeeded in adapting h'i s ideas to the
requirements of the stage... Nevertheless, his plays did show that
he possessed a remarkably rich and powerful sense of the essentials
of drama... Stevenson was detached from actual contact with the
theatre, but one could guess from his plays that he had in his
imagination the potentialities of a really great dramatist...
It could be said that they had qual ities that revealed the
brilliance of his.powers. . Under different circumstances (h1] might
conceivably have developed as one of our great dramatists.'
This js repeating exactly what P'inero had said thirty years before,

what Hamilton had iterated, what Archer had always maintained and what

this study has sought to prove. Stevenson had told Fanny to humy his

biography as his fame would Jast no more than four years. He was never

so wrong about anything. But he was often right about theatre.



As w'itness -

'Footlights will not do with the sun. The_stage morn and thgnreal'
lucid m6rn of one,s dark life look strangely on each other.''"

He has said it.
Such things have on them the dew of man's morning. He also said:

'In the highest achievement of the art of words, the dramatic and

the pictorial, the moral and romantic interest, rise and fall
together, by a comnron and organic'law. Situation is animated with
pais'ion,'pa-ssion clothed upon with animation. Ne'ither exists for
itself,-but each inheres indissolubly with the other. This is high
art; and not only the highest art possible in words, but the
hi ghest art of il I , si nce 'it combi nes the gr$trtest mass and

diiersity of the elements of truth and pleasure... '''
And there rests the case for Robert Loui s Stevenson - Dramati st.

To end, the present writer can only repeat what a former friend and

colleague, the late Moultrie R.Kelsall, actor and writer, said at the

end of his Braemar Lecture on Stevenson in 1950:

'I don't pretend to have read everything he wrote. At best I can
but hope'you haven't regarded any item of my choice as quite
unworthy of inclusion; I realize that sins of omission are bound to
be laid-at my doorrbyt perhaps these very omissions will send you
back to Stevenson. ' "

No better sent'iment could be found for the conclusion of this study.



ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON

MEMORIAL
tx r{€ ctw or EorNtutcH. tcoru|o.

AN INTERNATIONAL APPEAL

RI.S E6 - IIYTRODUCTION

From 17 July b 3A Augnrst tits leor rn Edrnburgh the life and
vork of Robert Louts Stevenson uill be celebrated tn a dynomic
ond voned progromme of events, octtvrties, erhibitions and
puDltcotfons orgcnrsed artd prcmoted tnder i-Jte collectfve title
k'-s E6.

The place is nght, for Stevenson r.,os bm and lived rn Edtnhrrgtu
The city ond rts chorocterc arc feaared in marry of his finest
stones, tncludtng 'Kidtappedt,tCatriortat, tThe tileir of Hermistonl
andtDr Jelqll And lar H>de,.

The time is nght, as this festivol uill toke p|ace exactly one
hwdred years after the ptblication of tKidnappedt. 1986 is
olso the centenary of 'Itr JelcyII And, Mr Htde'.

TIle occosion is right, for RI-S t6 yill fu or'rt of the
Commonveclth Arts Festival, being stnged in the ctty alongsfde
the Commonutealth Games @d yill rwt on tlutugrhout the
Edtnturgh Internationdl Festnaal /t is Frttrng that Stevenson
sltould fu inshiltsQ tn the Festivol not only becantse of his
imprt;c.nt positton in the history of vorld liternfrue, nn bccause
he truvelled and, ftved rn Austmlosia old the South Seos Robert
Louis Stevenson died rn Samoo in 1894.

RI.S Ed is the firct-ever celebrztion of this sort ond rt wfll be
a truly memorable one, for it hos tie full support of Edtnb.rrgh
Distnct Council, Loldrjan Regnonol Council, the Commonruealti
Instittfte snd an energetic 9rcry of unteru, ortists o'rtd other
individuals contmitted tn the success of thrs prcjecL



v
ENVOI

The Scots Observer of 26 January 1889, in its
concerned itself with Robert Louis Stevenson:

series, Modern Men,

'l,lhy does not Mr. Stevenson do a great work?
Whydoes he scatter the small change of his wealth?...
Let us leave Mr. Stevenson alone and not pester him with advice'
not even with injudicious and perilous encouragement.
His irnpul ses wi I I guide him right.
There is an unfurnished window in his palace, as in Aladdin'S?
the window that should be painted w'ith the effigy of a Becky Sharp'
a Beatrix Esmond, a Di Vernon, a Jeannie Deans.
Let not the window be finished and adorned with a copy...
But we have no right to ask everything e_ven from so various a

humourist, so accomplished a wielder of style'_so keen an observer,
such a maiter of thb terrible, so winning a teller of tales...'



THE T}IEAIRICAL R.L.S.

APPEIIDICES

'It does sem
singing, acting,

seen the

strange that these dependent alts -
and,1n its snall ray, reading aloud,
best rerarded of all the arts.

(Letters, I ,.|44)
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REFEREISES

rlb nan can say I
(Letters,

have been ldle'
ll, 79.1



*

Introducti on
traTT-lIne-- 'Al I the worl d 's a stage '

1. An honour accorded Tusitala (R.L.S.) by the Samoan Chiefs
allowing him to speak at formal ceremonies and feasts.

2. The Foreigner At Home (Memories and Portraits) Chatto and

@3. Masson, p199.
4. Ibid p213.
5. A Chapter 0n Dreams (Across the Plains) Chatto and

@6. Ibid p150.
7. Robert Louis Stevenson, Bookman Extra Number, 1913,

@al.

REFEREIICES

Theme
T-

8.

9.

Part Two

l.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
ll.
1?.
13.

14.
15.

16.
17.
18.
19.
?0
21.
??.

THE THEATRICAL R.L.S.

(For fuller details see Bibliography under Author. All
quotes from Works and Letters indicate Edition and Year)

Bal four, ?,162.

St.James Guide to Biography, ed: Paul E. Schellinger,

Ibid p43.

Child's Play (Virginibus Puerisque) Chatto and }{indus, 19.|5,

Ibid pI51.
An Apo'l ogy For Idl ers ( V'i rgi ni bus Pueri sque ) Chatto andW
Theatricality - Sociology and Theatre, Elizabeth Burns, pl

rbi d
Ibid pB.
rbi d
Ibid p9.
Merchant of Venice (1594) by Shakespeare) Act I Scene 2.
@
rbid
Poem - 'To A Louse' by Robert Burns (1759-96) Works,
Bicentene$TffifT-on (Ed. l.lilliam l,Jallace), 1959, pl50.
The Tempest (1613) by Shakespeare, Act 4 Scene l.

-

TE'tTse concerning Human Nature (739) by David Hume

Boundaries of Art by David Nowitz, p89.
@ and') 27 February 1993, pp 40/43.'l!6Vftf'pla5.
Ib'id pl 53.
Ibid pl2.
Elizabeth Burns p20/21.
Lay Morals, London, Chatto and Windus, 1914, p5.

2.
3.



#

Secti on

t.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

Secti on

7.

8.
9.
10.
lt.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

STAGE ThlO

Sect'ion A

l.
z.
3.
4.
5.

t0.
il.
12.
13.
14..|5.

6.

7.

8.
9.

B (i)
THE CHARITY BAZMR

Letters, (Methuen 1911), 4,263.
ETfrF, I,55.
Swearingen, p21.
Letters, (Methuen l9ll), 4,262,
foTklEf-given to the present writer 9y t'lrs_Kathleen McFie,
w'ife of lhe then owner of 17 Heriot Row. it perpetuates the
error that Stevenson wrote the p'iece when he was Sixteen. 

'
Masson, p4l.

B (ii )
MONMOUTH

Stevenson (R.L.S. to R.A.M.) correspondence Bejnecke
Collection, Yale University. See Swearingen, p5.
Ibi d.
Ibi d.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Notes and Introduction by charles vale. '|928 Edition.
Press cuttjngs from Margaret Stevenson's Scrapbook.
Va'le Notes (.|928)

'Creep'i ng I i ke snai I '

Masson, p64.
Balfour, I,85.
Kelman, p96.
Lay Morals, Chatto and l'lindus, l9l4' p36.
s;i6TollEge Memories, (Memories and Portraits) chatto and

ffi
Crabbed Age ini Youth, (Virginibus Puerisque) Chatto and

W
Refleciions init Remarks on Human Life, (Edinburgh Ed, 1898)'

ourr l, 102.
Letters, (Methuen l911) 1,53.
DrTdfyil and Mr Hyde after One Hundred Years. Edited by
Eirri?i -l 16 '
rbi d.
}{eir of Hermiston, (Chatto and

ffilglt), 1,44.
ffidTi-ngen, p4.
Works, (Pentland Edition .|907)

fETlege Magazine, (Memories

@
Swearingen p13.
A College Magazine, (Memories

ffi
Carre , p29.
Masson, p1 59.
Elwin, p 38.

Windus 
.|904), 

p?8

Introduction, p2.
and Portraits) Chatto and

and Portraits) Chatto and
15.
17.
.|8.

19.
?0.



21.

?2.
23.
24.
25.

26.

27.
?8.
29.

30.
31.

Some College Memories, (Memories and Portraits), Chatto and

@
Elwin, p38
Ibid. Also Aldington, p44.
Address published in thb Outlook. Magazine, l9 February 1893.
Unpubl i shed letter to MrsTaffiSitwel I . Beinecke
Coilection. See Furnas, (Appendix B), p398.
Gossip on Romance (Memories and Portraits) chatto and

ffi.
Letter to Charies Baxter quoted Balfour, '1,84 and Bell, p77.
L ay Moral s , Chatto and l,li ndus , .| 

9.| 4, p 1 53 .

BoitfflhTch Have Influenced Me, (The Art of Writing), Chatto

Balfour, I, 96.
Memoir of Fleeming Jenkin, (Pentland Edition .|907)' Vol 9.

40'

'Unwil 1 ingly to School '

Talk and Talkers (Memories and Portraits) Chatto and l'|indus'
W
Kn'ight p95.
mem6ir bt fteeming Jenkin, (Pentland Ed'ition 1907) p310.

Ibid p315.
Letters, (Methuen 19ll) 3, '|04.

fiaffin, pl'13.
Ibid, p140.
I b'id; b67. See Lecture by Lord Guthri e ( 'l 2 Feb l9l 8)
published in Juridical Review, Vo'l 3.|, 19.|9.
btreytard and Luc, (Travels with a Donkey in the Cevennes),
ffi, 1909,p57.
E'l Dorado, (Vi rgi ni bus Pueri sque ) , Chatto and ['l'i ndus, l9l 5 '
F',TZ0.
Letter to Mrs Sitwell, (.|874), National Library of Scotland.
Letters, (Methuen, l9l l ) I ,.| 23.
liE-lT-p'foo.
Letters (Methuen l91l ) I,129.
Ufr-TFEnjoyment of unpliasant Places, (Essays of rravel ),

Letters, (Skerryvore Edition l9?5), 1,262.
FFm, (Methuen l9'll), .|,183.

fqa-sson,- pp146/7 .
Ibid ppl29-132.
Ibid ppl 40/r.
Ib'id ppl 45/6.
Notes from his Mother's Dia (M. I .Stevenson 1896)

321 -330.
Masson pp??8/9.
Ibid pl66.
Richard ll (1584), Shakespeare, Act 5 Scene 5.
FcEnfr-FZ4e.
Masson pI25.
Ibid p145.

STAGE TI.IO

Sect'ion B

t.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

il.
12.
't3.

14,
15.
16.

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

24.
25.
26.
27.
?8.
29.
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STAGE T}IO
Section C

t.
?.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
ll.
12.
't3.

14.
't5.

'And then the lover'

Masson p87.
Ibid p90.
Letter to Mrs S'itwel I , ( 

.|875 
) , Nati onal

Collected Poems, ('1971), p93.
feffio€irfuem-T'TFitala 23,]923) vol ?, P

T6'ffi--ffongs of Travel, XXI ) Chatto and
Tffiil. (xx]'r ).
Masson, p87.
Furnas, pl00.
Masson pp 64/5.
Letters, (Skemyvore '|925), 1,280.
E]Td'F I,l t9.
Masson pll0.
Works,'(Pentland Edition 1907) Vol 9, pp 185-336.
Masson p103.

'Si ghi ng I 'ike furnace '

Kelman p73.
Ibid
Heathercat, (Chapter 3, The Hi'll End of Drumlowe) Lay
IbFtfs-Fatto and t.lindus, l9l4' p14.
Scribnir's Magazine, July 1888, p125. See Balfour l, 63-
Earlier Works, (Lay Morals) Chatto and l.lindus, '1914'

Fp'T8TTg'-
Kelman, p25.
Poems ( Uhderwoods 38 ) Chatto and I'l'i ndus , I 906 ' p44.
ISftEr quoted by Calder, p'14.
Letters, (Methuen l9ll) 4,.|36.
]]ET.|E (Views and Reviews) Nutt, .|890, p34.
Henley, Enter Patient, Poems, Nutt, 1898, pl.
Buckley,lS-
Life, (Henley) Cornford Cope, pp28/29.
T6i?T
Letters, (Methuen l9'll ), I,.|80.
Fpoem of same name in Poems (Henley) Nutt, l9l0' XXV p39.
Letters, (Methuen lgll), T;f85'.
Ea1T6iiF pl35. (Al so Saposn'ik, Notes, pI42. )

Letters. Methuen l9l I ), l,175.
IbfrTiETf, p79.
R.L.S. Stbvenson's Letters to Charles Baxter edited by De

ni versi tY
Press.1956, p275.
Poems (Henley) Nutt, .|9.|0, xXVlll p43.
ffi-(HenleyJ Invictus (IMRT) t'lard's Engl ish Poets 1875' p3.
See Connell, p{;-
L'ife, Leslie Cope Cornford, 1899, p49
fi.fE, Margaret Moyes Black, (N.D.) p48.
Ediburghi P'ictur6sque ttotes (Pentlhnd Edition 1907) ' p3l0'

Library of Scotland.

'143.

I'lindus, 1905, p177.

STAGE THREE

Section A

l.
2.
3.

4.
E

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
t1.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

' zz.
23.

24.
25.
26.



g

27,
28.
?9.
30.
31 .
32.
33.

36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

41.
42,
43.
44.
45.

l4asson p34.
Connell, p86.
Letter to'Henley (NLS) quoted by Connell' p87.
Connell, p86.
Letters (Methuen l91 1 ), 1,230.
TffiTdEnce and the Guitar, (Swanston Ed. l9l2)

t---J FJ lAnt\
p273.

, (Pentland Ed. 1907)

Saposnik, p37.
Letter to i',largaret Stevenson quoted by James Pope Hennessy'
Jonathan Cape, 1974, pll5.
A Critical belebration (Ed. Calder) p72.
ffiChambers, 1923, p173.
fm, Pope-Hennessey, pll6
T6iir.
Memoi r of Fl eemi@., ( Pentl and Ed. 1907 ) VoI 9 'ppTS'5/TJE'-
Swearingen, p37.
Plays, (Swanston Ed. 1912) Vol 15, pl.
fiTe' (Henl ey) Kennedy t,'|'il'l i amson, Shayl or, 1930, pp81/82.
T6i?r
Ibid.

Vol .|4,

Vol 9,

34,
35.

STAGE THREE

Section B

l. See Furnas, p222.
2, The Crippled Titan,

@
3.
4.
5.
6.
7,

8.
9.
10.
ll.
12.
13.
14.

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

'A t'loeful Bal I ad'

John o'article by KennedY liilliamson'
September 

.|949, 
p559.

TE'iiI_
Poems (Henley) Nutt,1910, p39
tbh-m', p14.
L'ife, 

-Cbmpton 
Mackenzie, International Profi'les, 1968' .p43.

6s-sip on'Romance, (Memories and Portra'its), Chatto and

@.
Poem - A Book of Verses, (Henley) p89.
Cohenp-
Letters, (Methuen l9ll), .|,.|82.

Ed]-tlfr pe7.
Low, pI53.
McLynn, p93.
Anticl6 by Edward H Cohen, Ed'inburgh University Journal ,
December 1991.
Review - The Scotsman, 22 August 1989.
ffi), 1,271.
ffidTii'qen. 052.
Lettersl (t'tetnuen 19'll ), 1,280/1.
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